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Summary 
The 39th annual J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference (JPM) was held virtually from January 11-14, 2021. 

A list of events and catalysts that were announced or updated at the conference are included in this 

report. Below are some key points from company presentations. 

 

Key Takeaways – Conference Review 
Mega Cap Companies 

• Amgen (AMGN) Chairman and CEO, Robert Bradway, started his presentation by focusing on 

Amgen’s two late stage assets, sotorasib and tezepelumab, at the J.P. Morgan Healthcare 

Conference given their large impact events expected this year, their potential to be first-in-class 

therapies, and the large unmet need they would be addressing in their indications.  

 

Key data catalysts for sotorasib in 2021 include a release of full Phase II results in KRAS G12C-

mutant advanced NSCLC patients on January 29th at the World Lung Conference, Phase II 

colorectal cancer data in the first half of 2021, and initial data on several combinations with the 

KRAS inhibitor also in the first half of 2021. Regulatory submissions for sotorasib have been 

completed in the US and EU, and management indicates they are accelerating global launch 

preparations for sotorasib in anticipation of projected approvals this year. Successful approval 

would provide an effective targeted therapy option for previously treated NSCLC patients who 

have KRAS G12C-mutated locally advanced or metastatic, which account for 13% of the NSCLC 

patient population. In the long term, the Company indicates a possible exploration of label 

expansions to earlier lines of therapy and/or combinations with other therapies. 

 

In the severe asthma space, management highlighted tezepelumab’s positive Phase III 

NAVIGATOR data indicating that they intend to submit regulatory filings for the potential first-in-

class TSLP monoclonal antibody in the first half of 2021. Full results from NAVIGATOR will also 

be presented at a conference this year although management could not disclose which specific 

conference it would be. Results from the Phase III SOURCE trial which failed to illicit a 

statistically significant reduction in oral steroid use compared to placebo were not discussed in 

this presentation but it has been known that NAVIGATOR is their registrational trial and, along 

with supportive Phase IIb data from the PATHWAY trial, Amgen and AstraZeneca are preparing 

for global launches leveraging the strengths of their partnership. Management also indicated 

during the question and answer session that they will be pursuing a broad label, but they expect 

initial uptake will mainly be in the low eosinophil patient population.  

 

Amgen’s management team also indicated they will be advancing several pipeline assets into 

Phase II development including olpasiran in cardiovascular disease, AMG 592 and AMG 570 in 
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systemic lupus erythematosus, and AMG 714 in celiac disease. Other growth drivers include 

their biosimilar franchise which is currently annualizing at $2b and will continue to grow with 

plans of launching their fifth biosimilar, Riabni, this month. Further, the continued uptake of 

recently launched products, Repatha, Otezla, Aimovig, and Evenity, will bolster Amgen’s short- 

and medium-term commercial outlook. 

 

• Baxter’s (BAX) chairman and CEO Joe Almeida kicked off this year’s presentation with a review 

of the company’s six businesses – renal care, drug delivery, pharmaceuticals, clinical nutrition, 

advanced surgery, and acute therapies. Almeida emphasized Baxter’s strength in its response to 

the COVID-19 pandemic, noting that the company stepped up to maximize production of 

products and therapies, and expedited shipments to hotspots, while at the time focusing on 

employee safety and philanthropic support (through donations of over $2m to global relief 

partners). 

 

While the company’s businesses did see an impact from the decline in hospital admissions and 

elective procedures, an increase in global demand for CRRT (continuous renal replacement 

therapies) and an increase in COVID-related acute kidney injuries requiring RRT were evident. 

Overall, the preliminary revenue numbers for 2020 show a reported 5% growth for Q4, hitting 

$3.18bn, and 3% reported growth for the year, coming in at $11.67bn. Due to COVID, Baxter’s 

Acute Therapies business grew approximately 40% in 2020; the company pointed out that the 

growth was way ahead of what would naturally have been in the single-digits, and while Q1 

2021 could prove to still be a strong quarter for that business, it is expected to relax during Q2 

and Q3, pending the effect of COVID-19 vaccinations and herd immunity impacts on healthcare 

needs. 

 

On the new product front, Baxter noted just one upcoming product launch, for the Novum IQ 

infusion pump platform. Novum IQ was approved in Canada during Q4 2020 and received the CE 

Mark in Europe during the same timeframe, but Baxter withdrew US regulatory filings following 

FDA discussions. Baxter plans to resubmit during Q1, with anticipated product launch during Q2. 

 

The company’s overall outlook holds a continued focus on pandemic response, product launch, 

digital transformation, and investments in strategic capital development (share repurchase, 

M&A, dividends). When questioned on 2021 guidance and previously estimated margins 

reaching out to 2023, Baxter officials were quick to respond that all long-term guidance has 

been taken off the table due to the difficult of predicting future impacts of the current COVID-19 

pandemic. Any investor guidance will be expected at a planned investor day in September. 

 

• Biogen (BIIB) CEO Michel Vounatsos expects 2021 to be an exciting and transformative year for 

the company as it seeks to build a multi-franchise portfolio. Biogen is continuing to lead and 

invest in its multiple sclerosis business and is committed to MS until a cure is found. The MS 
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business had trailing twelve months revenue of $6bn, excluding US sales of Tecfidera. Biogen is 

also continuing its leadership role in spinal muscular atrophy through Spinraza, which generated 

LTM revenue of $2.1bn. It intends to strengthen its competitive positioning in SMA by pursuing 

higher does for even greater efficacy and potential benefit following sub-optimal response to 

competitor’s gene therapy. Mr. Vounatsos spoke a bit about Biogen’s growing biosimilars 

business, highlighting its commercialization of anti-TNFs in Europe and plans to commercialize 

potential ophthalmology biosimilars referencing Lucentis and Eylea. The company is strong 

financially with its hefty balance sheet and low net debt. At the end of Q3 2020, it had $4.6bn in 

cash with strong cash flow generation. 

 

The biggest catalyst for Biogen in 2021 is undoubtedly the upcoming FDA advisory panel 

meeting for aducanumab for Alzheimer’s disease. Aducanumab completed the first ever  

positive Phase III study for a therapy and thus provides the opportunity to alter the course of 

Alzheimer’s. Biogen is continuing to engage with the FDA as it completes its review. 

Aducanumab is ready to launch in the US and Biogen is ramping up launch preparations outside 

the US. A final decision from FDA is expected by March 7. Mr. Vounatsos went on to talk about 

the company’s broader neuroscience pipeline, highlighting expectations of nine mid-to-late 

stage readouts in 2021 – four Phase III readouts and five Phase II readouts. Biogen discussed its 

November collaboration with Sage Therapeutics that is expected to accelerate expansion into 

neuropsychiatry. SAGE-217 (zuranolone) has the potential to transform the treatment of 

depression through an “as-needed” short course of treatment and by addressing the stigma 

often associated with chronic use of antidepressants. Four Phase III trials are currently ongoing 

to assess the safety and efficacy of SAGE-217. SAGE-324 in in Phase II for essential tremor, with 

the potential to expand into epilepsy and Parkinson’s disease. Current essential tremor drugs 

have been around for a long time and there is a need for a new and improved treatment option 

for the disease. In the Q&A session when asked about the rational for the Sage collaboration, 

Biogen’s CEO said that it is aligned with a future for the company in the neuropsychiatry space.   

 

Beyond 2021, Biogen seeks to build a sustainable business for the long-run by investing in areas 

beyond MS and SMA. It is addressing unmet needs with large market potential in areas including 

Alzheimer’s, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, acute neurology, ophthalmology, Parkinson’s, 

neuropsychiatry, and lupus, with potential to launch multiple blockbuster therapies in these 

areas. Biogen has a broad neuroscience pipeline to the enable next wave of potential growth. It 

has 34 clinical programs, 26 new clinical programs since 2017, and 10 programs in Phase III or 

filed. 

 

The company touched upon its collaboration with Denali to expand its Parkinson’s disease 

pipeline. DNL151 is a potential first-in-class small-molecule inhibitor of LRRK2 that may slow the 

progression of PD. Denali’s transport vehicle (TV) technology platform aims to improve brain 

uptake of biotherapeutics, including crossing the blood-brain barrier. Biogen then had some 
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exciting news that was announced earlier in the day surrounding a collaboration with Apple. The 

partners seek to explore digital biomarkers for monitoring brain health over time and to identify 

signs of mild cognitive impairment (MCI). They plan to investigate the role of the Apple watch 

and iPhone in monitoring cognitive health and screening for cognitive decline. A multi-year 

study intends to enroll thousands of participants and will be launched later in 2021. If 

successful, digital biomarkers may accelerate MCI diagnosis, improve patient outcomes, and 

enhance the understanding of cognition.  

 

Biogen’s CEO then went on to point out how it’s accelerating action on the greatest challenges 

of our time amongst the COVID-19 pandemic. He spoke about the fact that COVID-10 has 

further highlighted disparities in healthcare, and the links between equity, health, and climate. 

He emphasized the firm’s strong track record of execution, citing its proven ability to compete, 

launch well and enter new markets, as well as its strong financial position and flexibility to 

allocate capital. Biogen closed out its session stating that it has a strong commitment to 

corporate responsibility and is focused on building for the long-term by diversifying to create a 

multi-franchise portfolio and accelerating digital capabilities. 

 

• Bristol Myers Squibb (BMY) Chairman and CEO Giovanni Caforio, MD, opened his presentation 

emphasizing how the company’s strong 2020 performance has set the stage for future success. 

Commercial launches and pipeline execution in 2020 provided a foundation for portfolio 

renewal and prospects for additional growth. The successful integration of Celgene and its 

diverse portfolio supports BMS’s core strategy of combining biotech innovation with its internal 

strengths as a pharmaceutical company. The MyoKardia purchase reinforces the early pipeline 

and accelerates renewal of BMS’s cardiovascular franchise, with estimated 2029 revenues of 

$4bn for MyoKardia’s Phase III asset mavacamten for obstructive hypertrophic cardiomyopathy 

(HCM).  

 

Over the next five years, BMS’s objectives include driving growth through its existing in-line 

brands (primarily its immune-oncology franchise led by Opdivo (nivolumab) and blockbuster oral 

anticoagulant Eliquis (apixaban)); renewing its portfolio through maximizing its near-term 

launches; expansion into new indications from new launches and its mid- and late-stage 

pipeline; as well as maintaining financial strength to support further investment in business 

development. Caforio highlighted that the estimated low- to mid-single-digit revenue 2020-2025 

CAGR potential from both in-line products and launches will more than offset the near-term loss 

of exclusivity from Revlimid (lenalidomide) and Pomalyst (pomalidomide), while also considering 

patent expiries of Eliquis and Opdivo toward the end of the decade. The 2025 portfolio renewal 

mix is projected to be 90% of the continuing business (excluding Revlimid and Pomalyst), with 

the launch brands making up 30%. 
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The launch portfolio has eight recent or potential new product launches. Last year saw launches 

of, Zeposia (ozanimod) in US and EU for multiple sclerosis (with positive Phase III data in UC); 

Onureg (azacitidine) in 1L acute myeloid leukemia maintenance; and Reblozyl (luspatercept) in 

myelodysplastic syndrome with a Phase III trial in myelofibrosis set to begin in Q1. Key 

milestones anticipated in 2021 were also highlighted for deucravacitinib (2nd Phase III read-out 

in psoriasis and Phase III in psoriatic arthritis expected in Q1 and additional potential in other 

autoimmune diseases such as IBDs and lupus); mavacamten (an application in HCM expected 

and potential noted in non-obstructive HCM and HFpEF); and the cell therapy franchise liso-cel 

(under FDA review for 3L+ large B-cell lymphoma) and ide-cel (PDUFA March 27, 2021 in 4L+ 

multiple myeloma). The late-stage pipeline has an estimated NRA revenue potential of $20-25 

billion in 2029, including opportunities in additional indications expected to launch in 2025 and 

after. Caforio also mentioned the breadth and depth of BMS’s mid- to late-stage pipeline 

(relatlimab, cendakimab danicamtev, and bempeg), as well as its early pipeline that includes 

more than 50 assets, with over 20 of which proof-of concept decisions expected in the next 2-3 

years. 

 

In closing, Caforio summarized that BMS has cash flows of $45-50 billion estimated in 2021-

2023, is expected to deliver low to mid-single digit revenue CAGR from 2020 to 2025, and is well 

positioned for the second half of the decade, with plans to maintain a strong balance sheet, 

which is key to support BMS’s top priority of continued investment in business development. 

Future criteria will focus on mid-size, bolt-on deals within oncology, hematology, immunology, 

cardiovascular, and neurology, BMS’s key disease 

 

• Edwards (EW) highlighted their long-term growth plan, emphasizing they’re valued on an 

outlook for a bright future and remain optimistic about the year head, despite challenges due to 

Covid19. Edwards predicts sales of $4.19-$5.3B for 2021, a mid-teens sales growth on a YoY 

basis. Their 2021 guidance looks to a strong YoY recovery later in 2021 when the impact of 

Covid19 lessens. The company re-affirmed their position as the market leader in the $4B+ global 

transcatheter aortic valve replacement market (TAVR) and expects this market to grow over $7B 

in 2024. In the TAVR portfolio, Edwards anticipates a U.S. approval for Alterra in the second half 

of 2021, and clinical work on the Sapien X4 is expected to begin in the U.S. in 2021. In Structural 

Heart, Edwards announced that the INSPIRIS RESILIA is the #1 implanted aortic surgical valve in 

the U.S. and Japan. Notable launches include the KONECT RESILIA conduit and the HARPOON 

Mitral Valve Repair system. Edwards expects to launch the mitral version of the RESILIA, MITRIS 

RESILIA, in the U.S. and Japan in 2021. In Critical Care, Edwards reaffirmed their position as the 

global leader in hemodynamic monitoring. The company continues to shift the product towards 

the Smart Recovery platform, integrating HemoSphere with the AI-driven Acumen IQ sensors. 

Overall, Edwards performance remains strong, with 97% of sales from products with #1 global 

market share. Edwards continues to focus on long-term value creation, developing innovative 

and breakthrough therapies that will benefit long-term shareholder returns. 
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• Gilead (GILD) CEO Daniel O’Day spent most of the presentation discussing Gilead’s mid- and 

long-term growth outlook, which centers around growth in oncology. GILD has spent more than 

$35B acquiring oncology assets since 2017, including KITE, FTSV, and IMMU, so understanding 

the contribution from these acquired assets is key. Trodelvy, the TROP2 antibody-drug-

conjugate, hasn’t seen its sales trajectory impacted by the pandemic, and GILD believes there is 

an acceleration happening in 3L market share gain from 2L as physicians are trying new 

therapies faster. GILD believes that Trodelvy can address earlier lines of therapy and additional 

indications, including HR+/HER2- breast cancer, bladder cancer, and lung cancer. GILD has filed 

sBLAs for Trodelvy with the FDA for full approval in third-line mTNBC and for accelerated 

approval in third-line mUC, and expects to complete a European filing in the first quarter of 2021 

for third-line mTNBC. After acquiring IMMU, GILD made an amendment to the Phase III 

TROPiCS-02 study in HR+/HER2- breast cancer, as the study was underpowered for overall 

survival; previously, IMMU planned to do an interim analysis in the first half of 2021 using 

overall response rate. GILD now plans to have a progression-free survival readout in the second 

half of 2021 which might support an accelerated filing, while the endpoint of overall survival is 

expected to readout in 2023. Outside of Trodelvy, GILD is most excited about the upcoming 

second-line DLBCL data readout for Yescarta in the first half of 2021, as it would allow Yescarta 

to be the first CAR-T therapy to move towards earlier lines of treatment.         

 

GILD also updated its full-year 2020 financial guidance at the conference, including higher-than-

expected revenues driven by Veklury uptake and utilization in the US, as hospitalizations and 

treatment rates were higher than initial expectations. Sales of Veklury in Q4 were almost $2B as 

the COVID-19 pandemic worsened in the US. Veklury has been used to treat more than 1M 

patients in the US, and nearly 1 in 2 hospitalized patients are treated with Veklury. Outside the 

US, uptake of Veklury remains mixed, as some European countries haven’t been as aggressive in 

administering the treatment. GILD’s core HIV business remained strong, as Biktarvy continues to 

grow sales and market share across treatment naïve and switch patients. GILD provided an 

update on its potential first-in-class HIV capsid inhibitor lenacapavir, which could extend dosing 

from once-daily to once every six months. GILD awaits data from the Phase III Calibrate trial in 

treatment-naïve patients in the second half of 2021. 

 

• Chairman and CEO of Johnson and Johnson (JNJ), Alex Gorsky, highlighted the positive outlook 

for 2021 after a turbulent 2020 due to COVID-19 in a fireside chat at the conferece.  JNJ 

emphasized a significant rebound in its revenue since the dismal second quarter, with the APAC 

region leading the recovery with business revenue only down 3% compared against 2019. A 

similar observation was seen in the European market, with business now only 10% down 

compared to 40%-50% down in the second quarter of 2020. The medical device unit of JNJ has 

been hit particularly hard by COVID-19, with elective procedures decreased over 50%. However, 

Gorsky stressed that the company is sustaining its growth, especially with the pharmaceuticals 
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arm due to its large portfolio of blockbusters. In addition, the consumer unit of JNJ also seen 

growth due to the rise of e-commerce and online business, with 60% growth in the third quarter 

of 2020. JNJ then spent its time discussing its progress with its COVID-19 vaccine candidate, 

Ad26.COV2.S. Being a single dose vaccine, JNJ touted its advantage over its fellow competitors, 

mRNA-1273 and BNT162, in that the emergency use authorization would be reviewed more 

rapidly. Furthermore, JNJ is expecting a few upcoming noteworthy launches given approval, 

including ponesimod, amivantamab and a new SC formulation of Darzalex.  Lastly, JNJ closed the 

fireside chat with an optimistic view of the company with over $20bn from 2019 and AAA credit 

rating, alongside future M&A opportunities like the recent acquisition of Auris. 

 

• Medtronic (MDT) announced another positive year at JPM, reporting a %5+ annual organic 

revenue growth. Medtronic reported over 200 device approvals in 2020, highlighting an 

upcoming approval for the DiamondTemp RF Ablation System for 2021. Big picture catalysts to 

look for in 2021, Medtronic stressed the renal denervation market, with results expected at the 

2021 TCT Conference, and FDA approval submissions for later this year. Medtronic provided 

updates on the Soft Tissue Robotic system and expects to file for CE Mark and IDE in March 

2021. The bulk of the presentation was highlighting near term catalysts, including the launch of 

the Evolut in the U.S. in 2021 and the upcoming launch of the LINQ 2.0, in addition to emphasis 

on a new operation model and culture improvements.  

 

For the Cardiovascular portfolio, Medtronic announced the company is the #1 product leader in 

pacemakers, defibrillators, CRT HF devices and diagnostics – the Micra AV pacing system family 

grew 84% in the US (75% globally). The company expects low-teens CAGR growth in TAVR, 

reaching $7B by 2025. Medtronic continues to lead in the Med-Surgical portfolio, and 

Neuromodulation is poised for market share capture after investing heavily in this space, with 

innovations in Deep Brain, and Spinal Cord, Stimulation. Medtronic highlighted advancements in 

Pelvic Health – the recently approved InterStim Micro Sacral Neurostimulator is the star product 

– Medtronic is looking to take back market share in this space with a few competitive 

advantages with the InterStim. In Diabetes, Medtonic continues to innovate the MiniMed series, 

recently launching the 770G in the U.S., the only hybrid closed loop system with 2+ age 

indication in the U.S. In Europe, the company launched the 780G, and expects to submit the 

780G to the FDA in January 2021 for approval. Finally, the big news was the announcement that 

Medtronic is developing the ECAPS Closed Loop System for spinal cord stimulation. The 

company did not provide too many details, including if this is related to the company’s 

investment in Saluda Medical, and their EVOKE closed-loop spinal cord stimulation device, 

currently approved in Europe. 

 

• Merck’s (MRK) management team reviewed the company’s current pipeline and provided an 

update on the anticipated 2021 priorities. Ken Frazier, Merck’s CEO and Chairman, stated that 

the number one objective of 2021 is to continue the momentum of the company’s key growth 
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drivers such Keytruda, Lenvima, Lynparza, and Bridion. As the steady stream of demand for 

these products continues, the company also highlights a potential long-term growth based on 

the clinical benefits of Gardisil. While the company plans to leverage Keytruda to expand its 

footprint in the Immuno-oncology market, the company is also looking to diversify its portfolio 

and find the right kind of assets that will add value and drive growth. 

 

You can expect to see more late stage development for Keytruda, particularly in the expansion 

on the route of administration and potential new co-formulations and combinations. Merck has 

an internal pipeline with 25+ mechanisms in the clinic and highlights that products such as TIGIT, 

LAG-3, CTLA-4 will advance in Phase III in 2021. The company also announced a priority review 

for its BLA for V114 in adults 18 years of age and older, with a PDUFA date set to July 18, 2021. 

Furthermore, Merck is set to complete the spin-off of Oraganon to focus on Women’s Health, 

biosimilars, and a portfolio of brands consisting of dermatology, pain, respiratory, select 

cardiovascular products. 

 

Merck reported that the revenue growth prospects still remain underappreciated between now 

and 2024. The company took the biggest impact from the pandemic in the second quarter of 

2020 and saw a recovery in the third quarter of 2020. However, it emphasized that a return to 

normalcy will not be apparently until the first quarter of 2022. 

 

• The Novartis (NVS) presentation gave a comprehensive tour of how the company's execution of 

strategy set in 2018 has improved performance — with consistent double-digit operating 

income growth and reaching their goal of core margin in the mid-30% range — and set the stage 

for growth in the medium and long terms. They are aiming for a CAGR of 4%, as expected by 

analysts, between 2019-2025 and a core margin in the high-30% range in the mid-term, driven 

by sales momentum of key growth drivers and further Novartis technical operations 

improvements. 

 

They have had over 80 major transactions and partnerships since 2018, in addition to 

divestments and out-licensing, to both focus their portfolio and ensure that they have exposure 

to all of the major advanced therapy platforms that they believe will shape industry over the 

next decade, including cell therapy, gene therapy, radioligand therapy and RNA technologies. In 

the Q&A section, CEO Vasant Narasimhan said one adjustment they are making is taking a more 

opportunistic view of bolt-on M&A rather than a programmatic view, because they already have 

the assets and R&D capabilities to drive growth. As a result, they will be more focused and 

targeted, looking at acquisitions of technologies and earlier-stage companies to fill gaps in 

mechanisms of action or therapy areas — or looking at technologies that could strengthen 

portfolios such as cell or gene therapies or add something new to the mix. 
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At the same time, they are diversifying across geographies and 10 therapeutic areas. The latter 

gives them enough exposure to grow the company as it approaches $50bn in sales, yet limit 

binary risk, with their top-selling drug accounting for only 8% of sales. 

 

Narasimhan noted that, unlike a number of other companies of its size, Novartis is fully focused 

on medicines, rather than having a diverse set of health care businesses. They believe 90% of 

candidates in their pipeline are potentially first-in-class or first-in-indication, with 80% targeting 

areas of high unmet need. Estimates of sales from potential 2020-2026 launches puts them at 

number 2 in terms of pipeline replacement power. The company mainly reiterated catalysts for 

2021, in addition to summarizing their pipeline, highlighting the major opportunities versus wild 

cards, and noting how they are strengthening their advanced therapy platforms, with many pre-

clinical candidates in gene therapy, cell therapy, and RLT. There are no first drug approvals for 

the year, but Entresto should have an important indication expansion to heart failure with 

preserved ejection fraction — the drug was also highlighted as the top growth driver for 2020, 

with 48% growth — and Leqvio is hoped to be approved in the US. Regarding the latter, which is 

expected to be a blockbuster new treatment in dyslipidemia, in the Q&A, Narasimhan reiterated 

the only issues they were aware of for the complete response letter related to third-party 

manufacturing, which instead of a paper-based inspection will require an in-person inspection 

after all, and given uncertainties related to the Covid pandemic, they will try to give better 

guidance on the possible range of timing in their full year earnings call. They are also looking at 

backup strategies. While the drug has been approved in Europe and they have an agreement in 

the UK involving a population health-based model for reducing cardiovascular disease, the initial 

launch is for those with cardiovascular disease, and they need to generate data in the primary 

prevention setting, as well as bring manufacturing costs down for these type of RNA therapies. 

However, it did not sound as if they had any such agreements yet with other countries, though 

they still believe it will be an important model around the world. 

 

Other topics in the Q&A session included: 

 

-On gene therapy Zolgensma for spinal muscular atrophy, their second largest growth driver, 

Narasimhan noted that in recent years, the drug has had a rapid growth in use to 65%-70% of 

newborns in states that have newborn screening, though that slowed down during the 

pandemic. However, in 2021 they hope to get up to 90% of newborn screening coverage. On the 

clinical hold for the intrathecal formulation, due to preclinical findings, data from the FDA's 

requested study in non-human primates is expected in mid-2021, and if that is clear, they can 

progress. He also reiterated that the FDA requested a confirmatory study, though they are still 

discussing with the agency what they are expecting for a controlled trial. They felt the FDA is 

now requiring more properly controlled late-stage studies with novel gene therapies. 
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-On Cosentyx, their third largest growth driver, they have been able to hold share in psoriasis 

despite competitors because it has a broad profile against multiple aspects of the disease, and 

Narasimhan estimated that its use in dermatology:rheumatology was around 50:50. They expect 

growth in rheumatology and newer indications, though they will also be disciplined in how they 

rebate in the US, so they do not give up price in dermatology at the cost of the newer 

indications. Phase III data in hidradenitis suppurativa are expected in 2021. 

 

-In oncology, they are simultaneously pursuing four pillars: targeted therapies (where they have 

been strong), cell therapies (where they are moving to next-generation manufacturing to 

improve the speed and possibly efficacy of these products, and hope to also get positive 

readouts in solid tumors, not just blood cancers), immuno-oncology (where they hope to find an 

additional agent, though they are also testing anti-IL-1 canakinumab in cancer), and radioligands 

(where they are trying to get multiple new targets into clinical testing). Regarding their Shp2 

inhibitor and why they decided to use that in combination with their KRas inhibitor, which is 

further behind those of other companies though they have the opportunity to bring it to clinical 

testing, Narasimhan said it gives them the possibility of controlling the combination, though 

their focus is to bring the first Shp2 inhibitor to the market, which could provide possibilities for 

other combinations. 

 

-In the competitive multiple sclerosis space, their focus is on their S1P portfolio and patients 

who would most benefit from the drugs, driving growth with Mayzent in SPMS, though also 

looking for other opportunities where Gilenya's profile makes sense. However, he also said their 

real opportunity is with Kesimpta, approved in 2020, and moving B-cell therapy to first-line or 

first-switch, educating providers that patients want very effective medications early to stop 

relapses and progression, and saving them for later is a disservice. They are seeing solid NBRx 

gains, and their goal this year will be to move into a full promotional launch and full consumer 

activation. 

 

-Though somewhat late with DARPin for COVID-19, they are still committed, as they believe it 

could have a differentiated profile, hitting different epitopes and offering subcutaneous dosing, 

to treat earlier in the course of the disease. But also, the Molecular Partners technology could 

help bring manufacturing costs down, so it could be used more economically in broad 

populations around the world. 

 

-On the Sandoz generics and biosimilar division, they reiterated they hope for mid-single-digit 

range growth in the medium term with margins up to the mid- to high- 20% range, more in line 

with peers. To achieve the goals, they are focusing on biosimilars, hoping to be at market 

formation of the next wave in 2023-4, as well as first-to-file injectables and oral solids, especially 

in the US, where they have underperformed. 
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• Pfizer's (PFE) Chairman and Chief Executive Officer (CEO) Albert Bourla’s opening remarks 

alluded to the fascinating journey the company has had during a very difficult year for the world, 

which has accelerated Bourla’s growth as a CEO. Bourla had a positive outlook with respect to 

Pfizer being immortalized in the right part of history after COVID-19, as there is confidence in its 

ability to deliver the COVID-19 vaccine and keep making medical breakthroughs by deploying 

capital in a way to enhances the company’s mission. Pfizer promises to produce two billion 

doses of the COVID-19 vaccine in 2021. The pandemic has demanded the company to adopt 

unusual strategies allowing rapid scaling up of the manufacturing process. These have included 

gaining strategic partners in specialised raw materials at the required scale and working with 

equipment manufacturers to design efficient, new equipment. Worldwide approvals for the 

vaccine and the registration to draw six doses per vial, which provides a 20% increase in 

capacity, were touted by the CEO. When questioned regarding long-term pricing strategies for 

the COVID-19 vaccine, Bourla indicated that there will be repeat business after the pandemic for 

multiple potential reasons such as maintaining control or new coronavirus strains, which would 

level out volumes and pricing would be similar to other vaccines with cutting edge technologies. 

Furthermore, Pfizer’s COVID-19 vaccine validates mRNA as a viable technology platform and the 

company is determined to apply this technology and its newly established infrastructure to 

more broadly to better humanity. For the past three years, Pfizer has been involved in flu 

vaccine development and an mRNA approach is amenable to produce results in weeks rather 

than months, facilitating agile responses to the latest news and greater effectiveness. Other viral 

areas also being considered. 

 

Excluding the significant impact of COVID-19, Pfizer is anticipated to attain at least a 6% 

compound annual growth rate in revenue to 2025 and reach double digits for the company’s 

bottom line. Full guidance for 2021 will be provided at the end of January and COVID-19 

contributions will be separated out. For now, Bourla previewed an all-inclusive 2021 earnings 

per share guidance of 3-3.1 dollars per share and underscored that this pertained to the new 

Pfizer without Upjohn. Separation of Upjohn has enabled the generation of a company that is 

singularly focused on science and it was reiterated that this was necessary as science requires a 

distinct mentality, culture and risk-taking approach. Bourla asserted that there were no size 

limitations post-Upjohn. In terms of capital allocation, Pfizer’s CEO outlined that the company 

recently increased its dividend and, after a temporary minor reduction, will return to increasing 

its dividend. The remaining capital will be invested in business development with particular 

focus on Phase II/III-ready assets, which complement Pfizer’s portfolio and can be launched 

during the 2023-27 window, with the goal of sustainable topline growth. Pertaining to the Phase 

II/III-ready assets, the company is prioritizing candidates that slot into their existing six therapy 

areas and focusing on cutting-edge drugs with first-in-class/best-in-class potential. 

 

Pfizer’s key brand Ibrance is dominant in the cyclin-dependent kinase (CDK) segment of the 

metastatic breast cancer market with a stable 86-87% share within its class. Ibrance’s first-in-
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class advantage and the positive reaction from the market has been reassuring for Pfizer in 

realizing Ibrance’s commercial potential. Although growth of the CDK market has been slower 

than it could be, the company has homed in on patient and physician education to reinforce 

Ibrance’s superiority to chemotherapy and the CDK market is expected to expand overall. 

Further to this, there is confidence in the brand’s continued success as the company has 

conducted extensive market research comparing its brand to data from its adjuvant competitor. 

Additionally, Bourla singled out PF-06873600 (Pfizer’s Phase I CDK 2,4,6 inhibitor) as the most 

exciting CDK program in development with data being released this year. 

   

Bourla lauded janus kinase (JAK) 1 inhibitor abrocitinib as a unique opportunity for atopic 

dermatitis with rapid and profound efficacy in reducing flares and ~75% skin clearance (with a 

subpopulation of patients even achieving total skin clearance). The atopic dermatitis market 

represents a huge untapped opportunity as there are 60 million underserved patients globally, 

thus, the market is anticipated to expand despite additional competition as new JAK inhibitors 

penetrate the market given the critical unmet need. Earlier in the pipeline, Pfizer possesses five 

more JAK inhibitors spanning around 10 indications and Phase III data for brepocitinib to treat 

alopecia will be released this year. In order to continue addressing any safety stigmas 

surrounding the JAK inhibitor class, Pfizer is committed to generating additional data and invest 

in physician education. The CEO assured that substantial experience with Xeljanz has already 

been established, its benefits outweigh the risks, and the comfort level has been restored after 

addressing previous concerns. With regards to the payer perspective on the JAK inhibitors, 

Bourla delineated that emphasis is shifting away from breadth of indications to pricing and 

value.  

 

The CEO gave a brief summary listing off additional assets being developed in Pfizer’s rich 

pipeline spanning vaccines, oncology, rare diseases, inflammation and immunology, and internal 

medicine without providing details or new updates. Several diverse assets were touched upon 

as exciting prospects with first-in-class/best-in-class potential. In its vaccines business, 

developments include pneumococcal, respiratory syncytial virus, and lyme disease vaccines, as 

well as a next-generation COVID-19 vaccine. Notably, June 2021 marks pneumococcal vaccine 

PF-06482077’s Prescription Drug User Fee Act date.  

  

Rounding off the fireside chat, Bourla accentuated that the need to reduce out-of-pocket 

patient costs is a pressing and unanimous concern across the board as the current situation is 

unsustainable. Pfizer’s CEO emphasized that this is a top priority and that the company will work 

with the new administration and congress to bring change. Considering the issue within the 

context of the pandemic, COVID-19 vaccine prices would be extremely expensive without 

rebates and it is critical for patients to be able to access their medicines.  
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• Regeneron Pharmaceuticals (RGEN) discussed the company's growth, commercial execution 

across the portfolio, advancements/innovations in Research & Development (R&D) and financial 

performance in the J.P Morgan presentation, in addition to upcoming potential regulatory 

submission catalysts in a wide range of drugs in development. The total revenue growth for the 

company's core brands were reiterated, whereby Dupilumab had a +69% worldwide sales 

growth since the third quarter of 2019 and Eyelea, Libtayo and Praluant had a +29% growth 9 

months through September 2020. Recalling key milestones of 2020, Regeneron highlighted the 

supplemental filing for approval of Libtayo to the U.S. FDA for Basal Cell Carcinoma and first-line 

locally advanced or metastatic non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC). Both applications were 

accepted for a priority review with a Prescription Drug User Fee Act (PDUFA) decision expected 

in the first quarter of 2021.  

 

 The company stated that since launching, 190k patients in the U.S. have been prescribed 

Dupixent for type 2 inflammatory diseases, this makes up 6% of market penetration to date. The 

company expressed this could potentially be advanced further to several indications through 

proof-of-concept studies, increasing the availability of a wider range of patients. Dupixent is 

currently in pivotal trials for 8 Type 2 diseases and has the potential to address disease in 1 

million additional patients.  

 

Furthermore, Regeneron placed emphasis on the COVID-19 antibody combining casirivimab and 

imdevimab, REGN-COV2. In the fourth quarter of 2020, the U.S. FDA granted Emergency Use 

Authorization to the COVID-19 antibody for mild to moderate COVID-19 in high-risk patients. In 

2020, net product sales were $184M, where the U.S. government purchased initial 300K doses. 

Trials in both treatment and prophylactic settings ongoing, exploring lower doses. The company 

is entering a period of anticipated accelerated growth with several launches in 2020 along with 

expected launches in the future. 

 

• Roche (RHHBY) outlined its hopes for 2021 following a rocky 2020 that involved multiple 

setbacks both directly and tangentially related to the COVID-19 pandemic. This involved both a 

general contraction of many parts of the pharmaceutical market across the board, which 

affected many of Roche’s oncology assets such as Tecentriq, and the disappointing results for 

their anti-inflammatory monoclonal antibody Actemra in multiple configurations for COVID-19.  

 

Although Actemra was mentioned as a potential therapeutic agent for the disease, Roche took 

care to emphasize the broad portfolio of assets – both current and developmental – they seek 

to employ in the fight against coronavirus. These include other pharmacological agents such as 

REGN-COV2, the antibody cocktail co-distributed with Regeneron, and AT-527, an oral antiviral 

co-developed with Atea. Just as important as their pharmaceutical assets is Roche’s array of 

medical devices and instruments, particularly its growing range of SARS-CoV-2 diagnostic kits. 

The company hailed the success of its PCR, antibody, and antigen (including a non-instrumented 
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rapid antigen kit) tests, which were instrumental in responding to the pandemic. Due to the 

virus remaining in wide propagation across many geographies, Roche expects use of its 

diagnostic kits to remain high throughout the first half of 2020. Indeed, the corporation expects 

demand for its rapid antigen test – available at the point of care and giving results within 20 

minutes– to rise markedly, and they now aim to increase testing capacity to approximately 80 

million per month. 

 

Away from the COVID-19 pandemic, Roche announced broader plans to focus on innovation to 

add to its existing portfolio of drugs. This is particularly important given the recent biosimilar 

erosion of many of its key assets in oncology such as Rituxan (rituximab), Herceptin 

(trastuzumab), and Avastin (bevacizumab), all of which were previously market leaders in their 

respective indications. Key among the new developments Roche anticipated in the coming years 

are regulatory filings for multiple novel agents such as tominersen in Huntington’s Disease, SRP-

9001 in Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy, and etrolizumab in Crohn’s Disease. Etrolixumab is of 

particular interest, as Roche estimates it may be able to reach approximately 570,000 sufferers 

of moderate-to-severe Crohn’s disease. In the more immediate term, recent positive readouts 

from faricimab in diabetic macular edema and wet age-related macular degeneration should 

allow for Roche to increase its presence in the ophthalmology market in 2021. 

 

As expected, Roche also mentioned ongoing developments for its flagship PD-L1 antagonist 

Tecentriq. The company is hoping that data readouts from IMpower010 and IMpower030 will 

yield label expansions in localized NSCLC, a segment of of unmet need and significant revenue 

opportunity. Other indications of set for key Tecentriq expansions include hepatocellular cancer, 

melanoma, and head-and-neck cancer.  

 

Roche’s pipeline is not restricted only to drug development. As in COVID-19, the company also 

seeks to expand its portfolio of non-pharmaceutical assets, particularly diagnostic kits. 

Altogether, with its broad pipeline, Roche considers itself well-positioned to compensate for and 

surpass the lost revenue expected from biosimilars. 

 

• President and CEO Clay Siegall provided an overview of the Seagen’s (SGEN) commercial 

successes and pipeline updates from 2020 and what to expect for 2021. The presentation 

focused on Seagen’s three commercialized products, Adcetris, Padcev, and Tukysa. Driven by a 

diverse portfolio of best-in-class or first-in-class, Seagen has seen a record year for sales. 

Adcetris has maintained their first-line market share despite the challenges of COVID-19 that 

resulted in historically low new Hodgkin lymphoma diagnoses, Padcev has seen rapid 

absorption, and Tukysa came out strong in the first full quarter of sales. 

 

Seagen continues to work with Adcetris to increase the number of labels for the product. 

Additionally, the ECHELON-1 study has now reached 5-year analysis, considered to be the gold 
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standard by practicing physicians. The 5-year analysis has shown fewer secondary malignancies 

and a higher number of pregnancies. Additionally, the peripheral neuropathy, which is a known 

side effect of Adcetris, was shown to improve or resolve over time. 

 

Seagen also continues to work with Padcev, approved to treat urothelial cancer (UC) since the 

end of 2019, in post-PD(L)-1 mUC cis-ineligible patients. Results from the second cohort of the 

Phase II EV-201 study will be presented at ASCO GU as well as results from the Phase III EV-301 

study. The company plans to use these results as part of supplemental BLA in the first quarter of 

2021. 

 

In the front-line setting, promising data with Padcev plus Keytruda support registrational trials. 

Seagen believes they have two potential opportunities for approval here. One would be under 

an accelerated pathway using data from Cohort K of the ongoing EV-103 study. This cohort of 

150 cisplatin-ineligible patients was designed in consultation with regulators and will include 

both Padcev alone and in combination with Keytruda. Enrollment in this study is expected by the 

end of 2021. The second opportunity lies with the randomized Phase III EV-302 study of Padcev 

plus Keytruda versus a chemotherapy doublet of platinum plus gemcitabine therapy. The study 

is enrolling 760 patients regardless of platinum eligibility or PD(L)-1 expression. 

 

Tukysa was approved in April 2020 in combination with chemotherapy agents under the FDA’s 

Project Orbis. Tukysa has a positive CHMP opinion in the EU and been granted PIM status in the 

UK. Seagen is ready to begin commercializing Tukysa in the Europe as soon as possible. While 

the company is looking to solidify the use of Tukysa in breast cancer, Seagen is also attempting 

to expand to GI cancers such as metastatic colorectal and gastric cancer with the MOUNTAINEER 

and MOUNTAINEER-02 studies. 

 

• Takeda’s (TAK) CEO Christophe Weber began the Company’s JP Morgan conference with a large 

scope outlook on the Company, specifically what to expect in the next decade. The Company 

breaks their pipeline into Wave 1 and Wave 2, with Wave 1 referring to programs with potential 

approvals by FY24. The market potential for these Wave 1 assets are highlighted, ranging from 

$0.5BN to more than $3.0BN. 

 

Among these Wave 1 assets are TAK-003, TAK-755, TAK-007, and TAK-925/994. The near-term 

pivotal milestones from these assets will help establish the runway and foundation for Takeda in 

the long-term, as the Company loses exclusivity for ENTYVIO in May 2024 in Europe and May 

2026 in the US. The Company also face competition in other markets, as generic versions of 

VYVANSE enter the market in 2023. Takeda labeled the upcoming year as an “inflection year,” as 

the Company have a very significant number of milestones in the next 3 months during their Q4 

fiscal year 2020 (between January 2021 and end of March 2021).  
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Takeda expanded upon 6 significant milestones in this timeframe, including data readouts from 

the CoVIg-19 program and pevonedistat for the treatment of MDS. The Company also expect 

regulatory submissions for TAK-003, TAK-609, and mobocertinib in this timeframe. Therefore, 

the Wave 1 pipeline is critical for Takeda to grow in the next decade, but most of this growth 

impact will happen past 2024 because many of these products will be launched between now 

and March 2025. 

 

• Vertex Pharmaceuticals (VRTX) CEO and President Reshma Kewalramani discussed the 

company’s progress with their cystic fibrosis (CF) portfolio, in addition to upcoming catalysts 

with sickle cell disease, beta thalassemia, antitrypsin deficiency (AATD) and type 1 diabetes. 

Recalling key milestones of 2020, Kewalramani highlighted the launch of the triple-combination 

therapy Trikafta in the US for ages 12+ and EU approval of Trikafta for ages 12+.  

 

Kewalramani highlighted the change in epidemiology estimates for CF in the US, Europe, 

Australia, and Canada. The potential addressable patient population is larger than previously 

expected, at 83,000 patients compared to 75,000, creating greater potential for revenue 

growth. The augmented population is attributed to an increase in availability of 

transformational medicines, and an improved country-level registry data capture. Currently, 

Vertex therapies treat nearly 50% of CF patients, however 30,000 patients are currently 

untreated despite being addressable with the triple combination therapy. In addition, the Vertex 

executive outlined the growth trajectory of Trikafta, starting with the approval in 6-11-year olds 

in the US, which is expected in mid-2021. Additionally, launch of the drug for rare CF mutations 

in the US following approval in December 2020, will contribute to growth of the CF market. 

Rapid uptake in European countries including the UK, Germany, Denmark, and Ireland where 

reimbursement deals are in place are also expected in 2021. Finally, Vertex aim to achieve global 

reimbursement agreements in countries including France, Spain, and Italy, as well regulatory 

approvals in Australia and Canada.  

 

As Vertex’s CF portfolio thrives, the company are expanding their pipeline development, with six 

disease areas currently active in the clinic. Kewalramani first drew attention to sickle cell disease 

and beta thalassemia. Vertex are developing a gene-edited hematopoietic stem cell, CTX001, 

with CRISPR, which aims to reduce BCL11A and increase production of HbF. The drug 

demonstrated encouraging proof-of-concept data released in December 2020; enrolment 

completion is expected in 2021. Despite the discontinuation of VX-814 in AATD, Kewalramani 

emphasized her confidence in the company’s pipeline and approach for targeting both lung and 

liver manifestations implicated in this disease. The company official noted the preclinical success 

of VX-864 in increasing levels of ALT to the estimated therapeutic range. Phase II proof-of-

concept is expected in H12021. The final disease discussed was Type 2 diabetes, which has two 

programmes ongoing that aim to create fully differentiated insulin-producing islets from stem 

cells. Vertex have already filed an IND for the first program, which consists of cells using 
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immunosuppression, however, the second program, which involves cells in a novel 

immunoprotective device that does not require immunosuppression, is at an earlier stage. 

 

Kewalramani finished the presentation on Vertex’s strong business performance, reaching 

between $6-6.2bn in 2020, with an impressive CAGR of 41% from 2017 to 2020.  She added that 

the company will continue to invest in mid-to-late clinical-stage assets and tools and 

technologies that complement their stringent R&D strategy. Management reiterated their 

research strategy, which focuses on validated targets that address causal human biology, 

predictive biomarkers, a rapid path to registration, and development of therapies with a 

transformative benefit regardless of modality.   

 

Large Cap Companies 
• AbbVie (ABBV) chairman of the board and CEO Richard Gonzalez, as anticipated, focused on the 

long-term growth drivers of the company and continued top-line growth they expect leading up 

to the U.S. Humira loss of exclusivity (LOE) event in 2023. AbbVie expects total company sales 

for 2023 to decline following the Humira loss of exclusivity, but was optimistic in a quick 

turnaround with modest top-line growth expected in 2024, followed by a return to strong top-

line growth in 2025 and high-single digit CAGR through 2030. The company also expects to pay 

off between $15 to $18 billion in debt by the end of 2021, followed by the Allergan financing in 

the 2023 range, while continuing to emphasize a robust and growing dividend. 

 

Rinvoq and Skyrizi, two of the most important growth drivers for AbbVie long-term, have 

performed well compared to other similar recent launches and AbbVie’s own internal 

projections, with $2.2 billion combined in 2020 in their first full year on the market. Following 

initial launch trajectories and available Phase III data in follow-on indications, AbbVie now 

expects combined risk-adjusted global sales of over $15 billion in 2025 for the two products, 

helping to offset Humira biosimilar erosion. This is up from $10 billion previously, as the lower 

figure was based off Phase II data at the time, and as the company has increased confidence in 

newer late stage Phase III data de-risking their valuation. 

 

The AbbVie hematologic oncology portfolio, a $6.6 billion franchise, is another piece of the 

puzzle to weathering the initial hit the company will take with the Humira LOE. AbbVie expects 

Imbruvica and Venclexta to increase growth and share over the next decade in several 

indications, and they anticipate approval of navitoclax in myelofibrosis (MF) and readouts of 

other pivotal studies in the next 2 years. 

 

In migraine, AbbVie stated they were pleased with the Ubrelvy launch thus far, and believe the 

brand represents a $1+ billion peak sales opportunity. Atogepant recently completed Phase III 

for episodic migraine prevention, and they also expect $1+ billion in peak sales there. In 
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neurodegeneration, ABBV-951 is nearing completion of registrational trials in advanced 

Parkinson’s disease (PD) with data expected in 2021, and commercialization anticipated for 

2022. For Vraylar in psychiatric indications, AbbVie expects approximately $4 billion in peak 

sales in its currently approved indications, referencing a 2.3% market share currently, with 

potential to drive that to 4-5%. They classify their ongoing Phase III in adjunctive major 

depressive disorder as a high-risk, high-reward indication, with one study complete and two 

more readouts this year. 

 

Finally, the aesthetics business for AbbVie was also referenced as highly under-penetrated, and 

they expect at minimum high-single digit growth over the next decade, which would certainly 

help in the recovery from the 2023 Humira LOE event in order to reach their optimistic 2025 

projection of positive top-line growth. 

 

• In Alexion’s (ALXN) final JPM appearance due to the AstraZeneca acquisition, Alexion gave a 

short presentation with no Q&A however, did provide updates on its pipeline while reiterating 

its growth story given in third-quarter earnings to achieve $9 - $10 billion in full year revenue by 

2025. Most notably Alexion announced that they expect their full-year revenue will exceed the 

$5.9 - $5.95 billion that was guided to in third-quarter earnings. Converting Soliris patients to 

Ultomiris has been a key dynamic and in 2020 Alexion was able to convert over 70% of Soliris 

PNH patients in the US, Germany, and Japan. Alexion will continue this trend in 2021 and 

expects to be able to convert over 70% of US Soliris aHUS patients. Ultomiris is then set to 

expand into neurology during the second half of 2022 with an expected gMG approval and in 

the first half of 2023 with an NMOSD approval. 

 

Elsewhere Alexion did give updates throughout its pipeline. They announced the initiation of 

three Phase III trials in the fourth quarter of 2020. One for Ultomiris IV (HSCT-TMA), one for 

AG10 in Japan (ATTR-CM), and one for ALXN2040 (PNH with EVH). Alexion announced they 

expect a Japan filling for Andexxa in 2021. Alexion also added two new pipeline products 

ALXN1820 and ALXN1850 for which first-in-human trials are planned to start during the first half 

of 2021. 

 

• Alnylam’s (ALNY) CEO John Maraganore set the tone early, introducing the company’s five-year 

plan, coined the P5x25, and its target to become a top-five biotech company by 2025. The 

company’s five P’s (targets by 2025) for rapid growth include: patients (0.5 million), products 

(6+), pipeline (4+ INDs), performance (≥40% CAGR) and profitability (profitable by 2025). These 

set goals will likely capture the attention of investors and satisfy shareholders alike, given that 

the company exceeded all metrics in its previous five-year goal.  

 

The CEO moved onto report significant company successes in 2019-2020 which include the 

independent launch of three RNAi therapeutics (Onpattro, Givlaari and Oxlumo), as well as a 
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fourth product (Leqvio) in partnership with Novartis. Moreover, sales of marketed products 

showed steady increases, with Onpattro sales almost doubling from $166m in 2019 to $306m in 

2020, and Givlaari performing well in its first full year ($55m). Despite early trends in H1 

suggesting a stall in sales due to COVID related delays to patient uptake, Onpattro maintained 

consistent quarter on quarter growth except between Q1/Q2 2020. Most of the sales growth for 

Onpattro was attributed to markets excluding the US, with the company downplaying the 

deceleration in US sales growth. Given the limited population of patients with polyneuropathy 

of hereditary transthyretin-mediated amyloidosis (hATTR) this deceleration likely signposts a 

stall in future sales as the product reaches market saturation in the US. Importantly, the 

company has a clear plan for the products lifecycle with expansions into new markets and new 

indications, most notably the ATTR-associated cardiomyopathy market and wild-type ATTR, 

which officials claimed had blockbuster potential. Further to this, the company has already 

made significant progress in developing its next-generation RNAi therapy for ATTR, Vutrisiran, 

which has reached Phase III in both ATTR associated polyneuropathy and cardiomyopathy.  

 

The major data highlight was positive top-line results for Vutrisiran in the HELIOS-A trial in 

patients with hATTR with polyneuropathy. In this landmark trial, a once quarterly subcutaneous 

injection of Vutrisiran generated efficacy comparable to Onpattro in the pivotal APOLLO study. 

This extended dosing schedule will give Vutrisiran a significant competitive advantage in the 

ATTR polyneuropathy space, with current RNA knock-down treatments being limited to weekly 

subcutaneous injections of Tegsedi or intravenous infusions (5-6hrs) of Onpattro every 3-4 

weeks. Based on these results the company intends to file an NDA in H1 2021, with expectations 

of launching its fifth marketed drug by 2022. Important future studies will be the APOLLO B and 

HELIOS B studies which will extend the reach of Onpattro and Vutrisiran into the larger ATTR 

cardiomyopathy market. Early read-outs from current studies indicate improvements in 

cardiovascular biomarkers, echocardiograms, and as much as a 50% reduction in hospitalization 

and mortality. 

 

There were minimal updates on pipeline products, however, the company did focus on ALN-

AGT, which represents the company’s most-advanced product for a highly prevalent disease 

(hypertension). The company recapped on Phase I results for ALN-AGT, in-development for 

hypertension, which achieved potent and highly durable knockdown of angiotensinogen of over 

95% and a reduction in blood pressure of 15mmHg. Future read-outs planned for the Phase II 

KARDIA-1 and 2 trials in mid-2021, will be key in assessing the drugs clinical benefit. Notably, the 

company did not provide an update on its hemophilia pipeline asset, Fitusiran, which was 

recently released from a short clinical hold in 2020 after another adverse thrombotic event. We 

suspect that Fitusiran will struggle in the overall hemophilia space given the dominance of 

Hemlibra in hemophilia A and the establishment of extended-half life products in the 

hemophilia B without inhibitors markets. However, Fitusiran may have some uptake in a niche 
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subgroup of hemophilia B patients with inhibitors, although safety concerns will be a significant 

barrier. 

 

In the latter half of the presentation, the company outlined their growing preclinical pipeline, as 

well as their avenues for expansion which included targeting new tissues, the development of 

Bis-RNAi, combinations with monoclonal antibodies, novel administration routes and the Revesir 

technology for more precisely timed delivery. Lastly, a look at the financial forecast for the 

company indicated that their revenue growth would begin to outstrip their operating costs, with 

the company projecting profits by 2025. Given the company’s high success rate in transitioning 

products from pipeline to approval, with a probability of success for its clinical pipeline of 62.5% 

versus 5.7% in the industry overall, coupled to a growing preclinical pipeline, Alnylam is likely on 

track to achieve its 2025 targets.   

 

• Bayer AG (BAYN) member of the Management Board and Head of Pharmaceuticals division, 

Stefan Oelrich, led the presentation and highlighted the company’s plans to drive performance 

and deliver new growth opportunities through: maximising the value of their existing portfolio, 

specifically exploiting full potential of Xarelto (an anticoagulant medication used to treat and 

prevent blood clots) and Eylea (a VEGF inhibitor medication used for the treatment of wet 

macular degeneration and metastatic colon cancer);  delivering on key pipeline assets (including 

three new potential blockbusters in oncology, cardiovascular disease, and women’s health); and 

taking advantage of breakthrough technologies by expanding into cell and gene therapy 

development. Bayer reported that sales growth rates declined in Q2 2020 (-8.8% compared to 

3.9% in Q2 2019) due to effects of COVID-19 pandemic, but recovered in Q3 2020 (-1.8% 

compared to 5.9% in Q3 2019) while it deployed stringent cost management to protect the 

bottom line. The outlook for FY2020 (confirmed on November 3, 2020) includes expected sales 

growth of -1% compared to 2019, and underlying EBITDA margin of 34-35%. The company 

reported that the growth trajectory of their best-selling product, Xarelto, remained intact in 

2020 at +13% YTD. Resumption of elective treatments led to recovery of Eylea and IUD franchise 

product sales in Q3 2020. In context of the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, the company 

announced a collaboration and services agreement with CureVac for the development and 

supply of their COVID-19 vaccine candidate CVnCoV.  

 

During 2019/2020 Bayer announced multiple achievements including: initiating late stage trials 

to support the life cycle management of Eylea, Stivarga, and Finerenone and announcing 

positive Phase III trial results for multiple candidates. The company also announced steps made 

to build strong cell and gene therapy platforms through their acquisitions of BlueRock 

(proprietary pluripotent stem cell development platform) and AskBio (gene augmentation 

platform), and research collaboration with Atara (allogeneic cell therapy platform).  The 

company also strengthened their Women’s Health business through acquisition of KaNDy and 

research collaboration with Daré Biosciences. Bayer reported that they have the potential to 
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deliver three new blockbuster drugs with peak sales potential of ~€1bn in the next 3-4 years 

from their late-stage pipeline comprised of: Nubeqa (AR-antagonist for the treatment of non-

metastatic castration resistant prostate cancer) which is in a phase III trial in metastatic 

hormone resistant cancer expected to complete mid 2021; KaNDy NT-184 (Dual NK 1,3 receptor 

antagonist indicated for the treatment of vasomotor menopausal symptoms) for which phase III 

trials will be initiated in 2021; and Fineronone (MR-antagonist indicated for treatment of CKD in 

diabetes type 2), which has been filed for approval in all key markets and is expected to receive 

first approval in the US in Q3 2021.  A fourth candidate under development in collaboration with 

Merck, with peak sales potential ~€500m, Vericiguat (Sgc-stimulator indicated for treatment of 

heart failure with reduced ejection fraction), has also been filed for approval in key markets. 

Bayer have also established a comprehensive cell and gene therapy pipeline comprised of 6 

clinical assets (in development for multiple indications including Pompe and Parkinson’s disease) 

and multiple IND generating opportunities (>15 preclinical assets). 

 

• Having entered the 2021 fiscal year on a high as increased COVID-19 testing revenues boosted 

fiscal Q4 2020 sales (+4.4% YoY), Becton Dickinson’s (BD) presentation focused on the its 

expectations for additional revenue growth in 2021. Just ahead of the presentation, the 

company issued a press release detailing impressive preliminary fiscal Q1 2021 results ($5.3bn; 

+25.6% YoY - note BD’s financial year runs from October to September), with the majority of 

growth deriving from increased sales of COVID-19 testing products ($865m), though there YoY 

growth was observed across all three segments (BD Medical - $2.3bn [+7.9%]; BD Life Sciences - 

$2.0bn [+76.3%]; and BD Interventional - $1.1bn [+6.0%]). However, approximately $100m of 

revenues is believed to be from ‘just-in-case’ inventory stocking that is being pulled forward 

from future quarters. CEO Tom Polen also stated during the presentation that the company was 

now guiding for fiscal year 2021 sales towards the upper end of its previously released guidance 

of low-to-mid single digit revenue growth (excluding anticipated COVID-testing revenues of $1–

1.5bn), and that adjusted non-GAAP diluted earnings per share are expected be above its 

previously disclosed guidance range ($12.40–12.60). 

 

The presentation then summarized BD’s ongoing initiatives to drive growth, including 

reinvestment of ~$200m of revenues from BD Veritor (its COVID-19 testing system) into R&D, 

the anticipated launches of additional products (e.g. Sensica automated urine output monitor 

and BD Onclarity HPV assay), an anticipated 510(k) submission for the BD Alaris infusion pump in 

late Q2/early Q3, and a previously announced $1.2bn investment into pre-filled syringe 

manufacturing capacity to address increasing demand for COVID vaccines and other products. 

BD has also significantly increased its assay production capacity for the BD Veritor and BD Max 

COVID-19 testing systems to meet unprecedented demand. Polen also hinted at further 

potential tuck-in M&A activity in 2021, following six such transactions in the fiscal year 2020. 
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In addition to revenue-driving initiatives, the company is also continuing to seek business 

process savings and manufacturing process efficiencies to improve operating cash flow, with the 

aim of $300m in cost savings by the end of fiscal year 2024. Polen then concluded the 

presentation by reiterating BD’s intention to target a debt leverage ratio of x2.5 (3.0x as of the 

end of FY2020), with continued paying down of debt ($265m in fiscal Q1 2021) facilitating 

freeing up of future cash for increased R&D investment, potential tuck-in M&A activity, 

increases to shareholder dividends, and/or share buybacks. 

 

• Following the shock CRL for BioMarin’s (BMRN) hemophilia A gene therapy, Roctavian, CEO 

Jean-Jacques Bienaime was likely hoping to further quell lingering doubts held by investors by 

impressing his audience with Roctavian’s latest Phase III data. Bienaime started his talk 

reminding his viewers of BioMarin’s strong historical track record, having bought six products to 

market, five of which were developed in-house, the continued organic growth of its pipeline, 

and their high success rate in pivotal trials. Moreover, the company continues to have a wide 

geographic reach, operating over 75 international markets. In terms of revenues, BioMarin 

expects to earn almost $2bn in revenue in 2020, with legacy products, Kuvan, Vimizim and 

Naglazyme, continuing to show stable sales and contributing to the bulk of the revenue. 

Bienaime highlighted the company’s latest PKU drug, Palynziq, which is consistently showing 

strong quarter on quarter growth >15% and will be a key growth driver over the coming years. 

The company now intends on tackling larger rare diseases, with their sights set on bringing their 

hemophilia A gene therapy product to market in 2021. 

 

As expected, the attention quickly shifted onto Roctavian and its latest data release, which the 

company published a day before the J P Morgan conference. Initial results from the Phase III 

trial at 26 weeks indicated that the first 16 patients had successfully received their infusions 

with patients showing the expected level of factor VIII (FVIII) expression (~40IU/dL). In this 

meeting, BioMarin presented new data for the entire cohort (n=132) a year after infusion. The 

Phase III trial represents the largest gene therapy trial in the hemophilia space, with 112 rollover 

patients completing a baseline observational study prior to infusion. A small subset of 22 

patients were directly enrolled into the study, 17 patients who were HIV negative received 

Roctavian two years prior to the November 2020 data cut off. All patients were treated with a 

high dose of Roctavian 6E13 vg/kg, that was in the manufactured format. Previously, BioMarin 

received a CRL after submitting three-year follow up data for its Phase II study which used a 

version of Roctavian that did not match with the proposed manufactured product. 

 

At baseline, severe hemophilia A patients were receiving bi-weekly prophylactic FVIII therapy for 

at least 12 months prior to the study entry, with a mean annual bleed rate (ABR) of 4.8. A single 

infusion of Roctavian reduced the ABR in these patients by 84% (p<0.0001) from 4.8 to 0.8 

bleeds per annum, demonstrating that the gene therapy was superior to prophylactic FVIII, with 

the substantial advantage of a long dosing interval. Moreover, the reliance on bi-weekly FVIII 
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infusion, which is labor-intensive and extremely expensive (~>$250,000 p/a), was reduced by 

99%. The treatment was fast acting with 67% of patients becoming FVIII infusion free within five 

weeks, and 79.5% becoming bleed free versus 32.1% at baseline. While these results are largely 

in line with what was seen in the Phase I/II trial, shares in BioMarin dropped by 5% following the 

release of these results. Most likely this is over concerns of a lower percentage change in ABR 

than in Phase I/II trials. In the Phase III trial ABR was reduced by 84% versus a decrease of 92-

93% in Phase I/II, however, this disparity is likely due to patients in the latter trial having 

abnormally high baseline ABRs. 

 

BioMarin provided an informative graph on the FVIII to better describe the trend they observed. 

The overall mean for FVIII expression was 43 IU/dL over a year, which is just below the normal 

range of 50-150 IU/dL. Notably, there was considerable variation in the expression achieved by 

patients, with some patients achieving expression levels in the 200s and others achieving a 

tenth of this expression. The company was questioned about this variation, however, assured us 

that a similar level of variation was also observed in previous trials. Consistent with this, Pfizer’s 

SB525 also showed large variations, perhaps highlighting a drawback of vector delivery with AAV 

type vectors. FVIII expression peaked about 26 weeks post infusion with a mean expression of 

~60% and then began to decline to ~45% by week 52. The analysis of patients treated for two-

years indicated that they followed an identical trend in the first year, with factor VIII levels 

almost halving by the end of the second year. In the current model, based on the long-term data 

from Phase I/II studies, factor VIII levels continued to decline rapidly, until they reached 

approximately 15 IU/dL, at which point there was a protracted decline of -1.56 IU/year. The 

company noted that the decline in factor VIII expression was largely seen in those who 

expressed very high amounts of factor VIII, while those expressing lower amounts showed little 

decline. 

 

Additionally, Bienaime spoke shortly about the company’s other late-stage pipeline candidate 

Vosoritide for achondroplasia. Importantly, the company announced new data from the Phase 

III achondroplasia trial, which showed that patients switching to Vosoritide displayed an 

increase in growth rate from 4cm to 5.7cm. These data will further support BioMarin’s 

regulatory filings in the EU and US and the company hopes to launch the product in Q4 2021.  

 

The presentation was rounded off with an overview of the company’s pipeline strategy, which 

included building its PKU franchise, expanding its products into new indications and establishing 

its gene therapy products. BioMarin also discussed some of the new pipeline candidates it had 

gained, the emphasis was on DiNA QOR’s DiNA-001 and Deep Genomics’ programs. 

 

• BioNTech (BNTX) CEO, Dr. Ugur Sahin, provided multiple updates regarding Comirnaty 

(BNT162), the Company’s COVID-19 vaccine, as well as 2021 catalysts for its oncology pipeline 

and its long-term outlook.  
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On the COVID-19 front, Dr. Sahin indicated that as of January 10th, 32.9m doses of Comirnaty 

have been shipped and that BioNTech’s manufacturing capacity target in 2021 has increased 

from 1.3bn to 2bn doses. In addition to six active global manufacturing locations, their new 

facility in Marburg, Germany, will be able to handle manufacturing of up to 750m doses annually 

and is expected to become operational by the end of February 2021. To further increase supply 

capacity, Comirnaty’s label has been changed from a 5-dose vial to a 6-dose vial and BioNTech is 

continuing to improve supply processes and engage new sites and suppliers. Management also 

indicated that they aim to expand their label to include pediatric populations, pregnant women, 

and additional sub-populations such as immunocompromised patients.  

 

Given the extreme cold storage requirements needed for Comirnaty, BioNTech will be working 

to optimize the formulation. This includes ongoing additional stability testing of their current 

formulation to provide longer stability times, an improved thermostable formulation which will 

be available in the second half of 2021, and finally, the development of formulations free from 

the excipient polyethylene glycol (PEG). 

 

Notably, Dr. Sahin believes that Comirnaty will be effective against the UK and South African 

COVID-19 strains and new preclinical data are expected in the next 7 and 10 days, respectively, 

to shed light on the topic. Although BioNTech will continue to monitor the situation and initiate 

testing on new COVID-19 variants, management also highlighted their ability to produce re-

engineered mRNA vaccines to new viral variants in as little as six weeks if needed. 

 

Regarding the duration of immunity afforded by Comirnaty, Dr. Sahin indicated a need for 

additional data from the Phase III trial as duration is not yet known. However, he also 

mentioned that re-vaccination with the mRNA vaccine can be done when or if immune 

responses decline given their prior experience with vaccinating patients up to 25 times in 

oncology trials. 

 

BioNTech projects that COVID-19 will become an endemic disease and plans to invest its cash 

flows from Comernity to advance its development programs outside of COVID-19. Long-term 

BioNTech plans in infectious diseases include the development of mRNA vaccines for influenza, 

HIV, and TB. In oncology, the Company highlighted multiple programs including potential 

bispecific antibodies, CAR T cell therapies, small molecule immunomodulators, engineered 

cytokines, and mRNA cancer vaccines. In 2021, key data catalysts in oncology can be expected 

for immunomodulators BNT311 and BNT312, the autologous CAR-T cell therapy BNT211, and 

the small molecule TLR7 agonist BNT411. BioNTech will also be moving their pipeline mRNA 

cancer vaccines, FixVac and iNeST, into randomized Phase II trials this year. 

 

• Boston Scientific (BSX) announced a total company organic sales decline of -8%, however the 

company is pleased with these results. This decline in revenue includes a 370 bps, or $106M, 
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headwind related to the Watchman consignment reserves. The company reported low single 

digit growth in October, and sales declines in November and December due to the Covid-19 

pandemic picking up. Boston Scientific announced the company grew -3% and -4% in Q3 and 

Q42020, respectively. Boston Scientific is overall happy with those results, citing declines in sales 

due to the pandemic, and not related to a loss of market share. Pre- Covid-19, Boston Scientific 

demonstrated a track record of growing organic revenue faster than competitors, leading to OM 

expansion and double-digit adjusted EPS growth. Boston Scientific affirmed investors during the 

Q&A session that sales declines were due to the pandemic, citing that the company has the 

strongest balance sheet it’s had in a decade. In Q4, the biggest drivers were Peripheral 

Interventions, sales were up 5% in the quarter driven by interventional oncology, drug-eluting 

portfolio and EKOS. BTG Interventional Medicine grew 12% in Q4. MedSurg returned to growth 

last quarter driven by Endoscopy and Urology and Pelvic Health.  

 

Both Rhythm Management and Neuromodulation divisions and Interventional Cardiology were 

impacted by the recent Covid-19 surge this winter - new product launches were hindered by 

procedure cancellations. Boston Scientific reported positive news on Watchman, which 

experienced +18% growth, excluding impact of transition to consignment. 2021 catalysts include 

the launch of the LithoVue Elite single use catheter, Ranger DCB launch in the U.S. and Japan, 

and the POLARx single-shot cryoablation balloon in Europe. The company provided an update on 

the Millipide IRS, which recently received FDA approval to begin an early feasibility study in the 

U.S., expected initiation is 2021. 

 

• Daiichi Sankyo’s (4568) presentation at JPM 2021 comes as the company’s five-year plan 

initiated in 2016 draws to a close. With share prises having increased 400% since 2016 and 

Daiichi now ranked as a market leader of the Japanese pharmaceutical industry, CEO Sunao 

Manabe hailed a successful completion of the five-year plan. The last year registered as a period 

of particularly robust growth, with Daiichi’s dividend forecast for 2020 revised upwards 15% 

from JP¥70 to JP¥81. 

 

Integral to Daiichi’s strong performance in its last half-decade is their antibody-drug conjugate 

(ADC) program, which consists of a monoclonal antibody conjoined to the selectively cytotoxic 

agent deruxtecan (itself a conjugate of topoisomerase I inhibitor and a tetrapeptide-based 

cleavable linker). The lead asset in Daiichi’s ADC portfolio is DS-8201 (Enhertu), an ADC co-

developed with AstraZeneca which uses the anti-HER2 antibody trastuzumab. Manabe pointed 

to the very high response rate and duration of response observed in DESTINY-Breast01 – the 

pivotal phase II trial in heavily pretreated HER2+ breast cancer, which yielded the agent’s first 

approval – to exemplify the agent’s impressive efficacy profile.  

 

More good news is expected for Enhertu going into 2021. Manabe notes numerous registration-

enabling trials in breast cancer that could expand the drug’s label to earlier lines of therapy. 
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Moreover, following Enhertu’s Japanese approval for heavily pretreated HER2+ gastric cancer, 

similar regulatory decisions are anticipated in both the EU and US in the first half of 2021, which 

would yield label expansions to a second solid tumor indication. Further research is also ongoing 

in colorectal cancer and NSCLC, and in combination therapies with checkpoint inhibitors. 

 

Interesting developments are also anticipated for some of Daiichi’s other ADC candidates. 

Among these is DS-1062 (datopotamab-deruxtecan), a TROP2-directed antibody also co-

developed with AstraZeneca. The agent has recently entered a Phase III pivotal trial in 

previously-treated in NSCLC and, should results be favorable, will become the corporation’s 

second approved ADC. A third such agent is U3-1402 (patritumab deruxtecan), a HER3-directed 

antibody entirely developed by Daiichi which has already shown positive early clinical data in 

NSCLC from the HERTHENA-Lung01 trial.  

 

A second five-year plan is now being drafted, due to be announced in Q2 2021. Daiichi’s three 

flagship ADCs will remain a prominent part of its business plan, but the company also seeks to 

invest in the R&D of more diverse pipeline candidates. One such new venture is DS-5670, a 

novel mRNA vaccine candidate for COVID-19. Robust growth in recent years and partnerships 

with AstraZeneca has enabled the acceleration of many of Daiichi’s projects, and Manabe ended 

the session on an optimistic note for further expansion in the years to come. 

 

• Eli Lilly’s (LLY) JPM presentation this year took the form of a fireside chat with JPM analyst Chris 

Schott and Lilly chairman and CEO Dave Ricks. The pair kicked off the conversation with 

discussion on Lilly’s goals for 2021, which Ricks noted are centered on new products (with 

roughly 60% of the company’s revenue expected from this area) and market expansion through 

the company’s strong pipeline. Also discussed were ways in which the COVID-19 pandemic has 

shaped business and taught key lessons for moving forward, including the continuation of late-

stage trials made possible by remote monitoring, and an enhanced go-to-market strategy as 

virtual sales representative support increased, laying the ground for improved communication 

with physician groups in the future. 

 

One area of discussion that investors and analysts tuning in to the presentation were sure to be 

looking for was discussion on donanemab, Lilly’s Phase II antibody in development for 

Alzheimer’s disease. Just prior to the conference, the company released positive data from the 

trial’s first arm demonstrating that it met both primary and secondary endpoints. Lilly plans to 

conduct additional studies to replicate results and announced that it will provide more data at 

AD/PD, the Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s disease conference running virtually on March 9, 2021. 

Study results will also be published in a major journal at around the same time. 

 

As expected, Mr. Ricks discussed upcoming data readouts, notably those planned for 

mirikizumab, lebrikizumab, and baricitinib. The company expects that the IL-23 inhibitor 
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mirikizumab could be the first of its kind to launch for ulcerative colitis, while strong readouts 

are anticipated for lebrikizumab in atopic disease and baricitinib for lupus and alopecia. The 

company’s early-stage immunology pipeline is also showing strong promise as the company 

focuses on the new field of immune resolution. 

 

• Having turned a profit since 2012 and following a 2019 US IPO, Genmab (GMAB) is transitioning 

into a fully integrated Biotech company with eight Genmab owned (ie ≥50%) assets in the clinic 

and its first potential near term launch. Tisotumab vedotin, developed in a 50:50 collaboration 

with Seagen, is an antibody-drug conjugate (ADC) targeting tissue factor. Following positive 

Phase II data in 2L+ relapsed metastatic cervical cancer, regulatory submissions to US and 

Japanese authorities are expected in Q1 2021 and 2021, respectively. Another late phase asset 

is epcoritamab developed in 50:50 collaboration with AbbVie. Epcoritamab is a bispecific 

antibody targeting CD20 and CD3 and is being developed for several B-cell malignancies 

including DLBCL, follicular lymphoma, CLL and mantle cell lymphoma. At JPM, it was announced 

that a pivotal Phase III trial will initiate in 2021 for relapsed/refractory DLBCL patients who have 

failed or are ineligible for high-dose therapy followed by an autologous stem cell transplant. 

There are further plans to develop epcoritamab in combination with chemotherapy regimens 

and small molecule inhibitors in both the front-line and relapsed/refractory settings. Compared 

to other bispecific antibodies, epcoritamab is differentiated by its subcutaneous formulation, 

high potency and safety profile (to date, CRS events were Grade 1 and 2). Management also 

emphasized that epcoritamab binds to a distinct CD20 epitope which gives it the potential to be 

combined with standard of care regimens containing rituximab.  

 

Earlier phase Genmab owned products include the first-in-class duobodies GEN1046 (targeting 

PD-L1 and 4-1BB) and GEN1042 (targeting CD40 and 4-1BB) being developed with BioNTech for 

solid tumors. Gen1046 is designed to enhance T-cell and NK cell function by combining 

inhibition of the PD-L1 axis with conditional stimulation of T cells and NK cell by activation of the 

4-1BB receptor. The GEN1046 Phase I/IIa program has nine expansion cohorts and will include 

both checkpoint naïve and checkpoint treated patients. Data from the expansion cohorts are 

expected this year. GEN1042 is designed to conditionally activate both CD40-expressing antigen 

presenting cells and 4-1BB-expressing T cells. Dose escalation data from a Phase I/II study of 

GEN1042 are expected in 2021.  

 

Other Genmab assets with ongoing dose escalation studies are DuoHexabody-CD37 (being 

developed for B-cell malignancies), DuoBody-CD3x5T4 (being developed for 5T4 positive solid 

tumors) and Hexabody-DR5/DR5 (targets two distinct DR5 epitopes to give it DR5 clustering and 

DR5 agonist activity and is being developed for multiple solid tumors). During Q&A, 

management noted that although they struggled with safety for Hexabody-DR5/DR5, they have 

identified a recommended Phase II dose and are preparing a study evaluating this hexabody in 

combination with chemotherapy. During the Q&A it was also mentioned that a hexabody 
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targeting CD38 was in development. While initial indications for this hexabody include multiple 

myeloma, DLBCL and AML, its efficacy in blocking the ectodomain activity of CD38 may give it 

immune-stimulating activity that could make it useful for solid tumors.  

 

Genmab receives royalties for three approved products: Darzalex for multiple myeloma 

(including Darxalex Faspro), Kesimpta for relapsing multiple sclerosis and Tepezza for thyroid 

eye disease. Guidance for 2020 is $1,425-1,515 million in revenue and $823-915 million in 

operating income.  

 

In summary, catalysts for 2021 included a US regulatory decision and clinical data in another 

tumor indication for tisotumab vedotin, initiation of additional Phase III trials for epcoritamab, 

expansion cohort data for GEN1046 and dose escalation data for GEN1042. 

 

• GlaxoSmithKline’s (GSK) presentation began with a reference to the company’s substantial plan 

to split the entirety of the company into two smaller companies: namely, a leading biopharma 

company focused on the development of molecules within immunology, genetics and advanced 

technologies, and the other, a leading consumer healthcare company. In the post-presentation 

Q&A session, GSK management revealed the completion of this process is anticipated for 

around mid-2022. Dr Hal Barron, GSK Chief Scientific Officer and R&D President, summarised 

GSK’s key achievements in 2020, which included nine major approvals, ranging from Blenrep in 

multiple myeloma to Trelegy in asthma and Benlysta in lupus nephritis. Additionally, the 

company reported positive data from its RSV vaccine programs, GSK’836 in HBV and linerixibat 

in cholestatic pruritis in PBC (amongst others), and the initiation of nine pivotal studies, 

including Zejula for first line NSCLC treatment and a maternal RSV vaccine trial.  

 

Barron then took a deeper dive into GSK’s pipeline, highlighting key therapeutic areas of 

oncology and infectious diseases. GSK has a total of 60 vaccines and medicines in its pipeline, 

with more than 20 of these late-stage assets and around 10 touted as potential blockbusters. 

GSK’s oncology portfolio consists of 15 assets, 12 in immuno-oncology (IO) and cell therapy, and 

others focusing on cancer epigenetics and synthetic lethality. Barron discussed Blenrep, the 

first-in-class BCMA targeted therapeutic approved for multiple myeloma. On the back of this 

approval, GSK plans to investigate novel combination use of the drug, with data expected from 

the DREAMM-5 and DREAMM-4 platform studies expected this year. Last year, pivotal studies 

were initiated with the aim of optimizing dosing for combinations with standards of care and 

novel agents, in earlier treatment lines, with data readouts from DREAMM7 and DREAMM8 

trials expected by by 2022-2023. Feladilimab was then visited, a novel IO drug targeting the ICOS 

receptor, which is due several near-term catalysts. Initial development is directed at first line 

treatment of relapsed/metastatic HNSCC, for which there are over 500,000 people diagnosed 

worldwide each year. GSK is looking for an interim analysis of the INDUCE-3 Phase II/III trial, 

investigating the drug in combination with pembrolizumab, to enable the start of a 
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corresponding pivotal trial later this year. Also this year, feladilimab is due data from the 

INDUCE-1 and ENTRÉE lung trials in solid tumours and NSCLC, respectively. 

 

The infectious disease unit of GSK represents a core functional area of the company, achieving 

$17bn in revenue in 2020, and containing a pipeline of 32 vaccines and medicines in 

development. One such opportunity is GSK’s RSV vaccine, which is being developed for 

maternal, older adult and pediatric populations. RSV in older adults currently has high unmet 

needs, and GSK plans to start a pivotal trial in this population, within this quarter, after 

observing compelling antibody response and T cell restoration in treated patients. In HIV, GSK is 

advancing two products, including Cabenuva a unique once-monthly long-acting HIV regimen 

that has demonstrated non-inferior efficacy to daily oral treatments. US approval for this 

product is expected in the first quarter of 2021. The other HIV product, Cabotegravir, is also a 

long-acting injectable, but has an attractive two-month dosing requirement and has 

demonstrated superior efficacy over oral daily HIV treatments. GSK plans to submit its 

Cabotegravir application to the FDA in mid-2021, and if successful, the company predicts a 

potential $2bn market offering in this area. Amongst GSK’s COVID-19 artillery is VIR-7831, a 

potential best-in-class COVID-19 antibody, which crucially is reported to have a high resistance 

barrier; potentially addressing future pandemics. GSK has collaborated with Vir Biotech on this 

program and the companies plan to deliver Phase III data from the COMET-ICE trial, 

investigating the drug in patients at high risk of hospitalization, within Q1 2021.  GSK also 

anticipates the release of pivotal trial data from some of its partnered COVID-19 vaccine 

programs in 2021, as well as the corresponding submissions/approvals of these assets. In other 

areas, the company projects the release of pivotal data from a dostarlimab second-line 

combination trial in endometrial cancer, followed by a submission to the FDA for this indication. 

Later this year, GSK also awaits a PDUFA decision for its IL-5 antibody, Nucala, for the treatment 

of nasal polyposis. 

 

• Horizon Therapeutics’ (HZNP) presentation provided preliminary 2020 financial results, a supply 

update for Tepezza, and an update on new clinical trials for Krystexxa. President and CEO Tim 

Walbert noted that full-year sales for 2020 exceeded the high end of the company’s previous 

guidance range of $2.12 billion to $2.14 billion and represent a year-over-year net sales growth 

of greater than 65%. The sales were primarily driven by the over-performance of Tepezza’s 

launch in thyroid eye disease, which recorded full-year net sales exceeding $800 million. 

Walbert spoke in depth about Tepezza’s launch, focusing on Horizon’s recent doubling of the 

company’s commercial and field-based organization in support of the launch and on recent 

successful marketing initiatives, which included a direct-to-consumer (DTC) campaign.  

 

The company also provided an update regarding the short-term disruption in Tepezza supply 

due to government-mandated COVID-19 vaccination production orders, which was previously 

announced in December 2020. The shortage is still expected to last throughout the first quarter. 
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However, Horizon’s manufacturer Catalent has completed production of a larger scale 

manufacturing lot and Horizon anticipates submitting the drug product manufacturing data to 

the FDA by the end of January. When the drug shortage resolves, Horizon plans on conducting 

parallel campaigns to restart the treatment of patients who had previously received Tepezza 

and to enroll new patients. Horizon also plans to initiate a Phase IIIb/IV randomized trial of 

Tepezza in patients with chronic thyroid eye disease in the second quarter of 2021 and, 

assuming the company’s drug supply capacity has normalized, a Phase I trial examining Tepezza 

as a treatment for diffuse cutaneous systemic sclerosis in mid-2021.  

 

Finally, Walbert also announced that Horizon expects to initiate four additional clinical trials in 

2021, including pivotal trials for lysophosphatidic acid receptor 1 (LPAR1) antagonist HZN-825 in 

both diffuse cutaneous systemic sclerosis (dcSSc) and interstitial lung disease (ILD). The Phase IIb 

trial in dsSSC is expected to begin in the first half of 2021, with the Phase IIb trial in ILD is 

expected to begin in mid-2021. Horizon also anticipates initiating two additional Phase IIIb/IV 

trials for Krystexxa as a treatment for gout, which will examine a monthly dosing regimen and a 

retreatment combination regimen with methotrexate, respectively. Additionally, interim 6-

month results from the Phase II MIRROR RCT trial are expected in the first half of 2021, with the 

final 12-month dataset expected around the end of the year. 

 

• Incyte (INCY) CEO Hervé Hoppenot provided an overview across three therapeutic areas: (i) 

myeloproliferative neoplasms (MPNs) and graft versus host disease (GVHD), (ii) oncology and 

(iii) the emerging indication of dermatology.  

 

Approximately three-quarters of Incyte’s revenues are generated from the MPNs (myelofibrosis 

and polycythemia vera) and GVHD indications with Jakafi 2020 sales estimated at $1.91-1.94 

billion. Sales for MPN and GVHD are expected to exceed $3 billion by 2027 with Jakafi sales 

growing for a couple more years before declining. Growth in these indications is expected to be 

driven by approval of once daily (QD) ruxolitinib combinations as well as itacitinib (a JAK1 

inhibitor) and other novel molecules. Management mentioned that the main advantage of QD 

ruxolitinib (which has US patent exclusivity till 2033) is fixed dose combinations with other once 

daily therapies. QD ruxolitinib is expected to be approved in the 2023-2024 timeframe for 

myelofibrosis, polycythemia vera and GVHD. QD ruxolitinib is being investigated in myelofibrosis 

patients in combination with either the PI3K  inhibitor parsaclisib (Phase III results expected in 

2023), the BET inhibitor INCB57643 (initial results expected in 2022) or the ALK2 inhibitor 

INCB00928 (initial results expected in 2022). The latter combination is being targeted at 

myelofibrosis patients on a sub-therapeutic dose of Jakafi due to anemia.  

 

Management provided a breakdown of myelofibrosis patients noting that of ~16,000 patients 

eligible for Jakafi in the US, 25% are recently diagnosed and not yet on therapy, 55% are 

currently treated with Jakafi and the remaining 20% were previously treated with Jakafi. 
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Interestingly, 50% of Jakafi treated patients have a suboptimal response while 25% are on a sub-

therapeutic dose because of anemia.  

 

The oncology franchise includes two drugs that were approved in 2020: Monjuvi, an anti-CD19 

antibody approved for second-line DLBCL and Pemazyre an FGFR inhibitor approved for 

cholangiocarcinoma. Management went over Monjuvi’s development plans which include the 

following Phase III trials expected to initiate in 2021: (i) frontMIND, evaluating Monjuvi 

combined with Revlimid and R-CHOP in frontline DLBCL and (ii) inMIND, evaluating Monjuvi 

combined with Revlimid and rituximab for follicular lymphoma (FL) and marginal zone 

lymphoma (MZL). Monjuvi is also expected to initiate two proof of concept trials in 2021, both in 

B-cell malignancies: one trial is evaluating Monjuvi combined with parsaclisib while the other is 

evaluating Monjuvi combined with Revlimid and plamotamab, a Xencor CD20/CD3 bispecific 

antibody.  

 

Parsaclisib is a PI3K  inhibitor designed to avoid the hepatotoxicity associated with first 

generation PI3K inhibitors. Parsaclisib’s dosing regimen, 20 mg once daily for eight weeks and 

2.5 mg thereafter, is proposed to mitigate cumulative on-target toxicities such as colitis, 

diarrhea and liver enzyme elevations. After presenting positive Phase II data at ASH 2020, an 

NDA for relapsed/refractory non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma (FL, MZL and mantle cell lymphoma) is 

expected in H2 2021.  

 

Incyte is also developing a series of first-in-class, oral, small molecule PD-L1 inhibitors including 

INCB86550. These are being evaluated in a variety of cold and hot tumors with the premise that 

a small molecule may be better able to infiltrate the tumor micro-environment compared to an 

antibody. The oral modality may find the greatest use in the maintenance or adjuvant setting. 

Additional clinical data is expected in H2 2021.  

 

Other emerging oncology candidates include MCLA-145, a bispecific antibody targeting PD-L1 

and CD37, INCB81776 a small molecule inhibitor of AXL and MER receptor tyrosine kinases and 

INCB106385, an inhibitor of the A2A and A2B adenosine receptors which mediate the 

immunosuppressive properties of the metabolite adenosine. Clinical data for MCLA-145 and 

INCB81776 are expected in 2021.  

 

Finally, in the emerging indication of dermatology, topical ruxolitinib is under regulatory review 

for mild/moderate atopic dermatitis with a decision expected in H2 2021. Topical ruxolitinib is 

also being evaluated in a Phase III trial for vitiligo, an indication with no FDA approved therapy. 

Phase III results are expected in H1 2021 and if the data are positive a sNDA is expected in H2 

2021.  
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In summary, key 2021 catalysts include FDA decisions for (i) topical ruxolitinib in atopic 

dermatitis in H1 2021 and (ii) Jakafi for chronic GVHD in H2 2021. We are also expecting 

regulatory submissions in H2 2021 for topical ruxolitinib for vitiligo and for parsaclisib for 

relapsed/refractory non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma.  

 

• Merck KGaA’s (MKKGY) presentation emphasized the steady growth that is expected through to 

at least 2022 in all three of its core divisions (Healthcare, Life Science, and Performance 

Materials). CEO Stefan Oschmann, who will be succeeded on 1st May 2021 by Belén Corijo, 

reiterated the company’s guidance for 2020 revenues of €17.1–17.5bn and an EBIDTA of €5.05–

5.25bn, while pointing to expectations of ~€2bn of revenue growth from increasing uptake of 

newly-launched and pipeline therapies in the Healthcare division, low-teens percentage growth 

from process solutions (Life Science) and mid-to-high single-digit growth from semiconductor 

solutions (Performance Materials). 

 

Within the Healthcare division, which comprises Merck KGaA’s biologic and small molecule 

prescription therapies, the company is aiming to generate the majority of its revenue growth via 

continued uptake of multiple sclerosis therapy Mavenclad, which has partially recovered from 

the negative impact of COVID-19 reducing interactions between patients and neurologists and a 

slower rate of switching from existing therapies, and immuno-oncology agent Bavencio. 

Bavencio is now approved for a range of Oncology indications (renal cell carcinoma, Merkle cell 

carcinoma, and urothelial carcinoma), and is currently being evaluated as a first-line NSCLC 

therapy, with topline data expected in Q2 2021. Novel late-phase oncology agents, tepotinib 

and bintrafusp alfa will also contribute to growth, with the former currently under review by the 

FDA for the treatment of NSCLC with MET gene alterations, and the latter expected to generate 

topline Phase II data in second-line biliary tract cancer in Q1 2021. Merck KGaA’s core portfolio 

is also expected to generate steady single-digit growth, with continued declines in the Rebif 

franchise expected to be offset by incremental growth in sales of Erbitux (China and emerging 

markets), general medicine, and fertility products, where demand has rebounded from the Q2 

2020 COVID-19 slump. 

 

The presentation then turned to the company’s Life Sciences division, where Oschmann noted 

upgraded guidance for a 6-9% revenue CAGR in the mid-term, with the fastest growth expected 

in process solutions, where growing demand for production of vaccines and monoclonal 

antibodies (largely due to COVID-19), and new cell and gene therapy modalities has created a 

strong outlook through to at least mid-2021. Finally, company is also expecting a 3–4% CAGR in 

its Performance Materials division, where the majority of growth will be driven by 

semiconductor solutions in growing fields such as artificial intelligence, 5G, and Big Data. 

 

• As expected, Mirati Therapeutics (MRTX) began this year’s presentation at the J.P. Morgan 

Healthcare conference with an update on their KRAS G12C program. After competitor Amgen 
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announced regulatory submissions in the US and the EU for their KRAS G12C inhibitor sotorasib 

in December 2020, all eyes were on Mirati’s submission timeline for adagrasib in non-small cell 

lung cancer (NSCLC). Although the H2 2021 timeline for Mirati’s anticipated monotherapy filing 

remains unchanged, it is encouraging that the Phase III confirmatory trial of adagrasib 

monotherapy for the second-line or later treatment of KRAS G12C-mutated NSCLC was initiated 

earlier this year. CEO Charles M. Baum focused heavily on the company’s development plan for 

adagrasib, highlighting their comprehensive combination development program.  

 

In addition to the on-going Phase II combination trial with current standard-of-care Keytruda in 

the first-line setting, Mirati also plans to initiate a Phase II study of adagrasib monotherapy for 

the first-line treatment of NSCLC patients with KRAS G12C and STK11 co-mutations in the first 

quarter of 2021. Mirati announced that a pivotal Phase III study of adagrasib in combination 

with cetuximab for the second-line treatment of colorectal cancer (CRC) is expected to begin in 

the first half of 2021. Furthermore, an on-going proof of concept trial is testing a number of 

different adagrasib-based combinations in both NSCLC and CRC. Results from the SHP2 cohort 

are expected in the second or third quarter of 2021 while both the CDK4/6 and SOS1 cohorts are 

expected to begin enrolling patients in 2021. In other KRAS-related updates, Mirati also 

announced that the company anticipates filing an IND for KRAS G12D inhibitor MRTX1133 in the 

first half of 2021.  

 

Finally, Mirati provided an update on the registrational Phase III SAPPHIRE study of sitravatinib 

and Opdivo for the treatment of checkpoint refractory non-squamous NSCLC patients. The 

interim overall survival analysis, which could support a full approval, for SAPPHIRE is now 

expected in the second half of 2022, slightly later than the company previously expected. 

Furthermore, Baum also noted that Mirati may initiate an additional trial examining the 

combination as a treatment for squamous patients. The company announced that additional 

data from its bladder cancer trial are expected in 2021. Similarly, additional data from the 

hepatocellular carcinoma, renal cell carcinoma, and ovarian trials of sitravatinib, with or without 

tislelizumab, that Mirati is conducting in partnership with Beigene are expected this year. 

 

• Neurocrine Biosciences (NBIX) CEO Kevin Gorman focused on the company’s recent commercial 

performance as well as key commercial and clinical development milestones anticipated for 

2021. Ingrezza (valbenazine), a VMAT2 inhibitor and the first FDA-approved product indicated 

for the treatment of adults with tardive dyskinesia (TD), was highlighted as approaching 

blockbuster status in its third full year on the market, with net product sales for 2020 to be 

approximately $993 million and total prescriptions at approximately 175,700, growing 32% over 

2019 total prescriptions of approximately 132,700. Neurocrine noted that while COVID-19 did 

impact sales in 2020, new prescriptions and refills as well as revenue increased in the fourth 

quarter versus the third quarter of 2020, and they similarly expect sequential change into the 

first quarter of 2021. The company continues to focus on healthcare provider educational 
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initiatives, patient outreach programs, and investing in telemedicine capabilities to improve 

diagnosis and treatment rates for the estimated 80% of patients with tardive dyskinesia who 

have not yet been diagnosed, which they highlight as a driver of long-term growth for Ingrezza.  

 

Neurocrine also emphasized 2 key data readouts expected in 2021. Valbenazine is being studied 

for chorea in Huntington disease as a new indication outside of tardive dyskinesia, with top-line 

results from its single pivotal Phase III study expected in the fourth quarter of 2021. If results are 

positive, a sNDA is planned for early 2022. In partnership with Takeda, NBI-1065844 (TAK-831) is 

being studied in an ongoing Phase II trial for negative symptoms of schizophrenia, with top-line 

data expected in the first half of 2021. Neurocrine also highlighted its progress with crinecerfont 

for the treatment of congenital adrenal hyperplasia (CAH), as a Phase III global registrational 

study in adults is ongoing, and a Phase III pediatric study is scheduled to start in 2021. 

 

• This year's Novo Nordisk (NVO) presentation had a different format—a "fireside" chat rather 

than a presentation with slides. As a result, there was more in depth discussion of important 

parts of the business rather than a broader overview of accomplishments and upcoming events. 

CEO Lars Jorgensen said since they are a chronic care company, the need for their products has 

remained despite the Covid lockdowns, and there was initially some hording of products, though 

things have returned to normal flows. On their key 2020 launch of Rybelsus (oral semaglutide), 

the first oral GLP-1 agonist, Jorgensen said the initial lockdowns did lead to fewer new 

prescriptions, but things recovered as patients returned to seeing their physicians. He noted 

that 80% of prescriptions are coming from patients not on GLP-1 agonists already, so it is largely 

an expansion in use of the GLP-1 class, especially in patients who are not in good control of their 

hyperglycemia due to other less efficacious oral medications, but who have been shying away 

from injections. He also said pricing is more like that of injectable GLP-1 agonists than, for 

example, oral SGLT-2 inhibitors. He announced that they have now obtained pricing approval in 

Japan ,where 80% of the value is in oral products, and are preparing to launch. They only had 

experience with specialists in Japan, because those are the physicians who prescribed injectable 

GLP-1 agonists, so for Rybelsus, they partnered with Merck, which has a large primary care sales 

force there. They acquired Emisphere, which makes the oral technology for Rybelsus, and while 

the only tangible decision they have made is to test higher doses of the drug, oral deliver of 

proteins is a key strategic move for them. 

 

On the slowing of relative growth of the GLP-1 agonist class in general, he noted that was due to 

the larger base of patients, but since the class is used in a relatively low percentage of patients, 

they believe there is still opportunity, particularly as they seek to demonstrate benefits for 

semaglutide (which also has an injectable formulation, Ozempic) in comorbid conditions such as 

NASH, renal disease, and possibly Alzheimer's. The latter is the most risky indication they are 

going after with semaglutide, but they feel they need to test it, given the signals they have seen, 

though he did not want people to get too excited about it. Jorgensen also pointed out that 
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whenever a more efficacious molecule in the segment has been launched, growth has increased. 

International markets are a few years behind the US in terms of launch, and there is potential 

for a sustained growth opportunity, with some markets having higher growth than in the US. 

China, where the GLP-1 agonist segment is just being established, is a significant opportunity. In 

terms of competition in the segment, while there is Lilly's upcoming tirzepatide, they do not see 

either company taking over the market with a massively differentiated product. As long as they 

innovate, including Rybelsus and different combinations, they believe they can keep growing the 

class. He feels comfortable if both they and Lilly succeed.  

 

On concerns that GLP-1 agonists could suffer similar pricing pressure as insulins, he 

acknowledged that in the US, there have been massive price declines in insulin and their insulin 

business is down possibly 13%, though internationally there are still favorable dynamics and 

underlying growth due to demographics. But there are differences in the insulin and GLP-1 

agonist segments when newer products are launched. Patients typically stay on an insulin for 

life, whereas they may only stay on GLP-1 agonists for some years, and there is a flow of 

patients. For insulins, if a physician is comfortable prescribing a certain basal insulin, they stick 

with it as long it is on formulary, though due to changing formularies, they have gotten use to 

switching and adjusting the dose. For Novo Nordisk's Tresiba, which has a lower risk of 

hypoglycemia, the benefit can be difficult to single out in the highly competitive pricing 

dynamics. Sill, while price pressures on current insulins are likely to continue in the short term, 

at some point it may not be worth increasing rebates, as it does not match the extra volume one 

gets. In contrast, apparently referring to GLP-1 agonists, he said, for those constructing 

formularies, if there is an attractive product that is taking share, they need to have that in the 

formulary that they market to others. With such considerations for insulins, they have needed 

to increase innovation more, which they are doing with weekly insulin and early stage glucose-

sensitive insulin. In any case, so as long as there is innovation and differentiation, Jorgensen 

believes the US market is wide open —it can be the first market in which to launch products and 

can have the steepest uptake, because there is a private market structure, direct-to-consumer 

advertising can be done, and one can really establish brands and create preference for 

differentiated products. 

 

The obesity market is still very small, but they have had the advantage because while some 

physicians viewed medical intervention as dangerous, their Saxenda is a GLP-1 agonist, which is 

viewed as safe (note: as it was being used already in diabetes). Saxenda still does not deliver the 

weight loss that patients expect, but they are seeing better weight loss with the next generation 

semaglutide 2.4mg — above 10% (~16%-17%), which they believe is more on the order of what 

patients, physicians, and payers want to see and could lead to an inflection point in the market. 

So they need to market it such that patients and physicians view it as a different category, much 

different from past products. They need to convince health care systems that obesity is a 

disease they should pay for, though they think they can also develop an out-of-pocket market, 
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since the cost of the medication is not that different from what patients may pay on other types 

of attempts. In the UK, they did make a deal with NICE for Saxenda, though for patients with a 

high BMI and comorbidities. Obesity is high on the agenda of health ministers, but they are 

struggling with how do deal with it, though the company also hopes to make the case for 

preventing diabetes and other conditions from obesity. While they expect a lot of switching 

from Saxenda, they also believe patients will stay on the new drug longer (Saxenda has a high 

rate of turnover), because patients keep losing weight for longer. Combining semaglutide with a 

novel amylin analogue is one of what will probably be a number of attempts to build the market 

further. They are about to break even on the cumulative investment they have put into obesity, 

and believe they will have a quite attractive business. 

 

In terms of other types of products, they currently have a leading position in proteins and 

peptides and can now make them orally available. They can also use their knowledge in biology 

and technologies to build a broader technological platform, as they are doing with RNAi with 

Dicerna, stem cell-based therapies, gene editing with Bluebird Bio, and the Corvidia acquisition, 

where they are leveraging their capabilities of running large scale cardiovascular outcomes 

trials. 

 

• During the presentation, Sanofi (SNY) CEO Paul Hudson reiterated the company’s commitment 

to Dupixent and vaccines, while highlighting their presence in oncology and the importance of 

blockbuster Dupixent. Historically a diabetes stalwart, Sanofi announced an exit from both 

diabetes and cardiovascular disease during its December 2019 capital markets day, after Paul 

Hudson was just three months into the role as CEO. Hudson made several references to the 

company’s capital markets day, both the one held in December 2019 and the upcoming meeting 

scheduled in February 2021, as a way to benchmark progress and demonstrate that they have 

been hitting their goals, despite an admittedly sullied reputation for meeting such figures.  

 

Indeed, the presentation noted the resumption of dosing in the fitusiran trials in adults and 

adolescents after evaluation of the small interference RNA therapy in development for the 

treatment of hemophilia was paused to assess reports of non-fatal thrombotic events. The JPM 

presentation did not, however, mention the surprising setback after the FDA issued a CRL for 

sutimlimab, its treatment of hemolysis in adults with cold agglutinin disease, although the 

decision was not taken due to any disqualifying clinical or safety issues. Hudson also did not 

highlight the company’s announcement to lay off over 1,000 staff as the firm seeks to cut €2bn 

in cost by 2022, but rather pointed out that €1bn in savings were achieved in H1 2020 that 

would be redeployed into dropping to the bottom line. 

 

At the start of JPM, Sanofi announced the acquisition of Kymab whose lead asset, KY1005, is a 

monoclonal antibody targeting the OX40 ligand. Sanofi will acquire Kymab for an upfront 

payment of approximately $1.1 billion and up to $350 million upon achievement of certain 
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milestones. KY1005 met its primary endpoints in a Phase IIa atopic dermatitis trial, an indication 

that makes up the majority of sales for Dupixent, Sanofi’s blockbuster targeting the IL-4 

receptor. Providing figures through Q3 of 2020, Sanofi reported annualized sales of cornerstone 

Dupixent at over €3.5bn and that the company is on track to achieve over €10bn in peak sales 

from eight Type 2 inflammatory conditions. 2020 achievements included the initiation of 12 

Phase III studies seeking to expand Dupixent’s reach to additional immune indications as well as 

evaluate IL-33-targeting antibody itepekimab in COPD, BTK inhibitors tolebrutinib and 

rilzabrutinib in multiple sclerosis and immune thrombocytopenia, respectively, and 

amcenestrant as a first line treatment in breast cancer. Hudson highlighted the speed of late 

phase development of tolebrutinib to beat industry standards for this potentially best-in-class 

drug. 

 

In China, Hudson described over 60% volume growth did not detail Chinese sales, only noting 

that the company is “recovering” from the Chinese volume-based purchasing (VBP) scheme that 

placed product prices under pressure through a block procurement program based on bid-

winning prices. Sanofi executives noted that once listed on the National Reimbursement and 

Drug List, Dupixent’s accessible population of atopic dermatitis patients in China would be 

150,000, which would grow over time with education and other efforts. Showing growth in their 

differentiated flu vaccine business, Hudson noted the recent inclusion in German vaccination 

guidelines that enable everyone over 65 years to benefit from their vaccine. In the wake of the 

success of mRNA vaccines in the COVID-19 pandemic, Sanofi also highlighted their partnership 

with Translate Bio, with two new programs to start in 2021. Chief Digital Officer, Arnaud Robert, 

highlighted Sanofi’s digital priorities to improve insourcing capabilities and efficiencies as well 

improving sales forecasting using artificial intelligence and digital solutions from AILY LABS. 

 

• Having experienced three years of topline revenue decline from a peak of $21.8bn in 2017 to 

guidance revenue of $16.5–16.8bn in 2020, Teva’s (TEVA) CEO Kare Schultz described 2021 as 

an inflection point for the company. Revenues are expected to show low single digit growth, and 

a continued focus on cost efficiencies and consolidation of manufacturing and procurement 

processes is expected to yield an incremental increase in operating margin towards the 

company’s 2023 target of 28% (estimated at ~26% in 2020). Schultz also highlighted Teva’s good 

progress on paying down its mountain of debt, which it has reduced from $34bn to just under 

$24bn, and the company intends to continue to use some of its cash flow to reduce debt and 

achieve its goal of a net debt/EBITDA ratio of less than three by the end of 2023. 

 

Key growth drivers for Teva’s topline include approved specialty products Austedo (Huntington’s 

disease and tardive dyskinesia) and Ajovy (migraine), as well as a pipeline long-acting injectable 

formulation of risperidone for schizophrenia, which generated positive Phase III data this 

month. Schultz highlighted the strong performance of Austedo (guided sales of ~$650m), noting 

that most of its growth derives from tardive dyskinesia, where there is scarce competition 
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(Ingrezza is the only other approved agent), allowing Teva to gain steadily increasing market 

share and favorable net pricing. The March 2020 launch of an auto-injector formulation for 

Ajovy has also allowed Teva to recoup some market share lost to rivals Aimovig and Emgality in 

the US, with the company expecting to maintain approximately 25% market share going 

forward. Interestingly, Ajovy’s EU revenues have been stronger than expected as EU net pricing 

is somewhat higher than the US (due to a US rival competing aggressively on pricing for 

contracts), and the relative prevalence of migraine is similar across the regions. 

 

Teva also anticipates growth in its biosimilar and generics segments, with the former being 

strengthened by the formation of a partnership with Alvotech in August 2020. Since launching 

Truxima in the US market in November 2019, Teva has been able to capture 20% of the IV 

rituximab market. Schultz said he expects the biosimilars unit to become an increasing focus of 

the company, with 15 in-house or partnered assets in development, though these launches are 

expected to be spread over the next several years and will drive limited growth in the short 

term. On the generics side, where US sales have declined approximately 23% since 2017 and 

weighed significantly on Teva’s topline, Schultz guided to low single-digit growth in the EU and 

international markets, while US revenues are expected to be flat as new launches (e.g. generic 

Truvada) offset continued pricing pressure.  

 

However, Teva’s outlook for 2021 is not without headwinds, with continued declines in 

Copaxone sales due to generic competition expected to offset rising sales of other products, 

though the impact of Copaxone’s generic erosion has already largely been absorbed and should 

not weigh significantly on the topline post-2021. Teva’s anti-nerve growth factor (NGF) agent 

fasinumab also faces an uncertain future, with safety issues likely to prevent approval 

(osteonecrosis and rapidly progressing osteoarthritis), though there is an unmet need for non-

addictive interventions for pain management. An upcoming FDA AdComm panel for Pfizer/Lilly’s 

rival anti-NGF agent tanezumab in March 2021 should help gauge the regulator’s opinion on the 

approvability of the class, as well as the breadth of any potential label. Finally, ongoing opioid 

abuse litigation in the US is a potential liability that the company had hoped to resolve with a 

settlement in 2020, but ongoing postponement of the court case due to COVID has pushed the 

timeline for any settlement into 2021 or even beyond. 

 

• UCB S.A. (UCB) utilized the J.P. Morgan conference to provide stakeholders with a brief update 

of the strategic plans for 2021 and beyond after closing 2020 with a resilient financial 

performance and positive pipeline developments. 

 

The company announced that it will continue focusing its efforts in the strengthening of its R&D 

pipeline, based on the Accelerate and Expand 2019-2021 strategic stage. This goal is being 

achieved through the positive development of following assets: bimekizumab, zilucoplan, and 

Staccato alprazolam, as well as rozanolixizumab and dapirolizumab pegol. 
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Of major importance for the company was the recent acceptance of the Biologics License 

Application (BLA) for bimekizumab as a treatment of adults with moderate to severe plaque 

psoriasis by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA). A PDUFA date has not been set by the 

FDA. 

 

To continue supporting its Accelerate and Expand stage and pave the road to the 2022-2025 

Breakthrough and Lead stage, UCB has plenty of catalyst expected through the 2021 fiscal year, 

including: topline results of the Phase III programs for bimekizumab in psoriatic arthritis and 

axial spondylarthritis, zilucoplan in Immune-Mediated Necrotizing Myopathy (IMNM), and 

rozanolixizumab in myasthenia gravis. A Phase III trial in epileptic seizure evaluating Staccato 

alprazolam is also expected during 2021. 

 

Mid Cap Companies 
• Acadia (ACAD) CEO, Steve Davis, provided developmental updates for their central nervous 

system (CNS) portfolio, focusing on growth and expansion of their lead asset Nuplazid 

(pimavanserin). In Parkinson’s Disease Psychosis (PDP), net sales guidance for Nuplazid in 2020 

have not changed from the company’s Q3 call and remain at $430-$450m, representing about a 

30% increase in year-over-year revenue. Importantly, Acadia have navigated the COVID-19 

pandemic well and the company expects that the virtual/telemedicine processes used during 

this time will remain a part of theirs, and industry’s, point-of-care experience post-pandemic. As 

reported in the Q3 earnings call, the specialty pharmacy marketplace has largely returned to 

pre-COVID levels and although the long-term care setting remains well below pre-COVID levels, 

it has stabilized and is a minority of the Nuplazid business. Nuplazid’s strong clinical utility in this 

indication, including the reduction in all-cause mortality seen in the long-term safety study, 

continue to support a position of growth in PDP.  

 

Nuplazid’s sNDA in Dementia-Related Psychosis (DRP) is progressing well in this review cycle and 

remains positioned to be the first approval in this indication of high unmet need. The DRP 

PDUFA is Acadia’s closest large-impact catalyst with a decision date of April 3, 2021. Expansion 

into DRP represents a large commercial opportunity for Acadia’s main revenue driver given the 

lack of FDA-approved therapies, the size of the DRP population, and the outsized burden DRP 

patients place on the healthcare system relative to other psychosis patients. Acadia estimates 

that around two-thirds of DRP patients are treated with off-label atypical antipsychotics, a 

significant potential target market of the approximate 1.2m DRP patients in the US. Further, the 

company is targeting a broad DRP label and hope to encompass all subtypes of disease, 

including dementia not otherwise specified which represents a large portion of dementia 

diagnoses. Acadia plans to leverage Nuplazid’s existing physician familiarity and strong safety 

profile to support launch in DRP. Additionally, buildout of organizational infrastructure in 

support of Nuplazid’s commercialization is ongoing.  
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Behind Nuplazid, Acadia’s other CNS assets are also making progress. Trofinetide, a novel 

synthetic analog of amino-terminal tripeptide of IGF-1, is currently being tested in the Phase III 

LAVENDER study for the treatment of Rett Syndrome. with topline results expected in the 

second half of this year. Acadia has high expectations for ACP-044 in acute and chronic pain. 

ACP-044 is a novel, non-opioid analgesic that works upstream of several pain pathways by 

accelerating decomposition of peroxynitrite. A Phase II program for ACP-044 is set to initiate in 

H1 2021. Finally, ACP-319, a positive allosteric modulator of the M1 receptor currently in Phase I 

study for cognition and Schizophrenia indications, was also highlighted. 

 

• Acceleron (XLRN) CEO Habib Dable’s presentation focused on the development of sotatercept 

for pulmonary arterial hypertension (PAH), a rare disease with approximately 70K patients in the 

US and EU. PAH is a disease of vascular remodeling associated with smooth muscle cell 

hypertrophy, endothelial cell proliferation and intimal fibrosis. Patients have a median age of 50 

years and there is a 4:1 ratio of female to males. Current therapies focus on blood vessel dilation 

and result in a median survival rate of 5-7 years. Sotatercept has FDA Breakthrough Therapy 

designation and EMA prime designation and was designed to reverse the vascular remodeling.  

 

In 2020, Acceleron presented topline results from PULSAR, a Phase II, placebo-controlled study 

enrolling WHO functional class II and III patients and evaluating sotatercept as an add-on 

therapy to mono, double or triple standard of care therapy. At the American Thoracic Society 

conference, Acceleron presented PULSAR data demonstrating improvement in pulmonary 

vascular resistance (PVR) and six-minute walking distance (6MWD) at week 24. At the American 

Heart Association 2020 Scientific Sessions, Acceleron presented PULSAR echocardiogram results 

at week 24 showing improved right ventricular function. PULSAR patients are being followed in 

an open-label extension study which will present results in H1 2021. A second (single arm) Phase 

II trial, SPECTRA, evaluated sotatercept in WHO functional class III patients. At the American 

Heart Association 2020 Scientific Sessions, Spectra reported improvement in PVR and 

pulmonary arterial wedge pressure as well as improvement in exercise tolerance and capacity. 

Updated data from Spectra will also be presented in H1 2021.  

 

At JPM, Acceleron announced that STELLAR, a placebo-controlled Phase III trial evaluating 

sotatercept as add-on therapy, initiated enrollment. The study is enrolling WHO Group 1 PAH 

patients that are WHO Functional Class II or III and on stable therapy (mono, double or triple 

therapy) for at least three months. The primary endpoint is change in 6MWD at week 24. 

Acceleron also announced that two additional Phase III trials are expected to initiate in mid-

2021, HYPERION, an early intervention study and ZENITH which will enroll WHO functional Class 

IV patients. Acceleron is also planning a proof of concept study for WHO Group 2 PAH patients 

with the aim of developing sotatercept as a backbone therapy across various forms of PAH.  
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There was a quick overview of ACE-1334, a ligand-trap inhibitor of TGF-β1 and TGF-β3 but not 

TGF-β2. Acceleron expects to initiate a Phase Ib/II trial in systemic sclerosis patients with 

interstitial lung disease (SSc ILD) in 2021.  

 

Reblozyl is being developed in collaboration with Bristol Myers Squib (BMS) which is funding 

100% of program costs. Reblozyl received FDA approval for transfusion dependent beta-

thalassemia in 2019 and for second-line lower risk myelodysplastic syndrome (MDS) in 2020. 

Both indications received EMA approval in 2020. BMS reported 2020 Reblozyl sales (through Q3) 

of $159 million. Sales in Q3 were $96 million with Acceleron recording $19.3 million in royalty 

revenue.  

 

There are two ongoing trials, COMMANDS, a Phase III trial in first-line lower risk MDS (topline 

results expected in 2022) and BEYOND, a Phase II trial in non-transfusion beta-thalassemia (top-

line results expected in H1 2021). INDEPENDENCE, a Phase III trial evaluating Reblozyl combined 

with a JAK2 inhibitor in myelofibrosis (MF), is expected to initiate in Q1 2021. There are also 

plans to evaluate Reblozyl with Revlimid in MDS as well as other indications associated with 

anemia. Bristol Myers Squibb has estimated a best case annual peak sales potential for Reblozyl 

at approximately $4 billion which could result in Acceleron royalty revenue of $800 million.  

 

• From the get-go Alkermes (ALKS) CEO Richard Pops outlined his intent to demonstrate the 

company’s commercial value, in terms of the growth of commercial products and the value of 

their growing pipeline. Pops outlined the company’s 2020 successes which included, driving 

growth of its product portfolio, namely Vivitrol and Aristada, advancing and diversifying its R&D 

programs, with key results being announced for ALKS 3831 (Lybalvi), ALKS 4230 (Nemvaleukin) 

and ALKS 1140, and their robust strategies to overcome hurdles in the COVID-19 pandemic. 

Notable financial and operational changes for the company in 2021 were, the launch of the 

Value Enhancement Plan, which aims to improve operational performance as well as providing a 

commitment to profitability targets, and the addition of two new board of directors to aid in 

executing this plan. The company has been explicit in committing to achieving a fiscal 2023 

adjusted net income equal to 25% of the company’s total revenue.  

 

Alkermes continues to generate revenues over $1bn, half of which comes from royalties from 

partnered products and the other half from its two marketed brands, Vivitrol and Aristada. 

Given that Vivitrol and Aristada are both administered by healthcare professionals and that the 

company had lowered its H1 guidance, we expected to see low sales for both products. Indeed, 

Vivitrol sales declined in Q2 as many areas went into lockdown, however, surprisingly the 

company recovered rapidly with sales displaying an upward trajectory by June. Despite this, 

Vivitrol is likely to continue to face challenges to further growth, given the requirement for 

patients to initiate a detox before treatment can be prescribed. Additionally, both drugs face 

fierce competition in genericized markets. The company eluded to an upcoming large data read-
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out for Vivitrol in-combination with bupropion for the treatment of methamphetamine 

addiction, which currently has no approved drugs. Aristada on the other hand, continued to 

show strong growth despite the pandemic, with a year on year growth rate of 18% versus 5% for 

long-acting injectables in the schizophrenia space.  

 

The CEO then turned his attention to the company’s new oral schizophrenia asset, ALKS 3831, 

which is in under review in the US. The drug improves on olanzapine, an efficacious and well-

established drug in the schizophrenia market, which has the major drawback of unintended 

weight gain. The company’s novel formulation of samidorphan and olanzapine has shown to 

reduce weight gain substantially, while maintaining efficacy. However, its ability to gain market 

share will be limited in a heavily genericized market with well-established drugs. Despite this, 

Pops pointed towards schizophrenia and bipolar patients cycling through psychotic drugs rapidly 

and therefore the company believed that the drug would benefit from this high mobility. An 

overview of the company’s commercial strategy was given including campaigns to educate 

healthcare professionals and payers, as well as implementing patient access programs. In the 

Q&A session the CEO, outlined how the company could leverage its current commercial 

resources, including contacts with payers and healthcare professionals, and its previous 

experience launching in the field.  

 

Nemvaleukin alfa was the highlight of the pipeline section, showcasing the expansion into the 

oncology space. Nemvaleukin is a next generation, engineered fusion protein of IL-2 and the IL-

2a receptor, that builds on the known role of IL-2 in the elimination of tumors. The company 

mentioned the results from the ARTISTRY 1 and 2 trials which it presented at the recent ESMO 

conference. These data indicated that the drug had significant anti-tumor activity as both a 

monotherapy and in-combination with pebrolizumab. Moving forward, Alkermes intends to 

pursue the drug in mucosal melanoma as a monotherapy and in-combination with 

pembrolizumab for platinum-resistant ovarian cancer. These registrational indications were 

selected based on the high enrollment of patients because of limited treatment options and that 

the latter is not a PD-1 approved indication. Further expansion of the drug will rely on positive 

data read-outs in the mentioned indications and strategic collaborations. The presentation was 

rounded off with an overview of ALK 1140, a HDAC 1/2 inhibitor, that will transition into clinical 

development in 2021. 

 

• Allogene Therapeutics (ALLO) has shown a successful track record for its early allogeneic cell 

therapy development. The company’s strategy is to singularly focus on its AlloCAR T platform to 

enable speed and minimize cost. You can expect to see more Phase II trial initiations across 

hematologic cancer and solid tumors indications this year. The company is planning to report 

results from its Phase I ALPHA trial of ALLO-501 and Phase I ALPHA2 of ALLO-501A in the first 

half of 2021. Through its ALPHA trials, the company has shown that ALLO-501 can be safely 

administered without causing clinically relevant Graft vs. Host Disease. While ALLO-501 has 
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demonstrated meaning tumor reduction, Allogene is now waiting to confirm durable response 

and plans to update longer follow-up data when the results are available.  

 

In addition, Allogene reported that ALLO-715 is the first allogeneic CAR T data to demonstrate 

feasibility in multiple myeloma. In comparison the other BCMA directed therapies, ALLO-715 is 

on par and compares favorable to what was reported in Ide-Cel, Orva-Cel or Cilta-Cel clinical 

trials. The study design for the planned trial of ALLO-715 in combination with nirogacestat was 

reported and the initiation timeframe is expected in the first half of 2021. The company also 

highlighted its first TurboCAR investigational candidate, ALLO-605. The IND filing for this 

candidate is expected in the first half of 2021. 

 

• Amicus (FOLD) chairman and CEO John Crowley led the presentation, highlighting the 

company’s position for significant value growth with their strong revenue drivers: the small 

molecule precision medicine, Galafold, for Fabry disease (launched in 2018); the AT-GAA 

enzyme replacement therapy (ERT) for Pompe disease, described as the “crown jewel” of their 

portfolio; and its expanding gene therapy franchise. The company report that non-GAAP 

operating expense guidance for 2021 is expected to remain flat at $410m-$420m, and current 

cash position is sufficient to achieve self-sustainability. Galafold, an oral therapy that replaces 

intravenously delivered enzyme replacement standard of care regimens, has approvals in over 

40 countries (including in the US, EU, and Japan, Latin America, Taiwan, and other territories) for 

patients with a confirmed Fabry disease diagnosis and an amenable mutation. Amicus 

announced Galafold revenue was ~$261m in 2020, exceeding the Company’s guidance of 

$250m–$260m. Revenue goals were exceeded by treating 1,400+ patients, achieving an 

estimated 49%+ global market share of treated amenable patients, multiple regulatory and 

reimbursement approvals (in multiple countries including; Poland, Hungary, Greece, 

Luxembourg, Argentina, and Iceland), and continued support of diagnostic initiatives to identify 

more eligible patients. Amicus adapted to a hybrid in person/virtual commercial model in order 

to maintain pre-COVID business during the pandemic. The company also provided 2021 

guidance for Galafold in global revenues, projecting double-digit revenue growth to at least 

300m. Revenue growth is projected to further increase to $500m+ by 2023, driven by market 

penetration in existing and new markets and increased uptake by diagnosed but untreated 

patients. In the long-term, the company reports that Galafold has the potential to drive $1bn+ 

annual revenue at peak, as initiatives to improve diagnostic and screening capabilities will 

identify more patients and reduce underdiagnosis/misdiagnosis of Fabry disease.   

 

Amicus’ main priority regarding AT-GAA, which the company believes could represent a $1bn– 

$2bn opportunity, is completing the Phase III PROPEL pivotal trial, which exceeded its target of 

100 participants, with 123 patients enrolled. The FDA and EMA have also agreed upon a study 

design and primary endpoint that supports a broad label. The last study patient has completed 

their last visit, and data is expected in H1 2021. A rolling BLA submission has been initiated with 
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the US FDA, and it is on track for submission H1 2021. An EU MAA filing is expected in H2 2021. 

Process performance qualification runs have been completed for the drug substance and 

product with help from partner WuXi Biologics. Another primary strategic goal for Amicus is 

advancing development, manufacturing, and regulatory activities for its gene therapy 

candidates. The company has nine active clinical and preclinical programs in gene therapy, 

including human proof of concept data in CLN6 Batten disease (which the company believes has 

a potential for $1bn in peak revenues).  Phase I/II interim trial data demonstrate a slowing of 

disease progression at 24 months in CLN6 Batten disease which is 100% fatal. A phase I/II trial of 

gene therapy for CLN3 Batten disease is ongoing with initial data expected in Q1 2021. Amicus 

also plans to initiate a program leveraging protein engineering capabilities to develop a gene 

therapy for Angelman Syndrome. Proof of concept has been established for Pompe, Fabry, and 

CLN1 diseases, and the company are progressing manufacturing and IND-enabling work for 

Fabry and Pompe therapy programs. Amicus plan to build and operate its own Gene Therapy 

Manufacturing Center of Excellence to increase manufacturing and process science capabilities 

and will continue foundational discovery and research activities across 50+ diseases to support 

the growth of its gene therapy business. 

 

• Apellis’s (APLS) CEO, Cedric Francois, kicked off the presentation with a general overview of the 

company’s strategies to establish its lead drug pegcetacoplan as a disruptive therapy across 

rare, complement driven diseases, to become leader in the retina space and to develop more 

technologies targeting the complement pathway. Major milestones highlighted for the company 

in 2021 include, the launch of pegcetacoplan into the paroxysmal nocturnal hemoglobinuria 

(PNH), Phase III read-outs for geographic atrophy (GA), and the advancement of three 

compounds into clinical development. The CEO gave an overview of its C3-targeted therapies, 

which consisted of six indications targeted by pegcetacoplan and the C3 inhibitor AL-9, which is 

being pursued in COVID-19 and in gene therapy. 

 

The bulk of the company’s presentation consisted of a summary of its data on pegcetacoplan in 

PNH and GA, with data being recapped from the Phase III PEGASUS and Phase II FILLY trial. The 

company pointed towards the data showing that pegcetacoplan had a major clinical benefit for 

PNH patients and performed substantially better than comparator, with 85% of patients 

becoming transfusion-free versus only 15% for the eculizumab (comparator). The second half of 

the presentation focused on the geographic atrophy indication, which the company believed 

would be a blockbuster opportunity given that there were 5million potential patients and no 

treatments currently available. The results from the FILLY trial appeared encouraging given that 

there were no treatments currently available, with an approximate 30-50% reduction in the rate 

that vision declined. Apellis continues to have strong potential in complement-related disease, 

in particular in the retinal diseases. The company further emphasized in this presentation that it 

has a clear vision of establishing itself in these niche fields. 
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• Arena Pharmaceuticals’ (ARNA) director, President and Chief Executive Officer (CEO) Amit 

Munshi did not present new data during his presentation at JP Morgan this year. However, it 

was somewhat surprising to receive an update regarding termanogrel as the first drug candidate 

covered by the CEO considering that termanogrel had not been listed in the company’s pipeline 

on their website. Munshi outlined the science behind and unmet need for the peripherally-

acting 5-HT2A (serotonin) inverse agonist for coronary microvascular obstruction (CVO) before 

listing off key milestones for the Phase IIa-ready asset. There have been four Phase I studies 

completed for the oral formulation and one for the intravenous formulation of termanogrel. In 

Q2 2021, the fast track-designated drug candidate will move into its Phase IIa study for 

percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) in elective and non-urgent non-ST-segment elevation 

myocardial infarction (NSTEMI) with an expected readout in H2 2022. In parallel to termanogrel 

in the cardiovascular arena, the company also anticipates a Phase IIa data readout for APD418 in 

H2 2022. 

 

Munshi was eager to dive into Arena’s cannabinoid type 2 receptor (CB2) agonist olorinab, 

which is being developed in the irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) space. Data from the Phase IIb 

CAPTIVATE trial for IBS pain will readout during the first half of this year. The CEO explained that 

the placebo rate differs historically between IBS-C and IBS-D with IBS-C placebo rates around 1-

1.5, while the effect sizes of existing drugs are around 1-1.5 placebo-adjusted on a 10-point 

scale. Hence, producing data north of this range would be considered clinically meaningful as 

olorinab is an adjunctive therapy used alongside motility agents for pain management. 

Approximately 20 million patients in the US suffer from IBS and 70-80% are suffering from 

recurrent or continuous abdominal pain. Furthermore, ~70% of physician visits are for 

abdominal pain as opposed to motility effects, therefore the need is great. 

 

In the gastrointestinal segment, Arena is focusing on launch readiness for its leading drug 

candidate etrasimod to treat UC with strategies including more than 75 advisory boards globally. 

Etrasimod has several upcoming catalysts in the next 24 months, including dose-ranging data 

from its Phase II CULTIVATE trial in Crohn’s disease (CD) in H2 2021, Phase III data from its 

ELEVATE 51 and 52 Phase III ulcerative colitis (UC) trials in H1 2022, as well as a New Drug 

Application to treat UC intended in H2 2022. Enrollment has completed for the ELEVATE 52 trial 

and baseline patient characteristics appear comparable to the OASIS study, apart from the 

proportion of patients who previously failed therapy (40% versus 30% in the OASIS and ELEVATE 

trials, respectively). Larger effect sizes are typically yielded from naïve patients compared to 

refractory ones. Additionally, Munshi emphasized the uniqueness of the global Phase II 

GLADIATOR UC trial as a landmark study targeting the 150k moderate UC patient population 

(data will read out in 2023), thus tapping into a patient population that is excluded from many 

clinical trials as they are often screened out. In this way, the drug is being positioned for 

integration earlier in the treatment algorithm. Arena aims to incorporate a higher 3mg dose and 
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a 16-week duration in its trial design for etrasimod. Safety data for the 3mg dose will be 

captured through the CD program.   

 

Arena has discontinued all guidance on its CD program for etrasimod as a result of COVID-19 

uncertainty and will provide updates once the situation is more stable. The CULTIVATE trial for 

CD consists of multiple sub-studies. Since the first sub-study was disrupted by COVID-19 delays, 

the second open-label sub-study was added to distinguish between the 2mg and 3mg doses. For 

efficiency, sub-studies one and two will overlap prior to initiating study three as it will be easiest 

to take forward a single dose and chemistry, manufacturing, and controls work is required for 

the 3mg dose (currently a 1mg and 2mg tablet is being used for the 3mg dose).  

 

Regarding additional indications, etrasimod’s Phase III trial in atopic dermatitis will initiate in H2 

2021 and Phase II data will also be reported for its alopecia areata study during this timeframe. 

Further in the future, the Phase II VOYAGE trial for eosinophilic esophagitis (EoE) will yield data 

in H2 2022. When questioned regarding the unexpected changes to the trial protocol in the 

completed ADVISE study for atopic dermatitis reported in 2020, Arena’s CEO assured that the 

abnormality primarily pertained to a single centre which generated significant noise due to the 

small size of the trial and no similar flags have been raised for the >500 total sites across all 

programs. Thus, Munshi was confident that the issue was not a systemic or systematic issue but 

rather a protocol violation issue.  

 

Comparing etrasimod to the janus kinase (JAK) inhibitors, Munshi highlighted the advantages 

etrasimod possesses in requiring fewer baseline and ongoing interventions. The JAK inhibitors 

possess black box warnings and are associated with a safety stigma relating to the risk of 

thromboembolic events and infections. Consequently, this drug class necessitates tuberculosis 

and herpes zoster testing at baseline and ongoing monitoring of liver enzymes amongst other 

requirements totalling up to around 12-18 interventions for patients over the course of 12 

months. In contrast, sphingosine 1-phosphate (S1P) receptor modulators only require baseline 

electrocardiograms and blood work. Munshi emphasized that etrasimod did not have the same 

cardiac impact as fellow S1P modulators siponimod and ozanimod. Additionally, the CEO touted 

etrasimod’s rapid onset of action, lack of accidental metabolites, and no titration schedule. 

 

Overall, it is an exciting time for Arena as the company is currently broadly executing four 

clinical stage assets with a goal to shoot for one IND per year through to 2022, as well as two 

Phase II and five Phase III data readouts respectively. 

 

• The BeiGene (BGNE) presentation at the 39th JP Morgan conference gave a comprehensive tour 

of the company’s explosive growth from its inception in 2010. In 2020, its 10th anniversary, 

BeiGene clocks in 9 approvals for its products, propelling BeiGene into one of the top rising 

oncology companies on the market. Beigene’s CEO and Co-Founder, John Oyler, emphasized the 
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competitive advantage of Beigene – a global, headquarter-less biotechnology company with 

integrated R&D engine, free from the reliance on CROs. The greatest competitive advantage, 

noted Oyler, is perhaps the transformation of the Chinese biotech marketplace. The old highly 

inclusive Chinese clinical trials are things of the past; now they are enabling profound speed and 

cost advantages, alongside the reduced regulatory hurdles. Additionally, with the integrated 

research team and manufacturing capabilities, Beigene is poised to sustain rapid clinical 

development without comprising quality at a reduced cost.  As an example, Oyler highlighted 

the development cycle of Brukinsa, a second generation BTK inhibitor, and tislelizumab (tisle), 

an anti-PD-1 antibody. Brukinsa MCL study in China was fully enrolled within 5 months, and 

tislelizumab was submitted to the Chinese NMPA within 20 months from the initiation of clinical 

development.  Oyler then set the tone with the introduction of Beigene’s 2025 aspirations and 

its target to become the first next generation biotech company and top 3 oncology company in 

China.   

 

Beigene continued their presentation with an overview on Brukinsa. In a head to head study 

against Imbruvica, the market leader with over $4bn in US sales, Brukinsa demonstrated 

numerical advantage over Imbruvica, but ultimately did not achieve statistical significance on its 

primary endpoint in CR and VGPR rates. Of note, Oyler illustrated a strong safety profile against 

imbruvica, especially the reduction in time to atrial fibrillation/flutter. With the approval of 

Brukinsa in the US and favorable data, Beigene showed that the FDA confirmed its R&D engine 

to be of quality. In a similar fashion, Beigene introduced tisle as the second success of its R&D 

effort. On the day before presentation, BeiGene announced it has secured approval of this asset 

in first-line squamous non-small cell lung cancer, marking the third approved indication for this 

asset in China.  

 

The most anticipated catalyst for BeiGene is undoubtedly the first regulatory filing of 

tislelizumab outside of China. Early in 2021, BeiGene kickstarted the year with a $1.55bn 

licensing deal with Novartis. Under the terms of the agreement, Novartis will co-develop and 

commercialize tislelizumab in North America, Japan, EU, and six other European countries. 

BeiGene will receive an upfront cash payment of $650mm. Additionally, BeiGene will receive up 

to $1.3bn from regulatory milestones and $250mm upon achievement of sales milestones, along 

with royalties ranging from the high-teens to high-twenties. Oyler emphasized that the Novartis 

deal showcased another strength of BeiGene, global outreach. With offices in multiple 

countries, BeiGene is poised to be the partner of choice for many companies. Tying back to the 

robust China-inclusive development and manufacturing capabilities, Oyler declared BeiGene to 

be a preferred partner for companies desiring to gain a foothold in China’s biopharmaceutical 

market.  

 

Closing out the presentation, Oyler touched upon the strong financial position with more than 

$4bn in cash, excluding the $650mm upfront payment from Novartis. Of note, the company’s 
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IPO on the Shanghai’s STAR market is expected to bring in even more funding to the company to 

offset the R&D expense. Beyond 2021, BeiGene seeks to transform the company into a leading 

cost-effective oncology player and partner by utilizing its integrated China-inclusive 

development and hard-to-replicate expertise. Given the company’s rapid transition time in 

translating clinical studies to approval, couple with a healthy pipeline ripe for licensing deals, 

BeiGene is likely on track to achieve its goals. 

 

• Berkeley Lights (BLI) is a leading digital cell biology company with a goal of becoming the 

industry standard for cell-based medicines. CEO Eric Hobbs kicked off the presentation stressing 

the importance of determining how cells perform and behave in order to find the best cells. He 

highlighted three key market tailwinds: increased demand for cell-based products, increased 

complexity of cell-based products, and new therapeutic modalities driving increasing demand 

for the company’s workflows. Berkeley Lights provides an optimized environment for functional 

testing of cells with its advanced automation equipment, OptoSelect chips, assay reagents, and 

workflow software. Deep opto-profiling is critical because without function there is no product.  

 

To provide the best cells for its customers, the company can offer functional testing of 10,000s 

of live single cells and has a rich data library. Berkeley Lights is using its proprietary digital cell 

biology platform to address three markets: antibody therapeutics, cell therapies, and synthetic 

biology. In 2020, Berkeley Lights released its Opto Cell Line Development 2.0 Workflow. The 

system can overcome the challenges associated with difficult-to-hit targets such as GPCRs, thus 

providing its customers with increased chances of success. During the presentation, Mr. Hobbs 

revealed a new platform called the Opto Antibody Discovery 4.0 Workflow designed to discover 

and advance lead molecules for even the hardest to hit targets. The system is slated for launch 

during the first half of 2021. Berkeley Lights will also continue to drive revenues in the cell 

therapy market with its Beacon and Lightning systems.  

 

The company is designing its platform with the goal of providing safer and more efficacious cells, 

smaller doses, automated QC and manufacturing, and shorter vein-to-vein times. Berkely Lights 

offers a fully integrated, closed loop, GMP in-the-box cell therapy manufacturing system. It is 

financially stable and has demonstrated strong execution with year-over-year growth. Going 

forward, the firm seeks to continue leveraging its technology, drive and execute strategy, strike 

up relationships, and look for additional opportunities.  

 

• Following a surprise announcement earlier this morning and a last-minute addition to today’s 

schedule, bluebird bio’s (BLUE) CEO and President Nick Leschly presented details on the 

company’s plan to separate its severe genetic disease and oncology businesses into two 

independent companies. Notably, bluebird bio will retain the severe genetic disease arm, while 

bluebird’s oncology business will be spun out as a separate company. Bluebird plans to create 
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these two independently publicly traded companies and close the tax-free transaction by the 

end of 2021.  

 

The severe genetic disease company will focus on delivery of bluebird’s therapies in β-

thalassemia, cerebral adrenoleukodystrophy and sickle cell disease in the United States and 

Europe while also expanding access/reimbursement for future commercial products, building on 

the company’s expertise in gene therapy manufacturing, and pursuing both label expansions 

and geographic expansion. The oncology company will be focused on supporting the commercial 

success of bluebird’s CAR-T therapies, developing the current pipeline of cellular therapies, and 

advancing bluebird’s product engine for preclinical candidates. In addition to details on the 

business separation, Leschly also drew attention to the company’s potentially transformational 

plans for 2021.  

 

In March 2021, bluebird expects to receive US approval for B-cell maturation antigen (BCMA)-

targeted CAR-T therapy ide-cel for the treatment of heavily pretreated multiple myeloma 

patients, which would make ide-cel the first CAR-T therapy approved in this lucrative indication. 

Bluebird also expects to complete the rolling BLA submission for Zynteglo (beti-cel) in 

transfusion-dependent β-thalassemia (TDT) and submit a BLA for Lenti-D (eli-cel) in 

adrenoleukodystrophy (ALD) by the end of 2021. Furthermore, bluebird also expected to receive 

European approval for eli-cel as a treatment for patients with cerebral adrenoleukodystrophy 

(CALD) in 2021. Updated data from the Phase I study of bb21217, bluebirds next-generation 

BCMA-targeted CAR-T therapy, are expected towards the end of the year. Finally, Leschly 

announced that bluebird anticipates a late 2022 BLA submission for Lenti-D in sickle cell disease, 

although preparations for the launch will begin prior to the spin-off. 

 

• BridgeBio Pharma's (BBIO) CEO and co-founder Neil Kumar mapped out the company's key data 

readouts going into 2021, dubbing it a "gauntlet year" that will test the company's goal of 

becoming a key player in the genetic and genomic medicine space. The CEO highlighted the 

company's progress in 2020, including 2 filed NDA's in priority review, 8 new clinical trials with 

another 5 INDs submitted. The four key upcoming data readouts for the company, the desired 

outcomes and expected timeframes are: the Phase II data readout of encaleret in 

hypoparathyroidism, with the specific goal of reaching a 50% or more responder rate (Q3 2021); 

AG10 in transthyretin amyloid cardiomyopathy, where the company is looking for a 50% benefit 

in the 6-minute walk test (Q4 2021); oral ifigratinib in achondroplasia, hoping for a greater than 

1.3 centimeters-per-year increase in height (Q4 2021); and the company's gene therapy BBP-631 

in congenital adrenal hyperplasia, lookng for a 5 per deciliter or greater production of 

endogenous cortisol (Q4 2021/Q1 2022). The company also provided an update on its KRAS and 

SHP2 programs, stating advancements are being made in the KRAS franchise. 
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• ChemoCentryx (CCXI) CEO Thomas Schall, PhD spent the majority of the presentation 

highlighting its innovative lead program avacopan, an inhibitor of complement C5a receptor for 

antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibodies (ANCA)-associated vasculitis. In 2020, the avacopan NDA 

was filed in the US and the MAA was validated in Europe. Approval for the drug in ANCA 

vasculitis is expected this year after the July 7th PDUFA date. Dr. Schall went on to explain the 

uniqueness of avacopan’s mechanism of action. The drug offers complement activation of the 

C5a pathway and avoids long-term biological consequences of upstream complement inhibition. 

ChemoCentryx believes that targeting the downstream complement pathway is the best 

approach in treatment.  

 

Dr. Schall spoke about the advantages of avacopan over the current steroid treatment for  

ANCA-associated vasculitis. Prednisone can only stop vasculitis but since it’s a glucocorticoid it 

can cause many other illnesses and even lead to steroid-induced death. The use of avacopan 

eliminates the need for daily prednisone therapy and changes the treatment paradigm for the 

disease. Benefits include reduced steroid-related toxicities, prevention of critical organ failure 

(especially the kidneys), and improved overall quality of life overall for ANCA patients. Studies 

have shown that symptomatic remission with avacopan is as good or better than with 

prednisone therapy. Avacopan keeps patients in remission and reduces risk of relapse. The drug 

also demonstrated improvement in kidney function compared with steroid therapy. Daily dosing 

of avacopan keeps patients from experiencing debilitating effects of ANCA. Phase III trials 

supported all claims that avacopan is a superior and safer treatment alternative to current 

treatment options for the disease. 

 

Outside of ANCA vasculitis, ChemoCentryx is also studying avacopan for other rare and orphan 

diseases and calls it a “pipeline-in-a-drug.” Avacopan is currently in the Phase II Aurora trial for 

the debilitating skin condition hidradenitis suppurative (HS). Adalimumab injection is the only 

approved drug for HS and ChemoCentryx thinks it can do better. Dr. Schall pointed out reasons 

why avacopan could offer a better treatment option for HS sufferers. For one, HS is thought to 

be a neutrophil-driven disease where C5a involvement is validated. Therefore, by blocking the 

C5a receptor avacopan can control neutrophil activation. In addition, oral administration offers 

advantages over injections or infusions. Data from the Aurora study showed avacopan provided 

significant improvement in the most severe Hurley Stage III HS patients and demonstrated a 

clean safety profile. This patient population represents a sizeable market opportunity in a high 

unmet medical need.  

 

Avaopcan is also in development for C3 glomerulopathy (C3G), an orphan kidney disease with 

no approved therapy. Once again, Dr. Schall highlighted the importance of the drug’s 

mechanism of action as a C5a receptor antagonist. In the Phase II ACCOLADE study, avacopan 

therapy led to significant improvement in renal function compared to placebo, a remarkable 

achievement according to Schall. In fact, the renal function improvement with avacopan in C3G 
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is similar to ADVOCATE Phase III data in ANCA vasculitis. Because of its effectiveness in 

improving kidney function, avacopan may also have potential in lupus nephritis. 

 

ChemoCentryx is broadening into the oncology space with a new class of oral small-molecule 

checkpoint inhibitors for PD-1/PD-L1. Such therapies can offer convenience, dosing flexibility, 

and the ability to better penetrate the tumor microenvironment. The company is studying orally 

bioavailable CCX559 in preclinical studies where it has proven to outperform antibody therapies 

in suppressing tumor growth and shrinking tumors. CCX559 is expected to advance into the 

clinic in H1 2021. ChemoCentryx is on its way to becoming a fully integrated biopharma which 

can drive better lives for patients and better rewards for investors. Schall closed out the 

presentation noting the firm’s strong financial position with over $485M on its balance sheet. 

 

• As expected, the majority of Deciphera Pharmaceutical’s (DCPH) presentation focused on the 

current status and developmental plan for KIT and PDGFR-alpha kinase switch control inhibitor, 

Qinlock (ripretinib), their lone marketed asset. Steve Hoerter, President and CEO of Deciphera, 

reiterated launch milestones disclosed in their third quarter earnings call, including that Qinlock 

achieved $14.7m in net sales in its first full marketed quarter and that there are over 250 unique 

prescribers and 200 unique institutions prescribing Qinlock to fourth-line gastrointestinal 

stromal tumor (GIST) patients. Additionally, a slight majority of prescriptions continue to come 

from the community setting. Deciphera expects the community-based prescriber proportion to 

continue to grow but gave no specific guidance on what the ultimate proportion is expected to 

be. Geographical expansion for Qinlock remains underway with potential European approval in 

H2 2021 and a marketing application for the UK planned. Marketing applications have also been 

accepted in Switzerland, New Zealand, and China.  

 

Qinlock is also being investigated in the Phase III INTRIGUE study against standard sunitinib 

therapy as a second-line therapy for GIST patients. Expansion into the second-line setting based 

on the INTRIGUE trial represents a significant revenue opportunity as Qinlock is currently only 

approved for use in the smaller fourth-line setting. Further, Deciphera disclosed on the call that 

their internal research shows a vast majority of prescriptions are for fourth-line patients and 

that off-label prescribing is minimal. Top-line data are expected in H2 2021 and, while no interim 

analyses prior to the H2 2021 readout are anticipated, they did not rule out an earlier update 

loosely timed to historical progression-free survival (PFS) outcomes for the sunitinib comparator 

(approximately 6 months).  

 

Earlier-phase pipeline assets vimseltinib, rebastinib, and DC-3116 were also highlighted. 

Vimseltinib is a CSF1 receptor inhibitor being investigated in a Phase I/II trial for tenosynovial 

giant cell tumors. Data from this trial are expected in H2 2021. Rebastinib, a TIE2 inhibitor, is 

currently being evaluated in a Phase Ib/II study in combination with paclitaxel for platinum-

resistant ovarian cancer and endometrial cancer. Updates from the endometrial cohort will be 
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available in Q2 2021, followed by the platinum-resistant ovarian cancer cohort in H2. Finalized 

development plans for both vimseltinib and rebastinib are expected in H2 2021, as well. Finally, 

an IND for ULK inhibitor DC-3116 was submitted to the FDA and a Phase I study in RAS-mutant 

cancers is set to start in Q2 2021.  

 

No new financial guidance or perspectives were discussed at the meeting. Instead, the company 

referred to their latest quarterly earnings report and reiterated cash, cash equivalents and 

marketable securities stand at $584.3m as of September 30, 2020. Deciphera expects these 

resources to fund operating and capital expenditures into H2 2022, including ongoing 

organizational buildout to support Qinlock marketing activities in European markets. 

 

• At JPM 2021, Ryan Watts PhD introduced Denali’s (DNLI) growing pipeline of biologics, the 

majority of which utilize the company’s transport vehicle (TV) technology. TV-based drugs have 

the ability to cross the blood-brain barrier (BBB) through the transferrin receptor (TfR) present 

on BBB endothelial cells, thereby allowing the targeted delivery of large-molecule 

biotherapeutics in a dose-dependant manner. Biotherapeutics that are prominent features of 

the company’s portfolio are transport vehicle conjugates of enzymes and antibodies – 

respectively, ETVs and ATVs. 

 

Central to Denali’s plans is their lead candidate DNL310, an ETV of iduronate-2-sulfatase (IDS) in 

investigation for the treatment of Hunter syndrome, a congenital disease caused by IDS 

deficiency that leads to a build-up of mucopolysaccharides (GAGs), which has wide-ranging 

pathological manifestations. By acting on targets in both the periphery and the central nervous 

system by virtue of the ETV’s ability to cross the BBB, Denali hopes that the agent can supplant 

conventional enzyme replacement therapies for Hunter syndrome by treating both physical and 

neurocognitive manifestations of the illness. Indeed, DNL310 was able to demonstrate the first 

in-human proof of concept for the efficacy of ETVs in its ongoing Phase I/II trial, showing a 

significant reduction in GAG levels in Hunter Syndrome patients. Full results will be presented at 

the WORLD Symposium on February 2021 and it is Denali’s hope that these data will be 

sufficient to justify expansion to a Phase II/III trial, which would make DNL310 the company’s 

first late-stage pipeline candidate. 

 

This proof of concept has allowed Denali to grow its pipeline, and the company now plans to 

explore uses of its ETV platform in a variety of other neurological disorders involving enzyme 

deficiency, including Parkinson’s Disease and Sanfilippo Syndrome. Other applications of the 

transport vehicle technology, particularly ATVs, are now being explored in a variety of other 

indications. Chief among these is DNL919, an ATV of TREM2 (a protein whose receptor is known 

to be underexpressed in neurodegenerative disease) in early-stage investigation for Alzheimer’s 

disease. In a similar use of BBB-permeable technology, Denali is also developing DNL343, a 

brain-penetrant small molecule that acts as a translation modulator of EIF2B in amyotrophic 
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lateral sclerosis. The candidate is now in Phase I and further supplements Denali’s growing range 

of pipeline assets. 

 

This expansion and diversification of Denali’s portfolio, despite the organization having not yet 

launched a drug, has been partially enabled by partnership agreements with larger 

pharmaceutical firms such as Takeda and Biogen. This demonstrates how the utility of its brain-

permeant TV technology has been picked up by larger investors, and the company is now 

hopeful for further success in the years to come. 

 

• In lieu of a standard agenda, the floor was open to Dr. Reddy’s (RDY) CEO Erez Israeli on 

questions pertaining to the company’s growth strategies coming out of a surprisingly strong 

2020. Dr. Reddy’s saw significant improvement in their core businesses in India, and the CEO 

expanded on the company’s strategies for continued growth, stating that they are investing in 

the areas of diabeties in that territory and working to solidify the position of certain brands that 

they have in that therapeutic area. India has been a high margin area for the company through 

2020, and the company foresees other territories following suit as well as they expand their 

scale. They also anticipate higher growth in China; currently, the company has approximately 10 

branded generics in that territory, generating $150M in revenue, but the company currently 

awaits registrational decisions on 40 to 50 more. Regarding the company’s Vascepa generic, 

they have had logistical and supply situations that have delayed the anticipated launch, but 

foresee launching their generic soon. Israeli also spoke on the company’s recent safety data 

from the Phase II clinical trial of the Sputnik V vaccine and recommended Phase III recruitment, 

anticipating 125 million units of treatment for the vaccine to be prepared by March. Lastly, the 

company highlighted its healthy financials, touting no debt doing into this year, and drove home 

their focus on India and other emerging markets. 

 

• Exelixis (EXEL) presentation focused on providing stakeholders an overview of the achievements 

in 2020 which set the company for a strong 2021. Exelixis clinical achievements primarily 

highlight cabozantinib’s strong activity across various indications, tumor types, and 

combinations as throughout 2020, the company shared positive clinical data readouts from 

multiple pivotal trials with label expansion potential. Major data readouts include cabozantinib 

plus nivolumab’s CheckMate -9ER for first-line renal cell carcinoma (1L RCC), cabozantinib plus 

atezolizumab’s COSMIC-021 for metastatic castration-resistant prostate cancer (mCRPC), non-

small cell lung cancer (NSCLC), and urothelial cancer (UC), cabozantinib’s COSMIC-311 for 

thyroid cancers (TC), and cabozantinib plus nivolumab and ipilimumab for second-line 

hepatocellular carcinoma (2L HCC).  

 

The anticipated FDA approval and commercial launch of cabozantinib in combination with 

nivolumab as a first-line treatment for patients with advanced renal cell carcinoma (RCC) was 

reiterated. The Prescription Drug Use Fee Act (PDUFA) target action date is February 20, 2021. 
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Exelixis anticipates this approval to be a strong commercial opportunity as results indicate 

doubling of median PFS and ORR, superior OS, a favorable safety and tolerability profile, and a 

favorable improvement of quality of life. According to the company, these are strong 

differentiators against other immune checkpoint inhibitor (ICI) combination therapies such as 

Keytruda and Lenvima, or Tecentriq and bevacizumab.  

 

Additional milestones highlighted during the presentation, include supplemental NDA filings for 

cabozantinib in the indications of TC, cabozantinib plus atezolizumab for 1L HCC and mCRPC, as 

well as enrollment for the CONTACT-01/02/03 clinical trials. 

 

Exelixis also brough to attention three assets that are entering clinical development during 

2021: XL092, a next-generation multi-targeted tyrosine kinase inhibitor (TKI), XL102, a small 

CDK7-inhibitor, and XB002, a Tissue Targeting Antibody-Drug Conjugate (ADC). Exelixis is 

currently anticipating these assets to be valuable for a wide range of solid tumor indications. 

 

• Dr. Onno van de Stolpe, CEO of Galapagos (GLGP), opened his presentation by acknowledging 

the difficult year the company has seen with the complete response letter for Jyseleca in 

rheumatoid arthritis and subsequent partnership restructuring with Gilead for the product. 

While approved in the EU, the path forward for Jyseleca in the U.S. now looks bleak. Having 

gained all rights in Europe, Galapagos is still optimistic Jyseleca will be able to capture a 8-12% 

share of what is a sizeable market in the EU5 inflammation market estimated at €5.7B across 

rheumatoid arthritis, Crohn’s disease, and ulcerative colitis. Top-line results from the MANTA 

and MANTA-RAy studies should provide further clarity on the future of this product. 

 

Additionally, the company dived into the remained of their inflammation franchise with 

particular focus on their TOLEDO program. Their first molecule from this program, GLPG3970 is 

now active in 5 different proof-of-concept studies in parallel. The key to this program lies in the 

mechanism of action. Unlike traditional treatments such as TNF or IL-6 compounds which work 

to reduce pro-inflammatory cytokines, GLPG3970 look to boost pro-inflammatory cytokines as 

well as immunoregulatory cytokines to restore balance. The company believes this is a more 

holistic approach by providing balance and hopefully reduce the number of adverse reactions 

that occur in those that only reduce pro-inflammatory cytokines. The first three indications in 

which GLPG3970 is being tested (psoriasis, rheumatoid arthritis, and ulcerative colitis) are 

expected to have initial data read-outs in the mid-2021 with Phase IIb studies slated to begin 

immediately thereafter. 

 

Finally, the company touched on their fibrosis franchise. Their lead candidate, ziritaxestat 

(GLPG1690) is currently in a pair of parallel Phase III studies for idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis. 

The ISABELA 1 and 2 studies have enrolled around 1,300 of the planned 1,500 patients to date. 
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The company expects that patient enrollment will conclude by the end of the first half of 2021 

and perform a futility analysis in mid-2021 with full data expected to be available in 2022. 

 

• Global Blood Therapeutics (GBT) kicked off its presentation talking about the success of Oxbryta 

for the treatment of sickle cell disease (SCD) in adults and children 12 years and older. Oxybrta 

was granted accelerated approval by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and was the 

first of its kind of treatment to stop sickling and destruction of red blood cells prevalent in sickle 

cell disease. Since the launch, Oxbryta has remained safe with manageable side effects from the 

treatment. Alongside the approval, GBT launched GBT Source, a patient support program for 

those prescribed with Oxbryta. GBT re-emphasized the patient program during its presentation, 

discussing more about guides, brochures and patient starter kits to assist prescribed patients. 

 

GBT provided a brief update on its pipeline. Oxbryta plans to continue to be studied under the 

HOPE-KIDS1, HOPE-KIDS2 and ActIVe studies with a Marketing Authorization Application (MAA) 

and supplemental New Drug Application (NDA) for label expansion anticipated to be submitted 

in mid-2021. GBT continues to invest in its pipeline program. New Phase III studies for inclamuab 

to treat SCD, including a chronic prevention and an acute re-admission study, are expected in 

the first half of 2021. GBT 601, a next-generation HbS polymerization inhibitor is also planned to 

enter clinic in the first half of 2021. GBT ended the third quarter off with $535.2 million on its 

balance sheet and continues to expand upon their management team. 

 

• Justin Gover, CEO of GW Pharmaceuticals (GWPH), reported that the company’s only approved 

product, Epidiolex, reported unaudited 2020 global sales of $510 million, a 70% increase over 

2019 revenues of $296 million. Epidiolex is a cannabidiol (CBD) purified from plant material and 

was approved in the US in 2018 and in the EU in 2019 to treat seizures associated with Lennox-

Gastaut syndrome and Dravet syndrome. In Q3 2020, Epidiolex was approved by the FDA for a 

third indication, seizures associated with tuberous sclerosis complex (TSC). TSC affects 40-50 K 

patients in the US and this indication is expected to drive further growth of Epidiolex sales in 

2021. An EMA submission for TSC is currently under review with a decision expected in H1 2021. 

GW is also looking to develop Epidiolex for treatment-resistant epilepsy patients.  

 

Nabiximols is derived from the whole cannabis plant and consists of a balanced THC and CBD 

component along with other cannabinoid and non-cannabinoid plant components. This 

preparation was evaluated in three placebo-controlled studies for the treatment of spasticity 

due to multiple sclerosis (MS) with numerical rating score spasticity as the primary endpoint. 

Nabiximols is approved outside the US as Sativex and is sold via marketing partners. US 

commercial rights are owned by GW and the company has agreed to a path forward with the 

NDA. The company has designed five pivotal Phase III trials using either muscle tone or spasm 

frequency as the primary endpoint. A positive readout in any one of these trials will be sufficient 

for an NDA submission. Two of the trials initiated in 2020 and another two are expected to 
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initiate in Q1 2021. The fifth trial is expected to initiate in H1 2021. Data are expected for one of 

the trials in 2021 with the remaining trials expecting readouts in 2021/2022, 2022 or 2022/2023. 

GW estimates the US market potential for nabiximols in MS spasticity to be approximately $450 

million. Nabixomol also has the potential to be developed for other indications including 

spasticity associated with spinal cord injury ($350 million sales potential) and anxiety associated 

with post traumatic stress disorder.  

 

Finally, management discussed the development of lab synthesized cannibinoids. These next 

generation molecules have shown enhanced pharmaceutical properties including increased 

potency and efficacy in preclinical seizure models. Patents have been filed and the first product 

candidate is expected to enter the clinic in 2021. 

 

In summary, GW’s key priorities in 2021 includes growing commercial sales of Epidiolex and a 

Phase III readout from nabiximols. 

 

• Dr. Helen Torley, President and CEO of Halozyme (HALO), highlighted the strengths of the 

company’s ENHANZE technology platform in today’s presentation. Through the ENHANZE 

platform Halozyme has been an instrumental partner to create antibody based subcutaneous 

therapies offering numerous benefits over the intravenous forms. The company highlights that 

ENHANZE can reduce treatment burden and costs, provide competitive differentiation, and 

allow for the combination of two therapeutic antibodies into a single injection amongst others. 

Using the recently launch Darzalex Faspro as an expample, Dr. Torley highlights the benefit the 

product has shown in reducing the time of administration and noting that the product already 

makes up 40% of the total Darzalex use in the United States since being launched in May 2020. 

 

Additionally, the company’s revenue stream and future expectations were discussed. As of 

today, Halozyme relies on milestone payments, royalties, and product sales with milestone 

payments making up the largest segment at around 45%, but over the next 5 years Halozyme 

expects the share of these three segments to shift with recurring royalty revenues expected to 

make up 60% of revenues. Halozyme plans to continue to invest in their ENHANZE platform to 

continue to grow their royalty revenues in the long run while also looking at M&A opportunities 

to add a new drug delivery platform to follow the same model. 

 

Finally, an overview of their pipeline was provided. There are currently 12 different products 

utilizing the ENHANZE platform in development for 15 indications. Halozyme believes that they 

are significantly de-risked by partnering with companies to enhance their already approved 

products. By 2025 the company hopes they will have 10 or more products approved and 5 or 

more products in Phase III. This will help drive the company towards a projected $1 billion in 

royalty revenue by 2027. 
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• Idorsia’s (IDIA) presentation during the J.P. Morgan conference focused primarily in two of the 

company’s Phase III assets, daridorexant for the treatment of insomnia, and clazosentan for the 

treatment of vasospasms associated with aneurysmal subarachnoid hemorrhage. 

 

Of major importance, was the company’s announcement of a New Drug Application (NDA) 

submission to the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for daridorexant as a treatment for 

insomnia. The company has plans to initiate commercial pre-launch activities during the first 

half of 2021. During the presentation, Idorsia highlighted the opportunity of a daridorexant in 

the insomnia market as well as the benefits of the drug. As shared throughout 2020, positive 

results of the daridorexant Phase III program demonstrated an improvement in overall sleep 

and daytime functioning of patients with insomnia. An optimized pharmacokinetic profile – fast 

absorption and, compared to drugs such as suvorexant, lemborexant, and seltorexant, an 

optimal half-life of 8 hours – was also briefly highlighted.  

 

Additional catalysts for daridorexant for 2021 include the submission of a Marketing 

Authorization Application (MAA) to the European Medicines Agency (EMA), expected during the 

first half of 2021, and the potential commercial launch of the drug, expected during the second 

half of 2021. 

 

Clazosentan was also another focus in the presentation. Idorsia highlighted data of the Japanese 

registrational program. The data presented, which was shared in November 2020, demonstrated 

a significant effect on the primary efficacy endpoint of incidence of vasospasm-related morbidity 

and all-cause mortality in patients following aneurysmal subarachnoid hemorrhage. Of 

importance in the clazosentan development strategy was Idorsia’s announcement of its plans to 

file an NDA to the Japanese Pharmaceuticals and Medical Devices Agency (PMDA) during the 

first half of 2021. 

 

Other catalyst expected by the company during 2021 include the initiation of a Phase III clinical 

trial evaluating selatogrel for pre-hospital treatment of a suspected acute myocardial infarction, 

and data readouts for lucerastat’s Phase III MODIFY, aprocitentan’s Phase III PRECISION, 

clazosentan’s Phase III REACT, and cenerimod’s Phase IIb CARE clinical trials. 

 

• In the J.P. Morgan conference, Intra-Cellular (ITCI) provided insight into the company's 

advancing pipeline along with upcoming milestones. The presentation was led by the company's 

CEO and chairman, Sharen Mates. Intra-Cellular first focused their attention on Lumateperone, a 

small molecule in development for multiple major neuropsychiatric conditions including bipolar 

and major depressive disorder. Intra-Cellular stated that the company expects to submit the 

sNDA application for Lumateperone for the treatment of bipolar depression in patients with 

bipolar I or II disorder as monotherapy and adjunctive therapy to the U.S. Food and Drug 

Administration (FDA) early in the first quarter of 2021, followed by a PDUFA decision in the 
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second half of 2021. With the potential of Lumateperone to be approved for the broadest range 

of patients with bipolar depression in the current market, Intra-Cellular hopes to expand their 

sales force and make treatment available to a wider range of patients who currently have a 

limited number of FDA-approved treatment options. Intra-Cellular also provided updates on the 

development of this drug for the treatment of major depressive disorders, where Phase III 

efficacy programs are set to commence. Furthermore, the company announced the 

advancement of their ITI-333 program for the treatment of opioid use disorders, whereby a 

Phase I study is currently taking place. Intra-cellular is developing ITI-214 along with this. The 

phosphodiesterase 1 (or PDE1) inhibitor program provides potential to be further advanced for 

multiple diseases including Parkinson’s, heart failure and other disease states. Intra-Cellular 

emphasized the growth of Lumateperone’s level of awareness for the treatment of 

schizophrenia which is reflected by quarter-over-quarter prescription growth. The company also 

discussed the impact of COVID-19, whereby access to physician targets was restricted and 

patient visits were significantly lowered in clinical trials. As of September 2020, the company's 

total cash and investments was $723.3 million with no debt. 

 

• CEO of Ionis (IONS) Brett Monia noted that 2020 brought new leadership with a new vision and 

business model to build out markets and commercialize products themselves, rather than 

primarily licensing them out, while advancing their pipeline to ensure growth in multiple 

diseases and advancing their technology. He said they have the financial strength to do this, and 

are on track to meet 2020 financial guidance. Their primary focus is on their neurology and 

cardiometabolic franchises, with eight and twelve medicines in clinical development, 

respectively. Monia went through the late-stage pipeline in these areas — in neurology, 

tofersen (partnered with Biogen) in SOD1-ALS (amyotrophic lateral sclerosis) and tominersen 

(partnered with Roche) in Huntington's disease, and in cardiometabolics, IONIS-TTR-LRx in ATTR 

polyneuropathy and cardiomyopathy, IONIS-APOCIII-LRx in familial chylomicronemia syndrome 

(FCS), and pelacarsen (partnered with Novartis) in Lp(a) CV risk reduction. Phase III data for 

these projects are expected 2021-2024. All in all, the company hopes to have at least 12 

marketed products in 2026 — though a number of the mechanisms are unproven, so that is 

tentative — positioning it for double-digit revenue growth. 

 

Some of the highlights on these topics included: 

 

- For ALS, while tofersen, their next potential commercial medicine, only targets a small minority 

of patients with SOD1 mutations and 85% of ALS patients have no known genetic defect, they 

have candidates for treating all forms of the disease. Phase III VALOR data for tofersen is 

expected the second half of this year, and if positive, as trends in slowing disease progression in 

Phase I/II suggest, the drug may be the first known disease-modifying agent for the condition. 

The ATLAS trial in presymptomatic patients should also start in the second half. The market for 

the drug is only around 1,400 patients in G7 countries, however, and Monia said partner Biogen 
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believes the market for it along with their earlier-stage partnered drug BIIB078, which targets 

C9ORF72, to be around $0.5-1bn, so on the more moderate size. 

 

- The Huntington's disease candidate tominersen has a larger target market of around 80k 

patients in major markets, and five times as many who are asymptomatic. Phase III data are 

expected in 2022, and it too could be the first disease-modifying drug for its condition. While 

they have shown sustained reductions in mutant huntingtin protein in Phase I/II, the Phase III is 

needed to demonstrate that this translates into clinical improvement. There could be Phase II 

extension data this year, but Monia said that is unlikely to set any expectations for the Phase III 

study, outside of demonstrating continued durable reductions in the huntingtin protein with 

acceptable safety and tolerability. He said other endpoints that will be shared have not been 

decided upon, and are not necessarily the same as in the Phase III trial. 

 

- IONIS-TTR-LRx has phase III trials in both ATTR polyneuropathy (data expected 2022), which is 

solely a hereditary form of the disease, and cardiomyopathy (data expected 2024), which may 

involve hereditary or wild-type forms. They estimate these indications at over 250k patients 

worldwide, with cardiomyopathy representing 90% (due to the wild-type patients), but we 

should note there is also substantial competition in the space. There is already an approved oral 

stabilizer from Pfizer though Ionis's Onaiza Cadoret-Manier, chief corporate development and 

commercial officer, said while that is helping to develop the market, they expect the gene 

silencers to be the first choice (though that of course will depend on the outcomes data). IONIS-

TTR-LRx is being given monthly in the Phase III trials, and Monia said they prefer that, though 

the drug could be given quarterly. However, it may also face competition from Alnylam's 

vutrisiran, which can be given quarterly and possibly biannually. Cadoret-Manier did not touch 

on that difference, but when asked on differentiation from Alnylam's drug, said they have the 

largest CVOT in the indication (though it is only 750 patients compared to 600 for vutrisiran), 

which gives more opportunity to have subgroup data for patients on or not on Pfizer's oral 

stabilizer, as well as more meaningful measures on other morbidity endpoints. Company 

officials have also claimed in the past that physicians may prefer monthly administration in case 

there are any safety issues, but as we have noted, the longer duration drugs are planned to 

target administration in a physician's office which could give a reimbursement advantage under 

the medical benefit in the US, such as Medicare Part B.  

 

- The company hopes IONIS APOCIII-LRx will have the best-in-class mechanism for lowering 

triglycerides. While the initial Phase III data, expected 2023, is for the smaller indication FCS, 

which the company estimates at 3-5,000 patients worldwide, Monia noted there are over 10mn 

worldwide with severe hypertriglyceridemia, and 50mn with high triglycerides that may 

contribute to CV risk. However, we should note that the latter would require a CVOT, which is 

being pursued by their drug partnered with Pfizer targeting ANGPTL3 (vupanorsen), and such a 

broader indication would lead to lower pricing, which could be a competitive issue for IONIS 
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APOCIII-LRx if vupanorsen has triglyceride lowering that is at least almost as good. These drugs 

will also compete with earlier stage RNAi candidates from Arrowhead Pharmaceuticals, which 

have longer dosing intervals, an issue not raised in the Q&A. 

 

- Pelacarsen, if successful in its Phase III trial, with data due 2024, would be the first disease 

modifying agent for Lp(a) driven cardiovascular disease, which the company estimates at over 

8mn patients worldwide. We should note, though, while there is a good rationale for the drug, 

the mechanism is not proven, and it could face competition from AMG 890, which if similar to 

other Arrowhead drugs, could have substantially longer dosing. 

 

Ionis also has some rare disease programs in other areas, such as acromegaly and hereditary 

angioedema, and Monia noted eight Phase I/II or II data readouts, including in those two 

indications, for 2021, refining the timing for some. They hope to start Phase IIb studies for 

IONIS-AGT-LRx in 2021 in refractory hypertension and heart failure with reduced ejection 

fraction, though the precise timing is not yet set. Monia said for the refractory hypertension 

study, they plan to enroll sicker patients to help set the dose for Phase III. In the heart failure 

study, they really need to demonstrate safety in that patient population. On a question about 

preclinical oral PCSK9 inhibition, Monia said they are working not just on formulations but also 

presentation (eg capsules, tablets) and they hope to move a new program into development by 

the end of the year, but it likely will be a wholly owned one. There was no discussion on spinal 

muscular atrophy, where there partnered approved product Spinraza has faced increased 

competition. Finally, in 2021, they also hope to advance new LICA technology into development, 

targeting a new organ system to replicate what they did for liver targeting. 

 

• Ipsen (IPSEY) provided a general overview and update of their pipeline during JPM, as well as a 

shift to their strategy. Ipsen announced that they have adjusted their oncology pipeline to 

include niche tumors or biomarker segments in broad tumors, as well as focusing on the life 

cycle management of their compounds. This marks a shift from focusing solely on solid and 

hematological tumors. For rare diseases, the company announced they are planning on going 

beyond endocrinology and bone diseases, and in neuroscience, the company wants to expand 

the portfolio and focus on rare neuro disorders. This shift in pipeline strategy represents a €3B 

cumulative firepower for pipeline expansion by 2024. In terms of upcoming catalysts, the 

company expects to submit Cabometyx for HCC for EU approval in 2021, followed by second-line 

Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer and second-line metastatic castrate-resistant prostate cancer 

(mCRPC) in 2023, representing a peak potential sales of €700M (risk-adjusted). In Onivyde, the 

company expects to file for second-line Small Cell Lung Cancer in 2022, followed by Pancreatic 

ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC) in 2023, a guidance of €300M. For Palovarotene, the company 

expects to file for approval in 2021 for Chronic/Episodic Fibrodysplasia ossificans progressive 

(FOP), however sales guidance is dependent on potential FOB label post-approval. 
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• CEO Bruce Cozadd highlighted five potential launches from 2020 to 2021 and noted that the 

number of R&D projects have over quadrupled in since 2015 with an operating cashflow of 

about $1bn in early 2020, the company plans to continue that investment. Jazz (JAZZ) 

highlighted five neuroscience programs, Xywav, JZP-258, Sunosi, JZP-385, and JZP-150, along 

with Zepzelca and JZP-458 in oncology. In November 2020, Jazz launched Xywav as a lower 

sodium reformulation of Xyrem for the treatment of cataplexy or excessive daytime sleepiness 

in narcolepsy. Cozadd noted that the majority of prescriptions are to patients who have 

previously taken Xyrem but that the marjoity of oxybate-naïve patients are also being prescribed 

the newer Xywav over Xyrem.  

 

Jazz has initiated a rolling sNDA submission for JZP-258 in idiopathic hypersomnia, with a 

launched expected in Q4 2021. Such patients are plagued by a poor quality of life and there are 

currently no FDA approved therapies for the around 37,000 patients diagnosed with idiopathic 

hypersomnia. Meanwhile, Sunosi is in the next phase of launch, increasing its reach to 6,000 

additional obstructive sleep apnea targets by launching TV ads and expanding with an EU 

launch.  A Phase IIb study for JZD-285 is expected to start in the first half of 2021. With no new 

treatments in decades, Jazz this selective T-type calcium channel modulator will ultimately help 

some of the 11 million suffers of essential tremor. Another Phase II is expected to start in late 

2021, this one for JZP-150 to treat post-traumatic stress disorder, with benefit for fear extinction 

learning and cannabis use disorder.  

 

Switching over to the oncology portfolio, Zepzelca was launched in July 2020 for the treatment 

of adults with metatatic small cell lung cancer with disease progression on or after platinum-

based chemotherapy. Initial figures show a strong launch with Q3 revenues of $37 million and 

additional growth in Q4. Along partner, PharmaMar, the drug will be evaluated in as first line in 

combination with other agents. The JZP-458 program for acute lymphoblastic leukemia has seen 

rapid progress from Phase I in 2019 through pivotal in 2020 due to a close working relationship 

with the FDA and Children's Oncology Group. Over the course of 2020 and 2021, Jazz expects to 

see the launch of five new products with half of the company’s revenue to be driven by new 

product sales in 2022. As the compnay’s products mature Jazz expects SG&A margins to 

improve, but management doesn’t want to shortchange important investments in early 

launches in the near term. 

 

• Karuna Therapeutics (KRTX) centered their presentation around their lead product candidate 

KarXT, in late stage development for acutely psychotic hospitalized adults with DSM-5 

schizophrenia in the Phase III EMERGENT-2 study. The company reiterated timelines to initiate 

subsequent studies in schizophrenia, with the Phase III EMERGENT-3 (evaluating efficacy and 

safety) and EMERGENT-5 (evaluating long-term safety and tolerability) studies set to commence 

in the first half of 2021. The company believes that data from the Phase II EMERGENT-1 study, 

one successful Phase III efficacy and safety trial, and additional safety data will be sufficient to 
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support an NDA filing for KarXT in schizophrenia. Thus, the approach to widen the Phase III 

clinical landscape to open up multiple shots on goal is a potentially beneficial and time saving 

one should results from EMERGENT-2 not prove strong enough. Additionally, the company 

announced an expansion to their muscarinic portfolio with the addition of KAR-201, KAR-301, 

and KAR-401, all being developed preclinically in undisclosed indications. With positive Phase II 

data seen to date in the schizophrenia indication for KarXT and an expansion to their portfolio, 

Karuna is solidifying their position as an emerging company in neuropsychiatry. 

 

• H. Lundbeck (LUN) primarily provided updates on their Vyepti and Rexulti programs. Of note, 

the company is currently awaiting regulatory decisions from Canada and Europe for Vyepti for 

the treatment of migraines within the next year. The company also recently initiated a Phase III 

study for the treatment of cluster headaches and plans to complete this trial by the end of 2023.   

For their Rexulti program, they are anticipating pivotal results from their Phase III study in 

Alzheimer’s disease by mid-2021 with study completion in the first half of 2022. The results of 

this study could affect the company’s plan to submit a sNDA in Alzheimer’s disease.  The 

company may also initiate early clinical studies in other neurological disorders within the next 

year. Lundbeck also highlighted programs they plan to progress into Phase II within the year, 

specifically Lu AF82422 for Parkinson’s disease and ALD1910 for the treatment of migraines. 

These planned Phase II studies are slated to initiate during the second half of 2021. 

 

• In their JPM presentation Lupin Pharma (500257) focused their efforts on highlighting the 

strength of the company’s US generics business, pointing to their average market share of 29% 

on that front, including the recent launch of generic Albuterol. The Company continued by 

spotlighting their position as a leader in the Indian market, with a ranking of #5 in the Indian 

pharmaceutical market (IPM). In that market, the Company recently launched Covihalt, Lupin’s 

favipiravir drug, for the treatment of COVID-19. 

 

The Company plans to solidify its future as a leading pharmaceutical company by building upon 

their generic foundation and focusing on North American women’s health, the NaMuscla 

franchise, and accelerating their novel oncology research platform. Lupin will look towards 

leveraging their commercial portfolio through in-licensing, M&A, and partnerships. 

 

• MorphoSys (MOR) CEO Jean-Paul Kress began the presentation highlighting the successful 

launch of their first U.S. marketed product, Monjuvi (tafasitamab) and the beginning of 

expansion into Canada and Europe. Monjuvi netted $5M in sales in the third quarter of 2020 

(approximately 7 weeks post-launch) with updated sales numbers coming in March 2021. The 

company plans to focus on increasing the commercial potential of Monjuvi while also expanding 

the potential treatment for first line DLBCL and R/R follicular lymphoma. Based on encouraging 

data from the Phase Ib firstMIND study, the pivotal Phase III frontMIND study for first-line 

treatment of DLBCL is expected to start in the first half of 2021. Orphan designation was 
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recently granted by the FDA for Tafasitamab for follicular lymphoma and MorphoSys is pushing 

ahead with the Phase III inMIND trial for relapsed/refractory follicular lymphoma and marginal 

zone lymphoma in 2021. Finally, MorphoSys will try to expand the different treatment options 

utilizing Tafasitamab by testing two separate combinations with Parsaclisib and Plamotamab, 

with both trials set to begin in 2021. For Felzartmab, Kress expects that proof-of-concept data 

from its Phase I/II M-PLACE study of Felzartamab for the treatment of membranous 

nephropathy is expected in the first half of 2021 and based on positive results, MorphoSys will 

broaden clinical development shortly thereafter. 

 

• Myovant (MYOV) will begin its transition from a clinical development company to a commercial 

biotech company with the recent approval of Orgovyx for prostate cancer and expected 

approval in the uterine fibroids indication in the US. Myovant highlighted the Pfizer partnership 

for Orgovyx in US and Canada with a 50/50 split on the profits, and Pfizer can option rights 

outside US/Canada for additional an additional $50 million payment to Myovant. The 

partnership is expected to benefit Myovant greatly given Pfizer’s experience in drug launches, 

especially since Pfizer was able to successfully launch several drugs during the COVID-19 

pandemic. Myovant expects Orgovyx to become the standard of care for Androgen Deprivation 

Therapy as it is the only oral treatment and increase ease of use on doctors compared to 

currently approved injectable treatments. Myovant is now focused on expanding Orgovyx into 

uterine fibroids, which is expected to be approved in June 2021, and endometriosis, which is 

planned to be filed for approval in the US in the first half of 2021. Finally, Myovant will also 

focus on expanding into Europe with a Uterine Fibroids EMA decision coming in mid-2021 and 

plans to file for prostate cancer in the first quarter of 2021. 

 

• Nektar (NKRT) provided an overview on its cytokine-based therapies, starting off with 

bempegaldesleukin (BEMPEG). BEMPEG is a CD122-biased IL-2 pathway antagonist for multiple 

oncology indications in collaboration with Bristol-Myers Squibb’s Opdivo (nivolumab). The 

company confirmed BEMPEG’s development pathway is ongoing with multiple registrational 

trials, including an accelerated approval registrational study in bladder cancer and two Phase III 

studies in melanoma and non-muscle invasive bladder cancer that were initiated in 2020. Three 

of these trials have data read-outs expected in the upcoming next 12 to 18 months. This could 

set up BEMPEG for potential approvals through 2025 into an oncology market that exceeds $5 

billion sales in PD-1/PD-L1 therapies for first line indications. 

 

Nektar continued their presentation with NKTR-255 and the mechanism behind the therapy. 

NKTR-255 enhances the duration of response to CAR-T therapies by increasing the number of 

natural killer (NK) cells and CD8+ t cells. NKTR-255 is currently being studied in combination with 

Darzalex (daratumumab) or Rituxan (rituximab) for a Phase I/II study for multiple myeloma and 

non-Hodgkin lymphoma alongside a Phase I/II study in combination with Erbitux (cetuximab) for 

colorectal cancer and squamous cell carcinoma of head and neck cancer.  
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The presentation closed with a data review of NKTR-358, an IL-2 conjugate, in development for 

multiple auto immune conditions. Additional data from the Phase I MAD study for psoriasis or 

atopic dermatitis patients will be submitted to a future medical meeting as well as the start of a 

new Phase II study for an additional auto immune disease in the first half of 2022. Nektar ended 

2020 with approximately $1.2 billion in cash and investments for the upcoming year. 

 

• Novavax’s (NVAX) entire presentation centered around its late-phase COVID vaccine, NVX-

CoV2373, for which the company has gained over $2bn in CEPI and Operation Warp Speed 

funding to support clinical development and manufacturing scale up. CEO Stan Erck recapped 

the promising safety and immunogenicity Phase I/II data, which showed that a low 5ug dose 

plus the company’s proprietary Matrix-M adjuvant stimulated high neutralizing antibody titers 

in 100% of recipients after two doses, with geometric mean titers exceeding those observed in 

the panel of convalescent sera used as a control and persisting at high levels for at least six 

months. The vaccine has also been shown to completely prevent viral replication in the upper 

and lower airways of non-human primates (i.e. sterilizing immunity), raising hopes that it will 

prevent both symptomatic and asymptomatic infections in humans. 

 

• Key catalysts in Q1 2021 include preliminary efficacy/safety data from a South African Phase II 

study (n=4,400), as well as efficacy and safety data from the pivotal UK study (n=15,000), which 

are expected to support approval in the UK and potentially other markets if positive. Novavax 

also plans to finalize various advance purchase agreements with a range of nations in Q1, 

including a provisional agreement reported in December 2020 with the EU to procure 100m 

doses, with the option for 100m more if required. 

 

• Erck also provided an update on the enrolment status of the larger 30,000-strong pivotal study 

in the US and Mexico, which was initiated on 28th December 2020. As of 10th January 2021, the 

trial has enrolled 5,709 of its 30,000 enrolment target, with Erck expressing confidence that 

enrolment will continue to progress rapidly despite the gradual rollout of rival vaccinations to 

at-risk populations following Emergency Use Authorizations (EUA) in December 2020. An interim 

analysis of the US/Mexico study is expected in Q2 2021 after 72 events have accumulated (final 

analysis will occur after 144 events), potentially paving the way for NVX-CoV2373’s own EUA in 

the same quarter. Novavax intends to deliver 110m doses to the US market in Q2 2021 as part 

of its commitment to the Operation Warp Speed initiative, and is targeting a manufacturing 

capacity of 2bn doses per year from mid-2021, once additional manufacturing sites with a range 

of global partners come online. 

 

• Conspicuously absent from the company’s list of Q1 2021 catalysts was an anticipated BLA 

submission for its seasonal influenza vaccine NanoFlu, which has the potential to be a strong 

competitor to Sanofi’s dominant Fluzone HD vaccine in the elderly population. Thus, we await 
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an update on the company’s regulatory timelines, and our base case is that the vaccine will gain 

approval in time for launch in the 2022/23 influenza season. 

 

• NuVasive Inc.’s (NUVA) Chief Executive Officer J. Christopher Barry kicked off the presentation 

by emphasizing the company’s core principle of transforming surgery and advancing care to 

change patients lives. That theme propelled the company’s 2020 accomplishments while 

supporting future growth. Over the past year the company had 15 alpha/commercial launches 

including the Enhanced Pulse® platform and the C360TM system for cervical. NuVasive opened a 

state-of-the art spine surgeon training center and continued European Medical Device 

Regulation was a major focus for 2020 as well. 

 

Anterior continues to be a key growth driver and NuVasive plans to grow its share of the lateral 

segment with the X360 TM system by launching multiple product introductions, leverage XLIF® 

Prone to expand market opportunities and continue to provide Clinical Development Training to 

surgeons. The company intends to collect XALIF TM data by driving surgeon engagement and 

becoming the ALIF market leader in 2021. With Posterior’s significant global market opportunity, 

NUVA plans to introduce differentiated Advance Materials Science TM (AMS) porous implants 

and expandables while continuing to advance less-invasive surgery with the TLIF solution. The 

new Anterior Cervical Plating system allows for growth in the Cervical segment. It is the thinnest 

plate on the market offering both fixed and variable screws. Reline Cervical, designed for 

efficiency and ease of use, addresses complex junctional challenges by integrating with Reline 

posterior fixation technology. 

 

Pulse is an integrated, extensible platform designed to support 100% of spine procedures. Pulse 

Robotics is an application-based environment to integrate future technology. Near-term Pulse 

milestones on the horizon in 2021 include FDA & CE mark submission, CE approval, clinical 

evaluation in Europe, FDA clearance, clinical evaluation (U.S., ANZ) and global commercial 

launch (U.S., ANZ, Europe). By 2022, the company anticipates Pulse Robotics application and 

first-in-human robotics use. 

 

Clinical Professional Development (CPD) is a core strategy for NuVasive moving forward. 

Engaging surgeons enables them to confidently adopt NuVasive approaches and procedural 

techniques. Virtual and remote training lends itself well to the current environment while onsite 

training is expanding. The company has global training sites, including the NuVasive Experience 

Center (NEC) West and NEC East. 

 

• Unsurprisingly, the Pacira Biosciences (PCRX) talk was principally focused around its lead 

products, Exparel, a bupivacaine liposome injectable suspension, and iovera, a portable 

cryoanalgesia device. The company ethos is to deliver non-opioid pain management and 

regenerative health solutions to enhance patient outcomes. Logically therefore, Exparel is a 
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flagship product of Pacira, which the company describes as the only marketed non-opioid, long-

acting option for local and regional analgesia via infiltration, field block, and brachial plexus 

nerve block. The company expects an sNDA PDUFA decision for use in pediatrics, by the end of 

Q1 2021. Similarly, around this period, Pacira anticipates data from the STRIDE study, which 

would support label expansion to lower extremity nerve blocks and increase the product’s 

target population even further. Pacira CEO and Chairman, Dave Stack, explained that due to the 

COVID-19 pandemic, healthcare professionals are shifting more procedures from an inpatient 

setting to outpatient ambulatory surgery centres (ASCs); well suited for Exparel use. The 

reasoning behind this shift is to reduce potential patient exposure to COVID, while also 

providing a strong incentive for payers and insurers to diminish costs. Stack further discussed 

the market opportunity for the company’s leading product, stating a high-teen CAGR over the 

next five years, supported by planned expansions into additional abdominal/colorectal, 

cardiothoracic, woman’s health and orthopedic procedures. This opportunity is further 

substantiated through probable lack of direct competition, as Pacira foresees exclusivity lasting 

for up to another two decades due to the unique technology and manufacturing processes of 

Exparel. Iovera is Pacira’s other leading product and is positioned for use before, during and 

after surgery. This treatment likewise avoids opioid pain-management through nerve blockade 

by cryogenic freezing. The company identifies the management of osteoarthritis and 

complementary surgical use with Exparel as the two broad opportunities for iovera. 

Consequently, the PREPARE study is currently ongoing, evaluating iovera and Exparel for opioid-

sparing pain management for patients undergoing total knee arthroplasty (TKA). 

 

Despite the initial headwinds from the pandemic, Pacira’s focus on deploying Exparel in the ASC 

setting has enabled a record revenue of $429.6M for the company in 2020. The recovery was 

evident in Q4 of 2020, where Exparel average daily sales were up 9% versus the previous year. 

Furthermore, the company claims to have solid financial footing with $575+M in cash and 

investments as of September 2020, with strong long-term growth prospects. In addition to the 

Pacira’s lead marketed products, it is further relying on leveraging its DepoFoam carrier matrix 

technology to develop pipeline candidates aimed at anaesthesia and pain indications. 

 

• Chief Executive Officer and Founder of PTC Therapeutics (PTCT) Stuart Peltz kicked off with the 

significant pipeline progress made in the past year with six trials that initiated in 2020, including 

two potential registrational trials for vatiquinone (for mitochondrial epilepsy and Friedreich 

ataxia) and the Phase I trial of PTC518 in healthy volunteers for its Huntington program. 

Disappointingly, anticipated results from Translarna's US dystrophin trial were not covered 

during the meeting and the data are expected to be released around the end of Q1 2021. The 

regulatory portion of the presentation highlighted gene therapy Evrysdi's US approval in August 

2020 that holds a positive outlook and its ongoing geographic expansion with an approval 

application submitted in Europe to treat spinal muscular atrophy (SMA). With regards to PTC's 

commercial assets, the company is confident in the continued growth of its Duchenne muscular 
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dystrophy (DMD) portfolio (consisting of Translarna and Emflaza). PTC is also preparing for its 

first gene therapy launch for PTC-AADC, which is positioned to fulfil critical unmet need in 

aromatic L-amino acid decarboxylase (AADC) deficiency. The company is targeting 300 patients 

at launch in H2 2021, assuming that approval is granted in H1 2021. By 2030, PTC expects to 

treat >500K patients across its pipeline and commercial therapies. The company's balance sheet 

was touted to be at its strongest with over $1bn in cash, while guidance for 2021 operating 

expenses sat around $725-755m.  

 

Particular focus was placed on Translarna's growth that has been fuelled by changes to its label 

that widen its age range for use in younger patients (as young as two years old) and have 

influenced prescribers not to discontinue treatment in non-ambulatory patients. Translarna's 

business base has not been affected by the coronavirus pandemic as communication has been 

driven through digital means effectively to minimize drop outs. Further growth will be 

supported by new offices opening in Latin America and the Asia Pacific region and the company 

is targeting a registration opportunity in Japan. Long-term Phase III placebo-controlled trial 

PTC124-GD-041DMD represents a safeguard for Translarna if its dystrophin trial does not meet 

the mark when results are released around the end of this quarter. Notably, Emflaza and 

Translarna are anticipated to yield double digit growth in the next three to five years and looks 

forward to a $355-375m net product revenue guidance for its DMD franchise. 

 

Furthermore, Evrysdi's strong commercial launch was emphasized, especially considering the 

backdrop of the coronavirus pandemic, which was facilitated by its strength as the first at-home, 

oral treatment for SMA. According to Roche, 30%, 40%, and 30% of prescriptions treat type 1, 2, 

and 3 SMA, respectively. Additionally, the brand is expected to become the market leader in the 

US. In H1 2021, an opinion is expected from the Committee for Medicinal Products for Human 

Use and the drug is also under priority review in Japan. PTC perceives a commercial potential of 

$355 million in sales and regulatory milestones, including ~15% tiered royalty on global sales.  

 

Earlier in the pipeline, PTC518 was lauded for its broad tissue distribution throughout the brain 

with uniform HTT lowering across brain regions with ~1:1 brain and blood concentrations. This 

will be key for its trial in healthy volunteers as part of its Huntington's disease program as the 

drug concentration may be monitored by the blood to guide dosing for a future Phase II trial. 

Data from the Phase I trial are expected during the first half of this year. 

 

• Replimune Group (REPL) centered the presentation around their three promising clinical 

candidates. On the tailwind of RP1 and RP2 data presentated at the Society of Immunotherapy 

of Cancer (SITC) in October 2020, Replimune experienced roughly a doubling of their stock price. 

Since then, REPL stock has remained fairly steady around the $40 mark. The company hopes to 

continue this progress with expansion into more cancer types and treatment combinations in 

clinical studies over the next few years.  
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Of note, RP1 is being evaluated in combination with Opdivo in the IGNYTE study (melanoma, 

NMSC, MSI-H cancers, and NSCLC), in combination with Libtayo in the CERPASS study (CSCC), 

and as a monotherapy in the ARTACUS study (CSCC organ transplant). RP2 and RP3 are also 

being investigated clinically in combination with Opdivo and anti-PD1 therapies, respectively. 

Replimune anticipates a multitude of data releases in 2021 and 2022, with critical releases 

consisting of data from the CERPASS CSCC registration directed study of RP1 and data from the 

anti-PD1 failed registrational melanoma cohort in the IGNYTE study of RP1, both expected in 

2022.  

 

With multiple future shots on goal and positive clinical data for candidates to date, Replimune 

positions itself well going forward in the oncology space. The company is also diversifying itself 

with the investigation of candidates in underserved patient populations, including anti-PD1 

therapy failed CSCC and NSCLC patients and organ transplant recipients with CSCC. Overall, we 

look to 2021 as a pivotal year for Replimune as they navigate both early clinical and 

registrational studies. 

 

• In today’s presentation at the J.P. Morgan Healthcare conference CEO and chairman of 

Revolution Medicines (RVMD), Dr. Mark A. Goldsmith, announced two new RAS(ON) inhibitors 

that have entered development for the treatment of cancer. RMC-6291 is RevMed’s newly 

announced inhibitor targeting KRASG12C/NRASG12C(ON) and RMC-6236 is an oral, RAS-

selective tri-complex inhibitor of multiple RAS(ON) variants including KRASG12V(ON) and 

KRASG12D(ON). After seeing promising preclinical signals the company is now moving into IND-

enabling studies with both candidates and expect to file to enter the clinic in the first half of 

2022. 

 

• Sage Therapeutics’ (SAGE) new CEO, Barry Greene provided an overview of Sage Therapeutics’ 

pipeline which is seeking to expand Sage’s portfolio beyond intravenous Zulresso which was 

approved in 2019 for postpartum depression. Sage’s most advanced pipeline asset, zuranolone 

is in Phase III development with three ongoing pivotal trials, one for postpartum depression 

(SKYLARK) and two for major depressive syndrome (WATERFALL and SHORELINE) with all three 

trials evaluating a 50 mg dose. Anticipated 2021 milestones for this program include topline 

data for SKYLARK and WATERFALL in H1 2021 as well as updated data for SHORELINE in late 

2021 (first data from its 50 mg cohort). Topline data are also expected in late 2021 for CORAL, 

another Phase III trial for zuranolone in major depressive disorder.  

 

In 2019, zuranolone (20 or 30 mg) failed to meet the primary endpoint in MOUNTAIN, a pivotal 

Phase III trial. At JPM, management emphasized that zuranolone reported high rates of 

remission and low rates of discontinuation and that its unique two-week course of treatment 

allows depressive episodes to be treated as needed. Zuranolone’s potential is thought to be a 
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major driver of the $3.1 billion licensing deal executed in November 2019 with Biogen for 

zuranolone and SAGE-324. At JPM, Sage announced that they received $1.2 billion from the deal 

which will accelerate zuranolone’s development into other indications such as treatment-

resistant depression, generalized anxiety disorder and bipolar depression.  

 

Sage has plans to expand from mood disorders to other neurological conditions such as 

movement disorders and cognitive disorders. SAGE-324 is initially being studied for essential 

tremor with topline data from the Phase II KINETIC study expected in early 2021. A Phase IIb 

study in essential tremor is expected to initiate in late 2021 and there are also plans to initiate 

studies in Parkinson’s disease and epilepsies.  

 

While Zulresso, zuranolone, SAGE-324 and SAGE-689 (see below) are positive allosteric 

modulators (PAMs) of the GABA-A receptor, Sage has also developed NMDA receptor PAMs 

such as SAGE-718 and SAGE-904. Preclinical data implicates a role for the NMDA receptor family 

in cognition including executive functions such as planning and decision making. Topline data 

from PARADIGM, a Phase II trial evaluating SAGE-718 for Parkinson’s disease are expected in 

early 2021. The LUMINARY study, evaluating SAGE-718 for Alzheimer’s disease cognitive 

dysfunction, is expected to initiate in early 2021 and report topline data later in the year. There 

are also plans to develop SAGE-718 for Huntington’s disease.  

 

Pipeline products in early development include SAGE-689, a rapid acting intramuscular GABA 

PAM which is expected to complete a Phase I study for social anxiety disorder in 2021 and SAGE-

904 which was designed for potential use as neurodevelopment therapy for children and is 

expecting Phase I data in late 2021.  

 

While Sage expects a catalyst rich 2021, the highest impact catalysts will likely be the various 

Phase III readouts for zuranolone. 

 

• After releasing disappointing top-line data from the first portion of the Phase II Duchenne’s 

muscular dystrophy (DMD) trial (study-102) last week, Sarepta (SRPT) CEO, Douglas Ingram, 

sought to rectify and reiterate potential of SRP-9001 through the previously released sub-group 

analysis. SRP-9001 is a gene therapy, which targets dysfunctional cells to induce the generation 

of micro-dystrophin, a truncated version of the functional protein, dystrophin. The DMD therapy 

failed to meet the North Star Ambulatory Assessment (NSAA) primary functional endpoint with 

statistical significance. While there was a numerical improvement in NSAA score at 48 weeks 

from baseline, this was primarily driven by patients aged 4–5 years, a prespecified subgroup. 

This group of patients performed impressively, with a 4.3-point change in NSAA versus 1.9 for 

placebo. However, those aged 6–7 years did not replicate this trend. Ingram echoed the wide 

variability of baseline disease characteristics between SRP-9001 patients and controls as the 

irrefutable reasoning behind the absence of significant improvements in the investigative group. 
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He went on to suggest that this outcome has triggered Sarepta to consider stratifying results in 

the upcoming pivotal 301 trial (initiation planned for later this year), based on the functional 

baseline characteristics of patients enrolled.  

 

Sarepta’s limb-girdle muscular dystrophy (LGMD) type 2E gene therapy, SRP-9003, which 

delivered efficacy signals from a Phase II study in September last year, has also reached the 

pivotal trial point. Sarepta is now seeking FDA confirmation of this pivotal trial study design 

ahead of trial initiation. Additionally, the CEO disclosed new programmes for type 2C and 2D 

LGMD, which are currently at the preclinical development stage. 

 

Sarepta revealed fourth quarter earnings from its PMO franchise, contributing to $456M total 

revenue for 2020. This includes earnings from Exondys 51 and Vyondys 53, both marketed DMD 

therapies. This unaudited 2020 revenue represents a 19.7% increase versus Sarepta’s 2019 total. 

The company anticipates a PDUFA decision in February for another DMD therapy, Amondys 45, 

which would contribute to the $537-547M revenue projection for 2021 that Sarepta has 

provided. 

 

• Eric Shaff, Seres’ (MCRB) President, CEO, and Director, highlighted the positive results from the 

Phase III ECOSPOR III study of SER-109 for the treatment of recurrent C. difficile infection (CDI) 

that was announced last year. The study showed statistically significant 30.2% absolute 

reduction in the rate of CDI recurrence compared to placebo at 8 weeks. The U.S. FDA has 

indicated to Seres that the efficacy results should support the BLA filing as a single pivotal trial. 

As such, the enrollment of the open-label study of SER-109 is ongoing to fulfill the 300-subject 

requirement by the Agency. The company is also planning to report new pharmacokinetics and 

pharmacodynamics data at the Harnessing the Microbiome for Disease Prevention and Therapy 

Meeting next week. 

 

• TG Therapeutics (TGTX) reviewed the company’s current pipeline and provided an update on 

the anticipated 2021 milestones. Michael Weiss, TG Therpapeutics’ CEO and President, 

highlighted its lead asset, Umbralisib, which has a PDUFA date set for Marginal Zone Lymphoma 

and Follicular Lymphoma on February 15, 2021 and June 15, 2021, respectively. 2020 was a year 

full of positive data readouts that demonstrated efficacy and safety for Umbralisib and 

Ublituximab. It’s also noteworthy that TG-1303 is a first inhibitor of PI3K to successfully treat 

front-line patients. The UNITY-CLL study met the primary endpoint and the study was stopped 

early for superior efficacy observed at the interim analysis.   

 

You can expect to see more regulatory approvals and commercial launches for its lead assets in 

2021. The company recently initiated a rolling BLA submission for TG-1303 in Chronic 

Lymphocytic Leukemia (CLL) and received Fast Track designation. Pending regulatory decision on 

the completed BLA submission, TG-1303 could be the only doublet for the treatment of CLL to 
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be approved. In preparation for these anticipated product launches, TG Therapeutics has built 

commercial infrastructure. The company is also focusing on the Multiple Sclerosis space, with a 

BLA filing for Ublituximab targeted for mid-2021. Ublituximab demonstrated unprecedented 

data with <0.10 ARR, which is the lowest reported rate thus far in a Phase III trial.  

 

These positive readouts and regulatory progress have led TG Therapeutics to enhance its 

balance sheet. Currently, the company is in the best cash position in its 8-year history with $600 

million pro forma as of year-end 2020. 

 

• Ultragenyx Pharmaceutical’s (RARE) CEO, Dr. Emil Kakkis, presented several updates on the 

company’s broad and diverse portfolio at JPM this year. Ultragenyx currently has three brands, 

Crysvita, Dojolvi, and Mepsevii, that were approved since 2017, and its main goals this year will 

be to build out their pipeline to establish growth for the next ten years. Prior to this 

presentatation, Ultragenyx pre-announced FY2020 revenues for Crysvita of around $137m-

$139m and projected 2021 revenues in the range of $180m to $190m. Crysvita, an anti-

fibroblast growth factor 23 (FGF23) fully human antibody, was approved last year for the 

treatment of FGF23-related hypophosphatemia in tumor-induced osteomalacia associated with 

phospaturic mesenchymal tumors after gaining its first FDA approval in 2018 for X-linked 

hypophosphatemia in adult and pediatric patients. Management did not, however, give revenue 

projections for their newest approved drug Dojolvi, a small molecule synthetic triglyceride 

compound approved for long-chain fatty acid oxidation disorders, because it only launched last 

June. The company’s year end cash balance was around $1.2bn, putting Ultragenyx in a strong 

capital position while building out its pipeline.  

 

• Ultragenyx has three key therapeutic areas, CNS, bone endocrine, and metabolic disorders, 

encompassing their commercial and pipeline assets which management believes will approach 

$1bn in revenue in the next five years.  

 

Key 2021 catalysts include Phase III initiation of their adeno-associated virus vector (AAV) type 8 

gene therapies, DTX401 and DTX301, in glycogen storage disease and late-onset ornithine 

transcarbamylase deficiency, respectively. Management presented updated Phase I/II data for 

DTX401, with an additional three patients added to the prophylactic steroid cohort showing 

clear and fast reductions in glucose replacement therapy while maintaining glucose control and 

without any adverse events. Phase I/II updates were also given for DTX301 with six out of nine 

treated patients responding to the gene therapy and three of these patients achieving complete 

responses. Responses are durable with some ongoing up to two to three years post-treatment. 

Further, in the prophylactic steroid cohort, management indicated two out of three additional 

patients have been dosed to date and there have been no safety issues with utilizing steroids so 

far. Ultragenyx also aims to have their IND accepted and to initiate trials for their AAV type 9 

gene therapy, UX701, for the treatment of Wilson Disease within the first half of 2021.  
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Within their anti-sense oligonucleotide (ASO)/mRNA franchise, UX053 is their first mRNA lipid 

nanoparticle asset which they hope to submit an IND for within the first six months of 2021 with 

a potential Phase I/II initiation in the second half of the year for the treatment of GSDIII 

(Debrancher deficiency). Ultragenyx will also be resuming the Phase I/II study for their ASO 

asset, GTX-102, in Angelman Syndrome within the first half of 2021 and providing updated 

Phase I/II data in the second half. Their Phase I/II trial was paused last year following lower 

extremity weakness adverse events and Ultragenyx has submitted amendments to the IND 

including follow-up safety information for the five patients dosed with GTX-102 and is awaiting 

further discussions with the FDA. Management indicated, however, that they believe lower 

doses below 20mg given at slower schedules provides the efficacy needed without the observed 

lower extremity adverse events.  

 

Finally, pediatric Phase II/III study initiation in the second half of 2021 is expected for their 

monoclonal antibody drug, setrusumab, for the treatment of osteogenesis imperfecta. 

 

• Dr. Martine Rothblatt, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of United Therapeutics (UTHR), 

provided an overview and update on the development of the company's two core areas of 

pulmonary arterial hypertensin (PAH) and interstitial lung disease (ILD). 

 

United Therapeutics’ Tyvaso therapeutic platform, consisting of 8 mixes of products and 

indications, is comprised of an inhalation solution delivered via a nebulizer and a dry powder 

inhaler formulation. The Inhalation Solution was FDA approved in 2009 for PAH, and the 

company expects to file a New Drug Application (NDA) for the DPI for the same indication in 

2021. There are approximately 45,000 patients suffering from IPH in the US and 10 different 

approved therapies, 4 from UTHR. Clinical data on Tyvaso Inhalation Solution in patients with 

pulmonary hypertension associated with interstitial lung disease (PH-ILD) is currently under FDA 

review. All primary and secondary have been met and the company anticipates an April 2021 

PDUFA date. There are currently no approved treatments for the nearly 30,000 patients in the 

US with PH-ILD, so an approval and eventual launch into this market would be a transformative 

event. An NDA filing for the DPI in this indication is also anticipated for 2021. With no approved 

treatments for the 100,000 US patients with Pulmonary Hypertension associated with COPD, the 

company’s Phase III Perfect trial with Tyvaso Inhalation Solution is also very significant for the 

program. Enrollment is expected to be completed by early 2022, and if successful, a filing for 

approval could take place in 2023. PH-COPD patients could also benefit from the Blue-tooth 

enabled DREAMBOAT BLUHALE technology for the DPI formulation. Another promising disease 

space for the company is Idiopathic Pulmonary Fibrosis. With the current US patient population 

at 100,000 the disease-modifying effect demonstrated in the Teton study with the Tyvaso 

Inhalation Solution could be a game changer. 
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Another major focus for United Therapeutics is next generation drug/device combinations for 

PAH. They are of specific importance because 30-40% of PAH patients refuse parenteral therapy 

because of device concerns. An implantable system for Remodulin is already FDA approved. 

Remunity has been cleared by the FDA and launch prep is underway. It is shown to be less 

failure prone than subcutaneous treatments. Two other devices, Trevyent and Remolife, are still 

in development stages. Dr. Rothblatt also highlighted the benefits of an expanded Orenitram 

label (oral Remodulin). The FREEDOM-EV and other studies show a delay in disease progression 

with a 61% reduction in risk and a 37% reduction in risk of death vs placebo. Research indicates 

PAH-related healthcare costs were 67% higher for Selexipag patients than Orenitram patients, a 

very positive finding indeed. Also in the pipeline for PAH is Phase II Ralinepag IP receptor agonist 

therapy. This once daily oral pill has already shown superiority over other products in this space 

such as Selexipag.  

 

In summary, the key 2021 catalysts announced during the presentation were the commercial 

launch of Remunity, sNDA PDUFA date of April 2021 for Tyvaso PH-ILD, commercial launch of 

the implantable system for Remodulin and the anticipated NDA PDUFA for Tyvaso DPI. The 

company expects to return to revenue growth this year. 

 

• Vifor’s (VIFN) CEO Stefan Schulze kicked the presentation off with a review of key achievements 

in 2020. These include the launch of Ferinject in Japan, the filing of Korsuva in the US, and the 

AFFIRM-HF data readout with Ferinject. Schulze then provided an update on commercial 

products, which was followed by a review of the pipeline assets.  

 

The iron-deficiency portfolio was the first discussed, which includes Ferinject/Injectafer, 

Venofer, and Maltofer. Together, these therapies contributed to 45% of the market in 2020, 

compared to 35% in 2014. Schulze draw attention to the high unmet medical need combined 

with the complex difficult-to-copy structure of Ferinject, which creates a significant opportunity 

for long-term growth. During the question and answer session, Schulze noted that COVID-19 

pandemic had the greatest impact on the iron portfolio due to the close of administration sites, 

reduction in elective surgeries, and patient’s reluctance to see physicians. However, the 

management team expect a rapid recovery, to pre COVID performance levels by mid-2021. 

When questioned over the ongoing court case disputing patents of Injectafer in the US, the CEO 

claimed that the company was confident in their intellectual property and expect Injectafer to 

be protected until 2028.  

 

Moving on to Nephrology, Schulze described a portfolio of 10 products, with 7 in-licenced, and 4 

preparing to launch in the next 12-18months. Vifor plan to grow in this disease through 

leveraging unique partnerships, such as with Fresenius Medical Care, a dialysis provider, which 

will expand patient access. The last commercial update centred around cardio-renal therapies. 

Schulze noted Ferinject’s strong growth momentum in heart failure within the 5 major EU 
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markets, with a CAGR of 30% from 2016 to 2020. He added that there is a major growth 

opportunity in heart failure in the US, which will be addressed by the anticipated label 

expansions from FAIR-HF and CONFIRM-HF trials in 2022. The HEART-FID study should 

strengthen guideline recommendations in 2023/24. Finally, he added that the company will 

continue to focus on disease awareness to accelerate market growth of Veltassa in 

hyperkalemia and establish clinical differentiation through the DIAMOND trial.  

 

The second part of the presentation reviewed the pipeline assets, starting with Avacopan, which 

is expected to launch in Europe in antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibodies associated vasculitis 

(ANCA-AV) in early 2022. Vifor anticipate this drug to become the standard of care in ANCA-AV. 

The executive showed confidence in potential further indications including C3 glomerulopathy 

and hidradenitis suppurativa, despite failing to meet the primary endpoint in the former 

indication. Furthermore, Schulze commented on the filing of an NDA for priority review of 

Korsuva injection for chronic kidney disease associated pruritis. Based on the Breakthrough 

Designation, the company anticipate a review period of 6 months, with launch in the US in H2 

2021, followed by Europe in early 2022. The last pipeline asset discussed was ANG-3777, which 

is expecting a data readout in Q2 2021 for cardiac surgery associated acute kidney injury. 

Results from a Phase III study in delayed graft function are also expected at the end of 2021. 

Other pipeline assets were mentioned during the question session, including vadadustat. 

Schulze was questioned over the use of a priority review voucher (PRV), purchased by Vifor, 

being used for the NDA filing of vadadustat, which is expected in H1 2021 in the US. He 

explained that while the company were still in discussions over the use of the PRV, the chances 

are smaller now due to the results from the PROTCET study in non-dialysis patients, which failed 

to meet the primary safety endpoint. Nevertheless, the company is confident in the path 

forward for approval in dialysis patients based on the INNOVATE trial results. 

 

• Vir Biotechnology (VIR) focused on the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic effect and how herd 

immunity might take time due to the hesitancy for vaccines and the presence of new viral 

mutations. The presentation also mentions most known sequences of the virus come from four 

countries which means a lot of mutant strains may not be registered for sequencing and 

depending on seroprevalence, antibody treatments currently pursued may not work on mutant 

variants. Vir Biotechnology noted VIR-7831 is expected to retain activity against the four known 

variants. Results from the COMET ICE study for early treatment is expected in the first quarter of 

2021 and Vir Biotechnology is continuing towards possible prophylaxis treatment using VIR-7831 

in the second quarter of 2021. The company will also begin testing VIR-7832 compared to VIR-

7831 in the UK in the first quarter of 2021. For HBV, Vir making a big push with VIR-2218, 

pursuing multiple clinical trials in 2021 and those include combinations with Peg-interferon, with 

VIR-3434, and a partnership with Gilead to use a combination of GS-9688 and VIR-2218. Vir 

Biotechnology is also pushing development of VIR-2482 into Phase II for influenza A and will 

have first clinical data from its VIR-111 program for HIV in the second half of 2021. With possible 
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positive results from its COVID-19 program, Vir is poised to have a big year with possible 

approval of its monoclonal antibody treatment and continued progress of its second program in 

HBV.   

 

Small Cap Companies 
• Agile Therapeutics’ (AGRX) presentation centered on its first and only launched product, Twirla, 

which only gained access to the US hormonal contraceptive market in December 2020. Twirla is 

a transdermal formulation of levonorgestrel and ethinyl estradiol, administered via the 

company’s proprietary patch technology, once weekly. Agile Therapeutics’ Chairman and CEO, 

Al Altomari, highlighted the products positioning in the market, as he explained that Twirla 

mitigates the daily pill administration conventional oral contraceptives require, while also 

sparing invasiveness and discontinuation difficulty that IUDs and other prolonged contraception 

devices pose. He went on to substantiate the need for such a product in the current market, 

citing the literature’s claims that nearly half of unintended pregnancies are due to inconsistent 

and/or improper use of contraception.  Therefore, by providing a product that doesn’t require 

daily administration should help to lower unintended pregnancies through enhanced 

compliance. Consequently, and supported by market research, Agile predicts a potential $4.1bn 

addressable market for Twirla, and a corresponding market share of 5-8%. Altomari then spent 

some time discussing the companies roll-out strategy, through its partnership with Syneos, thus 

allowing Agile to leverage Syneos’s expert insights and substantial resources, to drive uptake of 

Twirla in the US. He then referenced the Affordable Care Act, which enables US woman to 

access contraceptives at no cost, through which Altomori believes the company has achieved 

50% formulary access at launch with insurers/providers, with this figure projected to rise as the 

product is rolled out across states.   

 

The financial outlook of Agile was presented towards the end of the talk, disclosing full year 

operating expenses of $52-$54M and revenue (from Twirla) of $1M – largely due to the 

product’s year-end launch. The company believes it has $54.5M of cash, cash equivalents and 

marketable securities as of the start of 2021, and an additional $15M potentially available in 

2021, which together should be sufficient to meet projected operating requirements through 

the end of 2021 (not including potential Twirla revenue). Agile Therapeutics regards Twirla’s 

budding commercial success as the basis for enhancing shareholder value but is also planning to 

reevaluate and possibly resume development of internal pipeline candidates. Additionally, the 

company states it is open to the consideration of acquiring further women’s health assets, as 

well as co-promotion within the US and partnerships outside of the US.   

 

• Akebia (AKBA) President and CEO, John Butler, opened the presentation by stating that they 

believe the company is underappreciated by the street and highlighted the company’s clear 

strategic focus on kidney disease. The presentation centered on the anemia company’s Phase III 
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asset, vadadustat, in line to complement their other nephrology product, Auryxia. The oral 

hypoxia-inducible factor prolyl hydroxylase inhibitor has been evaluated to treat anemia due to 

chronic kidney disease (CKD) and gained approval in Japan as Vafseo for both dialysis and non-

dialysis adult patients. Vadadustat is also being explored in an investigator-initiated study run by 

the University of Texas Health looking at its potential to treat acute respiratory distress 

syndrome in COVID-19, with the Department of Defense granting an additional $5m to expand 

the study. 

 

The Phase III INNO2VATE program, on which vadadustat’s US anemia approval will be based, 

demonstrated efficacy and cardiovascular safety of vadadustat for the treatment of anemia due 

to CKD in adult patients on dialysis. The treatment has the potential to change the standard of 

care for the over 500,000 US patients who are on dialysis with anemia due to CKD, providing a 

more convenient oral alternative to injectable erythropoiesis-stimulating agents, which have 

been associated with cardiovascular risks. Enrolling nearly 4,000 patients, both open label 

(sponsor blind), darbepoetin alfa controlled, non-inferiority INNO2VATE studies achieved their 

primary endpoints on mean change in hemoglobin levels in both prevalent and incident 

populations. Full results are expected to be published in 2021. Akebia is working closely with 

partner Otsuka to prepare what Butler called a high-quality regulatory submission, with Akebia 

responsible for the prioritized NDA filing and Otsuka responsible for the MAA filing in Europe.  

 

Akebia will equally share the profit from US sales with Otsuka, with a majority from Vifor 

Pharma’s sales of vadadustat to Fresenius Kidney Care and other third-party dialysis 

organizations. The Vifor agreement enables a go-to-market strategy positioning vadadustat for 

potential rapid adoption in up to 60% of US dialysis patients. In Europe, Akebia has a traditional 

license with Otsuka with tiered royalties up to 30%. In Japan, Akebia has partnered with 

Mitsubishi Tanabe and reported $400,000 in royalty income in the third quarter, exceeding 

expectations. In Latin America, Akebia retains full rights to product revenue. 

 

• Akero's (AKRO) presentation revolved around recent developments and upcoming milestones in 

efruxifermin, the company's human FGF21 analog in development for non-alcoholic 

steateohepatitis (NASH). Akero had recently presented additional data from its Phase IIa 

BALANCED study, reaffirming previous strong results in improving glycemic control for patients 

with both NASH and type 2 diabetes. The company outlined its next steps for efruxifermin, 

presenting the study design for its upcoming Phase IIb trial, called HARMONY, which will 

evaluate the 28mg and 50mg doses of their therapeutic versus placebo. The finalization for a 

Phase III protocol will be determined following an end-of-Phase II meeting. The company also 

dedicated time to go over their healthy financials, following its upsized follow-on public offering 

in July of 2020. 
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• ALX Oncology (ALXO) President and CEO Jaume Pons, PhD, opened the presentation with a 

broad summary of lead candidate, ALX148, which targets CD47 as a single agent and as a 

combination therapy across a variety of immuno-oncology indications, with an initial focus on 

solid tumors, myelodysplastic syndrome (MDS), and acute myelogenous leukemia (AML). A large 

portion of the presentation gave a very detailed overview of the science behind the asset, 

highlighting ALX148’s mechanism of action with half the molecular weight and twice the CD47 

binding sites of antibodies, favorable tolerability and toxicity profiles, pharmacokinetics, and the 

high-dose design that enables full blockade of CD47 and maximizes activity of a combination 

drug. 

 

Pons also provided a snapshot of the ALX148 pipeline, detailing clinical efficacy and safety data 

observed in the various studies in progress for a broad range of solid and hematological cancers. 

He mentioned a clinical trial collaboration with Zymeworks to initiate a Phase I trial of ALX148 in 

combination with Zymeworks’ HER2-targeted bispecific antibody zanidatamab in patients with 

HER2-overexpressing breast cancer and other solid tumors, with initiation of Phase I anticipated 

in the first half of this year. 

 

In closing, Pons discussed upcoming plans for ALX148 in various indications. In the first half of 

the year, a Phase I readout and Phase II initiation in head and neck squamous cell carcinoma 

(HNSCC) combined with Keytruda (pembrolizumab); in the second half of the year, the initiation 

of a Phase II trial in in gastric/ gastroesophageal cancer, in combination with Herceptin 

(trastuzumab) and initiation of Phase I in AML; and during Q4 2021, in an MDS study in 

combination with azacitidine, a final readout of Phase I results as well as the initiation of a Phase 

II study; with Phase I data expected in AML in Q1 2022. There was a brief overview of financial 

highlights. The company completed an initial public offering in July (netting $173m) and a 

$195m secondary offering in December, giving it current cash on hand of $259.5m expected 

cash runway through 2024. 

 

When asked in the Q&A session to provide more detail on timelines for expected data readouts 

for the Phase I study and dosing regimen in MDS, ALX’s CMO Sophia Randolph, MD, PhD, 

indicated that data releases would likely be announced at an upcoming conference prior to the 

end of year, but a more definitive time frame was not specified. 

 

• Anaptys Bio’s (ANAB) President and Chief Executive Officer (CEO) Hamza Suria kicked off his 

presentation by running through the clinical programs for Anaptys’s lead drug candidate 

imsidolimab. Imsidolimab is being developed for six indications and 2021 is poised to be an 

exciting year for the drug. Data readouts are planned for the Phase II POPLAR trial for 

palmoplantar pustulosis (PPP) in Q1 and the Phase II EMERGE trial for epidermal growth factor 

receptor (EGFR)/mitogen-activated protein kinase (MEK) inhibitor-mediated skin toxicity trial at 

year-end. With respect to the POPLAR study, Suria outlined that the company is looking for a 25-
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50% change from baseline relative to placebo as the threshold for sufficient efficacy to move 

forward with this indication. This year will also mark the initiation of multiple studies, including 

the HARP Phase II trial for hidradenitis suppurativa and the ACORN Phase II trial for moderate-

to-severe acne in Q2. In 2022, the INSPIRE Phase II trial for icythyosis will generate top-line data.  

 

In terms of imsidolimab’s generalized pustular psoriasis (GPP) program, full data from the Phase 

II GALLOP trial will be presented at a medical conference this year. Furthermore, its Phase III 

trial will initiate in mid-2021 after Anaptys holds discussions with the US Food and Drug 

Administration (FDA) regarding protocol design and also to share final GALLOP date with the 

agency. According to Suria, the 3,000 GPP patient pool quoted was a conservative estimation; 

the opportunity in GPP is greater as patients are commonly underdiagnosed in this orphan 

indication. Claims data analyses have revealed that GPP claims exceed 3,000 per year and these 

data will be shared later this year. The company has further initiated a worldwide registry for 

this orphan indication. When questioned regarding imsidolimab’s potential pricing, the CEO 

indicated that the strategy will balance orphan drug pricing based on the niche GPP indication 

and penetration into the five additional larger markets. This balance will be determined by the 

clinical data generated across its programs and it was suggested that imsidolimab could be 

priced similarly to psoriasis drugs to support uptake. 

 

Further elaborating on Anapyts’s wholly-owned pipeline, the CEO highlighted that ANB030 will 

yield three key catalysts in 2021 from top-line data in mid-2021 from its Phase I trial in healthy 

volunteers, to initiation of two Phase II trials for alopecia areata and vitiligo in H2. The company 

will also execute an Investigational New Drug (IND) filing in Q1 of this year for ANB032. In 

addition, it was confirmed that etokimab has been completely discontinued from development 

across all indications. 

 

Suria also recapped key financial terms from Anaptys’s immune-oncology collaboration with 

GlaxoSmithKline, including providing a reminder of the change in royalties upon global 

dostarlimab new sales from 8% to 25%. Dostarlimab is expected to receive US and EU approval 

in H1 2021 and Anaptys will receive royalties from this drug as well as Zejula this year. 

Additionally, cash and existing partnerships are anticipated to extend the runway through to 

2023 with ~$410K in cash at the end of 2020 and projected 2021 net burn <$100K. The net burn 

figure utilises modest assumptions for factors such as filing and approval timings. Overall, 

Anaptys has eight immune-dermatology clinical indications under Phase II/III development this 

year and will be working towards the goal of advancing one new program to IND annually. 

 

• Chairman and CEO of Aprea Therapeutics (APRE) Christian Schade started the presentation by 

describing the company’s focus in novel p53 targeted therapies. Its lead product candidate, 

prodrug eprenetapopt (APR-246) has received Breakthrough Therapy, Orphan Drug and Fast 

Track designations from the FDA for MDS, and Orphan Drug designation from the European 
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Commission for MDS, AML and ovarian cancer. However, a randomized Phase III Trial in 1L TP53 

Mutant MDS did not achieve statistical significance in primary endpoint of complete remission. 

The CR rate was 53% higher in the eprenetapopt with AZA arm of the study compared to AZA 

alone, but did not reach statistical significance. Schade added the overestimated response rate 

was based on the analysis of two Phase II trials in the same front-line setting, in which 

eprenetapopt reported CR rates of 57% and 61% in a French (n=28) and US (n=33) study, 

respectively. The company anticipates a discussion of the results with the FDA in the first half of 

2021, as well as presenting them at an upcoming scientific conference. 

 

Despite the disappointing results in MDS, there are many viable opportunities remaining for 

eprenetapopt. The company recognizes TP53 mutant AML is a major unmet medical need with 

limited treatment options. The Phase II 1L TP53 Mutant AML Trial is ongoing, and the company 

expects to complete enrollment by mid-year. Schade indicated the potential for submitting a 

Breakthrough Therapy designation application and accelerated approval in AML based on 

positive data. A Phase II Trial of Post-Transplant Maintenance in TP53 mutant MDS and AML is 

fully enrolled (N=33), and a 1-year RFS primary endpoint readout anticipated is anticipated in 

the second quarter of 2021. The company reported preclinical data demonstrating synergistic 

activity of eprenetapopt + venetoclax, eprenetapopt + ibrutinib in R/R Lymphoid Malignancies. 

Dosing of the first patient is anticipated in the first quarter of 2021, with preliminary tolerability 

and efficacy data anticipated 2H 2021. Eprenetapopt has been shown to enhance the effects of 

PD-1 blockade in murine melanoma and colorectal carcinoma models and induces pro-

inflammatory tumor microenvironment and activity driven by tumor associated macrophages. A 

Phase I/II Solid Tumor trial with eprenetapopt + pembrolizumab is currently enrolling patients, 

with preliminary tolerability and efficacy data anticipated in the second half of 2021. 

 

With IND and protocol accepted by the FDA, Aprea anticipates FIH trials of APR-548, a next-

generation oral p53 reactivator, in TP53 Mutant MDS to initiate in Q1 2021. Following 

completion of the FIH Phase 1 trial, the company may explore expansion in MDS, AML or other 

indications. 

 

Finally, Schade indicated the company has enough cash on hand to achieve the projected clinical 

milestones and fund operations through 2023. 

 

• Atara Biotherapeutics (ATRA) provide a robust anticipated milestone update during JP Morgan, 

as well as clarification on the FDA rolling BLA process for Tab-cel for Epstein-Barr Virus-Positive 

Post-Transplant Lymphoproliferative Disease (EBV+ PTLD). In Phase II studies of Tab-cel for EBV+ 

PTLD, long term outcomes show that a high number of responders are surviving up to two years, 

a significant step towards survival for a condition in which patients are typically given a few 

months to live. Atara is confident in these positive results going in to the BLA admission process 

with the FDA. Atara is currently in talks with the FDA regarding the final procedure questions 
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that need answering before initiating the rolling NDA and continues to expect to complete the 

filing in Q3 2021, with the goal of launching by year end. In Europe, the company aims to launch 

in 2022, expecting to file the submission in the second half of 2021. For ATA188, Atara is 

optimistic, claiming that no treatment today rivals the mechanism and early outcomes of 

ATA188, and if proven in a Phase II Study, could be a game changer for Multiple Sclerosis 

patients. The company is currently in talks with the FDA regarding the Phase II study and 

anticipates an interim analysis in the first half of 2022. 

 

• AVEO Pharmaceuticals (AVEO) is a small oncology-focused company, whose prospects depend 

heavily on tivozanib, a VEGF tyrosine kinase inhibitor (TKI) approved for renal cell carcinoma 

(RCC) in Europe in 2017 and with a US PDUFA March 31, 2021, which will be a major binary 

event for the company. The submission is primarily based on a pivotal study in third line or 

greater RCC. For background, the drug had a prior complete response letter in the US because 

its first-line TIVO-1 trial had a trend for reduced overall survival (OS) compared to another TKI, 

sorafenib, despite a significant improvement in in PFS. There are concerns for the current 

submission, because while the drug had a 0.97 hazard ratio on OS versus sorafenib, so 

numerically very slightly better, at the same time, it had a numerically lower median OS (16.39 

months versus 19.15 months), and the difference in median OS was larger than what was seen 

in TIVO-1 (2.8 versus 0.5 months). 

 

In the presentation, CEO Michael Bailey argued that the similar OS results for tivozanib 

compared to sorafenib is typical of what has been seen in other comparative studies of TKIs in 

the first- and second-line setting. He pointed to the improvement in PFS and ORR in TIVO-3, 

implying that the ability to shrink tumors could improve symptoms, but also that the highly 

potent and selective drug (with a long half-life) was more tolerable than sorafenib, with lower 

rates of diarrhea and hand-foot skin reactions, which led to more cycles of therapy initiated and 

fewer adverse events causing dose reductions or interruptions. This he said could lead more 

patients to be willing to try third-line therapy, for which there is evidence of improved survival 

compared to not proceeding with third-line therapy. He also noted that there was a dearth of 

data in third or fourth line, so the study filled that gap, which could likewise lead to more such 

treatment.  

 

Bailey also noted earlier stage, uncontrolled data in combination with a checkpoint inhibitor 

(CPI), similarly showing that while response rates appeared similar to other such combinations, 

dose reductions were fewer. He said better tolerability is important when combining such drugs, 

and, unlike several other agents, only tivozanib and sunitinib significantly reduced the 

percentage of T regulatory cells preclinically, which could lead to synergy with CPIs. 

 

On the potential market for the drug if approved, he noted a $300mn opportunity in third or 

greater line RCC, but said tivozanib could increase that, as its longer PFS would lead to longer 
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treatment, the increased data and greater tolerability could increase patients opting for such 

treatment, and the extended OS from CPIs may expand the eligible population. The company 

also has a collaboration for the drug with AstraZeneca in hepatocecullar carcinoma (HCC), with 

Phase Ib data from DEDUCTIVE to be presented at ASCO GI a couple days after the current 

presentation, and the Phase II portion to begin this year. 

 

Another significant catalyst for the company this year will be Phase II data for ficlatuzumab, with 

or without cetuximab, in highly refractory, cetuximab-resistant head and neck squamous cell 

carcinoma (HNSCC). Partner Biodesix, a diagnostics company, had opted out of the drug last 

year, but AVEO has prepared manufacturing to embark on a Phase III study if the Phase II data 

support that. 

 

Finally, Bailey highlighted AV-380 for cancer cachexia, noting the recent announcement of a 

Phase I study being initiated. 

 

The company only has enough cash to take them into 2022, and $20mn of the $88.8mn is from 

debt financing that is contingent on FDA approval of tivozanib and specified 2021 sales, so 

somewhat tentative. CFO Erick Lucera said the cash should be sufficient to fund 

commercialization of tivozanib, but indicated funding for other product development would 

require different measures, such as partnering ex-US rights for their other candidates. There are 

some potential future milestone payments as well, from its ex-North America partner's potential 

opt-in of TIVO-3 data and Kyowa Kirin's tivozanib reformulation in the eye disease, wet AMD. 

They would also consider partnering AV-380 outside of oncology if it did not conflict with their 

oncology plans. 

 

• In her opening remarks, Sarah Boyce, Avidity Biosciences’ (RNA) President and CEO, outlined 

the company’s Antibody Oligonucleotide Conjugates (AOC) platform that combines the precision 

of monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) with the specificity of oligonucleotides to access previously 

undruggable tissue and cell types. She credited her team with their combined expertise in rare 

diseases and RNA science for building in-house technology that aims to disrupt the RNA space 

and bring to patients a new class of therapies. The AOC platform utilizes the same mAb-

targeting transferrin receptor 1 (TfR1) across multiple programs and tissue types, while 

deploying various types of oligonucleotides, including siRNAs and PMOs, whose specific 

mechanisms of action can modify RNA function in different ways. 

 

Boyce provided a snapshot of the company’s five preclinical rare muscle disease candidates, 

highlighting development progress of the three most advanced assets. Lead candidate AOC 

1001, designed to treat myotonic dystrophy type 1 (DM1) by targeting the mutated dystrophy 

myotonic protein kinase (DMPK) gene, is expected to enter a Phase I/II trial in the second half of 

this year. AOC 1001 is conjugated with a siRNA that showed a reduction of DMPK levels at a 
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range of 75% in skeletal muscles in a monkey model. The program in facioscapulohumeral 

muscular dystrophy (FSHD), a disease caused by the aberrant expression of the DUX4 gene, is 

poised to enter the clinic in 2022; a mouse model showing reduced expression of DUX4 

biomarkers in FSHD patient myotubes is available and a natural history study is planned for this 

year. Thirdly, the program in Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD), a disease marked by the 

absence of the dystrophin protein, includes AOCs designed to promote the skipping of three 

specific exons (44, 45, and 51) to allow the production of dystrophin. Measured 14 days post 

dose, exon skipping was shown to be greater than 50-fold compared to an unconjugated 

oligonucleotide in a DMD mouse model. A regulatory filing to support the initiation of a clinical 

trial is planned for 2022. 

 

In closing, Boyce stated Avidity’s plans to expand the AOC platform outside of rare diseases. She 

referenced its 2019 partnership with Eli Lilly for AOCs directed to up to six messenger RNA 

(mRNA) targets in immunology and other indications outside of muscle, stating six targets were 

selected by Lilly. Also noted was an early-stage research collaboration with MyoKardia for a 

single novel target in cardiac disease announced earlier this month. Avidity, which became 

public through a $277m IPO in June 2020, is well poised financially with $341m in cash to help 

its move to the clinic with AOC 1001 later this year. 

 

• BeyondSpring’s (BYSI) program for the coming years rests heavily on their first-in-class novel 

GEF-H1 agonist plinabulin. The downstream effects of this agent’s unique mechanism of action 

allows for engagement of T-cells and neutrophil demargination, which give it applications both 

as an immuno-oncology treatment and a treatment for neutropenia. In the near future, 

BeyondSpring hopes to advance these two potential utilities of its lead asset in two late-stage 

investigations.  

 

In chemotherapy-induced neutropenia (CIN), the Phase III Protective-1 and Protective-2 trials (in 

the US and China, respectively) are approaching completion, with final data expected in 2021. 

Based off interim analyses which showed that a combination of plinabulin and Neulesta 

(pegfilgrastim, a granulocyte colony stimulating factor) met its primary endpoint of preventing 

grade-4 neutropenia compared to pegfilgrastim alone, BeyondSpring hopes that these final 

results will be sufficient for regulatory submissions in both the US and China. Their case in the 

US will likely be helped by the fact that Protective-2 has also met its secondary endpoints and 

shown good safety signals. These encouraging signals from the doublet have led to the FDA 

granting the therapy a breakthrough designation, and BeyondSpring is confident that the agent 

will be launched in the 2021 fiscal year and eventually see solid uptakes, perhaps supplanting 

GCSF monotherapy as a standard of care in CIN. 

 

Plinabulin’s secondary function as an immunotherapy is being explored in another registration-

enabling trial, DUBLIN-3, which evaluates a combination with docetaxel in previously-treated 
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NSCLC. Early phase data from this doublet are encouraging, showing both superior response 

rates and, perhaps unsurprisingly given plinabulin’s other properties, lower rates of neutropenia 

than in single-agent chemotherapy. A readout from DUBLIN-3 is expected in H1 2021. Though 

no publicly-disclosed data on the trial is available, BeyondSpring expressed confidence in the 

doublet’s ability to deliver, citing trial results in earlier phases of clinical development and other 

research showing that a high GEF-H1 immune signature is associated with a longer overall 

survival in NSCLC. Further afield, BeyondSpring also seeks to employ plinabulin in other areas of 

immuno-oncology, including expansions to other indications, and combinations with checkpoint 

inhibitors. 

 

While development of plinabulin appears to be going well, it should be noted that 

BeyondSpring’s pipeline appears noticeably slim, with all other assets in preclinical development 

only. At the session, CEO Lan Huang did introduce one new venture of note – SEED therapeutics, 

a majority-owned subsidiary developed in collaboration with Eli Lilly with a focus on targeted 

protein degradation. While this does show a long-term intent to diversify the company’s 

portfolio, its short- to medium-term fortunes will very much rest on the performance of 

plinabulin. 

 

• Having successfully launched their first drug, Orladeyo, in the US in December of last year for 

the preventive treatment of hereditary angioedema (HAE) attacks, BioCryst Pharmaceuticals 

(BCRX) CEO, Jon Stonehouse, summarized their development journey with Orladeyo and 

presented updates as to the company’s next steps.   

A month into their US launch of Orladeyo, management indicated the launch is going well even 

in the restricted COVID-19 environment, and they will continue to give updates on the launch 

progress throughout the year. Currently, their market access team is engaging with payers to 

secure reimbursement of their once-daily oral therapy. BioCryst anticipates imminent approval 

for Orladeyo in Japan where the drug could potentially be the first and only prophylactic 

treatment in the region for HAE. BioCryst is also expecting a regulatory approval decision in the 

EU in the second quarter of this year at which point the developer says they will be ready to 

launch the drug. Guidance for Orladeyo’s peak is upwards of $500m which BioCryst believes will 

come from a half-half split of those patients switching from injectable propylaxis therapies, and 

those who are treatment naive. Management also indicated that revenues from Orladeyo as 

well as recently completed financing from Royalty Pharma and Athyrium Capitol Management of 

$325m will provide them with the capital to execute their future development plans with 

Orladeyo and their pipeline assets. 

 

Within their pipeline, management focused mainly on BCX9930, an oral selective inhibitor of 

Factor D, which BioCryst plans to develop for multiple complement-mediated diseases. Goals 

this year, however, include the advancement of BCX9930 as a monotherapy into late Phase 

and/or pivotal trials in paroxysmal nocturnal hemoglobinuria (PNH). BioCryst expects to report 
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detailed data from treatment naïve and inadequate C5 responders in PNH dosed up to 500 mg 

bid in their Phase I study in the first quarter of 2021 and later this year, we can also expect an 

update on the long-term data from their dose-ranging study. Aside from PNH, the company 

hopes to initiate proof-of-concept studies for BCX9930 in multiple nephritis indications this year 

as well. 

 

In their early stage pipeline, BioCryst’s oral activin receptor-like kinase-2 (ALK2) inhibitor, 

BCX9250, is in Phase I development for fibrodysplasia ossificans progressiva (FOP). Management 

were pleased with the observed safety and PK profiles of the drug in their interim Phase I data 

released in December 2020. Given the positive data, BioCryst will be moving forward with the 

drug this year by producing more of it and conducting longer-term toxicology studies. 

 

• Ahead of its presentation at the JP Morgan Conference, Clovis Oncology (CLVS) reported 

preliminary fourth quarter and full year 2020 revenue for its product, Rubraca. The results 

include $43M estimated global revenue for Rubraca, compared to $38.8M for Q3 2020 and 

$39.3M for Q4 2019, with U.S. product revenues of approximately $36.3M - $36.7M and E.U. of 

$6.5M - $6.8M. At the presentation, Clovis Oncology CEO, Patrick Mahaffy, reiterated Clovis’ 

strong position in second line maintenance in ovarian cancer space with strong market uptake 

despite challenges posed by COVID-19. Mahaffy then noted the company transition from its 

main growth driver, Rubraca, to a true commercial stage biotech with multiple indications and 

expanded pipeline. The first noteworthy highlight was the US approval of Rubraca in May 2020 

for mCRPC, the first approval in its class in prostate setting. With a 55% PSA response, Clovis 

expected a gradual uptake in the prostate cancer landscape despite virtual launches from 

COVID-19 due to many physicians’ consideration of PSA response being a predictor of a tumor’s 

behavior. Additional ongoing studies of Rubraca were also discussed, with a prominent focus on 

upcoming monotherapy readout from Phase III ATHENA study in the second half of 2021. 

However, the star of the presentation was the enthusiastic showcase of a new candidate, FAP-

2286. Mahaffy introduced FAP-2286 as Clovis’ foray into a new opportunity in radionuclide 

therapy, following the success of Lutathera. Of note, imaging results obtained from a 

compassionate use program in Germany showed encouraging tumor accumulation and 

specificity of FAP-2286 in multiple cancer indications, and consistent with standard-of-care FDG-

PET/CT scans. Mahaffy confidently drew comparison to the clinical-stage competitor, 177Lu-

PSMA-617, currently under Phase III development by Novartis for prostate cancer. and boasted 

that FAP-2286 will potentially be the first FAP inhibitor in its class as the next blockbuster. Clovis 

anticipates the LuMIERE Phase I/II study will be initiated in the first half of 2021 with potential 

for accelerated approvals in multiple tumor types.  

 

Rounding out the presentation was the oral TKI inhibitor, lucitanib. Given the positive signal 

from the lucitanib and Opdivo combination data presented at ESMO 2020, Clovis hoped that this 

combination will continue to illustrate similar or better efficacy with enhanced safety from the 
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ovarian cancer cohort, most likely at a 2021 medical meeting such as ASCO or ESMO.  Closing 

out, Mahaffy emphasized the good quarter in Q4 with estimated cash runway into early 2023.  

Mahaffy remained hopeful in the challenging oncology marketplace that competitive data from 

Rubraca and its familiarity to prescribers will boost interest from virtual launches. Interestingly, 

Mahaffy reported that Clovis is shying away from M&A deals to focusing on its existing asset, 

FAP-2286, making late 2021 – early 2022 an important inflection point for Clovis Oncology. 

 

• Coherus BioSciences (CHRS) delivered a comprehensive presentation on three core factors at 

the 2020 J.P Morgan conference. This included the performance of UDENYCA, the company's 

biosimilar portfolio and the development and commercial capabilities of the company's product 

pipeline.   

 

Since the launch of the Pegfilgrastim biosimilar in 2019, UDENYCA has generated over $720 

million in revenue and is a >20% share of overall the Pegfilgrastim market. With 70% of the 

market being controlled by Neulasta Onpro and Neulasta pre-filled syringe, the company 

expects as COVID-19 wanes, market gains at the expensive of Onpro share will resume later in 

2021.  

 

The presentation then referred to the late-stage biosimilar pipeline, where the company plans 

to address a $29 billion market opportunity with their Pegfilgrastim, Avastin, Lucentis, Eyelea 

and Humira biosimilars. Humira expected to reach over $17 billion in annual sales before 

biosimilar entry in 2023 as Humira price hikes and the company expect payors to drive 

significant share away from originator, creating pent-up demand for biosimilar alternatives. 

Coherus announced plans to address this need as a 351(k) BLA was filed by the end of 2020, 

with the company progressing into manufacturing and strategy organization in preparation for 

launch on or after July 1, 2023, if approved. To further expand the company's biosimilar 

pipeline, Coherus BioSciences BLA filing for the Avastin biosimilar is projected in the second half 

of 2021 and anticipates a pre- BLA meeting with FDA in the first quarter of 2021.  

 

Finally, Coherus gave an insight into the company's financial performance. With $121 million 

cash flow from operating activities and $503 million in cash and investments, the company plans 

to diversify revenues with late stage specialty pipeline assets, if approved and plans to seek 

further growth opportunities. 

 

• Enanta’s (ENTA) President and CEO Jay R. Luly provided an updated on the company’s current 

pipeline, which focuses on oral therapies for viral infections and liver diseases. The executive 

began by discussing the N-protein inhibitor EDP-938, which is being investigated in respiratory 

syncytial virus (RSV). EDP-938 has previously demonstrated encouraging, albeit preliminary, 

results in a Phase IIa human challenge study, with significant reductions in viral load and 

symptoms. Consequently, the Phase IIb RSVP trial was initiated and began recruiting in Q1 2020. 
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However, implementation of strict COVID-19 mitigation measures has significantly reduced 

cases of RSV, which normally peaks early in the year. The Enanta executive emphasized the 150 

global sites were ready to rapidly resume recruitment in the next RSV season. During the 

question and answer session, Luly confirmed that despite being a modest sized 70-patient trial, 

it was well powered, with an anticipated treatment response of 50% change in viral load 

compared to placebo. Following on from RSVP, Luly highlighted two other Phase II studies with 

EDP-938, including RSVPEDs in pediatric patients, which is planned for Q1 2021, and RSVTx in 

adult patients that received hematopoietic cell transplant, which initiated in Q4 2020. Next, Luly 

drew attention to two new program initiatives, the novel RSV L-Protein inhibitor, and the 

nanomolar human Metapneumovirus (hMPV) inhibitor, both of which are under active 

optimization to determine a suitable drug candidate.  

 

The company official then focused on the hepatitis B virus (HBV) pipeline, which includes EDP-

514, and a new candidate EDP-721. EDP-514 is currently in Part 2 of a Phase 1 study in NUC-

supressed patients, with preliminary data expected in Q2 2021. Additionally, the drug is in a 

Phase Ib trial in viremic chronic HBV patients not currently on therapy, which is anticipated in 

Q2 2021. Luly highlighted that the new oral HBV RNA destabilizer, EDP-721, which targets the 

HBsAg protein, has the potential to lead to a functional cure in combination with viral 

replication inhibitors, such as EDP-514 and NUC. Enanta plan to initiate a Phase 1 trial with EDP-

721 in mid-2021. 

 

The final pipeline assets discussed were the FXR agonists EDP-305 and EDP-297 in non-alcoholic 

steatohepatitis (NASH). The former drug yielded mixed results in the Phase II ARAGON-1 trial, as 

the highest dose group demonstrated a significant change in ALT, though this was caveated by a 

high discontinuation rate due to pruritis; a known effect of FXR agonism. Consequently, Enanta 

have initiated the Phase IIb ARAGON-2 trial, which investigates intermediate doses. A 12-week 

interim analysis is anticipated in mid-2021. Luly brought the pipeline discussion to a close with 

EDP-297, a highly potent and targeted follow-on FXR agonist, which aims to allow for lower 

doses and reduced drug-levels at non-targeted tissues. A Phase I study was initiated in Q3 2020, 

with a data readout anticipated for Q2 2021.  

 

Luly ended the presentation with a summary of financials, noting a slightly repressed year due 

to the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic. Nevertheless, as of Q3 2020, the company has $419m 

cash in hand, which leaves them in a good position to carry forward the pipeline. 

 

• CEO Jack Bailey highlighted major upcoming milestones for trilaciclib and rintodestrant, G1 

Therapeutics’s (GTHX) main pipeline therapies, at the J.P. Morgan Healthcare conference. The 

company is anticipating an approval decision from the FDA for trilaciclib as a treatment for 

patients with small cell lung cancer (SCLC) also being treated with chemotherapy in February 
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2021 and Bailey extensively discussed the on-going preparations to support a launch shortly 

thereafter.  

  

In addition to an on-going Phase III trial testing trilaciclib in colorectal cancer, G1 Therapeutics 

plans to initiate a registrational Phase III of trilaciclib as a first-line treatment for triple-negative 

breast cancer (TNBC) in the first half of 2021. Bailey also noted that the TNBC trial will include a 

non-registrational cohort testing trilaciclib as a treatment for patients who have previously 

progressed on checkpoint inhibitors. Top-line results from the two pivotal trials are expected in 

the first and second half of 2023, respectively. Furthermore, the company also plans to initiate 

two Phase II trials of trilaciclib in the first half of 2021. The first trial will examine the efficacy of 

trilaciclib as a first-line treatment for bladder cancer, while the second will investigate trilaciclib 

as a treatment for patients with non-small cell lung cancer who were previously treated with a 

checkpoint inhibitor. Bailey closed the session by discussing the company’s development plans 

for selective estrogen receptor degrader (SERD) inhibitor rintodestrant. Interim data from the 

Phase II trial testing the combination of rintodestrant and palbociclib in patients with estrogen 

receptor-positive, HER2-negative breast cancer are expected in the second quarter of 2021 and 

will inform the company’s future development plan for rintodestrant. 

 

• Genor Biopharma (6998) came out swinging, with the announcement of two recent NDA filings 

in China for prominent candidates (GB226 for PTCL and GB242 for RA). Notably, the NDA for 

GB226 was accepted for priority review by the NMPA in July 2020. Branching off of these 

successes, Genor is planning for another NDA filing in China in 2020 for GB221 in metastatic 

breast cancer, which allows for three legitimate shots on goal in the coming few years.  

 

Products in early and late stage clinical development also saw positive movement, both with 

additional products and expanded indications evaluated. Of note, GB226 progressed further into 

oncological indications with further development in PMBCL, cervical cancer, sarcoma, HCC, 

NSCLC, and CRC. Looking at earlier phase candidates, Genor has achieved IND approval by the 

NMPA for GB235 and GB251 (both for breast cancer), and finds itself in IND-enabling preclinical 

studies for GB232 (moderate to severe RA) and GB261 (NHL) with IND filings upcoming.  

 

Overall, Genor is positioning itself as a differentiated company with both novel and biosimilar 

candidates in the areas of oncology and immunology. Given positive progress over the following 

few years, they could find themselves with multiple approved candidates and even more late 

stage clinical candidates in only a few years time. 

 

• Idera Pharmaceuticals (IDRA) highlighted their single pipeline candidate tilsotolimod, an agonist 

of Toll-like Receptor (TLR) 9 based on the company's proprietary Immune Modulatory 

Oligonucleotide (IMO) technology. Tilsotolimod positions itself well within the oncological space 

as a potential therapy post anti-PD-1 therapy, where acquired resistance is a real concern, to 
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improve patient outcomes. The most advanced indication for tilsotolimod is melanoma, where 

the drug is being evaluated in the Phase III ILLUMINATE-301 study.  

 

With results from ILLUMINATE-301 expected in late first quarter 2021, success for the program 

and for Idera as a whole weighs in the balance. Should results demonstrate positive efficacy and 

safety, the company plans to pursue accelerated approval via a rolling NDA submission to the 

FDA together coupled with priority review. The company estimates peak yearly sales of 

tilsotolimod, if approved, to be approximated $600 million in the U.S. and $350 million in 

Europe. While this lends itself to a huge market opportunity and first possible product revenue 

for Idera as a whole, data from ILLUMINATE-301 will play a significant part in future progress. 

 

• ImmunoGen (IMGN) centered its presentation on its late stage program, mirvetuximab 

soravtansine, along with updates on additional pipeline assets. Mmirvetuximab soravtansine 

remains on path for a potential accelerated approval that is supported with the single-arm 

SORAYA trial for FRα-hgh platinum-resistant ovarian cancer. The company reemphasized the 

pooled post-HOC analysis from the Phase I and Phase III FORWARD I studies where 

mirvetuximab demonstrated an overall response rate (ORR) at 31.4% and medium duration of 

response (mDOR) of 7.8 months, in hopes to replicate these data in SORAYA to support 

accelerated approval. ImmunoGen expects top-line data in the third quarter of 2021 and a 

Biologics License Application (BLA) filing in the second half of 2021. The Phase III MIRASOL trial 

continues to be enrolling globally and top-line data is expected in the first half of 2022 along 

with a full approval in 2023.  

 

ImmunoGen followed up on IMGN632, a CD123-targeted ADC, in development for blastic 

plasmacytoid dendritic cell neoplasm along with other hematologic indications. A Type B 

meeting was held with the U.S. Food and Drug Adminisration (FDA) in the fourth quarter of 2020 

to review IMGN632’s path to approval along with the addition of a pivotal cohort to the Phase 

I/II 801 study. ImmunoGen is also moving forward with IMGN632 for acute myeloid leukemia 

(AML), where initial combination data from the Phase Ib/II 802 study is expected in mid-2021. 

Early stage candidates, IMGC936, an ADAM9-targeting therapy, and IMGN151, an anti-FRα ADC, 

continue to be advanced. An investigational new drug (IND) filing is expected for IMGN151 by 

the end of 2021. ImmunoGen also provided an overview on its partnerships and reiterates the 

company is in a strong cash position with the potential for two marketed products in the new 

future. 

 

• InflaRx (IFRX) CEO Niels Reidemann opened the presentation highlighting the company’s 2020 

achievements. The company made incremental progress for its lead and only pipeline asset IFX-

1, an anti-C5a monoclonal antibody, in its lead indication hidradenitis suppurativa (HS). IFX-1 is 

being developed across a number of other indications including, ANCA-associated vasculitis, 
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pyoderma gangraenosum, and cutaneous squamous cell carcinimoa. Additionally, IFX-1 is being 

investigated for severe COVID-19 which was a significant talking point.  

 

The first third of the talk focused on recent results for IFX-1 in Phase II trials in COVID-19. The 

complement pathway is upregulated in response to endothelial damage caused by SARS-CoV-2 

and this drives inflammatory pathways. While Phase II trials failed to reach the primary endpoint 

of a difference in oxygenation due to a high level of variability between patients, the company 

remained optimistic given that other key secondary endpoints had been met. Notably, there 

was a 50% lower all-cause mortality in the treatment population, however, given the small 

numbers this could be a chance event. Additionally, fewer patients experienced renal 

impairments, or tissue damage and there was a faster reversal of blood lymphocytopenia. Based 

on these top line results the company has initiated a Phase III trial, with interim results expected 

in 2021 based on 180 patients. 

 

Reidemann moved onto talk about the company’s lead indication for IFX-1, HS. Complement 

factor C5a, known to drive neutrophil activation, is involved in several pathological mechanisms 

in HS, a disease marked by three types of lesions: abscesses, inflamed nodules, and draining 

fistulas. This section of the talk largely recapped previous data from the SHINE trial released in 

2019. Although the study failed to meet the primary endpoint, InflaRX were encouraged by a 

marked improvement of all inflammatory lesions by the end of the open label extension. 

Notably, there was no placebo group in the open label extension study and improvements were 

compared to values gained from the placebo group in the main study. Importantly, Reidemann 

outlined the company’s current plans, having received advise from the EMA and FDA in July and 

June 2020, respectively, on the design of a Phase III trial. The company plans to submit a special 

protocol assessment (SPA) to the FDA in Q1 2021 and initiate its trial towards the end of the 

year. 

 

Lastly, the company gave brief updates on the progress of IFX-1 in other indications ANCA-

associated vasculitis (AAV), pyoderma gangraenosum (PG), and cutaneous squamous cell 

carcinimoa (cSCC). For PG, initial data released in 2020 was reiterated, which indicated that C5A 

promoted wound healing. Importantly, additional data is expected for the higher dose in 2021. 

Likewise, data will be released for the second half of the Phase II proof of concept trial for the 

AAV indication in 2021. The update on cSCC was limited to an outline of the planned Phase II 

study which is currently enrolling patients. Notably, there was little to no mention of InflaRX’s 

preclinical asset IFX-2 which has not progressed into clinical development yet. The progress of 

this product will be critical in growing the company’s pipeline, which currently is limited to a 

single agent. The outlook for the company remains unclear, mixed results for two of the late-

stage indications the company are investigating bodes poorly for future development.   
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• Intercept Pharmaceutical’s (ICPT) recently appointed CEO Jerry Durso focused the presentation 

on the company’s two main therapy areas, primary biliary cholangitis (PBC) and non-alcoholic 

steatohepatitis (NASH).  First, the CEO provided a general business update, where he explained 

that there was a team restructuring and operating expenses were lowered in H2 2020, following 

the CRL for OCA in NASH. The management team emphasized that these measures should be 

enough to ensure progress in the commercial PBC opportunity in addition to resourcing for the 

NASH program and the development of pipeline assets. 

 

Durso pointed to a sustainable and growing business in PBC, with Ocaliva’s net sales reaching 

$250m Q3 YTD (+27%). While revenues are primarily driven by the US, international markets 

contribute to 25%. The executive outlined the main long-term growth opportunities, which 

include expanding access to patients, cultivating relationships and educating gastroenterologists 

and hepatologists, and providing real-world data. In addition, Durso commented on the 

advancement of the OCA-bezafibrate program into a Phase II trial, which is currently enrolling. 

He also provided insight on the newly identified safety signal, which the FDA classified as a 

potential risk for liver disorder in a subset of cirrhotic patients. To combat this, the company 

completed a comprehensive safety assessment, which has been submitted to the FDA. Results 

will be discussed in the FDA meeting in Q1 2021. Finally, the CEO focused on the desired re-

design of the post-marketing studies COBALT and 401. Following an in-depth review by the 

DMC, they confirmed that the request to adapt the trial design was due to feasibility concerns 

over retention and was unrelated to safety. The studies are ongoing with no new enrolment, 

pending an FDA meeting in Q1 2021. During the Q&A session, Durso revealed that the pandemic 

had impacted the number of new patients initiating treatment of Ocaliva, which he attributes to 

the lower number of patients seeking specialist visits.  

 

Durso then moved on to discuss NASH, where he reiterated the timeline of events that occurred 

in 2020. Importantly, he reviewed Intercept’s plan for the anticipated NDA resubmission by the 

end of this year. The company official explained that there had been multiple interactions with 

the FDA to align on several aspects including, the comprehensive view of the NASH safety profile 

with OCA, the role of additional efficacy data, and the biopsy reading methodology. Intercept 

have formed a new team to implement the critical next steps for resubmission. The company 

are currently conducting an exploratory digital pathology assessment, as well as a 

comprehensive NASH safety update from ongoing studies. When questioned over timelines of 

the potential resubmission, Durso was vague and indicated that timings will be informed by the 

dialogue with the FDA over the next few months. Durso also briefly reviewed the REVERSE trial 

in compensated cirrhotic NASH patients. The trial is fully enrolled as of January 2020, and a data 

readout is expected by the end of 2021.  
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Lastly, the executive touched on the plan to expand the company portfolio, noting a strategy to 

identify additional opportunities in rare liver disorders and to initiate the first-in-human trial 

with INT-787, a next-generation FXR agonist. 

 

• Iveric’s (ISEE) presentation focused heavily on its lead program, Zimura, a C5 inhibitor, in 

development for geographic atrophy (GA) to age-related macular degeneration (AMD). Zimura is 

currently being studied in two Phase III studies, GATHER1 and GATHER2. Iveric reiterated data 

from the GATHER1 study where the primary endpoint of mean rate of change in GA area from 

baseline to 12 months was achieved in both Zimura 2mg and 4mg versus sham along with the 

therapy having a favorable safety profile. The GATHER2 study continue to be enrolling patients 

with enrollment completion expected in the second half of 2021. 

 

Iveric followed up on other early-stage programs on its pipeline. IC-500, an anti-HtrA1, for GA 

secondary to AMD, continues to be advancing in preclinical development with an IND planned 

for the second half of 2021. Additional AAV gene therapies, including IC-100, an anti-HtrA1 

inhibitor for rhodopsin-mediated autosomal dominant retinitis pigmentosa, and IC-200, in 

development for BEST1-related retinal diseases. A Phase I/II study is planned for the first half of 

2021 for IC-100 and in the second half of 2021 for IC-200. The presentation closed with the 

mention of the company’s minigene programs in early preclinical development for additional 

retinal programs. 

 

• Jounce Therapeutics’ (JNCE) CEO and President Richard Murray outlined the company’s 

strategic approach to drug discovery, followed by a review of the pipeline and discovery 

programs. Jounce uses a translational approach to drug discovery, through targeting multiple 

immune cell types, and aim to have a new IND every 12-18 months. The executive also 

highlighted the use of predictive biomarkers to precisely target patient responders.  

 

Murray focused on their two main clinical programs with JTX-8064 and vopratelimab combined 

with JTX-4014.  Starting with the lead macrophage program, Murray described the JTX-8064 

antibody designed to reprogram tumor macrophages, the drug is being investigated in both PD-

(L)1i naïve and experienced populations. The first patient in the Phase I INNATE trial was dosed 

in January 2021. This study consists of a monotherapy and PD-1i combination dose escalation 

followed by an expansion into indication specific cohorts. Murray alluded to Merck’s similar 

molecule MK-4830, which yielded encouraging data in primary resistance patients in a dose 

escalation trial. When questioned over how the two products are differentiated, the 

management team noted that Jounce are targeting different tumor types to Merck, who are 

focused on combinations with Keytruda.  

 

The CEO continued onto the vopratelimab and JTX-4014 combination program, which is 

currently in the Phase II SELECT trial in immuno-oncology (IO) naïve non-small cell lung cancer 
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(NSCLC) patients with the predictive biomarker TISvopra. This accounts for approximately 20% 

of the NSCLC population. He explained that the predictive marker was identified through 

vopratelimab, an IgG1 agonist antibody selective to inducible co-stimulatory of T cells (ICOS), 

which demonstrated a durable clinical benefit in patients who had the treatment emergent 

vopra-specific PD biomarker ICOS hi CD4 T cells. Therefore, suggesting that patients that have 

this predictive biomarker, may be more responsive to treatment. Enrolment was initiated in 

October 2020, with clinical data expected in late 2021.  

 

Murray closed the presentation with a brief financial synopsis. Jounce has a cash runway into 

2023 and ended 2020 with over $200m. The 2021 gross cash burn is estimated to be between 

$95m and $110m, slightly higher than previous years due to the two IO studies being conducted 

in parallel. 

 

• Newly announced interim results of the microbiome metabolic therapy KB109 in patients with 

mild-to-moderate COVID-19 was at the forefront of Kaleido Bioscience’s (KLDO) presentation at 

the J.P. Morgan Healthcare conference, where KB109 demonstrated a favorable safety and 

tolerability profile, with no unexpected treatment-related adverse events or discontinuations 

related to treatment. President and CEO of Kaleido Daniel L. Menichella gave an overview of the 

company’s therapeutic approach of microbiome metabolic therapies, how these therapies 

interact with different receptors in patients, and a manufacturing update from the company. 

The company also gave an update on its KB295 program in ulcerative colitis, with a data readout 

expected in mid-2021. However, Kaleido was surprisingly brief about its update in its most 

advanced program, KB195 for urea cycle disorders, currently in a Phase II study. They did not 

provide a definitive timeline when the program was brought up during the Q&A session, but the 

company’s Phase II study of KB195 is continuing to enroll its Phase II study. Kaleido has not yet 

reached its target enrollment of 24 patients, and cites difficulty in doing so due to the COVID-19 

pandemic. 

 

• Karyopharm (KPTI) CEO Michael G. Kauffman spent a majority of the presentation discussing 

the strategy behind its first approved drug, XPOVIO, for the indications of DLBCL and multiple 

myeloma but also focused on potential next approved indications of endometrial cancer and 

dedifferentiated liposarcoma. It was noted that prescriptions and sales saw a drop, related to 

the surge in COVID-19 cases impacting the ability for patient visits and reduced ability for 

commercials sales to work. However, Karyopharm expects to see a return to growth due to an 

NCCN guideline update adding XPOVIO as treatment recommendations and the recent FDA 

approval for 2nd line treatment of multiple myeloma. Karyopharm is focused on expanding the 

XPOVIO portfolio in 2021, with results expected from the Phase III SIENDO study in endometrial 

cancer in the second half of 2021, a possible CHMP opinion based on the STORM study followed 

by a second MAA based on the BOSTON study for multiple myeloma in Europe, and an update 

on a reevaluation on the marketing strategy for liposarcoma. Through the next 5 years, 
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Karyopharm will continue to leverage the XPOVIO portfolio while hoping expand other products, 

eltanexor and KPT-9274, into other cancer indications. 

 

• Clinical-stage Kiniksa’s (KNSA) CEO Sanj Patel highlighted a focus on potentially best-in-class 

therapies supported by validated mechanisms in this year’s JPM presenation, which focused on 

the company’s four immunomodulating product candidates, rilonacept (Arcalyst), 

mavrilimumab, vixarelimab, and KPL-404. For rilonacept, if approved in recurrent pericarditis, 

Kiniksa has a 50/50 profit split with Regeneron for the approved indication in the US but 

maintains worldwide rights for the other three candidates. In late 2020, the FDA accepted an 

sBLA with priority review for the IL-1-alpha and IL-1-beta cytokine trap, rilonacept, in the 

treatment of recurrent pericarditis. This auto-inflammatory cardiovascular disease has no FDA-

approved therapies, lending rilonacept to gain breakthrough therapy designation and PDUFA 

goal date of March 21, 2021. Kiniksa is preparing for a launch in the first half of 2021, which 

would initially focus on refractory, multiple relapsing, and steroid-dependent patients that make 

up an estimated 14,000 individuals that match the pivotal RHAPSODY inclusion criteria, but may 

also broaden to include single recurrent and high risk patients that comprise another 3,000 

people. Besides a necessary digital marketing campaign for the COVID-launch era, the initial 

launch strategy includes driving awareness with a specialty cardiovascular sales force of 30 

representatives expected to cover about 80 practices that reach about 70% of the US recurrent 

pericarditis patient populations. 

 

Targeting GM-CSF-alpha, mavrilimumab is being explored to treat COVID-19 penumonia and 

hyperinflammation. Kiniksa executives pointed out that unlike antivirals and antibody cocktails 

that are administered during active viral replication, mavrilimumab’s role is to be administered 

after the viral infection has cleared to treat acute pneumonia and respiratory failure through 

targeted immunomodulation. A major focus of the drug’s development, however, lies in the 

treatment of giant cell arteritis, a chronic inflammatory disease of the arteries leading to 

blindness. Patel highlighted that mavrilimumab’s mechanism, targeting upstream inhibition to 

address the underlying pathophysiology of the disease differentiates their drug from main 

competitor, Actemra, the only FDA-approved therapy to treat giant cell arteritis. On vixarelimab, 

initial Phase IIa data shows that a dual mechanism may offer relief for both itch and nodule 

improvement in the chronic inflammatory skin condition known as prurigo nodularis. The 

company is currently enrolling in a Phase IIb trial, declining to provide specifics on projected 

timelines for enrollment closure, to explore a range of doses. Patel seemed particularly excited 

about T-cell costimulation inhibitor, KPL-404, that inhibits interaction between CD40 and CD40 

ligand, noting that Kiniksa owns the vast majority of the economics for this program. Final data 

from all dose cohorts of the Phase I trial are expected in H1 2021. With an external proof-of-

concept in a range of autoimmune conditions, KPL-404 could be evaluated in rheumatoid 

arthritis, Sjogren’s syndrome, Graves disease, systemic lupus, or solid organ transplant. Patel 

wrapped up the presentation noting that the company was very well capitalized, with cash 
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reserves to fund its current operating plan to 2023, and reminded the audience that they are on 

the cusp of the first potential commercial launch. 

 

• Lexicon Pharmaceuticals (LXRX) centered its presentation on its late stage program, 

sotagliflozin, along with updates on its other main pipeline asset LX9211. CEO Lonnel Coats 

began the presentation with an encouraging regulatory update on sotagliflozin in heart failure. 

Following a meeting last week, the FDA indicated that the Phase III SOLOIST and SCORED trials 

are sufficient to support a New Drug Application (NDA) for an indication to reduce the risk of 

cardiovascular death, hospitalization for heart failure, and urgent visits for heart failure in adult 

patients with type 2 diabetes with either worsening heart failure or additional risk factors for 

heart failure. The company emphasized throughout the presentation that sotagliflozin has 

demonstrated efficacy across the entire spectrum of LV ejection fractions. Although Coats noted 

that Lexicon does not plan to file the NDA until they have found a partner to bring sotagliflozin 

to market, the company nevertheless still expects an NDA filing in 2021. Lexicon ended the 

presentation with an update on their development plans for LX9211, which is in development 

for diabetic peripheral neuropathic pain and post-herpetic neuralgia. Both studies are expected 

to read-out in the fourth quarter of 2021. 

 

• Anna Protopaps, CEO of Mersana Therapeutics (MRSN), opened the Company’s JPM 

presentation highlighting the antibody drug conjugates (ADC) in their pipeline that are 

accelerating towards clinical trials within the next two years. The Company focused their 

presentation on XMT-1536, their lead asset for the treatment of ovarian cancer. Mersana held a 

meeting with the FDA that informed the designs for their upcoming Phase II studies: UPLIFT and 

UPGRADE. UPLIFT is a single-arm registrational study that Mersana plan to initiate in the first 

quarter of 2021. UPGRADE is a study to evaluate the combination of XMT-1536 with other 

agents, starting with a platinum chemotherapy combination dose escalation cohort. Mersana 

plans on initiating UPGRADE in the third quarter of 2021. 

 

Mersana continued by showcasing the five pillars that will drive the Company forward in 2021. 

These include: initiating UPLIFT, achieving proof-of-concept for XMT-1536 in NSCLC, complete 

dose escalation of XMT-1536 for NSCLC, conduct IND-Enabling studies for XMT-1660 with and 

IND submission in Q1 2022, and conduct IND-Enabling studies for XMT-2056 with IND 

submission in Q1 2022. With a pipeline of a copious amount of early stage drugs, Mersana will 

be very eager to solidify the foundation for future growth and development of the Company 

with multiple programs poised to enter the clinic in the near future. 

 

• ObsEva SA (OBSV) has been pursuing unmet needs in women’s reproductive health but the 

future could provide the opportunity to expand into other indications including prostate cancer.  
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Elizabeth Garner, MD, MPH, opened the presentation talking about the breakthrough therapy 

ebopiprant for preterm labor (PTL), which represents an economic burden of $26B per year in 

the US. Ebopiprant’s unique mechanism of action as an orally active selective prostaglandin F2α 

(PGF2α) receptor antagonist has the potential to treat pre-term labor with improved safety over 

non-selective COX inhibitors. There are no FDA-approved PTL treatments in the US. Ebopiprant 

is designed to delay delivery by at least 48 hours, allowing for neonatal lung maturation and 

transfer of the patient to a NICU facility. Dr. Garner presented efficacy data on the Phase IIa 

PROLONG study. Overall delivery rate within 48 hours was reduced by more than 50%. A key 

finding of the trial was that singleton 24-30 week delivery rate within 7 days reduced by 40%. 

Building on the strong effect seen with ebopiprant at 48 hours, a Phase IIb dose range finding, 

including testing of higher doses, will be initiated during the course of 2021 to more fully define 

the drug’s potential and the longer-term benefits for babies. 

 

ObsEva’s lead program Yselty (linzagolix) is in Phase III for uterine fibroids, a condition that 

represents a $34B per year market in the US. Once-daily Yselty is the only GnRH antagonist 

being developed to provide differentiated options for women suffering from uterine fibroids. 

The Phase III PRIMROSE trial is assessing low (100mg) and high (200mg) doses thus allowing for 

more women to be treated. Yselty is the only uterine fibroid therapy in development with an 

option for use without hormonal add-back (ABT) therapy. There are three dosing options for the 

therapy: 100mg without ABT for long-term use for women with a contraindication to or who 

prefer to avoid ABT); 200mg without ABT for short-term use (up to 6 months) when rapid 

reduction in fibroid and uterine volume is desired; and 200mg with concomitant ABT for long-

term use in women for whom ABT is appropriate. The PRIMROSE study achieved sustained 

reduction in menstrual blood loss and significant reductions in pain and uterine fibroid volume. 

In addition, bone mineral density remains well within age-matched normal ranges during and 

after treatment with both doses. In summary, Yselty’s dosing regimens bring a unique set of 

treatment options for women with uterine fibroids with no safety signal of concern. It has 

potential best-in-class efficacy and a favorable tolerability profile. Multiple value-generating 

milestones for Yselty are anticipated in 2021 including Phase III uterine fibroids PRIMROSE 76-

week data (expected Q1); NDA submission (H1); MAA approval; and Phase III endometriosis 

ELDELWEISS 3 primary endpoint readout (Q4). 

 

• CEO Dr. Gregory Demopulos presented cross-portfolio updates and expectations for Omeros 

(OMER), but most of the presentation focused on their mannan-binding lectin-associated serine 

protease-2 (MASP-2) inhibitor narsoplimab. The key focus areas for narsoplimab are treatment 

of hemopoietic stem cell transplant-associated thrombotic microangiopathy (HSCT-TMA), IgA 

nephropathy (IgAN), and COVID-19.  

 

The largest, near-term catalyst for narsoplimab is the pending BLA in HSCT-TMA that was 

completed in November 2020. Dr. Demopulos did not disclose if the FDA had accepted the BLA 
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but reiterated that its progressing well and the end of 60-day window for notification is 

approaching. The MAA submission to the EMA is also on schedule for H1 2021. Narsoplimab 

carries a Breakthrough designation in the US and Orphan designations in both the US and EU. 

The outlook for approval in this indication remains high and Dr. Demopulos reiterated that 

Omeros is prepared for the launch of narsoplimab with manufacturing, organizational, as well as 

engagement and educational readiness. Further, they remain confident that the studied HSCT-

TMA population reflects a real-world patient population and are hopeful that narsoplimab’s 

label will not be restricted.  

 

Narsoplimab remains under early investigation for COVID-19. The pathophysiology of HSCT-TMA 

and COVID-19 are similar in that both diseases are characterized by endothelial injury and 

subsequent activation of the lectin pathway, which is partly mediated by MASP-2. Previous 

results from narsoplimab in COVID-19 patients were discussed. Importantly, narsoplimab 

appears effective in preventing long-term sequalae (5-6 months) after initial COVID-19 recovery. 

Omeros is in discussions with regulatory bodies in the US and abroad regarding narsoplimab in 

COVID-19 but no additional color was provided at the presentation. Dr. Demopulos did not 

directly answer a question on potential indication-specific pricing should approval occur in these 

different indications.  

 

In IgAN, narsoplimab has produced strong results in Phase II studies and the phase III ARTEMIS-

IGAN trial is now enrolling patients. However, enrollment has been delayed due to COVID-19 

and Omeros is working to add sites in China. This delay will push topline results into 2022.  

 

Additional updates on the remainder of Omeros’ portfolio were somewhat limited. Net sales 

guidance for marketed ophthalmology drug Omidria were unchanged from previous disclosures, 

topline Phase I results from MASP-3 inhibitor OMS906 are expected later this year, and 

preclinical results were reviewed for Omeros’ G-protein coupled receptor platform. 

 

• For near-term growth, Orchard Therapeutics (ORTX) is planning to bring their portfolio of rare 

diseases to approval in the U.S. and Europe. Thus far, the company has demonstrated extensive 

body of data showing durability of response and safety across 6 different diseases and 3 

different organ systems with data stretching back over 10 years. The company is planning to 

expand its geographic footprint by leveraging cross-border and treatment abroad 

reimbursement pathways in both Europe and markets such as the Middle East and Turkey for 

OTL-200. 

 

Orchard is currently in preparation to commercially launch Libmeldy (OTL-200) for 

Metachromatic Leukodystrophy (MLD) in Europe in the first half of 2021. OTL-203 is progressing 

from a proof of concept (POC) trial to a pivotal trial and the POC trial of OTL-201 for MPS-IIIA is 

expected to fully enroll this year. The company is also planning to showcase data at the 
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upcoming WORLD Symposium in February for OTL-203 in MPS-I and OTL-201 for MPS-IIIA. 

Regulatory filing for OTL-200 is underway, pending the interaction with the FDA by mid-2021. 

Marketing Authorization Application (MAA) filing for OTL-103 in Wiskott-Aldrich Syndrome 

(WAS) is on track for year-end 2021 in Europe, following shortly by a BLA Filing in 2022 in the 

U.S.  

 

The company continues to maintain a strong balance sheet, currently standing at $192 in cash 

and investments at year-end 2020. The company plans to focus on the highest value programs 

and allocate R&D capital for larger indications. The company is leveraging its HSC Gene therapy 

platform for new indications and looking for partnership opportunities for long-term growth. 

 

• Dinesh Patel, President and CEO of peptide therapeutics clinical-stage Protagonist (PTGX), 

provided an overview of the company’s multiple development candidate being evaluated across 

hematology and immunology. Furthest along Phase II assets include PTG-300 in development for 

polycythemia vera and hereditary hemochromatosis, PTG-200 and PN-943 being studied in 

inflammatory bowel disease. The company’s peptide technology platform has allowed 

Protagonist to identify half a dozen development candidate against a variety of targets. The 

company’s cash runway through 2024 enables funding through completion for ongoing studies.   

 

In 2021, Protagonist expects to complete enrollment in a Phase II study of PTG-300 for 

polycythemia vera, a rare disease that affects about 100,000 patients in the US, and finalize a 

registrational plan for that program. Hepcidin, a natural hormone and master regulator of iron 

homeostasis and erythrocytosis, works by blocking ferroportin, the major exporter of iron from 

intracellular stores in the body to the blood stream. As a hepcidin-mimetic, PTG-300 down-

regulates ferropotin and normalizes red blood cell production. At JPM, Patel presented interim 

data from 18 patients dosed in the ongoing Phase II trial aiming to maintain hematocrit levels 

below 45%. The data depicted graphs showing, increases in ferritin, mean corpuscular volume 

and hemoglobin, indicative of a reversal in iron deficiency markers, as well as improvement in 

symptom scores and reductions in phlebotomies. 

 

In the second half of the year, preliminary data is anticipated from an open-label study in 

hereditary hemochromatosis. Since PTG-300 is subcutaneously delivered, Protagonist is also 

looking into oral hepcidin mimetics and expects to nominate a development candidate in 2021. 

In inflammatory and immunomodulatory diseases, Protagonist is working on oral drug 

candidates targeting pathways that have been validated by injectable antibodies. For example, 

Protagonist is working with Janssen to extend the Stelara franchise and has developed several 

oral IL-23 receptor antagonist candidates, such as PTG-200 being studied in Crohn’s disease. The 

fully owned gut-restricted alpha-4-beta-7 integrin antagonist PN-943 would be an oral 

alternative to injectable Entyvio and is being studied in a 150-patient ulcerative colitis study, 

expected to complete in 2022. 
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• Puma Biotechnology (PBYI) spent much of their presentation discussing their primary drug 

candidate, Nerlynx, which is in development for multiple indications and already approved for 

the treatment of breast cancer. The company reiterated data from some of their studies that 

have been ongoing and outlined the trial designs with the results that have been announced so 

far. Puma’s main expected milestones for 2021 all primarily involve the Phase II SUMMIT basket 

study along with meetings with the FDA to discuss approval timelines for Nerlynx for the 

treatment of non-small cell lung cancer as well as cervical cancer. Data from the bile duct cancer 

cohort is projected for the first quarter of 2021, and in the first half of 2021 for non-small cell 

lung cancer.   

 

• RAPT Therapeutics (RAPT) provided some insight into their two main drug candidates in clinical 

development at the conference, FLX475 and RPT193. The company discussed their Phase I/II 

data for their FLX475 study for the treatment of cancer. The encouraging results previously 

announced reinforced their plans to move into a full fledged Phase II study, with the next data 

update planned for the second quarter of 2021. RPT193 is currently being studied in a Phase Ib 

trial for atopic dermatitis. The next data for this study is expected in the first half of 2021. The 

company has announced that if the trial is successful, they plan to move into a Phase IIb study in 

atopic dermatitis and also pursue a trial in asthma and other allergic diseases. 

 

• Rigel’s (RIGL) presentation focused on the continued growth potential of its only commercial-

stage asset, Tavalisse (fostamatinib), which is currently approved for the treatment of chronic 

immune thrombocytopenic purpura (ITP) in patients with inadequate response to prior 

treatment. CEO Raul Rodriguez disclosed that FY 2020 sales of the therapy had grown 41% year-

on-year to reach $61.7m, with consecutive quarter-on-quarter growth observed, despite the 

fact that the company’s sales teams were not able to visit physicians in the field due to the 

pandemic. Having launched Tavalisse in the US in May 2018, Rigel has since formed multiple 

partnerships to expand the product’s geographic reach, with 2020 launches occurring in Canada 

(partnered with Medison), Germany, and the UK (Grifols has EU rights), and additional EU and 

Israel launches expected in H1 2021. Partner company Kissei is currently leading Phase III 

development in Japan, with future launches also planned for China, Taiwan, and South Korea. 

 

Aside from additional launches, Rigel is seeking to expand Tavalisse’s use by raising awareness 

of a recently published post-hoc analysis of Phase III trials showing greater response rates when 

the therapy was used earlier in the treatment algorithm, which it hopes will allow the drug to 

capture additional market share from off-label options (the drug’s label will still prevent use 

ahead of first-line steroids). Rigel also initiated the observatory FORTE study in 2020, which is 

assessing quality of life and healthcare-related financial expenditure metrics to support earlier 

use. 
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Other growth drivers for Tavalisse include potential indication expansions for use in warm 

autoimmune hemolytic anemia (AIHA) and COVID-19 pneumonia patients with acute respiratory 

distress syndrome (ARDS), with Phase III trials currently ongoing in both indications. The warm 

AIHA study has enrolled 64/90 patients, and Rodriguez estimated that enrolment may complete 

in Q3, while primary completion for the Phase III COVID-19 study could occur in Q3 2021. Warm 

AIHA seems the more viable indication given Tavalisse is the most advanced asset in 

development for this disease and there are no other therapies specifically approved (Rigel 

estimates $1bn US market potential), while the COVID-19 treatment market has diminishing 

prospects following the rollout of vaccines that are highly effective in preventing hospitalization. 

Several immunomodulatory therapies have also shown disappointing results despite studies 

showing elevation of targeted cytokines in COVID-19 pneumonia patients (correlation does not 

equate to causation), thus Tavalisse’s success in the ongoing Phase III trial is far from certain, 

though an ongoing NIH-sponsored Phase II trial in 60 patients should provide a preliminary 

reading on efficacy in April 2021. 

 

Finally, Rodriguez closed the presentation by touching on Rigel’s earlier phase assets for 

inflammatory/autoimmune disorders, namely a dual IRAK-1/4 inhibitor (R835) which has been 

shown in preclinical studies to block inflammatory cytokine production after stimulation of IL-1R 

and toll-like receptors (TLRs), and a RIPK1 inhibitor (R552), which Rigel intends to develop in 

collaboration with a future partner. 

 

• Illan Ganot, CEO and Founder of Solid Biosciences (SLDB), began the JPM presentation by 

highlighting the company’s priorities and anticipated milestones for 2021. The company plans to 

reinitiate dosing in the IGNITE DMD study of SGT-001 in the first quarter of 2021, after the study 

was put on hold in November 2019 due to a serious adverse event in one of the patients. Solid 

will also present 12 months of data from all 6 patients that have already been treated in the 

study, including functional outcomes, in Q1 2021. This data readout will be followed by 

additional biopsy data from patients in the second half of 2021. 

 

Illan Ganot continued by detailing how the company got off clinical hold in 2020, including the 

protocol amendments made to IGNITE DMD, in consultation with the FDA. This included 

reductions to the total viral load delivered to patients, through either a differentiated 

manufacturing process or selection of smaller patients. Illan Ganot then detailed a new 

partnership with Ultragenyx, where the company received $40M upfront and have the potential 

to receive $255M in milestones plus royalty payments in the future.  

 

This partnership compounded with a private investment has given Solid Biosciences access to 

over $100M of new capital to advance SGT-001 into registrational studies. 
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• Supernus Pharmaceuticals (SUPN) provided an update on the company’s pipeline and its plans 

for 2021. The company touched a some of its marketed products, primarily Trokendi XR and 

Oxtellar XR to briefly showcase the drugs’ tolerability and safety as a differentiator compared to 

the immediate release products in the epilepsy and migraine market. 

 

Supernus also provided some guidance into other assets currently in development: SPN-830 and 

SPN-812.  

 

An NDA for SPN-830 for the treatment of ON-OFF episodes in Parkinson’s Disease was 

submitted to the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) on September 2020 with a Refusal to File 

(RTF) letter received by the company in November 2020. During the presentation, Supernus 

announced that the RTF was requesting supplemental data and additional document and that 

the company is planning to seek guidance from the FDA to discuss the contents of the RTF letter 

as well as the next step of resubmission of a New Drug Application (NDA). No set timeframe was 

established.  

 

Supernus also provided some guidance for SPN-812, the company’s candidate for the treatment 

of Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD). Currently under regulatory review by the 

FDA, the company announced that it is meeting with the FDA in January 2021, as the next step 

in the process, to further discuss the contents of the Complete Response Letter (CRL) received in 

November 2020. In addition, Supernus announced that the company is planning to file a 

supplemental New Drug Application (sNDA) for adult patients during the second half of 2021 if 

SNP-812 is approved for the pediatric population. 

 

• TCR2 Therapeutics (TCRR) is developing T cell therapy for solid and hematological tumors. Their 

T cell receptor fusion constructs (TRuCs) consist of a CD3epsilon subunit fused to an antibody 

domain and are transduced into allogeneic T cells. Unlike CAR-T cells where the chimeric antigen 

receptor stands alone, the modified CDepsilon subunit is designed to become a functional 

component of the T cell receptor complex. While the antibody domain allows for HLA-

independent binding, the association with all the T cell receptor regulatory and activation 

domains is proposed to lead to faster migration into the tumor microenvironment, controlled 

cytokine secretion and longer persistence.  

 

The lead therapy for solid tumors is gavo-cel which targets mesothelin, a validated solid tumor 

target that is highly expressed on tumors and demontrates lower expression in normal tissue. 

Expression in normal tissues is confined to mesothelium in pleura, peritoneum and pericardium 

and there is no expression of mesothelin in vital organs. Gavo-cel is being evaluated in a Phase 

I/II trial with the initial focus on two large indications, NSCLC and ovarian cancer where 

mesothelin is expressed in 31% and 58% of patients and two smaller indications, malignant 

pleural mesothelioma (MPM) and chloangiocarcinoma where mesothelin is expressed in 76% 
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and 50% of patients. The smaller indications are more likely to offer Fast Track opportunities for 

accelerated approval.  

 

At JPM, management provided a detailed review of initial data from 7 patients (six MPM 

patients and 1 ovarian cancer patient) treated with dose level 1 and one MPM patient treated 

with dose level 2. At these low doses, there were encouraging signs of activity with an ORR of 

38% (50% in six patients who received lymphodepleting chemotherapy per the Phase II 

protocol) and a 100% disease control rate. Two of the PRs occurred in MPM patients while a 

third PR occurred in the ovarian cancer patient. There were two cases of Grade 3 CRS (25%) and 

no cases of neurotoxicity.  

 

In 2021, TCR2 Therapeutics expects to identify a recommended Phase II dose for gavo-cell and 

initiate the Phase II trial which will enroll 10 patients each for MPM, cholangiocarcinoma and 

ovarian cancer. For NSCLC, 20 patients will be enrolled with 12 patients treated with a 

combination of gavo-cel and an anti-PD1. The Phase II protocol offers the option of redosing 

patients with stable disease or who have a PR that progressed.  

 

TCR2 Therapeutics is also developing TC-110, a CD19 directed Truc-T cell therapy. The Phase I 

dose finding trial is enrolling relapsed/refractory patients with adult ALL, aggressive NHL (DLBCL, 

transformed FL and PMBCL) and indolent NHL (MCL and FL). The TC-110 trial will include 

patients who failed other CAR-T therapies and initial data from the Phase I portion is expected in 

2021.  

 

TRuC constructs in preclinical development include TC-510 an enhanced TruC cell with a PD-1 

switch (IND expected in 2021) as well TruCs targeting CD70 (expressed on both solid and 

hematological tumors) and GPC3 (expressed on solid tumors). The latter two constructs are in 

lead optimization. TCR2 Therapeutics is also developing an enhanced TRuC that co-expresses IL-

15 as well as an allogeneic TRuC targeting mesothelin. Preclinical data is expected in 2021 for 

the CD70 program and the allogeneic program.  

 

In summary, major catalysts for 2021 include interim Phase I data for gavo-cel (expected H1 

2021) and initial Phase I data for TC-110. Management concluded by noting they had $246.7 

million in cash as of Q3 2020 which should provide them with a runway into 2023.  

 

• Rick Winningham, CEO and Chairman of Theravance Biopharma (TBPH), boldly declared 2021 

will be the inflection year with multiple important catalysts. These include the upcoming top-

line data readout from the Phase II study of TD-0903 in hospitalized COVID-19 patients, Phase 

II/III readout from the DIONE and RHEA studies of izencitinib (TD-1473), and Phase III top-line 

data from the SEQUOIA study of ampreloxetine (TD-9855). Winningham then highlighted the 3 

transformational pillars of Theravance: the commercialization of Yupelri, robust R&D engine 
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with 3 leading candidates including upcoming data readout, and a changing financial profile 

comprised of Yuprelri profitability and royalty obtained from GSK’s Trelegy. 

 

The first pillar, the commercialization of Yupelri, was touted a core pillar of Theravance in 2021 

due to its growth and profitability. Yupelri is the FDA-approved once-daily nebulized long-acting 

muscarinic acetylcholine receptorantagonist for the treatment of COPD. Through a 35-65 

partnership with Viatris, Theravance seen continued growth despite the pandemic. In the third 

quarter of 2020, Theravance reported $13M net sales, which is double from the $5.8M figure 

from 3Q19. Additional, hospital marketplace represents a strong growth driver with many 

patients whose COPD has progressed were admitted to hospital, which make hospital a key 

point to introduce Yupelri to switch patients from inhalers, even further to community setting 

post discharge. Alongside Yupelri success is the strong growth of GSK’s Trelegy Ellipta rounding 

out the third core pillar of Theravance, robust financial profile. From the partnership with GSK, 

Theravance received a royalty ranging from 5.5% to 8.5% based on sales number. Winningham 

noted a successful launch of Trelegy by GSK, especially after its approval for asthma in the US, 

with projected sales up 45% year-over-year. 

 

The bulk of the presentation was the highlights on the second pillar of Theravance, robust R&D 

engine. The first leading candidate, Ampreloxetine (TD-9855), is an once-daily norepinephrine 

reuptake inhibitor to treat symptomatic neurogenic orthostatic hypotension (nOH). 

Winningham lauded ampreloxetine as the next growth driver just like Northera, the sole 

approved therapy for this indication with over $400M annually. Winningham explained that due 

to its short half-life and its mechanism of action, the nOH patient must take Northera multiple 

times a day, and the drug carries a side effect of supine hypertension. In other words, treating 

the low blood pressure in these patients actually causes an overshoot -- increases the blood 

pressure that overshoots normal and causing abnormally high blood pressure in some patients 

treated with Northera. Theravance is hopeful that the Phase III SEQOIA, reading out in the third 

quarter of 2021, will replicate the positive signal from the Phase II study.  Additionally, 

izencitinib (TD-1473), a JAK inhibitor, is also another candidate that Theravance is pinning hope 

on expanding its pipeline. Touted as uniquely selective, Izencitinib shows low systemic 

exposures but high colonic concentrations above JAK inhibition levels compared to tofacitinib 

(Pfizer’s Xeljanz), which has been under scrutiny for adverse effects. Two studies in 

inflammatory bowel diseases, the RHEA study (UC) and the DIONE study (Crohn’s) are both 

expected to produce data in the third quarter of 2021. 

 

Beyond these are the lung-selective inhaled program, TD-0903, under development for COVID-

19 treatment. Theravance is progressing through the second portion of the Phase II study in 

hospitalized patients with COVID-19 against placebo group. Results from this study is expected 

in the second quarter of 2021. Of note, during the Q&A session, it was reported that a similar 

lung-selective program, TD-8236, had reported Phase IIa data late in 2020, which it did not 
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protect against the lung allergen challenge. Nevertheless, Theravance assured investors that the 

program is engaging on parts of the inflammation, and it was unfortunately could not ablate the 

late asthmatic response. Closing out the presentation, Winningham promised a busy third 

quarter with multiple important data releases, and progress toward a positive cash flow from 

Yupelri and Trelegy. 

 

• Tricida (TCDA) primarily provided updates on their Veverimer program currently being studied 

for the treatment of chronic kidney disease. They reiterated their timelines on their Phase III 

VALOR-CKD study as well as regulatory timelines. The company received a Complete Response 

Letter from the FDA in August 2020 requesting additional data demonstrating the efficacy of 

veverimer and are currently awaiting feedback on the FDRR they submitted in December 2020. 

Top-line results are expected in the second half of 2021 and will help the company determine 

whether or not they are ready to resubmit an NDA in response to the CRL. Pending the interim 

analysis, the company may decide to stop the trial early for efficacy after accrual of 150 

endpoint events. If the study continues, there will be another interim analysis in 2022 and final 

results in 2024. 

 

• In the JPM conference, Viatris (VTRS) provided insight into the company's operational and 

commercial performance along with an overview of the company's sustainable, diverse, and 

increasingly differentiated portfolio. Viatris emphasized the broad range medications in their 

portfolio, including brands, generics and biosimilars through major therapeutic areas, spanning 

both non-communicable and infectious diseases. This diverse product range was stated to 

provide Viatris protection from volatility in the market. The company CEO, Michael Goettler, 

explained the assets were followed by additional drugs in currently in development, further 

emphasizing the company's increasingly extensive portfolio. The commercial infrastructure 

enables Viatris to serve patients globally, whereby the company's commercial Business Units are 

divided into 4 geographical regions including developed markets, growth markets, China and 

Japan, Australia & New Zealand (JANZ). The company further enforced their confidence in their 

position with this as this supplies unparalleled global reach to patients, fueling profit growth as a 

result. Viatris also referred to the launch of Global Healthcare Gateway in their presentation to 

offer the company's potential partners ready access to markets, customers, and patients 

globally. The company reported stable revenue base, while continuing to invest in their pipeline 

as well as modest and durable revenue growth and operating leverage. 

 

• Ziopharm Oncology (ZIOP) CEO Lawrence Cooper focused on providing updates on its overall 

strategy for its TCR-T and CAR-T programs. Before going into detail about their upcoming 

programs with much of the emphasis on their TCR-T program, they quickly decided to address 

the feedback the company has been receiving from its shareholders about price erosion, 

management flux, issues regarding the capital requirements for the three platforms lack of 
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progress in those programs. Ziopharm plans to show shareholders more transparent approach 

and financing in 2021 to rebuild the confidence in the company and the future. 

 

For the TCR-T Program, Ziopharm noted that this is their top internal priority and that one of the 

biggest step forwards is to run their entirely self-sufficient “Library study” of off-the-shelf TCRs, 

with less dependency on the NCI for development. From the existing library of 30+ TCRs, the 

company has selected 6 of those targets for their first IND, expected in the first quarter of 2021, 

and some of the targets include TP53 and KRAS. For the personalized TCR-T trial, Ziopharm will 

be assisted by NCI as these will be tailored therapeutics depending on each individual’s tumor. 

The CD19 CAR-T program is considered second in terms of priority and is also open for 

partnerships to help push development further. The company is currently conducting a Phase I 

trial with allogeneic CD19 CAR-T with MD Anderson in Texas and a Phase I trial with autologous 

CD19 CAR-T in Taiwan, with the help of its joint venture with TriArm Therapeutics, Eden BioCell. 

The IL-12 program is continuing with further clinical trials and Ziopharm is currently seeking 

partners for that program. 
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information database. Clients from the pharmaceutical, biotech, and investment industries rely on 

Biomedtracker for its insight on the likelihood of approval, commercial potential, and future data and 

regulatory catalysts for drugs within the competitive landscape of every important disease and 

indication. Over the last several years, Biomedtracker has become the leader in providing objective 

information alongside evidence based clinical assessments and investment research on pipeline drugs 

worldwide. For more information on getting direct access to Biomedtracker, please email 

BiomedSupport@sagientresearch.com. 

 

Meddevicetracker is an all new medtech intelligence platform that provides clients with real-time data 

and analysis on medical devices and diagnostics. From the people behind Biomedtracker, comes an 

event-driven research service for the medical device and diagnostic marketplace. For access to 

Meddevicetracker please contact your sales representative or email 

MDTSupport@sagientresearch.com. 
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Product Updates from Biomedtracker/Meddevicetracker 
Acceleron Pharma, Inc. (XLRN) 

Sotatercept for Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension (PAH) and Pulmonary Hypertension (PH) 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Trial Announcement - Initiation (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase III - STELLAR 

Market Group: Cardiovascular 

Lead Company: Acceleron Pharma, Inc. (XLRN)  

Partner Companies: Bristol Myers Squibb (BMY) 

Phase: III 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 34% 

Likelihood of Approval: 52% (5% Above Avg.) 

Average Approval: 47% 

Analysis: 

Acceleron announced the Phase III STELLAR study is now open for enrollment. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (XLRN, Slide 13) 

 

Adimmune Corporation 

COVID-19 Vaccine (Adimmune) for COVID-19 Prevention 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Progress Update (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Infectious Disease 

Lead Company: Adimmune Corporation (4142) 

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Development Outside U.S. 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: N/A 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

Analysis: 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=10730
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=245
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401539
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=50189
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Adimmune lists a COVID-19 vaccine in preclinical development on its pipeline. The company has 

produced COVID-19 viral proteins and an anti-serum from test animals was collected for further analysis 

The determination of neutralizing antibodies in P3 lab has been performed by the National Taiwan 

University Virus laboratory. High titer of neutralizing antibodies will be induced by the vaccine 

candidate. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (Adimmune) 

 

Enterovirus 71 Vaccine (Adimmune) for Antiviral - Miscellaneous Vaccines 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Progress Update (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Infectious Disease 

Lead Company: Adimmune Corporation (4142) 

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Development Outside U.S. 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: N/A 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

Analysis: 

Adimmune lists a E71 vaccine in Phase III development on its pipeline. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (Adimmune) 

 

H7N9 Pandemic Flu Vaccine (Adimmune) for Pandemic Influenza Vaccines 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Progress Update (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Infectious Disease 

Lead Company: Adimmune Corporation (4142) 

Partner Companies: N/A 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=44041
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=190
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401537
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=62177
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Phase: Development Outside U.S. 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: N/A 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

Analysis: 

Adimmune lists H7N9 pandemic flu vaccine in Phase II development on its pipeline. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (Adimmune) 

 

Affimed N.V. (AFMD) 
 

AFM28 for Undisclosed 

Event Date: 01/14/2021  

Event Type: Progress Update (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Not Specified 

Lead Company: Affimed N.V. (AFMD)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Preclinical 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: N/A 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

Analysis: 

Affimed currently lists AFM28 in pre-IND development as a monotherapy approach for an undisclosed 

indication. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2021 (AFMD, Slide 7) 

 
 

Agios Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (AGIO) 

Mitapivat for Pyruvate Kinase Deficiency 

Event Date: 12/31/2020 

Event Type: Progress Update (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=44136
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=3338
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=402237
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=62318
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=3954
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm
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https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.affimed.com/wp-content/uploads/Affimed__CP_January-2021.pdf
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Market Group: Metabolic 

Lead Company: Agios Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (AGIO) 

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: III 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 66% (4% Above Avg.) 

Average Approval: 62% 

Analysis: 

Agios announced the company finalized a pivotal plan for mitapivat for pediatric PK deficiency in 

December 2020. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (AGIO) 

 

AiCuris Anti-infective Cures GmbH 
Pritelivir (Oral) for Herpes Simplex Virus (HSV) (Antiviral) 

 

Event Date: 01/14/2021  

Event Type: Regulatory - Breakthrough Therapy Designation (U.S.) (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Infectious Disease 

Lead Company: AiCuris Anti-infective Cures GmbH  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: II 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 31% (4% Above Avg.) 

Average Approval: 27% 

 

Analysis: 

AiCuris announced that it has US FDA Breakthrough Therapy Designation for pritelivir for treatment of 

herpes simplex virus. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2021 (AiCuris, Slide 9)

 
 

Pritelivir (Oral) for Herpes Simplex Virus (HSV) (Antiviral) 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=4112
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://investor.agios.com/static-files/7af16a2a-458f-4056-8e58-021cbc3decce
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=18754
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https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=24655
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Event Date: 01/14/2021  

Event Type: Trial Announcement (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase III (ACV-R and Dual-Resistant) 

Market Group: Infectious Disease 

Lead Company: AiCuris Anti-infective Cures GmbH  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: II 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 31% (4% Above Avg.) 

Average Approval: 27% 

 

Analysis: 

AiCuris announced that it plans to start a Phase III trial of pritelivir in the first quarter of 2021. The 

protocol has been approved by the FDA. AiCuris plans to have data from the dual-resistant indication in 

the fourth quarter of 2022 and ACV-R in the fourth quarter of 2023. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2021 (AiCuris, Slide 9)

 
 

Pritelivir (Oral) for Herpes Simplex Virus (HSV) (Antiviral) 

 

Event Date: 01/14/2021  

Event Type: Trial Data - Top-Line Results (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase II - PRIOH-1  

Market Group: Infectious Disease 

Lead Company: AiCuris Anti-infective Cures GmbH  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: II 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 31% (4% Above Avg.) 

Average Approval: 27% 

 

Analysis: 

AiCuris announced preliminary interim data from the Phase II PRIOH-1 trial. 

 

Context 

AiCuris plans to initiate a Phase III trial of pritelivir in the first quarter of 2021. 

 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=402246
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=24655
https://www.biomedtracker.com/trialdetail.cfm?trialid=61605
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=3406
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Design 

In Part A, patients were randomized to pritelivir or foscarnet and were acyclovir-resistant. In Part B, 

patients received pritelivir and were dual-resistant. 

 

Results 

In Part A, pritelivir demonstrated a cure rate of 91.7% while foscarnet demonstrated a cure rate of 50%. 

In Part B, pritelivir demonstrated a cure rate of 83.3%. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2021 (AiCuris, Slide 10)

 
 

AIC649 for COVID-19 Treatment 

 

Event Date: 01/14/2021  

Event Type: Trial Announcement (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase II  

Market Group: Infectious Disease 

Lead Company: AiCuris Anti-infective Cures GmbH  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Preclinical 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: N/A 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

 

Analysis: 

AiCuris announced that it plans to start a trial of AIC649 in COVID-19 in the first quarter of 2021, pending 

agency approval. Data would be expected in the third quarter of 2021. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2021 (AiCuris, Slide 14)

 
 

Pritelivir (Topical) for Herpes Simplex Virus (HSV) (Antiviral) 

Event Date: 01/14/2021  

Event Type: Progress Update - Suspension (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Infectious Disease 

Lead Company: AiCuris Anti-infective Cures GmbH  

Partner Companies: N/A 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=27226
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=3651
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=402248
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https://www.biomedtracker.com/trialdetail.cfm?trialid=61606
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Phase: Suspended 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: -27% 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

 

Analysis: 

AiCuris no longer lists the topical version of pritelivir in its pipeline. As such, we are suspending this drug. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2021 (AiCuris, Slide 15) 

Informa Analysis

 

 

Alexion Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (ALXN) 
 

Ultomiris for Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) 

Event Date: 01/14/2020  

Event Type: Trial Announcement (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase III - CHAMPION-ALS  

Market Group: Neurology 

Lead Company: Alexion Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (ALXN)  

Partner Companies: Xencor (XNCR)  

Phase: IND 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

 

Analysis: 

Alexion Pharmaceuticals announced the planned initiation of a pivotal Phase III study of ULTOMIRIS 

(ravulizumab) in amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS). Alexion submitted an investigational new drug 

application (IND) for ULTOMIRIS in ALS to the FDA in the fourth quarter of 2019 and plans to initiate the 

Phase III study this quarter. 

 

Phase III Study Design 

The 50-week global study, called CHAMPION-ALS, will evaluate approximately 350 adults across a broad 

patient population, and the primary study endpoint will be change from baseline in ALS functional rating 

scale-revised (ALSFRS-R) score. Secondary endpoints will include ventilation assistance-free survival 

(VAFS), respiratory capacity, muscle strength, neurofilament light chain (NfL) serum concentrations and 

safety. The Phase III CHAMPION-ALS trial is a randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled multicenter 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=25373
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https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=363940
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=55839
https://www.biomedtracker.com/trialdetail.cfm?trialid=56515
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global study designed to evaluate the efficacy and safety of ULTOMIRIS across a broad ALS population. 

 

Study participants will be randomized on a 2:1 basis to receive ULTOMIRIS or placebo every 8 weeks 

following an initial loading dose and may continue to receive their existing standard of care treatment 

for ALS. After 50 weeks, all patients will receive ULTOMIRIS in a 2-year open-label extension phase of the 

study. The study will be conducted at approximately 90 clinical trial sites across North America, Europe 

and Asia-Pacific. 

 

Source: 

Press Release 01/14/2020 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2020 (ALXN, Slide 17) 

 
 

Ultomiris for Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) 

Event Date: 12/31/2019  

Event Type: Regulatory - IND Filing (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Neurology 

Lead Company: Alexion Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (ALXN)  

Partner Companies: Xencor (XNCR)  

Phase: IND 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

 

Analysis: 

Alexion submitted an investigational new drug application (IND) for ULTOMIRIS in ALS to the FDA in the 

fourth quarter of 2019. 

 

Source: 

Press Release 01/14/2020 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2020 (ALXN) 

 
 

Ultomiris for Paroxysmal Nocturnal Hemoglobinuria (PNH) 

Event Date: 01/14/2020  

Event Type: Trial Announcement - Patient Enrollment Completed (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase III - Subcutaneous 

Market Group: Autoimmune/immunology 

https://news.alexion.com/press-release/product-news/alexion-announces-planned-initiation-pivotal-phase-3-study-ultomiris-ravu
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https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=55839
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https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=35315
https://www.biomedtracker.com/trialdetail.cfm?trialid=45020
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Lead Company: Alexion Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (ALXN)  

Partner Companies: Xencor (XNCR)  

Phase: Approved 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 100% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 100% 

 

Analysis: 

Alexion announced the company just recently completed enrollment for its Phase III program of 

Ultomiris SubQ. Phase III core data readout are expected in the second quarter of 2020. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2020 (ALXN, Slide 13) 

 
 

ALXN1830 for Myasthenia Gravis (MG) 

Event Date: 01/14/2020  

Event Type: Trial Announcement - Initiation (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase I - SC (Healthy Volunteers)  

Market Group: Autoimmune/immunology 

Lead Company: Alexion Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (ALXN)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: I 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 14% 

Likelihood of Approval: 14% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 14% 

 

Analysis: 

Alexion announced that the company has initiated a subcutaneous ALXN1830 program in healthy 

volunteers and are warming up for a MG study later in 2020. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2020 (ALXN, Slide 25) 

 
 

Aligos Therapeutics, Inc. (ALGS) 
 

ALG-125755 for Hepatitis B (HBV) Treatment (Antiviral) 

Event Date: 01/12/2021  
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Event Type: Progress Update (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Infectious Disease 

Lead Company: Aligos Therapeutics, Inc. (ALGS)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Preclinical 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: N/A 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

Analysis: 

ALG-125755 is a siRNA drug candidate currently in preclinical development for the treatment of chronic 

hepatitis B virus (CHB). ALG-125755 has demonstrated potency and durability in nonclinical animal 

models of CHB. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/12/2021 (ALGS, Slide 21) 

 
 

Alkermes plc (ALKS) 
 

ALKS 1140 for Neurology - Other 

Event Date: 01/13/2021  

Event Type: Progress Update (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Neurology 

Lead Company: Alkermes plc (ALKS)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Preclinical 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

 

 

Analysis: 

Alkermes announced that ALKS 1140 is the company's CoRest-selective HDAC inhibitor. The company 

expects to initate a Phase I/FIH study in 2021. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/13/2021 (ALKS, Slide 5) 
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ALKS 4230 for Melanoma 

Event Date: 01/13/2021  

Event Type: Progress Update (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: Alkermes plc (ALKS)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Preclinical 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: N/A 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

Analysis: 

Alkermes announced that ALKS 4230 (nemvaleukin alfa) will be developed as a monotherapy candidate 

for mucosal melanoma and as a combiation candidate with pembrolizumab for the treatment of 

platinum-resistant ovarian cancer (PROC). 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/13/2021 (ALKS, Slide 26) 

 
 

ALKS 4230 for Ovarian Cancer 

Event Date: 01/13/2021  

Event Type: Progress Update (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: Alkermes plc (ALKS)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Preclinical 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: N/A 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

 

Analysis: 

Alkermes announced that ALKS 4230 (nemvaleukin alfa) will be developed as a monotherapy candidate 

for mucosal melanoma and as a combiation candidate with pembrolizumab for the treatment of 

platinum-resistant ovarian cancer (PROC). 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/13/2021 (ALKS, Slide 26) 
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https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=224
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401973
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=62269
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=22
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https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
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Allovir, Inc. (ALVR) 

Viralym-M for Antiviral - Other Treatments 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Trial Announcement - Initiation (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase III - Virus-Associated HC 

Market Group: Infectious Disease 

Lead Company: Allovir, Inc. (ALVR) 

Partner Companies: Baylor College of Medicine 

ElevateBio 

Phase: III 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 34% 

Likelihood of Approval: 66% (5% Above Avg.) 

Average Approval: 61% 

Analysis: 

AlloVir announced that the company has initiated the Phase III study of ALVR105 to assess its safety and 

efficacy against placebo for the treatment of patients with virus-associated hemorrhagic cystitis (HC) 

following HSCT. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (ALVR, Slide 18) 

 

Viralym-M for Antiviral - Other Treatments 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Trial Announcement - Initiation (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase II - Multi-Virus Prevention in Post-Transplant Setting 

Market Group: Infectious Disease 

Lead Company: Allovir, Inc. (ALVR) 

Partner Companies: Baylor College of Medicine 

ElevateBio 

Phase: III 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 66% (5% Above Avg.) 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=35834
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=177
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401504
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=49804
https://www.biomedtracker.com/trialdetail.cfm?trialid=58922
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=7732
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=6269
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=25961
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=35834
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=177
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401506
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=49804
https://www.biomedtracker.com/trialdetail.cfm?trialid=58925
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=7732
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=6269
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=25961
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
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Average Approval: 61% 

Analysis: 

AlloVir announced that the multi-virus prevention proof-of-concept Phase II study of Viralym-M has 

been recently initiated. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (ALVR, Slide 18) 

 
 

Amgen, Inc. (AMGN) 
 

AMG 510 for Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer (NSCLC) 

Event Date: 01/14/2020  

Event Type: Trial Announcement - Patient Enrollment Completed (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase I/II - KRAS p.G12C Mutation  

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: Amgen, Inc. (AMGN)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: II 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 13% (3% Above Avg.) 

Average Approval: 10% 

 

Analysis: 

Amgen announced that enrollment has been completed for the Phase II study evaluating AMG 510 for 

the treatment of non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC). They also expect initial data in 2020. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2020 (AMGN, Slide 6) 

 
 

Amicus Therapeutics, Inc. (FOLD) 
 

Galafold for Fabry's Disease 

Event Date: 01/14/2020  

Event Type: Regulatory - Approval (Emerging Markets) (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Metabolic 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=39169
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=211
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=363953
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=54776
https://www.biomedtracker.com/trialdetail.cfm?trialid=50543
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=30
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
http://investors.amgen.com/static-files/7c8a3b90-11e1-4d25-b55f-c2ddc58124ac
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=6669
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=274
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=364000
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=6933
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Lead Company: Amicus Therapeutics, Inc. (FOLD)  

Partner Companies: GlaxoSmithKline (GSK)  

Phase: Approved 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 100% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 100% 

 

Analysis: 

Amicus Therapeutics announced that in addition to regulatory approval of Galafold in Argentina, 

Galafold has also been approved by regulatory agencies in Brazil and Colombia. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2020 (FOLD, Slide 15) 

 

 

AnaptysBio, Inc. (ANAB) 
 

Etokimab for Nasal Polyposis 

Event Date: 01/14/2021  

Event Type: Trial Data - Updated Results (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase II - ECLIPSE (CRSwNP)  

Market Group: Allergy 

Lead Company: AnaptysBio, Inc. (ANAB)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Suspended 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

 

 Placebo Treatment Treatment 

Treatment Description Placebo Etokimab q4w Etokimab q8w 

Number of Patients 35 35 35 

Number of Evaluable Patients N/A N/A N/A 

NPS Baseline  5.700 points   5.400 points     5.200 points   

Change in NPS at Week 16 
P Value vs. Placebo  

-9.000 % 
  -16.000 % 

(P= 0.2364)   
  -17.000 % 

(P= 0.2024)   

SNOT-22 Baseline Value  56.900 points   51.400 points     53.900 points   

https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=1259
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=180
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=347762
http://ir.amicusrx.com/static-files/d9e47ebe-dcab-4711-9c5f-f81632374b74
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=23564
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=3159
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=402216
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=54198
https://www.biomedtracker.com/trialdetail.cfm?trialid=49347
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=4278
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
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 Placebo Treatment Treatment 

Change in SNOT-22 at Week 16 
P Value vs. Placebo  

-29.000 % 
  -34.000 % 

(P= 0.6464)   
  -45.000 % 

(P= 0.1330)   

Blood Eosinophils Baseline  430.000 cells/µL   440.000 cells/µL     350.000 cells/µL   

Change in Blood Eosinophils at Week 16 
P Value vs. Baseline  

-2.000 % 
(P= 0.6944) 

  -36.000 % 
(P< 0.0010)   

  -37.000 % 
(P< 0.0010)   

 

 

Analysis: 

AnaptysBio announced 16-week final analysis for the Phase II ECLIPSE study of etokimab. 

 

Data from this study were previously seen in August 2020. 

 

Context 

AnaptysBio is no longer pursuing development of etokimab in nasal polyps or other indications going 

forward. 

 

Results 

The primary readout are summarized in the table above. 

 

Secondary analyses demonstrated NPS improvement in both asthma and non-asthma comorbid patients 

versus placebo in each etokimab-dosed arm, while ACQ-5 scores were improved in the asthmatic subset. 

Blood eosinophil reduction achieved statistical significance over baseline in both etokimab treatment 

arms. 

 

Most Common Adverse Events 

Etokimab was generally well tolerated and demonstrated an acceptable safety profile. 

 

Conclusion 

While there was some efficacy and signal associated with etokimab in the treatment of chronic 

rhinosinusitis at the level of NPS, the study did not reach statistical signifiance over placebo at Week 16 

final analysis. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2021 (ANAB, Slide 26)

 

 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=383339
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Imsidolimab for Congenital Ichthyosis 

 

Event Date: 01/14/2021  

Event Type: Trial Announcement - Initiation (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase II - INSPIRE  

Market Group: Dermatology 

Lead Company: AnaptysBio, Inc. (ANAB)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: II 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 24% 

Likelihood of Approval: 24% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 24% 

 

Analysis: 

AnaptysBio announced the Phase II INSPIRE study of Imsidolimab for the treatment of ichthyosis has 

been initiated. Interim topline data are expected in 2022. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2021 (ANAB, Slide 17)

 
 

Imsidolimab for Hidradenitis Suppurativa 

Event Date: 01/14/2021  

Event Type: Progress Update (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Dermatology 

Lead Company: AnaptysBio, Inc. (ANAB)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Preclinical 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: N/A 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

 

Analysis: 

AnaptysBio is developing imsidolimab in a new indication, hidradenitis suppurativa. The first clinical trial 

(HARP) will be initiated in the second quarter of 2021. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2021 (ANAB, Slide 18)

 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=24590
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=630
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=402202
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=61330
https://www.biomedtracker.com/trialdetail.cfm?trialid=61596
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=4278
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=24590
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=3332
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=402204
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=62308
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=4278
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
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Imsidolimab for Dermatology 

Event Date: 01/14/2021  

Event Type: Trial Announcement - Initiation (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase II - EMERGE (EGFRi/MEKi Skin Toxicity)  

Market Group: Dermatology 

Lead Company: AnaptysBio, Inc. (ANAB)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: II 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: N/A 

Likelihood of Approval: 24% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 24% 

 

Analysis: 

AnaptysBio initiated a Phase II study entitled EMERGE. This study evalutates Imsidolimab against 

placebo for the treatment of EGFRi/MEKi-mediated skin toxicity. Interim data from the study are 

expected by the end of 2021. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2021 (ANAB, Slide 15)

 
 

Imsidolimab for Acne 

Event Date: 01/14/2021  

Event Type: Progress Update (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Dermatology 

Lead Company: AnaptysBio, Inc. (ANAB)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Preclinical 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: N/A 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

 

Analysis: 

AnaptysBio is evaluating imsidolimab for the treatment of acne. The company anticipates initiating a 

Phase II study in the second quarter of 2021. 

 

Source: 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=24590
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=151
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=402206
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=62311
https://www.biomedtracker.com/trialdetail.cfm?trialid=61597
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=4278
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=24590
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=603
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=402209
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=62310
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=4278
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J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2021 (ANAB, Slide 19)

 
 

ANB032 for Inflammatory Disorders 

Event Date: 01/14/2021  

Event Type: Progress Update (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Autoimmune/immunology 

Lead Company: AnaptysBio, Inc. (ANAB) 

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Preclinical 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

 

Analysis: 

AnaptysBio announced that ANB032 is an anti-inflammatory antibody targeting the BTLA pathway with 

robust in vivo efficacy in animal models. An IND equivalent is anticipated in the first quarter of 2021. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2021 (ANAB, Slide 23) 

 

 

Apollomics, Inc. 

APL-501 for Non-Hodgkin's Lymphoma (NHL) 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Progress Update (Emerging Markets) (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: Apollomics, Inc. 

Partner Companies: CrystalGenomics (083790) 

Genor Biopharma (6998) 

Zhejiang Bossan Pharmaceutical 

Phase: Development Outside U.S. 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

Analysis: 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=41735
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=422
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=402213
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=58591
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=4278
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=31669
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=205
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401588
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=54397
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=6573
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=3352
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=4277
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=8905
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https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
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Genor Biopharma currently lists GB226 in Phase II development in China for the treatment of 2L+ r/r 

PMBCL. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (Genor, Slide 5) 

 

APL-501 for Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer (NSCLC) 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Progress Update (Emerging Markets) (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: Apollomics, Inc. 

Partner Companies: CrystalGenomics (083790) 

Genor Biopharma (6998) 

Zhejiang Bossan Pharmaceutical 

Phase: Development Outside U.S. 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

Analysis: 

Genor Biopharma currently lists genolimzumab (GB226) in combination with fruquintinib in Phase I 

development in China for the treatment of 2L/3L+ EGFR+ NSCLC. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (Genor, Slide 5) 

 

APL-501 for Colorectal Cancer (CRC) 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Progress Update (Emerging Markets) (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: Apollomics, Inc. 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=31669
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=211
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401592
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=62186
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=6573
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=3352
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=4277
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=8905
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=31669
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https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=62187
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=6573
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Partner Companies: CrystalGenomics (083790) 

Genor Biopharma (6998) 

Zhejiang Bossan Pharmaceutical 

Phase: Development Outside U.S. 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

Analysis: 

Genor Biopharma lists that GB226 is in Phase I development in China for the treatment of 2L+ mCRC. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (Genor, Slide 5) 

 

APL-501 for Hepatocellular (Liver) Cancer (HCC) (Including Secondary Metastases) 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Progress Update (Emerging Markets) (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: Apollomics, Inc. 

Partner Companies: CrystalGenomics (083790) 

Genor Biopharma (6998) 

Zhejiang Bossan Pharmaceutical 

Phase: Development Outside U.S. 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: N/A 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

Analysis: 

Genor Biopharma currently lists GB226 in combination with lenvatinib in Phase II development in China 

for the treatment of HCC. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (Genor, Slide 5) 

 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=3352
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https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=297
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401604
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=62189
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=6573
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APL-501 for Peripheral T-Cell Lymphoma (PTCL) - NHL 

Event Date: 07/31/2020 

Event Type: Regulatory - Filing for Approval (Emerging Markets) (Clinical 

Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: Apollomics, Inc. 

Partner Companies: CrystalGenomics (083790) 

Genor Biopharma (6998) 

Zhejiang Bossan Pharmaceutical 

Phase: Development Outside U.S. 

Change to Likelihood of 

Approval: 

0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

Analysis: 

Genor Biopharma lists that an NDA for GB226 for the treatment of peripheral T-cell lymphoma (PTCL) 

was accepted for priority review by the National Medical Products Administration (NMPA) in China in 

July 2020. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (Genor, Slides 4 and 12) 

 

Aprea Therapeutics, Inc. (APRE) 
 

APR-246 for Myelodysplastic Syndrome (MDS) 

Event Date: 07/31/2019  

Event Type: Regulatory - Orphan Drug Designation (Europe) (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: Aprea Therapeutics, Inc. (APRE)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: III 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 35% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 35% 
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Analysis: 

Aprea announced that the EMA granted Orphan Designation to APR-246 in MDS in July 2019. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2020 (APRE, Slide 14) 

 

 

Aptinyx, Inc. (APTX) 
 

NYX-458 for Parkinson's Disease (PD) 

Event Date: 01/14/2021  

Event Type: Trial Announcement - Trial/Enrollment Suspension (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase II - MCI-PD  

Market Group: Neurology 

Lead Company: Aptinyx, Inc. (APTX)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: II 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 17% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 17% 

 

Analysis: 

Aptinyx announced the enrollment of the Phase II trial of NYX-458 for the treatment of parkinson’s 

disease cognitive impairment is currently suspended due to the COVID-19 pandemic. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2021 (APTX, Slide 10)

 

 

Arena Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (ARNA) 
 

Temanogrel for Cardiovascular Disease 

Event Date: 07/31/2019  

Event Type: Regulatory - Fast Track Status (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Cardiovascular 

Lead Company: Arena Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (ARNA)  

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1781983/000110465920003469/tm201850d1_ex99-1.htm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=37619
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=194
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=402203
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=52456
https://www.biomedtracker.com/trialdetail.cfm?trialid=56020
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=6326
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
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https://s25.q4cdn.com/536244557/files/Aptinyx_JPM.pdf
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https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=9638
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=42
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Partner Companies: Ildong Pharmaceutical (000230)  

Phase: I 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 8% 

Likelihood of Approval: 8% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 8% 

Analysis: 

Arena Pharmaceuticals announced that they received fast-track designation from the FDA in July 2019. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/13/2021 (ARNA, Slide 10) 

 
 

Temanogrel for Cardiovascular Disease 

Event Date: 01/13/2021  

Event Type: Trial Announcement (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase IIa - Elective PCI  

Market Group: Cardiovascular 

Lead Company: Arena Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (ARNA)  

Partner Companies: Ildong Pharmaceutical (000230)  

Phase: I 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 8% 

Likelihood of Approval: 8% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 8% 

Analysis: 

Arena Pharmaceuticals announced that they are planning a Phase IIa study for temanogrel in patients 

with coronary artery disease that have received elective elective percutaneous coronary intervention 

(PCI). 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/13/2021 (ARNA, Slide 10) 

 
 

Argenx N.V. (ARGX) 

ARGX-120 for Undisclosed 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Progress Update (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Not Specified 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=4001
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
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https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=402060
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=9638
https://www.biomedtracker.com/trialdetail.cfm?trialid=61566
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https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=62190
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Lead Company: argenx N.V. (ARGX) 

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Preclinical 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: N/A 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

Analysis: 

argenx lists ARGX-120 in preclinical development for an undisclosed indication. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (ARGX, Slide 7) 

 

Gerilimzumab for Rheumatoid Arthritis (RA) 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Progress Update (Emerging Markets) (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Autoimmune/immunology 

Lead Company: argenx N.V. (ARGX) 

Partner Companies: Bird Rock Bio 

Genor Biopharma (6998) 

Phase: Development Outside U.S. 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

Analysis: 

Genor Biopharma currently lists GB224 in Phase I development in China for the treatment of moderate 

to severe rheumatoid arthritis. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (Genor, Slide 5) 

 

ARGX-119 for Neuromuscular Spasm and Spasticity 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=3513
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
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Event Type: Progress Update (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Neurology 

Lead Company: argenx N.V. (ARGX) 

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Preclinical 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

Analysis: 

argenx lists ARGX-119 in preclinical development for neuromuscular indications on its pipeline. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (ARGX, Slide 7) 

 

ARGX-118 for Respiratory Disease 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Progress Update (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Respiratory 

Lead Company: argenx N.V. (ARGX) 

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Preclinical 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

Analysis: 

argenx lists ARGX-118 in preclinical development for airway inflammation on its pipeline. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (ARGX, Slide 7) 

 

Ascendis Pharma A/S (ASND) 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=57688
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=3513
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TransCon Growth Hormone for Short Stature / Growth Hormone Deficiency 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Trial Announcement - Trial Progressing (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase III - foresiGHt 

Market Group: Endocrine 

Lead Company: Ascendis Pharma A/S (ASND) 

Partner Companies: Visen 

Phase: NDA/BLA 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 97% (8% Above Avg.) 

Average Approval: 89% 

Analysis: 

Ascendis announced the company anticipates completion of enrollment in the Phase III foresiGHt trial of 

TransCon hGH in adult patients with GHD by late 2021 or early 2022. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (ASND) 

 

TransCon PTH for Hypoparathyroidism 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Trial Announcement - Trial Progressing (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase II - PaTH Forward (Adult Subjects) 

Market Group: Endocrine 

Lead Company: Ascendis Pharma A/S (ASND) 

Partner Companies: Visen 

Phase: III 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 64% (4% Above Avg.) 

Average Approval: 60% 

Analysis: 

Ascendis announced from the PaTH Forward Phase II trial, 58 out of 59 randomized subjects continue 

receiving TransCon PTH in the open label extension (OLE) as of January 5, 2021. After 26 weeks of 

follow-up in the PaTH Forward Trial, bone densitometry data from subjects treated with TransCon PTH 

demonstrated trends towards normalization of bone mineral density. In addition, quality of life as 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=21031
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https://www.biomedtracker.com/trialdetail.cfm?trialid=52087
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measured by the SF-36 Health Survey showed normalization of mean scores for all summary domains 

and all subdomains. 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (ASND) 

 

TransCon PTH for Hypoparathyroidism 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Trial Announcement - Initiation (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase III - PaTHway 

Market Group: Endocrine 

Lead Company: Ascendis Pharma A/S (ASND) 

Partner Companies: Visen 

Phase: III 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 36% 

Likelihood of Approval: 64% (4% Above Avg.) 

Average Approval: 60% 

Analysis: 

Ascendis announced the Phase III PaTHway trial of TransCon PTH for adult HP is currently ongoing in 

North America and Europe. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (ASND, Slide 3) 

 

 

Ascentage Pharma Group Corporation 
 

APG-5918 for Cancer 

Event Date: 01/13/2021  

Event Type: Progress Update (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: Ascentage Pharma Group Corporation (6855.HK)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Preclinical 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: N/A 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

https://investors.ascendispharma.com/news-releases/news-release-details/ascendis-pharma-provides-vision-3x3-update-39th-annual-jp-morgan
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Average Approval: N/A 

Analysis: 

Ascentage is currently progressing APG-5918, a EED inhibitor, through IND-enabling studies. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/13/2021 (Ascentage, Slide 42) 

 
 

APG-115 for Solid Tumors 

Event Date: 01/13/2021  

Event Type: Trial Announcement - Patient Enrollment Completed (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase Ib/II - w/Pembrolizumab  

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: Ascentage Pharma Group Corporation (6855.HK)  

Partner Companies: MD Anderson Cancer Center  

Phase: II 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 10% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 10% 

Analysis: 

Ascentage Pharma announced it has completed enrollment of the Phase Ib trial of APG-115 in 

combination with Keytruda (pembrolizumab). 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/13/2021 (Ascentage, Slide 31) 

 
 

APG-2575 for Solid Tumors 

Event Date: 01/13/2021  

Event Type: Progress Update (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: Ascentage Pharma Group Corporation (6855.HK)  

Partner Companies: MD Anderson Cancer Center  

Phase: Development Outside U.S. 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: N/A 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

Analysis: 
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APG2575 is currently in Phase I development for solid tumors outside the US. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/13/2021 (Ascentage, Slide 6) 

 
 

APG-1252 for Small Cell Lung Cancer (SCLC) 

Event Date: 01/13/2021  

Event Type: Trial Announcement - Trial Progressing (Emerging Markets) (Clinical 

Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase I - SCLC/Solid Tumors (CH-001)  

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: Ascentage Pharma Group Corporation (6855.HK)  

Partner Companies: 3SBio 

MD Anderson Cancer Center 

Phase: II 

Change to Likelihood of 

Approval: 

0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 10% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 10% 

Analysis: 

Ascentage Pharma announced the Phase I dose-escalation/expansion trial of APG-1252 (pelcitoclax) as a 

monotherapy in patients with SCLC in China is ongoing. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/13/2021 (Ascentage, Slide 38) 

 

 

AstraZeneca PLC (AZN) 

MEDI1191 for Solid Tumors 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Trial Announcement - Trial Progressing (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase I - +/-Durvalumab 

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: AstraZeneca PLC (AZN) 

Partner Companies: Moderna (MRNA) 

Phase: I 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 
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Likelihood of Approval: 6% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 6% 

Analysis: 

Moderna announced that the Phase I open-label, multi-center study of intratumoral injections of 

MEDI1191 alone and in combination with durvalumab in patients with advanced solid tumors, led by 

AstraZeneca, is ongoing. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (MRNA, Slide 32) 

 

AZD8601 for Congestive Heart Failure (CHF) and Cardiomyopathies 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Trial Announcement - Trial Progressing (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase IIa - EU 

Market Group: Cardiovascular 

Lead Company: AstraZeneca PLC (AZN) 

Partner Companies: Moderna (MRNA) 

Phase: Development Outside U.S. 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

Analysis: 

Moderna announced that the Phase IIa study of AZD8601 VEGF-A, which is being developed for patients 

with ischemic heart disease undergoing coronary artery bypass grafting (CABG) surgery with moderately 

impaired systolic function, led by AstraZeneca, is ongoing. Moderna has licensed worldwide commercial 

rights to AZD8601 to AstraZeneca. 

 

Source: 

Press Release 01/11/2021 (MRNA) 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (MRNA, Slide 32) 

 

Atea Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (AVIR) 
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AT-752 for Dengue Fever - Vaccines and Treatments 

Event Date: 12/31/2020 

Event Type: Regulatory - Progress Update (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase Ia - Healthy Volunteers (Australia) 

Market Group: Infectious Disease 

Lead Company: Atea Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (AVIR) 

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Development Outside U.S. 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

Analysis: 

Atea announced that the company filed a CTA in Australia for AT-752 for Dengue Fever in late 2020 and 

expects to start a Phase I study in 2021. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (AVIR) 

 

AT-527 for COVID-19 Treatment 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Regulatory - Progress Update (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase II - Intensive Virology (UK) 

Market Group: Infectious Disease 

Lead Company: Atea Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (AVIR) 

Partner Companies: Roche (RHHBY) 

Phase: II 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 27% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 27% 

Analysis: 

Atea announced that the protocol for the Phase II Intensive Virology study of AT-527 in outpatients of 

COVID-19 has been approved by the UK regulatory authorities. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (AVIR, Slide 19) 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=43487
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=3490
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401503
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=61322
https://www.biomedtracker.com/trialdetail.cfm?trialid=60137
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=7646
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=35550
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=3651
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401510
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=59815
https://www.biomedtracker.com/trialdetail.cfm?trialid=61420
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=7646
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=149
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
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AT-527 for COVID-19 Treatment 

Event Date: 12/31/2020 

Event Type: Trial Announcement - Initiation (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase I - Healthy Volunteers  

Market Group: Infectious Disease 

Lead Company: Atea Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (AVIR) 

Partner Companies: Roche (RHHBY) 

Phase: II 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 27% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 27% 

Analysis: 

Atea announced that it expects results from its Phase I healthy volunteer study of AT-527 in the first 

quarter of 2021. As such, we assume the trial was initiated as planned by the end of 2020. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (AVIR, Slide 16) 

 

 

Athira Pharma, Inc. (ATHA) 
 

ATH-1018 for Neurology - Other 

Event Date: 01/14/2021  

Event Type: Progress Update (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Neurology 

Lead Company: Athira Pharma, Inc. (ATHA)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Preclinical 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: N/A 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

 

Analysis: 

Athira announced it is developing ATH-1018, currently in preclinical development, for peripheral 

indications. An IND filing is expected by the end of 2022. 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=35550
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=3651
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401505
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=59815
https://www.biomedtracker.com/trialdetail.cfm?trialid=60132
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=7646
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=149
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=44139
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=192
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=402256
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=62322
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=4559
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
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Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2021 (ATHA, Slide 5)

 
 

ATH-1019/20 for Neurology - Other 

Event Date: 01/14/2021  

Event Type: Progress Update (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Neurology 

Lead Company: Athira Pharma, Inc. (ATHA)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Preclinical 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: N/A 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

 

Analysis: 

Athira announced it is developing ATH-1018, currently in preclinical development, for peripheral 

indications. An IND filing is expected by the end of 2022. 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2021 (ATHA, Slide 5 

 

 

Autolus Therapeutics plc (AUTL) 
 

AUTO1/22 for Acute Lymphoblastic Leukemia (ALL) 

Event Date: 12/31/2020  

Event Type: Trial Announcement - Initiation (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase I - Pediatric ALL  

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: Autolus Therapeutics plc (AUTL)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: I 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 6% 

Likelihood of Approval: 6% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 6% 

Analysis: 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=44138
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=192
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=402257
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=62321
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=4559
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=7815
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=41554
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=199
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=402017
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=58293
https://www.biomedtracker.com/trialdetail.cfm?trialid=61551
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=7815
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
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Autolus announced the Phase I Pediatric ALL study of AUTO1/22 started in December 2020, with data 

expected in the fourth quarter of 2021. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/13/2021 (AUTL) 

 
 

AUTO3 for Diffuse Large B-Cell Lymphoma (DLBCL) - NHL 

Event Date: 01/13/2021  

Event Type: Progress Update - Development Review (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: Autolus Therapeutics plc (AUTL)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: II 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 14% (4% Above Avg.) 

Average Approval: 10% 

Analysis: 

Autolus announced the Company intends to partner AUTO3 ahead of progressing into the next phase of 

development. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/13/2021 (AUTL) 

 
 

AUTO3 for Acute Lymphoblastic Leukemia (ALL) 

Event Date: 01/13/2021  

Event Type: Progress Update - Development Review (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: Autolus Therapeutics plc (AUTL)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: II 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 12% (2% Above Avg.) 

Average Approval: 10% 

Analysis: 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=36082
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=3095
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=402034
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=50168
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=7815
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=36082
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=199
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=402037
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=50169
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=7815
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
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Autolus announced the Company intends to partner AUTO3 ahead of progressing into the next phase of 

development. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/13/2021 (AUTL) 

 
 

AUTO1 for Hematologic Cancer 

Event Date: 01/13/2021  

Event Type: Progress Update (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: Autolus Therapeutics plc (AUTL)  

Partner Companies: UCL  

Phase: Preclinical 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: N/A 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

Analysis: 

Autolus announced the Company is planning to develop AUTO1 in primary CNS lymphoma, with the 

study start planned for the first quarter of 2021. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/13/2021 (AUTL) 

 

 

Bausch Health Companies Inc. (BHC) 
 

Thermage CPT for Wrinkles 

Event Date: 01/13/2020  

Event Type: Progress Update - Product Launch (Emerging Markets) (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Dermatology 

Lead Company: Bausch Health Companies Inc. (BHC)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Approved 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 100% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 100% 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=37875
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=196
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=402049
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=62285
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=7815
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=3503
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=15738
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=1508
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=364043
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=20093
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=470
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
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Analysis: 

Bausch Health announced that the Thermage FLX device has launched in the Asia Pacific market with 

further geographical expansion focus and activities still underway. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/13/2020 (BHC, Slide 8) 

 
 

Baxter International Inc. (BAX) 

Novum IQ Infusion Platform for Drug Delivery Technology 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Regulatory - Progress Update (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Not Specified 

Lead Company: Baxter International Inc. (BAX) 

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Development Outside U.S. 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

Analysis: 

Baxter announced that the company is working with the FDA on the 510(k) application, and plans to 

submit a 510(k) filing in the next few months. The company has a targeted approval and launch date of 

the second half of 2021. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (BAX) 

 

Novum IQ Infusion Platform for Drug Delivery Technology 

Event Date: 12/31/2020 

Event Type: Regulatory - CE Mark Approval (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Not Specified 

https://ir.bauschhealth.com/~/media/Files/V/Valeant-IR/reports-and-presentations/20190113-jpmorgan-2020.pdf
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=44037
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=3603
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401524
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=62173
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=58
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=44037
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=3603
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401517
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=62173
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Lead Company: Baxter International Inc. (BAX) 

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Development Outside U.S. 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

Analysis: 

Baxter announced that the Novum IQ received CE Mark approval in the fourth quarter of 2020. 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (BAX, Slide 13) 

 

 

BioNTech SE (BNTX) 

RG6180 for Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer (NSCLC) 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Trial Announcement - Initiation (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase II - w/Atezolizumab 

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: BioNTech SE (BNTX) 

Partner Companies: Roche (RHHBY) 

Phase: II 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: N/A 

Likelihood of Approval: 10% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 10% 

Analysis: 

BioNTech reported that Phase II studies for BNT122 (iNeST program) is ongoing, with the Phase II study 

in combination with atezolizumab recently initiated and further programs are planned. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (BNTX, Slide 15) 

 
BioXcel Therapeutics, Inc. (BTAI) 

 

BXCL501 for Dementia 

Event Date: 01/14/2021  

Event Type: Trial Announcement - Trial Completed (Clinical Analysis) 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=58
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://s22.q4cdn.com/911189824/files/doc_presentations/2021/BAX-PRESENTATION-JP-MORGAN-2021-(FINAL).pdf
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=31415
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=211
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401548
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=62179
https://www.biomedtracker.com/trialdetail.cfm?trialid=61422
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=5277
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=149
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://investors.biontech.de/static-files/82c9e451-7503-4217-a51f-ee7fb6497b17
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=7982
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=36633
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=315
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=402187
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=59355
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Trial Name: Phase Ib/II - TRANQUILITY  

Market Group: Neurology 

Lead Company: BioXcel Therapeutics, Inc. (BTAI)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: II 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 23% (6% Above Avg.) 

Average Approval: 17% 

 

Analysis: 

Bioxcel announced they have completed their Phase I/II TRANQUILITY trial studying BXCL501 for the 

treatment of dementia. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2021 (BTAI, Slide 5)

 
 

Blade Therapeutics, Inc 
 

BLD-0409 for Idiopathic Pulmonary Fibrosis (IPF) 

Event Date: 01/14/2021  

Event Type: Trial Announcement - Trial Progressing (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase Ia - SAD/MAD  

Market Group: Respiratory 

Lead Company: Blade Therapeutics, Inc  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: I 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 12% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 12% 

 

Analysis: 

Blade Therapeutics announced an update on its Phase I program of BLD-0409. 

 

The company has completed 6 SAD cohorts, and the 1,000mg cohort was dropped due to GI tolerability. 

The company has completed 4 MAD cohorts (100, 300, 500, 750mg), and has been well tolerated. The 

company has completed a SAD cohort at 750mg with food or fasted, and saw improved tolerability 

under fed conditions. Lastly, the top-line safety of the molecule was confirmed. 

 

Source: 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/trialdetail.cfm?trialid=57553
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=7982
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://d1io3yog0oux5.cloudfront.net/_dd20c2d2112bab442d13a5448a8544ae/bioxceltherapeutics/db/440/3656/presentation/JPM+corporate+deck_+FINAL+WEBSITE.pdf
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=9446
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=41427
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=387
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=402250
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=58116
https://www.biomedtracker.com/trialdetail.cfm?trialid=58527
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=9446
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
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J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2021 (Blade Therapeutics, Slide 15)

 

 

bluebird bio (BLUE) 

DARIC33 for Acute Myelogenous Leukemia (AML) 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Progress Update (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: bluebird bio (BLUE) 

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Preclinical 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: N/A 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

Analysis: 

bluebird bio currently lists DARIC33 for the treatment of pediatric acute myelogenous leukemia (AML) in 

preclinical development on its pipeline. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (BLUE, Slide 17) 

 

bbT369 for Non-Hodgkin's Lymphoma (NHL) 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Progress Update (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: bluebird bio (BLUE) 

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Preclinical 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: N/A 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

Analysis: 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=44052
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=97
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401655
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=62200
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=2924
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
http://investor.bluebirdbio.com/static-files/1022b342-7687-4347-9b22-11f85f55b474
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=44051
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=205
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401657
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=62199
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=2924
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
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bluebird bio currently lists bbT369 for the treatment of B-NHL in preclinical development on its pipeline. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (BLUE, Slide 17) 

 
 

Boston Scientific Corporation (BSX) 
 

WATCHMAN FLX for Stroke Prevention in Atrial Fibrillation (SPAF) 

Event Date: 01/14/2020  

Event Type: Trial Announcement (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: CHAMPION-AF  

Market Group: Hematology 

Lead Company: Boston Scientific Corporation (BSX)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Approved 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 100% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 100% 

 

Analysis: 

Boston Scientific announced the company plans to initiate the CHAMPION-AF study. The company plans 

to begin enrolling in the second half of 2020. 

 

CHAMPION-AF Study Design 

CHAMPION-AF is a randomized, controlled trial studying the Watchman FLX vs. DOACs in lower bleeding 

risk patients with non-vascular atrial fibrillation (NVAF). Researchers are expecting to enroll around 

2,000 NVAF patients at approximately 150 sites. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2020 (BSX, Slide 17) 

 
 

Millipede IRIS for Cardiac Valve Surgery 

Event Date: 11/13/2019  

Event Type: Trial Announcement - Initiation (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: Feasibility Study (AUS)  

Market Group: Cardiovascular 

Lead Company: Boston Scientific Corporation (BSX)  

http://investor.bluebirdbio.com/static-files/1022b342-7687-4347-9b22-11f85f55b474
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=18054
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=2965
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=364023
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=23581
https://www.biomedtracker.com/trialdetail.cfm?trialid=56542
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=72
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
http://investors.bostonscientific.com/~/media/Files/B/Boston-Scientific-IR/documents/events/bsx-2020-jpm-presentation-final.pdf
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=31436
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=678
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=364030
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=43443
https://www.biomedtracker.com/trialdetail.cfm?trialid=56545
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=72
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Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Development Outside U.S. 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

 

Analysis: 

A study to evaluate the feasibility and safety of the Millipede transcatheter annuloplasty ring system in 

patients with functional mitral regurgitation is currently recruiting participants. Estimated enrollment is 

15 participants. 

 

Source: 

www.clinicaltrials.gov 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2020 (BSX, Slide 16) 

 

 

Bristol Myers Squibb Company (BMY) 

Zeposia for Multiple Sclerosis (MS) 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Progress Update - Product Launch (Europe) (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Neurology 

Lead Company: Bristol Myers Squibb Company (BMY) 

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Approved 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 100% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 100% 

Analysis: 

Bristol Myers Squibb announced the product launch of Zeposia in europe. 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (BMY, Slide 10) 

 

Onureg for Acute Myelogenous Leukemia (AML) 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT04147884
http://investors.bostonscientific.com/~/media/Files/B/Boston-Scientific-IR/documents/events/bsx-2020-jpm-presentation-final.pdf
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=18250
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=153
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401549
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=23874
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=73
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://s21.q4cdn.com/104148044/files/doc_presentations/2021/Bristol-Myers-Squibb-JPM-2021-Presentation.pdf
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=3187
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=97
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401552
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Event Type: Progress Update - Product Launch (U.S.) (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: Bristol Myers Squibb Company (BMY) 

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Approved 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 100% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 100% 

Analysis: 

Bristol Myers Squibb announced the launch of Onureg for 1L acute myelogenous leukemia (AML) 

maintenance. 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (BMY, Slide 10) 

 

Coherus BioSciences, Inc. (CHRS) 
 

FYB201 for Wet Age-Related Macular Degeneration (Wet AMD) (Ophthalmology) 

Event Date: 12/31/2019  

Event Type: Regulatory - Biosimilar 351(k) Filing (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Ophthalmology 

Lead Company: Coherus BioSciences, Inc. (CHRS)  

Partner Companies: Formycon AG (FYB:GR) 

Santo Holding 

Phase: NDA/BLA 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 28% 

Likelihood of Approval: 87% (8% Above Avg.) 

Average Approval: 79% 

 

Analysis: 

Coherus lists that the Company filed with the FDA in December 2019 for a Lucentis biosimilar 

candidate, licensed by Bioeq in 2019. Coherus plans to launch the drug in 2021. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2020 (CHRS, Slide 21) 

 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=10376
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=73
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://s21.q4cdn.com/104148044/files/doc_presentations/2021/Bristol-Myers-Squibb-JPM-2021-Presentation.pdf
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=28151
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=162
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=364019
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=39353
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=3712
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=5884
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=5891
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=357588
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Constellation Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (CNST) 
 

CPI-0209 for Prostate Cancer 

Event Date: 01/14/2021  

Event Type: Trial Data - Top-Line Results (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase I/II - Dose Escalation 

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: Constellation Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (CNST)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: II 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 10% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 10% 

 

Analysis: 

Constellation presented very early dose escalation data from its ongoing Phase I/II study of CPI-0209 in 

solid tumors. 

 

Context 

Given the efficacy signals observed to date, Constellation intends to study CPI-0209 in prostate cancer. 

 

Design 

This is an ongoing Phase I/II study of CPI-0209 in solid tumors. 

 

Results 

CPI-0209 was observed to induce EZH2 Controlled genes in a dose dependent manner. No MTD has 

been reached. 

 

Most Common Adverse Events 

CPI-0209 is well tolerated, with no DLTs observed to date. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2021 (CNST, Slide 23-25)

 

 

Crinetics Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (CRNX) 
 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=4245
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=39895
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=215
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=402186
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=55796
https://www.biomedtracker.com/trialdetail.cfm?trialid=54904
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=4245
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=7486
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CRN04894 for Cushing's Syndrome 

Event Date: 01/13/2021  

Event Type: Regulatory - IND Filing (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase I - SAD/MAD  

Market Group: Endocrine 

Lead Company: Crinetics Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (CRNX)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: IND 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

Analysis: 

Crinetics announced that the U.S. IND filing has been completed for the Phase I first-in-human study of 

CRN04894 in Crohn's disease. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/13/2021 (CRNX, Slide 21) 

 

CSL Limited (CSL:AU) 
 

CSL730 for Autoimmune Disorders 

Event Date: 01/13/2020  

Event Type: Trial Announcement - Trial Progressing (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase I - SAD (Healthy)  

Market Group: Autoimmune/immunology 

Lead Company: CSL Limited (CSL:AU)  

Partner Companies: Momenta Pharmaceuticals (MNTA)  

Phase: I 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 14% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 14% 

 

Analysis: 

Momenta Pharmaceuticals announced a Phase I clinical trial to evaluate the safety and tolerability of 

M230 in healthy volunteers is ongoing and Momenta’s partner, CSL, looks forward to introducing a 

subcutaneous formulation into the Phase I program. 

 

Source: 

Press Release 01/13/2020 (MNTA) 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2020 (MNTA, Slide 18) 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=39965
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=637
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=402081
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=55892
https://www.biomedtracker.com/trialdetail.cfm?trialid=61575
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=7486
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=27607
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=180
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=363792
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=38737
https://www.biomedtracker.com/trialdetail.cfm?trialid=46968
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=870
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=945
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.momentapharma.com/investors-and-news/press-releases/press-releases-details/2020/Momenta-Provides-Year-End-2019-Update-and-2020-Outlook/default.aspx
https://www.momentapharma.com/files/doc_presentations/2020/Momenta-2020-JPM-presentation-(1).pdf
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CytomX Therapeutics, Inc. (CTMX) 
 

CX-2043 for Solid Tumors 

Event Date: 01/14/2021  

Event Type: Progress Update - Development Review (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: CytomX Therapeutics, Inc. (CTMX)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Preclinical 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: N/A 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

 

Analysis: 

CytomX is developing a third conditional ADC program called CX-2043. CX-2043 is a EpCAM-targeting 

probody drug conjugate (PDC) and was generated in collaboration with Immunogen, however CytomX 

retains worldwide development and commercial rights. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2021 (CTMX, Slide 28)

 
 

CX-188 for Cancer 

Event Date: 01/14/2021  

Event Type: Progress Update - Suspension (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: CytomX Therapeutics, Inc. (CTMX)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Suspended 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

 

Analysis: 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=3890
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=44130
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=197
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=402199
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=62309
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=3890
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=38097
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=313
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=402200
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=53179
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=3890
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
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CytomX has not provided any updates on the CX-188 program and has focused on other products in its 

pipeline. As such, we are suspending this drug program pending further updates. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2021 (CTMX, Slide 32) 

Informa Analysis

 
 

CX-2005 for Solid Tumors 

Event Date: 01/14/2021  

Event Type: Progress Update - Suspension (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: CytomX Therapeutics, Inc. (CTMX)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Suspended 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

 

Analysis: 

CytomX has not provided any updates on the CX-2005 program and has focused on other products in its 

pipeline. As such, we are suspending this drug program pending further updates. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2021 (CTMX, Slide 32) 

Informa Analysis

 

 

Daiichi Sankyo Co., Ltd. (4568) 
 

Injectafer for Anemia 

Event Date: 12/31/2020  

Event Type: Progress Update - Product Launch (Japan) (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Hematology 

Lead Company: Daiichi Sankyo Co., Ltd. (4568)  

https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=27864
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=197
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=402201
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=39060
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=3890
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=343
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=7954
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=375
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=402052
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=9772
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=343
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Partner Companies: Fresenius (FSNUY) 

Vifor Pharma (VIFN) 

Zeria (4559:JP) 

Phase: Approved 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 100% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 100% 

Analysis: 

Vifor Pharma announced that Ferinject was launched in Japan in 2020. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/13/2021 (VIFN, Slide 3) 

 
 

Injectafer for Anemia 

Event Date: 12/31/2020  

Event Type: Regulatory - Filing for Approval (Emerging Markets) (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Hematology 

Lead Company: Daiichi Sankyo Co., Ltd. (4568)  

Partner Companies: Fresenius (FSNUY) 

Vifor Pharma (VIFN) 

Zeria (4559:JP) 

Phase: Approved 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 100% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 100% 

Analysis: 

Vifor Pharma announced that in 2020 an NDA submission for Ferinject has been accepted in China. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/13/2021 (VIFN, Slide 3) 

 
 

DS-3939 for Solid Tumors 

Event Date: 01/13/2021  

Event Type: Progress Update (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: Daiichi Sankyo Co., Ltd. (4568)  

https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=882
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=1307
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=2030
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=7954
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=375
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=402053
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=9772
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=343
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=882
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=1307
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=2030
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=44109
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=197
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=402035
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=62282
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=343
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Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Preclinical 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: N/A 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

Analysis: 

Daiichi Sankyo reported that DS-3939 is entering preclinical development for solid tumors. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/13/2021 (DSKYF, Slide 46) 

 
 

DS-6000 for Solid Tumors 

Event Date: 01/13/2021  

Event Type: Progress Update (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: Daiichi Sankyo Co., Ltd. (4568)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Preclinical 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: N/A 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

Analysis: 

Daiichi Sankyo announced that DS-6000, a CDH6 ADC, is in late preclinical development with first-in-

human study expected to be initiated in the fourth quarter of FY2020. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/13/2021 (DSKYF, Slide 46) 

 
 

DS-7300 for Solid Tumors 

Event Date: 01/13/2021  

Event Type: Trial Data - Top-Line Results (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase I/II - First-in-Human Study  

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: Daiichi Sankyo Co., Ltd. (4568)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: II 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.daiichisankyo.com/files/investors/library/materials/2020/pdf/20210113%E2%80%97JPM%20Conference.pdf
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=44108
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=197
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=402032
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=62281
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=343
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.daiichisankyo.com/files/investors/library/materials/2020/pdf/20210113%E2%80%97JPM%20Conference.pdf
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=39917
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=197
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=402023
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=55822
https://www.biomedtracker.com/trialdetail.cfm?trialid=55523
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=343
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
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Likelihood of Approval: 10% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 10% 

Analysis: 

Daiichi Sankyo provided updates on its early ADC program, including DS-7300. 

 

Design 

This is a Phase I/II first in human study of DS-7300 in solid tumors, conducted in collaboration with Sara 

Cannon. 

 

Results 

The trial has completed dose level 6 (8 mg/kg), and early clinical signal was observed with confirmed 

responses. 

 

Most Common Adverse Events 

No DLTs were detected. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/13/2021 (DSKYF, Slide 46) 

 
 

DS-6157 for Gastrointestinal Stromal Tumor (GIST) 

Event Date: 01/13/2021  

Event Type: Trial Announcement - Trial Progressing (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase I - A-U101  

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: Daiichi Sankyo Co., Ltd. (4568)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: I 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 6% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 6% 

Analysis: 

Daiichi Sankyo announced an update on the Phase I study of DS-6157 in GIST. The trial is currently on 

the fourth dose level, with no DLT observed. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/13/2021 (DSKYF, Slide 36)

 

 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.daiichisankyo.com/files/investors/library/materials/2020/pdf/20210113%E2%80%97JPM%20Conference.pdf
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=39919
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=626
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=402026
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=55826
https://www.biomedtracker.com/trialdetail.cfm?trialid=57260
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=343
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.daiichisankyo.com/files/investors/library/materials/2020/pdf/20210113%E2%80%97JPM%20Conference.pdf
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Deciphera Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (DCPH) 

DCC-3014 for Solid Tumors 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Trial Announcement - Trial Progressing (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: Deciphera Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (DCPH) 

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: I 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 6% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 6% 

Analysis: 

Deciphera announced the recommended Phase II dose for vimseltinib in TGCT patients was determined 

to be 30 mg twice weekly. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (Slide 22) 

 

DCC-3116 for Solid Tumors 

Event Date: 12/31/2020 

Event Type: Regulatory - IND Filing (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: Deciphera Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (DCPH) 

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: IND 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

Analysis: 

Deciphera announced the Company plans to initiate the Phase I study of DCC-3116, an inhibitor of ULK 

kinase for the potential treatment of patients with cancers driven by mutations in RAS genes, in the 

second quarter of 2021, subject to FDA authorization to proceed under the investigational new drug 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=23868
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=197
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401515
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=32897
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=3510
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://investors.deciphera.com/static-files/eab0405d-21ac-43af-991e-c8a6aa5f394c
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=40547
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=197
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401527
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=56815
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=3510
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
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(IND) application submitted in the fourth quarter of 2020. 

 

Source: 

Press Release 01/11/2021 (DCPH) 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (Slide 32) 

 
 

Denali Therapeutics Inc. (DNLI) 
 

DNL310 for Mucopolysaccharidosis II (MPS II; Hunter Syndrome) 

Event Date: 12/31/2019  

Event Type: Regulatory - IND Filing (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase I/II - 001  

Market Group: Metabolic 

Lead Company: Denali Therapeutics Inc. (DNLI)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: IND 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

 

Analysis: 

Denali announced that it submitted an IND for DNL310 for Hunter syndrome, which is the company’s 

first submission with a biotherapeutic product candidate engineered to cross the BBB enabled by the 

Transport Vehicle technology. 

 

Denali submitted an IND in late December 2019 for DNL310, or ETV:IDS, a recombinant form of the 

iduronate 2-sulfatase (IDS) enzyme engineered to cross the BBB using Denali’s proprietary Enzyme 

Transport Vehicle technology. If Denali receives clearance of the IND, it intends to initiate a Phase I/II 

clinical trial of DNL310 in patients with Hunter syndrome. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2020 (DNLI) 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2020 (DNLI, Slide 7) 

 
 

DNL151 for Parkinson's Disease (PD) 

 

https://investors.deciphera.com/news-releases/news-release-details/deciphera-pharmaceuticals-provides-corporate-update-and-0
https://investors.deciphera.com/static-files/eab0405d-21ac-43af-991e-c8a6aa5f394c
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=36652
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=396
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=364010
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=51059
https://www.biomedtracker.com/trialdetail.cfm?trialid=53797
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=5554
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://denalitherapeutics.com/investors/press-release?id=7361
https://denalitherapeutics.com/uploads/documents/events/DNLI_JPM_01132020_Final_1_PDFf.pdf
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=36647
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=194
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Event Date: 01/14/2020  

Event Type: Trial Data - Top-Line Results (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase I - Healthy Volunteers (Netherlands)  

Market Group: Neurology 

Lead Company: Denali Therapeutics Inc. (DNLI) 

Partner Companies: Roche (RHHBY)  

Phase: I 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 10% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 10% 

 

Analysis: 

Denali Therapeutics announced the results of its Phase Ib clinical trial of LRRK2 inhibitor DNL201 in 

patients with Parkinson’s disease and its Phase I clinical trial of LRRK2 inhibitor DNL151 in healthy 

volunteers. 

 

Context 

Given these data, the DNL151 Phase I and Phase Ib clinical trials have been expanded to study higher 

doses. Denali also announced that it submitted an IND for DNL310 for Hunter syndrome, which is the 

company’s first submission with a biotherapeutic product candidate engineered to cross the BBB 

enabled by the Transport Vehicle technology. Furthermore, a CTA for a Phase I first-in-human healthy 

volunteer study of EIF2B activator DNL343, intended for the treatment of ALS and other 

neurodegenerative diseases, has been approved. Denali intends to select either DNL201 or DNL151 in 

mid-2020 to advance into Phase II/III clinical trials in patients with Parkinson’s disease. 

 

Denali also announced the company modified the trial protocol and added higher doses just to explore 

the therapeutic window of DEN151. 

 

Results 

Target and pathway engagement of greater than 50 percent and a dose-dependent reduction of BMP in 

urine of up to 50 percent were observed at clinically relevant doses. 

 

Most Common Adverse Events 

Phase I results with DNL151 in more than 150 healthy volunteers met all safety and biomarker goals. 

DNL151 was generally safe and well tolerated at all doses tested, and the majority of subjects 

experienced either no or mild AEs. 

 

Conclusion 

LRRK2 inhibitor DNL151 Phase I demonstrated high levels of target and pathway engagement and 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=363999
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=51053
https://www.biomedtracker.com/trialdetail.cfm?trialid=45723
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=5554
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=149
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/trialdetail.cfm?trialid=54681
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modulation of lysosomal biomarkers in healthy volunteers and continues in an expanded Phase Ib study 

in patients with Parkinson’s disease 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2020 (DNLI) 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2020 (DNLI, Slide 13-15) 

 
 

DNL201 for Parkinson's Disease (PD) 

Event Date: 01/14/2020  

Event Type: Trial Data - Top-Line Results (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase Ib - Mild to Moderate Parkinson's Disease +/- LRRK2 Mutation  

Market Group: Neurology 

Lead Company: Denali Therapeutics Inc. (DNLI)  

Partner Companies: Roche (RHHBY)  

Phase: I 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 10% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 10% 

 

Analysis: 

Denali Therapeutics announced the results of its Phase Ib clinical trial of LRRK2 inhibitor DNL201 in 

patients with Parkinson’s disease and its Phase I clinical trial of LRRK2 inhibitor DNL151 in healthy 

volunteers. 

 

Context 

Denali also announced that it submitted an IND for DNL310 for Hunter syndrome, which is the 

company’s first submission with a biotherapeutic product candidate engineered to cross the BBB 

enabled by the Transport Vehicle technology. Furthermore, a CTA for a Phase I first-in-human healthy 

volunteer study of EIF2B activator DNL343, intended for the treatment of ALS and other 

neurodegenerative diseases, has been approved. Denali intends to select either DNL201 or DNL151 in 

mid-2020 to advance into Phase II/III clinical trials in patients with Parkinson’s disease. 

 

Results 

Phase Ib results with DNL201 in patients with Parkinson’s disease met all biomarker goals by 

demonstrating greater than 50 percent inhibition of pS935 LRRK2 and pRAB10 in blood for both doses 

tested and improvement of the lysosomal biomarker BMP (22:6-bis-monoacylglycero-phosphate) by 20 

percent and 60 percent in urine at the low and high dose, respectively. 

 

https://denalitherapeutics.com/investors/press-release?id=7361
https://denalitherapeutics.com/uploads/documents/events/DNLI_JPM_01132020_Final_1_PDFf.pdf
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=30961
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=194
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=363994
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=42828
https://www.biomedtracker.com/trialdetail.cfm?trialid=51614
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=5554
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=149
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
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Most Common Adverse Events 

DNL201 was generally well tolerated at the low dose and the majority of subjects experienced either no 

or mild adverse events (AEs). There was one SAE considered unrelated to drug. At the high dose, the 

majority of subjects experienced either mild or moderate AEs and there was one severe AE (headache) 

leading to dose reduction and one study withdrawal (headache and nausea). All treatment-related AEs 

were manageable and reversible. 

 

Conclusion 

LRRK2 inhibitor DNL201 Phase Ib demonstrated high levels of target and pathway engagement and 

improvement of lysosomal biomarkers in patients with Parkinson’s disease. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2020 (DNLI) 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2020 (DNLI, Slide 10-15) 

 
 

DNL343 for Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) 

Event Date: 12/01/2019  

Event Type: Regulatory - Progress Update (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Neurology 

Lead Company: Denali Therapeutics Inc. (DNLI) 

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Development Outside U.S. 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: N/A 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

 

Analysis: 

Denali submitted a CTA in early December 2019 for DNL343, a small molecule brain-penetrant activator 

of EIF2B. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2020 (DNLI) 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2020 (DNLI, Slide 7) 

 
 

DNL343 for Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) 

Event Date: 01/14/2020  

https://denalitherapeutics.com/investors/press-release?id=7361
https://denalitherapeutics.com/uploads/documents/events/DNLI_JPM_01132020_Final_1_PDFf.pdf
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=41700
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=193
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=363987
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=58541
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=5554
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://denalitherapeutics.com/investors/press-release?id=7361
https://denalitherapeutics.com/uploads/documents/events/DNLI_JPM_01132020_Final_1_PDFf.pdf
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=41700
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=193
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=363988
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Event Type: Trial Announcement - Regulatory Approval to Initiate (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase I - Healthy Volunteers  

Market Group: Neurology 

Lead Company: Denali Therapeutics Inc. (DNLI)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Development Outside U.S. 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

 

Analysis: 

Denali submitted a CTA in early December 2019 for DNL343, a small molecule brain-penetrant activator 

of EIF2B. The CTA cleared in January 2020, and Denali plans to initiate a Phase I clinical trial for DNL343 

in healthy volunteers. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2020 (DNLI) 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2020 (DNLI, Slide 7) 

 
 

Eagle Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (EGRX) 

 

EA-114 for Breast Cancer 

Event Date: 09/30/2020  

Event Type: Regulatory - Meeting with FDA (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: Eagle Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (EGRX)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: I 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 6% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 6% 

Analysis: 

Eagle Pharmacueticans announced the company held a positive Type C meeting with FDA on fulvestrant 

(EA-114) in the third quarter of 2020 and is in the process of gaining agreement on the details of the 

formal protocol for the clinical study. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/13/2021 (EGRX, Slide 3) 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=58541
https://www.biomedtracker.com/trialdetail.cfm?trialid=56531
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=5554
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://denalitherapeutics.com/investors/press-release?id=7361
https://denalitherapeutics.com/uploads/documents/events/DNLI_JPM_01132020_Final_1_PDFf.pdf
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=2403
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=36440
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=214
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=402083
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=50748
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=2403
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
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EA-111 for Undisclosed 

Event Date: 01/13/2021  

Event Type: Progress Update (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Not Specified 

Lead Company: Eagle Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (EGRX)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Preclinical 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

Analysis: 

Eagle Pharmaceuticals announced preclinical and toxicology studies for EAT-111 are in progress. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/13/2021 (EGRX, Slide 3) 

 
 

Ryanodex for Biodefense 

Event Date: 01/13/2021  

Event Type: Progress Update (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Neurology 

Lead Company: Eagle Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (EGRX)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Preclinical 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

Analysis: 

Eagle Pharmaceutical announced the company is initiating dose ranging studies in another animal model 

using IV administration with an arm using IM formulation of EA-111. Preliminary results expected to 

allow the company to update its SPA with FDA. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/13/2021 (EGRX, Slide 3) 

 
 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=39964
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=3338
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=402078
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=55891
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=2403
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=23877
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=730
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=402079
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=56649
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=2403
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
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Ryanodex for Acute Radiation Syndrome (ARS) 

Event Date: 01/13/2021  

Event Type: Progress Update (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Not Specified 

Lead Company: Eagle Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (EGRX)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Preclinical 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

Analysis: 

Eagle Pharmaceutical reported the company has completed POC study, and began entering 

registrational animal studies under FDA Animal Rule. Eagle expects to conduct a GLP study in a validated 

animal model. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/13/2021 (EGRX, Slide 3) 

 
 

Edwards Lifesciences Corp. (EW) 

MITRIS RESILIA for Cardiac Valve Surgery 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Progress Update (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Cardiovascular 

Lead Company: Edwards Lifesciences Corp. (EW) 

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Development 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: N/A 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

Analysis: 

Edwards Lifesciences announced an update on the MITRIS RESILIA program. The device utilizes the 

RESILIA tissue and is expected to launch in the US and Japan in 2021. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (EW) 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=23877
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=666
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=402080
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=54855
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=2403
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=44043
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=678
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401558
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=62180
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=1096
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
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Eli Lilly and Company (LLY) 
 

Etesevimab for COVID-19 Treatment 

Event Date: 01/13/2021  

Event Type: Trial Data - Top-Line Results (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase II/III - BLAZE-1 (w/Bamlanivimab)  

Market Group: Infectious Disease 

Lead Company: Eli Lilly and Company (LLY)  

Partner Companies: Lonza (LZAGF) 

Shanghai Junshi Biosciences (1877) 

Phase: III 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 61% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 61% 

 
 

Placebo Treatment Treatment Difference 

Between 

Treatment and 

Placebo 

Difference 

Between 

Treatment and 

Placebo 

Treatment Description Placebo Bamlanivimab 

Monotherapy 

Bamlanivimab 

+ Etesevimab 

Bamlanivimab 

Monotherapy vs. 

Placebo 

Bamlanivimab + 

Etesevimab vs. 

Placebo 

Number of Patients 144 299 100 443 244 

Number of Evaluable 

Patients 

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Mean change in viral 

load at Day 11 from 

baseline  

(Endpoint=Primary) 

N/A   N/A     N/A     0.030 log 

(P= 0.8700)   

  -0.560 log 

(P= 0.0110)   

Patients w/Log (viral 

load) >5.27) at day 7  

20.800 

% 

  10.400 % 

(P= 0.0048)   

  3.000 % 

(P= 0.0000)   

  N/A     N/A   

Hospitalization rates 

within 28 days after 

treatment  

(Endpoint=Primary) 

5.800 %   1.600 % 

(P= 0.0200)   

  0.900 % 

(P= 0.0490)   

  N/A     N/A   

Hospitalization rates 

within 28 days after 

treatment 

13.500 

% 

  4.000 %     0.000 %     N/A     N/A   

https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=136
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=42366
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=3651
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=402009
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=59607
https://www.biomedtracker.com/trialdetail.cfm?trialid=61541
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=136
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=238
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=9167
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
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Higher Risk Patients  

(Endpoint=Primary) 

 

Analysis: 

Shanghai Junshi announce results of the combination therapy of LY-CoV555 and LY-CoV016 in 

participants with mild to moderate COVID-19 illness. 

 

Context 

Shanghai Junshi announced that its partner, Eli Lilly has submitted a EUA request for the combination of 

LY-CoV016 and LY-CoV555 in patients with mild to moderate COVID-19 in mid-November 2020. 

 

Design 

A randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled Phase II study to evaluate the efficacy and safety of LY-

CoV555 and LY-CoV016 in participants with mild to moderate COVID-19 illness. 

 

Results 

New data showed that the combination treatment reduced viral load, symptoms and COVID-related 

hospitalizations and ER visits. Exploratory analysis shows that combination therapy is better at avoiding 

the putative resistance variants. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/13/2021 (Shanghai Junshi, Slide 21-23) 

 
 

Bamlanivimab for COVID-19 Treatment 

Event Date: 01/13/2021  

Event Type: Trial Data - Updated Results (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase II/III - BLAZE-1 (w/Etesevimab, Mild to Moderate)  

Market Group: Infectious Disease 

Lead Company: Eli Lilly and Company (LLY)  

Partner Companies: AbCellera  

Phase: III 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 67% (6% Above Avg.) 

Average Approval: 61% 

 
 

Placebo Treatment Treatment Difference 

Between 

Treatment and 

Placebo 

Difference 

Between 

Treatment and 

Placebo 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=42019
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=3651
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=402022
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=59056
https://www.biomedtracker.com/trialdetail.cfm?trialid=59042
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=136
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=13955
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
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Treatment Description Placebo Bamlanivimab 

Monotherapy 

Bamlanivimab 

+ Etesevimab 

Bamlanivimab 

Monotherapy vs. 

Placebo 

Bamlanivimab + 

Etesevimab vs. 

Placebo 

Number of Patients 144 299 100 443 244 

Number of Evaluable 

Patients 

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Mean change in viral 

load at Day 11 from 

baseline  

(Endpoint=Primary) 

N/A   N/A     N/A     0.030 log 

(P= 0.8700)   

  -0.560 log 

(P= 0.0110)   

Patients w/Log (viral 

load) >5.27) at day 7  

20.800 

% 

  10.400 % 

(P= 0.0048)   

  3.000 % 

(P= 0.0000)   

  N/A     N/A   

Hospitalization rates 

within 28 days after 

treatment  

(Endpoint=Primary) 

5.800 %   1.600 % 

(P= 0.0200)   

  0.900 % 

(P= 0.0490)   

  N/A     N/A   

Hospitalization rates 

within 28 days after 

treatment 

Higher Risk Patients  

(Endpoint=Primary) 

13.500 

% 

  4.000 %     0.000 %     N/A     N/A   

Analysis: 

Shanghai Junshi announce results of the combination therapy of LY-CoV555 and LY-CoV016 in 

participants with mild to moderate COVID-19 illness. 

 

Results from this study were last seen in October 2020. 

 

Context 

Shanghai Junshi announced that its partner, Eli Lilly has submitted a EUA request for the combination of 

LY-CoV016 and LY-CoV555 in patients with mild to moderate COVID-19 in mid-November 2020. 

 

Design 

A randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled Phase II study to evaluate the efficacy and safety of LY-

CoV555 and LY-CoV016 in participants with mild to moderate COVID-19 illness. 

 

Results 

New data showed that the combination treatment reduced viral load, symptoms and COVID-related 

hospitalizations and ER visits. Exploratory analysis shows that combination therapy is better at avoiding 

the putative resistance variants. 

 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=393176
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Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/13/2021 (Shanghai Junshi, Slide 21-23) 

 
 

Etesevimab for COVID-19 Treatment 

Event Date: 11/15/2020  

Event Type: Regulatory - Emergency Use Authorization (EUA) Submission (Clinical 

Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Infectious Disease 

Lead Company: Eli Lilly and Company (LLY)  

Partner Companies: Lonza (LZAGF) 

Shanghai Junshi Biosciences (1877) 

Phase: III 

Change to Likelihood of 

Approval: 

0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 61% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 61% 

Analysis: 

Shanghai Junshi announced that its partner, Eli Lilly has submitted a EUA request for the combination of 

LY-CoV016 and LY-CoV555 in patients with mild to moderate COVID-19 in mid-November 2020. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/13/2021 (Shanghai Junshi, Slide 4, 21) 

 
 

Bamlanivimab for COVID-19 Treatment 

Event Date: 11/15/2020  

Event Type: Regulatory - Emergency Use Authorization (EUA) Submission (Clinical 

Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Infectious Disease 

Lead Company: Eli Lilly and Company (LLY) 

Partner Companies: AbCellera  

Phase: III 

Change to Likelihood of 

Approval: 

0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 67% (6% Above Avg.) 

Average Approval: 61% 

Analysis: 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=42366
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=3651
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401985
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=59607
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=59607
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=136
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=238
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=9167
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
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Shanghai Junshi announced that its partner, Eli Lilly has submitted a EUA request for the combination of 

LY-CoV016 and LY-CoV555 in patients with mild to moderate COVID-19 in mid-November 2020. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/13/2021 (Shanghai Junshi, Slide 4, 21) 

 
 

Enanta Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (ENTA) 
 

EDP-721 for Hepatitis B (HBV) Treatment (Antiviral) 

Event Date: 01/12/2021  

Event Type: Progress Update (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Infectious Disease 

Lead Company: Enanta Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (ENTA)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Preclinical 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: N/A 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

Analysis: 

EDP-721, a hepatitis B virus RNA destabilizer, is now in preclinical development by Enanta 

Pharmaceuticals. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/12/2021 (ENTA, Slide 23) 

 
 

G1 Therapeutics Inc. (GTHX) 

Lerociclib for Breast Cancer 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Regulatory - IND Filing (Emerging Markets) (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase III - GB491-004 (2L mBC; China) , Phase III - GB491-005 (1L BC; 

China) 

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: G1 Therapeutics Inc. (GTHX)  

Partner Companies: Genor Biopharma (6998) 

Phase: II 
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Change to Likelihood of 

Approval: 

0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 12% (2% Above Avg.) 

Average Approval: 10% 

Analysis: 

Genor Biopharma lists that an IND filing is under review for GB491 in China for the treatment of HR+ 

HER2- breast cancer. The IND filing is regarding two Phase III studies: 

• Phase III GB491-004 Trial: 2L Advanced mBC 
• Phase III GB491-005 Trial: 1L Advanced BC 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (Genor, Slides 5 and 10) 

 

Lerociclib for Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer (NSCLC) 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Regulatory - IND Filing (Emerging Markets) (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: G1 Therapeutics Inc. (GTHX)  

Partner Companies: Genor Biopharma (6998) 

Phase: II 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 10% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 10% 

Analysis: 

Genor Biopharma lists GB491 in IND development in China for the treatment of EGFR-mutant NSCLC. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (Genor, Slide 5) 

 

Trilaciclib for Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer (NSCLC) 

Event Date: 01/13/2021  

Event Type: Trial Announcement (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase II - Post Checkpoint Setting (2L/3L)  

Market Group: Oncology 
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Lead Company: G1 Therapeutics Inc. (GTHX)  

Partner Companies: Boehringer Ingelheim 

Simcere Pharmaceutical (2096) 

Phase: Preclinical 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: N/A 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

Analysis: 

G1 Therapeutics announced that the company plans to initiate Phase II clinical studies of trilaciclib in 

second and third-line non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) and first-line bladder cancer in the first half of 

2021. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/13/2021 (GTHX, Slide 8) 

 
 

Trilaciclib for Bladder Cancer 

Event Date: 01/13/2021  

Event Type: Trial Announcement (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase II - w/anti-PD-L1 (1L)  

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: G1 Therapeutics Inc. (GTHX)  

Partner Companies: Boehringer Ingelheim 

Simcere Pharmaceutical (2096) 

Phase: Preclinical 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: N/A 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

Analysis: 

G1 Therapeutics announced that the company plans to initiate Phase II clinical studies of trilaciclib in 

second and third-line non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) and first-line bladder cancer in the first half of 

2021. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/13/2021 (GTHX, Slide 8) 

 
 

Galapagos (GLPG) 
Jyseleca for Crohn's Disease 
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Event Date: 01/14/2021  

Event Type: Trial Data - Top-Line Results (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase II - Divergence1 (SBCD)  

Market Group: Autoimmune/immunology 

Lead Company: Gilead Sciences, Inc. (GILD)  

Partner Companies: Eisai (4523:JP) 

Galapagos (GLPG) 

Phase: III 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 62% (3% Above Avg.) 

Average Approval: 59% 

 

Analysis: 

Galapagos announced that the company recently unblinded data from the Phase II Divergence 1 trial in 

patients with Crohn's disease. 

 

Context 

Recruitiment for Divergence 1 was stopped early. 

 

Results 

In the Divergence 1 study 11 of 28 patients in the 200mg filgotinib arm achieved CDAI remission at week 

10 as compared to 4 of 18 patients in the placebo arm. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2021 (GLPG, Slide 10)

 

 

Genexine Inc.  
 

GX-I7 for COVID-19 Treatment 

Event Date: 01/13/2021  

Event Type: Progress Update (Emerging Markets) (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Infectious Disease 

Lead Company: Genexine Inc. (095700)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Development Outside U.S. 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: N/A 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 
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Average Approval: N/A 

Analysis: 

Genexine currently lists GX-I7 in Phase II status in Indonesia for the treatment of COVID-19. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/13/2021 (Genexine, Slide 5) 

 
 

Eftansomatropin for Short Stature / Growth Hormone Deficiency 

Event Date: 01/13/2021  

Event Type: Trial Announcement - Initiation (Emerging Markets) (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase III - Pediatric GHD (China)  

Market Group: Endocrine 

Lead Company: Genexine Inc. (095700)  

Partner Companies: Handok Pharmaceuticals 

I-Mab Biopharma (IMAB) 

Phase: II 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 28% (4% Above Avg.) 

Average Approval: 24% 

Analysis: 

Genexine currently lists GX-H9 in Phase III development in China for the treatment of growth hormone 

deficiency (PGHD). 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/13/2021 (Genexine, Slide 5) 

 
 

GX-G3 for Neutropenia / Leukopenia 

Event Date: 01/13/2021  

Event Type: Progress Update (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Hematology 

Lead Company: Genexine Inc. (095700)  

Partner Companies: I-Mab Biopharma (IMAB)  

Phase: Development Outside U.S. 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

Analysis: 
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Genexine currently lists GX-G3 in Phase II development in Europe for the treatment of neutropenia. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/13/2021 (Genexine, Slide 5) 

 
 

Genmab A/S (GMAB) 
 

GEN3013 for Diffuse Large B-Cell Lymphoma (DLBCL) - NHL 

Event Date: 01/13/2021  

Event Type: Trial Announcement - Initiation (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase III - GCT3013-05  

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: Genmab A/S (GMAB)  

Partner Companies: AbbVie (ABBV)  

Phase: III 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 25% 

Likelihood of Approval: 36% (1% Above Avg.) 

Average Approval: 35% 

Analysis: 

Genmab announced the initiation of the Phase III trial of GEN3013 for DLBCL. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/13/2021 (GMAB, Slide 10) 

 
 

Genor Biopharma Co. Ltd. 

GB492 for Solid Tumors 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Progress Update (Emerging Markets) (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: Genor Biopharma Co. Ltd. (6998) 

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: II 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 10% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 10% 
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Analysis: 

Genor Biopharma currently lists GB492 in IND development in APAC regions excluding Japan for the 

treatment of solid tumors. 

 

Genor licensed this program from ImmuneSensor Therapeutics. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (Genor, Slide 5) 

 

Biosimilar Infliximab (Genor) for Rheumatoid Arthritis (RA) 

Event Date: 10/31/2020 

Event Type: Regulatory - Filing for Approval (Emerging Markets) (Clinical 

Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Autoimmune/immunology 

Lead Company: Genor Biopharma Co. Ltd. (6998) 

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Development Outside U.S. 

Change to Likelihood of 

Approval: 

0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

Analysis: 

Genor Biopharma lists that an NDA for GB242 for the treatment of rheumatoid arthritis was submitted 

to the National Medical Products Administration (NMPA) in China in October 2020. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (Genor, Slides 4 and 15) 

 

GB223 for Bone Complications (Including Bone Metastases) 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Progress Update (Emerging Markets) (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 
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Market Group: Endocrine 

Lead Company: Genor Biopharma Co. Ltd. (6998) 

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Development Outside U.S. 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

Analysis: 

Genor Biopharma currently lists GB223 in Phase I development for the treatment of GCTB and PMO. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (Genor, Slide 5) 

 

Biosimilar Rituximab (Genor) for Diffuse Large B-Cell Lymphoma (DLBCL) - NHL 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Progress Update (Emerging Markets) (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: Genor Biopharma Co. Ltd. (6998) 

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Development Outside U.S. 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: N/A 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

Analysis: 

Genor Biopharma lists their biosimilar rituximab candidate, GB241, in Phase III development for the 

treatment of diffuse large B-cell lymphoma (DLBCL) in the first line setting. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (Genor, Slide 5) 

 

GB251 for Breast Cancer 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 
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Event Type: Progress Update (Emerging Markets) (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: Genor Biopharma Co. Ltd. (6998) 

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Development Outside U.S. 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: N/A 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

Analysis: 

Genor Biopharma currently lists GB251 in IND approved status for the treatment of HER2+ 1L/2L+ mBC 

in China. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (Genor, Slide 5) 

 

GB235 for Breast Cancer 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Progress Update (Emerging Markets) (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: Genor Biopharma Co. Ltd. (6998) 

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Development Outside U.S. 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: N/A 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

Analysis: 

Genor Biopharma currently lists GB235 in IND approved status for the treatment of HER2+ 1L/2L+ mBC 

in China. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (Genor, Slide 5) 
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Biosimilar Bevacizumab (Genor) for Brain Cancer (Malignant Glioma; AA and glioblastoma (GBM)) 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Progress Update (Emerging Markets) (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: Genor Biopharma Co. Ltd. (6998) 

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Development Outside U.S. 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: N/A 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

Analysis: 

Genor currently lists GB222, their biosimilar bevacizumab compound, in Phase I development for the 

treatment of 2L+ GBM, 1L/2L nsNSCLC, and 1L/2L mCRC in China. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (Genor, Slide 5) 

 

Biosimilar Bevacizumab (Genor) for Colorectal Cancer (CRC) 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Progress Update (Emerging Markets) (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: Genor Biopharma Co. Ltd. (6998) 

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Development Outside U.S. 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: N/A 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

Analysis: 

Genor currently lists GB222, their biosimilar bevacizumab compound, in Phase I development for the 

treatment of 2L+ GBM, 1L/2L nsNSCLC, and 1L/2L mCRC in China. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (Genor, Slide 5) 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=44054
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=228
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401674
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=62203
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=4277
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=44054
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=213
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401676
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=62205
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=4277
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
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Biosimilar Bevacizumab (Genor) for Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer (NSCLC) 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Progress Update (Emerging Markets) (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: Genor Biopharma Co. Ltd. (6998) 

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Development Outside U.S. 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: N/A 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

Analysis: 

Genor currently lists GB222, their biosimilar bevacizumab compound, in Phase I development for the 

treatment of 2L+ GBM, 1L/2L nsNSCLC, and 1L/2L mCRC in China. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (Genor, Slide 5) 

 

Gilead Sciences, Inc. (GILD) 

GS-5718 for Systemic Lupus Erythematosus (SLE) 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Progress Update (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Autoimmune/immunology 

Lead Company: Gilead Sciences, Inc. (GILD) 

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: I 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: N/A 

Likelihood of Approval: 14% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 14% 

Analysis: 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=44054
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=211
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401677
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=62204
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=4277
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=41850
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=282
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401693
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=62215
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=179
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
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Gilead currently lists GS-5718 as in Phase I development for the treatment of Lupus in their pipeline. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (GILD, Slide 28) 

 

GS-4875 for Ulcerative Colitis (UC) 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Progress Update - Suspension (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Autoimmune/immunology 

Lead Company: Gilead Sciences, Inc. (GILD) 

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Suspended 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: -20% 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

Analysis: 

Gilead announced they have removed GS-4875 from their clinical development pipeline. As such, we are 

suspending this drug in this indication pending further updates from the company. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (GILD, Slide 21) 

 

GS-5290 for Inflammatory Bowel Disease (IBD) 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Progress Update (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Autoimmune/immunology 

Lead Company: Gilead Sciences, Inc. (GILD) 

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: I 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: N/A 

Likelihood of Approval: 14% (Same As Avg.) 

http://investors.gilead.com/static-files/da2a6be6-1c7a-4769-aa73-8f00408c91a3
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=37949
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=321
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401688
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=52961
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=179
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
http://investors.gilead.com/static-files/da2a6be6-1c7a-4769-aa73-8f00408c91a3
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=44061
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=464
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401691
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=62212
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=179
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
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Average Approval: 14% 

Analysis: 

Gilead currently lists GS-5290 in their pipeline as in Phase I development for the treatment of 

inflammatory bowel disease. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (GILD, Slide 28) 

 
 

Glaukos Corporation (GKOS) 
 

iDose-Travoprost for Glaucoma / Ocular Hypertension (Ophthalmology) 

Event Date: 01/13/2021  

Event Type: Trial Data - Updated Results (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase II - Elution Rates 

Market Group: Ophthalmology 

Lead Company: Glaukos Corporation (GKOS)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: III 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 53% (2% Above Avg.) 

Average Approval: 51% 

Analysis: 

Glaukos Corporation announced that its iDose TR sustained-release travoprost implant continued to 

provide sustained substantial reductions in intraocular pressure (IOP) in a 24-month interim analysis of 

the ongoing 36-month Phase IIb clinical trial conducted under a U.S. Investigational New Drug (IND) 

protocol. 

 

Data from this study were last seen in January 2018. 

 

Context 

Glaukos continues to progress towards enrollment completion in its ongoing Phase III clinical program 

for iDose TR despite the ongoing impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on enrollment. The Phase III 

program consists of two prospective, randomized, double-masked clinical trials designed to compare the 

safety and efficacy of iDose TR to topical timolol ophthalmic solution, 0.5%, in reducing elevated 

intraocular pressure in subjects with open-angle glaucoma (OAG) or ocular hypertension. The primary 

efficacy endpoint of the Phase III studies is non-inferiority comparison to topical timolol 0.5% BID over 

the first 3 months, and safety evaluations for up to 12 months. The Phase III trials are expected to 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
http://investors.gilead.com/static-files/da2a6be6-1c7a-4769-aa73-8f00408c91a3
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=4866
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=27271
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=278
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=402042
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=38144
https://www.biomedtracker.com/trialdetail.cfm?trialid=33490
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=4866
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=290701
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randomize a total of approximately 1,100 subjects across approximately 100 clinical sites, the majority 

of which are in the United States. The 12-month iDose TR Phase III trial results are expected to support 

Glaukos’ NDA submission in 2022 and the company is now targeting FDA approval for iDose TR in 2023. 

 

Design 

The 154-subject, multi-center, randomized, double-blind Phase IIb trial was designed to evaluate a single 

administration of one of two iDose TR models with different travoprost release rates compared to 

topical timolol ophthalmic solution, 0.5% BID (twice a day). The currently reported Phase IIb results are 

based on an interim analysis conducted at 24 months for all 154 subjects randomized into the trial, with 

51, 54 and 49 subjects randomized to iDose TR fast-release arm, iDose TR slow-release arm and timolol 

active comparator arm, respectively. All IOP analyses were calculated using all IOP observations over 24 

months weighted equally with no imputations for protocol-mandated medications. The subjects 

randomized to either iDose TR arm received a single intracameral implant while the subjects 

randomized to the timolol active comparator received twice-daily eye drops over the 24-month 

evaluation period, which equates to approximately 1,460 eye drops per eye, per protocol. 

 

Endpoints 

The primary efficacy endpoint agreed on with the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) is the non-

inferiority comparison to timolol over the first three months after a single implantation of iDose TR. 

 

Results 

Topline summary results and observations from the interim analysis of the iDose TR Phase IIb clinical 

trial at 24 months are as follows: 

• Average IOP reductions from baseline observed during the first 24 months were 7.9 mmHg and 

7.4 mmHg in the fast- and slow-release iDose TR arms, respectively, versus 7.8 mmHg in the 

timolol control arm. 

• Average IOP reductions from baseline observed during the first 24 months were 29% and 28% in 

the fast- and slow-release iDose TR arms, respectively, versus 30% in the timolol control arm. 

• Over the first 24 months, 23% and 20% of subjects in the fast- and slow-release iDose TR arms 

reported average IOP reductions from baseline of at least 40%, respectively, versus 13% in the 

timolol control arm. 

• Subjects who had been on a single pre-study IOP-lowering medication at the screening visit had 

greater average IOP reduction over 24 months on iDose TR versus the pre-study IOP-lowering 

eye drops. 

• The iDose TR arms progressed at a similar number of protocol-mandated medications compared 

to the timolol control arm, with all arms requiring an average of less than one medication added 

through two years. 

Most Common Adverse Events 

The 24-month Phase 2 data also continued to demonstrate a favorable safety profile for iDose TR, with 
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no clinically significant corneal endothelial cell loss, no serious corneal adverse events and no adverse 

events of conjunctival hyperemia reported to date in either elution arm. 

 

Conclusion 

The latest Phase II results further underscore the potential of iDose TR to safely provide multiple years 

of sustained glaucoma pharmaceutical therapy and tackle the significant problem of patient non-

adherence to topical glaucoma medication regimens 

 

Source: 

Business Wire 01/13/2021 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/13/2021 (GKOS) 

 

 

GW Pharmaceuticals plc (GWPH) 
 

Epidiolex for Dravet Syndrome (Epilepsy) 

Event Date: 01/12/2020  

Event Type: Progress Update (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Neurology 

Lead Company: GW Pharmaceuticals plc (GWPH)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Approved 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 100% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 100% 

 

Analysis: 

GW Pharmaceuticals reported preliminary, unaudited net product sales for the fourth quarter and full-

year 2019 and key priorities for 2020. 

 

Preliminary Unaudited Fourth Quarter and Full-Year 2019 Net Product Sales 

Based on preliminary unaudited financial information, the company expects total net product sales to be 

approximately $108 million for the fourth quarter and approximately $309 million for the year ended 

December 31, 2019. Total net product sales of Epidiolex are expected to be approximately $104 million 

for the fourth quarter and approximately $296 million for the full year. Cash and cash equivalents at 

December 31, 2019 were approximately $536 million. Fourth quarter and full-year 2019 financial results 

are expected to be reported on February 25th, 2020. 

 

https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20210113005174/en/Glaukos%E2%80%99-iDose%C2%AE-TR-Demonstrates-Sustained-IOP-Reduction-and-Favorable-Safety-Profile-Over-24-Months-in-Phase-2b-Study
http://s21.q4cdn.com/471661912/files/doc_presentations/2021/Glaukos-Investor-Presentation_January-2021_vFF.pdf
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=23288
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=3447
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=363985
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=31892
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=2079
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
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Key Priorities for 2020 

EPIDIOLEX commercialization: 

• Continue to drive revenue growth: 

o Build on experiences from existing physicians to increase prescribing to appropriate 

patients 

o Accelerate adoption across a broader prescriber base 

o Work with U.S. commercial and government payors to ensure that appropriate patients 

have access to Epidiolex with as few restrictions as possible 

o Enter long-term care segment 

o Submit and obtain approval of the Tuberous Sclerosis Complex indication in both the 

U.S. and Europe, thereby expanding the target population 

o Successful pricing and reimbursement, and launch execution, in the major five European 

countries (Germany, France, UK, Spain and Italy) 

• Supplement existing 9 Orange Book listed patents (expiry 2035) with additional use patents, and 

obtain grant of the Epidiolex "composition" patent 

• Advance the medical literature regarding Epidiolex through publications in medical journals and 

at major scientific and medical meetings, notably the American Academy of Neurology and 

American Epilepsy Society meetings 

 

EU Launch Update: Epidyolex (cannabidiol) 

First wave of launches in 5 major markets: 

• Commercialization underway in France and Germany 

• UK NICE endorsement; funded by NHS; UK launch expected early 2020 

• Spain and Italy launches in 2020 following pricing and reimbursement 

• Early Access Program includes >1,100 patients across 5 major markets and >400 physicians from 

250 epilepsy centers 

• Plans in place for progression of pricing and reimbursement in second wave of 10 EU markets 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/12/2020 (GWPH) 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2020 (GWPH, Slide 14, 18) 

 
 

Nabiximols for Neuromuscular Spasm and Spasticity 

Event Date: 01/12/2020  

Event Type: Progress Update - Development Review (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Neurology 

Lead Company: GW Pharmaceuticals plc (GWPH)  

http://ir.gwpharm.com/news-releases/news-release-details/gw-pharmaceuticals-pre-announces-preliminary-unaudited-fourth
http://ir.gwpharm.com/static-files/1b983943-92da-4e39-8385-02e23fa71bfd
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=11042
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=701
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=363989
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=13882
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=2079
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Partner Companies: Bayer (BAYRY) 

Ipsen (IPSEY) 

Novartis (NVS) 

Almirall (ALM:SM) 

Phase: III 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 52% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 52% 

 

Analysis: 

GW Pharmaceuticals reported preliminary, unaudited net product sales for the fourth quarter and full-

year 2019 and key priorities for 2020. 

 

Key Priorities for 2020; Nabiximols (known as Sativex outside US) in the US: 

• Commence pivotal clinical program in initial target indication of spasticity associated with 

Multiple Sclerosis 

• Commence clinical program to expand future label to include spasticity associated with Spinal 

Cord Injury 

• Commence clinical program in PTSD 

FDA meetings have been held to agree clinical and CMC requirements. The Phase III trial protocol has 

been finalized and the trial is to commence in the first half of 2020 with 450 patients at sites in the US 

and Europe. Two 30 patient "mechanistic" studies are set to commence in the first half of 2020, with 

CMC data in place. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/12/2020 (GWPH) 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2020 (GWPH, Slide 21) 

 
 

Epidiolex for Lennox-Gastaut Syndrome (LGS; Epilepsy) 

Event Date: 01/12/2020  

Event Type: Progress Update (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Neurology 

Lead Company: GW Pharmaceuticals plc (GWPH)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Approved 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 100% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 100% 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=59
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=220
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=289
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=774
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
http://ir.gwpharm.com/news-releases/news-release-details/gw-pharmaceuticals-pre-announces-preliminary-unaudited-fourth
http://ir.gwpharm.com/static-files/1b983943-92da-4e39-8385-02e23fa71bfd
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=23288
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=3008
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=363982
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=32822
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=2079
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
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Analysis: 

GW Pharmaceuticals reported preliminary, unaudited net product sales for the fourth quarter and full-

year 2019 and key priorities for 2020. 

 

Preliminary Unaudited Fourth Quarter and Full-Year 2019 Net Product Sales 

Based on preliminary unaudited financial information, the company expects total net product sales to be 

approximately $108 million for the fourth quarter and approximately $309 million for the year ended 

December 31, 2019. Total net product sales of Epidiolex are expected to be approximately $104 million 

for the fourth quarter and approximately $296 million for the full year. Cash and cash equivalents at 

December 31, 2019 were approximately $536 million. Fourth quarter and full-year 2019 financial results 

are expected to be reported on February 25th, 2020. 

 

Key Priorities for 2020 

EPIDIOLEX commercialization: 

• Continue to drive revenue growth: 

o Build on experiences from existing physicians to increase prescribing to appropriate 

patients 

o Accelerate adoption across a broader prescriber base 

o Work with U.S. commercial and government payors to ensure that appropriate patients 

have access to Epidiolex with as few restrictions as possible 

o Enter long-term care segment 

o Submit and obtain approval of the Tuberous Sclerosis Complex indication in both the 

U.S. and Europe, thereby expanding the target population 

o Successful pricing and reimbursement, and launch execution, in the major five European 

countries (Germany, France, UK, Spain and Italy) 

• Supplement existing 9 Orange Book listed patents (expiry 2035) with additional use patents, and 

obtain grant of the Epidiolex "composition" patent 

• Advance the medical literature regarding Epidiolex through publications in medical journals and 

at major scientific and medical meetings, notably the American Academy of Neurology and 

American Epilepsy Society meetings 

 

EU Launch Update: Epidyolex (cannabidiol) 

First wave of launches in 5 major markets: 

• Commercialization underway in France and Germany 

• UK NICE endorsement; funded by NHS; UK launch expected early 2020 

• Spain and Italy launches in 2020 following pricing and reimbursement 

• Early Access Program includes >1,100 patients across 5 major markets and >400 physicians from 

250 epilepsy centers 
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• Plans in place for progression of pricing and reimbursement in second wave of 10 EU markets 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/12/2020 (GWPH) 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2020 (GWPH, Slide 14, 18) 

 

 

H. Lundbeck A/S (LUN) 

Vyepti for Migraine and Other Headaches 

Event Date: 12/31/2020 

Event Type: Trial Announcement - Initiation (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase III - Cluster Headaches 

Market Group: Neurology 

Lead Company: H. Lundbeck A/S (LUN) 

Partner Companies: Teva Pharmaceutical Industries (TEVA) 

Phase: Approved 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 100% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 100% 

Analysis: 

H. Lundbeck announced they commenced a Phase III study of Vyepti for the treatment of cluster 

headaches in December 2020. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (LUN, Slide 11) 

 

Hanmi Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd. 

HM15912 for Short Bowel Syndrome (SBS) 

Event Date: 12/31/2020 

Event Type: Regulatory - IND Filing (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Gastroenterology (Non Inflammatory Bowel Disease) 

Lead Company: Hanmi Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd. (128940) 

Partner Companies: N/A 

http://ir.gwpharm.com/news-releases/news-release-details/gw-pharmaceuticals-pre-announces-preliminary-unaudited-fourth
http://ir.gwpharm.com/static-files/1b983943-92da-4e39-8385-02e23fa71bfd
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=19946
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=288
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401721
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=26460
https://www.biomedtracker.com/trialdetail.cfm?trialid=61460
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=240
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=375
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=41732
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=581
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401614
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=58588
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=3379
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Phase: IND 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

Analysis: 

Hanmi announced the Company submitted a Phase II IND in the US in December 2020. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (Hanmi) 

 

 

Hugel Pharma Co, Ltd 
 

Botulax for Wrinkles 

Event Date: 06/30/2020  

Event Type: Regulatory - MAA Submission (Europe) (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Dermatology 

Lead Company: Hugel Pharma Co, Ltd  

Partner Companies: CROMA Pharma  

Phase: III 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 62% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 62% 

Analysis: 

Hugel reported that the company submitted an MAA for Botulax to the EMA in Europe on June 30, 2020. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/13/2021 (Hugel, Slide 9) 

 
 

Botulax for Wrinkles 

Event Date: 10/21/2020  

Event Type: Regulatory - Approval (Emerging Markets) (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Dermatology 

Lead Company: Hugel Pharma Co, Ltd  

Partner Companies: CROMA Pharma  

Phase: III 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=4389
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=22811
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=1508
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=402050
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=31085
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=4389
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=2741
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=22811
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=1508
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Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 62% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 62% 

Analysis: 

Hugel reported that Botulax was approved in China on October 21, 2020. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/13/2021 (Hugel, Slide 9) 

 
 

Humanigen, Inc. (HGEN) 
 

Lenzilumab for COVID-19 Treatment 

Event Date: 01/13/2021  

Event Type: Trial Announcement - Trial Progressing (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase II - ACTIV-5/BET  

Market Group: Infectious Disease 

Lead Company: Humanigen, Inc. (HGEN)  

Partner Companies: Telcon RF Pharmaceutical (200230:KS)  

Phase: III 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 63% (2% Above Avg.) 

Average Approval: 61% 

Analysis: 

Humanigen announced that the first subject has been dosed in the Phase II ACTIV-5/BET trial for the 

treatment of COVID-19, and enrollment is ongoing. An interim analysis for efficacy is planned at 50% 

enrollment. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/13/2021 (HGEN, Slide 10) 

 
 

Lenzilumab for Graft vs. Host Disease (GVHD) - Treatment 

Event Date: 01/13/2021  

Event Type: Progress Update (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Autoimmune/immunology 

Lead Company: Humanigen, Inc. (HGEN)  

Partner Companies: Telcon RF Pharmaceutical (200230:KS)  
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Phase: Preclinical 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: N/A 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

Analysis: 

Lenzilumab is currently in preclinical development for Graft vs. Host Disease (GVHD). 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/13/2021 (HGEN, Slide 6) 

 
 

Hutchison China MediTech Limited (HCM) 

HMPL-306 for Hematologic Cancer 

Event Date: 12/31/2020 

Event Type: Regulatory - IND Filing (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: Hutchison China MediTech Limited (HCM) 

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: IND 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

Analysis: 

Hutchison Chi-Med announced it filed a IND submission for HMPL-306 in the second half of 2020. A 

Phase I study is expected to start in the first half of 2021. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (HCM, Slide 6, 7) 

 

Fruquintinib for Colorectal Cancer (CRC) 

Event Date: 12/31/2020 

Event Type: Progress Update - Product Launch (Emerging Markets) (Clinical 

Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
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Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: Hutchison China MediTech Limited (HCM) 

Partner Companies: Eli Lilly (LLY) 

Phase: III 

Change to Likelihood of 

Approval: 

0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 35% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 35% 

Analysis: 

Hutchison Chi-Med has begun commercializing Elunate for Colorectal cancer in China in the fourth 

quarter of 2020, after its partnership amendment with Eli Lilly. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (HCM, Slide 27) 

 

Epitinib for Brain Cancer (Malignant Glioma; AA and glioblastoma (GBM)) 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Progress Update (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: Hutchison China MediTech Limited (HCM) 

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Development Outside U.S. 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

Analysis: 

Hutchison Chi-Med currently lists Epitinib for the treatment of glioblastoma in Phase II development in 

China. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (HCM, Slide 7) 
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IDEAYA Biosciences, Inc. (IDYA) 
 

IDE397 for Solid Tumors 

Event Date: 01/13/2021  

Event Type: Progress Update - Development Review (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: IDEAYA Biosciences, Inc. (IDYA)  

Partner Companies: GlaxoSmithKline (GSK)  

Phase: IND 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

Analysis: 

Ideaya and GlaxoSmithKline plans to pursue development of a combination of IDE397 with 

GSK33687159, a type 1 PRMT inhibitor, for the treatment of solid tumors. The combination is currently 

undergoing preclinical development. 

 

Dual ADMA plus SDMA reduction has been shown to enhance preclinical anti-tumor activity in MTAP-

deletion in vivo models. MTA2Ai has potential for higher therapeutic index vs. PRMT5i in MTAP-deleted 

tumors through MAT2A/MTAP synthetic lethality. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/13/2021 (IDYA, Slide 5, 16) 

 
 

IGM Biosciences, Inc. (IGMS) 
 

IGM-2323 for Diffuse Large B-Cell Lymphoma (DLBCL) - NHL 

Event Date: 01/14/2021  

Event Type: Trial Announcement - Trial Progressing (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: IGM Biosciences, Inc. (IGMS)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: I 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 6% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 6% 
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https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=8261
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=180
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
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https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
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Analysis: 

IGM announced the company is enrolling 50/600 mg dose escalation cohort in the Phase I IGM-2323 

trial for R/R b cell NHL as of January 2021. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2021 (IGMS, Slide 9)

 
 

IGM-7354 for Solid Tumors 

Event Date: 01/14/2021  

Event Type: Progress Update (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: IGM Biosciences, Inc. (IGMS)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Preclinical 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: N/A 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

 

Analysis: 

IGM lists IGM-7354 for solid and hematologic malignancies in preclinical development on its pipeline. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2021 (IGMS, Slide 4)

 

 

ImmunoGen, Inc. (IMGN) 
 

IMGN632 for Blastic Plasmacytoid Dendritic Cell Neoplasm (BPDCN) 

Event Date: 12/31/2020  

Event Type: Regulatory - Meeting with FDA (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: ImmunoGen, Inc. (IMGN)  

Partner Companies: Jazz Pharmaceuticals (JAZZ)  

Phase: II 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=44129
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=197
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=402195
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=62307
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=9231
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=205
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=32062
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=3580
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401982
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=55475
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https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
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Likelihood of Approval: 14% (4% Above Avg.) 

Average Approval: 10% 

Analysis: 

ImmunoGen announced a Type B meeting with held with the FDA in the fourth quarter of 2020 for 

IMGN632 for BPDCN. The company added a pivotal cohort to the 801 study of up to 20 frontline 

patients to support a label covering all BPDCN patients. SAP was designed to exclude null hypothesis of 

10% CR/CRc rate deemed acceptable and a proposed safety database combining AML and frontline and 

R/R BPDCN patients deemed adequate. 

 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/13/2021 (IMGN, Slide 17) 

 

 

Immunomedics, Inc. (IMMU) 

Trodelvy for Bladder Cancer 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Regulatory - sNDA/sBLA Filing (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: Immunomedics, Inc. (IMMU)  

Partner Companies: Royalty Pharma (RPRX) 

Everest Medicines (1952) 

Phase: NDA/BLA 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 47% 

Likelihood of Approval: 85% (3% Above Avg.) 

Average Approval: 82% 

Analysis: 

Gilead announced they anticipate an sBLA approval in 3L mUC in 2021. As such, we assume the sBLA was 

filed. 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (GILD, Slide 21) 

Informa Analysis 

 

Incyte Corporation (INCY) 
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Ruxolitinib Cream for Atopic Dermatitis (Eczema) 

Event Date: 12/31/2020 

Event Type: Regulatory - NDA/BLA Filing (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Allergy 

Lead Company: Incyte Corporation (INCY) 

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: NDA/BLA 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 27% 

Likelihood of Approval: 98% (9% Above Avg.) 

Average Approval: 89% 

Analysis: 

Incyte announced that the company submitted the NDA for ruxolitinib cream for the treatment of 

patients with mild-to-moderate atopic dermatitis in 2020. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (INCY, Slide 5) 

 

Jakafi for Graft vs. Host Disease (GVHD) - Treatment 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Regulatory - sNDA/sBLA Filing (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Autoimmune/immunology 

Lead Company: Incyte Corporation (INCY) 

Partner Companies: Eli Lilly (LLY) 

Novartis (NVS) 

Phase: Approved 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 100% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 100% 

Analysis: 

Incyte announced that the Company submitted a supplemental application to the U.S. FDA for approval 

of Jakafi for the treatment of chronic graft vs. host disease (GHVD). The FDA decision is expected in the 

second half of 2021. 
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https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
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Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (INCY, Slide 9) 

 
 

Insulet Corporation (PODD) 
 

Omnipod Horizon System for Diabetes Mellitus, Type I 

Event Date: 12/31/2019  

Event Type: Trial Announcement - Trial Completed (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: Horizon Prepivotal Study (US)  

Market Group: Endocrine 

Lead Company: Insulet Corporation (PODD)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: IDE 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

 

Analysis: 

Insulet announced that it has completed its pre-pivotal study of the Omnipod Horizon System for type 1 

diabetes. 28 individuals ages 6 to 70 years were enrolled. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2020 (PODD, Slide 15) 

 

 

Iovance Biotherapeutics, Inc. (IOVA) 
Contego for Melanoma 

 

Event Date: 01/14/2021  

Event Type: Trial Announcement - Trial Progressing (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase II - innovaTIL-01  

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: Iovance Biotherapeutics, Inc. (IOVA)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: II 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 15% (5% Above Avg.) 
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https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=402214
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=24390
https://www.biomedtracker.com/trialdetail.cfm?trialid=28054
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https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
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Average Approval: 10% 

 

Analysis: 

Iovance announced the company completed enrollment into Cohort 4 in the Phase II innovaTIL-01 

melanoma program. This is a pivotal cohort for melanoma. Iovance had a discussion with FDA where 

they noted that Cohort 2 will be considered supportive and Cohort 4 is pivotal. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2021 (IOVA, Slide 4)

 
 

IOV-3001 for Solid Tumors 

Event Date: 01/14/2021  

Event Type: Progress Update (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: Iovance Biotherapeutics, Inc. (IOVA)  

Partner Companies: Novartis (NVS)  

Phase: Preclinical 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

 

Analysis: 

Iovance announced the company plans to move IOV-3001 through IND enabling studies in 2021. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2021 (IOVA, Slide 32) 

 

 

Ironwood Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (IRWD) 

IW-3300 for Interstitial Cystitis / Painful Bladder Syndrome 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Progress Update (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Urology 

Lead Company: Ironwood Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (IRWD) 

Partner Companies: N/A 
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https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=41719
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=197
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Phase: Preclinical 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: N/A 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

Analysis: 

Ironwood is advancing IW-3300, a GC-C agonist, into Phase I development for the treatment of visceral 

pain conditions. IW-3300 demonstrated favorable preclinical data by reversing endometriosis-induced 

vaginal hypersensitivity in a preclinical vaginal distension model and showed pain relief in bladder 

preclinical hypersensitivity model. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (IRWD, Slide 17) 

 

Iveric Bio (ISEE) 
 

miniCEP290 for Leber's Congenital Amaurosis (Ophthalmology) 

Event Date: 01/14/2021  

Event Type: Progress Update (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Ophthalmology 

Lead Company: Iveric Bio (ISEE)  

Partner Companies: UMass  

Phase: Preclinical 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

 

Analysis: 

Iveric lists miniCEP29 for LCA10 in preclinical development on its pipeline. The company plans to identify 

lead construct in early 2021. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2021 (ISEE, Slide 5) 

 

 
 

miniABCA4 for Stargardt Disease (Ophthalmology) 
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https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=8954
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://investors.ivericbio.com/static-files/3abbe034-98d3-4d99-99b5-2778f3ee2fc9
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=41428
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=2905
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Event Date: 01/14/2021  

Event Type: Progress Update (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Ophthalmology 

Lead Company: Iveric Bio (ISEE)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Preclinical 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

 

Analysis: 

Iveric Bio currently lists the STGD1 minigene program in preclinical development for the treatment of 

indication Stargardt Disease. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2021 (ISEE, Slide 5)

 
 

miniUSH2A for Other Retinopathy (Ophthalmology) 

 

Event Date: 01/14/2021  

Event Type: Progress Update (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Ophthalmology 

Lead Company: Iveric Bio (ISEE)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Preclinical 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: N/A 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

 

Analysis: 

Iveric lists a miniUSH2A program for USH2A-related IRDs in preclinical development on its pipeline. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2021 (ISEE, Slide 5) 

 
 

Jasper Therapeutics, Inc. 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=402240
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=58117
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=1821
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://investors.ivericbio.com/static-files/3abbe034-98d3-4d99-99b5-2778f3ee2fc9
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=44137
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=2761
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=402242
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=62319
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=1821
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://investors.ivericbio.com/static-files/3abbe034-98d3-4d99-99b5-2778f3ee2fc9
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=11063
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JSP-191 for Primary Immunodeficiencies 

 

Event Date: 01/14/2021  

Event Type: Trial Announcement (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase II  

Market Group: Autoimmune/immunology 

Lead Company: Jasper Therapeutics, Inc.  

Partner Companies: Amgen (AMGN)  

Phase: I 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 14% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 14% 

 

Analysis: 

Jasper expects to initiate a Phase II study of JSP191 for severe autoimmune diseases in the second half 

of 2021. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2021 (Jasper, Slide 14) 

 

 

Jazz Pharmaceuticals plc (JAZZ) 

JZP-324 for Narcolepsy 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Progress Update (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Neurology 

Lead Company: Jazz Pharmaceuticals plc (JAZZ)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: I 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: N/A 

Likelihood of Approval: 10% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 10% 

Analysis: 

Jazz lists JZP-324, an oxybate extended-release formulation, in Phase I development on its pipeline. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (JAZZ, Slide 9) 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=14320
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=423
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=402255
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=58282
https://www.biomedtracker.com/trialdetail.cfm?trialid=61609
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=11063
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=30
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=44048
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=433
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401615
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=62192
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=508
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://investor.jazzpharma.com/static-files/1de39c32-4784-4db8-b3b9-cf5c1e7e615c
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Xywav for Narcolepsy 

Event Date: 12/31/2020 

Event Type: Regulatory - Rolling sNDA/sBLA Initiated (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Neurology 

Lead Company: Jazz Pharmaceuticals plc (JAZZ)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Approved 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 100% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 100% 

Analysis: 

Jazz announced the company initiated the rolling sNDA submission for JZP-258 for idiopathic 

hypersomnia in December 2020. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (JAZZ, Slide 6) 

 
Kala Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (KALA) 

 

KPI-333 for Other Ophthalmological Indications (Ophthalmology) 

Event Date: 01/13/2021  

Event Type: Progress Update - Development Review (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Ophthalmology 

Lead Company: Kala Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (KALA)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Preclinical 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: N/A 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

Analysis: 

Kala Pharmaceuticals is currently developing KPI-333, a novel surface targeting steroid (STS), for ocular 

surface disease. KPI-333 has demonstrated strong anti-inflammatory activity without inducing IOP 

elevation after repeated topical administrations to rats. 

 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=32186
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=433
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401610
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=44457
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=508
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://investor.jazzpharma.com/static-files/1de39c32-4784-4db8-b3b9-cf5c1e7e615c
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=4447
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=44097
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=2569
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401957
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=62262
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=4447
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
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Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/13/2021 (KALA, Slide 20, 23) 

 
 

KPI-415 for Other Ophthalmological Indications (Ophthalmology) 

Event Date: 01/13/2021  

Event Type: Progress Update - Development Review (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Ophthalmology 

Lead Company: Kala Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (KALA)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Preclinical 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: N/A 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

Analysis: 

Kala Pharmaceuticals is currently developing KPI-415, a novel, selective glucocorticoid receptor 

modulator (SEGRM) for possibly multiple retinal diseases. SEGRMs are designed to selectively regulate 

gene expression through the transrepression pathway, while avoiding the transactivation pathway. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/13/2021 (KALA, Slide 20, 22) 

 
 

KPI-286 for Wet Age-Related Macular Degeneration (Wet AMD) (Ophthalmology) 

Event Date: 01/13/2021  

Event Type: Progress Update - Development Review (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Ophthalmology 

Lead Company: Kala Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (KALA)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Preclinical 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: N/A 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

Analysis: 

Kala Pharmaceuticals is currently developing KPI-286, an injectable depot delivery formulation of KPI-

285, a novel tyrosine kinase inhibitor, for retinal diseases. The program is currently in formlulation 

development. 

 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=44098
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=2569
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401959
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=62264
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=4447
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=44099
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=162
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401955
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=62265
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=4447
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
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Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/13/2021 (KALA, Slide 20-21) 

 
 

Karuna Therapeutics, Inc. (KRTX) 
 

KAR-201 for Undisclosed 

Event Date: 01/14/2021  

Event Type: Progress Update (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Not Specified 

Lead Company: Karuna Therapeutics, Inc. (KRTX)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Preclinical 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: N/A 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

 

Analysis: 

Karuna Therapeutics currently lists KAR-201, a muscarinic-targeted drug candidate, in preclinical 

development for an undisclosed indication. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2021 (KRTX, Slide 7) 

 
 

KAR-301 for Undisclosed 

Event Date: 01/14/2021  

Event Type: Progress Update (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Not Specified 

Lead Company: Karuna Therapeutics, Inc. (KRTX)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Preclinical 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: N/A 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

 

Analysis: 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=44126
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=3338
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=402189
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=62304
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=9194
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://investors.karunatx.com/static-files/443340fd-d4cd-4ac2-964e-66c4d6da5035
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=44127
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=3338
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=402190
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=62305
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=9194
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
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Karuna Therapeutics currently lists KAR-301, a muscarinic-targeted drug candidate, in preclinical 

development for an undisclosed indication. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2021 (KRTX, Slide 7) 

 
 

KAR-401 for Undisclosed 

 

Event Date: 01/14/2021  

Event Type: Progress Update (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Not Specified 

Lead Company: Karuna Therapeutics, Inc. (KRTX)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Preclinical 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: N/A 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

 

Analysis: 

Karuna Therapeutics currently lists KAR-401, a muscarinic-targeted drug candidate, in preclinical 

development for an undisclosed indication. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2021 (KRTX, Slide 7) 

 

 

Karyopharm Therapeutics (KPTI) 
Xpovio for Diffuse Large B-Cell Lymphoma (DLBCL) - NHL 

Event Date: 01/14/2020  

Event Type: Trial Announcement (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase II/III - XPORT-DLBCL-030 (w/R-GDP)  

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: Karyopharm Therapeutics (KPTI)  

Partner Companies: Ono (4528:JP) 

HealthCare Royalty Partners 

Antengene 

Phase: NDA/BLA 

https://investors.karunatx.com/static-files/443340fd-d4cd-4ac2-964e-66c4d6da5035
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=44128
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=3338
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=402191
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=62306
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=9194
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://investors.karunatx.com/static-files/443340fd-d4cd-4ac2-964e-66c4d6da5035
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=20302
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=3095
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=363990
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=32844
https://www.biomedtracker.com/trialdetail.cfm?trialid=56532
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=3757
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=844
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=4766
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=7713
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Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 90% (8% Above Avg.) 

Average Approval: 82% 

 

Analysis: 

Karyopharm announced the company is planning a Phase II/III trial for a combination treatment of 

selinexor with rituximab, gemcitabine, dexamethasone, and platinum (R-GDP) for the treatment of 

diffuse large B-cell lymphoma. The company expects to initiate the trial in 2020. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2020 (KPTI, Slide 36) 

 
 

Xpovio for Diffuse Large B-Cell Lymphoma (DLBCL) - NHL 

Event Date: 01/14/2020  

Event Type: Trial Announcement (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase I - XPORT-DLBCL-025 (w/Chemotherapy + Non-Chemotherapy)  

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: Karyopharm Therapeutics (KPTI)  

Partner Companies: Ono (4528:JP) 

HealthCare Royalty Partners 

Antengene 

Phase: NDA/BLA 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 90% (8% Above Avg.) 

Average Approval: 82% 

 

Analysis: 

Karyopharm announced the company is planning a Phase I study of selinexor with chemotherapy and 

non-chemotherapy regimens for the treatment of diffuse large B-cell lymphoma. The company expects 

to initiate the study in 2020. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2020 (KPTI, Slide 36) 

 
 

Xpovio for Colorectal Cancer (CRC) 

Event Date: 01/14/2020  

Event Type: Trial Announcement (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase I/II - XPORT-STP-027 (w/Pembrolizumab)  

https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=20302
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=3095
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=363993
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=32844
https://www.biomedtracker.com/trialdetail.cfm?trialid=56533
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=3757
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=844
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=4766
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=7713
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=20302
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=213
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=363996
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=32428
https://www.biomedtracker.com/trialdetail.cfm?trialid=56538
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Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: Karyopharm Therapeutics (KPTI)  

Partner Companies: Ono (4528:JP) 

HealthCare Royalty Partners 

Antengene 

Phase: I 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 6% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 6% 

 

Analysis: 

Karyopharm announced the company is planning a Phase I/II trial of selinexor in combination with 

pembrolizumab for colorectal cancer (CRC) and selinexor in combination with docetaxel for non-small 

cell lung cancer (NSCLC). The study is expected to start in 2020. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2020 (KPTI, Slide 36) 

 
 

Eltanexor for Myelodysplastic Syndrome (MDS) 

Event Date: 01/14/2020  

Event Type: Progress Update (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: Karyopharm Therapeutics (KPTI)  

Partner Companies: Ono (4528:JP) 

Antengene 

Phase: II 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 10% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 10% 

 

Analysis: 

Karyopharm lists eltanexor for the treatment of myelodysplastic syndrome (MDS) in Phase I/II 

development. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2020 (KPTI, Slide 36) 

 
 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=3757
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=844
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=4766
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=7713
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=27166
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=206
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=363962
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=58542
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=3757
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=844
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=7713
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
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KPT-9274 for Acute Myelogenous Leukemia (AML) 

Event Date: 01/14/2020  

Event Type: Progress Update (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: Karyopharm Therapeutics (KPTI)  

Partner Companies: Antengene  

Phase: I 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: N/A 

Likelihood of Approval: 6% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 6% 

 

Analysis: 

Karyopharm lists KPT-9274 for the treatment of acute myeloid leukemia (AML) in Phase I development. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2020 (KPTI, Slide 36) 

 
 

Xpovio for Brain Cancer (Malignant Glioma; AA and glioblastoma (GBM)) 

Event Date: 01/14/2020  

Event Type: Trial Announcement (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase I - XPORT-DLBCL-025 (Newly Diagnosed/Recurrent)  

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: Karyopharm Therapeutics (KPTI)  

Partner Companies: Ono (4528:JP) 

HealthCare Royalty Partners 

Antengene 

Phase: II 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 11% (1% Above Avg.) 

Average Approval: 10% 

 

Analysis: 

Karyopharm announced the company is planning a Phase I study of selinexor in combination with active 

agents for patients with newly diagnosed or recurrent glioblastoma multiforme (GBM). The study is 

expected to start in 2020. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2020 (KPTI, Slide 36) 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=27783
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=97
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=363967
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=58543
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=3757
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=7713
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=20302
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=228
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=364011
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=31918
https://www.biomedtracker.com/trialdetail.cfm?trialid=56540
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=3757
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=844
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=4766
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=7713
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
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Kashiv BioSciences, LLC 
 

Biosimilar Pegfilgrastim (Adello) for Neutropenia / Leukopenia 

Event Date: 01/13/2021  

Event Type: Regulatory - Biosimilar 351(k) Filing (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Hematology 

Lead Company: Kashiv BioSciences, LLC  

Partner Companies: Amneal Pharmaceuticals (AMRX)  

Phase: NDA/BLA 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 61% 

Likelihood of Approval: 84% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 84% 

 

Analysis: 

Amneal announced that they have filed a biosimilar 351(k) filing for their biosimilar pegfilgrastim. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/13/2021 (AMNX, Slide 8) 

 
 

Lexicon Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (LXRX) 
 

Zynquista for Congestive Heart Failure (CHF) and Cardiomyopathies 

Event Date: 01/14/2021  

Event Type: Trial Data - Published Results (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase III - SOLOIST-WHF (Heart Failure Study)  

Market Group: Cardiovascular 

Lead Company: Lexicon Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (LXRX)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: III 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 47% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 47% 

 

Analysis: 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=9016
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=29114
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=91
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=402100
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=40442
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=9016
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=4452
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=13924
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=264
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=402243
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=50379
https://www.biomedtracker.com/trialdetail.cfm?trialid=49054
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=233
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
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Lexicon announced that results from the Phase III SOLOIST-WHF and Phase III SCORED studies of 

Sotagliflozin were published online in the New England Journal of Medicine (NEJM). The article entitled 

"Sotagliflozin in Patients with Diabetes and Recent Worsening Heart Failure" was published online on 

January 14, 2021. 

 

Data from the SOLOIST-WHF study were last seen in November 2020. 

 

Context 

The trial ended early because of loss of funding from the sponsor. 

 

Design 

Researchers performed a multicenter, double-blind trial in which patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus 

who were recently hospitalized for worsening heart failure were randomly assigned to receive 

sotagliflozin or placebo. 

 

Endpoints 

The primary end point was the total number of deaths from cardiovascular causes and hospitalizations 

and urgent visits for heart failure (first and subsequent events). 

 

Results 

A total of 1222 patients underwent randomization (608 to the sotagliflozin group and 614 to the placebo 

group) and were followed for a median of 9.0 months; the first dose of sotagliflozin or placebo was 

administered before discharge in 48.8% and a median of 2 days after discharge in 51.2%. Among these 

patients, 600 primary end-point events occurred (245 in the sotagliflozin group and 355 in the placebo 

group). The rate (the number of events per 100 patient-years) of primary end-point events was lower in 

the sotagliflozin group than in the placebo group (51.0 vs. 76.3; hazard ratio, 0.67; 95% confidence 

interval [CI], 0.52 to 0.85; P<0.001). The rate of death from cardiovascular causes was 10.6 in the 

sotagliflozin group and 12.5 in the placebo group (hazard ratio, 0.84; 95% CI, 0.58 to 1.22); the rate of 

death from any cause was 13.5 in the sotagliflozin group and 16.3 in the placebo group (hazard ratio, 

0.82; 95% CI, 0.59 to 1.14). The benefits of sotagliflozin were consistent in the prespecified subgroups of 

patients stratified according to the timing of the first dose. 

 

Most Common Adverse Events 

Diarrhea was more common with sotagliflozin than with placebo (6.1% vs. 3.4%), as was severe 

hypoglycemia (1.5% vs. 0.3%). The percentage of patients with hypotension was similar in the 

sotagliflozin group and the placebo group (6.0% and 4.6%, respectively), as was the percentage with 

acute kidney injury (4.1% and 4.4%, respectively). 

 

Conclusion 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/trialdetail.cfm?trialid=44709
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=395430
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In patients with diabetes and recent worsening heart failure, sotagliflozin therapy, initiated before or 

shortly after discharge, resulted in a significantly lower total number of deaths from cardiovascular 

causes and hospitalizations and urgent visits for heart failure than placebo. 

 

Source: 

New England Journal of Medicine 01/14/2021 (DOI: 10.1056/NEJMoa2030183) 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2021 (LXRX, Slide 10-17) 

 
 

Zynquista for Diabetes Mellitus, Type II 

Event Date: 01/14/2021  

Event Type: Trial Data - Published Results (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase III - SCORED  

Market Group: Endocrine 

Lead Company: Lexicon Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (LXRX)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Suspended 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

 

Analysis: 

Lexicon announced that results from the Phase III SOLOIST-WHF and Phase III SCORED studies of 

Sotagliflozin were published online in the New England Journal of Medicine (NEJM). The article entitled 

"Sotagliflozin in Patients with Diabetes and Chronic Kidney Disease" was published online on January 14, 

2021. 

 

Data from the SCORED study were last seen in November 2020. 

 

Context 

The trial ended early owing to loss of funding. 

 

Design 

Researchers conducted a multicenter, double-blind trial in which patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus 

(glycated hemoglobin level, ≥7%), chronic kidney disease (estimated glomerular filtration rate, 25 to 60 

ml per minute per 1.73 m2 of body-surface area), and risks for cardiovascular disease were randomly 

assigned in a 1:1 ratio to receive sotagliflozin or placebo. 

 

Endpoints 

https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMoa2030183
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=13924
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=137
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=402244
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=17616
https://www.biomedtracker.com/trialdetail.cfm?trialid=44709
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=233
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/trialdetail.cfm?trialid=49054
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=395471
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The primary end point was changed during the trial to the composite of the total number of deaths from 

cardiovascular causes, hospitalizations for heart failure, and urgent visits for heart failure. 

 

Results 

Of 19,188 patients screened, 10,584 were enrolled, with 5292 assigned to the sotagliflozin group and 

5292 assigned to the placebo group, and followed for a median of 16 months. The rate of primary end-

point events was 5.6 events per 100 patient-years in the sotagliflozin group and 7.5 events per 100 

patient-years in the placebo group (hazard ratio, 0.74; 95% confidence interval [CI], 0.63 to 0.88; 

P<0.001). The rate of deaths from cardiovascular causes per 100 patient-years was 2.2 with sotagliflozin 

and 2.4 with placebo (hazard ratio, 0.90; 95% CI, 0.73 to 1.12; P=0.35). For the original coprimary end 

point of the first occurrence of death from cardiovascular causes, nonfatal myocardial infarction, or 

nonfatal stroke, the hazard ratio was 0.84 (95% CI, 0.72 to 0.99); for the original coprimary end point of 

the first occurrence of death from cardiovascular causes or hospitalization for heart failure, the hazard 

ratio was 0.77 (95% CI, 0.66 to 0.91). 

 

Most Common Adverse Events 

Diarrhea, genital mycotic infections, volume depletion, and diabetic ketoacidosis were more common 

with sotagliflozin than with placebo. 

 

Conclusion 

In patients with diabetes and chronic kidney disease, with or without albuminuria, sotagliflozin resulted 

in a lower risk of the composite of deaths from cardiovascular causes, hospitalizations for heart failure, 

and urgent visits for heart failure than placebo but was associated with adverse events. 

 

Source: 

New England Journal of Medicine 01/14/2021 (DOI: 10.1056/NEJMoa2030186) 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2021 (LXRX, Slide 10-17) 

 

 

Medtronic plc (MDT) 

Cobalt CRT-D for Ventricular Tachycardia or Fibrillation 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Progress Update - Product Launch (U.S.) (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Cardiovascular 

Lead Company: Medtronic plc (MDT) 

Partner Companies: N/A 

https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMoa2030186
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=41823
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=3581
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401632
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=58731
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=252
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Phase: Approved 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 100% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 100% 

Analysis: 

Medtronic announced the launch of the Crome CRT-D/ICD and Cobalt CRT-D/ICD at the 2021 J.P. 

Morgan Healthcare Conference. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (MDT, Slide 8) 

 

Cobalt CRT-D for Ventricular Tachycardia or Fibrillation 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Progress Update - Product Launch (U.S.) (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Cardiovascular 

Lead Company: Medtronic plc (MDT) 

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Approved 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 100% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 100% 

Analysis: 

Medtronic announced the launch of the Crome CRT-D/ICD and Cobalt CRT-D/ICD at the 2021 J.P. 

Morgan Healthcare Conference. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (MDT, Slide 8) 

 

Cobalt ICD for Ventricular Tachycardia or Fibrillation 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Progress Update - Product Launch (U.S.) (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://investorrelations.medtronic.com/static-files/3c0a77bd-7651-41db-892a-7461733a0ee1
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=41823
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=3581
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401634
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=58731
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=252
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://investorrelations.medtronic.com/static-files/3c0a77bd-7651-41db-892a-7461733a0ee1
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=41812
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=3581
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401635
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=58713
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Market Group: Cardiovascular 

Lead Company: Medtronic plc (MDT) 

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Approved 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 100% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 100% 

Analysis: 

Medtronic announced the launch of the Crome CRT-D/ICD and Cobalt CRT-D/ICD at the 2021 J.P. 

Morgan Healthcare Conference. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (MDT, Slide 8) 

 

Crome ICD for Ventricular Tachycardia or Fibrillation 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Progress Update - Product Launch (U.S.) (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Cardiovascular 

Lead Company: Medtronic plc (MDT) 

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Approved 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 100% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 100% 

Analysis: 

Medtronic announced the launch of the Crome CRT-D/ICD and Cobalt CRT-D/ICD at the 2021 J.P. 

Morgan Healthcare Conference. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (MDT, Slide 8) 

 

Percept PC Neurostimulator for Dystonia 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=252
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://investorrelations.medtronic.com/static-files/3c0a77bd-7651-41db-892a-7461733a0ee1
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=41824
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=3581
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401636
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=58732
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=252
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://investorrelations.medtronic.com/static-files/3c0a77bd-7651-41db-892a-7461733a0ee1
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=41762
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=2954
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Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Progress Update - Product Launch (U.S.) (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Neurology 

Lead Company: Medtronic plc (MDT) 

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Approved 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 100% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 100% 

Analysis: 

Medtronic announced the launch of the Percept PC Deep Brain Stimulator at the 2021 J.P. Morgan 

Healthcare conference. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (MDT, Slide 8) 

 

Percept PC Neurostimulator for Essential Tremor 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Progress Update - Product Launch (U.S.) (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Neurology 

Lead Company: Medtronic plc (MDT) 

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Approved 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 100% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 100% 

Analysis: 

Medtronic announced the launch of the Percept PC Deep Brain Stimulator at the 2021 J.P. Morgan 

Healthcare conference. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (MDT, Slide 8) 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401638
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=58638
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=252
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://investorrelations.medtronic.com/static-files/3c0a77bd-7651-41db-892a-7461733a0ee1
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=41762
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=3627
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401639
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=58637
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=252
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://investorrelations.medtronic.com/static-files/3c0a77bd-7651-41db-892a-7461733a0ee1
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Percept PC Neurostimulator for Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder (OCD) 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Progress Update - Product Launch (U.S.) (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Psychiatry 

Lead Company: Medtronic plc (MDT) 

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Approved 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 100% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 100% 

Analysis: 

Medtronic announced the launch of the Percept PC Deep Brain Stimulator at the 2021 J.P. Morgan 

Healthcare conference. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (MDT, Slide 8) 

 

Percept PC Neurostimulator for Parkinson's Disease (PD) 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Progress Update - Product Launch (U.S.) (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Neurology 

Lead Company: Medtronic plc (MDT) 

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Approved 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 100% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 100% 

Analysis: 

Medtronic announced the launch of the Percept PC Deep Brain Stimulator at the 2021 J.P. Morgan 

Healthcare conference. 

 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=41762
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=2051
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401640
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=58640
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=252
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://investorrelations.medtronic.com/static-files/3c0a77bd-7651-41db-892a-7461733a0ee1
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=41762
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=194
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401641
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=58626
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=252
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
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Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (MDT, Slide 8) 

 

Percept PC Neurostimulator for Seizure Disorders (Epilepsy) 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Progress Update - Product Launch (U.S.) (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Neurology 

Lead Company: Medtronic plc (MDT) 

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Approved 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 100% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 100% 

Analysis: 

Medtronic announced the launch of the Percept PC Deep Brain Stimulator at the 2021 J.P. Morgan 

Healthcare conference. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (MDT, Slide 8) 

 

InterStim Therapy System for Urinary Incontinence 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Progress Update - Product Launch (U.S.) (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Urology 

Lead Company: Medtronic plc (MDT) 

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Approved 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 100% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 100% 

Analysis: 

https://investorrelations.medtronic.com/static-files/3c0a77bd-7651-41db-892a-7461733a0ee1
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=41762
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=272
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401642
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=58639
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=252
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://investorrelations.medtronic.com/static-files/3c0a77bd-7651-41db-892a-7461733a0ee1
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=7819
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=653
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401643
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=17035
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=252
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
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Medtronic announced the launch of the InterStim Micro and InterStim SureScan MRI leads at the 2021 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare conference. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (MDT, Slide 8) 

 

InterStim Therapy System for Fecal Incontinence Treatment 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Progress Update - Product Launch (U.S.) (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Gastroenterology (Non Inflammatory Bowel Disease) 

Lead Company: Medtronic plc (MDT) 

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Approved 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 100% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 100% 

Analysis: 

Medtronic announced the launch of the InterStim Micro and InterStim SureScan MRI leads at the 2021 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare conference. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (MDT, Slide 8) 

 

InterStim Therapy System for Overactive Bladder (OAB) 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Progress Update - Product Launch (U.S.) (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Urology 

Lead Company: Medtronic plc (MDT) 

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Approved 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

https://investorrelations.medtronic.com/static-files/3c0a77bd-7651-41db-892a-7461733a0ee1
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=7819
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=2949
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401644
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=9612
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=252
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://investorrelations.medtronic.com/static-files/3c0a77bd-7651-41db-892a-7461733a0ee1
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=7819
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=543
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401645
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=37454
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=252
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
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Likelihood of Approval: 100% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 100% 

Analysis: 

Medtronic announced the launch of the InterStim Micro and InterStim SureScan MRI leads at the 2021 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare conference. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (MDT, Slide 8) 

 

Merck & Co., Inc. (MRK) 

V114 for Pneumococcal (Streptococcus pneumoniae) Vaccines (Antibacterial) 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Regulatory - Priority Review (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Infectious Disease 

Lead Company: Merck & Co., Inc. (MRK) 

Partner Companies: Pfenex (PFNX) 

Phase: NDA/BLA 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 96% (8% Above Avg.) 

Average Approval: 88% 

Analysis: 

Merck & Co. announced that the U.S. FDA accepted and granted priority review to the company's BLA 

for V114 in adults 18 years of age and older. The PDUFA date is set to July 18, 2021. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (MRK) 

 

Merck KGaA (MKKGY) 

Bavencio for Bladder Cancer 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Regulatory - Approval (Canada) (Clinical Analysis) 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://investorrelations.medtronic.com/static-files/3c0a77bd-7651-41db-892a-7461733a0ee1
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=17843
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=414
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401723
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=23296
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=254
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=4727
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=22109
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=217
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401585
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=37439
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Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: Merck KGaA (MKKGY) 

Partner Companies: Pfizer (PFE) 

Phase: Approved 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 100% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 100% 

Analysis: 

Merck KGaA announced the approval of Bavencio for the treatment of 2L urothelial carcinoma in 

Canada. 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (MKKGY, Slide 11) 

 

Bavencio for Bladder Cancer 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Regulatory - Approval (Emerging Markets) (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: Merck KGaA (MKKGY) 

Partner Companies: Pfizer (PFE) 

Phase: Approved 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 100% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 100% 

Analysis: 

Merck KGaA announced the approval of Bavencio for the treatment of 2L urothelial carcinoma in Israel. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (MKKGY, Slide 11) 

 

Microbio Group 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=255
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=312
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.merckgroup.com/investors/events-and-presentations/conferences-and-roadshows/2021/us/210111-Presentation-JPMorgan-Conference-CEO-NA.pdf
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=22109
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=217
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401586
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=37439
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=255
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=312
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.merckgroup.com/investors/events-and-presentations/conferences-and-roadshows/2021/us/210111-Presentation-JPMorgan-Conference-CEO-NA.pdf
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FB704A for Asthma 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Progress Update (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Respiratory 

Lead Company: Microbio Group 

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Development Outside U.S. 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: N/A 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

Analysis: 

Oneness Biotech currently lists FB704A in Phase IIa development in Taiwan. 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (Oneness Biotech, Slide 14) 

 

ON101 for Diabetic Foot and Other Ulcers 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Regulatory - Filing for Approval (Emerging Markets) (Clinical 

Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Endocrine 

Lead Company: Microbio Group 

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Development Outside U.S. 

Change to Likelihood of 

Approval: 

0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

Analysis: 

Final data from 212 evaluble subjects in the first Phase III clinical trials have been submitted to the TFDA 

for the NDA review, while pre-NDA meeting has been held with the NMPA. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (Oneness Biotech, Slide 14) 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=38945
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=72
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401692
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=62213
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=8682
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.onenessbio.com.tw/file/20210111/Oneness%20Biotech%20IP%202021-0111%20upload%20EN.pdf
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=38953
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=694
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401681
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=54457
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=54457
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=8682
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.onenessbio.com.tw/file/20210111/Oneness%20Biotech%20IP%202021-0111%20upload%20EN.pdf
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Mirati Therapeutics, Inc. (MRTX) 

MRTX849 for Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer (NSCLC) 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Trial Announcement - Initiation (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase III - KRYSTAL-12 

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: Mirati Therapeutics, Inc. (MRTX) 

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: III 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 25% 

Likelihood of Approval: 39% (4% Above Avg.) 

Average Approval: 35% 

Analysis: 

Mirati Therapeutics lists that the Phase III study of MRTX849 versus docetaxel in 2L non-small cell lung 

cancer (NSCLC) patients initiated in the first quarter of 2021. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (MRTX, Slide 4) 

 

MRTX849 for Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer (NSCLC) 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Trial Announcement - Trial Progressing (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase I/II - KRYSTAL (KRAS G12C Mutation) 

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: Mirati Therapeutics, Inc. (MRTX) 

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: III 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 39% (4% Above Avg.) 

Average Approval: 35% 

Analysis: 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=35487
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=211
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401699
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=61476
https://www.biomedtracker.com/trialdetail.cfm?trialid=61456
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=257
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://s23.q4cdn.com/174398288/files/doc_presentations/2021/MRTX-Corporate-Presentation_11Jan2021.pdf
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=35487
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=211
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401718
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=61476
https://www.biomedtracker.com/trialdetail.cfm?trialid=60374
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=257
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
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Mirati Therapeutics announced that they initiated a 2L/3L cohort evaluating adagrasib + pan-EGFR 

inhibitor (afatinib) for the treatment of NSCLC. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (MRTX, Slide 26) 

 

MRTX849 for Colorectal Cancer (CRC) 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Trial Announcement - Trial Progressing (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase I/II - KRYSTAL (KRAS G12C Mutation) 

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: Mirati Therapeutics, Inc. (MRTX) 

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: II 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 12% (2% Above Avg.) 

Average Approval: 10% 

Analysis: 

Mirati Therapeutics lists that enrollment is ongoing in the clinical study of MRTX849 in combination with 

cetuximab for the treatment of CRC. The dose limiting toxicity evaluation period has cleared. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (MRTX, Slide 26) 

 

MRTX849 for Solid Tumors 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Trial Announcement - Trial Progressing (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase I/II - w/TNO155 

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: Mirati Therapeutics, Inc. (MRTX) 

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: II 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

https://s23.q4cdn.com/174398288/files/doc_presentations/2021/MRTX-Corporate-Presentation_11Jan2021.pdf
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=35487
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=213
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401719
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=61477
https://www.biomedtracker.com/trialdetail.cfm?trialid=60376
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=257
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://s23.q4cdn.com/174398288/files/doc_presentations/2021/MRTX-Corporate-Presentation_11Jan2021.pdf
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=35487
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=197
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401720
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=49291
https://www.biomedtracker.com/trialdetail.cfm?trialid=57657
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=257
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
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Likelihood of Approval: 11% (1% Above Avg.) 

Average Approval: 10% 

Analysis: 

Mirati Therapeutics lists that the initial dose expansion and dose escalation cohorts are ongoing in the 

clinical study of MRTX849 in combination with TNO155. Enrollment is ongoing. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (MRTX, Slide 26) 

 

Moderna, Inc. (MRNA) 

mRNA-5671 for Solid Tumors 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Trial Announcement - Trial Progressing (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase I - +/-Pembroluzimab 

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: Moderna, Inc. (MRNA) 

Partner Companies: Merck (MRK) 

Phase: I 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 6% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 6% 

Analysis: 

Moderna announced that the Phase I open-label, multi-center study to evaluate the safety and 

tolerability of mRNA-5671 both as a monotherapy and in combination with pembrolizumab, led by 

Merck, is ongoing. Moderna shares worldwide commercial rights to mRNA-5671 with Merck. 

 

Source: 

Press Release 01/11/2021 (MRNA) 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (MRNA, Slide 32) 

 

mRNA 1851 for Influenza (including vaccines) 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://s23.q4cdn.com/174398288/files/doc_presentations/2021/MRTX-Corporate-Presentation_11Jan2021.pdf
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=36041
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=197
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401714
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=50116
https://www.biomedtracker.com/trialdetail.cfm?trialid=53503
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=4445
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=254
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://investors.modernatx.com/news-releases/news-release-details/moderna-provides-business-update-and-announces-three-new
https://investors.modernatx.com/static-files/2931ab42-9a4f-46d1-a7ce-2e1ec499eeb5
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=27308
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=237
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401717
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Event Type: Progress Update (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Infectious Disease 

Lead Company: Moderna, Inc. (MRNA) 

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: I 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 19% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 19% 

Analysis: 

Moderna announced that discussions regarding funding the Company’s pandemic influenza/H7N9 

vaccine program (mRNA-1851) through approval are ongoing. 

 

Source: 

Press Release 01/11/2021 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (MRNA, Slide 32) 

 

mRNA-1010 for Seasonal Influenza Vaccines 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Progress Update (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Infectious Disease 

Lead Company: Moderna, Inc. (MRNA) 

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Preclinical 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: N/A 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

Analysis: 

Moderna plans to explore potential combination vaccines against flu. first-generation flu program 

(mRNA-1010, mRNA-1020, mRNA-1030) will evaluate multiple candidates comprising multiple antigen 

combinations against the four seasonal viruses recommended by the WHO. The Company expects to 

begin Phase I clinical trials for the program in 2021. 

 

Source: 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=38199
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=4445
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://investors.modernatx.com/news-releases/news-release-details/moderna-provides-business-update-and-announces-three-new
https://investors.modernatx.com/static-files/2931ab42-9a4f-46d1-a7ce-2e1ec499eeb5
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=44065
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=3300
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401702
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=62218
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=4445
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
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Press Release 01/11/2021 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (MRNA, Slide 19) 

 

mRNA-1020 for Seasonal Influenza Vaccines 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Progress Update (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Infectious Disease 

Lead Company: Moderna, Inc. (MRNA) 

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Preclinical 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: N/A 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

Analysis: 

Moderna plans to explore potential combination vaccines against flu. first-generation flu program 

(mRNA-1010, mRNA-1020, mRNA-1030) will evaluate multiple candidates comprising multiple antigen 

combinations against the four seasonal viruses recommended by the WHO. The Company expects to 

begin Phase I clinical trials for the program in 2021. 

 

Source: 

Press Release 01/11/2021 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (MRNA, Slide 19) 

 

mRNA-1030 for Seasonal Influenza Vaccines 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Progress Update (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Infectious Disease 

Lead Company: Moderna, Inc. (MRNA) 

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Preclinical 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: N/A 

https://investors.modernatx.com/news-releases/news-release-details/moderna-provides-business-update-and-announces-three-new
https://investors.modernatx.com/static-files/2931ab42-9a4f-46d1-a7ce-2e1ec499eeb5
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=44066
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=3300
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401703
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=62219
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=4445
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://investors.modernatx.com/news-releases/news-release-details/moderna-provides-business-update-and-announces-three-new
https://investors.modernatx.com/static-files/2931ab42-9a4f-46d1-a7ce-2e1ec499eeb5
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=44067
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=3300
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401704
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=62220
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=4445
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
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Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

Analysis: 

Moderna plans to explore potential combination vaccines against flu. first-generation flu program 

(mRNA-1010, mRNA-1020, mRNA-1030) will evaluate multiple candidates comprising multiple antigen 

combinations against the four seasonal viruses recommended by the WHO. The Company expects to 

begin Phase I clinical trials for the program in 2021. 

 

Source: 

Press Release 01/11/2021 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (MRNA, Slide 19) 

 

mRNA-4157 for Melanoma 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Trial Announcement - Trial Progressing (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase II - KEYNOTE-942 (w/Pembrolizumab) 

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: Moderna, Inc. (MRNA) 

Partner Companies: Merck (MRK) 

Phase: II 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 10% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 10% 

Analysis: 

Moderna announced that the randomized Phase II study investigating a 1 mg dose of mRNA-4157 in 

combination with Merck’s pembrolizumab (KEYTRUDA), compared to pembrolizumab alone, for the 

adjuvant treatment of high-risk resected melanoma is ongoing. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (MRNA) 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (MRNA, Slide 30) 

 

mRNA-2416 for Ovarian Cancer 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://investors.modernatx.com/news-releases/news-release-details/moderna-provides-business-update-and-announces-three-new
https://investors.modernatx.com/static-files/2931ab42-9a4f-46d1-a7ce-2e1ec499eeb5
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=29870
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=221
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401705
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=41497
https://www.biomedtracker.com/trialdetail.cfm?trialid=56079
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=4445
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=254
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://investors.modernatx.com/news-releases/news-release-details/moderna-provides-business-update-and-announces-three-new
https://investors.modernatx.com/static-files/2931ab42-9a4f-46d1-a7ce-2e1ec499eeb5
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=33126
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=224
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Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Trial Announcement - Trial Progressing (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase I/II - +/-Durvalumab 

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: Moderna, Inc. (MRNA) 

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: II 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 10% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 10% 

Analysis: 

Moderna announced that the Phase I/II study of mRNA-2416 alone and in combination with durvalumab 

(IMFINZI) is ongoing. The Phase II dose expansion study of mRNA-2416 in combination with durvalumab 

in ovarian cancer patients is enrolling and the first patients have been dosed. Moderna owns worldwide 

commercial rights to mRNA-2416. 

 

Source: 

Press Release 01/11/2021 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (MRNA, Slide 30) 

 

mRNA-2752 for Solid Tumors 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Trial Announcement - Trial Progressing (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase I - +/-Durvalumab 

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: Moderna, Inc. (MRNA) 

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: I 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 6% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 6% 

Analysis: 

Moderna announced that the Phase I trial evaluating mRNA-2752 as a single agent and in combination 

with durvalumab in patients with advanced solid tumor malignancies and lymphoma is ongoing. 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401707
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=45744
https://www.biomedtracker.com/trialdetail.cfm?trialid=43990
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=4445
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://investors.modernatx.com/news-releases/news-release-details/moderna-provides-business-update-and-announces-three-new
https://investors.modernatx.com/static-files/2931ab42-9a4f-46d1-a7ce-2e1ec499eeb5
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=36043
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=197
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401709
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=50118
https://www.biomedtracker.com/trialdetail.cfm?trialid=52121
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=4445
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
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Moderna owns worldwide commercial rights to mRNA-2752. 

 

Source: 

Press Release 01/11/2021 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (MRNA, Slide 32) 

 

mRNA-3927 for Mitochondrial Respiratory-Chain Diseases 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Trial Announcement - Trial/Enrollment Reinitiated (Clinical 

Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase I/II - MAD (Pediatric) 

Market Group: Metabolic 

Lead Company: Moderna, Inc. (MRNA) 

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: II 

Change to Likelihood of 

Approval: 

0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 24% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 24% 

Analysis: 

Moderna announced that sites are being initiated for the Phase I/II study of mRNA-3927, with entry into 

the clinic expected in 2021. The Company will be looking for biomarkers as early indicators for 

therapeutic impact. Moderna owns worldwide commercial rights to mRNA-3927. 

 

Source: 

Press Release 01/11/2021 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (MRNA, Slide 32) 

 

mRNA-1215 for Antiviral - Miscellaneous Vaccines 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Progress Update (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Infectious Disease 

https://investors.modernatx.com/news-releases/news-release-details/moderna-provides-business-update-and-announces-three-new
https://investors.modernatx.com/static-files/2931ab42-9a4f-46d1-a7ce-2e1ec499eeb5
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=37018
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=3142
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401711
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=51618
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=51618
https://www.biomedtracker.com/trialdetail.cfm?trialid=54995
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=4445
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://investors.modernatx.com/news-releases/news-release-details/moderna-provides-business-update-and-announces-three-new
https://investors.modernatx.com/static-files/2931ab42-9a4f-46d1-a7ce-2e1ec499eeb5
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=44057
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=190
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401684
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=62208
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Lead Company: Moderna, Inc. (MRNA) 

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Preclinical 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: N/A 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

Analysis: 

Moderna unveiled its new Nipah virus vaccine candidate, mRNA-1215, in preclinical development in its 

pipeline. 

 

Source: 

Press Release 01/11/2021 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (MRNA, Slide 24) 

 

mRNA-1345 for Respiratory Syncytial Virus (RSV) Prevention 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Progress Update (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Infectious Disease 

Lead Company: Moderna, Inc. (MRNA) 

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: I 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 19% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 19% 

Analysis: 

Moderna announced that the first cohort of the phase 1 study of mRNA-1345 is fully enrolled. This 

Phase I study includes initial dosing in younger adults, followed by age de-escalation into children. The 

Company announced its plan to amend the protocol to include evaluation of mRNA-1345 in older adults 

who are also at risk of significant RSV disease. Going forward, Moderna intends to evaluate the potential 

of combinations of mRNA-1345 with its vaccines against other respiratory pathogens in children and 

separately in older adults. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (MRNA) 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (MRNA, Slide 18) 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=4445
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://investors.modernatx.com/news-releases/news-release-details/moderna-provides-business-update-and-announces-three-new
https://investors.modernatx.com/static-files/2931ab42-9a4f-46d1-a7ce-2e1ec499eeb5
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=41924
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=3663
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401678
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=58904
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=4445
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
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https://investors.modernatx.com/news-releases/news-release-details/moderna-provides-business-update-and-announces-three-new
https://investors.modernatx.com/static-files/2931ab42-9a4f-46d1-a7ce-2e1ec499eeb5
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mRNA-1547 for HIV Prevention 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Progress Update (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Infectious Disease 

Lead Company: Moderna, Inc. (MRNA) 

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Preclinical 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: N/A 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

Analysis: 

Modern announced that mRNA-1574 is being evaluated in collaboration with the National Institutes of 

Health (NIH) and includes multiple native-like trimer antigens. The Company expects to begin Phase I 

clinical trials for mRNA-1574 in 2021. 

 

Source: 

Press Release 01/11/2021 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (MRNA, Slide 23) 

 

mRNA-1644 for HIV Prevention 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Progress Update (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Infectious Disease 

Lead Company: Moderna, Inc. (MRNA) 

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Preclinical 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: N/A 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

Analysis: 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=44064
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=696
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401697
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=62217
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=4445
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://investors.modernatx.com/news-releases/news-release-details/moderna-provides-business-update-and-announces-three-new
https://investors.modernatx.com/static-files/2931ab42-9a4f-46d1-a7ce-2e1ec499eeb5
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=44060
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=696
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401687
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=62211
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=4445
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
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Modern announced that mRNA-1644, a collaboration with the International AIDS Vaccine Initiative 

(IAVI) and the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation (BMGF), is a novel approach to HIV vaccine strategy in 

humans designed to elicit broadly Neutralizing HIV-1 Antibodies (bNAbs). A Phase I study for mRNA-

1644 will use iterative human testing to validate the approach and antigens and multiple novel antigens 

will be used for germline-targeting and immuno-focusing. 

 

Source: 

Press Release 01/11/2021 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (MRNA, Slide 23) 

 

Molecular Partners AG (MOLN) 
 

MP0420 for COVID-19 Treatment 

Event Date: 01/14/2021  

Event Type: Trial Announcement - Trial Progressing (Clinical 

Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase I - First-in-Human (UK)  

Market Group: Infectious Disease 

Lead Company: Molecular Partners AG (MOLN)  

Partner Companies: Novartis (NVS)  

Phase: I 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 19% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 19% 

 

Analysis: 

Molecular Partners announced a clinical update on its MP0420 program for the treatment of COVID-19. 

The Phase I study of MP0420 in UK is ongoing, with the first 2 cohorts (3 mg/kg and 9 mg/kg) fully 

enrolled and the third cohort (20 mg/kg) ongoing. Data from this study is expected by the first quarter of 

2021. Additional studies are expected to be initiated by Novartis in 2021. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2021 (MOLN, Slide 12-13) 

 

 

Momenta Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (MNTA) 
 

https://investors.modernatx.com/news-releases/news-release-details/moderna-provides-business-update-and-announces-three-new
https://investors.modernatx.com/static-files/2931ab42-9a4f-46d1-a7ce-2e1ec499eeb5
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=3282
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=42237
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=3651
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=402178
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=59417
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=59417
https://www.biomedtracker.com/trialdetail.cfm?trialid=60793
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=3282
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=289
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
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CD38 SIFbody Platform for Autoimmune Disorders 

Event Date: 01/13/2020  

Event Type: Progress Update (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Autoimmune/immunology 

Lead Company: Momenta Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (MNTA)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Preclinical 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: N/A 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

 

Analysis: 

Momenta Pharmaceuticals currently lists an early development CD38 SIFbody candidate in preclinical 

development in its pipeline. Momenta Pharmaceuticals has nominated an early development CD38 

SIFbody candidate and expects to initiate IND enabling studies in 2020. 

 

Source: 

Company Website (MNTA, Pipeline) 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2020 (MNTA) 

 
 

M254 for Immune Thrombocytopenic Purpura (ITP) 

 

Event Date: 01/13/2020  

Event Type: Trial Data - Top-Line Results (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase I/II - Proof of Concept  

Market Group: Autoimmune/immunology 

Lead Company: Momenta Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (MNTA)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: II 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 20% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 20% 

 

Analysis: 

Momenta Pharmaceuticals announced results of Part A of a multi-part Phase I/II clinical trial of M254 in 

idiopathic thrombocytopenic purpura (ITP). 

 

Context 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=41693
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=180
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=363797
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=58532
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=945
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.momentapharma.com/pipeline/overview/default.aspx
https://www.momentapharma.com/investors-and-news/press-releases/press-releases-details/2020/Momenta-Provides-Year-End-2019-Update-and-2020-Outlook/default.aspx
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=35423
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=649
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=363779
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=49197
https://www.biomedtracker.com/trialdetail.cfm?trialid=52184
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=945
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
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Enrollment is ongoing and the Company expects to report additional data from Part B of the study in the 

second quarter of 2020. 

 

The Company also plans to initiate a clinical study of M254 in chronic inflammatory demyelinating 

polyneuropathy (CIDP) later in 2020. 

 

The Company plans to lowering and expand dose cohorts in Part B. 

 

Design 

A multi-part Phase I/II clinical trial in idiopathic thrombocytopenic purpura (ITP) which is evaluating 

M254 in a single ascending dose (SAD) cohort of ITP patients, followed by 1,000 mg/kg of IVIg. 

 

Results 

Five of six ITP patients administered M254 (43 mg/kg to 250 mg/kg) responded and exhibited platelet 

counts >=50 x 109/L. 

 

Highlights from the J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference included: 

• Response was defined as having >=50 x 109/L platelet count for >=3 days and >=20 x 109/L 

increase from baseline 

• One non-responder to M254 and IVIg. 

• Equivalent response between M254 and IVIg seen in one patient in each dose cohort 

• Variability observed in maximum platelet counts achieved and compared to IVIg dose in other 

patients 

 

Most Common Adverse Events 

Safety profile similar to Part A. 

 

Conclusion 

Based on early favorable responses to M254 and variable responses to IVIg, the Company is augmenting 

the number of patients in the Part B cohorts and including a lower dose cohort. 

 

Source: 

Press Release 01/13/2020 (MNTA) 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2020 (MNTA, Slide 14) 

 
 

Nipocalimab for Myasthenia Gravis (MG) 

Event Date: 01/13/2020  

Event Type: Trial Announcement - Trial Progressing (Clinical Analysis) 

https://www.momentapharma.com/investors-and-news/press-releases/press-releases-details/2020/Momenta-Provides-Year-End-2019-Update-and-2020-Outlook/default.aspx
https://www.momentapharma.com/files/doc_presentations/2020/Momenta-2020-JPM-presentation-(1).pdf
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=27610
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=469
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=363787
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=55752
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Trial Name: Phase II - Vivacity-MG  

Market Group: Autoimmune/immunology 

Lead Company: Momenta Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (MNTA)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: II 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 20% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 20% 

 

Analysis: 

Momenta Pharmaceuticals announced Vivacity-MG, the Company’s Phase II clinical study of nipocalimab 

in generalized myasthenia gravis (gMG), continues to enroll patients, with 80% of the trial enrolled. The 

Company expects to report top-line data from this study in the third quarter of 2020. 

 

Source: 

Press Release 01/13/2020 (MNTA) 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2020 (MNTA, Slide 8) 

 
 

Nipocalimab for Hemolytic Disease of the Newborn (HDN) 

Event Date: 01/14/2020  

Event Type: Regulatory - Orphan Drug Designation (Europe) (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Autoimmune/immunology 

Lead Company: Momenta Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (MNTA)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: II 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 20% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 20% 

 

Analysis: 

Momenta Pharmaceuticals announced the company has received orphan drug designation in Europe for 

nipocalimab in the prevention of early-onset hemolytic disease of the fetus and newborn (HDFN). 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2020 (MNTA, Slide 10) 

 
 

Nipocalimab for Autoimmune Hemolytic Anemia (AIHA) 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/trialdetail.cfm?trialid=51961
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=945
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.momentapharma.com/investors-and-news/press-releases/press-releases-details/2020/Momenta-Provides-Year-End-2019-Update-and-2020-Outlook/default.aspx
https://www.momentapharma.com/files/doc_presentations/2020/Momenta-2020-JPM-presentation-(1).pdf
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=27610
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=3027
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=364031
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=38738
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=945
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.momentapharma.com/files/doc_presentations/2020/Momenta-2020-JPM-presentation-(1).pdf
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=27610
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=3647
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Event Date: 12/05/2019  

Event Type: Regulatory - Orphan Drug Designation (U.S.) (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Hematology 

Lead Company: Momenta Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (MNTA)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: II 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 30% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 30% 

 

Analysis: 

Momenta Pharmaceuticals announced nipocalimab has been granted Fast Track and Orphan Drug 

designation by the FDA in warm autoimmune hemolytic anemia (wAIHA). 

 

Source: 

www.fda.gov 12/05/2019 (Orphan Designation) 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/13/2020 (MNTA) 

 
 

M254 for Chronic Inflammatory Demyelinating Polyneuropathy (CIDP) 

Event Date: 01/14/2020  

Event Type: Trial Announcement (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Neurology 

Lead Company: Momenta Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (MNTA)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Preclinical 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: N/A 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

 

Analysis: 

Momenta Pharmaceuticals expects to initiate a Phase II trial of M254 for the treatment of chronic 

inflammatory demyelinating polyneuropathy (CIDP) in the fourth quarter of 2020. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2020 (MNTA, Slide 6) 

 

 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=364026
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https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=3160
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https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm
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https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.momentapharma.com/files/doc_presentations/2020/Momenta-2020-JPM-presentation-(1).pdf
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MorphoSys AG (MOR) 
 

Monjuvi for Indolent Non-Hodgkin's Lymphoma (Including Follicular Lymphoma) - NHL 

Event Date: 01/07/2021  

Event Type: Regulatory - Orphan Drug Designation (U.S.) (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: MorphoSys AG (MOR)  

Partner Companies: Incyte (INCY) 

Xencor (XNCR) 

Phase: Preclinical 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: -100% 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

Analysis: 

The US FDA granted orphan designation to Tafasitamab for the treatment of follicular lymphoma. 

 

Source: 

www.fda.gov 01/07/2021 (Orphan Designation) 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/13/2021 (MOR, Slide 14) 

 

 

OBI Pharma, Inc. 

OBI-888 for Solid Tumors 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Trial Announcement - Trial/Enrollment Reinitiated (Clinical 

Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase I/II - OBI-888-001 

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: OBI Pharma, Inc. (4174) 

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: I 

Change to Likelihood of 

Approval: 

0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 6% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 6% 

Analysis: 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=264
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=16930
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=3093
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=402064
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=61181
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=264
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=208
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=2782
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/opdlisting/oopd/detailedIndex.cfm?cfgridkey=790920
https://www.morphosys.com/sites/default/files/phone-conferences/downloads/jpm_presentation_2021_morphosys_final_0.pdf
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=29050
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=197
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401547
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=40337
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=40337
https://www.biomedtracker.com/trialdetail.cfm?trialid=48900
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=4171
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
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OBI Pharma announced that the company is currently recruiting the cohort expansion portion of the 

Phase I/II study of OBI-888. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (OBI Pharma) 

 

OBI-3424 for Hepatocellular (Liver) Cancer (HCC) (Including Secondary Metastases) 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Trial Announcement - Trial/Enrollment Reinitiated (Clinical 

Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase I/II - MD Anderson 

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: OBI Pharma, Inc. (4174) 

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: II 

Change to Likelihood of 

Approval: 

0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 10% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 10% 

Analysis: 

OBI Pharma announced that the Phase I/II OBI-3424-001 study is currently ongoing. The company is 

nearing the end of recruitment for the dose escalation portion of the study. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (OBI Pharma, Slide 37) 

 

OBI-3424 for Solid Tumors 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Trial Announcement - Trial/Enrollment Reinitiated (Clinical 

Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase I/II - M.D. Anderson 

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: OBI Pharma, Inc. (4174) 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=31640
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=297
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401562
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=43691
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=43691
https://www.biomedtracker.com/trialdetail.cfm?trialid=47433
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=4171
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=31640
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=197
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401553
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=52846
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=52846
https://www.biomedtracker.com/trialdetail.cfm?trialid=49927
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=4171
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Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: II 

Change to Likelihood of 

Approval: 

0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 10% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 10% 

Analysis: 

OBI Pharma announced that the Phase I/II OBI-3424-001 study is currently ongoing. The company is 

nearing the end of recruitment for the dose escalation portion of the study. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (OBI Pharma, Slide 37) 

 

OBI-822 for Breast Cancer 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Trial Announcement - Trial/Enrollment Reinitiated (Clinical 

Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase III - GLORIA 

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: OBI Pharma, Inc. (4174) 

Partner Companies: Merck (MRK) 

Phase: III 

Change to Likelihood of 

Approval: 

0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 36% (1% Above Avg.) 

Average Approval: 35% 

Analysis: 

OBI Pharma announced that the company is currently continuing to recruit patient for the global Phase 

III GLORIA study of OBI-822 in TNBC. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (OBI Pharma, Slide 20) 

 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=8383
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=214
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401554
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=10395
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=10395
https://www.biomedtracker.com/trialdetail.cfm?trialid=49924
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=4171
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=254
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
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Oneness Biotech Co Ltd 

FB918 for Asthma 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Progress Update (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Respiratory 

Lead Company: Oneness Biotech Co Ltd (4743) 

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Preclinical 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: N/A 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

Analysis: 

Oneness Biotech currently lists FB918 in preclinical development for the treatment of severe asthma. 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (Oneness Biotech, Slide 14) 

 

Orchard Therapeutics Limited (ORTX) 
OTL-201 for Mucopolysaccharidosis IIIA (MPS IIIA; Sanfilippo A Syndrome) 

Event Date: 01/13/2020  

Event Type: Trial Announcement - Initiation (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase I - POC (Royal Manchester Children’s Hospital)  

Market Group: Metabolic 

Lead Company: Orchard Therapeutics Limited (ORTX)  

Partner Companies: Oxford BioMedica (OXB:LN)  

Phase: I 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 16% 

Likelihood of Approval: 16% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 16% 

 

Analysis: 

Orchard Therapeutics announced that enrollment has initiated in a proof-of-concept clinical trial for 

OTL-201 in MPS-IIIA, conducted by the Royal Manchester Children’s Hospital. The trial is expected to 

enroll up to five patients in 2020 with interim data expected in 2020 and 2021. 

 

Source: 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=44063
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=72
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401698
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=62216
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=11241
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.onenessbio.com.tw/file/20210111/Oneness%20Biotech%20IP%202021-0111%20upload%20EN.pdf
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=32416
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=2982
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=364006
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=44769
https://www.biomedtracker.com/trialdetail.cfm?trialid=56539
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=6747
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=902
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
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Press Release 01/13/2020 (ORTX) 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2020 (ORTX) 

 
 

Oyster Point Pharma Inc. (OYST) 
 

OC-01 Nasal Spray for Dry Eye (Ophthalmology) 

Event Date: 01/14/2020  

Event Type: Trial Announcement - Trial Completed (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase I - ZEN 

Market Group: Ophthalmology 

Lead Company: Oyster Point Pharma Inc. (OYST)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: III 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 49% (2% Below Avg.) 

Average Approval: 51% 

 

Analysis: 

During the J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference held on January 14, 2019, Oyster Point announced the 

completion of the Phase I ZEN trial of OC-01 for the treatment of dry eye. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2020 (OYST) 

 

 

Pacira BioSciences, Inc. (PCRX) 
 

Exparel for Postsurgical Pain 

Event Date: 01/13/2021  

Event Type: Regulatory - Filing for Approval Accepted (Canada) (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Neurology 

Lead Company: Pacira BioSciences, Inc. (PCRX)  

Partner Companies: Vectura (VEC) 

Nuance Biotech 

Phase: Approved 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 100% (Same As Avg.) 

https://ir.orchard-tx.com/news-releases/news-release-details/orchard-therapeutics-highlights-2020-strategic-priorities
https://ir.orchard-tx.com/static-files/ce26ff8f-67ad-4330-91f9-1f7bdebe8f92
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=38500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=548
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=363942
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=53761
https://www.biomedtracker.com/trialdetail.cfm?trialid=55099
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=8523
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=2965
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=17561
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=3130
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=402074
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=22876
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=2965
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=818
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=7980
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
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Average Approval: 100% 

Analysis: 

Pacira announced that the EXPAREL New Drug Submission has been validated by Healthy Canada and is 

currently in labeling discussions. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/13/2021 (PCRX, Slide 15) 

 
 

DepoLevobupivacaine for Anesthesia 

Event Date: 01/13/2021  

Event Type: Trial Announcement - Initiation (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase I - Safety  

Market Group: Neurology 

Lead Company: Pacira BioSciences, Inc. (PCRX)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: I 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 10% 

Likelihood of Approval: 10% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 10% 

Analysis: 

Pacira announced that the DepoFoam-based local anesthetic program has been discussed with the FDA. 

A Phase I study is currently underway to determine go/no-go decision on the next phase of 

development. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/13/2021 (PCRX, Slide 20) 

 
 

iovera for Postsurgical Pain 

Event Date: 01/13/2021  

Event Type: Trial Announcement - Initiation (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase IV - PREPARE (TKA, w/Exparel)  

Market Group: Neurology 

Lead Company: Pacira BioSciences, Inc. (PCRX)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Approved 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 100% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 100% 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=43913
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=531
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=402075
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=61970
https://www.biomedtracker.com/trialdetail.cfm?trialid=61570
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=2965
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=35020
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=3130
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=402077
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=50728
https://www.biomedtracker.com/trialdetail.cfm?trialid=61572
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=2965
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
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Analysis: 

Pacira announced that the Phase IV study to evaluate iovera and Exparel for opioid-sparing pain 

management for patients undergoing total knee arthroplasty is underway. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/13/2021 (PCRX, Slide 13-14) 

 

 

Passage Bio (PASG) 

PBFT02 for Dementia 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Regulatory - IND Filing (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Neurology 

Lead Company: Passage Bio (PASG) 

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: IND 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

Analysis: 

Passage Bio announced that an Investigational New Drug (IND) application has been submitted for Phase 

I/II clinical studies of PBFT02 for the treatment of Frontotemporal Dementia (FTD) with granulin (GRN) 

mutation, a devastating form of early onset dementia. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (PASG) 

 

PBFT02 for Dementia 

Event Date: 01/07/2021 

Event Type: Regulatory - Orphan Drug Designation (U.S.) (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Neurology 

Lead Company: Passage Bio (PASG) 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=41841
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=315
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401492
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=58761
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=9070
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://investors.passagebio.com/news-releases/news-release-details/passage-bio-announces-plan-deliver-multiple-meaningful-catalysts
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=41841
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=315
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401501
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=58761
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=9070
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Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Preclinical 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

Analysis: 

Passgae Bio reported the company recently received orphan drug designation from the FDA for PBFT02 

for FTD-GRN. 

 

Source: 

www.fda.gov 01/07/2021 (Orphan Drug Designation) 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (PASG) 

 

PBKR03 for Krabbe Disease (Globoid Cell Leukodystrophy) 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Regulatory - IND Filing (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Metabolic 

Lead Company: Passage Bio (PASG) 

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Preclinical 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

Analysis: 

Passage Bio announced that an Investigational New Drug (IND) application has been submitted for Phase 

I/II clinical studies of PBKR03 in Krabbe disease. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (PASG) 

 

 

Precigen, Inc. (PGEN) 
 

PRGN-2009 for Solid Tumors 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/opdlisting/oopd/detailedIndex.cfm?cfgridkey=793020
https://investors.passagebio.com/news-releases/news-release-details/passage-bio-announces-plan-deliver-multiple-meaningful-catalysts
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=41843
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=3090
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401508
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=58763
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=9070
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://investors.passagebio.com/news-releases/news-release-details/passage-bio-announces-plan-deliver-multiple-meaningful-catalysts
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=3006
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=39952
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=197
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Event Date: 01/13/2021  

Event Type: Trial Data - Top-Line Results (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase I/II - HPV+ Tumors  

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: Precigen, Inc. (PGEN)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: II 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 10% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 10% 

Analysis: 

Precigen presented an update on the ongoing Phase I/II study of PRGN-2009 in patients with HPV-

associated cancers. 

 

Context 

Precigen reported that the Phase I portion of the Phase I/II study of PRGN-2009 is ongoing in 

collaboration with NCI through a CRADA. Enrollment in the Phase I monotherapy arm (arm A) is 

completed, with all 6 patients enrolled and received multiple PRGN-2009 administrations to date. 

Enrollment in the Phase I combination arm is underway. 

 

Design 

The Phase I/II study is evaluating safety and response of PRGN-2009 alone and in combination with 

M7824 in patients with HPV-associated cancers. 

 

 

Results 

The preliminary correlative analysis of peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) from patients treated 

at dose level 1 demonstrated 100% (3 out of 3) patients showed increase in HPV16 and/or HPV18 

specific T cells post PRGN-2009 administration. 

 

Most Common Adverse Events 

Repeated administration of PRGN-2009 was reported safe and well tolerated with no DLTs observed to 

date. 

 

Conclusion 

An increase in magnitude and breath of immune response was observed with repeat adminstration of 

PRGN-2009. 

 

Source: 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=402070
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=55874
https://www.biomedtracker.com/trialdetail.cfm?trialid=57591
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=3006
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
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J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/13/2021 (PGEN, Slide 14-15) 

 
 

PRGN-2013 for Hepatitis B (HBV) Treatment (Antiviral) 

Event Date: 01/13/2021  

Event Type: Progress Update (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Infectious Disease 

Lead Company: Precigen, Inc. (PGEN)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Preclinical 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: N/A 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

Analysis: 

Precigen announced PRGN-2013, a new HBV therapy, currently in preclinical development in its pipeline. 

In early preclinical studies, PRGN-2013 induces superior cytotoxic T-cell response against more HBV 

epitopes in mice. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/13/2021 (PGEN, Slide 19) 

 

 

Precision BioSciences, Inc. (DTIL) 
 

PBCAR19B for Non-Hodgkin's Lymphoma (NHL) 

Event Date: 12/31/2020  

Event Type: Regulatory - IND Filing (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: Precision BioSciences, Inc. (DTIL) 

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: IND 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

Analysis: 

Precision announced the company filed an IND for PBCAR19B in 2020. 

 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=44116
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=319
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=402071
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=62293
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=3006
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=5740
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=43873
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=205
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=402057
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=61906
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=5740
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
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Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/13/2021 (DTIL, Slide 5) 

 
 

Rafael Pharmaceuticals, Inc. 
 

CPI-613 for Pancreatic Cancer 

Event Date: 01/14/2021  

Event Type: Trial Announcement - Patient Enrollment Completed 

(Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase III - AVENGER 500 (w/mFolfirinox)  

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: Rafael Pharmaceuticals, Inc.  

Partner Companies: Ono Pharmaceutical Company (4528:JP)  

Phase: III 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 35% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 35% 

 

Analysis: 

Rafael Pharmaceuticals announced the Company completed enrollment in the Phase III pivotal trial in 

pancreatic cancer (AVENGER500). 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2021 (Rafael) 

 

 

Regeneron Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (REGN) 

Libtayo for Skin Cancer - Basal Cell Carcinoma (BCC) 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Regulatory - Priority Review for sNDA/sBLA (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: Regeneron Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (REGN) 

Partner Companies: Sanofi (SNY) 

Phase: NDA/BLA 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

https://investor.precisionbiosciences.com/static-files/edf20a7d-f032-4b74-a0f5-f1b9860653f6
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=6132
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=16292
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=220
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=402260
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=20987
https://www.biomedtracker.com/trialdetail.cfm?trialid=49800
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=6132
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=844
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=25212
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=360
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401607
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=48204
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=330
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=51
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
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Likelihood of Approval: 86% (4% Above Avg.) 

Average Approval: 82% 

Analysis: 

Regeneron announced that Libtayo was accepted for priority review as first-in-class PD-1 in 2L+ BCC, 

with a PDUFA date of March 3, 2021. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (REGN, Slide 11) 

 
 

Renalytix AI plc (RNLX) 
 

KidneyIntelX for Renal Disease / Renal Failure 

Event Date: 12/31/2020  

Event Type: Trial Announcement - Initiation (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: Mount Sinai Study 

Market Group: Renal 

Lead Company: Renalytix AI plc (RNLX)  

Partner Companies: AstraZeneca (AZN)  

Phase: IDE 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

Analysis: 

Renalytix AI announced that it has rolled out KidneyIntelX for testing for its Mount Sinai study in the 

fourth quarter of 2020. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/13/2021 (RNLX, Slide 3) 

 
 

Repare Therapeutics, Inc. (RPTX) 
 

RP-6306 for Cancer 

Event Date: 01/14/2021  

Event Type: Progress Update (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Oncology 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
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https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401962
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=56982
https://www.biomedtracker.com/trialdetail.cfm?trialid=59366
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=9233
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=45
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https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=44124
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=313
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=402172
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=62302
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Lead Company: Repare Therapeutics, Inc. (RPTX)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Preclinical 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: N/A 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

 

Analysis: 

Repare currently lists RP-6306 in IND-Enabling studies for oncology. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2021 (RPTX) 

 

 

Roche Holding AG (RHHBY) 
 

Neoantigen Directed T-Cell Therapy (Genentech/Adaptive) for Cancer 

Event Date: 12/31/2019  

Event Type: Progress Update (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: Roche Holding AG (RHHBY)  

Partner Companies: Adaptive 

Phase: Preclinical 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: N/A 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

 

Analysis: 

In 2019, Adaptive delivered its first data package for the 1st selected TCR candidate of the cellular 

therapy partnership. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2020 (Adaptive, Slide 7) 

 

 

Rubius Therapeutics, Inc. (RUBY) 
 

RTX-240 for Solid Tumors 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=9053
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https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=364013
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=58549
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Event Date: 01/13/2021  

Event Type: Trial Data - Top-Line Results (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase I/II - Dose Escalation/Expansion  

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: Rubius Therapeutics, Inc. (RUBY)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: II 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 10% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 10% 

Analysis: 

Rubius announced top-line data from the Phase I/II study of RTX-240 in solid tumor patients at the J.P. 

Morgan Healthcare Conference on January 13, 2021. 

 

Context 

Rubius plans to present additional clinical data from this study in early 2021, and submit it for 

presentation at a scientific conference. 

 

Design 

This study enrolled patients with R/R or locally advanced, unresectable solid tumors for which no 

standard therapy exists, or for which the patient is ineligible or has declined standard therapy. 

 

Results 

Patients had a median of 3.5 prior lines of therapy, and 10 of 14 patients had prior PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitor 

therapy. All patients showed activation of NK or T cells or both cells types. Activation and expansion of 

NK and T cells were observed across dose levels in 8 patients. 

 

Most Common Adverse Events 

No treatment-related Grade 3-4 adverse events and no dose-limiting toxicities have been observed to 

date. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/13/2021 (RUBY) 

 

 

Sangamo Therapeutics (SGMO) 

KITE-037 for Cancer 
Event Date: 01/13/2021  

https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=402098
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=55814
https://www.biomedtracker.com/trialdetail.cfm?trialid=57862
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=5626
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
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https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=9167
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=37422
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=313
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=402262
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Event Type: Progress Update (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: Gilead Sciences, Inc. (GILD)  

Partner Companies: Sangamo Therapeutics (SGMO)  

Phase: Preclinical 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

 

Analysis: 

Sangamo Therapeutics announced that KITE-037 is expected to be IND ready and in clinical trials in 2021. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/13/2021 (SGMO) 

 

 

Sanofi (SNY) 
 

DNL747 for Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) 

Event Date: 12/31/2019  

Event Type: Trial Announcement - Patient Enrollment Completed (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase Ib - Safety and Tolerability (Sanofi)  

Market Group: Neurology 

Lead Company: Sanofi (SNY)  

Partner Companies: Denali Therapeutics Inc. (DNLI)  

Phase: Development Outside U.S. 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

 

Analysis: 

Denali announced the RIPK1 inhibitor DNL747 Phase Ib trials in Alzheimer’s and ALS are fully enrolled. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2020 (DNLI) 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2020 (DNLI, Slide 7) 
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Seagen Inc. (SGEN) 

SEA-CD40 for Solid Tumors 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Progress Update (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: Seagen Inc. (SGEN) 

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: I 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 6% 

Likelihood of Approval: 6% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 6% 

Analysis: 

Seagen lists SEA-CD40 as a pipeline candidate. As such, we are returning this product to Phase I 

development. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (SGEN, Slide 23) 

 
 

Shanghai Junshi Biosciences Co., Ltd. (1877) 
 

JS009 for Solid Tumors 

Event Date: 01/13/2021  

Event Type: Progress Update (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: Shanghai Junshi Biosciences Co., Ltd. (1877)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Preclinical 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: N/A 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

Analysis: 

Shanghai Junshi currenlty is developing JS009, an anti-CD112R monoclonal antibody. CD112R (PVRIG) is 

an inhibitory immune checkpoint. Treatment of T cells with anti-CD112R in combination with PD-1 or 

TIGIT inhibitors further increased T cell activation, improving the effect of clinical treatment. JS009 has 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=24847
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=197
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401712
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=34527
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=351
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://s21.q4cdn.com/327105422/files/events/Seagen-2021-J.P.-Morgan-Presentation-Final.pdf
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=9167
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=44118
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=197
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=402093
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=62295
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=9167
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
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shown to be much more potent than COM701 in enhancing T cell activation and exhibits a significant 

synergistic effect when combined with JS006 and JS001. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/13/2021 (Shanghai Junshi, Slide 28) 

 
 

JS019 for Solid Tumors 

Event Date: 01/13/2021  

Event Type: Progress Update (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: Shanghai Junshi Biosciences Co., Ltd. (1877)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Preclinical 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: N/A 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

Analysis: 

Shanghai Junshi is currently developing JS019, an anti-CD39 monoclonal antibody, for the treatment of 

solid tumors. CD39 is an ectonucleotidase on the ATP-Adenosine pathway. The inhibition of CD39 

prevents the accumulation of immunosuppressive adenosine and stabilizes the pro-inflammatory 

extracellular ATP to restore antitumor immunity. 

 

The company has comleted stable cell line development, DS process and formulation development, two 

lots of non-GMP roduction at 200L scale for preclinical studies. The company has completed a pre-tox 

study, showing good tolerance up to 200 mg/kg. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/13/2021 (Shanghai Junshi, Slide 30) 

 
 

JS201 for Solid Tumors 

Event Date: 01/13/2021  

Event Type: Progress Update (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: Shanghai Junshi Biosciences Co., Ltd. (1877)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Preclinical 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=44119
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=197
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=402094
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=62296
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=9167
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
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https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=402096
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=62297
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=9167
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Change to Likelihood of Approval: N/A 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

Analysis: 

Shanghai Junshi is currently developing JS201, a bifunctional fusion protein that simultaneously targets 

PD-1 and TGF-beta, for the treatment of solid tumors. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/13/2021 (Shanghai Junshi, Slide 31) 

 
 

JS005 for Inflammatory Disorders 

Event Date: 05/31/2020  

Event Type: Trial Announcement - Initiation (Emerging Markets) (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase I - Healthy Volunteers (China)  

Market Group: Autoimmune/immunology 

Lead Company: Shanghai Junshi Biosciences Co., Ltd. (1877)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Development Outside U.S. 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: N/A 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

 

Analysis: 

Shanghai Junshi announced that in May 2020, the first subject was dosed in a Phase I study of JS005 in 

China. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/13/2021 (Shanghai Junshi, Slide 27) 

 
 

JS005 for Inflammatory Disorders 

Event Date: 01/13/2021  

Event Type: Trial Announcement - Patient Enrollment Completed (Emerging Markets) 

(Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase I - Healthy Volunteers (China)  

Market Group: Autoimmune/immunology 

Lead Company: Shanghai Junshi Biosciences Co., Ltd. (1877)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Development Outside U.S. 
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Change to Likelihood of 

Approval: 

0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

Analysis: 

Shanghai Junshi announced that at present, the Phase I study of JS005 in China has completed random 

enrollment. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/13/2021 (Shanghai Junshi, Slide 27) 

 
 

UBP1211 for Rheumatoid Arthritis (RA) 

Event Date: 11/30/2019  

Event Type: Regulatory - Filing for Approval (Emerging Markets) (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Autoimmune/immunology 

Lead Company: Shanghai Junshi Biosciences Co., Ltd. (1877)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Development Outside U.S. 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: N/A 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

Analysis: 

Shanghai Junshi announced that it submitted an NDA application for UBP1211, a biosimilar of 

adalimumab, to China's NMPA and was accepted in November 2019. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/13/2021 (Shanghai Junshi, Slide 27) 

 
 

Ongericimab for Dyslipidemia / Hypercholesterolemia 

Event Date: 01/13/2021  

Event Type: Trial Announcement - Initiation (Emerging Markets) (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase III - China  

Market Group: Cardiovascular 

Lead Company: Shanghai Junshi Biosciences Co., Ltd. (1877)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Development Outside U.S. 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 
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Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

Analysis: 

Shanghai Junshi announced that the initiation of Phase III clinical studies of JS002 in a larger patient 

population is underway. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/13/2021 (Shanghai Junshi, Slide 27) 

 
 

JS004 for Solid Tumors 

Event Date: 04/30/2019  

Event Type: Trial Announcement - Regulatory Approval to Initiate (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase I - First-in-Human  

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: Shanghai Junshi Biosciences Co., Ltd. (1877)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: IND 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: N/A 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

 

 

Analysis: 

Shanghai Junshi announced that JS004 was approved by the U.S. FDA for clinical trials for solid tumors. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/13/2021 (Shanghai Junshi, Slide 26) 

 
 

JS004 for Solid Tumors 

Event Date: 01/31/2020  

Event Type: Trial Announcement - Regulatory Approval to Initiate (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase I - China  

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: Shanghai Junshi Biosciences Co., Ltd. (1877)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: I 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 6% (Same As Avg.) 
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Average Approval: 6% 

Analysis: 

Shanghai Junshi announced that in January 2020, the IND application for JS004 was approved by China's 

NMPA. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/13/2021 (Shanghai Junshi, Slide 26) 

 
 

Shattuck Labs, Inc. (STTK) 
SL-172154 for Head and Neck Cancer 

 

Event Date: 01/14/2021  

Event Type: Trial Announcement - Initiation (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase I - SL03-OHD-102  

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: Shattuck Labs, Inc. (STTK)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: I 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 6% 

Likelihood of Approval: 6% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 6% 

 

Analysis: 

Shattuck announced that the Phase Ia study of SL-172154 in patients with head and neck squamous cell 

carcinoma (HNSCC) is currently recruiting participants. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2021 (STTK, Slide 20) 

 

 
 

SpringWorks Therapeutics, Inc. (SWTX) 
 

Nirogacestat for Multiple Myeloma (MM) 

Event Date: 01/13/2020  

Event Type: Trial Announcement (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase I - w/ALLO-715  

Market Group: Oncology 
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Lead Company: SpringWorks Therapeutics, Inc. (SWTX)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Preclinical 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

 

Analysis: 

Allogene Therapeutics and SpringWorks Therapeutics announced that they have entered into a clinical 

trial collaboration agreement. This agreement will evaluate ALLO-715, Allogene’s investigational anti-B-

cell maturation antigen (BCMA) AlloCAR T therapy in combination with SpringWorks’ investigational 

gamma secretase inhibitor (GSI), nirogacestat, in patients with relapsed or refractory multiple myeloma. 

 

Gamma secretase inhibition prevents the cleavage and shedding of BCMA from the surface of myeloma 

cells. In preclinical models, nirogacestat has been shown to increase the cell surface density of BCMA 

and reduce levels of soluble BCMA, thereby enhancing the activity of BCMA-targeted therapies. In 

addition, emerging clinical data suggest that a GSI may increase antitumor efficacy of BCMA-targeted 

autologous CAR T therapy in patients with relapsed and refractory multiple myeloma. 

 

Under the terms of the agreement, Allogene will sponsor and conduct the Phase I study to evaluate the 

safety, tolerability and preliminary efficacy of the combination, and will assume all development costs 

associated with the study. Allogene and SpringWorks will form a joint development committee to 

oversee the clinical study, which is expected to commence in the second half of 2020 pending 

discussions with regulators. 

 

SpringWorks is currently enrolling patients in a global Phase III, double-blind, randomized, placebo-

controlled clinical trial (the DeFi Trial) to evaluate nirogacestat in adults with progressing desmoid 

tumors. 

 

Source: 

Press Release 01/13/2020 (ALLO) 

Press Release 01/13/2020 (SWTX) 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2020 (SWTX) 

 

 

TCR² Therapeutics Inc. (TCRR) 
TC-510 for Solid Tumors 

 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=7840
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/trialdetail.cfm?trialid=53556
https://ir.allogene.com/news-releases/news-release-details/allogene-therapeutics-and-springworks-therapeutics-announce
https://ir.springworkstx.com/news-releases/news-release-details/allogene-therapeutics-and-springworks-therapeutics-announce
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=7710
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=44135
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=197
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Event Date: 01/14/2021  

Event Type: Progress Update (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: TCR² Therapeutics Inc. (TCRR)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Preclinical 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: N/A 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

 

Analysis: 

TCR² Therapeutics currently lists TC-510 for the treatment of solid tumors in preclinical development on 

its pipeline. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2021 (TCRR, Slide 4) 

 
 

Tempest Therapeutics, Inc. 
TPST-1120 for Solid Tumors 

 

Event Date: 01/14/2021  

Event Type: Trial Announcement - Trial Progressing (Clinical 

Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase I/Ib - Monotherapy/Combination  

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: Tempest Therapeutics, Inc.  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: I 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 6% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 6% 

 

Analysis: 

Tempest Therapeutics provided an update on the Phase I trial of TPST-1120 in solid tumors. 

 

Dose escalation continues in monotherapy and combination therapy, and TPST-1120 has been well-

tolerated at all doses tested to date. The maximum tolerated dose has not been identified. The safety 

profile shows readily-manageable low-grade adverse events; solitary treatment-related grade 3 adverse 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=402231
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=62316
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=7710
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=40099
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=197
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=402251
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=56079
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=56079
https://www.biomedtracker.com/trialdetail.cfm?trialid=52407
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=9059
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
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events have included hypertension. Preliminary combination with nivolumab does not suggest 

synergistic toxicity. In monotherapy activity, two late-line treatment refractory subjects with 

cholangiocarcinoma have been on study for approximately 5 and 9 months, with a best overall response 

rate of -15%. The combination therapy remains early in dose escalation, with the best overall response 

rate of stable disease. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2021 (Tempest, Slide 15) 

 
 

TPST-1495 for Solid Tumors 

 

Event Date: 01/14/2021  

Event Type: Trial Announcement - Trial Progressing (Clinical 

Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase Ia/Ib - TPST-1495-001 (w/Pembrolizumab)  

Market Group: Oncology 

Lead Company: Tempest Therapeutics, Inc.  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: I 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: N/A 

Likelihood of Approval: 6% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 6% 

 

Analysis: 

Tempest stated that the Phase I monotherapy study is ongoing, evaluating both dose and administration 

schedule. A combination with an anti-PD-1 will be initiated when monotherapy recommended Phase II 

dose is identified. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2021 (Tempest, Slide 21) 

 

 

Theravance Biopharma Inc. (TBPH) 
 

TD-0903 for COVID-19 Treatment 

Event Date: 01/13/2021  

Event Type: Trial Announcement - Trial Progressing (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: Phase II - Hospitalized Patients (UK)  

https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=42211
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=197
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=402252
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=59387
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=59387
https://www.biomedtracker.com/trialdetail.cfm?trialid=57599
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=9059
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=4724
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=42174
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=3651
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=402076
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=59309
https://www.biomedtracker.com/trialdetail.cfm?trialid=57502
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Market Group: Infectious Disease 

Lead Company: Theravance Biopharma Inc. (TBPH)  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Development Outside U.S. 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

 

Analysis: 

Theravance reported that the company has completed part 1 of the Phase II study of TD-0903 in 

hospitalized COVID-19 patients. The trial is now currently in part 2, where 200 patients randomized 

between a 3-milligram dose plus standard of care of 0903 versus placebo plus standard of care. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/13/2021 (TBPH, Slide 21) 

 
 

Vaxxinity, Inc. 
UB-313 for Migraine and Other Headaches 

 

Event Date: 01/14/2021  

Event Type: Progress Update - Development Review (Clinical 

Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Neurology 

Lead Company: Vaxxinity, Inc.  

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Preclinical 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

 

Analysis: 

Vaxxinity announced the development of UB-313, an anti-CGRP vaccine, for the possible treatment of 

migraines. Preclinical findings have shown selective targeting of C-terminus of CGRP, inhibiting of CGRP-

induced cAMP in human cells (dose dependent), and it has shown to have comparable binding potency 

and activity to marketed mAbs. A lead candidate has been identified and an IND is expected in 2021. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/14/2021 (Vaxxinity, Slide 19) 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=4724
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://investor.theravance.com/static-files/72bfc141-5fef-4d1b-bf33-19ef0d12ff5b
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=26310
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=44125
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=288
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=402180
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=62303
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=62303
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=26310
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
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Vertex Pharmaceuticals Incorporated (VRTX) 

Type 1 Diabetes Cell Therapy for Diabetes Mellitus, Type I 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Regulatory - IND Filing (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Endocrine 

Lead Company: Vertex Pharmaceuticals Incorporated (VRTX) 

Partner Companies: Novartis (NVS) 

Phase: IND 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 0% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: N/A 

Analysis: 

Vertex Pharmaceuticals announced that an IND has been filed for their "cells alone" type 1 diabetes cell 

therapy. The company plans to advance the therapy into clinical development in early 2021. 

 

Vertex continues to work on an IND filing for their "cells and device" diabetes therapy as well. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (VRTX, Slide 3) 

 

Trikafta for Cystic Fibrosis (CF) 

Event Date: 12/31/2020 

Event Type: Regulatory - sNDA/sBLA Filing (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Respiratory 

Lead Company: Vertex Pharmaceuticals Incorporated (VRTX) 

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Approved 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 100% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 100% 

https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=25708
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=157
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401512
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=35788
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=389
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=289
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://investors.vrtx.com/static-files/4db93c32-dafe-4dbf-9d26-3c3896fa1b07
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=33101
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=74
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401516
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=45711
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=389
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
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Analysis: 

Vertex Pharmaceuticals lists that in 2020 they submitted a sNDA filing to the U.S. Food and Drug 

Administration (FDA) to expand the eligibility for Trikafta (elexacaftor/tezacaftor/ivacaftor and ivacaftor) 

in cystic fibrosis (CF) patients aged 6 to 11. 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (VRTX, Slide 3) 

 

Trikafta for Cystic Fibrosis (CF) 

Event Date: 01/11/2021 

Event Type: Progress Update - Product Launch (U.S.) (Clinical Analysis) 

Trial Name: N/A 

Market Group: Respiratory 

Lead Company: Vertex Pharmaceuticals Incorporated (VRTX) 

Partner Companies: N/A 

Phase: Approved 

Change to Likelihood of Approval: 0% 

Likelihood of Approval: 100% (Same As Avg.) 

Average Approval: 100% 

Analysis: 

Vertex Pharmaceuticals lists that they launched Trikafta in the U.S. for ages 12+ based on the 

recent sNDA approval by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA). 

 

Source: 

J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 01/11/2021 (VRTX, Slide 3) 

 

https://investors.vrtx.com/static-files/4db93c32-dafe-4dbf-9d26-3c3896fa1b07
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugReport.cfm?DrugID=33101
https://www.biomedtracker.com/IndicationReport.cfm?IndID=74
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=401523
https://www.biomedtracker.com/DrugDetail.cfm?RecID=45711
https://www.biomedtracker.com/CompanyReport.cfm?CompanyID=389
https://www.biomedtracker.com/AESSearchResults.cfm?q=1&p=1&r=500
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/LoA.cfm
https://www.biomedtracker.com/EventDetail.cfm?EventID=399804
https://investors.vrtx.com/static-files/4db93c32-dafe-4dbf-9d26-3c3896fa1b07


Expected Date Range Company Symbol Drug Indication Phase Expected Catalyst Catalyst Title Analysis

01/01/2022-12/31/2022 AbbVie Inc. ABBV Rinvoq Axial Spondyloarthritis NDA
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase III SELECT AXIS 2 - Top-

Line Results

AbbVie announced data from the Phase III SELECT AXIS 2 

study of Rinvoq for Axial SpA is expected in 2022.

Now-12/31/2021 AbbVie Inc. ABBV Imbruvica

Chronic Lymphocytic Leukemia 

(CLL)/Small Cell Lymphocytic 

Lymphoma (SLL) - NHL

Approved
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase III GLOW - Top-Line 

Results

AbbVie announced the company expects data readout from 

the Phase III GLOW study of Imbruvica and Venclexta for 

CLL in 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 AbbVie Inc. ABBV Imbruvica

Chronic Lymphocytic Leukemia 

(CLL)/Small Cell Lymphocytic 

Lymphoma (SLL) - NHL

Approved
Regulatory - sNDA/sBLA 

Filing
sNDA Filing

AbbVie announced a regulatory submission for Imbruvica 

and Venclexta first line CLL is expected in 2021.

01/01/2022-12/31/2022 AbbVie Inc. ABBV Rinvoq Crohn's Disease III
Regulatory - NDA/BLA 

Filing
NDA Filing

AbbVie expects regulatory submissions for Rinvoq for CD in 

2022.

01/01/2022-12/31/2022 AbbVie Inc. ABBV Rinvoq Crohn's Disease III
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase III Maintenance - Top-

Line Results

AbbVie expects data from the Phase III maintenance study 

of Rinvoq for CD in 2022.

Now-12/31/2021 AbbVie Inc. ABBV Rinvoq Crohn's Disease III
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase III Induction - Top-Line 

Results

AbbVie announced data readout for the Phase III induction 

study of Rinvoq for CD is expected in 2021.

01/01/2022-12/31/2022 AbbVie Inc. ABBV ABBV-744 Hematologic Cancer I
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results
Phase I - Top-Line Results

AbbVie expects data from the Phase I study of ABBV-744 for 

CPRC/AML in 2022.

01/01/2022-12/31/2022 AbbVie Inc. ABBV Imbruvica Mantle Cell Lymphoma - NHL Approved
Regulatory - sNDA/sBLA 

Filing
sNDA FIling - R/R MCL

AbbVie expects regulatory submissions for Imbruvica in 

combination with Venclexta for R/R MCL in 2022.

Now-12/31/2021 AbbVie Inc. ABBV Imbruvica Mantle Cell Lymphoma - NHL Approved
Regulatory - sNDA/sBLA 

Filing
sNDA Filing

AbbVie announced the company plans a regulatory 

submission for Imbruvica in first line MCL during 2021.

01/01/2022-12/31/2022 AbbVie Inc. ABBV Imbruvica
Marginal Zone Lymphoma - 

NHL
Approved

Regulatory - sNDA/sBLA 

Filing
sNDA Filing - r/r FL/MZL

AbbVie announced the company expects regulatory 

submissions for Imbruvica for r/r FL/MZL (Phase III SELENE) 

in 2022.

01/01/2022-12/31/2022 AbbVie Inc. ABBV ABBV-467 Multiple Myeloma (MM) I
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results
Phase I - Top-Line Results

AbbVie expects readout from the Phase I study of ABBV-467 

for MM in 2022.

01/01/2022-12/31/2022 AbbVie Inc. ABBV Navitoclax Myelofibrosis (MF) II
Regulatory - sNDA/sBLA 

Filing
sNDA Filing - 1L and R/R MF

AbbVie plans a regulatory submission for navitoclax for the 

treatment of 1L and R/R myelofibrosis (MF) in 2022.

Now-12/31/2021 AbbVie Inc. ABBV Navitoclax Myelofibrosis (MF) II
Trial Data - Updated 

Results
Phase II - Updated Results

AbbVie announced the company expects readout from the 

Phase II trial of navitoclax for MF in 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 AbbVie Inc. ABBV ABBV-951 Parkinson's Disease (PD) III
Regulatory - NDA/BLA 

Filing
NDA Filing

AbbVie announced a regulatory submission for ABBV-951 

for PD is expected in 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 AbbVie Inc. ABBV ABBV-011 Small Cell Lung Cancer (SCLC) I
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results
Phase I - Top-Line Results

AbbVie announced the company expects data from the 

Phase I study of ABBV-011 for SCLC in 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 AbbVie Inc. ABBV ABBV-151 Solid Tumors I
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results
Phase I - Top-Line Results

AbbVie announced the company to release data from the 

Phase I study of ABBV-151 for solid tumors in 2021.

07/01/2021-09/30/2021 Abivax S.A. ABVX ABX464 COVID-19 Treatment
Development 

Outside U.S.

Regulatory - MAA 

Submission (Europe)
MAA Submission

Abivax will potentially submit a MAA for ABX464 for COVID-

19 in the third quarter of 2021 depending on the top-line 

results of the Phase IIb/III trial.

04/01/2021-06/30/2021 Abivax S.A. ABVX ABX196

Hepatocellular (Liver) Cancer 

(HCC) (Including Secondary 

Metastases)

I/II
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results
Phase I/II - Top-Line Results

Abivax expects to have topline results from the dose 

escalation phase of the Phase I/II study of ABX196 for HCC 

in the second quarter of 2021.

01/01/2022-03/31/2022 Abivax S.A. ABVX ABX464 Ulcerative Colitis (UC) IIb
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase IIb - Maintenance 

Therapy - Top-Line Results

Abivax announced that first year maintenance data from its 

Phase IIb 104 study of ABX464 is expected in the first 

quarter of 2022.

07/01/2021-09/30/2021 Abivax S.A. ABVX ABX464 Ulcerative Colitis (UC) IIb
Regulatory - Meeting 

with FDA
Meeting with FDA

Abivax plans to have an end of Phase IIb FDA meeting 

about ABX464 for UC in the third quarter of 2021.

Now-12/31/2021
Achilles Therapeutics 

Limited
10167668

Clonal Neoantigen T cells 

(Achilles)
Melanoma

Development 

Outside U.S.

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase I/II THETIS - Top-Line 

Results

Achilles expects to have an initial data read-out in both 

NSCLC and melanoma in 2021.

01/01/2022-12/31/2022
Adaptimmune 

Therapeutics plc
ADAP ADP-A2M4CD8 Esophageal Cancer Preclinical

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase II SURPASS-2 - Top-Line 

Results

Adaptimmune Therapeutics expects data readout from the 

Phase II SURPASS-2 study in 2022.

01/01/2022-12/31/2022
Adaptimmune 

Therapeutics plc
ADAP ADP-A2M4 Head and Neck Cancer II

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase II SPEARHEAD-2 - Top-

Line Results

Adaptimmune Therapeutics expects data readout from the 

SPEARHEAD-2 study for ADP-A2M4 in 2022.

09/05/2021-09/09/2021
Adaptimmune 

Therapeutics plc
ADAP ADP-A2AFP

Hepatocellular (Liver) Cancer 

(HCC) (Including Secondary 

Metastases)

I
Trial Data - Updated 

Results

Phase I  HLA-A2+ - Updated 

Results (ILCA)

Adaptimmune Therapeutics announced the company 

expects interim data from the Phase I study of ADP-A2AFP 

to be presented at the  International Liver Cancer 

Association (ILCA) taking place between Septemeber 5-9 

2021.

01/01/2022-12/31/2022
Adaptimmune 

Therapeutics plc
ADAP ADP-A2M4 Sarcoma II

Regulatory - NDA/BLA 

Filing
BLA Filing

Adaptimmune Therapeutics announced the company 

expect to file a Biologics License Application (BLA) in 2022.

Now-03/31/2021
Adverum 

Biotechnologies, Inc.
ADVM ADVM-022

Wet Age-Related Macular 

Degeneration (Wet AMD) 

(Ophthalmology)

I
Regulatory - Meeting 

with FDA
Meeting with FDA

Adverum Biotechnologies announced that the first pivotal 

study trial is planned for ADVM-022 in wet AMD in mid-

2021 following regulatory agency discussion planned for 

the first quarter of 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 Affimed N.V. AFMD AFM24 Cancer I/II
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase I/IIa - Top-Line Results 

(Dose Escalation)

Affimed expects to release safety and activity data updates 

from the dose escalation clinical study of AFM24 in 2021.

01/01/2022-06/30/2022 Affimed N.V. AFMD AFM28 Undisclosed Preclinical Regulatory - IND Filing IND Filing
Affimed expects to file an IND for AFM28 in the first half of 

2022.

01/01/2022-12/31/2022 Affimed N.V. AFMD AFM28 Undisclosed Preclinical
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase Ib/IIa - Trial to Start

Affimed expects to initiate a Phase Ib/IIa study of AFM28 in 

2022.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021 Affimed N.V. AFMD AFM28 Undisclosed Preclinical Trial Data - Other Preclinical Data
Affimed expects to publish data from IND enabling studies 

of AFM28 in the second half of 2021.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021
Agios Pharmaceuticals, 

Inc.
AGIO Mitapivat Thalassemia II

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation

Phase III ENERGIZE-T - Trial to 

Start

Agios announced a pivotal study ENERGIZE-T for mitapivat 

in transfusion dependent adult thalassemia is expected to 

initiate in the second half of 2021.

07/01/2021-09/30/2021
AiCuris Anti-infective 

Cures GmbH
AIC649 COVID-19 Treatment Preclinical

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results
Phase II - Top-Line Results

AiCuris expects to have data from its COVID-19 trial of 

AIC649 in the third quarter of 2021.

Now-03/31/2021
AiCuris Anti-infective 

Cures GmbH
AIC649 COVID-19 Treatment Preclinical

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase II - Trial Initiation

AiCuris plans to initiate a trial of AIC649 for COVID-19 in the 

first quarter of 2021.

10/01/2022-12/31/2022
AiCuris Anti-infective 

Cures GmbH
Pritelivir (Oral)

Herpes Simplex Virus (HSV) 

(Antiviral)
II

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase III Dual-Resistance - Top-

Line Results

AiCuris expects to have data from the Phase III program of 

pritelivir in the dual-resistance indication in the fourth 

quarter of 2022.

10/01/2023-12/31/2023
AiCuris Anti-infective 

Cures GmbH
Pritelivir (Oral)

Herpes Simplex Virus (HSV) 

(Antiviral)
II

Trial Data - Updated 

Results

Phase III ACR-V - Top-Line 

Results

AiCuris expects to have data from the Phase III study of 

pritelivir in ACR-V patients in the fourth quarter of 2023.

Now-03/31/2021
AiCuris Anti-infective 

Cures GmbH
Pritelivir (Oral)

Herpes Simplex Virus (HSV) 

(Antiviral)
II

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase III - Trial Initiation

AiCuris expects to initiate the Phase III trial of pritelivir in 

the first quarter of 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 Akcea Therapeutics, Inc. AKCA AKCEA-APOCIII-LRx

Familial Chylomicronemia 

Syndrome (FCS)/Lipoprotein 

Lipase Deficiency (LPLD)

III
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase III - Clinical Trial to Start

Ionis Pharmaceuticals announced that the company plans 

to initiate a second Phase III study of IONIS-APOCIII-LRx in 

broader indications in 2021.

Biomedtracker/Meddevicetracker JPM New Catalysts
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Biomedtracker/Meddevicetracker JPM New Catalysts

07/01/2021-12/31/2021
Alexion Pharmaceuticals 

Inc.
ALXN Ultomiris Myasthenia Gravis (MG) III

Regulatory - sNDA/sBLA 

Filing
sBLA Filing (gMG)

Alexion announced that they anticipate filing an sBLA for 

the treatment of generalized myasthenia gravis in the 

second half of 2021.

04/01/2021-06/30/2021
Alexion Pharmaceuticals 

Inc.
ALXN ALXN1850 Undisclosed IND

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation

Phase I - Healthy Volunteers - 

Trial Initiation

Alexion expects to initiate the Phase I - Healthy Volunteers 

study for ALXN1850 during the second quarter of 2021.

Now-03/31/2021
Alexion Pharmaceuticals 

Inc.
ALXN ALXN1820 Undisclosed IND

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase I - HV - Trial Initiation

Alexion expects to initiate the Phase I - HV study for 

ALXN1820 during the first quarter of 2021

Now-06/30/2021 Alkermes plc ALKS ALKS 4230 Melanoma Preclinical
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Clinical Trial to Start

Alkermes announced that ALKS 4230 (nemvaleukin alfa) will 

be developed as a monotherapy candidate for mucosal 

melanoma. Clinical studies are expected to begin in the first 

half of 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 Alkermes plc ALKS ALKS 1140 Neurology - Other Preclinical
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase I - Trial to Start

Alkermes expects to initiate a Phase I study of ALKS 1140 in 

2021.

04/01/2021-09/30/2021 Alkermes plc ALKS ALKS 4230 Ovarian Cancer Preclinical
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Clinical Trial to Start

Alkermes announced that ALKS 4230 (nemvaleukin alfa) will 

be developed as a combiation candidate with 

pembrolizumab for the treatment of platinum-resistant 

ovarian cancer (PROC). Clinical studies are expected to 

begin mid-2021.

01/01/2022-12/31/2022 Allergan plc AGN Vraylar
Major Depressive Disorder 

(MDD)
III

Regulatory - NDA/BLA 

Filing
NDA Filing

AbbVie expects regulatory submissions for Vraylar for 

aMDD in 2022.

Now-12/31/2021 Allergan plc AGN
AGN-199201/AGN-

190584

Refractive Errors 

(Ophthalmology)
II

Regulatory - NDA/BLA 

Filing
NDA Filing

AbbVie announced a regulatory submission for AGN-

190584 for presbyopia is expected in 2021.

Now-06/30/2021
Alnylam Pharmaceuticals 

Inc.
ALNY ALN-HBV02

Hepatitis B (HBV) Treatment 

(Antiviral)
II

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase II w/BRII-179 to Start

Vir Biotechnology expects to start a Phase II study of VIR-

2218 in combination with BRII-179 for HBV in the first half 

of 2021.

Now-06/30/2021
Alnylam Pharmaceuticals 

Inc.
ALNY ALN-HBV02

Hepatitis B (HBV) Treatment 

(Antiviral)
II

Trial Data - Updated 

Results

Phase I/II - One-Year 

Durability Results

Vir expects to have Phase II one year response durability 

data from VIR-2218 for HBV in the first half of 2021.

Now-12/31/2021
Alnylam Pharmaceuticals 

Inc.
ALNY ALN-HBV02

Hepatitis B (HBV) Treatment 

(Antiviral)
II

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation

Phase II - w/GS-9688 + 

Nivolumab to Start

Gilead and Vir Biotechnology plan to start a Phase II trial 

evaluating combination therapy for both treatment-

experienced and treatment-naïve people living with HBV. 

The multi-arm trial will evaluate different combinations of 

selgantolimod Gilead’s investigational TLR-8 agonist; VIR-

2218 Vir’s investigational small interfering ribonucleic acid 

(siRNA); and a commercially-sourced marketed PD-1 

antagonist (Nivolumab). The study is expected to start in 

2021.

Now-12/31/2021
Alpine Immune Sciences 

Inc.
ALPN ALPN-303

Systemic Lupus Erythematosus 

(SLE)
Preclinical

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase I - Trial to Start

Alpine Immune announced they plan to initiate Phase I for 

ALPN-303 in 2021.

01/01/2022-03/31/2022 ALX Oncology, Inc. ALXO ALX148
Acute Myelogenous Leukemia 

(AML)
Preclinical

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase I ASPEN-05 - Top-Line 

Results

ALX Oncology plans to announce data from the Phase I 

clinical trial evaluating ALX148 in combination with 

standard of care in acute myeloid leukemia (AML) patients 

in the first quarter of 2022.

Now-06/30/2021 ALX Oncology, Inc. ALXO ALX148 Head and Neck Cancer I
Trial Data - Updated 

Results

Phase I - Updated Results 

(w/Pembrolizumab)

ALX Oncology announced that the Phase Ib full data read 

out for ALX148 in combination with Merck’s Keytruda 

(pembrolizumab) and chemotherapy for the treatment of 

patients with head and neck squamous cell carcinoma 

(HNSCC) is planned in the first half of 2021.

10/01/2021-12/31/2021 ALX Oncology, Inc. ALXO ALX148
Myelodysplastic Syndrome 

(MDS)
I/II

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

 Phase Ib/II ASPEN-02 - Top-

line Results

ALX Oncology announced that the results from the Phase I 

clinical trial of ALX 148 in combination with azacitidine in 

patients with myelodysplastic syndromes (MDS) are 

expected in the fourth quarter 2021.

10/01/2021-12/31/2021 ALX Oncology, Inc. ALXO ALX148
Myelodysplastic Syndrome 

(MDS)
I/II

Trial Announcement - 

Other

Phase Ib/II ASPEN-02 - Phase II 

to Start

ALX Oncology announced that the initiation ofthe Phase II 

clinical trial of ALX 148 in combination with azacitidine in 

MDS (ASPEN-02) is expected in the fourth quarter 2021.

Now-04/30/2021 Amarin Corporation plc AMRN Vascepa Cardiovascular Disease Approved

Regulatory - Filing for 

Approval (Emerging 

Markets)

China - Filing for Approval

Amarine announced that a Phase III clinical study of 

VASCEPA wassuccessfully completed in 2020 a 

regulatorysubmission is targeted for early 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 Amgen, Inc. AMGN CX-904 Cancer Preclinical Regulatory - IND Filing IND Filing
CytomX expects to file an IND for its CX-904 program in 

2021.

Now-06/30/2021 Amgen, Inc. AMGN AMG 592
Systemic Lupus Erythematosus 

(SLE)
I/II

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase II Study to Start

Amgen expects to initiate a Phase II study of AMG 592 in 

systemic lupus erythematosus in the first half of 2021.

04/01/2021-06/30/2021 AnaptysBio, Inc. ANAB Imsidolimab Acne Preclinical
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation

Phase II ACORN - Study to 

Start

AnaptysBio is evaluating imsidolimab for the treatment of 

acne. The company anticipates initiating a Phase II study in 

the second quarter of 2021.

01/01/2022-12/31/2022 AnaptysBio, Inc. ANAB Imsidolimab Congenital Ichthyosis II
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase II INSPIRE - Top-Line 

Data

AnaptysBio announced the Phase II INSPIRE study of 

Imsidolimab for the treatment of ichthyosis has been 

initiated. Interim topline data are expected in 2022.

Now-12/31/2021 AnaptysBio, Inc. ANAB Imsidolimab Dermatology II
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase II EMERGE- Top-Line 

Results

AnaptysBio initiated a Phase II EMERGE study of 

imsidolimab. Interim data from the study are expected by 

the end of 2021.<BR><BR>

04/01/2021-06/30/2021 AnaptysBio, Inc. ANAB Imsidolimab Hidradenitis Suppurativa Preclinical
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase II HARP - Trial to Start

AnaptysBio plans to initiate a Phase II study of imsidolimab 

in hidradenitis suppurativa in the second quarter of 2021.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021 AnaptysBio, Inc. ANAB ANB030 Inflammatory Disorders I
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation

Phase II (Alopecia Areata) - 

Trial to Start

AnaptysBio plans to start a Phase II study of ANB030 for 

alopecia areata in the second half of 2021.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021 AnaptysBio, Inc. ANAB ANB030 Inflammatory Disorders I
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation

Phase II (Vitiligo) - Trial to 

Start

AnaptysBio expects to start a Phase II study of ANB030 for 

vitiligo in the second half of 2021.

04/01/2021-12/31/2021 AnaptysBio, Inc. ANAB Imsidolimab Psoriasis II
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase III GPP - Trial to Start

AnaptysBio expects to start a Phase III study of Imsidolimab 

for the treatment of generalized pustular psoriasis in mid 

2021.

01/01/2022-12/31/2022 Annexon, Inc. ANNX ANX-009 Autoimmune Disorders I
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results
Phase II - Top-Line Results

Annexon Biosciences anticipates Phase II data of ANX-009 

in autoimmune indications in 2022.

Now-12/31/2021
Apellis Pharmaceuticals, 

Inc.
APLS Pegcetacoplan

Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis 

(ALS)
II

Trial Announcement - 

Patient Enrollment 

Completed

Phase II MERIDIAN - Patient 

Enrollment Complete

Apellis plans on completing enrollment of the Phase II 

MERIDIAN study by the end of 2021.

Now-06/30/2021
Apellis Pharmaceuticals, 

Inc.
APLS APL-9 COVID-19 Treatment I/II

Trial Data - Updated 

Results

Phase I/II APL9-COV-201 - 

Updated Results

Apellis announced data from the Phase I/II COVID-19study 

of APL-9 is expected in the first half of 2021.

04/01/2021-09/30/2021 Apollomics, Inc. APL-501
Peripheral T-Cell Lymphoma 

(PTCL) - NHL

Development 

Outside U.S.

Regulatory - Approval 

Decision (Emerging 

Markets)

Approval Decision (China)

Genor Biopharma lists that an NDA for GB226 for the 

treatment of peripheral T-cell lymphoma (PTCL) was 

accepted for priority review by the National Medical 

Products Administration (NMPA) in China in July 2020. The 

company anticipates an approval decision in mid-2021.
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10/01/2021-12/31/2021 Apollomics, Inc. APL-501
Peripheral T-Cell Lymphoma 

(PTCL) - NHL

Development 

Outside U.S.

Progress Update - 

Product Launch 

(Emerging Markets)

Product Launch (China)

Genor Biopharma lists that an NDA for GB226 for the 

treatment of peripheral T-cell lymphoma (PTCL) was 

accepted for priority review by the National Medical 

Products Administration (NMPA) in China in July 2020. The 

company anticipates an approval decision in mid-2021 and 

a first launch in the fourth quarter.

Now-06/30/2021 Apollomics, Inc. APL-501 Solid Tumors
Development 

Outside U.S.

Regulatory - IND Filing 

(Emerging Markets)
IND Filing (China)

Genor Biopharma plans to file an IND in China in the first 

half of 2021 for a Phase I study of GB226 plus fruquintinib 

or GB492 in the first half of 2021.

04/01/2021-06/30/2021 Aprea Therapeutics, Inc. APRE Eprenetapopt
Acute Myelogenous Leukemia 

(AML)
II

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase II Post-Transplant - Top-

Line Results

Aprea Therapeutics expects 1-year RFS primary endpoint 

readout in 2Q 2021 for the Phase II Post-Transplant 

Maintenance in TP53 mutant AML trial.

06/01/2021-07/31/2021 Aprea Therapeutics, Inc. APRE Eprenetapopt
Acute Myelogenous Leukemia 

(AML)
II

Trial Announcement - 

Patient Enrollment 

Completed

Patient Enrollment Completed
Aprea Therapeutics expects to complete enrollment for the 

Phase II 1L TP53 Mutant AML trial by mid-2021.

04/01/2021-06/30/2021 Aprea Therapeutics, Inc. APRE Eprenetapopt
Myelodysplastic Syndrome 

(MDS)
III

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase II Post-Transplant - Top-

Line Results

Aprea Therapeutics expects 1-year RFS primary endpoint 

readout in 2Q 2021 for the Phase II Post-Transplant 

Maintenance in TP53 mutant MDT trial.

Now-06/30/2021 Aprea Therapeutics, Inc. APRE Eprenetapopt
Myelodysplastic Syndrome 

(MDS)
III

Regulatory - Meeting 

with FDA
Meeting with FDA

Aprea Therapeutics anticipates a meeting with FDA in the 

first half of 2021 to discuss top-line results of the Phase III 

clinical trial evaluating the safety and efficacy of 

eprenetapopt with azacitidine (AZA) versus AZA alone in 

TP53 mutant myelodysplastic syndromes (MDS)..

07/01/2021-12/31/2021 Aprea Therapeutics, Inc. APRE Eprenetapopt
Non-Hodgkin's Lymphoma 

(NHL)
I/II

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase I/II -RR Study - Top-Line 

Results

Preliminary tolerability and efficacy data for the Phase 1 

Trial in TP53 mutant R/R CLL and MCL is anticipated in the 

second half of 2021.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021 Aprea Therapeutics, Inc. APRE Eprenetapopt Solid Tumors I/II
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results
Phase I/II -w/pembrolizumab

Preliminary tolerability and efficacy data for the Phase 1/2 

Solid Tumor trial  Eprenetapopt + pembrolizumab are 

anticipated in the second half of 2021.

Now-03/31/2021 Aptinyx, Inc. APTX NYX-458 Parkinson's Disease (PD) II
Trial Announcement - 

Resume Trial

Phase II MCI-PD - Trial 

Reinitiation

Aptinyx announced the enrollment of the Phase II trial of 

NYX-458 for the treatment of parkinson’s disease cognitive 

impairment is currently suspended due to the COVID-19 

pandemic. Aptinyx anticipate recommencing study in the 

first quarter of 2021.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021 Arch Oncology Inc. AO-176 Multiple Myeloma (MM) I/II
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase I/II (Monotherapy) - 

Top-Line Results

Arch Oncology expects to have data from the monotherapy 

arm of the Phase I/II study of AO-176 in multiple myeloma 

in the second half of 2021.

01/01/2022-06/30/2022 Arch Oncology Inc. AO-176 Solid Tumors I
Trial Data - Updated 

Results

Phase I/II (Chemo Combo 

Arm) - Updated Results

Arch Oncology expects to have data from the 

chemotherapy combination arm of its Phase I/II AO-176-

101 trial in the first half of 2022.

Now-06/30/2021 Arch Oncology Inc. AO-176 Solid Tumors I
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation

Phase I/II (PD1 Combo) - Trial 

Initiation

Arch Oncology expects to initiate a Phase I/II trial of AO-176 

with an anti-PD(L)1 in the first half of 2021.

07/01/2022-12/31/2022
Arena Pharmaceuticals, 

Inc.
ARNA Temanogrel Cardiovascular Disease I

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results
Phase IIa - Top-Line Results

Arena Pharmaceuticals anticipates Phase IIa data of 

temanogrel in cardiovascular disease patients in the second 

half of 2022.

10/01/2021-12/31/2021 Ascendis Pharma A/S ASND TransCon CNP Achondroplasia II
Progress Update - 

Development Review
Development Review

Ascendis announced the company plans to provide a 

TransCon CNP clinical program update in the fourth quarter 

of 2021.

04/01/2021-06/30/2021 Ascendis Pharma A/S ASND TransCon PTH Hypoparathyroidism III
Regulatory - Progress 

Update
CTN Filing (Phase III - Japan)

Ascendis announced during the second quarter of 2021 

Ascendis expects to provide a 12-month OLE update and 

plans to submit a Clinical Trial Notification for a clinical trial 

evaluating TransCon PTH for adult HP in Japan.

04/01/2021-06/30/2021 Ascendis Pharma A/S ASND TransCon PTH Hypoparathyroidism III
Trial Data - Updated 

Results

Phase II PaTH Forward - OLE 

Results

Ascendis announced during the second quarter of 2021 

Ascendis expects to provide a 12-month OLE update and 

plans to submit a Clinical Trial Notification for a clinical trial 

evaluating TransCon PTH for adult HP in Japan.

10/01/2021-12/31/2021 Ascendis Pharma A/S ASND TransCon PTH Hypoparathyroidism III
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase III PaTHway - Top-Line 

Results

Ascendis announced top-line results from PaTHway a Phase 

III randomized double-blind placebo-controlled clinical trial 

in North America and Europe investigating the safety 

tolerability and efficacy of TransCon PTH in adults with HP 

are expected in the fourth quarter of 2021.

07/01/2021-09/30/2021 Ascendis Pharma A/S ASND
TransCon Growth 

Hormone

Short Stature / Growth 

Hormone Deficiency
BLA

Progress Update - 

Product Launch (U.S.)
Product Launch (U.S.)

Ascendis announced the company anticipates commercial 

launch of TransCono hGH for pediatric growth hormone 

deficiency (GHD) in the third quarter of 2021 pending 

PDUFA decision.

10/01/2021-04/30/2022 Ascendis Pharma A/S ASND
TransCon Growth 

Hormone

Short Stature / Growth 

Hormone Deficiency
BLA

Trial Announcement - 

Patient Enrollment 

Completed

Phase III foresiGHt - Trial to 

Start

Ascendis announced the company anticipates completion 

of enrollment in the Phase III foresiGHt trial of TransCon 

hGH in adult patients with GHD by late 2021 or early 2022.

04/01/2021-06/30/2021 Ascendis Pharma A/S ASND TransCon TLR7/8 Agonist Solid Tumors IND
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Dose Escalation Study to Start

Ascendis announced during the second quarter of 2021 

following monotherapy evaluation the company plans to 

initiate TransCon TLR7/8 Agonist dose escalation in 

combination with a checkpoint inhibitor.

10/01/2021-12/31/2021 Ascendis Pharma A/S ASND TransCon TLR7/8 Agonist Solid Tumors IND
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase I Monotherapy - Top-

Line Results

Ascendis announced initial monotherapy dose escalation 

results for TransCon TLR7/8 agonist for solid tumors are 

expected in the fourth quarter of 2021.

Now-12/31/2021
Ascentage Pharma Group 

Corporation
6855.HK APG-2575

Chronic Lymphocytic Leukemia 

(CLL)/Small Cell Lymphocytic 

Lymphoma (SLL) - NHL

I/II
Regulatory - Progress 

Update
CDE Approval

Ascentage Pharma anticipates CDE approval on the Phase II 

pivotal study design as a single agent for the treatment of 

R/R CLL by Q4 2021.

Now-12/31/2021
Ascentage Pharma Group 

Corporation
6855.HK HQP1351

Chronic Myelogenous Leukemia 

(CML)
I

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase II Trial Initiation

Ascentage Pharma anticipates the initiation of a Phase II 

pivotal study of HQP1351 in the US with a focus on CML 

patients with R/R ponatinib or multiple/ compound 

mutations. We await an update in 2021.

Now-12/31/2021
Ascentage Pharma Group 

Corporation
6855.HK APG-1252 Small Cell Lung Cancer (SCLC) II

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase II Trial Initiation

Pending APG-1252 Phase I results Ascentage Pharma is 

planning a Phase II trial in relapsed/refractory NSCLC or r/r 

NSCLC in the US and China.

Now-03/31/2021
Ascentage Pharma Group 

Corporation
6855.HK APG-2575 Solid Tumors

Development 

Outside U.S.

Regulatory - Progress 

Update
CTA Filing

Ascentage Pharma plans to submit a protocol for APG2575 

in ER+ breast cancer and other solid tumors by Q1 2021.

02/11/2021-02/13/2021 Astellas Pharma, Inc. 4503:JP Padcev Bladder Cancer Approved
Trial Data - Updated 

Results

Phase II - Updated Results at 

ASCO GU

Seagen announced that full data from EV-201 cohort 2 will 

be presented at ASCO GU 2021.
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02/11/2021-02/13/2021 Astellas Pharma, Inc. 4503:JP Padcev Bladder Cancer Approved
Trial Data - Updated 

Results

Phase III - EV-301 - Updated 

Results at ASCO GU

Seagen expects to anounce full data from the Phase III EV-

301 study at ASCO GU 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 Astellas Pharma, Inc. 4503:JP Padcev Bladder Cancer Approved

Trial Announcement - 

Patient Enrollment 

Completed

Phase I/II - EV-103 - Patient 

Enrollment Completed

Seagen expects to complete enrollment of cohort K in the 

EV-103 trial by the end of 2021.

Now-06/30/2021 AstraZeneca PLC AZN Savolitinib Renal Cell Cancer (RCC) III
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase III - PRCC Trial to Start

Hutchison Chi-Med plans to initiate a Phase III study of 

Savolitinib for the treatment of papillary renal cell 

carcinoma in the first half of 2021.

07/01/2022-12/31/2022
Atara Biotherapeutics, 

Inc.
ATRA ATA188 Multiple Sclerosis (MS) I

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results
Phase II - Interim Analysis

Atara announced plans to conduct a formal interim analysis 

in H1 2022 including efficacy and safety toconfirm current 

development strategy for a Phase II Study of ATA188.

04/01/2022-09/30/2022
Atara Biotherapeutics, 

Inc.
ATRA ATA3271 Solid Tumors Preclinical Regulatory - IND Filing IND Filing

Atara announced that an ATA3271 IND Submission is 

expected in Q2 – Q3 2022.

Now-03/31/2021
Atea Pharmaceuticals, 

Inc.
AVIR AT-527 COVID-19 Treatment II

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase I PK - Top-Line Results

Atea expects to have results from its Phase I PK study of AT-

527 in healthy volunteers in the first quarter of 2021.

Now-03/31/2021
Atea Pharmaceuticals, 

Inc.
AVIR AT-527 COVID-19 Treatment II

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation

Phase II Intensive Virology 

Study to Start

Atea announced a planned Phase II Intensive Virology Study 

of AT-527 compared to placebo in outpatients in the UK will 

initiate in the first quarter of 2021 with results expected in 

the first half of 2021.

Now-06/30/2021
Atea Pharmaceuticals, 

Inc.
AVIR AT-527 COVID-19 Treatment II

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase II Intensive Virology 

Study - Top-Line Results

Atea announced a planned Phase II Intensive Virology Study 

of AT-527 compared to placebo in outpatients in the UK will 

initiate in the first quarter of 2021 with results expected in 

the first half of 2021.

09/01/2021-04/30/2022 Athenex, Inc. ATNX Oral Paclitaxel Breast Cancer NDA
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase II I-SPY 2 - Top-Line 

Results

Athenex expects to have results from the Phase II I-SPY 2 

study of oral paclitaxel late 2021 or early 2022.

10/01/2021-12/31/2021 Athira Pharma, Inc. ATHA ATH-1019/20 Neurology - Other Preclinical Regulatory - IND Filing IND Filing Athira expects to submit and IND filing by the end of 2021.

10/01/2022-12/31/2022 Athira Pharma, Inc. ATHA ATH-1018 Neurology - Other Preclinical Regulatory - IND Filing IND Filing Athira expects to file for an IND by the end of 2022.

Now-06/30/2021 Athira Pharma, Inc. ATHA ATH-1017 Parkinson's Disease (PD) Preclinical Regulatory - IND Filing IND Filing
Athira announced that it will submit an IND filing by the 

first half of 2021. No Phase I trial is expected.

01/01/2022-12/31/2023 AtriCure, Inc. ATRC
Lariat Suture Delivery 

Device
Atrial Fibrillation/Flutter IDE

Regulatory - PMA 

Approval Decision
PMA Approval

AtriCure announced that it expects to receive FDA approval 

in 2022-2023.

Now-12/31/2021 AtriCure, Inc. ATRC
EPi-Sense Coagulation 

Device
Atrial Fibrillation/Flutter PMA

Progress Update - 

Product Launch (U.S.)
Product Launch

Atricure expects to launch the EPi-Sense in 2021 pending 

FDA approval.

10/01/2021-12/31/2021
Aurinia Pharmaceuticals 

Inc.
AUPH Voclosporin Lupus Nephritis NDA

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase III AURORA 2 - Top-Line 

Results

Aurinia expects to have three-year data from the AURORA2 

extension study in the fourth quarter of 2021.

01/01/2022-12/31/2022 Autolus Therapeutics plc AUTL AUTO1
Acute Lymphoblastic Leukemia 

(ALL)
I/II

Trial Data - Updated 

Results
Phase Ib/II - Updated  Results	

Autolus announced that full data from the Phase Ib/II 

pivotal study is expected in 2022.

10/01/2021-12/31/2021 Autolus Therapeutics plc AUTL AUTO1/22
Acute Lymphoblastic Leukemia 

(ALL)
I

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results
Phase I pALL - Top-Line Results

Autolus announced the Phase I Pediatric ALL study of 

AUTO1/22 started in December 2020 with data expected in 

the fourth quarter of 2021.

Now-03/31/2021 Autolus Therapeutics plc AUTL AUTO1 Hematologic Cancer Preclinical
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase I - Trial to Start

Autolus announced the Company is planning to develop 

AUTO1 in primary CNS lymphoma with the study start 

planned for the first quarter of 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 Autolus Therapeutics plc AUTL AUTO5
Peripheral T-Cell Lymphoma 

(PTCL) - NHL
Preclinical

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase I - Trial to Start Autolus expects AUTO5 to enter Phase I studies in 2021.

Now-03/31/2021
AVEO Pharmaceuticals, 

Inc.
AVEO Tivopath (Oncology) Renal Cell Cancer (RCC) NDA

Progress Update - 

Product Launch (U.S.)
Product Launch (U.S.)

AVEO Pharmaceuticals announced that the company 

anticipates a potential commercial launch of tivopath in the 

first quarter of 2021.

01/01/2022-12/31/2022 Avidity Biosciences, Inc. RNA AOC DMD
Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy 

(DMD)
Preclinical

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Clinical Trials to Start

Avidity Biosciences plans to initiate a clinical trial of AOC 

DMD in 2022.

01/01/2022-12/31/2022 Avidity Biosciences, Inc. RNA AOC FHSD Muscular Dystrophy Preclinical
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Clinical Trials to Start

Avidity Biosciences plans to initiate a clinical trial to 

investigate AOC FHSD in 2022.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021
Bausch Health 

Companies Inc.
BHC NovaTears Dry Eye (Ophthalmology) III

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase III - NVU 003 Top Line 

Results 

Bausch announced that it anticipates a readout of topline 

results of first of two Phase III trials for NOV03 to be 

avaialble in the second half of 2021.

03/01/2021-05/31/2021 Baxter International Inc. BAX
Novum IQ Infusion 

Platform
Drug Delivery Technology

Approved in 

Europe
Regulatory - 510(k) Filing 510(k) Submission

Baxter announced that the company is working with the 

FDA on the 510(k) application and plans to submit a 510(k) 

filing in the next few months. The company has a targeted 

approval and launch date of the second half of 2021.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021 Baxter International Inc. BAX
Novum IQ Infusion 

Platform
Drug Delivery Technology

Approved in 

Europe

Regulatory - 510(k) 

Clearance
510(K) Approval Decision

Baxter announced it expects to receive 510(k) approval for 

Novum IQ in the second half of 2021.

05/15/2021-06/15/2021
Becton, Dickinson and 

Company
BDX Alaris Infusion System Drug Delivery Technology Approved Regulatory - 510(k) Filing 510(k) Filing

BD announced that the company is on track for 510(k) 

submission of Alaris during late second and early third 

quarter of 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 BeiGene, Ltd. BGNE BGB-11417 Hematologic Cancer I
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results
Phase I - Top-Line Results

BeiGene expects data from its BCL-2 inhibitor program in 

2021.

Now-12/31/2021 BeiGene, Ltd. BGNE Tislelizumab

Hepatocellular (Liver) Cancer 

(HCC) (Including Secondary 

Metastases)

III
Regulatory - NDA/BLA 

Filing
BLA Filing

BeiGene anticipates to file a BLA for tislelizumab in 2L/3L 

HCC in 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 BeiGene, Ltd. BGNE Lifirafenib Solid Tumors I
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

 Phase Ib/II w/Mirdametinib - 

Top-line Results

SpringWorks Therapeutics announced initial Phase Ib/II 

mirdametinib + lifirafenib datawith BeiGene is expected in 

2021.

01/01/2022-06/30/2022 BioAge Labs, Inc. BGE-117
Anemia Due to Chronic Renal 

Failure, Dialysis-Dependent

Development 

Outside U.S.

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results
Phase II - Top-Line Results

BioAge expects to have top-line results from its Phase II trial 

of BGE-117 in the first half of 2022.

01/01/2023-12/31/2023 BioAge Labs, Inc. BGE-117
Anemia Due to Chronic Renal 

Failure, Dialysis-Dependent

Development 

Outside U.S.

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase III - Trial Initiation

BioAge expects to initiate its Phase III study of BGE-117 for 

the anemia of aging in 2023.

Now-06/30/2021 BioAge Labs, Inc. BGE-117
Anemia Due to Chronic Renal 

Failure, Dialysis-Dependent

Development 

Outside U.S.

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase II - Trial Initiation

BioAge expects to initiate its Phase II trial of BGE-117 in the 

first half of 2021.

10/01/2021-12/31/2021 BioAge Labs, Inc. BGE-175 COVID-19 Treatment Preclinical
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results
Phase II - Top-Line Results

BioAge expects to have top-line data from its Phase II trial 

of BGE-175 at the end of 2021.

Now-06/30/2021 BioAge Labs, Inc. BGE-175 COVID-19 Treatment Preclinical
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase II - Trial Initiation

BioAge expects to initiate a Phase II study of BGE-175 for 

immune aging in older COVID-19 patients in the first half of 

2021.

04/01/2021-06/30/2021
BioCryst Pharmaceuticals, 

Inc.
BCRX Orladeyo Hereditary Angioedema (HAE) Approved

Progress Update - 

Product Launch (Europe) - 

Individual Country

Product Launch (Germany)

BioCryst Pharmaceuticals announced that it expects to 

launch Orladeyo for the prevention of hereditary 

angioedema (HAE) attacks in Germany in the second 

quarter of 2021.

10/01/2021-12/31/2021
BioCryst Pharmaceuticals, 

Inc.
BCRX BCX9930

Paroxysmal Nocturnal 

Hemoglobinuria (PNH)
I

Trial Data - Updated 

Results

Phase I - Updated Results 

(Dose-Ranging)

BioCryst Pharmaceuticals announced that it expects to 

report long-term data from the dose-ranging study of 

BCX9930 later in 2021.
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Now-12/31/2021
BioCryst Pharmaceuticals, 

Inc.
BCRX BCX9930

Paroxysmal Nocturnal 

Hemoglobinuria (PNH)
I

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Pivotal Study to Start

BioCryst Pharmaceuticals is planning to advance BCX9930 

to pivotal studies in PNH in 2021.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021 Biogen, Inc. BIIB IONIS-MAPTRx Alzheimer's Disease (AD) I/II
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase I/IIa MAD - Topline 

Results

Ionis Pharmaceuticals announced that the company expects 

a data readout of the Phase I/II clinical trial of IONIS-

MAPTRx in the second half of 2021.

04/01/2021-09/30/2021 Biogen, Inc. BIIB Tysabri Multiple Sclerosis (MS) Approved
Trial Data - Updated 

Results

Phase IIIb NOVA - Updated 

Results

Biogen announced that data from NOVA study on extended 

intervaldosing for TYSABRI expected mid-2021.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021 Biogen, Inc. BIIB Vumerity Multiple Sclerosis (MS) Approved
Regulatory - CHMP 

(European Panel) Results
CHMP Filing Results

Biogen Announced that VUMERITY (diroximel fumarate) 

was launched in theU.S. as a novel oral option and that E.U. 

approval isexpected in late 2021. As such we await the 

CHMP opinion in the date range above.

10/01/2021-12/31/2021 Biogen, Inc. BIIB Vumerity Multiple Sclerosis (MS) Approved
Regulatory - Approval 

Decision (Europe)
European Approval Decision

Biogen Announced that VUMERITY (diroximel fumarate) 

was launched in the U.S. as a novel oral option and that 

E.U. approval is expected in late 2021. As such we await the 

approval decision in the date range above.

Now-12/31/2021 BioNTech SE BNTX BNT221 Cancer Preclinical
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Clinical Trial to Start

BioNTech announced that its NEOSTIM T Cell therapy 

BNT221 (PBMCderived ex vivo T celltherapy) is in preclinical 

development for cancer with first-in-human study expected 

in 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 BioNTech SE BNTX GEN1042 Solid Tumors I
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results
Phase I/II - Top-Line Results

Genmab announced dose esclataion data from the Phase 

I/II study of DuoBody-CD40x4-1BB is expected in 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 BioNTech SE BNTX GEN1046 Solid Tumors I/II
Trial Data - Updated 

Results
Phase I/II - Updated Results

BioNTech expects to provide additional update on 

expansion cohorts of the Phase I/II study of BNT311 in 

2021.

Now-06/30/2021 BioXcel Therapeutics, Inc. BTAI BXCL501 Dementia I/II
Regulatory - Meeting 

with FDA
Meeting with FDA

Bioxcel announced they plan to have an End of Phase II 

meeting with the FDA in the first half of 2021.

04/01/2021-09/30/2021 BioXcel Therapeutics, Inc. BTAI BXCL701 Prostate Cancer I/II
Trial Data - Updated 

Results
Phase Ib/II - Updated Results

Bioxcel announced that they plan to announce an efficacy 

data read-out for their Phase Ib/II BXCL701 trial for the 

treatment of prostate cancer in mid-2021.

04/01/2021-09/30/2021 BioXcel Therapeutics, Inc. BTAI BXCL701 Solid Tumors II
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results
Phase II - Updated Results

Bioxcel announced they plan to have an efficacy data read 

out for their Phase II study of BXCL701 for the treatment of 

solid hot tumors in mid-2021.

01/01/2022-06/30/2022
Black Diamond 

Therapeutics, Inc.
BDTX BDTX-1535

Brain Cancer (Malignant 

Glioma; AA and glioblastoma 

(GBM))

Preclinical Regulatory - IND Filing IND Filing
Black Diamond announced an IND filing for BDTX-1535 for 

glioblastoma is expected in the first half of 2022.

04/01/2022-09/30/2022 Blade Therapeutics, Inc BLD-0409
Idiopathic Pulmonary Fibrosis 

(IPF)
I

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results
Phase II - Top-Line Results

Blade Therapeutics expects to have an interim analysis of 

the Phase II trial of BLD-0409 in mid-2022.

10/01/2021-12/31/2021 Blade Therapeutics, Inc BLD-0409
Idiopathic Pulmonary Fibrosis 

(IPF)
I

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase II - Trial Initiation

Blade Therapeutics expects to initiate a Phase II trial of BLD-

0409 by the end of 2021.

04/01/2021-09/30/2021 bluebird bio BLUE Lenti-D Adrenoleukodystrophy II/III
Progress Update - 

Product Launch (Europe)
Product Launch (Europe)

bluebird bio expects the EU launch for the investigational 

elivaldogene autotemcel (eli-cel Lenti-D) gene therapy for 

the treatment of patients with cerebral 

adrenoleukodystrophy (CALD) in mid-2021.

04/01/2022-06/30/2022 bluebird bio BLUE Zynteglo Thalassemia BLA
Progress Update - 

Product Launch (U.S.)
Product Launch (U.S.)

bluebird bio expects the product launch of beti-cel in the 

U.S. in the second quarter of 2022.

Now-12/31/2021
Boston Scientific 

Corporation
BSX

POLARx Cardiac 

Cryoablation System
Atrial Fibrillation/Flutter IDE

Trial Announcement - 

Patient Enrollment 

Completed

IDE FROZEN - AF - Trial 

Completion

Boston Scientific expects to complete patient enrollment in 

this trial in 2021.

Now-12/31/2021
Boston Scientific 

Corporation
BSX Millipede IRIS Cardiac Valve Surgery

Development 

Outside U.S.

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation

Trial Initiation - Early 

Feasibility Study 

Boston Scientific announced that an early feasibility study is 

expected to begin in the first half of 2021.

Now-12/31/2021
Boston Scientific 

Corporation
BSX

EMPOWER Modular 

Pacing System

Ventricular Tachycardia or 

Fibrillation
IDE

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
IDE - Trial Initiation

Boston Scientific announced that the First-In-Human study 

is expected to begin in 2021.

01/01/2022-12/31/2022
Bristol Myers Squibb 

Company
BMY BMS-986165 Crohn's Disease II

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase II IM011-023 - Top-Line 

Results

Bristol Myers Squibb announced the Phase II proof of 

concept data for BMS-986165 for the treatment of Crohns 

disease is expected in 2022.

10/01/2021-12/31/2021
Bristol Myers Squibb 

Company
BMY CC-223

Diffuse Large B-Cell Lymphoma 

(DLBCL) - NHL
I

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation

Phase I/II - MATCH - Trial to 

Start

Antengene expects to begin the Phase I/II MATCH study of 

ATG-008 in combination with ATG-010 in the fourth quarter 

of 2021.

01/01/2022-12/31/2022
Bristol Myers Squibb 

Company
BMY BMS-986165 Lupus Nephritis II

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results
Phase II - Top-Line Results

Bristol Myers Squibb announced the Phase II proof of 

concept data for BMS-986165 for the treatment of Lupus 

Nephritis is expected in 2022.

04/01/2021-09/30/2021
Bristol Myers Squibb 

Company
BMY ide-cel Multiple Myeloma (MM) BLA

Progress Update - 

Product Launch (U.S.)
Product Launch (U.S.)

bluebird bio expects the U.S. launch for idecabtagene 

vicleucel (ide-cel; bb2121) for the treatment of adult 

patients with relapsed and refractory multiple myeloma in 

mid-2021.

10/01/2021-12/31/2021
Bristol Myers Squibb 

Company
BMY bb21217 Multiple Myeloma (MM) I

Trial Data - Updated 

Results
Phase I - Updated Results

bluebird bio expects bb21217 data update at year-end 

2021.

Now-12/31/2021
Bristol Myers Squibb 

Company
BMY BMS-986165 Psoriatic Arthritis (PA) II

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase III - Trial to Start

Bristol Myers Squibb announced the company expects to 

initiate a Phase III study of Deucravacitinib in PsA in 2021.

Now-12/31/2021
Bristol Myers Squibb 

Company
BMY BMS-986177

Venous Thromboembolism 

(VTE)
II

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results
Phase II - Top-Line Results

Bristol-Myers Squibb expects data of the Phase II 

AXIOMATIC-TKRP trial in 2021.

07/01/2021-09/30/2021 Byondis B.V. SYD985 Breast Cancer III
Regulatory - Rolling 

NDA/BLA Completion
Rolling BLA Completion

Byondis expects to initiate the rolling BLA in the first 

quarter of 2021 with the CMC and non-clinical sections and 

finish with the clinical sections in the third quarter of 2021.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021 Cabaletta Bio, Inc. CABA MuSK-CAART Myasthenia Gravis (MG) Preclinical Regulatory - IND Filing IND Filing
Cabaletta expects to file an IND for the MuSK-CAART 

program in myasthenia gravis in the second half of 2021.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021 Cabaletta Bio, Inc. CABA DSG3-CAART Pemphigus Vulgaris I
Trial Data - Updated 

Results

Phase I DesCAARTes - Updated 

Results

Cabaletta expects to announce data from additional 

cohorts of the Phase I DesCAARTes trial in the second half 

of 2021.

01/01/2022-04/30/2022 Cara Therapeutics, Inc. CARA Korsuva Pruritus NDA
Progress Update - 

Product Launch (Europe)
Product Launch (Europe) Vifor expects to launch Korsuva in Europe in the early 2022.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021 Cara Therapeutics, Inc. CARA Korsuva Pruritus NDA
Progress Update - 

Product Launch
Product Launch (U.S.)

Vifor expects to launch Korsuva in the US in the second half 

of 2021.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021 Cara Therapeutics, Inc. CARA Korsuva Pruritus NDA
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation

Phase III - Atopic Dermatitis 

Trial to Start

Cara Therapeutics announced that it anticipates initiating a 

Phase III Atopic Dermatitis program in the second half of 

2021.

10/01/2021-12/31/2021
Censa Pharmaceuticals 

Inc.
PTC-923 Phenylketonuria (PKU) II

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results
Phase III - Top-Line Results

PTC announced they anticipate results from their Phase III 

PTC923 study for the treatment of phenylketonuria by year 

end of 2022.
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09/01/2021-04/30/2022 ChemoCentryx, Inc. CCXI Avacopan

Antineutrophil Cytoplasmic 

Antibodies (ANCA) Associated 

Vasculitis

NDA
Progress Update - 

Product Launch (Europe)
Product Launch (Europe)

Vifor expects to launch Avacopan in Europe for ANCA-AV at 

the end of 2021 or early 2022.

Now-06/30/2021 ChemoCentryx, Inc. CCXI Avacopan

Antineutrophil Cytoplasmic 

Antibodies (ANCA) Associated 

Vasculitis

NDA
Regulatory - J-NDA Filing 

(Japan)
JNDA Filing

Chemocentryx announced they plan to submit a J-NDA for 

vasculitis soon. As such we await the Japanese filing in the 

first half of 2021.

01/01/2022-12/31/2022
Chinook Therapeutics, 

Inc.
KDNY Atrasentan End-Stage Renal Disease (ESRD) Preclinical

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase II AFFINITY - Topline 

Results

Chinook Therapeutics announced that the company expects 

Phase II data in glomerular diseases in 2022.

01/01/2023-12/31/2023
Chinook Therapeutics, 

Inc.
KDNY Atrasentan

Immunoglobulin A (IgA) 

Nephropathy (Berger's Disease)
Preclinical

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase III ALIGN - Topline 

Results

Chinook Therapeutics announced that the company expects 

Phase III proteinuria data in IgAN in 2023.

Now-12/31/2021 Clovis Oncology, Inc. CLVS Lucitanib Solid Tumors I/II
Trial Data - Updated 

Results

Phase Ib/II LIO-1 - Updated 

Results at Medical Meeting

Clovis expects to disclosure updated interim data from the 

Phase Ib/II LIO-1 study of lucitanib at a 2021 medical 

meeting most likely at either ASCO or ESMO 2021 meeting.

09/01/2021-09/30/2021 Coherus BioSciences, Inc. CHRS
Biosimilar Adalimumab 

(Coherus)
Psoriasis BLA

Regulatory - 

PDUFA/Approval Decision 

(US)

PDUFA for 351(k) BLA - First 

Review

Coherus BioSciences announced that the 351(k) BLA for the 

internally developed Humira biosimilar CHS-1420 was 

submitted at year-end 2020. Based on a standard 10-month 

Biosimilar 351(k) filing under PDUFA VI guidelines the 

PDUFA decision should occur on September 2021.

09/01/2021-09/30/2021 Coherus BioSciences, Inc. CHRS
Biosimilar Adalimumab 

(Coherus)
Rheumatoid Arthritis (RA) BLA

Regulatory - 

PDUFA/Approval Decision 

(US)

PDUFA for 351(k) BLA - First 

Review

Coherus BioSciences announced that the 351(k) BLA for the 

internally developed Humira biosimilar CHS-1420 was 

submitted at year-end 2020. Based on a standard 10-month 

Biosimilar 351(k) filing under PDUFA VI guidelines the 

PDUFA decision should occur on September 2021.

04/01/2021-09/30/2021
Constellation 

Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
CNST Pelabresib Myelofibrosis (MF) III

Trial Data - Updated 

Results

Phase I/II MANIFEST - 

Updated Results (Translational 

Data)

Constellation plans to provide additional translational data 

from MANIFEST study of pelabresib in mid 2021.

Now-12/31/2021
Constellation 

Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
CNST Pelabresib Myelofibrosis (MF) III

Trial Data - Updated 

Results

Phase I/II MANIFEST - 

Updated Results

Constellation expects to provide clinical update and 

additional data from the MANIFEST study of CPI0610 by the 

end of 2021 most likely at ASH 2021.

04/01/2021-09/30/2021
Constellation 

Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
CNST CPI-0209 Prostate Cancer I/II

Trial Data - Updated 

Results

Phase I/II - Updated Results 

(Phase I portion)

Constellation plans to provide additional updates from the 

ongoing Phase I/II study of CPI-0209 by mid 2021.

Now-12/31/2021
Constellation 

Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
CNST CPI-0209 Prostate Cancer I/II

Trial Data - Updated 

Results

Phase I/II - Updated Results 

(Phase II Monotherapy)

Constellation plans to provide an update on the 

monotherapy cohorts from the Phase II portion of the 

Phase I/II study by the end of 2021.

01/01/2022-12/31/2022
Crinetics 

Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
CRNX CRN00808 Acromegaly II

Trial Announcement - 

Patient Enrollment 

Completed

Phase III - Patient Enrollment 

Completed

Crinetics announed that enrollment completion for the 

Phase III study of CRN00808 is expected in 2022.

03/20/2021-03/23/2021
Crinetics 

Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
CRNX CRN00808 Acromegaly II

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

New Tablet Formulation 

Results at ENDO

Crinetics Pharmaceuticals announced that a presentation 

on the new formulation of Paltusotine will be presented at 

ENDO between March 20-23 2021.

01/01/2022-12/31/2022
Crinetics 

Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
CRNX CRN04894 Cushing's Syndrome IND

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase II - Trial to Start

Crinetics announed that the Phase II study of CRN04894 is 

expected to initiate in 2022.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021
Crinetics 

Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
CRNX CRN04894 Cushing's Syndrome IND

Trial Data - Updated 

Results

Phase I - Updated Results 

(MAD Data)

Crinetics announced that SAD data from the Phase I first-in-

human trial of CRN04894 is expected in the second half of 

2021.

01/01/2022-12/31/2022
Crinetics 

Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
CRNX CRN04777

Hyperinsulinemia/Hypoglycemi

a
Preclinical

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase II/III - Trial to Start

Crinetics announed that the Phase II/III study of CRN04777 

is expected to initiate in 2022.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021
Crinetics 

Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
CRNX CRN04777

Hyperinsulinemia/Hypoglycemi

a
Preclinical

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase I - Updated Results 

(MAD Data)

Crinetics announed that MAD data from the Phase I 

SAD/MAD study of CRN04777 is expected in the second half 

of 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 CRISPR Therapeutics AG CRSP CTX001 Sickle Cell Anemia I/II

Trial Announcement - 

Patient Enrollment 

Completed

Phase I/II - Patient Enrollment 

Completed

Vertex Pharmaceuticals lists that they anticipate patient 

enrollment to be completed in the two Phase I/II studies of 

CTX001 for the treatment of beta thalassemia and sickle cell 

disease in 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 CRISPR Therapeutics AG CRSP CTX001 Thalassemia I/II

Trial Announcement - 

Patient Enrollment 

Completed

Phase I/II - Patient Enrollment 

Completed

Vertex Pharmaceuticals lists that they anticipate patient 

enrollment to be completed in the two Phase I/II studies of 

CTX001 for the treatment of beta thalassemia and sickle cell 

disease in 2021.

10/01/2021-12/31/2021 Cyteir Therapeutics, Inc. CYT-0853 Autoimmune Disorders Preclinical Regulatory - IND Filing IND Filing Cyteir expects to file an IND for CYT-0853 in Q4 2021.

01/01/2022-06/30/2022
CytomX Therapeutics, 

Inc.
CTMX CX-2009 Breast Cancer I/II

Trial Data - Updated 

Results

Phase II - HR+/HER2 non-amp - 

Updated Results

CytomX expects to have data from Arm C of its Phase II 

study of CX-2009 + CX-072 for breast cancer in the first half 

of 2022.

Now-12/31/2021
CytomX Therapeutics, 

Inc.
CTMX CX-2043 Solid Tumors Preclinical Regulatory - IND Filing IND Filing

CytomX expects to submit a IND for CX-2043 for solid 

tumors in 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 Daiichi Sankyo Co., Ltd. 4568 Injectafer Anemia Approved

Regulatory - Approval 

Decision (Emerging 

Markets)

Approval Decision (China)

Vifor Pharma announced that in 2020 an NDA submission 

for Ferinject has been accepted in China. We await an 

update on the approval in China in 2021.

01/01/2023-12/31/2024 Daiichi Sankyo Co., Ltd. 4568 Injectafer Anemia in Heart Failure III
Regulatory - sNDA/sBLA 

Filing
sNDA Filing - HEART-FID

Vifor plans to file for further label and guideline 

strengthening based on results from the HEART-FID in 2023 

or 2024.

Now-12/31/2022 Daiichi Sankyo Co., Ltd. 4568 Injectafer Anemia in Heart Failure III
Regulatory - sNDA/sBLA 

Filing

sNDA Filing - FAIR-HF & 

CONFIRM-HF

Vifor expects to file for a label extension for Injectafer 

based on FAIR-HF and CONFIRM-HF in 2021 or 2022.

04/01/2021-03/31/2022 Daiichi Sankyo Co., Ltd. 4568 Enhertu Breast Cancer Approved
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation

Phase III DESTINY - Breast09 - 

Study to Start

Daiichi Sankyo expects to start a Phase III combination 

study of Enhertu in metastatic 1L HER2 positive breast 

cancer in FY2021.

Now-03/31/2022 Daiichi Sankyo Co., Ltd. 4568 Enhertu Breast Cancer Approved
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation

Phase I DESTINY-Breast07 - 

Study to Start

Daiichi Sankyo expects to start a Phase I combination study 

of Enhertu (DESTINY-Breast07) by the end of FY2021.

Now-03/31/2022 Daiichi Sankyo Co., Ltd. 4568 Enhertu Breast Cancer Approved
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation

Phase I DESTINY-Breast08 - 

Study to Start

Daiichi Sankyo expects to start a Phase I combination of 

Enhertu in HER2 low expressing breast cancer by the end of 

FY2021.

Now-03/31/2022 Daiichi Sankyo Co., Ltd. 4568 Enhertu Colorectal Cancer (CRC) II
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation

Phase II DESTINY-CRC02 - 

Study to Start

Daiichi Sankyo expects to start a Phase II monotherapy 

study of Enhertu in HER2 expressing CRC by the end of 

FY2021.

Now-01/31/2021 Daiichi Sankyo Co., Ltd. 4568 U3-1402
Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer 

(NSCLC)
I

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation

Phase II HERTHENA-Lung01 - 

Trial to Start

Daiichi Sankyo plans to start a Phase II study called 

HERTHENA-Lung01 for U3-1402 in January 2021.

Now-03/31/2022 Daiichi Sankyo Co., Ltd. 4568 Enhertu
Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer 

(NSCLC)
II

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation

Phase I DESTINY-Lung03 - Trial 

to Start

Daiichi Sankyo expects to start a Phase I combination study 

of Enhertu in 1L NSCLC by the end of FY2021.

Now-03/31/2022 Daiichi Sankyo Co., Ltd. 4568 Enhertu
Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer 

(NSCLC)
II

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation

Phase II DESTINY-Lung02 - 

Trial to Start

Daiichi Sankyo expects to start a Phase II DESTINY-Lung02 

by the end of FY2021.
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04/01/2023-03/31/2023 Daiichi Sankyo Co., Ltd. 4568 DS-3939 Solid Tumors Preclinical
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
First-in-Human Trial to Start

Daiichi Sankyo expects the first-in-human study for DS-3939 

to be initiated in FY2022.

Now-03/31/2021 Daiichi Sankyo Co., Ltd. 4568 DS-6000 Solid Tumors Preclinical
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Clinical Trial to Start

Daiichi Sankyo announced that DS-6000 a CDH6 ADC is in 

late preclinical development with first-in-human study 

expected to be initiated in the fourth quarter of FY2020.

04/01/2021-06/30/2021
Deciphera 

Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
DCPH Rebastinib Solid Tumors I/II

Trial Data - Updated 

Results

Phase Ib/II w/Paclitaxel - 

Updated Results

Deciphera announced the Company plans to present 

updated data from its Phase Ib/II study of rebastinib an 

inhibitor of TIE2 in combination with paclitaxel for patients 

with endometrial cancer in the second quarter of 2021.

04/01/2021-06/30/2021
Deciphera 

Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
DCPH DCC-3116 Solid Tumors IND

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase I - Trial to Start

Deciphera announced the Company plans to initiate the 

Phase I study of DCC-3116 an inhibitor of ULK kinase for the 

potential treatment of patients with cancers driven by 

mutations in RAS genes in the second quarter of 2021 

subject to FDA authorization to proceed under the 

investigational new drug (IND) application submitted in the 

fourth quarter of 2020.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021
Deciphera 

Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
DCPH DCC-3014 Solid Tumors I/II

Trial Data - Updated 

Results
Phase I/II - Updated Results

Deciphera announced the Company plans to present 

updated data from the Phase I/II study of vimseltinib (DCC-

3014) an inhibitor of CSF1R in patients with tenosynovial 

giant cell tumor (TGCT) in the second half of 2021.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021
Deciphera 

Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
DCPH Rebastinib Solid Tumors I/II

Trial Data - Updated 

Results

Phase Ib/II w/Paclitaxel - 

Updated Results (Ovarian 

Cancer)

Deciphera announced the Company plans to present 

updated data from its Phase Ib/II  study of rebastinib in 

combination with paclitaxel for patients with platinum-

resistant ovarian cancer in the second half of 2021.

01/01/2022-04/30/2022 Denali Therapeutics Inc. DNLI DNL310
Mucopolysaccharidosis II (MPS 

II; Hunter Syndrome)
I/II

Trial Data - Updated 

Results

Phase I/II - Updated Results 

(24-week - Cohort A+B)

Denali announced the company expects 24-week data from 

Cohort A+B of Phase I/II of DNL310 for Hunter Syndrome in 

early 2022.

10/01/2021-12/31/2022 Dyne Therapeutics DYN

Duchenne Muscular 

Dystrophy (DMD) 

Program

Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy 

(DMD)
Preclinical Regulatory - IND Filing IND Filing

Dyne Therapeutics announced that it is on track to submit 

INDs for its three programs (DM1 DMD and FSHD) between 

the fourth quarter of 2021 and the fourth quarter of 2022.

10/01/2021-12/31/2022 Dyne Therapeutics DYN
Myotonic Dystrophy Type 

1 (DM1) Program (Dyne)
Muscular Dystrophy Preclinical Regulatory - IND Filing IND Filing

Dyne Therapeutics announced that it is on track to submit 

INDs for its three programs (DM1 DMD and FSHD) between 

the fourth quarter of 2021 and the fourth quarter of 2022.

10/01/2021-12/31/2022 Dyne Therapeutics DYN

Facioscapulohumeral 

Muscular Dystrophy 

(FSHD) Program

Muscular Dystrophy Preclinical Regulatory - IND Filing IND Filing

Dyne Therapeutics announced that it is on track to submit 

INDs for its three programs (DM1 DMD and FSHD) between 

the fourth quarter of 2021 and the fourth quarter of 2022.

Now-12/31/2021 Editas Medicine EDIT EDIT-301 Sickle Cell Anemia IND
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase I/II RUBY - Trial to Start

Editas expects to initiate dosing in the Phase I/II RUBY 

clinical trial of EDIT-301 for the treatment of sickle cell 

disease in 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 Editas Medicine EDIT EDIT-301 Thalassemia Preclinical Regulatory - IND Filing IND Filing
Editas plans to file an IND for EDIT-301 for the treatment of 

beta-thalassemia by the end of 2021.

Now-12/31/2021
Edwards Lifesciences 

Corp.
EW MITRIS RESILIA Cardiac Valve Surgery Development

Progress Update - 

Product Launch
US Launch

Edwards expects to launch the MITRIS RESILIA in the US in 

2021.

Now-12/31/2021
Edwards Lifesciences 

Corp.
EW MITRIS RESILIA Cardiac Valve Surgery Development

Progress Update - 

Product Launch (Japan)
Japan Launch

Edwards expects to launch the MITRIS RESILIA in Japan in 

2021.

04/01/2021-09/30/2021 Elevation Oncology, Inc. Seribantumab Solid Tumors II
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase II CRESTONE - Top-Line 

Results

Elevation Oncology expects to have an interim analysis from 

the Phase II CRESTONE trial of seribantumab in mid-2021.

01/01/2023-12/31/2024 Eli Lilly and Company LLY LY3002813 Alzheimer's Disease (AD) II
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Pivotal Study - Trial to Start

Eli Lilly announced that a second pivotal study is expected 

between 2023 and 2024.

03/08/2021-03/14/2021 Eli Lilly and Company LLY LY3002813 Alzheimer's Disease (AD) II
Trial Data - Updated 

Results

Phase II - Updated Results at 

ADPD

Eli Lilly announced that the company expects to present 

data for the Phase II TRAILBLAZER-ALZ study of  donanemab 

in patients with Alzheimer's Disease at the International 

Conference on Alzheimer's and Parkinson's Diseases and 

Related Neurological Disorders on the week of March 9 

2020.

04/01/2021-09/30/2021
Enanta Pharmaceuticals, 

Inc.
ENTA EDP-305

Non-Alcoholic Steatohepatitis 

(NASH)
II

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase IIb ARGON-2 - Top-Line 

Results

Enanta Pharmaceuticals anticipates conducting a 12-week 

interim analysis of its Phase IIb ARGON-2 trial evaluating 

EDP-305 ni NASH patients in mid-2021.

01/01/2022-03/31/2022 Epirium Bio Inc. EPM-01
Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy 

(DMD)
II

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results
Trial Data- Top Line Results

Epirium expects top-line data from the Becker muscular 

dystrophy trial of EPM-01 in Q1 2022.

Now-06/30/2021 EUSA Pharma Ltd. Sylvant Castleman's Disease Approved

Regulatory - Filing for 

Approval (Emerging 

Markets)

Chinese Approval Filing
EUSA expects to submit a BLA to the NMPA for Sylvant in 

the first half of 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 Exelixis, Inc. EXEL Cabometyx / Cometriq

Hepatocellular (Liver) Cancer 

(HCC) (Including Secondary 

Metastases)

Approved
Regulatory - sNDA/sBLA 

Filing
sNDA Filing - 1L HCC

Exelixis announced that the company plans to submit an 

sNDA application to the FDA for approval of cabozantinib 

plus atezolizumab in first line hepatocellular cancer if data 

is supportive in 2021.

01/01/2023-12/31/2023 Exelixis, Inc. EXEL Cabometyx / Cometriq
Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer 

(NSCLC)
III

Regulatory - 

Supplemental Filing 

(Europe)

Filing for NSCLC (EU)
Ipsen announced that it anticipates filing for the NSCLC 

indication in 2023.

01/01/2023-12/31/2023 Exelixis, Inc. EXEL Cabometyx / Cometriq Prostate Cancer III

Regulatory - 

Supplemental Filing 

(Europe)

Filing for mCRPC (EU)
Ipsen announced that it anticipates filing for the mCRPC 

indication in 2023.

Now-12/31/2021 Exelixis, Inc. EXEL Cabometyx / Cometriq Thyroid Cancer Approved
Regulatory - sNDA/sBLA 

Filing
sNDA Filing

Exelixis announced that the company plans to file an sNDA 

application of cabozantinib in thyroid cancer in 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 Forty Seven Inc. FTSV Magrolimab
Myelodysplastic Syndrome 

(MDS)
III

Trial Data - Updated 

Results
Phase Ib - Updated Results

Gilead announced they anticipate a data read-out for their 

Phase Ib trial of magrolimab for the treatment of MDS in 

2021.

Now-12/31/2021 Forty Seven Inc. FTSV Magrolimab
Myelodysplastic Syndrome 

(MDS)
III

Regulatory - MAA 

Submission (Europe)
MAA Filing

Gilead announced they expect a potential BLA/MAA 

submission for accelerated approval in MDS in 2021.

Now-12/31/2021
Freeline Therapeutics 

Holdings PLC
FRLN FTL190 Fabry's Disease

Development 

Outside U.S.

Trial Announcement - 

Other

Phase I/II MARVEL1 (EU) - Part 

I Dose Escalation Completed

Freeline Therapeutics announced that the company plans 

to complete dose escalation in part I of the Phase I/II 

clinical trial of FTL190 in patients with Fabry's disease in 

2021.

Now-12/31/2021
Freeline Therapeutics 

Holdings PLC
FRLN FLT180a Hemophilia B II/III

Trial Data - Updated 

Results

Phase I/II B-AMAZE (UCL) - 

Updated Results

Freeline Therapeutics announced that the company 

anticipates durability data of up to four years of the Phase 

I/II clinical trial of FLT180a in patients with hemophilia B in 

2021.

10/01/2022-12/31/2022 G1 Therapeutics Inc. GTHX Trilaciclib Bladder Cancer Preclinical
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results
Phase II - Topline Results

G1 Therapeutics announced that the company anticipates 

interim data of the Phase II clinical trial evaluating trilaciclib 

in bladder cancer in late 2022.
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Now-06/30/2021 G1 Therapeutics Inc. GTHX Trilaciclib Bladder Cancer Preclinical
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase II - Trial Initiation

G1 Therapeutics announced that the company plans to 

initiate Phase II clinical studies of trilaciclib in second and 

third-line non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) and first-line 

bladder cancer in the first half of 2021.

07/01/2023-12/31/2023 G1 Therapeutics Inc. GTHX Trilaciclib Breast Cancer II
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase II I-SPY 2 - Topline 

Results

G1 Therapeutics announced that the company anticipates a 

data readout of the clinical trial evaluating trilaciclib in 

neoadjuvant breast cancer patients in the second half of 

2023.

07/01/2023-12/31/2023 G1 Therapeutics Inc. GTHX Trilaciclib Breast Cancer II
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase III mTNBC - Topline 

Results

G1 Therapeutics announced that the company anticipates 

interim data of the Phase III clinical trial evaluating 

trilaciclib in TNBC in the second half of 2023.

Now-12/31/2021 G1 Therapeutics Inc. GTHX Lerociclib Breast Cancer I/II

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation (Emerging 

Markets)

Phase III GB491-004 (China) - 

Trial to Start

Genor Biopharma announced that the Phase III GB491-004 

study of GB491 for the treatment of 2L advanced mBC is 

anticipated to start in 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 G1 Therapeutics Inc. GTHX Lerociclib Breast Cancer I/II

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation (Emerging 

Markets)

Phase III GB491-005 (China) - 

Trial to Start

Genor Biopharma announced that the Phase III GB491-005 

study of GB491 for the treatment of 1L advanced BC is 

anticipated to start in 2021.

01/01/2023-04/30/2023 G1 Therapeutics Inc. GTHX Trilaciclib
Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer 

(NSCLC)
Preclinical

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase II Post Checkpoint 

Setting (2L/3L) - Topline 

Results

G1 Therapeutics announced that the company expects 

interim data of the Phase II clinical trial evaluating trilaciclib 

in second and third-line non-small cell lung cancer patients 

in early 2023.

Now-06/30/2021 G1 Therapeutics Inc. GTHX Trilaciclib
Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer 

(NSCLC)
Preclinical

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase II - Trial Initiation

G1 Therapeutics announced that the company plans to 

initiate Phase II clinical studies of trilaciclib in second and 

third-line non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) and first-line 

bladder cancer in the first half of 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 G1 Therapeutics Inc. GTHX Lerociclib
Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer 

(NSCLC)
I/II

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation (Emerging 

Markets)

Clinical Trial to Start (China)

Genor Biopharma lists GB491 in IND development in China 

for the treatment of EGFR-mutant NSCLC. We await an 

initiation update in the time frame listed above.

Now-12/31/2021 Galapagos NV GLPG GLPG1205
Idiopathic Pulmonary Fibrosis 

(IPF)
II

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase IIb - Trial to Start

Galapagos expects to initate a Phase IIb dose range finding 

study for GLPG1205 in IPF in 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 Galapagos NV GLPG GLPG4716
Idiopathic Pulmonary Fibrosis 

(IPF)

Development 

Outside U.S.

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase II - Trial to Start

Galapagos is preparring to start a Phase II study of 

GLPG4716 in IPF in 2021.

04/01/2021-09/30/2021 Galapagos NV GLPG GLPG3970 Psoriasis I
Trial Data - Updated 

Results
Phase I - Updated Results

Galapagos started three proof-of-concept studies in 

psoriasis UC and RA. The company expects to get data in 

the first half of 2021 and will report that by mid-year 2021.

09/01/2021-06/30/2022 Galapagos NV GLPG GLPG3970 Psoriasis I
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase IIb - Trial to Start

Galapagos started three proof-of-concept studies in 

psoriasis UC and RA. The company expects to get data in 

the first half of 2021 and will report that by mid-year 2021. 

Additionally the company is planning the Phase IIb studies 

that will immediately follow the POC studies in the first 

indications. As such we await initiations in the time frame 

above.

Now-12/31/2021 Galapagos NV GLPG GLPG3667 Psoriasis I
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation

Dose Response Finding 

Studies to Start

Galapagos expects to begin dose response finding studies 

for GLPG3667 in 2021.

09/01/2021-06/30/2022 Galapagos NV GLPG GLPG3970 Rheumatoid Arthritis (RA) II
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase IIb - Trial to Start

Galapagos started three proof-of-concept studies in 

psoriasis UC and RA. The company expects to get data in 

the first half of 2021 and will report that by mid-year 2021. 

Additionally the company is planning the Phase IIb studies 

that will immediately follow the POC studies in the first 

indications. As such we await initiations in the time frame 

above.

09/01/2021-06/30/2022 Galapagos NV GLPG GLPG3970 Ulcerative Colitis (UC) II
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase IIb - Trial to Start

Galapagos started three proof-of-concept studies in 

psoriasis UC and RA. The company expects to get data in 

the first half of 2021 and will report that by mid-year 2021. 

Additionally the company is planning the Phase IIb studies 

that will immediately follow the POC studies in the first 

indications. As such we await initiations in the time frame 

above.

Now-06/30/2021
GeneTx Biotherapeutics 

LLC
GTX-102 (GeneTx) Angelman Syndrome I/II

Trial Announcement - 

Resume Trial

Phase I/II KIK-AS (Pediatric) - 

Trial Resumption 

Ultragenyx plans to resume the Phase I/II study of GTX-102 

for the treatment of Angelman Syndrome in the first half of 

2021.

09/01/2021-04/30/2022 Genexine Inc. 95700 GX-188E Cervical Cancer
Development 

Outside U.S.

Regulatory - Filing for 

Approval (Emerging 

Markets)

Filing for Approval (Korea)

Genexine plans to submit for conditional approval in Korea 

for GX-188E for the treatment of cervical cancer at the end 

of 2021 or early 2022.

Now-12/31/2021 Genmab A/S GMAB GEN3013
Diffuse Large B-Cell Lymphoma 

(DLBCL) - NHL
III

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase III FPD - Trial to Start

Gemmab announced the company plans to initiate a FPD 

trial of GEN3013 in 2021.

01/01/2022-12/31/2022 Genor Biopharma Co. Ltd. 6998
Biosimilar Herceptin 

(Genor)
Breast Cancer

Development 

Outside U.S.

Progress Update - 

Product Launch 

(Emerging Markets)

Product Launch (China) Genor Biopharma plans to launch GB221 in China in 2022.

Now-12/31/2021 Genor Biopharma Co. Ltd. 6998
Biosimilar Herceptin 

(Genor)
Breast Cancer

Development 

Outside U.S.

Regulatory - Filing for 

Approval (Emerging 

Markets)

Filing for Approval (China)

Genor Biopharma lists that they are planning an NDA filing 

regarding GB221 for the treatment of HER2+ 1L/2L+ mBC in 

China in 2021.

01/01/2022-12/31/2022 Genor Biopharma Co. Ltd. 6998
Biosimilar Infliximab 

(Genor)
Rheumatoid Arthritis (RA)

Development 

Outside U.S.

Progress Update - 

Product Launch 

(Emerging Markets)

Product Launch (China) Genor Biopharma plans to launch GB242 in China in 2022.

Now-10/31/2022 Genor Biopharma Co. Ltd. 6998
Biosimilar Infliximab 

(Genor)
Rheumatoid Arthritis (RA)

Development 

Outside U.S.

Regulatory - Approval 

Decision (Emerging 

Markets)

Approval Decision (China)

Genor Biopharma lists that an NDA for GB242 for the 

treatment of rheumatoid arthritis was submitted to the 

National Medical Products Administration (NMPA) in China 

in October 2020. Based on an internal analysis of the 

Chinese approval procedure we estimate an approval 

decision for this drug for this indication will be granted in 

approximately 1 to 2 years.

02/01/2021-02/28/2021 Genor Biopharma Co. Ltd. 6998 GB492 Solid Tumors I/II
Regulatory - IND Filing 

(Emerging Markets)
IND Filing (China)

Genor Biopharma plans to file an IND in China for GB492 in 

February 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 Gilead Sciences, Inc. GILD Tecartus
Acute Lymphoblastic Leukemia 

(ALL)
I/II

Regulatory - MAA 

Submission (Europe)
MAA Filing

Gilead announced they anticipate filing an MAA for 

Tecartus for the treatment of adult ALL in 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 Gilead Sciences, Inc. GILD Yescarta
Diffuse Large B-Cell Lymphoma 

(DLBCL) - NHL
Approved

Trial Data - Updated 

Results
Phase II - Updated Results

Gilead announced they anticipate data from their Phase II 

trial of Yescarta for the treatment of 1L DLBCL in 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 Gilead Sciences, Inc. GILD Vemlidy
Hepatitis B (HBV) Treatment 

(Antiviral)
Approved

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation

Phase II - Combination Studies 

to Start

Gilead announced they plan to commence Phase II 

combination studies for Vemlidy for the treatment of 

Hepatitis B in 2021.
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Now-12/31/2021 Gilead Sciences, Inc. GILD GS-9688
Hepatitis B (HBV) Treatment 

(Antiviral)
II

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation

Phase II w/VIR-2218 + 

Nivolumab to Start

Gilead and Vir Biotechnology plan to start a Phase II trial 

evaluating combination therapy for both treatment-

experienced and treatment-naïve people living with HBV. 

The multi-arm trial will evaluate different combinations of 

selgantolimod Gilead’s investigational TLR-8 agonist; VIR-

2218 Vir’s investigational small interfering ribonucleic acid 

(siRNA); and a commercially-sourced marketed PD-1 

antagonist (Nivolumab). The study is expected to start in 

2021.

01/01/2022-12/31/2022 Glaukos Corporation GKOS iDose-Travoprost
Glaucoma / Ocular 

Hypertension (Ophthalmology)
III

Regulatory - NDA/BLA 

Filing
NDA Filing

Glaukos Corporation announced that its iDose TR sustained-

release travoprost implant continued to provide sustained 

substantial reductions in intraocular pressure (IOP) in a 24-

month interim analysis of the ongoing 36-month Phase IIb 

clinical trial conducted under a U.S. Investigational New 

Drug (IND) protocol. The 12-month iDose TR Phase III trial 

results are expected to support Glaukos’ NDA submission in 

2022 and the company is now targeting FDA approval for 

iDose TR in 2023.

Now-06/30/2021 Glaukos Corporation GKOS iStent
Glaucoma / Ocular 

Hypertension (Ophthalmology)
Approved

Regulatory - PMA 

Supplemental Filing
Filing for Approval

Glaukos expects to file for FDA approval of iStent infinite in 

the first half of 2021.

01/01/2024-12/31/2024 GlaxoSmithKline plc GSK GSK3511294 Asthma I
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results
Phase III Top Line Results 

GSK announced that a Pivotal Phase III study will start in 1Q 

2021. Initial results are expected in 2024.

Now-03/31/2021 GlaxoSmithKline plc GSK GSK3511294 Asthma I
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase III Study to Start

GSK announced that a Pivotal Phase III study will start in 1Q 

2021.

01/01/2022-12/31/2022 GlaxoSmithKline plc GSK SRF813 Cancer Preclinical
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase I Study to Start

GlaxoSmithKline announced that a Phase I study for SRF813 

will begin in 2022.

01/01/2024-12/31/2024 GlaxoSmithKline plc GSK GSK3359609 Head and Neck Cancer II/III
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase II/III - INDUCE 4 Top 

Line Results 

GlaxoSmithKline announced that data from the ongoing 

Phase II/III INDUCE-4 study  (combo withpembrolizumab 

and chemo) is expected in 2024.

Now-06/30/2021 GlaxoSmithKline plc GSK GSK3359609 Head and Neck Cancer II/III
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase II/III - INDUCE 3 Top 

Line Results 

GlaxoSmithKline anticipates announcing an interim analysis 

of Phase II/III INDUCE-3 in 1H 2021 to ungate Phase III.

01/01/2022-12/31/2023 GlaxoSmithKline plc GSK Blenrep Multiple Myeloma (MM) Approved
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase III DREAMM-8 - Top-

Line Results

GlaxoSmithKline anticipates data in from the Phase III 

DREAMM-8 combo trial of Blenrep in 2022-2023.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021 GlaxoSmithKline plc GSK Zejula Ovarian Cancer Approved
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase III PRIMA Top Line 

Results

Zai Labs anticipates releasing topline results of the PRIME 

study in the second half of 2021.

07/01/2022-12/31/2022 GlaxoSmithKline plc GSK GSK3844766A
Respiratory Syncytial Virus 

(RSV) Prevention
I/II

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results
Phase I/II - Top Line Data

GlaxoSmithKline announced that initial data is expected in 

the second half of 2022.

10/01/2021-12/31/2021
Global Blood 

Therapeutics, Inc.
GBT GBT601 Sickle Cell Anemia Preclinical

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results
Phase I - Top-Line Results

GBT announced the company expects POC data from the 

Phase I study of GBT 601 by the end of 2021.

Now-06/30/2021 Guardant Health, Inc. GH Guardant360
Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer 

(NSCLC)
Approved Regulatory - Other PMDA Submission (Japan)

Guardant Health anticipates filing for approval with the 

PMDA (Japan) for Guardant360 in the first half of 2021.

Now-07/31/2021 Guardant Health, Inc. GH Guardant360
Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer 

(NSCLC)
Approved

Regulatory - PMA 

Supplemental Approval 

Decision

PMA Supplemental Approval 

Decision - Amivantamab 

(Janssen)

Guardant Health announced that supplemental PMAs have 

been submitted for Guardant360 CDx to add amivantamab 

(Janssen) and sotorasib (Amgen) to the list of approved 

indications. We await an update for the supplemental 

approval to add amivantamab (Janssen) in the time frame 

above.

Now-07/31/2021 Guardant Health, Inc. GH Guardant360
Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer 

(NSCLC)
Approved

Regulatory - PMA 

Supplemental Approval 

Decision

PMA Supplemental Approval 

Decision - Sotorasib (Amgen)

Guardant Health announced that supplemental PMAs have 

been submitted for Guardant360 CDx to add amivantamab 

(Janssen) and sotorasib (Amgen) to the list of approved 

indications. We await an update for the supplemental 

approval to add sotorasib (Amgen) in the time frame above.

01/01/2022-12/31/2022 GW Pharmaceuticals plc GWPH Nabiximols
Neuromuscular Spasm and 

Spasticity
III

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase III MT2 - Top-Line 

Results

GW Pharmaceuticals expects data from the Phase III 3-week 

treatment period placebo-controlled cross-over muscle 

tone study of nabiximols in 190 participants in 2022.

01/01/2022-12/31/2022 GW Pharmaceuticals plc GWPH Nabiximols
Neuromuscular Spasm and 

Spasticity
III

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results
Phase III SF1 - Top-Line Results

GW Pharmaceuticals expects data readout from the Phase 

III double-blind parallel placebo controlled 12-week 

treatment period spasm frequency study of nabiximols in 

446 patients in 2022.

01/01/2022-12/31/2023 GW Pharmaceuticals plc GWPH Nabiximols
Neuromuscular Spasm and 

Spasticity
III

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase III SF (Responders) - Top-

Line Results

GW Pharmaceuticals expects data readout from a Phase III 

two part double-blind parallel placebo-controlled 

randomized spasm frequency study in 227 patients in 

2022/2023.

Now-12/31/2021 GW Pharmaceuticals plc GWPH Nabiximols
Neuromuscular Spasm and 

Spasticity
III

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase III GWSP19066 - Top-

Line Results

GW Pharmaceuticals lists that a Phase III 3-week treatment 

period placebo-controlled cross-over study evaluating 

nabiximols in 52 patients was initiated in December 2020. 

The primary endpoint is muscle tone (LLMT-6). Data are 

anticipated in 2021.

Now-12/31/2022 GW Pharmaceuticals plc GWPH Nabiximols
Neuromuscular Spasm and 

Spasticity
III

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase III MT (Responders) - 

Top-Line Results

GW Pharmaceuticals expects data readout from the Phase 

III pre-post dose in prescribed responders placebo-

controlled cross-over muscle tone study of nabiximols in 36 

patients in 2021/2022.

01/01/2023-12/31/2023 H. Lundbeck A/S LUN Vyepti Migraine and Other Headaches Approved
Trial Announcement - 

Trial Completion

Phase III Cluster Headaches - 

Trial Completed

Lundbeck announced that they anticipate completing their 

Phase III cluster headache study for Vyepti in 2023.

Now-06/30/2021 Horizon Therapeutics plc HZNP Krystexxa Gout Approved
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation

Phase II w/methotrexate 

(Retreatment) - Clinical Trial to 

Start

Horizon Therapeutics announced that the company plans to 

initiate a clinical trial evaluating Krystexxa with 

methotrexate inpatients who have previously failed 

Krystexxa during the first half of 2021.

Now-06/30/2021 Horizon Therapeutics plc HZNP Krystexxa Gout Approved
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation

Phase II w/methotrexate 

(Monthly Dosing) - Clinical 

Trial to Start

Horizon Therapeutics announced that the company plans to 

initiate a clinical trial evaluating a monthly dosing regimen 

of Krystexxa with methotrexate to treat people with 

uncontrolled gout in the first half of 2021.
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03/01/2021-09/30/2021 Hugel Pharma Co, Ltd Botulax Wrinkles III
Regulatory - CHMP 

(European Panel) Results
CHMP Opinion

Hugel reported that the company submitted an MAA for 

Botulax in Europe on June 30 2020. Based on an internal 

analysis of the centralized European approval procedure we 

estimate the European marketing authorization for this 

drug for this indication will be granted in approximately 11-

17 months. As the approval decision is normally issued 67 

days from adoption of a positive Committee for Medicinal 

Products for Human Use (CHMP) opinion we then estimate 

the CHMP opinion to occur between March and September 

2021.

05/01/2021-11/30/2021 Hugel Pharma Co, Ltd Botulax Wrinkles III
Regulatory - Approval 

Decision (Europe)
Approval Decision (Europe)

Hugel reported that the company submitted an MAA for 

Botulax in Europe on June 30 2020. Based on an internal 

analysis of the centralized European approval procedure we 

estimate the European marketing authorization for this 

drug for this indication will be granted in approximately 11-

17 months.

Now-06/30/2021 Hugel Pharma Co, Ltd Botulax Wrinkles III
Regulatory - NDA/BLA 

Filing
BLA Filing

Hugel reported that the company plans to submit a BLA for 

Botulax in the US in the first half of 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 Humanigen, Inc. HGEN Lenzilumab COVID-19 Treatment III
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase III - C-SMART Study-Top-

line Results 

Humanigen expects to report topline data from its Phase III 

trial of lenzilumab in patients with COVID-19 in 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 Humanigen, Inc. HGEN Lenzilumab COVID-19 Treatment III
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase II - ACTIV-5/BET -Top-

Line Results

Humanigen expects to report topline data from its ACTIV-5 

study in 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 Humanigen, Inc. HGEN Lenzilumab COVID-19 Treatment III
Progress Update - 

Product Launch (U.S.)
Product Launch

If granted Humanigen anticipates launching Lenzilumab in 

2021 under Emergency Use Authorization to treat COVID-

19.

Now-12/31/2021 Humanigen, Inc. HGEN Lenzilumab COVID-19 Treatment III
Regulatory - NDA/BLA 

Filing
BLA Filing

Humanigen plans to file a BLA with the FDA in 2021 for 

Lenzilumab to treat COVID-19.

Now-12/31/2021 Humanigen, Inc. HGEN Lenzilumab
Diffuse Large B-Cell Lymphoma 

(DLBCL) - NHL
I/II

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase I/II ZUMA-19 Top-Line 

Data

Humanigen expects to report results from the Phase I/II 

lenzilumab and axicabtagene ciloleucel study in patients 

with relapsed or refractory large B-cell lymphoma (ZUMA-

19) in 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 Humanigen, Inc. HGEN Lenzilumab
Graft vs. Host Disease (GVHD) - 

Treatment
Preclinical

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase II/III - Trial to Start

Humanigen expects a Phase II/III trial to evaluate efficacy 

and safety of lenzilumab in GvHD to start in 2021.

Now-06/30/2021
Hutchison China 

MediTech Limited
HCM Fruquintinib Colorectal Cancer (CRC) III

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results
Phase Ib - Top-Line Results

Hutchison Chi-Med expects to have Phase Ib data from 

Fruquintinib for the treatment of refractory colorectal 

cancer in the first half of 2021.

Now-06/30/2021
Hutchison China 

MediTech Limited
HCM HMPL-523 Hematologic Cancer I

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase I Global Study to Start

Hutchison Chi-Med plans to start a Phase I study of HMPL-

523 for the treatment of hematological malignancies in the 

first half of 2021.

Now-06/30/2021
Hutchison China 

MediTech Limited
HCM HMPL-306 Hematologic Cancer IND

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase I Global Study to Start

Hutchison Chi-Med announced it filed a IND submission for 

HMPL-306 in the second half of 2020. A Phase I study is 

expected to start in the first half of 2021.

07/01/2021-09/30/2021
Hutchison China 

MediTech Limited
HCM HMPL-523

Immune Thrombocytopenic 

Purpura (ITP)
I

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation

Chinese Registrational Study 

to Start

Hutchison Chi-Med plans to start a potential registrational 

study of HMPL-523 for indolent NHL/ITP in the third quarter 

of 2021.

04/01/2021-09/30/2021
Hutchison China 

MediTech Limited
HCM Surufatinib Solid Tumors I

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase II w/Fruqintinib + PD-1 

Trial (China) - Top-Line Results

Hutchison Chi-Med plans to initiate a registrational study of 

Fruquintinib and Surufatinib in combination with a PD-1 

inhibitor in solid tumors in the first half of 2021. Results are 

expected in mid-2021.

04/01/2021-09/30/2021
Hutchison China 

MediTech Limited
HCM Fruquintinib Solid Tumors I

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase II w/Surufatinib + PD-1 

Trial (China) - Top-Line Results

Hutchison Chi-Med plans to initiate a registrational study of 

Fruquintinib and Surufatinib in combination with a PD-1 

inhibitor in solid tumors in the first half of 2021. Results are 

expected in mid-2021.

Now-06/30/2021
Hutchison China 

MediTech Limited
HCM Surufatinib Solid Tumors I

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation

Phase II w/Fruqintinib + PD-1 

Trial to Start

Hutchison Chi-Med plans to initiate a registrational study of 

Fruquintinib and Surufatinib in combination with a PD-1 

inhibitor in solid tumors in the first half of 2021. Results are 

expected in mid-2021.

Now-06/30/2021
Hutchison China 

MediTech Limited
HCM Fruquintinib Solid Tumors I

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation

Phase II w/Surufatinib + PD-1 

to Start

Hutchison Chi-Med plans to initiate a registrational study of 

Fruquintinib and Surufatinib in combination with a PD-1 

inhibitor in solid tumors in the first half of 2021. Results are 

expected in mid-2021.

Now-12/31/2021 IDEAYA Biosciences, Inc. IDYA IDE397 Solid Tumors IND
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results
Phase I - Top-Line Results

Ideaya plans to generate Phase I FPI and clinical 

pharmacodynamic data of IDE397 for solid tumors in 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 IDEAYA Biosciences, Inc. IDYA IDE196 Uveal Melanoma I
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase I - Combination Interim 

Data

Ideaya expects to have interim data from its combination of 

IDE196 and binimetinib in 2021.

01/01/2022-06/30/2022
Idorsia Pharmaceuticals 

Ltd
SIX:IDIA Clazosentan

Hemorrhagic Stroke / 

Intracerebral Hemorrhage (ICH)
III

Progress Update - 

Product Launch (Japan)
Product Launch (Japan)

Idorsia Pharmaceuticals announced that the company 

expects the approval and commercial launch of clazosentan 

in Japan in the first half of 2022.

07/01/2022-12/31/2022
Idorsia Pharmaceuticals 

Ltd
SIX:IDIA Clazosentan

Hemorrhagic Stroke / 

Intracerebral Hemorrhage (ICH)
III

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase III REACT (aSAH) - 

Topline Results

Idorsia Pharmaceuticals announced that the company 

anticipates a data readout of the Phase III REACT clinical 

trial of clazosentan in the second half of 2022.

1/7/2022
Idorsia Pharmaceuticals 

Ltd
SIX:IDIA Daridorexant Insomnia NDA

Regulatory - 

PDUFA/Approval Decision 

(US)

PDUFA for NDA - First Review

Idorsia Pharmaceuticals announced that the company 

submitted an NDA application to the U.S. Food and Drug 

Administration (FDA) for daridorexant for insomnia on 

January 8 2021. Based on a standard 12-month original 

NME filing under PDUFA VI guidelines the PDUFA decision 

should occur on January 8 2022. As this date falls on a 

weekend we expect the PDUFA decision on the Friday 

before.

Now-12/31/2021
Idorsia Pharmaceuticals 

Ltd
SIX:IDIA Daridorexant Insomnia NDA

Regulatory - MAA 

Submission (Europe)
MAA Submission

Idorsia Pharmaceuticals announced that the company 

anticipates filing an MAA application with the European 

Medicines Agency (EMA) for daridorexant for insomnia in 

the first half of 2021.

02/15/2021-02/28/2021
Idorsia Pharmaceuticals 

Ltd
SIX:IDIA Cenerimod

Systemic Lupus Erythematosus 

(SLE)
II

Trial Announcement - 

Patient Enrollment 

Completed

Phase IIb CARE - Patient 

Enrollment Completion

Idorsia Pharmaceuticals announced that recruitment in the 

CARE clinical trial of cenerimod is anticipated to be 

completed by end of February 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 IGM Biosciences, Inc. IGMS IGM-2323
Diffuse Large B-Cell Lymphoma 

(DLBCL) - NHL
I

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Expansion Trials to Start

IGM announced the company plans to commence 

expansion trials in R/R NHL for IGM-2323 in 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 IGM Biosciences, Inc. IGMS IGM-2323
Diffuse Large B-Cell Lymphoma 

(DLBCL) - NHL
I

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation

Clinical Trial w/ R-CHOP to 

Start

IGM announced the company plans to commence clinical 

trial with 1L NHL for IGM-2323 in combination with R-CHOP 

in 2021.
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Now-12/31/2021 IGM Biosciences, Inc. IGMS IGM-2323
Diffuse Large B-Cell Lymphoma 

(DLBCL) - NHL
I

Trial Announcement - 

Patient Enrollment 

Completed

Phase I IGM-2323-001 - 

Patient Enrollment Completed

IGM announced the company plans to complete enrollment 

in the Phase I dose escalation study of IGM-2323 in 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 IGM Biosciences, Inc. IGMS IGM-7354 Solid Tumors Preclinical Regulatory - IND Filing IND Filing

IGM announced the company anticipates on filing an IND 

for IGM-7354 for solid and hematologic malignancies in 

2021.

Now-12/31/2021 Imago BioSciences, Inc. Bomedemstat
Acute Myelogenous Leukemia 

(AML)
I/II

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation

Phase II w/venetoclax - Trial 

Initiation

Imago Biosciences announced that the company anticipates 

dosing the first patient in a clinical trial evaluating 

bomedemstat in combination with venetoclax in patients 

with acute myelogenous leukemia (AML) in 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 Imago BioSciences, Inc. Bomedemstat Myelofibrosis (MF) I/II
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation

Phase II w/ruxolitinib - Trial 

Initiation

Imago Biosciences announced that the company anticipates 

dosing the first patient in Phase I clinical trial of 

bomedemstat in combination with ruxolitinib in patients 

with myelofibrosis in 2021.

04/01/2021-09/30/2021 ImmunoGen, Inc. IMGN IMGN632
Acute Myelogenous Leukemia 

(AML)
I/II

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results
Phase Ib/II - Top-Line Results

ImmunoGen expects initial combination data from the 802 

study of IMGN632 in AML in mid-2021.

12/01/2021-12/31/2021 ImmunoGen, Inc. IMGN IMGN632
Acute Myelogenous Leukemia 

(AML)
I/II

Trial Data - Updated 

Results

Phase Ib/II - Updated Results 

at ASH

ImmunoGen announced the company plans to present 

initial AML combination data of IMGN632 at ASH 2021.

10/01/2021-12/31/2021 ImmunoGen, Inc. IMGN IMGN151 Cancer Preclinical Regulatory - IND Filing IND Filing
ImmunoGen announced an IND is expected for IMGN151 

for cancer by the end of 2021.

01/01/2023-12/31/2023 ImmunoGen, Inc. IMGN
Mirvetuximab 

Soravtansine
Ovarian Cancer III

Regulatory - sNDA/sBLA 

Filing
sBLA Filing

ImmunoGen announced sBLA filing for mirvetuximab based 

on the Phase III MIRASOL study is expected in 2023.

06/04/2021-06/08/2021 ImmunoGen, Inc. IMGN
Mirvetuximab 

Soravtansine
Ovarian Cancer III

Trial Data - Updated 

Results

Phase Ib/II FORWARD II - 

Updated Results at ASCO

ImmunoGen announced mature data from MIRV + DEV data 

in recurrent ovarian cancer is to be presented at ASCO 

2021.

Now-12/31/2021 Immunomedics, Inc. IMMU Trodelvy Bladder Cancer III
Regulatory - PDUFA for 

sNDA/sBLA
PDUFA for sBLA - First Review

Gilead announced that they anticipate an sBLA approval in 

3L mUC in 2021.

01/01/2023-12/31/2023 Immunomedics, Inc. IMMU Trodelvy Breast Cancer Approved
Trial Data - Updated 

Results

Phase III TROPICS-02 - 

Updated Results (OS)

Gilead announced they expect OS results for their Phase III 

TROPICS-02 study in 2023.

Now-06/30/2021 Incyte Corporation INCY Ruxolitinib Cream Atopic Dermatitis (Eczema) NDA

Regulatory - 

PDUFA/Approval Decision 

(US)

PDUFA for NDA - First Review

Incyte announced that the company submitted the NDA for 

ruxolitinib cream for the treatment of patients with mild-to-

moderate atopic dermatitis. The company expects an FDA 

decision in atopic dermatitis in the first half of 2021.

11/10/2021 Incyte Corporation INCY Jakafi
Graft vs. Host Disease (GVHD) - 

Treatment
Approved

Regulatory - PDUFA for 

sNDA/sBLA
PDUFA for sNDA - First Review

Incyte announced that the Company submitted a 

supplemental application to the U.S. FDA for approval of 

Jakafi for the treatment of chronic graft vs. host disease 

(GHVD). The FDA decision is expected in the second half of 

2021. Based on a standard 10-month supplemental NDA 

filing under PDUFA VI guidelines the PDUFA decision should 

occur on November 11 2021.

01/01/2023-12/31/2024 Incyte Corporation INCY Itacitinib
Graft vs. Host Disease (GVHD) - 

Treatment
III

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase III - Top-Line Results 

(Steroid-Naïve)

Incyte expects to have results from the Phase III study of 

itacitinib for the treatment of patients with steroid-naïve 

chronic GVHD in between 2023-2024.

01/01/2022-12/31/2023 Incyte Corporation INCY Jakafi Myelofibrosis (MF) Approved
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase III POC - Top-Line 

Results (w/Parsaclisib)

Incyte announced that they expect the Phase III proof of 

concept data of ruxolitinib + parsaclisib (PI3Kd) in 

myelofibrosis (MF) between 2022-2023.

01/01/2025-12/31/2026 Incyte Corporation INCY Jakafi Myelofibrosis (MF) Approved
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase III POC - Top-Line 

Results (w/INCB57643)

Incyte announced that they expect the Phase III proof of 

concept data of ruxolitinib + INCB57643 (BET) in 

myelofibrosis (MF) between 2025-2026.

01/01/2025-12/31/2026 Incyte Corporation INCY Jakafi Myelofibrosis (MF) Approved
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase III POC - Top-Line 

Results (w/INCB00928)

Incyte announced that they expect the Phase III proof of 

concept data of ruxolitinib + INCB00928 (ALK2) in 

myelofibrosis (MF) between 2025-2026.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021 Incyte Corporation INCY Jakafi Myelofibrosis (MF) Approved
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation

Phase III POC - Trial to Start 

(w/INCB00928)

Incyte announced that they expect to initiate a proof of 

concept trial of ruxolitinib + INCB00928 (ALK2) in 

myelofibrosis (MF) in the second half of 2021.

Now-12/31/2022 Incyte Corporation INCY Jakafi Myelofibrosis (MF) Approved
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation

Phase III POC - Trial to Start 

(w/CK0804)

Incyte announced that they expect to initiate a proof of 

concept trial of ruxolitinib + CK0804 in myelofibrosis (MF) 

between 2021-2022.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021 Incyte Corporation INCY INCB-086550 Solid Tumors I
Trial Data - Updated 

Results
Phase I - Updated Results

Incyte announced that the company expects additional 

clinical data for INCB86550 in the second half of 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 Incyte Corporation INCY INCB81776 Solid Tumors I
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results
Phase Ia/Ib - Top-Line Results

Incyte announced that they expect dose escalation data 

from the Phase Ia/Ib study of INCB81776 in 2021.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021 Incyte Corporation INCY Ruxolitinib Cream Vitiligo III
Regulatory - MAA 

Submission (Europe)
MAA Submission

Incyte Corporation announced that the company 

anticipates filing an MAA for ruxolitinib cream for the 

treatment of vitiligo in the second half of 2021.

Now-12/31/2021
Infinity Pharmaceuticals, 

Inc.
INFI Eganelisib Bladder Cancer II

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Registrational Trial to Start

Based on the data from the Phase II MARIO-275 study of 

eganelisib Infinity Pharmaceuticals plans to initiate a 

registration-enabling study. We await an update through 

2021.

01/01/2022-06/30/2022
Infinity Pharmaceuticals, 

Inc.
INFI Eganelisib Solid Tumors II

Trial Data - Updated 

Results

Phase II MARIO-3 - Updated 

Results (RCC Cohort)

Infinity Pharmaceuticals expects data from the RCC cohort 

of the Phase II MARIO-3 study of Eganelisib in the first half 

of 2022.

Now-12/31/2021 InflaRx N.V. IFRX Vilobelimab COVID-19 Treatment
Development 

Outside U.S.

Trial Data - Updated 

Results

Phase II/III Study - Updated 

Results

InflaRx announced that the Phase III part of the global 

Phase II/III trial evaluating vilobelimab in mechanically 

ventilated patients with COVID-19 was initiated in mid-

September and recruitment is currently ongoing in Europe 

with other regions in the process of being added. The study 

is enrolling as planned with a total goal of 360 patients. A 

blinded interim analysis is planned after 180 patients with a 

potential early stop of the trial for efficacy or futility. 

Topline data from the trial are expected to be available in 

2021.

Now-03/31/2021 InflaRx N.V. IFRX Vilobelimab Hidradenitis Suppurativa IIb
Regulatory - Progress 

Update

Special Protocol Assessment 

(SPA) Submission

InflaRx plans to submit a Special Protocol Assessment (SPA) 

to the Food & Drug Administration (FDA) for the Phase III 

trial in Hidradenitis Suppurativa in the first quarter of 2021.

03/20/2021-03/23/2021 Insulet Corporation PODD Omnipod 5 Diabetes Mellitus, Type I IDE
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Horizon Pivotal Data at ENDO 

2021

Insulet announced that pivotal data from Omnipod 5 is 

expected to be presented at Endo 2021 meeting in March 

2020.

Now-12/31/2021 Insulet Corporation PODD Omnipod 5 Diabetes Mellitus, Type I IDE
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation

HypoProtect Use in Exercise 

Study to Start

Insulet announced that a HypoProtect use in exercise study 

of Omnipod 5 is expected to start in 2021.
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Now-12/31/2021 Insulet Corporation PODD Omnipod 5 Diabetes Mellitus, Type I IDE
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
In-Hospital Study to Start

Insulet expects to start a T1D and T2D in-hospital study of 

Omnipod 5 in 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 Insulet Corporation PODD Omnipod 5 Diabetes Mellitus, Type II IDE
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
In-Hospital Study to Start

Insulet expects to start a T1D and T2D in-hospital study of 

Omnipod 5 in 2021.

Now-12/31/2021
Intercept 

Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
ICPT Ocaliva

Non-Alcoholic Steatohepatitis 

(NASH)
III

Regulatory - NDA/BLA 

Filing
NDA Resubmission

Intercept Therapeutics announced the Company continue 

to make progress toward potential resubmission ofan NDA 

in the U.S. by end of 2021.

Now-03/31/2021
Intercept 

Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
ICPT Ocaliva

Primary Biliary Cholangitis 

(PBC) and Hepatic Fibrosis
Approved

Regulatory - Meeting 

with FDA
Meeting with FDA

Intercept completed a safety assessment including clinical 

post-marketing and contextualizing epidemiology data. 

Results of the assessment including Data Monitoring 

Committee (DMC) report have been submitted to FDA. The 

Company has a planned meeting with FDA in the first 

quarter of 2021 to discuss the safety assessment.

04/01/2021-06/30/2021 Intersect ENT XENT PROPEL Contour Allergy Approved
Progress Update - 

Product Launch (Europe)
Product Launch (Europe)

Intersect anticipates launching the PROPEL Contour in 

Europe in the second quarter of 2021.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021
Intra-Cellular Therapies, 

Inc.
ITCI Caplyta

Major Depressive Disorder 

(MDD)
I

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results
Phase I - Top-Line Results

Intra-Cellular Therapies announced the Phase I single-

ascending study is ongoing and results are anticipated in 

the second half of 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 Inventiva S.A. IVA Odiparcil
Mucopolysaccharidosis VI (MPS 

VI)
II

Progress Update - 

Development Review
Strategy Update

Inventiva expects to provide a strategy update on odiparcil 

in 2021.

Now-06/30/2021
Ionis Pharmaceuticals, 

Inc.
IONS IONIS PKK-LR COVID-19 Treatment

Development 

Outside U.S.

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase II ASKCOV (Brazil) - 

Topline Results

Ionis Pharmaceuticals announced that the company 

anticipates a data readout of the Phase II clinical trial of 

IONIS PKK-LR in COVID-19 patients in the first half of 2021.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021
Ionis Pharmaceuticals, 

Inc.
IONS IONIS-ENAC-2.5Rx Cystic Fibrosis (CF) I/II

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase II - Clinical Trial to Start

Ionis Pharmaceuticals announced that the company plans 

to initiate a Phase II clinical trial of IONIS-ENAC-2.5Rx in 

patients with cystic fibrosis with rare mutations in the 

second half of 2021.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021
Ionis Pharmaceuticals, 

Inc.
IONS IONIS-AGT-LRx Hypertension (Systemic) II

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase IIb - Trial Initiation

Ionics Pharmaceuticals announced that the company 

anticipates to initiate a Phase IIb clinical trial of IONIS-AGT-

LRx in the second half of 2021.

Now-12/31/2021
Iovance Biotherapeutics, 

Inc.
IOVA LN-145

Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer 

(NSCLC)
II

Trial Announcement - 

Other

Phase II IOV-LUN-202 - Cohort 

to Start

Iovance announced the company plans to add a new cohort 

in the Phase II IOV-LUN-202 basket study  and to combine 

TIL +ipi/nivo for 2021.

01/01/2023-12/31/2023 Ipsen SA IPSEY Onivyde Pancreatic Cancer Approved
Regulatory - NDA/BLA 

Filing
NDA/BLA Filing 

Ipsen announced that it anticipates filing with the FDA for 

the PDAC indication in 2023.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021 Iveric Bio ISEE Zimura

Dry Age-Related Macular 

Degeneration (Dry 

AMD)/Geographic Atrophy 

(Ophthalmology)

III

Trial Announcement - 

Patient Enrollment 

Completed

Phase III GATHER2 - Patient 

Enrollment Completed

Iveric announced the company expects to complete 

enrollment in the Phase III GATHER2 study of Zimura for GA 

secondary to AMD in the second half of 2021.

2/8/2021 Jasper Therapeutics, Inc. JSP-191
Acute Myelogenous Leukemia 

(AML)
I/II

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase I/II - Top-Line Results at 

Transplantation and Cellular 

Therapy Conference

Jasper will present top-line results from JSP191 

conditioning plus low dose radiation in AML/MDS on 

February 8 2021 at the Transplantation and Cellular 

Therapy Conference.

10/01/2021-12/31/2021 Jasper Therapeutics, Inc. JSP-191
Acute Myelogenous Leukemia 

(AML)
I/II

Trial Data - Updated 

Results
Phase I/II - Updated Results

Jasper expects to have Phase II top-line results from the 

JSP191 in AML in the fourth quarter of 2021.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021 Jasper Therapeutics, Inc. JSP-191 Primary Immunodeficiencies I
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase II - Trial Initiation

Jasper expects to initiate a pilot study of JSP191 for severe 

autoimmune diseases in the second half of 2021.

Now-03/31/2021 Jazz Pharmaceuticals plc JAZZ Xywav Narcolepsy Approved
Regulatory - Rolling 

sNDA/sBLA Completion
Rolling sNDA Completed

Jazz announced the company initiated the rolling sNDA 

submission for JZP-258 for idiopathic hypersomnia in 

December 2020. As such we await an update on completion 

in the time frame above.

10/01/2021-12/31/2021 Jazz Pharmaceuticals plc JAZZ JZP-150
Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder 

(PTSD)
II

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase II - Trial to Start

Jazz announced the company expects to initiate a Phase II 

study for JZP-150 in PTSD in late 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 Johnson & Johnson JNJ PN-235 Crohn's Disease I
Trial Announcement - 

Trial Completion
Phase I Trial Completion

Protagonist Therapeutics announced it anticipates 

completion of the Phase I study of PN-235 in healthy 

volunteers.

Now-12/31/2021 Johnson & Johnson JNJ PN-232 Crohn's Disease Preclinical
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase I Trial Initiation

Protagonist Therapeutics announced it plans to initiate a 

Phase I trial for PN-232 in inflammatory and 

immunomodulatory diseases in 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 Johnson & Johnson JNJ PN-232 Crohn's Disease Preclinical
Trial Announcement - 

Trial Completion
Phase I Trial Completion

Protagonist Therapeutics announced it plans to complete a 

Phase I trial for PN-232 in inflammatory and 

immunomodulatory diseases in 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 Jounce Therapeutics, Inc. JNCE Vopratelimab
Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer 

(NSCLC)
II

Trial Announcement - 

Patient Enrollment 

Completed

Phase II SELECT - Patient 

Enrollment Completion

Jounce expects to complete trial enrollment for its Phase II 

SELECT study of Vopratelimab + JTX-4014 in patients with 

second-line PD-1 inhibitor naive NSCLC in 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 Jounce Therapeutics, Inc. JNCE JTX-4014
Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer 

(NSCLC)
II

Trial Announcement - 

Patient Enrollment 

Completed

Phase II SELECT - Patient 

Enrollment Completion

Jounce expects to complete trial enrollment for its Phase II 

SELECT study of Vopratelimab + JTX-4014 in patients with 

second-line PD-1 inhibitor naive NSCLC in 2021.

01/01/2022-03/31/2022 J-Pharma Co., Ltd. JPH203 Biliary Tract Cancer
Development 

Outside U.S.

Regulatory - Meeting 

with FDA

End of Phase II Meeting with 

FDA

J-Pharma expects to hold an end of Phase II meeting with 

the FDA to discuss JPH203 in the first quarter of 2022.

04/01/2024-06/30/2024 J-Pharma Co., Ltd. JPH203 Biliary Tract Cancer
Development 

Outside U.S.

Regulatory - NDA/BLA 

Filing
NDA Filing

J-Pharma expects to file an NDA with the U.S. FDA for 

JPH203 in the second quarter of 2024.

07/01/2022-09/30/2022 J-Pharma Co., Ltd. JPH203 Biliary Tract Cancer
Development 

Outside U.S.

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation

Global Registration Study to 

Start

J-Pharma expects to initiate a global registration study for 

JPH203 in the third quarter of 2022.

10/01/2021-12/31/2021 J-Pharma Co., Ltd. JPH203 Biliary Tract Cancer
Development 

Outside U.S.

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results
Phase II - Top-Line Results

J-Pharma expects to report top-line results for JPH203 in 

the fourth quarter of 2021.

10/01/2023-12/31/2023 J-Pharma Co., Ltd. JPH203 Biliary Tract Cancer
Development 

Outside U.S.

Regulatory - J-NDA Filing 

(Japan)
J-NDA Filing

J-Pharma expects to file an NDA with the PMDA (Japan) for 

JPH203 in the fourth quarter of 2023.

09/01/2021-12/31/2021
Kala Pharmaceuticals, 

Inc.
KALA KPI-415

Other Ophthalmological 

Indications (Ophthalmology)
Preclinical

Progress Update - 

Development Review
Lead Candidate Selection

Kala expects to select a lead compound for its SEGRM 

program by the end of 2021.

04/01/2021-06/30/2021 Karyopharm Therapeutics KPTI Xpovio
Diffuse Large B-Cell Lymphoma 

(DLBCL) - NHL
Approved

Trial Announcement - 

Patient Enrollment 

Completed

Phase II - SEARCH - Patient 

Enrollment Completion

Antengene expects to complete enrollment in the Phase II 

SEARCH study of ATG-010 for DLBCL in the second quarter 

of 2021.

04/01/2021-06/30/2021 Karyopharm Therapeutics KPTI Xpovio
Diffuse Large B-Cell Lymphoma 

(DLBCL) - NHL
Approved

Regulatory - Filing for 

Approval (Emerging 

Markets)

Filing for Approval (Taiwan)
Antengene expects to file for approval in Taiwan for ATG-

010 in MM and DLBCL in the second quarter of 2021.

04/01/2021-06/30/2021 Karyopharm Therapeutics KPTI Xpovio Multiple Myeloma (MM) Approved

Regulatory - Filing for 

Approval (Emerging 

Markets)

Filing for Approval (Taiwan)
Antengene expects to file for approval in Taiwan for ATG-

010 in MM and DLBCL in the second quarter of 2021.

04/01/2021-09/30/2021 Karyopharm Therapeutics KPTI Xpovio Multiple Myeloma (MM) Approved
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase II - MARCH - Top-Line 

Results

Antengene expects top-line results from the Phase II 

MARCH study of ATG-010 for MM in either the second or 

third quarter of 2021.
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10/01/2021-12/31/2021 Karyopharm Therapeutics KPTI Xpovio Multiple Myeloma (MM) Approved Trial Data - Final Results
Phase II - MARCH - Final 

Results

Antengene expects final results from the Phase II MARCH 

study of ATG-010 for MM in either the fourth quarter of 

2021.

04/01/2021-06/30/2021 Karyopharm Therapeutics KPTI Xpovio
Peripheral T-Cell Lymphoma 

(PTCL) - NHL

Development 

Outside U.S.

Trial Announcement - 

Patient Enrollment 

Completed

Phase Ib - TOUCH - Patient 

Enrollment Completion

Antengene expects to complete enrollment in the Phase Ib 

TOUCH study of ATG-010 in T-cell lymphoma in the second 

quarter of 2021.

10/01/2021-12/31/2021 Karyopharm Therapeutics KPTI Xpovio
Peripheral T-Cell Lymphoma 

(PTCL) - NHL

Development 

Outside U.S.

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase Ib - TOUCH - Top-Line 

Results

Antengene expects to announce interim results from the 

Phase Ib TOUCH study of ATG-010 in T-cell lymphoma in the 

fourth quarter of 2021.

10/01/2021-12/31/2021 Karyopharm Therapeutics KPTI Xpovio
Peripheral T-Cell Lymphoma 

(PTCL) - NHL

Development 

Outside U.S.

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase II/III - Trial to Start

Antengene expects to begin a Phase II/III study of ATG-010 

in T-cell lymphoma in the fourth quarter of 2021.

1/13/2022 Kashiv BioSciences, LLC
Biosimilar Pegfilgrastim 

(Adello)
Neutropenia / Leukopenia BLA

Regulatory - 

PDUFA/Approval Decision 

(US)

PDUFA for 351(k) BLA - First 

Review

Amneal announced that they have filed a biosimilar 351(k) 

filing for their biosimilar pegfilgrastim. Based on a standard 

12-month Biosimilar 351(k) filing under PDUFA VI guidelines 

the PDUFA decision should occur on January 13 2022.

Now-06/30/2021
Kiniksa Pharmaceuticals 

Corporation
KNSA KPL-404 Autoimmune Disorders I Trial Data - Final Results Phase I - Final Results

Kiniksa expects to announce final data from the Phase I 

study of KPL-404 in the first half of 2021.

Now-06/30/2021
Kiniksa Pharmaceuticals 

Corporation
KNSA Mavrilimumab Giant Cell Arteritis II

Progress Update - 

Development Review
Development Next Steps

Kiniksa will announce next steps for the development of 

mavrilimumab in the first half of 2021.

01/01/2022-12/31/2022 Kodiak Sciences Inc. KOD KSI-301
Diabetic Macular Edema 

(Ophthalmology)
III

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase III GLEAM - Top-Line 

Results	

Kodiak announced that data readouts from the Phase III 

GLEAM and GLIMMER studies of KSI-301 for the treatment 

of DME are expected in 2022.

Now-12/31/2021 Kodiak Sciences Inc. KOD KSI-301
Diabetic Macular Edema 

(Ophthalmology)
III

Trial Announcement - 

Patient Enrollment 

Completed

Phase III GLIMMER - Patient 

Enrollment Completed

Kodiak Sciences announced that they anticipate to 

complete enrollment in the Phase III GLEAM and GLIMMER 

studies of KSI-301 for the treatment of DME in 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 Kodiak Sciences Inc. KOD KSI-301
Diabetic Macular Edema 

(Ophthalmology)
III

Trial Announcement - 

Patient Enrollment 

Completed

Phase III GLEAM - Patient 

Enrollment Completed

Kodiak Sciences announced that they anticipate to 

complete enrollment in the Phase III GLEAM and GLIMMER 

studies of KSI-301 for the treatment of DME in 2021.

01/01/2023-12/31/2023 Kodiak Sciences Inc. KOD KSI-301
Diabetic Retinopathy 

(Ophthalmology)
I

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase III GLOW - Top-Line 

Results

Kodiak Sciences anticipates a readout of data from the 

pivotal Phase III GLOW study of KSI-301 in diabetic 

retinopathy in 2023.

01/01/2023-12/31/2023 Kodiak Sciences Inc. KOD KSI-301
Diabetic Retinopathy 

(Ophthalmology)
I

Regulatory - sNDA/sBLA 

Filing
sBLA Filing (GLOW Study)

Kodiak Sciences anticipates a sBLA filing of KSI-301 in 

diabetic retinopathy using data from the Phase III GLOW 

study in 2023.

01/01/2022-12/31/2022 Kodiak Sciences Inc. KOD KSI-601

Dry Age-Related Macular 

Degeneration (Dry 

AMD)/Geographic Atrophy 

(Ophthalmology)

Preclinical Regulatory - IND Filing IND Filing
Kodiak Sciences expect to submit an IND filing for KSI-601 

for the treatment of dry AMD in 2022.

01/01/2023-12/31/2023 Kodiak Sciences Inc. KOD KSI-601

Dry Age-Related Macular 

Degeneration (Dry 

AMD)/Geographic Atrophy 

(Ophthalmology)

Preclinical
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase I/II - Trial to Start

Kodiak Sciences plans to initiate a Phase I/II study of KSI-

601 for the treatment of dry AMD in 2023.

Now-12/31/2021 Kodiak Sciences Inc. KOD KSI-301

Macular Edema from Retinal 

Vein Occlusion (RVO) 

(Ophthalmology)

III

Trial Announcement - 

Patient Enrollment 

Completed

Phase III BEACON - Patient 

Enrollment Completed

Kodiak Sciences lists that they anticipate to complete 

enrollment in the Phase III BEACON study of KSI-301 for the 

treatment of RVO in 2021.

01/01/2023-12/31/2023 Kodiak Sciences Inc. KOD KSI-501
Other Ophthalmological 

Indications (Ophthalmology)
Preclinical

Trial Data - Updated 

Results
Phase I/II - Updated Results

Kodiak Sciences anticipates additional readouts of Phase I/II 

data regarding KSI-501 in 2023.

Now-12/31/2021 Kodiak Sciences Inc. KOD KSI-301

Wet Age-Related Macular 

Degeneration (Wet AMD) 

(Ophthalmology)

II/III
Trial Announcement -  

Dosing Completed

Phase IIb/III DAZZLE - Last 

Patient Visit

Kodiak Sciences lists that they anticipate the last patient 

visit for the Phase IIb/III DAZZLE study of KSI-301 for the 

treatment of wet AMD in 2021.

10/01/2021-12/31/2021 Kymera Therapeutics, Inc. KYMR KT-474 Autoimmune Disorders Preclinical
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results
Phase I - Top-Line Results

Kymera expects the presentation of Phase I trial results 

including proof-of-biology of KT-474 in healthy volunteers 

in the fourth quarter of 2021.

01/01/2022-12/31/2022 Kymera Therapeutics, Inc. KYMR KT-413
Diffuse Large B-Cell Lymphoma 

(DLBCL) - NHL
Preclinical

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase I - Proof-of-Concept Top-

Line Data

Kymera plans to establish Phase I proof of concept data for 

KT-413 in 2022.

Now-12/31/2021 Kymera Therapeutics, Inc. KYMR KT-413
Diffuse Large B-Cell Lymphoma 

(DLBCL) - NHL
Preclinical Trial Data - Other Preclinical Results

Kymera plans to announced additional preclinical data for 

KT-413 in 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 Kymera Therapeutics, Inc. KYMR KTX-201 Hematologic Cancer Preclinical Trial Data - Other Preclinical Results
Kymera expects additional preclinical data from its STAT3 

degrader program in 2021.

Now-03/31/2021 Lava Therapeutics BV LAVA-051 Hematologic Cancer Preclinical
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase I/IIa - Trial Initiation

Lava Therapeutics expects to begin a Phase I/IIa trial of 

LAVA-051 in the first quarter of 2021.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021 Lava Therapeutics BV LAVA-206x207 Prostate Cancer Preclinical
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase I/IIa - Trial Initiation

Lava Therapeutics expects to initiate a Phase I/II trial of 

LAVA-206x207 in metastatic castration resistant prostate 

cancer in the second half of 2021.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021 Leap Therapeutics, Inc. LPTX DKN-01 Gastric Cancer II
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results
Phase IIa - Top-Line Results

Leap Therapeutics expects to see initial data from the 

combination study of DKN-01 with tislelizumab in the 

second half of 2021.

07/01/2021-09/30/2021 Leap Therapeutics, Inc. LPTX DKN-01 Prostate Cancer
Investigator 

Initiated

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results
Phase I/II - Top-Line Results

Leap Therapeutics expects initial data from the investigator 

initiated study of DKN-01 with docetaxel in prostate cancer 

in the third quarter of 2021.

Now-06/30/2021 Leap Therapeutics, Inc. LPTX DKN-01 Uterine (Endometrial) Cancer II
Trial Data - Updated 

Results
Phase II - Updated Results

Leap Therapeutics expects updated data from the Phase II 

study of DKN 01 in gynecologic malignancies in the first half 

of 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 LEO Pharma A/S FB825 Atopic Dermatitis (Eczema) II
Trial Announcement - 

Trial Completion
Phase IIa - Trial Completion

Oneness Biotech announced the company expects to 

complete the Phase IIa clinical trial for atopic dermatitis in 

2021.

04/01/2021-06/30/2021 LG Chem, Ltd. 051910:KS LC350189 Gout II
Trial Announcement - 

Trial Completion

Phase II Dose Escalation - Trial 

Completion

LG Chem announced that the company expects to complete 

the Phase II study of LC350189 in the second quarter of 

2021.

Now-12/31/2021 MacroGenics, Inc. MGNX Margenza Breast Cancer Approved

Regulatory - Filing for 

Approval (Emerging 

Markets)

Chinese Regulatory Filing
Zai Labs expects an NDA submission of Margenza in HER2+ 

breast cancer in 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 MacroGenics, Inc. MGNX Tebotelimab Gastric Cancer II/III

Trial Announcement - 

Patient Enrollment 

Completed

Phase I Enrollment Completed

Zai Labs announced they anticipate the enrollment of the 

Phase Ib combination trial of tebotelimab with niraparib to 

be completed in 2021.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021
Magenta Therapeutics, 

Inc.
MGTA MGTA-145

Bone Marrow Transplant and 

Stem Cell Transplant
I

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results
Phase II - Top-Line Results

Magenta plans to initiate within the next several weeks a 

Phase II clinical trial using MGTA-145 to mobilize and collect 

stem cells from allogeneic donors for transplant in patients 

with AML ALL and MDS. Initial data from this clinical trial 

are expected in the second half of 2021.
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07/01/2021-12/31/2021
Magenta Therapeutics, 

Inc.
MGTA MGTA-145

Graft vs. Host Disease (GVHD) - 

Treatment
Preclinical

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results
Phase II - Top-Line Results

Magenta plans to initiate within the next several weeks a 

Phase II clinical trial using MGTA-145 to mobilize and collect 

stem cells from allogeneic donors for transplant in patients 

with AML ALL and MDS. Initial data from this clinical trial 

are expected in the second half of 2021.

04/01/2021-09/30/2021
Magenta Therapeutics, 

Inc.
MGTA MGTA-145 Multiple Myeloma (MM)

Investigator 

Initiated

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results
Phase II - Top-Line Results

Initial data from Phase II investigator-initiated clinical trial 

of MGTA-145 used in combination with plerixafor to 

mobilize and collect stem cells for autologous stem cell 

transplantation in multiple myeloma patients are expected 

in mid-2021.

07/01/2022-12/31/2022
Marinus Pharmaceuticals, 

Inc.
MRNS Ganaxolone Seizure Disorders (Epilepsy) III

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation

Phase II Emergency Room - 

Trial to Start

Marinus announced the company plans to initiate the study 

of ganaxolne in emergency room with several dosing 

paradigms as a single arm study to establish proper dosing 

to move into a double blind phase in the first half of 2022.

04/01/2021-09/30/2021
Marinus Pharmaceuticals, 

Inc.
MRNS Ganaxolone

Tuberous Sclerosis Complex 

(TSC)
II

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase II Adjunctive Treatment - 

Top-Line Results

Marinus announced that the company expects to report 

top-line data from the Phase II Tuberous Sclerosis Complex 

trial by the late second quarter of 2021.

Now-06/30/2021 Medtronic plc MDT
ArcticLine Cardiac 

Cryoablation Catheter
Atrial Fibrillation/Flutter IDE

Regulatory - PMA 

Approval Decision
PMA Approval

Medtronic announced that it expects to receive FDA 

approval in the first half of 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 Medtronic plc MDT CoreValve Cardiac Valve Surgery Approved
Progress Update - 

Product Launch (U.S.)
Evolut Product Launch

Medtronic announced that it expects to launch Evolut in 

2021.

10/01/2022-12/31/2022 Merck & Co., Inc. MRK Prevymis
Cytomegalovirus (CMV) 

Infection (Antiviral)
Approved

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase III Adult Kidney 

Transplant - Top-Line Results

AiCuris expects to have data from the Phase III study of 

letermovir for solid organ transplants (kidney) in the fourth 

quarter of 2022.

01/01/2022-03/31/2022
Mersana Therapeutics, 

Inc.
MRSN XMT-2056 Solid Tumors Preclinical Regulatory - IND Filing IND Filing

Mersana announced an IND submission for XMT-1660 is 

expected in the first quarter of 2022.

01/01/2022-03/31/2022
Mersana Therapeutics, 

Inc.
MRSN XMT-1660 Solid Tumors Preclinical Regulatory - IND Filing IND Filing

Mersana announced an IND submission for XMT-1660 is 

expected in the first quarter of 2022.

01/01/2022-12/31/2022 Microbio Group OB-318

Hepatocellular (Liver) Cancer 

(HCC) (Including Secondary 

Metastases)

IND

Trial Announcement - 

Trial Completion 

(Emerging Markets)

Phase II - Trial completion
Oneness Biotech expects the Phase I study to be completed 

in 2022.

01/01/2022-06/30/2022 MiMedx Group, Inc. MDXG AmnioFix
Osteoarthritis and 

Osteoarthritis Pain
IIb

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase III - Trial to Start

MiMedx plans to initiate a Phase III study of AmnioFix for 

the treatment of knee osteoarthritis (OA) in the first half of 

2022.

04/01/2021-09/30/2021 MiMedx Group, Inc. MDXG AmnioFix
Osteoarthritis and 

Osteoarthritis Pain
IIb

Regulatory - Meeting 

with FDA
Meeting with FDA

MiMedx plans to meet with the FDA in mid-2021 to discuss 

AmnioFix for the treatment of knee osteoarthritis (OA).

07/01/2021-12/31/2021 Mirati Therapeutics, Inc. MRTX MRTX849 Colorectal Cancer (CRC) I/II
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase III w/Cetuximab - Top-

Line Results

Mirati Therapeutics expects POC data from the Phase III 

study of MRTX849 in combination with cetuximab for 2L 

CRC in the second half of 2021.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021 Mirati Therapeutics, Inc. MRTX MRTX849
Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer 

(NSCLC)
III

Trial Data - Updated 

Results

Phase I/II KRYSTAL-1 - 

Updated Results (2L+ NSCLC 

Data)

Mirati Therapeutics plans to provide a data update 

regarding 2L+ NSCLC monotherapy data from MRTX849 in 

the second half of 2021.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021 Mirati Therapeutics, Inc. MRTX MRTX849
Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer 

(NSCLC)
III

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase II KRYSTAL-7 

(w/Pembrolizumab) - Top-Line 

Results

Mirati Therapeutics expects POC data from the Phase II 

study of MRTX849 in combination with pembrolizumab for 

1L NSCLC in the second half of 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 Mirati Therapeutics, Inc. MRTX MRTX849
Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer 

(NSCLC)
III

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation

Phase II w/Palbociclib (2L/3L) - 

Cohort to Initiate

Mirati Therapeutics expects to initiate a proof of concept 

Phase II study of MRTX849 in combination with CDK4/6 

inhibitor palbociclib in 2021 for the treatment of NSCLC.

04/01/2021-09/30/2021 Mirati Therapeutics, Inc. MRTX MRTX849 Solid Tumors I/II
Trial Data - Updated 

Results
Phase II - SHP2 POC Data

Mirati Therapeutics expects initial SHP2 data of MRTX849 in 

2L+ NSCLC and CRC in the second or third quarter of 2021.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021
Mirum Pharmaceuticals, 

Inc.
MIRM Maralixibat Alagille Syndrome NDA

Regulatory - 

PDUFA/Approval Decision 

(US)

Approval Decision (US)
Mirum expects to receive FDA approval for ALGS in the 

second half of 2021.

07/01/2021-07/31/2021 Moderna, Inc. MRNA mRNA-1273 COVID-19 Prevention III
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation

Phase III - Booster Study to 

Start

Moderna expects the adult 1-year booster study of its 

COVID-19 vaccine to start in July 2021

Now-12/31/2021 Moderna, Inc. MRNA mRNA-1189 Epstein Barr Virus (EBV) Preclinical
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase I - Trial to Start

Modern plans to initiating a Phase I study of mRNA-1189 

for EBV in 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 Moderna, Inc. MRNA mRNA-1644 HIV Prevention Preclinical
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase I - Trial to Start

Moderna plans to start a Phase I study of mRNA-1644 in 

2021.

Now-12/31/2021 Moderna, Inc. MRNA mRNA-1547 HIV Prevention Preclinical
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase I - Trial to Start

Modern announced that mRNA-1574 is being evaluated in 

collaboration with the National Institutes of Health (NIH) 

and includes multiple native-like trimer antigens. The 

Company expects to begin Phase I clinical trial for mRNA-

1574 in 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 Moderna, Inc. MRNA mRNA-1010 Seasonal Influenza Vaccines Preclinical
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase I - Trial to Start

Moderna plans to initiate a Phase I study of mRNA-1010 in 

2021.

Now-12/31/2021 Moderna, Inc. MRNA mRNA-1020 Seasonal Influenza Vaccines Preclinical
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase I - Trial to Start

Moderna plans to initiate a Phase I study of mRNA-1020 in 

2021.

Now-12/31/2021 Moderna, Inc. MRNA mRNA-1030 Seasonal Influenza Vaccines Preclinical
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase I - Trial to Start

Moderna plans to initiate a Phase I study of mRNA-1030 in 

2021.

Now-12/31/2021 Moderna, Inc. MRNA mRNA-1893 Zika Virus Disease I
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase II - Trial to Start

Modern plans to start a Phase II study of its Zika vaccine 

(mRNA-1893) in 2021.

Now-06/30/2021 Morphic Therapeutic, Inc. MORF MORF-057
Inflammatory Bowel Disease 

(IBD)
I

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results
Trial Data- Top Line Results

Morphic anticipates data from the MORF-057 Phase I trial 

to be released in the first half of 2021.

Now-06/30/2021 MorphoSys AG MOR Felzartamab Autoimmune Disorders I/II
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase Ib/IIa M-PLACE - Top-

Line Results

MorphoSys expects to have proof-of-concept data from the 

Phase Ib/IIa M-PLACE study of Felzartamab in autoimmune 

diseases in the first half of 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 MorphoSys AG MOR Monjuvi
Diffuse Large B-Cell Lymphoma 

(DLBCL) - NHL
Approved

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation

Phase II w/Plamotamab to 

Start

MorphoSys is investigating tafasitamab in combination with 

Xenecor's plamotamab. Clinical development in r/r DLBCL 

1L DLBCL and Follicular lymphoma will be sponsored by 

Xencor and the first clinical trial is expected to start in 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 MorphoSys AG MOR Monjuvi
Diffuse Large B-Cell Lymphoma 

(DLBCL) - NHL
Approved

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase II w/Parsaclisib to Start

MorphoSys expects to initiate a clinical trial of Tafasitamab 

in combination with Parsaclisib for r/r B-cell malignancies in 

2021.

Now-03/31/2021 Myovant Sciences Ltd. MYOV Orgovyx Prostate Cancer Approved
Regulatory - MAA 

Submission (Europe)
MAA Submission

Myovant plans to file for approval of Orgovyx for advanced 

prostate cancer in the EU in the first quarter of 2021.

Now-03/31/2021 Myovant Sciences Ltd. MYOV Orgovyx Uterine Fibroids NDA
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase III Withdrawal Study - 

Top-Line Results

Myovant expects to have results from the randomized 

withdrawal study of Orgovyx in uterine fibroids in the first 

quarter of 2021.
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Now-06/30/2022 Nektar Therapeutics NKTR NKTR-255 Multiple Myeloma (MM) I/II
Trial Data - Updated 

Results
Phase I/II - Updated Results

Nektar announced clinical data from the NKTR-255 Phase 

I/II study in patients with NHL and MM (dose-escalation 

and in combination with Rituxan and Darzalex Faspro) is 

expected in the upcoming 18 months.

Now-12/31/2021 Nektar Therapeutics NKTR Bempegaldesleukin
Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer 

(NSCLC)
I/II

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase III - Trial to Start

Nektar announced a Phase III study of BEMPEG for NSCLC is 

expected in 2021.

01/01/2022-04/30/2022
Neurocrine Biosciences, 

Inc.
NBIX Ingrezza Huntington's Disease III

Regulatory - sNDA/sBLA 

Filing
sNDA Filing

Neurocrine announced it plans to submit a sNDA for 

valbenazine for the treatment of chorea associated with 

Huntington's disease in early 2022.

Now-12/31/2021 Novartis AG NVS Cosentyx Hidradenitis Suppurativa III
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results
Phase III - Top-Line Results

Novartis announced they expect results from their Phase III 

study of Cosentyx for the treatment of Hidradenitis 

supportiva in 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 Novartis AG NVS Cosentyx Hidradenitis Suppurativa III
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results
Phase III - Top-Line Results

Novartis announced they expect results from their Phase III 

study of Cosentyx for the treatment of Hidradenitis 

supportiva in 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 Novartis AG NVS Entresto Hypertension (Systemic)
Development 

Outside U.S.

Regulatory - Approval 

Decision (Japan)
Japanese Approval Decision

Novartis announced they anticipate a regulatory approval 

for Entresto for HTN in Japan in 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 Novartis AG NVS Entresto Hypertension (Systemic)
Development 

Outside U.S.

Regulatory - Approval 

(Canada)
Canadian Approval Decision

Novartis announced they anticipate a regulatory decision 

for Entresto for the treatment of HTN in Canada in 2021.

Now-03/31/2021 Novavax, Inc. NVAX NVX-CoV2373 COVID-19 Prevention III

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation (Emerging 

Markets)

Phase II/III - Trial Initiation 

(India)

Novavax announced that the company planned enrollment 

of the Phase II/III clinical trial of NVX-CoV2373 to be 

conducted by the Serum Institute in India in the first 

quarter of 2021.

Now-03/31/2021 Novavax, Inc. NVAX NVX-CoV2373 COVID-19 Prevention III
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation

Phase I/II - Trial Initiation 

(Japan)

Novavax announced that the company planned enrollment 

of the Phase I/II clinical trial of NVX-CoV2373 to be 

conducted by the Takeda in Japan in the first quarter of 

2021.

Now-03/31/2021 Novavax, Inc. NVAX NVX-CoV2373 COVID-19 Prevention III

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation (Emerging 

Markets)

Phase II - Trial Initiation (Czech 

Republic)

Novavax announced that the company planned enrollment 

of the Phase II clinical trial of NVX-CoV2373 in the Czech 

Republic in the first quarter of 2021.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021 Nurix Therapeutics, Inc. NRIX NX-5948 Hematologic Cancer Preclinical
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase I - Trial to Start

Nurix expects to initiate the Phase I study for NX-5948 in 

the second half of 2021.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021 Nurix Therapeutics, Inc. NRIX NX-1607 Solid Tumors Preclinical
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase I - Trial to Start

Nurix expects to initiate the Phase I study for NX-1607 in 

the second half of 2021.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021 Nurix Therapeutics, Inc. NRIX DeTIL-0255 Solid Tumors Preclinical
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase I - Trial to Start

Nurix expects to initiate the Phase I study for DeTIL-0255 in 

the second half of 2021.

01/01/2023-12/31/2023 OBI Pharma, Inc. 4174 OBI-822 Breast Cancer III

Trial Announcement - 

Patient Enrollment 

Completed

Phase III - Patient Enrollment 

Completed

OBI Pharma expects to complete enrollment of the Phase III 

GLORIA study of OBI-822 in TNBC in 2023.

01/01/2022-12/31/2022 OBI Pharma, Inc. 4174 OBI-999 Gastric Cancer I/II
Trial Data - Updated 

Results

Phase I/II - Updated Results 

(Stage 1)

OBI Pharma expects stage 1 data of the Phase II portion of 

the 	Phase I/II study of OBI-999 in 2022.

01/01/2022-12/31/2022 OBI Pharma, Inc. 4174 OBI-3424

Hepatocellular (Liver) Cancer 

(HCC) (Including Secondary 

Metastases)

I/II
Trial Data - Updated 

Results

Phase I/II - Updated Results 

(Stage 1)

OBI Pharma expects stage 1 data of the Phase II portion of 

the Phase I/II study of OBI-3424 in 2022.

01/01/2023-12/31/2023 OBI Pharma, Inc. 4174 OBI-3424

Hepatocellular (Liver) Cancer 

(HCC) (Including Secondary 

Metastases)

I/II
Trial Announcement - 

Other
Phase I/II - Stage 2 to Start 

OBI Pharma expects to initiate stage 2 of the Phase II 

portion of the Phase I/II study of OBI-3424 in 2023.

01/01/2022-12/31/2022 OBI Pharma, Inc. 4174 OBI-999 Pancreatic Cancer I/II
Trial Data - Updated 

Results

Phase I/II - Updated Results 

(Stage 1)

OBI Pharma expects stage 1 data of the Phase II portion of 

the 	Phase I/II study of OBI-999 in 2022.

Now-04/30/2021 OBI Pharma, Inc. 4174 OBI-999 Pancreatic Cancer I/II
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results
Phase I/II - Top-Line Results

OBI Pharma expects to have the end of Phase I 

recommended Phase II dose data in the next few months in 

2021. As such we continue to await an update in the time 

frame above.

01/01/2022-12/31/2022 OBI Pharma, Inc. 4174 OBI-3424 Solid Tumors I/II
Trial Data - Updated 

Results

Phase I/II - Updated Results 

(Stage 1)

OBI Pharma expects stage 1 data of the Phase II portion of 

the Phase I/II study of OBI-3424 in 2022.

01/01/2022-12/31/2022 OBI Pharma, Inc. 4174 OBI-888 Solid Tumors I
Trial Announcement - 

Trial Completion
Phase I/II - Trial Completion

OBI Pharma plans to complete the stage 2 portion of the 

Phase I/II trial of OBI-888 in the second half of 2022.

01/01/2023-12/31/2023 OBI Pharma, Inc. 4174 OBI-3424 Solid Tumors I/II
Trial Announcement - 

Other
Phase I/II - Stage 2 to Start 

OBI Pharma expects to initiate stage 2 of the Phase II 

portion of the Phase I/II study of OBI-3424 in 2023.

10/01/2021-12/31/2021 ObsEva SA OBSV Yselty Endometriosis III
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase III EDELWEISS 3 - 

Topline Results

ObsEva announced that the EDELWEISS 3 trial of Yselty for 

endometriosis in the EU is progressing as planned with 

primary endpoint data expected in the fourth quarter of 

2021.

10/01/2021-12/31/2021 ObsEva SA OBSV Ebopiprant Preterm Labor II
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase IIb - Trial to Start

Based on the positive data from the PROLONG Phase IIa 

proof-of-concept trial of ebopiprant in preterm labor 

ObsEva anticipates the initiation of a Phase IIb dose ranging 

study in the EU and Asia in the fourth quarter of of 2021.

Now-06/30/2021 ObsEva SA OBSV OBE001 Reproductive Disorder III

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation (Emerging 

Markets)

Phase I - Trial Initiation (China)
ObsEva announced its plan to initiate a Phase I/II trial of 

Nolasiban for IVF in China during the first half of 2021.

Now-03/31/2021 ObsEva SA OBSV Yselty Uterine Fibroids III
Trial Data - Updated 

Results

Phase III PRIMROSE 1 - Topline 

Results

ObsEva announced that the company anticipates PRIMROSE 

1 and 2 follow-up data and 6-month post treatment 

assessment data of Yselty for the treatment of uterine 

fibroids in the first quarter of 2021.

Now-06/30/2021 ObsEva SA OBSV Yselty Uterine Fibroids III Partnership - New
Regional Commercial 

Partnership

ObsEva announced plans for regional commercial 

partnerships for Yselty (uterine fibroids) during the first half 

of 2021.

01/01/2022-12/31/2022 Omeros Corporation OMER Narsoplimab
Immunoglobulin A (IgA) 

Nephropathy (Berger's Disease)
III

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase III ARTEMIS - Top-Line 

Results

Omeros reported that data for the Phase III ARTEMIS study 

of Narsoplimab is delayed beyond 2021 due to enrollment 

challenges from COVID-19. As such we await an update in 

the time frame above.

Now-12/31/2021
Orchard Therapeutics 

Limited
ORTX OTL-104 Crohn's Disease Preclinical Trial Data - Other Preclinical Results

Orchard Therapeutics plans to announce NOD2-CD 

preclinical data for OTL-104 in 2021.

Now-12/31/2021
Orchard Therapeutics 

Limited
ORTX OTL-204 Dementia Preclinical Trial Data - Other Preclinical Results

Orchard Therapeutics plans to announce GRN-FTD 

preclinical data for OTL-204 in 2021.

04/01/2021-09/30/2021
Orchard Therapeutics 

Limited
ORTX OTL-200 Metachromatic Leukodystrophy III

Regulatory - Meeting 

with FDA
Meeting with FDA (BLA Path)

Orchard Therapeutics announced that it plans to complete 

interactions with the U.S. Food and Drug Administration 

(FDA) to determine the path to a BLA filing for OTL-200 by 

mid-2021.

Now-06/30/2021 Passage Bio PASG PBML-04 Metachromatic Leukodystrophy Preclinical
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
IND-Enabling Phase

Passage Bio expects to advance PBML04 for the treatment 

metachromatic leukodystrophy into IND-enabling studies in 

the first half of 2021.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021 Pfizer Inc. PFE Vupanorsen
Dyslipidemia / 

Hypercholesterolemia
II

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase IIb - TRANSLATE-TIMI 

70 - Topline Results

Ionis Pharmaceuticals announced that the company 

anticipates a data readout of the Phase IIb clinical trial of 

vupanorsen in the second half of 2021.
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07/01/2021-12/31/2021 Pfizer Inc. PFE SB-525 Hemophilia A III
Trial Data - Updated 

Results
Phase I/II - Updated Results

Sangamo anticipates 2-year hemophilia A Phase I/II data of 

SB-525 in the second half of 2021.

01/01/2022-12/31/2022
PharmaEssentia 

Corporation
6446 Ropeginterferon alfa-2b

Essential Thrombocythemia 

(ET)
III

Trial Announcement - 

Trial Completion

Phase III SURPASS ET - Trial 

Completion

PharmaEssentia announced that the company anticipates 

trial completion of the Phase III SURPASS ET clinical trial of 

ropeginterferon alfa-2b in essential thrombocythemia in 

2022.

Now-03/31/2021
PharmaEssentia 

Corporation
6446 Ropeginterferon alfa-2b Myelofibrosis (MF) II

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation (Emerging 

Markets)

Phase II - Trial to Start (South 

Korea/Taiwan)

PharmaEssentia announced that the company plans to 

initiate a clinical trial to evaluate ropeginterferon alfa-2b in 

prefibrotic primary myelofibrosis patients in South Korea 

and Taiwan in the first quarter of 2021.

07/01/2021-09/30/2021
PharmaEssentia 

Corporation
6446 Ropeginterferon alfa-2b Polycythemia Vera (PV) BLA

Regulatory - Filing for 

Approval (Emerging 

Markets)

Filing for Approval (Singapore)

PharmaEssentia announced that the company anticipates a 

regulatory submission of ropeginterferon alfa-2b in 

Singapore in the third quarter of 2021.

Now-06/30/2021
Portola Pharmaceuticals, 

Inc.
PTLA Andexxa Drug Toxicity Approved

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation

Phase II (Urgent Surgery) - 

Trial Initiation

Alexion expects a Phase II study for Andexxa-S to be 

initiated in the first half of 2021.

Now-12/31/2021
Portola Pharmaceuticals, 

Inc.
PTLA Andexxa Drug Toxicity Approved

Regulatory - J-NDA Filing 

(Japan)
J-NDA Filing

Alexion expects to submit a Japan NDA for Andexxa in 

2021.

Now-06/30/2021
Portola Pharmaceuticals, 

Inc.
PTLA Cerdulatinib

Peripheral T-Cell Lymphoma 

(PTCL) - NHL
I/II

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results
Phase I/IIa - Top-Line-Results

Alexion expects top-line results from the Phase I/IIa study 

of Cerdulatinib in lymphoma (CTCL PTCL FL) during the first 

half of 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 Precigen, Inc. PGEN PRGN-3006
Acute Myelogenous Leukemia 

(AML)
I

Trial Data - Updated 

Results
Phase I - Updated Results

Precigen plans to present updated data from the PRGN-

3006 Phase I trial in AML and MDS in 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 Precigen, Inc. PGEN AG019 Diabetes Mellitus, Type I I/II
Trial Data - Updated 

Results
Phase I/II - Updated Results

Precigen plans to disclosure more updated data for the 

Phase I/II study of AG019 in type 1 diabetes in 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 Precigen, Inc. PGEN PRGN-2012 Head and Neck Cancer IND
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase I - Trial to Start

Precigen reported that an IND application to initiate Phase I 

study of PRGN-2012 was approved by the FDA. The 

company expects to start the trial in 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 Precigen, Inc. PGEN PRGN-3006
Myelodysplastic Syndrome 

(MDS)
I

Trial Data - Updated 

Results
Phase I - Updated Results

Precigen plans to present updated data from the PRGN-

3006 Phase I trial in AML and MDS in 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 Precigen, Inc. PGEN PRGN-3005 Ovarian Cancer I
Trial Data - Updated 

Results
Phase I - Updated Results

Precigen plans to complete the dose escalation phase and 

initiate expansion phase of PRGN-3005 Phase I study and 

presents corresponding interim data in 2021.

01/01/2022-12/31/2022 Precigen, Inc. PGEN

Non-Viral TCR Program 

(ZIOPHARM/Intrexon/NCI

)

Solid Tumors II
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase II Personalized TCR-T 

Program (NCI) - Top-Line 

Results

Ziopharm expects to have Phase II data from its NCI 

sponsored trial of the Personalized TCR-T Program in 2022.

01/01/2022-12/31/2022 Precigen, Inc. PGEN

Non-Viral TCR Program 

(ZIOPHARM/Intrexon/NCI

)

Solid Tumors II Regulatory - IND Filing
IND Filing - Next-Gen TCR-T 

Program

Ziopharm expects to receive Phase I IND clearance for its 

personalized/Next Gen TCR-T Program in 2022.

01/01/2022-12/31/2022 Precigen, Inc. PGEN

Non-Viral TCR Program 

(ZIOPHARM/Intrexon/NCI

)

Solid Tumors II
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase I/II - Library TCR-T - Top-

Line Results

Ziopharm expects to have Phase I initial data readout from 

its Library TCR-T trial in 2022.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021 Precigen, Inc. PGEN

Non-Viral TCR Program 

(ZIOPHARM/Intrexon/NCI

)

Solid Tumors II
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation

Phase II - Personalized TCR-T 

(NCI) Trial to Start

Ziopharm plans to initiate a Phase II study of personalized 

TCR-T program with the NCI in the second half of 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 Precigen, Inc. PGEN PRGN-2009 Solid Tumors I/II
Trial Data - Updated 

Results
Phase I/II - Updated Results

Precigen plans to present further interim data from the 

Phase I study of PRGN-2009 in 2021.

Now-12/31/2021
Precision BioSciences, 

Inc.
DTIL PBCAR269A Multiple Myeloma (MM) I/II

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase I/IIa w/Nirogacestat - 

Top-Line Results

Precision announced Phase I data for PBCAR269A for adults 

with R/R multiple myeloma is expected in 2021.

04/01/2021-09/30/2021
Precision BioSciences, 

Inc.
DTIL PBCAR0191

Non-Hodgkin's Lymphoma 

(NHL)
I/II

Trial Data - Updated 

Results
Phase I/II - Updated Results

Precision announced an update on interim data for 

PBCAR0191 is expected in mid-2021.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021
Protagonist Therapeutics, 

Inc.
PTGX PTG-300 Iron Overload II

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase II Hereditary 

Hemochromatosis - Top-Line 

Results

Protagonist Therapeutics expects to disclose preliminary 

data from the Phase II hereditary hemochromatosis trial for 

PTG-300 in the second half of 2021.

01/01/2022-12/31/2022
Protagonist Therapeutics, 

Inc.
PTGX PN-943 Ulcerative Colitis (UC) II

Trial Announcement - 

Trial Completion
Phase II - Trial Completion

Protagonist Therapeutics anticipates completion of the 

Phase II IDEAL trial of PN-943 for Ulcerative Colitis (UC) to 

be completed in 2022.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021 PTC Therapeutics, Inc. PTCT PTC596

Brain Cancer (Malignant 

Glioma; AA and glioblastoma 

(GBM))

I
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results
Phase Ib - Top-Line Results

PTC announced they anticipate data for their Phase I study 

of PTC596 for the treatment of DIPG in the second half of 

2021.

01/01/2023-12/31/2023 PTC Therapeutics, Inc. PTCT PTC743 Friedreich's Ataxia III
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results
Phase II/III - Top-Line Results

PTC announced they expect top-line results from their 

Phase II/III MOVE-FA study in 2023.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021 PTC Therapeutics, Inc. PTCT PTC596 Sarcoma I
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results
Phase Ib - Top-Line Results

PTC announced they anticipate results from their Phase I 

PTC 596 trial for the treatment of sarcoma in the second 

half of 2021.

07/01/2022-09/30/2022 PTC Therapeutics, Inc. PTCT PTC743 Seizure Disorders (Epilepsy) III
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results
Phase II/III - Top-Line Results

PTC announced they anticipate data for their Phase II/III 

study for PTC743 for the treatment of seizure disorders in 

the third quarter of 2022.

Now-12/31/2021 Puma Biotechnology, Inc. PBYI Nerlynx Breast Cancer Approved
Trial Data - Updated 

Results

Phase Ib/II NSABP FB-10 (w/T-

DM1) - Updated Results

Puma is anticipating that an update of that to the FB-10 

trial could be presented sometime in 2021.

04/01/2023-06/30/2023 Radius Health, Inc. RDUS RAD011 Prader-Willi Syndrome Preclinical
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results
Phase IIb/III - Topline Results

Radius Health announced that the company anticipates a 

data readout of the Phase IIb/III clinical study of RAD011 in 

Prader-Willi Syndrome patients in the second quarter of 

2023.

Now-03/31/2021 Radius Health, Inc. RDUS RAD011 Prader-Willi Syndrome Preclinical
Regulatory - Meeting 

with FDA
Meeting with FDA

Radius Health announced that the company plans an FDA 

meeting to discuss its RAD011 Phase IIb/III clinical study 

protocol in the first quarter of 2021.

Now-03/31/2021
Rafael Pharmaceuticals, 

Inc.
CPI-613 Biliary Tract Cancer I/II

Trial Announcement - 

Trial Completion

Phase Ib/II BilT-04 - Trial 

Completion

Rafael Pharmaceuticals announced the Phase I/bII BilT-04 

trial is expected to complete in the first quarter of 2021.

Now-03/31/2021
Rafael Pharmaceuticals, 

Inc.
CPI-613

Burkitt Lymphoma/Burkitt 

Leukemia - NHL
II

Trial Announcement - 

Trial Completion
Phase II - Trial Completion

Rafael Pharmaceuticals announced the Phase II trial is 

expected to complete in the first quarter of 2021.

Now-03/31/2021
Rafael Pharmaceuticals, 

Inc.
CPI-613 Colorectal Cancer (CRC) I

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase II - Trial to Start

Rafael Pharmaceuticals announced a Phase II trial of 

devimistat + FOLFOXIRI + bevacizumab for the treatment of 

metastatic colorectal cancer is expected to start in the first 

quarter of 2021.

04/01/2021-06/30/2021
Rafael Pharmaceuticals, 

Inc.
CPI-613

Myelodysplastic Syndrome 

(MDS)
II

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation

Phase I/II 

w/Hydroxychloroquine - Trial 

to Start

Rafael Pharmaceuticals announced a study of CPI-613 and 

Hydroxychloroquine is expected to start in the second 

quarter of 2021.
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04/01/2021-06/30/2021
Rafael Pharmaceuticals, 

Inc.
CPI-613 Pancreatic Cancer III

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase II 1L mPC - Trial to Start

Rafael Pharmaceuticals announced a Phase II first-line 

metastatic pancreatic cancer (devimistat + gemcitabine + 

nab-paclitaxel) study is anticipated to start in the second 

quarter of 2021.

04/01/2021-06/30/2021
Rafael Pharmaceuticals, 

Inc.
CPI-613 Pancreatic Cancer III

Trial Announcement - 

Trial Completion

Phase II w/FOLFIRINOX - Trial 

Completion

Rafael Pharmaceuticals announced the first-line locally 

advanced pancreatic cancer trial of devimistat + 

mFOLFIRINOX is expected to complete in the second 

quarter of 2021.

02/15/2021-03/31/2021
Regeneron 

Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
REGN REGN-COV2 COVID-19 Treatment III

Trial Data - Updated 

Results

Phase I/II/III Non-hospitalized - 

Updated Results

Regeneron Pharmaceuticals announced additional data 

(including lower 1.2g dose) is expected in the late first 

quarter of 2021.

Now-06/30/2021
Regeneron 

Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
REGN Arcalyst Inflammatory Disorders BLA

Progress Update - 

Product Launch
Product Launch (U.S.)

Kiniksa announced that Rilonacept has the potential for a 

commercial launch in the first half of 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 Relay Therapeutics, Inc. RLAY RLY-4008 Solid Tumors I
Progress Update - 

Development Review
Clinical Update

Relay announced it will provide a clinical update on RLY 

4008 in 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 Relay Therapeutics, Inc. RLAY RLY-PI3K1047 Solid Tumors Preclinical
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Pre-IND Trials - Initiation

Relay announced that IND enabling studies are expected in 

2021 for RLY-PI3K1047.

07/01/2021-09/30/2021 Repare Therapeutics, Inc. RPTX RP-6306 Cancer Preclinical
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase I Trial Intiation

Repare expects to initiate a Phase I trial of RP-6306 in Q3 

2021.

01/01/2022-12/31/2022 Replimune Group Inc. REPL RP3 Solid Tumors I
Trial Data - Updated 

Results

Phase I RP3-301 - Updated 

Results (w/Opdivo)

Replimune expects Phase I data from the all comers study 

of RP3 in combination with Opdivo in 2022.

Now-12/31/2021 Replimune Group Inc. REPL RP2 Solid Tumors I
Trial Data - Updated 

Results

Phase I w/Nivolumab - 

Updated Results

Replimune expects initial data in the all comers study 

evaluating RP2 with Opdivo in 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 Replimune Group Inc. REPL RP3 Solid Tumors I
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase I RP3-301 - Top-Line 

Results (Single Agent)

Replimune expects Phase I initial single agent data from the 

all comers study of RP3 in 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 Replimune Group Inc. REPL RP1 Solid Tumors I/II
Trial Data - Updated 

Results

Phase I/II IGNYTE (w/Opdivo) - 

Anti-PD1 Failed NSCLC Data

Replimune expects data from the clinical study of RP1 with 

Opdivo in anti-PD1 failed NSCLC patients in 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 Replimune Group Inc. REPL RP1 Solid Tumors I/II
Trial Data - Updated 

Results

Phase I/II IGNYTE (w/Opdivo) - 

Anti-PD1 Failed CSCC Data

Replimune expects data from the clinical study of RP1 with 

Opdivo in anti-PD1 failed CSCC patients in 2021.

01/01/2022-06/30/2022
Revolution Medicines, 

Inc.
RVMD RMC-6291 Cancer Preclinical Regulatory - IND Filing IND Filing

Revolution Medicines expects to file an IND for RMC-6291 

in the first half of 2021.

01/01/2022-06/30/2022
Revolution Medicines, 

Inc.
RVMD RMC-6236 Solid Tumors Preclinical Regulatory - IND Filing IND Filing

Revolution Medicines expects to file an IND for RMC-6236 

in the first half of 2021.

01/01/2022-12/31/2022 RIBOMIC, Inc. 4591 RBM-007 Achondroplasia
Development 

Outside U.S.

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase IIa - Trial to Start

RIBOMIC announced the Company plan on initiating a 

Phase IIa trial of RBM-007 for the treatment of 

achondroplasia in 2022.

01/01/2022-12/31/2022 RIBOMIC, Inc. 4591 RBM-007

Wet Age-Related Macular 

Degeneration (Wet AMD) 

(Ophthalmology)

II
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase III - Trial to Start

RIBOMIC announced the Company plan on initiating the 

Phase III trial of RBM-007 for the treatment of wet AMD in 

2022.

Now-12/31/2021 RIBOMIC, Inc. 4591 RBM-007

Wet Age-Related Macular 

Degeneration (Wet AMD) 

(Ophthalmology)

II
Trial Announcement - 

Trial Completion
Phase II - Trial Completed

RIBOMIC announced the Company plan on completing the 

Phase II trial of RBM-007 for the treatment of wet AMD in 

2021.

04/01/2021-04/30/2021
Rigel Pharmaceuticals, 

Inc.
RIGL Tavalisse COVID-19 Treatment

Investigator 

Initiated

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results
Phase II NIH - Top-Line Results

Rigel Pharmaceuticals announced that the topline data 

from NIH Phase II clinical trial in COVID-19 expected in April 

2021.

Now-12/31/2021 Roche Holding AG RHHBY RLY-1971 Solid Tumors I
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase II - Combo Trial to Start

Relay announced that a Phase II KRAS G12C combo trial of 

RLY-1971 (SHP2) will start in 2021.

Now-06/30/2021
Rocket Pharmaceuticals 

Inc.
RCKT RP-L201 Autoimmune Disorders I/II

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase I/II LAD-I (US) - Topline 

Results

Rocket Pharmaceuticals announced that the company 

anticipates a Phase II data readout of the LAD-I clinical trial 

in the first half of 2021.

Now-06/30/2021
Rocket Pharmaceuticals 

Inc.
RCKT RP-L201 Autoimmune Disorders I/II

Trial Announcement - 

Patient Enrollment 

Completed

Phase I/II LAD-I (US) - Patient 

Enrollment Completed

Rocket Pharmaceuticals announced that the company 

anticipates Phase II study enrollment completion in the first 

half of 2021.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021
Rocket Pharmaceuticals 

Inc.
RCKT RP-A501 Glycogen Storage Disease (GSD) I

Trial Data - Updated 

Results

Phase I Danon Disease - 

Updated Results

Rocket Pharmaceuticals announced that the company 

anticipates a data update for the Phase I clinical trial of RP-

A501 in the second half of 2021.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021
Rocket Pharmaceuticals 

Inc.
RCKT RP-L401 Osteopetrosis IND

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase I 0120 (Pediatric 

Patients) - Topline Results

Rocket Pharmaceuticals announced that the company 

anticipates a data readout for the Phase I clinical trial of RP-

L401 in the second half of 2021.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021
Rocket Pharmaceuticals 

Inc.
RCKT RP-L301 Pyruvate Kinase Deficiency I

Trial Data - Updated 

Results

Phase I 0119 - Updated 

Results

Rocket Pharmaceuticals announced that the company 

anticipates an updated data readout for the Phase I clinical 

trial of RP-L301 in the second half of 2021.

Now-06/30/2021
Rocket Pharmaceuticals 

Inc.
RCKT RP-L301 Pyruvate Kinase Deficiency I

Trial Announcement - 

Other

Phase I 0119 - Second Cohort 

Enrollment

Rocket Pharmaceuticals announced that the company plans 

to enroll a second cohort of older patients in the Phase I 

clinical trial of RP-L301 in the first half of 2021.

Now-03/31/2021
Rongchang 

Pharmaceuticals, Ltd.
Disitamab Vedotin Bladder Cancer IND

Regulatory - Meeting 

with FDA
Meeting with FDA

RemeGen plans to meet with the FDA to clarify the 

regulatory pathway and clinical strategy for RC48 for 

urothelial cancer in the first quarter of 2021.

Now-06/30/2021
Rongchang 

Pharmaceuticals, Ltd.
Disitamab Vedotin Bladder Cancer IND

Regulatory - Filing for 

Approval (Emerging 

Markets)

Chinese NDA Filing
RemeGen plans to submit a NDA for Disitamab Vedotin for 

Urothelial cancer in the first half of 2021.

Now-08/31/2022
Rongchang 

Pharmaceuticals, Ltd.
Disitamab Vedotin Gastric Cancer IND

Regulatory - Approval 

Decision (Emerging 

Markets)

Chinese Approval Decision

RemeGen has filed a new drug application (NDA) in China 

for Disitamab Vedotin for gastric cancer in August 2020 for 

conditional approval. The NDA is currently under review by 

NMPA. We await an update through August 2022.

Now-12/31/2021
Rongchang 

Pharmaceuticals, Ltd.
Disitamab Vedotin Gastric Cancer IND

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase II Trial to Start

RemeGen plasn to initiate a Phase II clinical trial of RC48 for 

gastric cancer in 2021.

Now-12/31/2021
Rongchang 

Pharmaceuticals, Ltd.
Telitacicept

Immunoglobulin A (IgA) 

Nephropathy (Berger's Disease)
IND

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase II Study to Start

RemeGen announced that a IND for a US Phase II study of 

Telitacicept for IgA Nephritis has been granted by the FDA. 

We await the start of the study through 2021.

Now-12/31/2021
Rongchang 

Pharmaceuticals, Ltd.
Telitacicept

Systemic Lupus Erythematosus 

(SLE)
III

Regulatory - Approval 

Decision (Emerging 

Markets)

Chinese Approval Decision

RemeGen has filed a new drug application (NDA) for 

Telitacicept for SLE in China in the fourth quarter of 2019. 

The NDA is currently under review by China's NMPA. We 

await an approval through 2021.

Now-04/30/2021 Rubius Therapeutics, Inc. RUBY RTX-240 Solid Tumors I/II
Trial Data - Updated 

Results

Phase I/II - Updated Results at 

Scientific Conference

Rubius plans to present additional clinical data from the 

Phase I/II study of RTX-240 in solid tumor patients in early 

2021 and submit it for presentation at a scientific 

conference.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021 Sage Therapeutics, Inc. SAGE SAGE-718 Huntington's Disease I
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase II - Trial to Start

Sage Therapeutics plans to initiate a placebo-controlled 

Phase II study of SAGE-718 in Huntington's disease in late 

2021 (Q3-Q4).

07/01/2021-12/31/2021 Sage Therapeutics, Inc. SAGE SAGE-217
Major Depressive Disorder 

(MDD)
III

Trial Data - Updated 

Results

Phase IIIa ROBIN - Updated 

Results

Biogen announced they anticipate data from their Phase III 

SAGE217 PPD study in the second half of 2021.
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01/01/2023-12/31/2024 Sanofi SNY Dupixent
Fungal Infections - Non-

Systemic
III

Regulatory - sNDA/sBLA 

Filing
sBLA Filing - AFRS

Sanofi plans to file for US approval of Dupixent for the 

treatment of Allergic Fungal Rhinosinusitis in 2023 and 

beyond.

01/01/2023-12/31/2024 Sanofi SNY Dupixent Inflammatory Disorders II/III
Regulatory - sNDA/sBLA 

Filing
sBLA Filing - CRSsNP

Sanofi plans to file for US approval of Dupixent for chronic 

sinusitis without nasal polpys in 2023 and beyond.

10/01/2021-12/31/2021
Sarepta Therapeutics, 

Inc.
SRPT RG6356

Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy 

(DMD)
II

Trial Data - Updated 

Results

Phase I/II 102 - Updated 

Results

Sarepta expects to continue to advance Part 2 crossover 

phase of the  study 102 of SRP 9001 with data readout from 

all 41 patients by the end of 2021.

09/01/2021-12/31/2021 Scholar Rock, LLC SRRK Apitegromab Spinal Muscular Atrophy II
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase III to Start

Scholar Rock expects to initiate a Phase III program of 

Apitegromab in SMA later in 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 Seagen Inc. SGEN Tisotumab Vedotin Cervical Cancer III
Regulatory - J-NDA Filing 

(Japan)
J-NDA Filing

Genmab announced the company plans a JNDA submission 

for tisotumab vedotin for cervical cancer in 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 Seagen Inc. SGEN SEA-CD40 Solid Tumors I
Trial Data - Updated 

Results
Phase I - Updated Results

Seagen expects to report data from the Phase I study of SEA-

CD40 at the appropriate medical meeting in 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 Seagen Inc. SGEN Ladiratuzumab Vedotin Solid Tumors II
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Pivotal Study to Start

Seagen expects to begin pivotal studies of Ladiratuzumab 

Vedotin by the end of 2021.

Now-11/30/2021
Shanghai Junshi 

Biosciences Co., Ltd.
1877 UBP1211 Rheumatoid Arthritis (RA)

Development 

Outside U.S.

Regulatory - Approval 

Decision (Emerging 

Markets)

Chinese Approval Decision

Shanghai Junshi announced that it submitted an NDA 

application for UBP1211 a biosimilar of adalimumab to 

China's NMPA and was accepted in November 2019. Based 

on an internal analysis of the Chinese approval procedure 

we estimate an approval decision for this drug for this 

indication will be granted in approximately 1 to 2 years.

Now-12/31/2021
Shanghai Junshi 

Biosciences Co., Ltd.
1877 JS009 Solid Tumors Preclinical Regulatory - IND Filing IND Filing

Shanghai Junshi plans to file an IND for JS009 for solid 

tumors in 2021.

Now-12/31/2021
Shanghai Junshi 

Biosciences Co., Ltd.
1877 JS019 Solid Tumors Preclinical

Regulatory - Progress 

Update
CTA Filing

Shanghai Junshi plans to file an IND for JS019 for solid 

tumors in China in 2021.

Now-12/31/2021
Shanghai Junshi 

Biosciences Co., Ltd.
1877 JS201 Solid Tumors Preclinical Regulatory - IND Filing IND Filing

Shanghai Junshi plans to file an IND for JS201 for solid 

tumors in 2021.

01/01/2022-12/31/2022 Shasqi, Inc. SQ3370 Solid Tumors I
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase II - Trial Initiation

Shasqi expects to initiate a registrational Phase II study of 

SQ3370 in 2022.

04/01/2021-09/30/2021 Shasqi, Inc. SQ3370 Solid Tumors I
Regulatory - Meeting 

with FDA
Meeting with FDA

Shasqi expects to have a Type C meeting with the FDA in 

mid-2021 to dusciss SQ3370.

10/01/2021-12/31/2021 Shasqi, Inc. SQ3370 Solid Tumors I
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results
Phase I - Top-Line Results

Shasqi expects to have an initial data readout of PF / 

biomarker data from the Phase I study of SQ3370 at year 

end 2021.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021 Sigilon Therapeutics, Inc. SGTX SIG-001 Hemophilia A I/II

Trial Announcement - 

Patient Enrollment 

Completed

Phase I/II - Patient Enrollment 

Completed

Sigilon Therapeutics plans to complete enrollment of dose 

cohorts of the Phase I/II trial of SIG-001 in patients with 

Hemophilia A in the second half of 2021.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021 Sigilon Therapeutics, Inc. SGTX SIG-001 Hemophilia A I/II
Trial Data - Updated 

Results

Phase I/II - Updated Results 

(12-Month)

Sigilon Therapeutics plans to announce 12-month follow-up 

data from the Phase I/II trial of SIG-001 in patients with 

Hemophilia A in the second half of 2021.

Now-06/30/2021 Sigilon Therapeutics, Inc. SGTX SIG-001 Hemophilia A I/II
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase I/II - Top-Line Results (3-

6 Months)

Sigilon Therapeutics plans to announce 3-6 month follow-

up data from the Phase I/II trial of SIG-001 in patients with 

Hemophilia A in the first half of 2021.

01/01/2022-12/31/2022 Sigilon Therapeutics, Inc. SGTX SIG-005
Mucopolysaccharidosis I (MPS 

I; Hurler Syndrome)
Preclinical

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results
Phase I/II - Top-Line Results

Sigilon Therapeutics plans to announce follow-up data from 

the Phase I/II trial of SIG-005 in patients with 

mucopolysaccharidosis type I (MPS-1) in 2022.

Now-06/30/2021 Sigilon Therapeutics, Inc. SGTX SIG-005
Mucopolysaccharidosis I (MPS 

I; Hurler Syndrome)
Preclinical Regulatory - IND Filing IND Filing

Sigilon Therapeutics announced that the company plans to 

file an IND for SIG-005 in patients with 

mucopolysaccharidosis type I (MPS-1) in the first half of 

2021.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021 Solid Biosciences Inc. SLDB SGT-001
Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy 

(DMD)
I

Trial Data - Updated 

Results

Phase I/II IGNITE DMD  - 

Updated Results

Solid Biosciences anticipate presenting 90-day biopsy 

datafor additional patientsdosed in IGNITE DMD study in 

the second half of 2021.

Now-03/31/2021 Solid Biosciences Inc. SLDB SGT-001
Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy 

(DMD)
I

Trial Data - Updated 

Results

Phase I/II IGNITE DMD  - 

Updated Results

Solid Biosciences anticipate presenting 12-month safety& 

efficacy for patients 1-6 of the IGNITE DMD study in the first 

quarter of 2021.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021 Stoke Therapeutics, Inc. STOK STK-001 Dravet Syndrome (Epilepsy) I/II
Trial Announcement - 

Other

Phase I/II MONARCH - MAD 

Study to Start

Stoke announced the company plans to initiate the multiple 

ascending dose (MAD) study in the Phase I/II MONARCH 

study of STK-001 for Dravet syndrome in the second half of 

2021.

Now-06/30/2021 Stoke Therapeutics, Inc. STOK STK-001 Dravet Syndrome (Epilepsy) I/II
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation

Swallowtail OLE - Study to 

Start

Stoke announced the open-label extension for STK-001 in 

Dravet syndrome is expected to initiate in the first half of 

2021.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021 Sutro Biopharma, Inc. STRO STRO-001 Hematologic Cancer I
Trial Announcement - 

Other

Dose Expansion Cohort to 

Initiate

Sutro plans to initiate dose-expansion of its Phase I study of 

STRO-001 in lymphomas and multiple myeloma in the 

second half of 2021.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021 Sutro Biopharma, Inc. STRO STRO-001 Multiple Myeloma (MM) I
Trial Announcement - 

Other

Dose Expansion Cohort to 

Initiate

Sutro plans to initiate dose-expansion of its Phase I study of 

STRO-001 in lymphomas and multiple myeloma in the 

second half of 2021.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021 Sutro Biopharma, Inc. STRO STRO-002 Ovarian Cancer I
Trial Data - Updated 

Results

Phase I - Updated Results 

(Initial Dose-Expansion Data)

Sutro anticipates initial dose-expansion data from the 

Phase I study of STRO-002 in ovarian cancer in the first half 

of 2021.

09/01/2021-12/31/2021 Sutro Biopharma, Inc. STRO STRO-002 Ovarian Cancer I
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Combination Study to Start

Sutro anticipates beginning a combination study of STRO-

002 for ovarian or endometrial cancers in late 2021.

Now-06/30/2021 Sutro Biopharma, Inc. STRO STRO-002 Ovarian Cancer I
Trial Data - Updated 

Results
Phase I - Updated Results

Sutro anticipates updated dose-escalation data from the 

Phase I study of STRO-002 in ovarian and endometrial 

cancers in the first half of 2021.

01/01/2022-06/30/2021
Syros Pharmaceuticals, 

Inc.
SYRS SY-2101

Acute Myelogenous Leukemia 

(AML)
I

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Dose Confirmation Study - Top-

Line Results

Syros Pharmaceuticals announced confirmatory dose/PK 

data for SY-2101 is expected in the first half of 2022.

01/01/2022-12/31/2022
Syros Pharmaceuticals, 

Inc.
SYRS SY-1425

Acute Myelogenous Leukemia 

(AML)
II

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase II RARA+, 1st Line - Top-

Line Results

Syros Pharmaceuticals announced initial data from the 

Phase II trial in ND unfit AML is expected in 2022.

01/01/2024-12/31/2024
Syros Pharmaceuticals, 

Inc.
SYRS SY-1425

Myelodysplastic Syndrome 

(MDS)
II

Regulatory - NDA/BLA 

Filing
NDA Filing

Syros Pharmaceuticals are planning for a potential NDA 

filing of SY-1425 in ND HR-MDS in 2024.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021
Syros Pharmaceuticals, 

Inc.
SYRS SY-5609 Solid Tumors I

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase I - Expansion Portion

Syros announced that company expects to initiate 

expansion portion of Phase I trial in the second half of 

2021.

Now-03/31/2021
Takeda Pharmaceutical 

Co. Ltd.
TAK CoVIg-19 COVID-19 Treatment III

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase III INSIGHT 013 - Top-

Line Results 

Takeda expects Phase III readout for the CoVIg-19 trial 

during Q4FY20.

09/30/2022-03/31/2023
Takeda Pharmaceutical 

Co. Ltd.
TAK SHP611 Metachromatic Leukodystrophy I/II

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation

Phase II Embolden - Top-Line 

Results

Takeda expects Phase II readout for the study of TAK-611 

for the treatment of metachromatic leukodystrophy in 

H2FY22.
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09/30/2021-03/31/2022
Takeda Pharmaceutical 

Co. Ltd.
TAK TAK-994 Narcolepsy I

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Pivotal Trial to Start

Takeda expects to initiate a pivotal study of TAK-994 for 

narcolepsy in H2FY21.

04/01/2022-03/31/2023
Takeda Pharmaceutical 

Co. Ltd.
TAK TAK-788

Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer 

(NSCLC)
III

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase III EXCLAIM-2 - Top-Line 

Results
Takeda expects top-line results from EXCLAIM-2 in FY2022.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021 Talaris Therapeutics, Inc. FCR001 Kidney Transplant Rejection III
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation

Phase II FREEDOM-2 - Trial 

Initiation

Talaris expects to initiate the Phase II FREEDOM-2 study of 

FCR001 in the second half of 2021.

01/01/2022-12/31/2022 TCR² Therapeutics Inc. TCRR TC-210 Solid Tumors I/II
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Registrational Trial to Start

TCR2 Therapeutics plans to initiate a registrational study of 

TC-210 in 2022.

Now-12/31/2021 TCR² Therapeutics Inc. TCRR TC-510 Solid Tumors Preclinical Regulatory - IND Filing IND Filing TCR2 plans to file an IND for TC-510 in 2021.

01/01/2022-06/30/2022
Tempest Therapeutics, 

Inc.
TPST-1495 Solid Tumors I

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results
Phase I - Top-Line Results

Tempest expects to have monotherapy dose expansion 

data at the recommended Phase II dose level in the first 

half of 2022.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021
Tempest Therapeutics, 

Inc.
TPST-1120 Solid Tumors I

Trial Data - Updated 

Results
Phase I - Updated Results

Tempest expects to have monotherapy expansion data at 

the recommended Phase II dosage in patients with 

cholangiocarcinoma in the second half of 2021.

07/01/2022-12/31/2022
Tempest Therapeutics, 

Inc.
TPST-1120 Solid Tumors I

Trial Data - Updated 

Results
Phase I - Updated Results

Tempest expects to have data of TPST-1120 in combination 

with an PD-1 inhibitor at the recommended Phase II dose in 

the second half of 2022.

Now-06/30/2021
Tempest Therapeutics, 

Inc.
TPST-1120 Solid Tumors I

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results
Phase I - Dose Escalation Data

Tempest Therapeutics expects to reach the recommended 

Phase II dose and present dose escalation data in the first 

half of 2021.

01/01/2022-03/31/2022 TG Therapeutics, Inc. TGTX TG-1303

Chronic Lymphocytic Leukemia 

(CLL)/Small Cell Lymphocytic 

Lymphoma (SLL) - NHL

BLA
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase IIb ULTRA-V - Top-Line 

Results

TG Therapeutics announced that the primary endpoint of 

the Phase IIb ULTRA-V trial evaluating TG-1303 for the 

treatment of chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL) will be at 

12 months. The company anticipates data around this time 

in 2022. As such we await an update on the top-line results 

in the time frame above.

Now-12/31/2021 Tizona Therapeutics, Inc. TTX-030 Cancer I
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results
Phase I/II - Top-Line Results

AbbVie expects data from the Phase I TTX-030 study in 

2021.

Now-06/30/2021
Turning Point 

Therapeutics Inc.
TPTX Repotrectinib

Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer 

(NSCLC)
I/II

Trial Announcement - 

Other
Phase II Chinese Enrollment

Zai labs expects to enroll the first Chinese patient into the 

global TRIDENT-1 trial in the first half of 2021.

04/01/2021-09/30/2021 UCB S.A. UCB UCB0107 Alzheimer's Disease (AD) Preclinical
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase II - Clinical Trial to Start

UCB announced that the company plans to initiate a Phase 

II clinical trial of UCB0107 during mid-2021.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021
Ultragenyx 

Pharmaceutical Inc.
RARE UX053 Glycogen Storage Disease (GSD) Preclinical

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase I/II - Trial to Start

Ultragenyx plans to initiate a Phase I/II study of UX053 for 

the treatment of GSDIII (Debrancher deficiency) in the 

second half of 2021.

Now-12/31/2021
United Therapeutics 

Corporation
UTHR RemUnity System

Pulmonary Arterial 

Hypertension (PAH) and 

Pulmonary Hypertension (PH)

Approved
Progress Update - 

Product Launch
Commercial launch

United Therapeutics announced it anticipates the 

commercial launch of of its FDA-cleared Remunity for PAH.

Now-12/31/2021
United Therapeutics 

Corporation
UTHR Tyvaso

Pulmonary Arterial 

Hypertension (PAH) and 

Pulmonary Hypertension (PH)

Approved
Regulatory - sNDA/sBLA 

Filing
sNDA Filing

United Therapeutics expects to file a New Drug Application 

with the FDA for Tyvaso Inhalation System for Pulmonary 

Arterial Hypertension as well as Pulmonary Hypertension 

associated with Lung Disease..

Now-06/30/2021 UroGen Pharma, Ltd. URGN VesiGel Bladder Cancer III
Trial Data - Published 

Results
Phase IIb - Published Results

Urogen announced they anticipate a potential publication 

of Phase IIb results from their UGN-102 study for bladder 

cancer in the first half of 2021.

04/01/2021-09/30/2021 Vaxxinity, Inc. UB-612 COVID-19 Prevention
Development 

Outside U.S.

Regulatory - Progress 

Update
EUA Submission

Vaxxinity hopes to file a Emergency Use Authorization for 

UB-612 for COVID-19 in mid-2021.

Now-01/31/2021 Vaxxinity, Inc. UB-612 COVID-19 Prevention
Development 

Outside U.S.

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase I Taiwan - Top-Line 

Results

Vaxxinity expects to read out data from its Phase I study of 

UB-612 in Taiwan in January 2021.

Now-03/31/2021 Vaxxinity, Inc. UB-612 COVID-19 Prevention
Development 

Outside U.S.

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Global Phase II/III Trial to Start

Vaxxinity expects to initiate a global Phase II/III trial of UB-

612 along with its partners UNMC Aurobindo DASA and 

Maersk for COVID-19 in the first quarter of 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 Vaxxinity, Inc. UB-313 Migraine and Other Headaches Preclinical Regulatory - IND Filing IND Filing
Vaxxinity expects to file an IND for its UB-313 vaccine for 

migraines in 2021.

Now-06/30/2021 VBI Vaccines Inc. VBIV VBI-2601
Hepatitis B (HBV) Treatment 

(Antiviral)

Development 

Outside U.S.

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase II w/VIR-2218 to Start

Vir Biotechnology expects to start a Phase II study of VIR-

2218 in combination with BRII-179 for HBV in the first half 

of 2021.

08/01/2021-10/31/2021
Vertex Pharmaceuticals 

Incorporated
VRTX Trikafta Cystic Fibrosis (CF) Approved

Regulatory - PDUFA for 

sNDA/sBLA

PDUFA for sNDA - First Review 

(Ages 6-11)

Vertex Pharmaceuticals lists that in 2020 they submitted a 

sNDA filing to the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) 

to expand the eligibility for Trikafta 

(elexacaftor/tezacaftor/ivacaftor and ivacaftor) in cystic 

fibrosis (CF) patients aged 6 to 11. We assume the filing 

took place in the fourth quarter of 2020. Based on a 

standard 10-month supplemental NDA filing under PDUFA 

VI guidelines the PDUFA decision should occur in the time 

frame listed above.

Now-12/31/2021
Vertex Pharmaceuticals 

Incorporated
VRTX Trikafta Cystic Fibrosis (CF) Approved

Progress Update - 

Product Launch (U.S.)

Product Launch (U.S.) - Rare 

Mutations

Vertex Pharmaceuticals lists that they plan to launch 

Trikafta in rare mutations associated with cystic fibrosis in 

2021.

Now-12/31/2021
Vertex Pharmaceuticals 

Incorporated
VRTX Trikafta Cystic Fibrosis (CF) Approved

Trial Announcement - 

Patient Enrollment 

Completed

Phase III Ages 2-5 - Patient 

Enrollment Completed

Vertex Pharmaceuticals lists that they expect to complete 

enrollment in the Phase III study of Trikafta in cystic fibrosis 

patients aged 2 through 5 in 2021.

01/01/2022-12/31/2022 Viatris Inc. VTRS Biosimilar Botox (Mylan) Wrinkles Preclinical Regulatory - IND Filing IND Filing

Revance Therapeutics announced that the company 

anticipates filing an IND application for a botox biosimilar 

to the FDA in 2022.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021 Vifor Pharma Group VIFN VIT-2763 Thalassemia II
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results
Phase II - Top-Line Results

Vifor Pharma expects the Phase II study of VIT-2763 in beta 

thalassemia to readout in the second half of 2021.

04/01/2021-06/30/2021 Vir Biotechnology, Inc. VIR VIR-7831 COVID-19 Treatment II/III
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase III COMET STAR to Start

Vir plans to initiate the Phase III COMET STAR study of the 

prophylaxis treatment of VIR-7831 for COVID-19 in the 

second quarter of 2021.

Now-03/31/2021 Vir Biotechnology, Inc. VIR VIR-7831 COVID-19 Treatment II/III
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase III ACTIV-3 - Top-Line 

Results

Vir expects to have part 1 review data from the Phase III 

NIH study of VIR-7831 for COVID-19 is expected in the first 

quarter of 2021.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021 Vir Biotechnology, Inc. VIR VIR-1111 HIV / AIDS I
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results
Phase I - Top-Line Results

Vir Biotechnology expects to have Phase I data on VIR-1111 

for HIV in the second half of 2021.

01/01/2022-12/31/2022 Y-mAbs Therapeutics Inc. YMAB HER2-SADA Breast Cancer Preclinical Regulatory - IND Filing IND Filing
Y-mAbs Therapeutics expects an IND filing for HER2-SADA 

for the treatment of breast cancer in 2022.
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01/01/2022-12/31/2022 Y-mAbs Therapeutics Inc. YMAB GPA33-SADA Colorectal Cancer (CRC) Preclinical Regulatory - IND Filing IND Filing
Y-mAbs Therapeutics expects an IND filing for GPA33-SADA 

for the treatment of colon therapeutic in 2022.

Now-03/31/2021 Y-mAbs Therapeutics Inc. YMAB Nivatrotamab Neuroendocrine Tumors (NET) I/II
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase II 3L NB - Trial to Start

Y-mAbs Therapeutics expects to initiate a Phase II study of 

Nivatrotamab in 3L NB in the first quarter of 2021.

Now-03/31/2021 Y-mAbs Therapeutics Inc. YMAB Nivatrotamab Neuroendocrine Tumors (NET) I/II
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation

Phase II Osteosarcoma - Trial 

to Start

Y-mAbs Therapeutics expects to initiate a Phase II study of 

Nivatrotamab in osteosarcoma in the first quarter of 2021.

01/01/2022-12/31/2022 Y-mAbs Therapeutics Inc. YMAB B7-H3-SADA Prostate Cancer Preclinical Regulatory - IND Filing IND Filing
Y-mAbs Therapeutics expects an IND filing for B7-H3-SADA 

for the treatment of prostate cancer  in 2022.

01/01/2022-12/31/2022 Y-mAbs Therapeutics Inc. YMAB GD2-SADA Solid Tumors Preclinical Regulatory - IND Filing IND Filing
Y-mAbs Therapeutics expects an IND filing for GD2-SADA for 

the treatment of GD2 positive solid tumor in 2022.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021 Ziopharm Oncology, Inc. ZIOP

Sleeping Beauty CAR-T 

Program (Ziopharm/Eden 

Biocell)

Cancer Preclinical
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase I Taiwan Trial - Top-Line 

Results

Ziopharm expects to have preliminary Phase I data from its 

Taiwan trial of CD19 CAR-T RPM Autologous program in the 

second half of 2021.

Now-06/30/2021 Ziopharm Oncology, Inc. ZIOP

Sleeping Beauty CAR-T 

Program (Ziopharm/Eden 

Biocell)

Cancer Preclinical
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase I Taiwan Trial to Start

Ziopharm expects to initiate a Phase I study of its CD19 CAR-

T RPM Autologous therapy for hematologic malignancies in 

Taiwan in the first half of 2021.

01/01/2025-12/31/2025 Zydus Cadila CDH Lipaglyn
Non-Alcoholic Steatohepatitis 

(NASH)
II

Regulatory - NDA/BLA 

Filing
NDA Filing

Zydus Cadila expects to file a NDA for saroglitazar in pre-

cirrhotic NASH in 2025.

01/01/2023-12/31/2023 Zydus Cadila CDH Lipaglyn
Primary Biliary Cholangitis 

(PBC) and Hepatic Fibrosis
II

Regulatory - NDA/BLA 

Filing
NDA Filing

Zydus Cadila plans to submit a NDA for sarogliazar for PBC 

in the US given positive readout in 2023.

Now-12/31/2021 Zymeworks, Inc. ZYME Zanidatamab Biliary Tract Cancer II

Trial Announcement - 

Patient Enrollment 

Completed

Phase IIb HER2-amplified - 

Patient Enrollment Complete 

Zyneworks expects to complete enrollment of the 

zanidatamab pivotal trial in HER2+ biliary tract cancer in 

2021.

1/27/2021 Zymeworks, Inc. ZYME ZW49 Cancer I
Progress Update - 

Development Review
Development Review

Zymeworks will be providing a clinical progress update for 

ZW49 by webcast on Wednesday January 27 2021.

04/01/2021-09/30/2021 Zymeworks, Inc. ZYME Zanidatamab Gastric Cancer II
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation

Pivotal Trial to Start (1L HER2+ 

GEA)

Zymeworks announced clinical data from patients with 

refractory GEA treated with zanidatamab monotherapy as 

well as zanidatamab in combination with chemotherapy 

were updated and support plans to launch a second pivotal 

trial as 1st line treatment for advanced HER2-positive GEA 

in mid-2021 with partner BeiGene.



Expected Date Range Company Symbol Drug Indication Phase Expected Catalyst Catalyst Title Analysis Updated Analysis

01/01/2022-12/31/2022 AbbVie Inc. ABBV Venclexta Multiple Myeloma (MM) III
Regulatory - sNDA/sBLA 

Filing

sNDA Filing - R/R MM with 

t(11:14)

Roche plans to file for US/EU approval of Venclexta for the 

treatment of relapsed/refractory patients with t(11;14) 

positive multiple myeloma in 2022 or beyond.

Date Range Delayed (08/04/2020) - Roche plans to file for 

US/EU approval of Venclexta monotherapy and Venclexta + 

carfilzomib for the treatment of relapsed/refractory 

patients with t(11;14) positive multiple myeloma in 2023 or 

beyond.Date Range Expedited (01/11/2021) - Roche plans 

to file for approval of Venclexta monotherapy and 

Venclexta + carfilzomib for the treatment of 

relapsed/refractory patients with t(11;14) positive multiple 

myeloma in 2022.

01/01/2022-12/31/2022 AbbVie Inc. ABBV Venclexta Multiple Myeloma (MM) III

Regulatory - 

Supplemental Filing 

(Europe)

Suppl EU Filing - R/R MM with 

t(11:14)

Roche plans to file for US/EU approval of Venclexta for the 

treatment of relapsed/refractory patients with t(11;14) 

positive multiple myeloma in 2022 or beyond.

Date Range Delayed (08/04/2020) - Roche plans to file for 

US/EU approval of Venclexta monotherapy and Venclexta + 

carfilzomib for the treatment of relapsed/refractory 

patients with t(11;14) positive multiple myeloma in 2023 or 

beyond.Date Range Expedited (01/11/2021) - Roche plans 

to file for approval of Venclexta monotherapy and 

Venclexta + carfilzomib for the treatment of 

relapsed/refractory patients with t(11;14) positive multiple 

myeloma in 2022.

01/01/2022-12/31/2022 AbbVie Inc. ABBV Navitoclax Myelofibrosis (MF) II
Regulatory - NDA/BLA 

Filing
NDA Filing

AbbVie plans a regulatory submission for navitoclax for the 

treatment of R/R myelofibrosis (MF) in 2021 with potential 

for accelerated approval in 2022.

Date Range Delayed (01/12/2021) - AbbVie plans a 

regulatory submission for navitoclax for the treatment of 

R/R myelofibrosis (MF) in 2022.

Now-12/31/2021 AbbVie Inc. ABBV Telisotuzumab Vedotin
Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer 

(NSCLC)
II

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results
Phase II - Top-Line Results

AbbVie anticipates Phase II proof of concept data for Teliso-

V in 2020.

Date Range Delayed (12/19/2020) - We await an update 

from AbbVie.Date Range Delayed (01/12/2021) - AbbVie 

announced data from the Phase II study of Telisotuzumab 

Vedotin for solid tumors is expected in 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 AbbVie Inc. ABBV ALPN-101
Systemic Lupus Erythematosus 

(SLE)
Preclinical

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase II Trial to Start

Alpine Immune Sciences and AbbVie announced an 

exclusive worldwide option and license agreement for ALPN-

101. During the option period Alpine will conduct a Phase II 

study in systemic lupus erythematosus. As such we await 

an update on the trial initiation in the time frame listed 

above.

Date Range Delayed (08/19/2020) - We continue to await 

an update.Date Range Delayed (11/23/2020) - The 

company has not announced an additional update on the 

Phase II study for ALPN-101. As such we continue to await 

the initiation in the date range above.Date Range Delayed 

(01/14/2021) - Alpine Immune announced they are 

prepping for Phase II for ALPN-101 for SLE in 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 AbbVie Inc. ABBV ABBV-323 Ulcerative Colitis (UC) II
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results
Phase II - Top-Line Results

AbbVie expects proof of concept readout from the Phase II 

study of ABBV-323 in 2020.

Date Range Delayed (12/21/2020) - We await an update 

from AbbVie in the time frame above.Date Range Delayed 

(01/12/2021) - AbbVie expects data from the Phase II study 

of ravagalimab for UC in 2021.

Now-03/31/2021 Abivax S.A. ABVX ABX464 COVID-19 Treatment
Development 

Outside U.S.

Trial Announcement - 

Patient Enrollment 

Completed

Phase II/III - Patient 

Enrollment Completed

Abixax announced that recruitment is ongoing in the Phase 

IIb/III clinical trial of ABX464 in COVID-19 patients and is 

expected to be completed in the fourth quarter of 2020 

subject to the evolution of the pandemic.

Date Range Delayed (12/11/2020) - The company has not 

announced an update on the completion of enrollment for 

the Phase II/III ABX646 trial for COVID-19. As such we await 

an update in the date range above.Date Range Refined 

(01/14/2021) - Abivax expects to complete enrollment of 

its Phase IIb/III study of ABX464 in COVID-19 in the first 

quarter of 2021.

07/01/2021-09/30/2021 Abivax S.A. ABVX ABX464 Crohn's Disease Preclinical
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase IIb/III Study to Start

Abivax announced that following the recommendations of 

KOLs Abivax is planning to go straight into a pivotal Phase 

IIb/III trial of ABX464 for Crohn’s disease which is expected 

to start recruiting beginning of 2021.

Date Range Delayed (01/14/2021) - Abivax announced that 

the Phase IIb/III study of ABX464 for Crohn's disease is 

expected to start in the third quarter of 2021.

Now-03/31/2021 Abivax S.A. ABVX ABX464 Rheumatoid Arthritis (RA)
Development 

Outside U.S.

Trial Announcement - 

Patient Enrollment 

Completed

Patient Enrollment Completed
Abivax anticipates completion of recruitment in its Phase IIa 

trials of ABX464 in rheumatoid arthritis by the end of 2020.

Date Range Delayed (12/11/2020) - The Phase IIa study of 

ABX646 for the treatment of rheumatoid arthritis is still 

currently in the recruitment phase. As such we continue to 

await patient enrollment completion in the date range 

above.Date Range Refined (01/14/2021) - Abivax expects to 

complete enrollment of its Phase II study of ABX464 for RA 

in the first quarter of 2021.

10/01/2021-12/31/2021 Abivax S.A. ABVX ABX464 Ulcerative Colitis (UC) IIb
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase III Study to Start

Abivax announced that it plans to initiate the planned 

pivotal Phase III program in ulcerative colitis in 2021.

Date Range Refined (01/14/2021) - Abivax plans to initiate 

the Phase III study of ABX464 for ulcerative colitis in the 

fourth quarter of 2021.

Now-03/31/2021 Acceleron Pharma, Inc. XLRN Reblozyl Myelofibrosis (MF) II
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase III - INDEPENDENCE - 

Top-Line Results

Bristol-Myers Squibb expects top-line data readouts of the 

pivotal Phase III trial of Reblozyl in 2021.

Date Range Refined (01/11/2021) - Acceleron announced 

trial results from INDEPENDENCE are expected in the first 

quarter of 2021.

Now-06/30/2021
Adaptimmune 

Therapeutics plc
ADAP ADP-A2M4CD8 Esophageal Cancer Preclinical

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation

Phase II SURPASS-2 - Trial to 

Start

Adaptimmune announced that it plans to initiate a Phase II 

trial with ADP-A2M4CD8 in gastroesophageal cancers in the 

first half of 2021.

New Information (01/14/2021) - Adaptimmune 

Therapeutics announced the company expect to initiate the 

Phase II SURPASS-2 study of ADP-A2M4CD8 for the 

treatment of esophageal cancers.

11/10/2021-11/13/2021
Adaptimmune 

Therapeutics plc
ADAP ADP-A2M4 Sarcoma II

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase II SPEARHEAD-1 - Top-

Line Results

Adaptimmune announced data from the SPEARHEAD-1 

study for ADP-A2M4 in patients with locally advanced 

inoperable or metastatic cancer is expected in the first half 

2020.

Date Range Delayed (06/26/2020) - We await an update on 

top-line results from the Phase II study through August 

2020.Date Range Delayed (08/26/2020) - We await an 

update in the above mentioned time frame.Date Range 

Delayed (10/29/2020) - Adaptimmune lists that data from 

the SPEARHEAD-1 study for ADP-A2M4 are expected in 

2021 and beyond. We await an update in the time frame 

listed above. Date Range Refined (01/14/2021) - 

Adaptimmune Therapeutics expects data readout from the 

SPEARHEAD-1 study for ADP-A2M4 at the Connective 

Tissue Oncology Society (CTOS) held on November 10-13 

2021.

04/01/2021-06/30/2021
Adverum 

Biotechnologies, Inc.
ADVM ADVM-022

Wet Age-Related Macular 

Degeneration (Wet AMD) 

(Ophthalmology)

I
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Pivotal Studies to Start

Adverum Biotechnologies plans to initiate a pivotal trial of 

ADVM-022 intravitreal (IVT) injection gene therapy in 

patients requiring frequent anti-VEGF injections for their 

wet age-related macular degeneration in mid-2021.

Date Range Refined (01/13/2021) - Adverum expects to 

initiate the first pivotal study of ADVM-022 for wet AMD in 

the second quarter of 2021.

Now-03/31/2021
Adverum 

Biotechnologies, Inc.
ADVM ADVM-022

Wet Age-Related Macular 

Degeneration (Wet AMD) 

(Ophthalmology)

I
Trial Data - Updated 

Results

Phase I OPTIC - Updated 

Results

Adverum announced that the company expects to present 

longer-term data from OPTIC Phase I trial including 

additional anti-VEGF protein expression data in the first half 

of 2021.

Date Range Expedited (01/12/2021) - Adverum 

Biotechnologies announced that the present longer-term 

data from OPTIC Phase I trial including additional anti-VEGF 

protein expression data are expected in the first quarter of 

2021.

04/01/2021-06/30/2021
Agios Pharmaceuticals, 

Inc.
AGIO Mitapivat Pyruvate Kinase Deficiency III

Regulatory - NDA/BLA 

Filing
NDA Filing

Agios announced the Company is focused on advancing the 

Phase III PK deficiency studies in order to submit a new drug 

application in 2021.

Date Range Refined (01/11/2021) - Agios announced a NDA 

filing for mitapivat for NTD adult PK deficiency (ACTIVATE) 

and transfusion dependent adult PK deficiency (ACTIVATE-

T) is expected in the second quarter of 2021.

04/01/2021-09/30/2021
Agios Pharmaceuticals, 

Inc.
AGIO Mitapivat Pyruvate Kinase Deficiency III

Regulatory - MAA 

Submission (Europe)
MAA Submission

Agios Pharmaceuticals announced top-line results from the 

global Phase III ACTIVATE trial of mitapivat in adults with 

pyruvate kinase (PK) deficiency who do not receive regular 

transfusions. The Company plan to announce ACTIVATET 

data in the first quarter of 2021 and expect to file for 

regulatory approval in PK deficiency in both the U.S. and EU 

in 2021 with a potential 2022 commercial launch in both 

geographies.

Date Range Refined (01/11/2021) - Agios announced a MAA 

submission for mitapivat for NTD adult PK deficiency 

(ACTIVATE) and transfusion dependent adult PK deficiency 

(ACTIVATE-T) is expected mid-2021.

06/09/2021-06/17/2021
Agios Pharmaceuticals, 

Inc.
AGIO Mitapivat Pyruvate Kinase Deficiency III

Trial Data - Updated 

Results

Phase III ACTIVATE - Updated 

Results at EHA

Agios announced that full results from the Phase III 

ACTIVATE study of mitapivat in PK deficiency will be 

presented at a medical meeting in 2021.

Date Range Refined (01/11/2021) - Agios announced data 

from the ACTIVATE and ACTIVATE-T studies of mitapivat for 

PK deficiency will be submitted to EHA 2021.

Now-12/31/2021
Agios Pharmaceuticals, 

Inc.
AGIO Mitapivat Sickle Cell Anemia I

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase III - Trial to Start

Agios Pharmaceuticals anticipates to initiate pivotal study 

for mitapivat in SCD in 2021.

New Information (01/11/2021) - Agios announced the 

company plans to finalize a pivotal plan for mitapivat for 

sickle cell disease in the first half of 2021. The company 

plans to initiate the pivotal plan in 2021.

06/09/2021-06/17/2021
Agios Pharmaceuticals, 

Inc.
AGIO Mitapivat Thalassemia II

Trial Data - Updated 

Results

Phase II - Updated Results at 

EHA

Agios expects to report the final results from the Phase II 

trial of mitapivat in adults with non-transfusion-dependent 

a- or ß-thalassemia at a medical meeting in 2021.

Date Range Refined (01/11/2021) - Agios announced data 

from the Phase II study of mitapivat for thalassemia will be 

submitted for presentation at EHA 2021.

Biomedtracker/Meddevicetracker JPM Updated Catalysts
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07/01/2021-12/31/2021
Agios Pharmaceuticals, 

Inc.
AGIO Mitapivat Thalassemia II

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation

Phase III ENERGIZE - Trial to 

Start

Agios therapeutics announced that it expects to initiate 

pivotal Phase III mitapivat in thalassemia including both a-

and ß-thalassemia as well as transfusion dependent and 

non-transfusion dependent patient populations in 2021.

Date Range Delayed (01/11/2021) - Agios announced a 

pivotal study ENERGIZE for mitapivat in non-transfusion 

dependent adult thalassemia is expected to initiate in the 

second half of 2021.

01/01/2022-12/31/2022 Akcea Therapeutics, Inc. AKCA AKCEA-TTR-LRx

Hereditary Transthyretin 

(hATTR) Amyloidosis With 

Polyneuropathy (Familial 

Amyloid Polyneuropathy)

III
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase III NEURO TTRansform 

Top Line Results

Ionis announced that Phase III Data for the Polyneuropathy 

study is expected to be released in 2023.

Date Range Expedited (01/12/2021) - Ionis Pharmaceuticals 

announced that the company anticipates a data readout of 

the Phase III NEURO-TTRansform clinical study in 2022.

Now-12/31/2021 Akebia Therapeutics, Inc. AKBA Vadadustat
Anemia Due to Chronic Renal 

Failure, Dialysis-Dependent
III

Trial Data - Published 

Results

Phase III INNO2VATE - 

Published Results

Akebia Therapeutics announced top-line results from 

INNO2VATE the first of its two global Phase III 

cardiovascular outcomes programs evaluating the efficacy 

and safety of vadadustat versus darbepoetin alfa for the 

treatment of anemia due to chronic kidney disease (CKD) in 

adult patients on dialysis. Akebia plans to share the full data 

set together with the data from the PRO2TECT studies later 

in 2020 at a medical conference and in a peer-reviewed 

journal.

Date Range Delayed (01/05/2021) - Akebia Therapeutics 

has not provided a recent update on the published results 

of the INNO2VATE studies of vadadustat versus 

darbepoetin alfa for the treatment of anemia due to chronic 

kidney disease (CKD) in adult patients on dialysis. As such 

we await an update in the time frame above.Date Range 

Delayed (01/13/2021) - Akebia announced the publication 

of INNO2VATE data in a peer reviewed journal is expected 

in 2021.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021
Alexion Pharmaceuticals 

Inc.
ALXN ALXN1830

Autoimmune Hemolytic 

Anemia (AIHA)
I/II

Trial Announcement - 

Resume Trial
Phase II - Trial Reinitiation

Due to COVID-19 Alexion has temporarily paused the Phase 

II study of ALXN1830 administered intravenously in warm 

autoimmune hemolytic anemia (WAIHA) as well as the 

Phase I study of a subcutaneous formulation of ALXN1830 

in healthy volunteers. These trials are anticipated to begin 

in 2021.

Date Range Refined (08/03/2020) - Alexion announced that 

the ALXN1830 gMG & WAIHA trials are intended to re-start 

in the first half of 2021.Date Range Delayed (01/12/2021) - 

Alexion announced that the ALXN1830 gMG & WAIHA trials 

are intended to re-start in the second half of 2021.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021
Alexion Pharmaceuticals 

Inc.
ALXN ALXN1830 Myasthenia Gravis (MG) I

Trial Announcement - 

Resume Trial
Phase I - Trial Reinitiation

Due to COVID-19 Alexion has temporarily paused the Phase 

II study of ALXN1830 administered intravenously in warm 

autoimmune hemolytic anemia (WAIHA) as well as the 

Phase I study of a subcutaneous formulation of ALXN1830 

in healthy volunteers. These trials are anticipated to begin 

in 2021.

Date Range Refined (08/03/2020) - Alexion announced that 

the ALXN1830 gMG & WAIHA trials are intended to re-start 

in the first half of 2021.Date Range Delayed (01/12/2021) - 

Alexion announced that the ALXN1830 gMG & WAIHA trials 

are intended to re-start in the second half of 2021.

07/01/2022-12/31/2022
Alexion Pharmaceuticals 

Inc.
ALXN Ultomiris

Neuromyelitis Optica (Devic's 

Syndrome, NMO)
III

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results
Phase III - Top-Line Results

Alexion announced they anticipate top-line results for their 

Phase III study of Ultomiris for the treatment of NMOSD in 

the first half of 2022.

Date Range Delayed (01/12/2021) - Alexion announced 

they anticipate top-line results for their Phase III study of 

Ultomiris for the treatment of NMOSD in the second half of 

2022.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021
Allogene Therapeutics 

Inc.
ALLO ALLO-501A

Non-Hodgkin's Lymphoma 

(NHL)
I

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Pivotal Phase II Trial to Start

In the first half of 2021 additional data from the Phase I 

ALPHA study of ALLO-501 in relapsed/refractory non-

Hodgkin lymphoma (NHL) and initial data from the Phase I 

dose escalation ALPHA2 study of ALLO-501A are planned 

for presentation. Data from these trials are expected to 

support trial design for a potentially pivotal Phase II trial 

planned for initiation in 2021.

Date Range Refined (01/12/2021) - Allogene Therapeutics 

plans to initiate a pivotal Phase II trial of ALLO-501A in the 

second half of 2021.

Now-06/30/2021
Allogene Therapeutics 

Inc.
ALLO ALLO-316 Renal Cell Cancer (RCC) IND

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation

Phase I TRAVERSE - Trial to 

Start

Allogene expects to submit an IND for ALLO-316 its first 

AlloCAR T candidate for the treatment of solid tumors by 

the end of 2020. A study in renal cell carcinoma is expected 

to initiate in 2021.

Date Range Refined (01/12/2021) - Allogene plans to 

initiate the Phase I TRAVERSE trial of ALLO-316 in renal cell 

carcinoma in the first half of 2021.

10/01/2021-03/31/2022 Allovir, Inc. ALVR ALVR106 Antiviral - Other Treatments IND
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results
Phase I/II - Top-Line Results

Allovir expects to have initial results from the Phase I/II trial 

of ALVR106 in 2021.

Date Range Delayed (01/11/2021) - AlloVir reported that 

ALVR IND was cleared in 2020 and the POC basket study of 

ALVR106 is expected to be initiated in 2021. As such we 

await an update on the disclosure of initial data in the time 

frame above.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021
Alnylam Pharmaceuticals 

Inc.
ALNY ALN-HBV02

Hepatitis B (HBV) Treatment 

(Antiviral)
II

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase II w/PEG-IFN-a - Top-

Line Results

Based on preliminary Phase II results Vir initiated a Phase II 

trial of VIR-2218 administered in combination with 

pegylated interferon alpha-2a an approved 

immunomodulatory agent. Initial clinical data are expected 

in 2021.

Date Range Refined (01/12/2021) - Vir Biotechnology 

expects to have data from the Phase II study of VIR-2218 in 

combination with PEG-IFN-a for HBV in the second half of 

2021.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021
Alnylam Pharmaceuticals 

Inc.
ALNY ALN-HBV02

Hepatitis B (HBV) Treatment 

(Antiviral)
II

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase II w/VIR-3434 to Start

Vir announced that a Phase II clinical trial of VIR-2218 in 

combination with VIR-3434 is expected in 2021.

Date Range Refined (01/12/2021) - Vir plans to initiate its 

Phase II study of VIR-3434 in combination with VIR-2218 for 

the treatment of HBV in the second half of 2021.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021 ALX Oncology, Inc. ALXO ALX148
Acute Myelogenous Leukemia 

(AML)
Preclinical

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation

Phase I ASPEN-05 - Trial to 

Start

ALX Oncology expects to initiate a Phase Ib/II trial of 

ALX148 in combination with standard of care agents for the 

first-line treatment of patients with AML in 2021.

Date Range Refined (01/11/2021) - ALX Oncology expects 

to initiate a Phase I clinical trial evaluating ALX148 in 

combination with azacitidine and venetoclax in acute 

myeloid leukemia (AML) (ASPEN-05)patients in the second 

half of 2021.

Now-06/30/2021 ALX Oncology, Inc. ALXO ALX148 Breast Cancer Preclinical
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase Ib - Trial to Start

Zymeworks and ALX Oncology announced they have 

entered into a clinical collaboration to evaluate the 

combination of Zymeworks’ zanidatamab (formerly ZW25) 

a HER2-targeted bispecific antibody and ALX148 a next-

generation CD47 blocker for the treatment of patients with 

advanced HER2-expressing breast cancer and other solid 

tumors. Zymeworks will conduct an open label multi-center 

Phase Ib study to assess the safety and efficacy of the 

combination of zanidatamab and ALX148 in a two-part 

study. The first part of the trial will evaluate the safety of 

the combination treatment. The second part of the trial will 

evaluate the safety tolerability and anti-tumor activity of 

the combination in separate cohorts of subjects with HER2-

positive breast cancer HER2-low breast cancer and non-

breast HER2-expressing solid tumors. As such we await an 

update on trial initiation in the time frame above.

Date Range Delayed (01/12/2021) - ALX Oncology 

announced that the Phase Ib clinical trial of ALX148 in 

combination with Zymeworks’ zanidatamab in patients with 

advanced HER2-expressing breast cancer and other solid 

tumors is expected to initiate in the first half of 2021.

03/01/2021-04/30/2021 Amarin Corporation plc AMRN Vascepa Cardiovascular Disease Approved
Regulatory - Approval 

Decision (Europe)
European Approval Decision

Amarin announced that the European Medicines Agency 

(EMA) has validated the marketing authorization 

application (MAA) seeking approval for icosapent ethyl 

(brand name Vascepa in the United States) as a treatment 

to reduce the risk of cardiovascular events in high-risk 

patients who have their cholesterol levels controlled with 

statin treatment but have elevated triglycerides 135 mg/dL 

or above and other cardiovascular risk factors. Based on an 

internal analysis of the centralized European approval 

procedure we estimate the European marketing 

authorization for this drug for this indication will be granted 

in approximately 11-17 months.

Date Range Refined (08/07/2020) - Amarin announced that 

continued to support review of VASCEPA by the European 

Medicines Agency in anticipation of expected approval of 

VASCEPA for commercial sale in Europe in early 2021 while 

advancing commercial plans for VASCEPA reimbursement 

and related commercial launch in Europe.New Information 

(01/12/2021) - Amarin announced that a CHMP opinion is 

expected by February 2021. European Community approval 

expected within 67 days thereafter therefore we look for an 

update in the time frame above.

Now-02/28/2021 Amarin Corporation plc AMRN Vascepa Cardiovascular Disease Approved
Regulatory - CHMP 

(European Panel) Results
CHMP Opinion

Amarin announced that the European Medicines Agency 

(EMA) has validated the marketing authorization 

application (MAA) seeking approval for icosapent ethyl 

(brand name Vascepa in the United States) as a treatment 

to reduce the risk of cardiovascular events in high-risk 

patients who have their cholesterol levels controlled with 

statin treatment but have elevated triglycerides 135 mg/dL 

or above and other cardiovascular risk factors. Based on an 

internal analysis of the centralized European approval 

procedure we estimate the European marketing 

authorization for this drug for this indication will be granted 

in approximately 11-17 months. As the approval decision is 

normally issued 67 days from adoption of a positive 

Committee for Medicinal Products for Human Use (CHMP) 

opinion we then estimate the CHMP opinion to occur 

between September 2020 and March 2021.

Date Range Expedited (01/12/2021) - Amarin announced 

that a CHMP opinion is expected by February 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 Amarin Corporation plc AMRN Vascepa Cardiovascular Disease Approved
Progress Update - 

Product Launch (Europe)
Product Launch (Europe)

Amarin announced that assuming EMA approval during the 

fourth quarter of 2020 the company plans the launch of 

Vascepa for the treatment of cardiovascular disease in 

Europe to occur in 2021.

New Information (01/12/2021) - Amarin announced that it 

anticipates launching in at least one country most like 

Germany in Europe by the end of 2021. Country-by-country 

launches expected to start in 2021.
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Now-06/30/2021 Amgen, Inc. AMGN AMG 510 Colorectal Cancer (CRC) I/II
Trial Data - Updated 

Results

Phase I/II - Updated Results 

(Phase II Portion)

Amgen's single-arm Phase II trials of AMG 510 in both non-

small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) and colorectal cancer (CRC) 

(also part of CodeBreaK 100) are now fully enrolled. The 

potentially registrational Phase II trial in NSCLC is on track 

for data readout later in 2020. The Phase II CRC trial is 

expected to have a data readout in 2021.

Date Range Refined (01/11/2021) - Amgen announced that 

Phase II colorectal cancer data of sotorasib is expected in 

the first half of 2021.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021 Amgen, Inc. AMGN MP0310 Solid Tumors I
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Combination Trial to Start

Molecular Partners announced that the company plans to 

initiate combination trials of MP0310 for the treatment of 

solid tumors in 2020.

Date Range Delayed (12/04/2020) - Molecular announced 

initiation of AMG 506 (MP0310) combination trials are 

expected in 2020 through 2021.Date Range Refined 

(01/14/2021) - Molecular Partners reported that Amgen 

plans to start combination trials of MP0310 (AMG 506) in 

the second half of 2021 after identifying ideal dosing 

regimen in the first half of 2021.

Now-03/31/2021 Amicus Therapeutics, Inc. FOLD AT-GTX-502
Neuronal Ceroid Lipofuscinosis 

(NCL)
I/II

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results
Phase I/IIa - Top-Line Results

Amicus Therapeutics announced that it expects to report 

initial data  on patients in its Phase I/IIa clinical trial of CLN3 

in 2020.

Date Range Refined (06/02/2020) - Amicus announced they 

plan to release initial CLN3 Phase I/II data later in 2020. 

Date Range Delayed (08/10/2020) - Amicus Therapeutics 

announced that initial data from the Phase I/II trial of CLN3 

study for juvenile neuronal ceroid lipofuscinosis is expected 

in early 2021.Date Range Refined (01/12/2021) - Amicus 

Therapeutics announced initial data from the CLN3 Batten 

disease Phase I/II study are expected in the first quarter of 

2021.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021 Amicus Therapeutics, Inc. FOLD AT-GAA Pompe Disease BLA
Regulatory - MAA 

Submission (Europe)
MAA Submission

Amicus announced the company plans to advance 

manufacturing to support a MAA submission of AT-GAA for 

Pompe disease in 2021.

Date Range Refined (01/12/2021) - Amicus Therapeutics 

announced that EU MAA filing expected in the second half 

of 2021.

04/01/2021-09/30/2021
Amneal Pharmaceuticals, 

Inc.
AMRX

Biosimilar Bevacizumab 

(Amneal)
Colorectal Cancer (CRC)

Development 

Outside U.S.

Regulatory - Biosimilar 

351(k) Filing
Biosimilar 351(k) Filing

At the 37th Annual J.P. Morgan Healthcare Investor 

Conference in January 2019 Amneal announced that it plans 

to submit a biosimilar 351(k) application for the drug 

Avastin (bevacizumab) in the first half of 2020.

Date Range Delayed (06/19/2020) - We await an update. 

Date Range Delayed (07/20/2020) - Amneal 

Pharmaceuticals has not provided additional timing 

guidance on its plans to submit a biosimilar 351(k) 

application for the drug Avastin (bevacizumab). We await 

an update through 2020.Date Range Delayed (12/02/2020) - 

We continue to await an update from the company.Date 

Range Delayed (01/13/2021) - Amneal anticipates 

submitting a biosimilar filing for regulatory approval for 

their biosimilar bavacizumab in mid-2021.

Now-03/31/2021 AnaptysBio, Inc. ANAB ANB032 Inflammatory Disorders Preclinical
Regulatory - Progress 

Update
CTA Filing

AnaptysBio announced that an Investigational New Drug 

(IND) for ANB032 is expected to be filed in the second half 

of 2020.

Date Range Delayed (12/15/2020) - We await an update on 

the Investigational New Drug (IND) for ANB032 through 

January 2021.Date Range Delayed (01/14/2021) - 

AnaptysBio announced that an Investigational New Drug 

(IND) application equivalent for ANB032 is expected to be 

filed in the first quarter of 2021.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021 Aptinyx, Inc. APTX NYX-783
Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder 

(PTSD)
II

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase IIb - Trial to Start

Aptinyx announced that based on the results of Phase II 

study of NYX-783 in patients with post-traumatic stress 

disorder it expects to initiate a pivotal study in 2021.

Date Range Refined (01/14/2021) - Aptinyx NYX-783 

expects to initiate a pivotal Phase IIb study in patients with 

post-traumatic stress disorder in the second half of 2021.

04/01/2021-09/30/2021 Arch Oncology Inc. AO-176 Solid Tumors I
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase I/II (Monotherapy Arm) - 

Top-Line Results

Arch Oncology has generated clinical data on the safety and 

efficacy profile of AO-176 in patients with select solid 

tumors and plans to submit these data to a medical 

meeting in 2021.

Date Range Refined (01/14/2021) - Arch Oncology expects 

to have interim data from the monotherapy arm of the AO-

176-101 trial in solid tumors in mid-2021.

07/01/2022-12/31/2022
Arena Pharmaceuticals, 

Inc.
ARNA Etrasimod Ulcerative Colitis (UC) III

Regulatory - NDA/BLA 

Filing
NDA Filing

Arena lists the company expects to submit an NDA for 

etrasimod for the treatment of ulcerative colitis (UC) in 

2022.

Date Range Delayed (01/13/2021) - Arena Pharmaceuticals 

anticipates filing an NDA for Etrasimon in ulcerative colitis 

in the second half of 2022.

Now-06/30/2021 argenx N.V. ARGX Efgartigimod Myasthenia Gravis (MG) BLA
Regulatory - Meeting 

with FDA
Meeting with FDA

argenx announced plans to engage with the U.S. Food and 

Drug Administration (FDA) on potential bridging strategy for 

a 1000mg subcutaneous (SC) efgartigimod in Myasthenia 

Gravis during 2020.

Date Range Refined (08/17/2020) - argenx announced that 

it plans to meet with FDA to discuss bridging strategy for 

subcutaneous (SC) efgartigimod in fourth quarter of 

2020.Date Range Delayed (12/18/2020) - argenx has yet to 

provide an update on its meeting with the FDA to discuss 

the strategy of subcutaneous efgartigimod. As such we 

await an update through the time frame above.Date Range 

Delayed (01/12/2021) - Zai Labs anticipates regulatory 

discussions of efgartigimod for gMG in the first half of 2021.

01/01/2022-12/31/2022 AstraZeneca PLC AZN Savolitinib
Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer 

(NSCLC)
II

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase II SAVANNAH - Top-Line 

Results

Chi-Med announced the primary data completion for the 

SAVANNAH Phase II study of savolitinib is anticipated in 

2021.

Date Range Expedited (01/15/2020) - Hutchison 

MediPharma announced that they expect interim data from 

the Phase II SAVANNAH trial evaluating savolitinib with 

tagrisso late in the second quarter of 2020.Date Range 

Delayed (04/30/2020) - AstraZeneca announced they 

anticipate data from their Phase II SAVANNAH study for 

savolitinib in NSCLC in 2021. Date Range Delayed 

(01/11/2021) - AstraZeneca announced that they expect 

data from their Phase II SAVANNAH study in 2022.

10/01/2021-03/31/2022
Atara Biotherapeutics, 

Inc.
ATRA ATA3219 Hematologic Cancer I Regulatory - IND Filing IND Filing

Atara Biotherapeutics has initiated IND-enabling studies for 

ATA3219 and anticipates filing an IND in 2021.

Date Range Delayed (01/13/2021) - Atara announced it 

expects to file the IND in Q4 2021 - Q12022. 

Now-02/28/2021
Atara Biotherapeutics, 

Inc.
ATRA Tabelecleucel Hematologic Cancer III

Regulatory - Rolling 

NDA/BLA Initiation
Rolling BLA Initiation

Atara Biotherapeutics announced the Company plans to 

initiate a tab-cel biologics license application (BLA) 

submission for patients with EBV+ PTLD in the second half 

of 2020.

Date Range Refined (12/07/2020) - Atara remains on track 

to initiate a BLA submission for patients with EBV+ PTLD by 

the end of 2020. The Company will continue engaging with 

the FDA as part of its rolling BLA and BTD status and 

expects to finalize the BLA submission in the third quarter 

of 2021.Date Range Delayed (12/18/2020) - Atara 

Biotherapeutics has not provided an update regarding the 

status of their BLA submission. As such we await an update 

in the time frame above.Date Range Delayed (01/04/2021) - 

Atara Biotherapeutics noted that it has not yet initiated the 

Biologics License Application (BLA) submission for tab-cel 

(tabelecleucel) currently in Phase III development for 

Epstein-Barr virus-positive post-transplant 

lymphoproliferative disease (EBV+ PTLD). The Company 

remains on track to complete the BLA filing in Q3 2021 

based on several key points of agreement with FDA as 

previously announced. To initiate the BLA Atara is awaiting 

a procedural decision from the FDA related to how the 

historical non-pivotal data should be presented in the BLA 

submission. We await an update through February 

2021.Date Range Delayed (01/13/2021) - Atara announced 

that the company has not yet initiated the rolling BLA but 

has been in discussions with the FDA and is on track to 

complete the filing by Q3 2021. 

Now-06/30/2021
Atea Pharmaceuticals, 

Inc.
AVIR AT-527 COVID-19 Treatment II

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation

Phase III (Outpatient) - Trial 

Initiation

Atea plans to initiate a Phase III trial of AT-527 in the 

outpatient setting for mild to moderate COVID-19 in the 

first half of 2021.

Date Range Expedited (10/22/2020) - Atea Pharmaceuticals 

announced that the company has entered into an 

agreement with Roche for the exclusive rights to research 

develop and distribute AT-527 for COVID-19 in territories 

outside of the United States. A Phase III clinical trial 

expected to start in first quarter 2021 will explore the 

potential use in patients outside of the hospital setting.Date 

Range Delayed (01/11/2021) - Atea expects to initiate its 

Phase III registrational study of AT-527 in the first half of 

2021.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021
Atea Pharmaceuticals, 

Inc.
AVIR AT-752

Dengue Fever - Vaccines and 

Treatments
Preclinical

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase Ib - Trial Initiation

Atea expects to initiate the Phase II trial of AT-752 in adult 

subjects with dengue in the first half of 2021.

Date Range Delayed (01/11/2021) - Atea now expects to 

run a Phase Ib study of AT-752 for dengue fever in South 

East Asia in the second half of 2021.
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10/01/2021-03/31/2022
Atea Pharmaceuticals, 

Inc.
AVIR AT-752

Dengue Fever - Vaccines and 

Treatments
Preclinical

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results
Phase Ib - Top-Line Results

Atea expects to have data from the Phase II trial of AT-752 

in the second half of 2021.

Date Range Delayed (01/11/2021) - Atea now expects to 

run a Phase Ib study of AT-752 for dengue fever in South 

East Asia in the second half of 2021. We expect results to 

be delayed through the first quarter of 2022.

03/01/2021-03/31/2021 AtriCure, Inc. ATRC
Lariat Suture Delivery 

Device
Atrial Fibrillation/Flutter IDE

Trial Announcement - 

Trial Completion

aMAZE - Final Patient Follow-

Up

AtriCure anticipates final patient follow-up for the aMAZE 

trial evaluating the LARIAT Suture Delivery Device for left 

atrial appendage adjunctive to Pulmonary Vein Isolation 

(PVI) catheter ablation for the treatment of persistent and 

long-standing persistent atrial fibrillation in 2021.

Date Range Expedited (01/11/2021) - AtriCure anticipates 

final patient follow-up for the aMAZE trial in March 2021. 

07/01/2021-12/31/2021 AtriCure, Inc. ATRC
Lariat Suture Delivery 

Device
Atrial Fibrillation/Flutter IDE Regulatory - PMA Filing PMA Submission

AtriCure anticipates the final Pre-Market Approval (PMA) 

submission of Lariat Suture Delivery Device for the 

treatment of atrial fibrillation later in 2021.

Date Range Delayed (01/16/2020) - AtriCure announced 

that the company expects Pre-Market Approval (PMA) 

submission of Lariat Suture Delivery Device for the 

treatment of atrial fibrillation in 2022Date Range Expedited 

(01/11/2021) - AtriCure announced that the company 

intends to file for PMA approval in the second half of 2021. 

Now-12/31/2021 AtriCure, Inc. ATRC
EPi-Sense Coagulation 

Device
Atrial Fibrillation/Flutter PMA

Regulatory - PMA 

Approval Decision

EPi-Sense Afib PMA 

Supplemental Approval

AtriCure announced it has completed enrollment of the full 

cohort of 153 patients in the CONVERGE IDE clinical trial. 

The CONVERGE study’s primary efficacy endpoint is for 

enrolled patients to be atrial fibrillation atrial tachycardia 

and atrial flutter free absent class I and III anti-arrhythmic 

drugs (AADs) except for a previously failed or intolerant 

class I or III anti-arrhythmic drugs with no increase in 

dosage following the 3-month blanking period through the 

12 months’ post procedure follow-up visit. The last patient 

follow-up is expected to be sometime in the third quarter of 

2019 after which the company will submit final 

documentation to the Food and Drug Administration and 

seek a pre-market approval (PMA). We await an update on 

the PMA approval decision in the time frame above.

Date Range Delayed (01/16/2020) - AtriCure announced 

that the company has submitted the final PMA module for 

its premarket approval application of the EPi-Sense 

Coagulation device for the treatment of atrial fibrillation to 

the FDA. As such we await an update on PMA approval 

decision in the time frame above.Date Range Delayed 

(12/16/2020) - AtriCure announced the last pre-market 

approval (PMA) module was submitted in December 2019. 

Throughout 2020 they have conducted several meetings 

with FDA as they review the PMA submission and they 

continue to actively work with FDA to complete the 

regulatory process. Recently they submitted responses to 

FDA seeking PMA approval of the EpiSense system for an 

indication for treatment of symptomatic drug-refractory 

long standing persistent atrial fibrillation when augmented 

with an endocardial ablation catheter. AtriCure is currently 

waiting for feedback from FDA. We await an update on 

approval through the time frame above.Date Range 

Delayed (01/11/2021) - Atricure announced that the 

company has had positive interaction with the FDA on the 

submission for EPi-Sense and expects to receive approval in 

2021. 

Now-06/30/2021 Autolus Therapeutics plc AUTL AUTO7 Prostate Cancer Preclinical
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase I - Trial to Start

Autolus announced they plan to progress the solid tumor 

program  AUTO7 in prostate cancer into the clinic in 2021.

Date Range Refined (01/13/2021) - Autolus announced they 

plan to progress the solid tumor program AUTO7 in prostate 

cancer into the clinic in the first half of 2021.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021
AVEO Pharmaceuticals, 

Inc.
AVEO Tivopath (Oncology)

Hepatocellular (Liver) Cancer 

(HCC) (Including Secondary 

Metastases)

I/II

Trial Announcement - 

Patient Enrollment 

Completed

Phase I/II DEDUCTIVE - 

Enrollment Complete

AVEO expects to complete enrollment in the Phase II 

portion of the Phase Ib/II DEDUCTIVE clinical trial of 

tivozanib in combination with Imfinzi in 2021.

Date Range Refined (01/13/2021) - AVEO expects to 

complete enrollment in the Phase II portion of the Phase 

Ib/II DEDUCTIVE clinical trial of tivozanib in combination 

with Imfinzi in the second half of 2021.

04/01/2021-06/30/2021 Axcella Health, Inc. AXLA AXA1665 Hepatic Encephalopathy (HE) IND
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase II - Trial to Start

Axcella anticipates to launch a Phase IIb/III clinical trial of 

AXA1665 for the treatment of HE in the second half of 

2020.

Date Range Delayed (08/07/2020) - Axcella plans to initiate 

a Phase II clinical trial of AXA1665 under IND in the first half 

of 2021.Date Range Refined (01/12/2021) - Axcella 

announced that the company plans to initiate a Phase II 

clinical trial of AXA1665 in the second quarter of 2021.

04/01/2021-06/30/2021 Axcella Health, Inc. AXLA AXA1125
Non-Alcoholic Steatohepatitis 

(NASH)
I

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase IIb Adult - Trial to Start

Axcella Health lists that a Phase IIb study of AXA1125 for 

the treatment of adults with NASH is anticipated to start in 

the first half of 2021.

Date Range Refined (01/12/2021) - Axcella announced that 

the Phase IIb trial of AXA1125 for the treatment of adults 

with NASH is expected to be initiated in the second quarter 

of 2021. 

07/01/2022-12/31/2022
Basilea Pharmaceutica 

Ltd.
BSLN Zeftera

Septicemia or Bacteremia 

(Antibacterial, including 

Endocarditis)

III
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase III ERADICATE - Top-

Line Results

Basilea announced that ERADICATE which compares 

ceftobiprole to daptomycin with or without aztreonam in 

the treatment of patients with Staphylococcus aureus 

bacteremia (SAB) is ongoing and topline results are 

expected in the second half of 2021.

New Information (01/11/2021) - Basilea announced that 

ERADICATE which compares ceftobiprole to daptomycin 

with or without aztreonam in the treatment of patients 

with Staphylococcus aureus bacteremia (SAB) is ongoing 

and topline results are expected in the second half of 2022.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021
Bausch Health 

Companies Inc.
BHC Rifaximin SSD Sickle Cell Anemia Preclinical

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase II/III - Trial to Start

Bausch announced the first application of rifaximin soluble 

solid dispersion (SSD) for immediate release (IR) will be in 

sickle cell anemia with clinical trials expected to commence 

late 2020 or early 2021.

Date Range Delayed (01/13/2021) - Bausch Health expects 

to initiate the Phase II trial for rifaximin life cycle programs 

including sickle cell in the second half of 2021. 

04/01/2021-09/30/2021 Bayer AG BAYN Nubeqa Prostate Cancer Approved
Trial Announcement - 

Trial Completion
Phase III - Trial Completion

Orion expects the trial completion of the Phase III ARASENS 

study evaluating Nubeqa in prostate cancer patients in 

2021.

Date Range Refined (01/13/2021) - Bayer announced that 

the company expects to complete the Phase III ARASENS 

study of Nubeqa for the treatment of prostate cancer in 

mid-2021.

Now-12/31/2021 BeiGene, Ltd. BGNE Brukinsa

Waldenstrom 

Macroglobulinemia (WM) / 

Lymphoplasmacytic Lymphoma 

(LPL) - NHL

III
Regulatory - sNDA/sBLA 

Filing
sNDA Filing

BeiGene expects  to submit an NDA in the United States for 

zanubrutinib in patients with WM in 2019.

Date Range Refined (07/23/2018) - BeiGene announced 

that its investigational BTK inhibitor zanubrutinib has been 

granted Fast Track designation by the U.S. Food and Drug 

Administration (FDA) for the treatment of patients with 

Waldenström macroglobulinemia (WM). Based on 

BeiGene’s discussions with the FDA internal review of 

available data from its global Phase I trial of zanubrutinib in 

patients with WM and supported by the Fast Track 

Designation BeiGene is preparing to submit in the first half 

of 2019 a New Drug Application (NDA) to pursue an 

accelerated approval of zanubrutinib for patients with WM 

based on results from the global Phase I study. Date Range 

Delayed (06/24/2019) - BeiGene announced that the 

company plans to submit its first NDA in the U.S. for 

zanubrutinib in 2019 or early 2020.Date Range Delayed 

(04/30/2020) - We await an update.Date Range Delayed 

(06/27/2020) - BeiGene has not provided an update on the 

sNDA Filing for zanubrutinib. As such we continue to await 

an update in the time frame above.Date Range Delayed 

(07/10/2020) - BeiGene expects a potential NDA filing for 

Brukinsa for WM in the next 18 months.Date Range Refined 

(01/14/2021) - BeiGene expects to file a supplemental NDA 

for Brukinsa for the treatment of WM in 2021.

01/01/2022-04/30/2022 BeyondSpring Inc. BYSI Plinabulin
Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer 

(NSCLC)
III

Regulatory - NDA/BLA 

Filing
NDA Filing

Plinabulin is BeyondSpring’s lead clinical asset currently in 

global registrational studies for the prevention of CIN and 

treatment of NSCLC. BeyondSpring plans to submit the first 

of these to the China Food and Drug Administration (CFDA) 

in the fourth quarter of 2018 or early 2019 for a CIN 

indication and in the first half of 2019 for an indication in 

NSCLC subject to positive results from its ongoing late-stage 

studies. The U.S. NDA is planned for submission in 2019 for 

the CIN indication and in 2020 for NSCLC.

Date Range Delayed (12/18/2019) - BeyondSpring 

announced that an NDA submission to the US FDA for 

plinabulin for NSCLC is anticipated in the first half of 

2021.Date Range Delayed (01/14/2021) - BeyondSpring 

expects to file an NDA submission to the US FDA for 

plinabulin for NSCLC in early 2022.

Now-06/30/2021 BeyondSpring Inc. BYSI Plinabulin
Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer 

(NSCLC)
III Trial Data - Final Results

Phase III DUBLIN-3 - Final 

Results

BeyondSpring announced that a final data readout for the 

Phase III Study 103 of plinabulin in NSCLC is anticipated in 

the second half of 2020.

Date Range Delayed (12/24/2020) - We await an update 

regarding trial data in the time frame above.Date Range 

Delayed (01/14/2021) - BeyondSpring expects a final data 

readout for the Phase III Study 103 of plinabulin in NSCLC in 

the first half of 2021.
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04/01/2021-06/30/2021
BioCryst 

Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
BCRX Orladeyo Hereditary Angioedema (HAE) Approved

Progress Update - 

Product Launch (Japan)
Product Launch (Japan)

BioCryst Pharmaceuticals announced that it expects to 

launch oral berotralstat the prevention of hereditary 

angioedema (HAE) attacks in Japan in the second half of 

2020.

Date Range Delayed (10/22/2020) - In Japan ORLADEYO is 

being reviewed under Sakigake designation. The 

Pharmaceutical and Medical Devices Agency (PMDA) has 

confirmed their regulatory review schedule and the 

company expects an approval decision in December 2020. 

As such we await the Japanese launch of this product in the 

time frame above.Date Range Refined (01/13/2021) - 

BioCryst Pharmaceuticals announced that it expects to 

launch Orladeyo for the prevention of hereditary 

angioedema (HAE) attacks in Japan in the second quarter of 

2021.

Now-01/31/2021
BioCryst 

Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
BCRX Orladeyo Hereditary Angioedema (HAE) Approved

Regulatory - Approval 

Decision (Japan)
Japanese Approval Decision

BioCryst Pharmaceuticals announced that it has submitted 

a new drug application (JNDA) to the Japanese 

Pharmaceuticals and Medical Devices Agency (PMDA) for 

approval of oral once daily berotralstat for the prophylactic 

treatment of hereditary angioedema (HAE). BioCryst 

expects potential Japanese approval in the second half of 

2020.

Date Range Refined (11/19/2020) - In Japan ORLADEYO is 

being reviewed under Sakigake designation. The 

Pharmaceutical and Medical Devices Agency (PMDA) has 

confirmed their regulatory review schedule and BioCryst 

expects a decision on approval in December 2020.Date 

Range Delayed (12/24/2020) - We expect an update 

regarding the approval of ORLADEYO in Japan in the time 

frame above.Date Range Refined (01/13/2021) - BioCryst 

Pharmaceuticals announced that the approval decision 

from the Japanese Pharmaceuticals and Medical Devices 

Agency (PMDA) for Orladeyo for the prophylactic treatment 

of hereditary angioedema (HAE) is expected in January 

2021.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021 Biogen, Inc. BIIB BIIB078
Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis 

(ALS)
I

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results
Phase I - Top-Line Results 

Biogen expects data from the Phase I study of BIIB078 for 

the treatment of ALS in 2021.

Date Range Refined (01/12/2021) - Biogen expects data 

from the Phase I study of BIIB078 for the treatment of ALS 

in the second half of 2021.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021 Biogen, Inc. BIIB IONIS-SOD1Rx
Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis 

(ALS)
III

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase III ATLAS - Trial to Start

Biogen announced they are planning to evaluate tofersen 

(BIIB067) when given prior to the onset of clinical 

symptoms in ALS. The study is anticipated to initiate in 

2021.

Date Range Refined (01/12/2021) - Ionis Pharmaceuticals 

announced that the company anticipates initiating the 

Phase III ATLAS clinicals study of tofersen in 

presymptomatic SOD-1-ALS patients in the second half of 

2021.

10/01/2021-12/31/2021
BioMarin Pharmaceutical 

Inc.
BMRN Vosoritide Achondroplasia NDA

Progress Update - 

Product Launch (U.S.)
Product Launch (U.S.)

BioMarin Pharmaceutical announced that they expect to 

launch vosoritide for the treatment of achondroplasia in 

2021 pending submission of global marketing applications 

in 2020.

Date Range Refined (01/11/2021) - BioMarin 

Pharmaceutical announced that they expect to launch 

vosoritide for the treatment of achondroplasia in the fourth 

quarter of 2021.

10/01/2021-12/31/2021
BioMarin Pharmaceutical 

Inc.
BMRN Vosoritide Achondroplasia NDA

Progress Update - 

Product Launch (Europe)
Product Launch (Europe)

BioMarin Pharmaceutical announced that they expect to 

launch vosoritide for the treatment of achondroplasia in 

2021 pending submission of global marketing applications 

in 2020.

Date Range Refined (01/11/2021) - BioMarin 

Pharmaceutical announced that they expect to launch 

vosoritide for the treatment of achondroplasia in the fourth 

quarter of 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 BioNTech SE BNTX BNT111 Melanoma
Development 

Outside U.S.

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation

Registrational Phase III - Trial 

Initiation

BioNTech expects to initiate a registrational Phase III trial of 

BNT111 in metastatic melanoma patients in the second half 

of 2020.

Date Range Delayed (12/28/2020) - As such we await an 

update.Date Range Delayed (01/11/2021) - BioNTech 

expects to progress BNT111 into randomized Phase II trial 

in 2021. As such we await further guidance on registrational 

Phase III studies through the rest of 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 BioNTech SE BNTX BNT211 Solid Tumors Preclinical
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase I/II -  Trial to Start

BioNTech intends to initiate a first-in-human Phase I/II 

clinical trial for BNT211 in 2020 in solid tumors including 

ovarian testicular uterine and lung cancer.

Date Range Refined (01/15/2020) - BioNTech announced 

that the company plans to start a Phase I/II clinical trial of 

BNT211 for the treatment of solid tumors during the first 

half of 2020.Date Range Delayed (05/12/2020) - BioNTech 

announced that they expect initiation of a Phase I/IIa trial 

evaluating BNT211 in the treatment of multiple solid 

tumors (CLDN6)  in the second half of 2020.Date Range 

Delayed (12/28/2020) - As such we await an update.Date 

Range Delayed (01/11/2021) - BioNTech announced that 

they expect initiation of a Phase I/IIa trial evaluating 

BNT211 in the treatment of multiple solid tumors (CLDN6) 

in 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 BioNTech SE BNTX BNT141 Solid Tumors Preclinical
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase I - Trial Initiation

BioNTech announced that the company expects to begin a 

Phase I clinical trial of BNT141 in the second half of 2020.

Date Range Delayed (12/28/2020) - As such we await an 

update.Date Range Delayed (01/11/2021) - BioNTech 

announced that the company expects to begin a Phase I 

first in human clinical trial of BNT141 in 2021.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021 BioXcel Therapeutics, Inc. BTAI BXCL501 Dementia I/II
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation

Late-Stage Clinical Study to 

Start

BioXcel Therapeutics announced that BXCL501 the 

Company’s proprietary orally dissolving thin film 

formulation of dexmedetomidine met the primary and 

secondary endpoints of the TRANQUILITY trial at the 60 

mcg dose level. From the results the company plans to 

advance BXCL501 into a late-stage study later in 2021 

following dialogue with the FDA.

Date Range Refined (01/14/2021) - Bioxcel announced they 

plan to initiate registrational studies for BXCL501 for 

dementia in the second half of 2021. 

Now-03/31/2021 BioXcel Therapeutics, Inc. BTAI BXCL501 Schizophrenia NDA
Regulatory - Rolling 

NDA/BLA Completion
Rolling NDA Completed

BioXcel announced the company expects a BXCL501 NDA 

filing to the FDA in sometime in 2020.

New Information (12/04/2020) - BioXcel announced that 

the FDA agreed to a rolling review of the NDA for BXCL501 

for the acute treatment of agitation in patients with 

schizophrenia and bipolar disorders allowing the Company 

to submit completed sections of the application early. BTI 

has already submitted part of the NDA to the FDA which 

included non-clinical and product brand name content with 

plans to submit the complete application in the first quarter 

of 2021.Date Range Refined (01/14/2021) - Bioxcel 

announced they plan to complete their NDA submission in 

the first quarter of 2021. 

10/01/2021-03/31/2022 BridgeBio Pharma, Inc. BBIO BBP-631
Congenital Adrenal Hyperplasia 

(CAH)
Preclinical

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase I/II First-in-Human - Top-

Line Results

BridgeBio Pharma announced that IND enabling studies for 

BBP-631 are proceeding and the Company remains on track 

to initiate a first in human Phase I/II study and report initial 

data in 2021.

Date Range Delayed (01/11/2021) - BridgeBio expects 

Phase I data from its Phase I study of BBP-631 in congenital 

adrenal hyperplasia in either the fourth quarter of 2021 or 

the first quarter of 2022.

09/01/2021-04/30/2022 BridgeBio Pharma, Inc. BBIO PTR-01 Epidermolysis Bullosa I/II
Trial Data - Updated 

Results
Phase I/II 001 - Updated Data

BrdigeBio Pharma announced that it expects updated data 

from the Phase I/II clinical trial of BBP-589 for the 

treatment of recessive dystrophic epidermolysis bullosa in 

2021.

Date Range Delayed (01/11/2021) - BridgeBio Pharma 

expects data from its Phase II study of its COL7 replacement 

for RDEB in late 2021 or early 2022.

07/01/2021-09/30/2021 BridgeBio Pharma, Inc. BBIO Encaleret Hypoparathyroidism II
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results
Phase IIb - Top-Line Results

BridgeBio Pharma completed the submission of an 

Investigational New Drug (IND) application to the US Food 

and Drug Administration in late 2019 to support initial 

development of encaleret. Data of the Phase IIb study of 

encaleret in ADH1 is expected in 2021.

Date Range Refined (01/11/2021) - BridgeBio Pharma 

expects data from the Phase IIb study of encaleret in ADH1 

in the third quarter of 2021.

01/01/2022-12/31/2022
Bristol Myers Squibb 

Company
BMY BMS-986177 Ischemic Stroke II

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase II - AXIOMATIC-SSP - 

Top-Line Results

Bristol-Myers Squibb expects data of the Phase II 

AXIOMATIC-SSP trial of BMS-986177 for secondary stroke 

prevention in 2021.

Date Range Delayed (01/11/2021) - Bristol-Myers Squibb 

expects data of the Phase II AXIOMATIC-SSP trial in 2022.

Now-12/31/2021
Bristol Myers Squibb 

Company
BMY BMS-986165 Psoriasis III

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation

Phase III IM011-065 - Trial to 

Start (China)

Bristol-Myers Squibb announced they anticipate the 

initiation of their Phase III IM011-065 study in China in 

2022.

Date Range Expedited (01/11/2021) - Bristol-Myers Squibb 

announced they expect the initiation of a Phase III study of 

BMS-986165 for PsA to initiate in 2021.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021
Bristol Myers Squibb 

Company
BMY BMS-986165 Ulcerative Colitis (UC) II

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase II - LATTICE-UC - Top-

Line Results

Bristol-Myers Squibb expects data of the Phase II LATTICE-

UC trial of BMS-986165 for the treatment of ulcerative 

colitis (UC) in 2021.

Date Range Refined (01/11/2021) - Bristol Myers Squibb 

announced the Phase II proof of concept data is expected in 

the second half of 2021.

04/01/2021-06/30/2021 Byondis B.V. SYD985 Breast Cancer III
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase III TULIP - Top-Line 

Results

In the second half of 2020 Byondis is expecting results from 

its pivotal TULIP Phase III trial comparing SYD985 to 

physician's choice treatment in patients with HER2-positive 

unresectable locally advanced or metastatic breast cancer.

Date Range Delayed (01/01/2021) - We await an update in 

the time frame above.Date Range Delayed (01/14/2021) - 

Byondis expects to see progression-free survival data from 

the Phase III TULIP study of SYD985 in the second quarter of 

2021.

Now-03/31/2021 Byondis B.V. SYD985 Breast Cancer III
Regulatory - Rolling 

NDA/BLA Initiation
Rolling BLA Initiation

In the second half of 2020 Byondis is expecting results from 

its pivotal TULIP Phase III trial comparing SYD985 to 

physician's choice treatment in patients with HER2-positive 

unresectable locally advanced or metastatic breast cancer. 

Submission of a Biological License Application is scheduled 

before the end of 2020.

Date Range Delayed (12/31/2020) - We await an 

update.New Information (01/14/2021) - Byondis expects to 

initiate the rolling BLA in the first quarter of 2021 with the 

CMC and non-clinical sections and finish with the clinical 

sections in the third quarter of 2021.
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Now-06/30/2021 Cabaletta Bio, Inc. CABA DSG3-CAART Pemphigus Vulgaris I
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase I DesCAARTes - Top-

Line Results

Cabaletta Bio is preparing to initiate the DesCAARTes trial 

to generate and then report acute safety data from the first 

cohort of patients by the end of 2020.

Date Range Delayed (12/22/2020) - Cabaletta Bio has not 

provided an update. As such we await an update in the time 

frame above.Date Range Delayed (01/14/2021) - Cabaletta 

expects to announce top-line data from the Phase I 

DesCAARTes trial in the first half of 2021.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021 Cara Therapeutics, Inc. CARA Korsuva Pruritus NDA
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation

Phase III Oral Korsuva - Trial to 

Start

Cara Therapeutics announced a Phase III trial of Oral 

Korsuva for the treatment of CKD-associated pruritus is 

expected to initiate next year.

Date Range Refined (01/15/2020) - Cara announced they 

anticipate the initiation of the Phase III trial of Oral Korsuva 

for the treatment of CKD-associated pruritus in the second 

half of 2020. Date Range Refined (08/10/2020) - Cara plans 

to conduct an End of Phase II Meeting with the FDA for oral 

Korsuva in the first quarter of 2021. In advance of that 

meeting the Company intends to initiate the safety portion 

of the Phase III program in the fourth quarter of 2020.Date 

Range Delayed (01/05/2021) - Cara has not provided an 

update we look for an update on the trial initiation through 

mid-2021. Date Range Delayed (01/13/2021) - Cara 

Therapeutics announced that it anticipates initiating the 

Phase III CKD-aP (Stage III-V CKD) program in the second 

half of 2021. 

07/01/2021-12/31/2021 Cara Therapeutics, Inc. CARA Korsuva Pruritus NDA
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase II - Top-Line Results 

(PBC)

Cara Therapeutics aims to have top-line data from the 

ongoing Phase II trial of oral KORSUVA for the treatment of 

pruritus in patients with hepatic impairment due to PBC in 

2020.

Date Range Refined (01/15/2020) - Cara announced they 

expect top-line results for the Phase II trial of oral Korsuva 

for the treatment of pruritus in patients with hepatic 

impairment due to PBC in the second half of 2020. Date 

Range Delayed (08/10/2020) - Cara is conducting a Phase II 

trial of Oral KORSUVA for the treatment of pruritus in 

patients with hepatic impairment due to PBC. The trial is 

evaluating the safety and efficacy of Oral KORSUVA (1.0 mg 

tablet twice daily) versus placebo for 16 weeks. The 

Company continues to screen patients and aims to have top-

line data in the first half of 2021 due in part to delays 

related to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic.Date Range 

Delayed (01/13/2021) - Cara Therapeutics announced that 

it expects to have data from the Phase II Chronic Liver 

Disease trial in the second half of 2021. 

04/01/2021-09/30/2021
Censa Pharmaceuticals 

Inc.
PTC-923 Phenylketonuria (PKU) II

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase III Trial to initiate

PTC Therapeutics announced that the Phase III study of 

PTC923 for patients with phenylketonuria (PKU) is expected 

to initiate in 2021.

Date Range Refined (11/02/2020) - PTC Therapeutics 

announced that the Phase III study of PTC923 for patients 

with phenylketonuria (PKU) is expected to initiate in first 

quarter of 2021.Date Range Delayed (01/11/2021) - PTC 

announced they plan to initiate the Phase III APHENITY trial 

a global registrationaltrial of PTC923 for Phenylketonuria in 

mid-2021.

Now-12/31/2022
Centrexion Therapeutics 

Corporation
CNTX CNTX-6016 Pain Indications I

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase I MAD - Trial Initiation

Centrexion plans to initiate a Phase I MAD clinical trial with 

CNTX-6016 in the first half of 2020.

Date Range Delayed (06/22/2020) - There has been no 

update to the MAD trial of CNTX-6016. We await an 

update.Date Range Delayed (09/21/2020) - Centrexion has 

not provided any update to the MAD trial of CNTX-6016. 

We still await an update.Date Range Delayed (11/25/2020) - 

Centrexion has not provided any update to the trial of CNTX-

6016. We still await an update.Date Range Delayed 

(01/12/2021) - Evotec announced that the trial with 

Boehringer Ingelheim/Centrexion in oncology and pain 

indications are expected to initiate in the next 12-24 

months.

07/01/2021-06/30/2022 Clovis Oncology, Inc. CLVS Rubraca Solid Tumors II
Regulatory - sNDA/sBLA 

Filing
sNDA Filing - HRR

The Phase II LODESTAR tumor-agnostic basket study to 

evaluate rucaparib in HRR genes across tumor types was 

initiated in Q4 2019. The study is evaluating rucaparib as 

monotherapy treatment in patients with recurrent solid 

tumors associated with a deleterious HRR gene mutation. 

This is a potentially registration-enabling study for a 

targeted gene-and tumor-agnostic label with a potential 

sNDA filing in 2021.

Date Range Delayed (01/12/2021) - Clovis reported that the 

Phase II LODESTAR tumor-agnostic study of Rubraca may be 

registration-enabling with potential regulatory filing in the 

second half of 2021 to first half of 2022 pending data 

readout.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021 Coherus BioSciences, Inc. CHRS IBI305
Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer 

(NSCLC)

Approved in other 

than U.S./E.U.

Regulatory - Biosimilar 

351(k) Filing
Biosimilar 351(k) BLA Filing

Coherus BioSciences plans to file a Biologics License 

Application (BLA) for Innovent’s biosimilar candidate to 

Avastin with the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in 

late 2020 or early 2021 depending on FDA interaction 

timing and to launch directly upon approval.

Date Range Delayed (09/04/2020) - Coherus announced the 

company plans to advance the Company’s biosimilar 

candidate to Avastin (bevacizumab) in-licensed from 

Innovent toward an expected 351(k) BLA submission with 

the U.S. FDA in 2021 depending on the outcome and the 

timing of required interactions with the FDA in completing a 

three-way pharmacokinetic (PK) study as well as completing 

additional analytical similarity exercises.Date Range Refined 

(01/11/2021) - Coherus BioSciences BLA filing for the 

Avastin biosimilar is projected in the second half of 2021.

04/01/2021-09/30/2021
Crinetics 

Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
CRNX CRN04777

Hyperinsulinemia/Hypoglycemi

a
Preclinical

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase I - Top-Line Results 

(SAD Data)

Crinetics announced first-in-human enabling activities are 

ongoing for both the oral nonpeptide ACTH antagonist for 

the treatment of Cushing’s disease and congenital adrenal 

hyperplasia and the oral nonpeptide sst5 agonist for the 

treatment of hyperinsulinism. The start of Phase I clinical 

trials is planned for late 2020 or early 2021 and if successful 

the company anticipates PK/PD data from these human 

proof-of-concept studies in the first half of 2021.

Date Range Delayed (01/13/2021) - Crinetics announed 

that SAD data from the Phase I SAD/MAD study of 

CRN04777 is expected in mid-2021.

Now-02/28/2021
Crinetics 

Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
CRNX CRN04777

Hyperinsulinemia/Hypoglycemi

a
Preclinical

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase I - Trial to Start

Crinetics announced that their sst5 agonist lead compound 

is now in preclinical development. The Company expects to 

advance this program to Phase I trials by year-end 2020.

Date Range Delayed (04/07/2020) - Crinetics announced 

first-in-human enabling activities are ongoing for both the 

oral nonpeptide ACTH antagonist for the treatment of 

Cushing’s disease and congenital adrenal hyperplasia and 

the oral nonpeptide sst5 agonist for the treatment of 

hyperinsulinism. The start of Phase I clinical trials is planned 

for late 2020 or early 2021.Date Range Delayed 

(09/21/2020) - Crinetics plans to ready CRN04777 for a 

Phase I clinical study in early 2021.Date Range Refined 

(01/13/2021) - Crinetics announed that the Phase I 

SAD/MAD study of CRN04777 is expected to initiate in the 

coming weeks. As such we await an update on the trial 

initiation in the time frame above.

04/01/2021-03/31/2022 Daiichi Sankyo Co., Ltd. 4568 Enhertu Gastric Cancer BLA
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation

Phase III 2nd Line - Trial to 

Start

Daiichi Sankyo expects to initiate a Phase III 2nd line gastric 

cancer trial with DS-8201 vs. SOC in the second half of the 

company's fiscal year 2019.

Date Range Delayed (03/16/2020) - We await an update on 

initiation of a Phase III 2nd line gastric cancer trial with DS-

8201 vs. SOC in the time frame above.Date Range Delayed 

(09/21/2020) - We continue to await an update on 

initiation of a Phase III 2nd line gastric cancer trial with DS-

8201 vs. SOC in the time frame above.Date Range Delayed 

(01/13/2021) - Daiichi Sankyo expects to initiate the Phase 

III DESTINY-Gastric04 in FY2021.

Now-01/31/2021 Daiichi Sankyo Co., Ltd. 4568 U3-1402
Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer 

(NSCLC)
I

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation

Phase I EGFR TKI Combination - 

Trial to Start

Daiichi Sankyo announced a Phase I EGFR TKI combination 

study of U3-1402 is planned to start in the second half of 

fiscal year 2020.

Date Range Refined (01/13/2021) - Daiichi Sankyo 

announced that the Phase I osimertinib combination study 

with U3-1402 is planned to startin January 2021.
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Now-06/30/2021
Deciphera 

Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
DCPH Qinlock

Gastrointestinal Stromal Tumor 

(GIST)
Approved

Regulatory - Approval 

Decision (Emerging 

Markets)

Approval Decision (China)

Zai Lab and Deciphera Pharmaceuticals announced that the 

China National Medical Products Administration (NMPA) 

has accepted its New Drug Application (NDA) for ripretinib 

for the treatment of adult patients with advanced 

gastrointestinal stromal tumor (GIST) who have received 

prior treatment with 3 or more kinase inhibitors including 

imatinib. Based on an internal analysis of the Chinese 

approval procedure we estimate an approval decision for 

this drug for this indication will be granted in approximately 

1 to 2 years.

Date Range Refined (08/04/2020) - Zai Lab announced that 

the Center for Drug Evaluation of China’s National Medical 

Products Administration (NMPA) has granted priority 

review status to the New Drug Application (NDA) for 

ripretinib for the treatment of adult patients with advanced 

gastrointestinal stromal tumor (GIST) who have received 

prior treatment with 3 or more kinase inhibitors including 

imatinib. Based on an internal analysis of the Chinese 

approval procedure we estimate an approval decision for 

this drug for this indication will be granted in approximately 

1 year given the priority review status.Date Range 

Expedited (01/12/2021) - Zai Labs expects the Qinlock 

regulatory approval in China for GIST in the first half of 

2021.

Now-12/31/2021 Editas Medicine EDIT EDIT-101
Leber's Congenital Amaurosis 

(Ophthalmology) 
I/II

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results
Phase I/II - Top-Line Results

Editas announced that the Phase I/II trial of EDIT-101 for 

LCA has the potential for data by the end of 2020.

Date Range Delayed (12/16/2020) - The company has not 

announced an update on the timeline for results for the 

Phase I/II EDIT-101 study for LCA. As such we await an 

update in the date range above.Date Range Delayed 

(01/11/2021) - Editas plans to share initial clinical data 

from the BRILLIANCE trial of EDIT 101 by the end of 2021.

10/01/2021-12/31/2021 Eidos Therapeutics, Inc. EIDX AG10

Transthyretin Amyloid 

Cardiomyopathy (ATTR-CM, 

Wild Type Or Hereditary)

III
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase III ATTRibute-CM - Top-

Line Results Part A

Eidos announced that the company expects to report the six-

minute walk distance data from part A of the Phase III study 

of AG10 in patients with transthyretin amyloid 

cardiomyopathy (ATTR-CM) in the first half of 2021.

Date Range Delayed (11/18/2019) - BridgeBio announced 

the company expects to complete enrollment for Part A of 

the Phase III ATTRibute-CM trial in the second half of 2020 

with top-line data expected in 2021.Date Range Delayed 

(08/11/2020) - BridgeBio Pharma announced that the 

company plans to complete enrollment in the Phase III 

ATTRibute-CM study of AG10 in ATTR cardiomyopathy 

(ATTR-CM) in the first half of 2021 with topline data 

expected in the first half of 2022.Date Range Refined 

(10/05/2020) - BridgeBio announced that Part A topline 

results of the Phase III ATTRibute-CM study of AG10 in ATTR 

cardiomyopathy are expected in late 2021 or early 

2022.Date Range Refined (01/11/2021) - BridgeBio expects 

topline results from the Phase III ATTRibute-CM study of 

AG10 in ATTR cardiomyopathy in the fourth quarter of 

2021.

Now-06/30/2021 Eli Lilly and Company LLY Olumiant Alopecia Areata III
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase III BRAVE-AA2 - Top-

Line Results

Eli Lilly expects to have data from the Phase III program of 

baricitinib for alopecia areata in 2021.

Date Range Refined (01/11/2021) - Incyte expects to have 

results from a Phase III trial of baricitinib for alopecia areata 

in the first half of 2021.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021 Eli Lilly and Company LLY Olumiant
Systemic Lupus Erythematosus 

(SLE)
III

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results
Phase III - Top-Line Results

Eli Lilly expects to have results from a Phase III trial of 

baricitinib for systemic lupus erythematosus in 2021.

Date Range Refined (01/11/2021) - Incyte expects to have 

results from a Phase III trial of baricitinib for systemic lupus 

erythematosus in the second half of 2021.

Now-12/31/2021
Emergent BioSolutions, 

Inc.
EBS FLU-IG Seasonal Influenza Vaccines II

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase III Study to Start

Emergent Biosolutions anticipates the initiation of a Phase 

III study of FLU-IG in 2019.

Date Range Delayed (04/27/2019) - Emergent Biosolutions 

anticipates the initiation of a Phase III study of FLU-IGIV in 

2020.Date Range Delayed (12/18/2020) - Emergent 

Biosolutions has not provided an update we look for an 

update in Q1 2021. Date Range Delayed (01/11/2021) - 

Emergent expects a Phase III initiation of Flu-IGIV in 2021.

Now-04/30/2021
EpimAb Biotherapeutics, 

Inc.
EMB-02 Solid Tumors IND

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Clinical Trial to Start

EpimAb announced that it has received “STUDY MAY 

PROCEED” letter from the U.S. Food and Drug 

Administration (FDA) on an Investigational New Drug (IND) 

application for the company’s second therapeutic 

development candidate EMB-02. The application was 

submitted to the FDA to investigate the treatment of solid 

tumors with EpimAb’s novel bispecific antibody. We await 

an initiation update in the time frame listed above.

Date Range Delayed (12/21/2020) - A Phase I/II trial of EMB-

02 a Bi-specific antibody against PD-1 and LAG-3 in patients 

with advanced solid tumors is still not yet recruiting. As 

such we continue to await an update in the date range 

above. Date Range Delayed (01/11/2021) - EpimAb 

Biotherapeutics expects the initiation of the Phase I/II trial 

in early 2021.

07/01/2022-12/31/2022 Eyenovia, Inc. EYEN MicroPine

Myopic Macular Degeneration 

(MMD)/Pathological Myopia 

(Ophthalmology)

III

Trial Announcement - 

Patient Enrollment 

Completed

Phase III CHAPERONE - 

Enrollment Completed

Eyenovia expects that its Phase III CHAPERONE trial of 

MicroPine for the treatment of myopic progression will 

complete patient enrollment in 2020.

Date Range Delayed (12/21/2020) - We await an update on 

the patient enrollment for Phase III CHAPERONE trial of 

MicroPine.Date Range Delayed (01/13/2021) - Bausch 

announced that it expects to complete enrollment for the 

Phase III trial for reduction of pediatric myopia in the 

second half of 2022. 

Now-12/31/2021 Forty Seven Inc. FTSV Magrolimab
Diffuse Large B-Cell Lymphoma 

(DLBCL) - NHL
I/II

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Registrational Trial - Top-Line 

Results

Forty Seven announced that the company will present initial 

data from the single-arm registration-enabling trial 

evaluating the combination of magrolimab and rituximab in 

heavily pre-treated relapsed or refractory DLBCL patients 

who have failed at least two prior lines of therapy in the 

fourth quarter of 2020.

Date Range Delayed (12/27/2020) - Forty Seven has not 

provide information regarding initial data from the single-

arm registration-enabling trial evaluating the combination 

of magrolimab and rituximab in heavily pre-treated 

relapsed or refractory DLBCL patients who have failed at 

least two prior lines of therapy. As such we continue to 

await an update in the date range above.Date Range 

Delayed (01/11/2021) - Gilead announced they anticipate a 

Phase Ib/II interim data read out in 3L+ DLBCL in 2021.

01/01/2024-12/31/2024
Freeline Therapeutics 

Holdings PLC
FRLN FLT180a Hemophilia B II/III

Regulatory - NDA/BLA 

Filing
BLA Filing

Freeline Therapeutics anticipates the filing of a Biological 

License Application (BLA) for FLT180a for the treatment of 

hemophilia B in the second half of 2023.

Date Range Delayed (01/13/2021) - Freeline Therapeutics 

anticipates the filing of a Biological License Application 

(BLA) for FLT180a for the treatment of hemophilia B in 

2024.

01/01/2024-12/31/2024
Freeline Therapeutics 

Holdings PLC
FRLN FLT180a Hemophilia B II/III

Regulatory - MAA 

Submission (Europe)
MAA Submission (Europe)

Freeline Therapeutics anticipates submitting a Marketing 

Authorization Application (MAA) for FLT180a for the 

treatment of hemophilia B in the second half of 2023.

Date Range Delayed (01/13/2021) - Freeline Therapeutics 

anticipates the filing of a Biological License Application 

(BLA) for FLT180a for the treatment of hemophilia B in 

2024.

Now-06/30/2021 G1 Therapeutics Inc. GTHX Trilaciclib Breast Cancer II
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase III - Trial to Start

G1 Therapeutics plans to initiate a Phase III trial in triple-

negative breast cancer in 2020.

Date Range Refined (11/05/2019) - G1 Therapeutics 

announced the Company plans to initiate a clinical trial of 

trilaciclib in TNBC in 2020.Date Range Delayed 

(12/03/2020) - G1 Therapeutics has not provided an update 

on the initiation of the Phase III trial of Trilaciclib for 

mTNBC. As such we await an update in the time frame 

above.Date Range Delayed (12/10/2020) - G1 Therapeutics 

announced that the company plans to initiate a pivotal trial 

of trilaciclib in mTNBC in early 2021.Date Range Delayed 

(01/13/2021) - G1 Therapeutics announced that the 

company plans to initiate a pivotal trial of trilaciclib in first 

and second-line triple TNBC in the first half of 2021.

01/01/2023-06/30/2023 G1 Therapeutics Inc. GTHX Trilaciclib Colorectal Cancer (CRC) III
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase III - PRESERVE1 - 

Topline Data

G1 Therapeutics anticipates data from Phase III - 

PRESERVE1 evaluating trilaciclib for colorectal cancer (CRC) 

in 2023.

Date Range Refined (01/13/2021) - G1 Therapeutics 

anticipates data from Phase III - PRESERVE1 evaluating 

trilaciclib for colorectal cancer (CRC) in the first half of 

2023.

04/01/2021-09/30/2021 Galapagos NV GLPG GLPG1690
Idiopathic Pulmonary Fibrosis 

(IPF)
III

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase III ISABELA 2 - Top-Line 

Results

Gileads anticipates Phase III futility analysis data for GLPG-

1690 in the first quarter of 2021.

Date Range Delayed (08/19/2020) - Gileads anticipates 

data for the Phase III ISABELA studies of GLPG1690 in IPF in 

the first half of 2021.Date Range Delayed (01/14/2021) - 

Galapagos announced that the Phase III studies of 

ziritaxestat for IPF have enrolled about 1300 of a planned 

1500 patients. The company expects a futility analysis in 

mid-2021.

04/01/2021-09/30/2021 Galapagos NV GLPG GLPG1690
Idiopathic Pulmonary Fibrosis 

(IPF)
III

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase III ISABELA 1 - Top-Line 

Results

Gileads anticipates Phase III futility analysis data for GLPG-

1690 in the first quarter of 2021.

Date Range Delayed (08/19/2020) - Gileads anticipates 

data for the Phase III ISABELA studies of GLPG1690 in IPF in 

the first half of 2021.Date Range Delayed (01/14/2021) - 

Galapagos announced that the Phase III studies of 

ziritaxestat for IPF have enrolled about 1300 of a planned 

1500 patients. The company expects a futility analysis in 

mid-2021.
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04/01/2021-09/30/2021 Galapagos NV GLPG GLPG3970 Rheumatoid Arthritis (RA) II
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase II LADYBUG - Top-Line 

Results

Galapagos announced readout from the last two PoC trials 

of GLPG3970 are expected in 2022.

Date Range Expedited (01/14/2021) - Galapagos started 

three proof-of-concept studies in psoriasis UC and RA. The 

company expects to get data in the first half of 2021 and 

will report that by mid-year 2021.

04/01/2021-09/30/2021 Galapagos NV GLPG GLPG3970 Ulcerative Colitis (UC) II
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase II POC - Top-Line 

Results

Galapagos expects to initiate several proof-of-concept 

patient trials with GLPG3970 in the second half of 2020 

with topline results expected in the first half of 2021.

Date Range Delayed (01/14/2021) - Galapagos started 

three proof-of-concept studies in psoriasis UC and RA. The 

company expects to get data in the first half of 2021 and 

will report that by mid-year 2021.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021
GeneTx Biotherapeutics 

LLC
GTX-102 (GeneTx) Angelman Syndrome I/II

Trial Data - Updated 

Results

Phase I/II KIK-AS (Pediatric) - 

Updated Results 

GeneTx Biotherapeutics LLC and Ultragenyx Pharmaceutical 

announced additional safety and efficacy data from the 

study (KIK-AS (Pediatric)) are expected in 2021.

Date Range Refined (01/12/2021) - Ultragenyx expects 

updated Phase I/II data of GTX-102 for the treatment of 

Angelman Syndrome in the second half of 2021. 

Now-06/30/2021 Gilead Sciences, Inc. GILD KITE-037 Cancer Preclinical Regulatory - IND Filing IND Filing
Kite expects to submit an investigational new drug 

application for KITE-037 by the end of 2020.

Date Range Delayed (12/17/2020) - Gilead Sciences has not 

provided an update on submission of an IND for KITE-037. 

As such we continue to await an update through the time 

frame above.Date Range Delayed (01/14/2021) - Sangamo 

anticipates that an IND for KITE-037 will be submitted in 

the first half of 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 Gilead Sciences, Inc. GILD KITE-037 Cancer Preclinical
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Clinical Trial to Start

Sangamo announced Kite a Gilead Company is planning to 

initiate a clinical study of KITE-037 an allogeneic anti-CD19 

CAR-T in 2020.

Date Range Delayed (08/06/2020) - Sangamo announced 

that the clinical trial for KITE-037 planned for 2020 is 

potentially delayed due to COVID-19. We await an update 

through early 2021.Date Range Refined (11/17/2020) - Kite 

expects to submit an investigational new drug application 

by the end of 2020 and to initiate a clinical trial evaluating 

KITE-037 in 2021.New Information (01/14/2021) - Sangamo 

anticipates that an IND for KITE-037 will be submitted in 

the first half of 2021 and a clinical trial to be initiated within 

2021.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021 Gilead Sciences, Inc. GILD Lenacapavir HIV / AIDS II/III
Regulatory - NDA/BLA 

Filing
NDA Filing

Gilead Sciences announced that the company expects an 

NDA submission with the FDA for approval of lenacapavir in 

the heavily treatment experienced (HTE) HIV/AIDS 

population in 2021.

Date Range Refined (01/11/2021) - Gilead announced they 

plan to submit an NDA to the FDA for Lenacapavir for the 

treatment of HIV in the second half of 2021.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021 Gilead Sciences, Inc. GILD Lenacapavir HIV / AIDS II/III
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase II CALIBRATE - Top-Line 

Results

Gilead lists Phase II CALIBRATE naive data for lenacapavir 

capsid inhibitor in HIV/AIDS is expected in 2021.

Date Range Refined (01/11/2021) - Gilead announced that 

they expect data from their Phase II study of lenacapavir for 

HIV in the second half of 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 Gilead Sciences, Inc. GILD Lenacapavir HIV / AIDS II/III
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase I PrEP - Trial to Start

Gilead announced a Phase I trial of their capsid inhibitor for 

the treatment of PrEP HIV is expected to initiate in the first 

half of 2020.

Date Range Delayed (04/30/2020) - Gilead announced a 

Phase I trial of their capsid inhibitor for the treatment of 

PrEP HIV is expected to initiate in the second half of 

2020.Date Range Delayed (12/18/2020) - We await an 

update through the first half of 2021.Date Range Delayed 

(01/11/2021) - Gilead announced they plan to initiate 

multiple Phase I studies for the prevention of HIV infection 

in 2021. 

Now-06/30/2021 Gilead Sciences, Inc. GILD Jyseleca Rheumatoid Arthritis (RA)
Approved in 

Europe

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase II MANTA-RAy - Top-

Line Results

Gilead Sciences announced that the Phase II MANTA-RAy 

study of Jyseleca is fully recruited and top line results are 

anticipated in the first half of 2021.

Date Range Delayed (12/15/2020) - Gilead Sciences and 

Galapagos announced that Week 26 data from the MANTA 

and MANTA-RAy studies including primary and key 

secondary endpoints will be available by mid-2021 and the 

parties expect to submit the data to regulatory authorities 

shortly thereafter.Date Range Expedited (01/14/2021) - 

Galapagos expects to announce week 26 outcome data 

from the MANT/RA-y studies in the first half of 2021.

Now-06/30/2021 Gilead Sciences, Inc. GILD Jyseleca Ulcerative Colitis (UC) III
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase II MANTA - Top-Line 

Results

Gilead Sciences announced that patient enrollment for the 

Phase II MANTA clinical trial of filgotinib has been 

completed and a longer than a three-month time frame for 

regulator evaluation is expected. Gilead expects data to be 

available late in 2020 or early 2021 before submission to 

the FDA in the first half of 2021.

Date Range Refined (08/19/2020) - Gilead Sciences 

announced that the Phase II MANTA study of Jyseleca is 

fully recruited and top line results are anticipated in the 

first half of 2021.Date Range Delayed (12/15/2020) - Gilead 

Sciences and Galapagos announced that Week 26 data from 

the MANTA and MANTA-RAy studies including primary and 

key secondary endpoints will be available by mid-2021 and 

the parties expect to submit the data to regulatory 

authorities shortly thereafter.Date Range Expedited 

(01/14/2021) - Galapagos expects to announce week 26 

outcome data from the MANT/RA-y studies in the first half 

of 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 GlaxoSmithKline plc GSK Daprodustat
Anemia Due to Chronic Renal 

Failure, Dialysis-Dependent
III

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase III ASCEND-D - Top-Line 

Results

GlaxoSmithKline announced that Phase III data of 

GSK1278863 for the treatment of anemia with chronic renal 

disease are expected in the second half of 2020.

Date Range Expedited (10/29/2018) - GlaxoSmithKline 

announced results from the Phase III ASCEND-D trial of 

daprodustat are anticipated in 2020.New Information 

(10/30/2019) - GlaxoSmithKline announced that it plans to 

do an interim analysis for the Phase III program of 

daprodustat in the first half of 2020. However this will be 

an internal purposes only. As such we continue to expect 

the publication of data sometime in 2020.New Information 

(02/06/2020) - GlaxoSmithKline announced that a futility 

analysis has been performed on Phase III cardiovascular 

outcome studies of daprodustat and that they are 

continuing without modification. We continue to await top-

line results from the study through 2020.Date Range 

Delayed (12/17/2020) - We await an update on Phase III 

data of daprodustat in the timeframe above.Date Range 

Delayed (01/12/2021) - GSK announced that trial data for  

daprodustat in renal anaemia will be available in 2021. 

Now-03/31/2021 GlaxoSmithKline plc GSK Cabenuva HIV / AIDS NDA

Regulatory - 

PDUFA/Approval Decision 

(US)

PDUFA for NDA - Second 

Review

GlaxoSmithKline announced that Cabenuva has been 

resubmitted in the US for HIV treatment. Assuming a Class 

II resubmission the PDUFA decision should occur in 6 

months from the filing date. The resubmission occurred in 

July of 2020 we await an update on the PDUFA decision in 

the first quarter of 2021.

New Information (01/12/2021) - GlaxoSmithKline 

announced that the company expects to receive FDA 

approval in Q1 2021.

04/01/2021-09/30/2021 GlaxoSmithKline plc GSK Vocabria HIV Prevention III
Regulatory - NDA/BLA 

Filing
NDA Filing

GSK is working with the FDA and other regulatory agencies 

to prepare a regulatory filing with the anticipated 

submission in the first half of 2021. GSK also reported that 

this will not be a sNDA so it will be a new drug application in 

a new indication.

Date Range Delayed (01/12/2021) - GSK announced that a 

submission is expected in mid-2021.

01/01/2022-12/31/2023 GlaxoSmithKline plc GSK Blenrep Multiple Myeloma (MM) Approved
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase III DREAMM-7 - Top-

Line Results

GlaxoSmithKline anticipates data in 2L bor/dex combo from 

the Phase III DREAMM-7 trial of Blenrep in the first half of 

2023.

Date Range Expedited (01/12/2021) - GlaxoSmithKline 

anticipates data in 2L bor/dex combo from the Phase III 

DREAMM-7 trial of Blenrep in 2022-2023.

Now-12/31/2021 GlaxoSmithKline plc GSK Blenrep Multiple Myeloma (MM) Approved
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase Ib BCMA + SoC (2L) - 

Top-Line Results

GlaxoSmithKline announced that Phase Ib data of 

GSK2857916 for the treatment of multiple myeloma (MM) 

are expected in the second half of 2020.

Date Range Delayed (12/23/2020) - GlaxoSmithKline has 

not provided any new update on the Phase Ib data of 

GSK2857916 for the treatment of multiple myeloma. As 

such we continue to await an update in the time frame 

above.Date Range Delayed (01/12/2021) - SpringWorks 

Therapeutics announced that initial Phase Ib data of 

Blenrep and Nirogacestat with GSK is expected in 2021.

Now-03/31/2021 GlaxoSmithKline plc GSK GSK3844766A
Respiratory Syncytial Virus 

(RSV) Prevention
I/II

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase III Study to Start

GlaxoSmithKline announced that Phase III studies for its 

older adults respiratory syncytial virus vaccine candidate is 

on track to start in the first quarter of 2021.

New Information (11/24/2020) - GlaxoSmithKline 

announced that the Phase III programme for the older 

adult’s RSV candidate vaccine is on-track to start in the 

coming months.New Information (01/12/2021) - 

GlaxoSmithKline announced that the Phase III trial will start 

in Q1 2021. 
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Now-06/30/2021
Global Blood 

Therapeutics, Inc.
GBT GBT601 Sickle Cell Anemia Preclinical

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase I - Trial to Start

Global Blood Therapeutics announced new preclinical data 

on its sickle cell disease (SCD) pipeline therapies – 

inclacumab a novel P-selectin inhibitor in development to 

reduce the frequency of vaso-occlusive crises (VOCs) in 

patients with SCD and GBT021601 a next-generation 

hemoglobin S (HbS) polymerization inhibitor. A Phase I 

clinical study on the safety and tolerability of GBT021601 in 

SCD patients is expected to begin by mid-2021.

Date Range Expedited (01/12/2021) - GBT announced the 

company plans to move GBT601 a next-generation HbS 

polymerization inhibitor for SCD in the first half of 2021.

01/01/2022-06/30/2022 Gritstone Oncology, Inc. GRTS SLATE-001 Solid Tumors I/II
Trial Data - Updated 

Results

Phase I/II - Updated Results 

(NSCLC Cassette 2)

Gritsone Oncoogy announced that Phase II post-IO NSCLC 

Cassette 2 data from the Phase II portion of the Phase I/II 

study evaluating SLATE-001 for the treatment of advanced 

solid tumors is expected in the second half of 2021.

Date Range Delayed (01/14/2021) - Gritstone Oncology 

announced that the NSCLC data will be announced in the 

first half of 2022. 

Now-06/30/2021 GW Pharmaceuticals plc GWPH Epidiolex Dravet Syndrome (Epilepsy) Approved

Progress Update - 

Product Launch (Europe) - 

Individual Country

Product Launch (France)	

GW Pharmaceuticals anticipates the launch of Epidiolex for 

epilepsy in France in 2020 following pricing and 

reimbursement.

Date Range Delayed (12/18/2020) - GW Pharmaceuticals 

announced that in France the number of EPIDYOLEX 

patients in the French regulatory agency-sponsored ATU 

early access program continues to grow. In parallel with this 

the company is progressing well with final pricing 

negotiations based on the transparency commission-

granted ASMR 4 rating which recognized the clinical 

importance of EPIDYOLEX. The company hopes to conclude 

negotiations before the end of 2020 in France. As such we 

await the launch in France through the first half of 

2021.New Information (01/12/2021) - GW Pharmaceuticals 

lists that they plan to launch Epidyolex in France in the first 

half of 2021. 

Now-06/30/2021 GW Pharmaceuticals plc GWPH Epidiolex Dravet Syndrome (Epilepsy) Approved

Progress Update - 

Product Launch (Europe) - 

Individual Country

Product Launch (Italy)
GW Pharmaceuticals anticipates the launch of Epidiolex for 

epilepsy in Italy in 2020.

Date Range Delayed (12/18/2020) - GW reported that in 

Italy where EPIDYOLEX received innovation status from the 

reimbursement authorities GW is also currently engaged in 

final-stage pricing negotiations with the authorities which 

are anticipated to conclude by end of 2020. We await an 

update through the first half of 2021.New Information 

(01/12/2021) - GW Pharmaceuticals lists that they plan to 

launch Epidyolex in Italy in the first half of 2021.

Now-06/30/2021 GW Pharmaceuticals plc GWPH Epidiolex
Lennox-Gastaut Syndrome 

(LGS; Epilepsy)
Approved

Progress Update - 

Product Launch (Europe) - 

Individual Country

Product Launch (Italy)
GW Pharmaceuticals anticipates the launch of Epidiolex for 

epilepsy in Italy in 2020.

Date Range Delayed (12/18/2020) - GW reported that in 

Italy where EPIDYOLEX received innovation status from the 

reimbursement authorities GW is also currently engaged in 

final-stage pricing negotiations with the authorities which 

are anticipated to conclude by end of 2020. We await an 

update through early 2021.Date Range Refined 

(01/12/2021) - GW Pharmaceuticals lists that they plan to 

launch Epidyolex in Italy in the first half of 2021.

Now-06/30/2021 GW Pharmaceuticals plc GWPH Epidiolex
Lennox-Gastaut Syndrome 

(LGS; Epilepsy)
Approved

Progress Update - 

Product Launch (Europe) - 

Individual Country

Product Launch (France)

GW Pharmaceuticals anticipates the launch of Epidiolex for 

epilepsy in France in 2020 following pricing and 

reimbursement.

Date Range Delayed (12/18/2020) - GW Pharmaceuticals 

announced that in France the number of EPIDYOLEX 

patients in the French regulatory agency-sponsored ATU 

early access program continues to grow. In parallel with this 

the company is progressing well with final pricing 

negotiations based on the transparency commission-

granted ASMR 4 rating which recognized the clinical 

importance of EPIDYOLEX. The company hopes to conclude 

negotiations before the end of 2020 in France. As such we 

await the launch in France through the first half of 

2021.New Information (01/12/2021) - GW Pharmaceuticals 

lists that they plan to launch Epidyolex in France in the first 

half of 2021. 

Now-06/30/2021 GW Pharmaceuticals plc GWPH Nabiximols
Neuromuscular Spasm and 

Spasticity
III

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation

Phase III SF (Responders) - 

Trial to Start

GW Pharmaceuticals announced that the Phase III spasm 

frequency study of Nabiximols (responders) is expected to 

enroll 200 participants and start in the second quarter of 

2021.

Date Range Refined (01/12/2021) - GW Pharmaceuticals 

lists that a Phase III two part double-blind parallel placebo-

controlled randomized spasm frequency study in 227 

patients is anticipated to start in the first half of 2021. 

07/01/2021-12/31/2021 H. Lundbeck A/S LUN Lu AF82422 Parkinson's Disease (PD) I
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation

Phase II - Trial to Start 

(Synucleinopathies)

Lundbeck is planning to initiate a Phase II trial of Lu 

AF82422 in  synucleinopathies in mid 2021.

Date Range Refined (01/11/2021) - Lundbeck announced 

that they plan to commence Phase II for Lu AF82422 for the 

treatment of Parkinson's disease in the second half of 2021.

10/01/2021-12/31/2021 Horizon Therapeutics plc HZNP Krystexxa Gout Approved Trial Data - Final Results
Phase II MIRROR RCT - Full 

Results

Horizon announced that preliminary six-month results for 

their Phase II MIRROR RCT study are expected in the first 

half of 2021 with the full 12-month dataset available after 

the trial is completed in the second half of 2021.

Date Range Refined (01/12/2021) - Horizon announced that 

the full 12-month dataset for the Phase II MIRROR clinical 

study of Krystexa in gout is expected to be available year 

end of 2021.

Now-06/30/2021 Humanigen, Inc. HGEN Lenzilumab COVID-19 Treatment III
Regulatory - Progress 

Update
EUA Application

Humanigen announced interim Phase III data of lenzilumab 

in patients hospitalized with COVID-19. Humanigen intends 

to file for EUA in the first quarter of 2021 either following 

interim data at 75 percent or at study completion.

Date Range Refined (01/13/2021) - Humanigen anticipates 

filing an application for Emergency Use Authorization in the 

first half of 2021 for Lenzilumab to treat COVID-19.

Now-12/31/2021 Humanigen, Inc. HGEN Lenzilumab COVID-19 Treatment III

Trial Announcement - 

Patient Enrollment 

Completed

Phase III - Patient Enrollment 

Completed

Humanigen expects to complete the targeted enrollment of 

300 patients in its Phase III registration trial of lenzilumab in 

patients with COVID-19 in September 2020.

Date Range Delayed (10/02/2020) - We await an update on 

the enrollment status from Humanigen in the time frame 

above.Date Range Delayed (11/24/2020) - We continue to 

await an update.Date Range Refined (01/13/2021) - 

Humanigen expects to complete full enrollment in its C-

SMART Study-Phase III trial of lenzilumab in patients with 

COVID-19 in 2021.

Now-06/30/2021
Hutchison China 

MediTech Limited
HCM Surufatinib Biliary Tract Cancer I/II

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results
Phase IIb/III - Top-Line Results 

Hutchison MediPharma announced that they expect an 

interim analysis for the Phase IIb/III study of surufatinib 

based on the first 80 patients in the middle of 2020.

Date Range Delayed (09/30/2020) - Hutchison MediPharma 

has not provided any update on an interim analysis for the 

Phase IIb/III study of surufatinib based on the first 80 

patients. As such we await an update in the time frame 

above.New Information (10/15/2020) - Hutchison 

MediPharma announced that Phase II/III underway 

withinterim analysis (POC) in late 2020.Date Range Delayed 

(12/29/2020) - we continue to await an update in the date 

range above.Date Range Delayed (01/11/2021) - Hutchison 

Chi-Med expects to have Phase II/III results from 

Surufatinib for second-line treatment of biliary tract cancer 

in the first half of 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 IDEAYA Biosciences, Inc. IDYA
Pol-Theta Inhibitor 

Program (Ideaya)
Solid Tumors Preclinical

Progress Update - 

Development Review
Candidate Selection

Ideaya's second most advanced synthetic lethality program 

is targeting Pol-theta for solid tumors with homologous 

recombination deficiency or HRD including BRCA mutations. 

The Company expects to designate a Pol-theta inhibitor 

development candidate in the second half of 2020.

Date Range Delayed (12/17/2020) - We await an 

update.Date Range Delayed (01/13/2021) - IDEAYA expects 

to select a development candidate for its Pol-Theta 

program in 2021.

07/01/2021-09/30/2021
Idera Pharmaceuticals, 

Inc.
IDRA Tilsotolimod Colorectal Cancer (CRC) II

Trial Data - Updated 

Results

Phase II ILLUMINATE-206 - 

Updated Results

Idera Pharmaceuticals announced that data of the Phase II 

clinical trial of tilsotolimod in colorectal cancer patients is 

anticipated in the second quarter of 2021.

Date Range Delayed (01/13/2021) - Idera Pharmaceuticals 

announced that data from the Phase II study of tilsotolimod 

in combination with nivolumab and ipilimumab in MSS-CRC 

patients are anticipated in the third quarter of 2021.

07/01/2021-09/30/2021
Idera Pharmaceuticals, 

Inc.
IDRA Tilsotolimod Solid Tumors II

Trial Data - Updated 

Results

Phase II ILLUMINATE-206 - 

Updated Results

Idera Pharmaceuticals announced that the Company has 

opened enrollment for the next 10 patients under the 

modified study design with data anticipated in the second 

quarter of 2021.

Date Range Delayed (01/13/2021) - Idera Pharmaceuticals 

announced that data from the Phase II study of tilsotolimod 

in combination with nivolumab and ipilimumab in MSS-CRC 

patients are anticipated in the third quarter of 2021.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021
Idorsia Pharmaceuticals 

Ltd
SIX:IDIA Cenerimod

Systemic Lupus Erythematosus 

(SLE)
II

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase IIb CARE - Top-Line 

Results

Idorsia expects to have results from the cenerimod trial in 

moderately to severely active autoantibody-positive SLE in 

the first half of 2022.

Date Range Expedited (01/12/2021) - Idorsia 

Pharmaceuticals announced that the company anticipates a 

data readout of the Phase IIb CARE clinical trial of 

cenerimod in the second half of 2021.
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07/01/2021-09/30/2021 ImmunoGen, Inc. IMGN
Mirvetuximab 

Soravtansine
Ovarian Cancer III

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase III SORAYA - Top-Line 

Results

ImmunoGen announced that the U.S. Food and Drug 

Administration (FDA) has advised that a new single-arm 

study in platinum-resistant ovarian cancer could support 

accelerated approval for mirvetuximab soravtansine. Based 

on this guidance the company will initiate SORAYA a pivotal 

trial to evaluate mirvetuximab monotherapy in women with 

folate receptor alpha (FRa)-high platinum-resistant ovarian 

cancer who have been previously treated with Avastin 

(bevacizumab). ImmunoGen expects top-line data from the 

study in mid-2021.

Date Range Refined (01/13/2021) - ImmunoGen announced 

data from the Phase III SORAYA trial of mirvetuximab in FRa-

high patients with platinum-resistant ovarian cancer in the 

third quarter of 2021.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021 Immunomedics, Inc. IMMU Trodelvy Breast Cancer Approved
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase III TROPICS-02 

(HR+/HER2- MBC) - Topline 

Results

Gilead announced that the company anticipates an ORR and 

DoR readout of the Phase III TROPICS-02 trial of Trodelvy in 

breast cancer during the first half of 2021.

Date Range Delayed (01/11/2021) - Gilead announced they 

anticipate results from their Phase III study of Trodelvy for 

breast cancer in the second half of 2021. 

07/01/2021-12/31/2021 Incyte Corporation INCY Jakafi Myelofibrosis (MF) Approved
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation

Phase III POC - Trial to Start 

(w/INCB57643)

Novartis announced that they expect to initiate a Phase III 

combination trial for Jakavi in myelofibrosis in 2021.

Date Range Delayed (01/11/2021) - Incyte announced that 

they expect to initiate a proof of concept trial of ruxolitinib 

+ INCB57643 (BET) in myelofibrosis (MF) in the second half 

of 2021.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021 Incyte Corporation INCY Ruxolitinib Cream Vitiligo III
Regulatory - sNDA/sBLA 

Filing
sNDA Filing

Incyte Corporation announced that the company 

anticipates a sNDA submission of ruxolitinib cream for the 

treatment of vitiligo in 2021.

Date Range Refined (01/11/2021) - Incyte Corporation 

announced that the company anticipates filing the sNDA of 

ruxolitinib cream for the treatment of vitiligo in the second 

half of 2021.

Now-06/30/2021 Incyte Corporation INCY Ruxolitinib Cream Vitiligo III
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase III - TRuE-V1 - Top-Line 

Results

Incyte announced that results from the Phase III studies of 

ruxolitinib cream for vitiligo TRuE-V1 and TRuE-V2 are 

expected in 2021.

Date Range Refined (01/11/2021) - Incyte announced that 

results from the Phase III studies of ruxolitinib cream for 

vitiligo TRuE-V1 and TRuE-V2 are expected in the first half 

of 2021.

Now-06/30/2021 Incyte Corporation INCY Ruxolitinib Cream Vitiligo III
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase III - TRuE-V2 - Top-Line 

Results

Incyte announced that results from the Phase III studies of 

ruxolitinib cream for vitiligo TRuE-V1 and TRuE-V2 are 

expected in 2021.

Date Range Refined (01/11/2021) - Incyte announced that 

results from the Phase III studies of ruxolitinib cream for 

vitiligo TRuE-V1 and TRuE-V2 are expected in the first half 

of 2021.

2/11/2021
Infinity Pharmaceuticals, 

Inc.
INFI Eganelisib Bladder Cancer II

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase II MARIO-275 - Top-Line 

Results at ASCO GU

Infinity announced the Company expects data from the 

Phase II MARIO-275 study of IPI-549 combined with Opdivo 

in I/O naïve urothelial cancer patients by mid-2021.

Date Range Refined (01/16/2020) - Infinity announced 

MARIO-275 enrollment completion is expected to occur in 

2020 and data is expected in mid-2021.Date Range 

Expedited (01/06/2021) - Infinity will be presenting the 

MARIO-275 data at a major medical meeting in Q1 

2021.Exact Date (01/11/2021) - Infinity Pharmaceuticals 

will be presenting data from MARIO-275 on the first day of 

the American Society of Clinical Oncology (ASCO) 2021 

Genitourinary Cancers Symposium. The abstract entitled 

Preliminary analysis of a phase II multicenter randomized 

active-control study to evaluate the efficacy and safety of 

eganelisib (IPI-549) in combination with nivolumab 

compared to nivolumab monotherapy in patients with 

advanced urothelial carcinoma will be presented on 

February 11 2021.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021 Insmed Incorporated INSM INS-1009

Pulmonary Arterial 

Hypertension (PAH) and 

Pulmonary Hypertension (PH)

I
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results
Phase IIa - Top-Line Results

Insmed expects to have results from its Phase IIa study of 

TPIP for PAH in 2021.

Date Range Refined (01/12/2021) - Preliminary data from 

the Phase IIa trial is expected in the second half of 2021.

10/01/2021-12/31/2021 Insmed Incorporated INSM INS-1009

Pulmonary Arterial 

Hypertension (PAH) and 

Pulmonary Hypertension (PH)

I
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase IIb to Start

Insmed expects to initiate a Phase IIb study of TPIP for PAH 

patients in the second half of 2021.

Date Range Refined (01/12/2021) - Insmed expects to 

initiate a Phase IIb study of TPIP for PAH patients in the 

fourth quarter of 2021.

Now-06/30/2021 Insulet Corporation PODD Omnipod 5 Diabetes Mellitus, Type I IDE
Progress Update - 

Product Launch
Product Launch

Insulet plans to launch the OmniPod Horizon Artificial 

Pancreas in late 2019 or early 2020 pending successful 

completion of the pivotal trials.

Date Range Expedited (01/09/2017) - Insulet announced 

that the company expects to launch the Horizon Automated 

Glucose Control System in 2018 or by year-end 2019. Date 

Range Refined (05/31/2017) - Insulet announced that the 

company is on track to launch the Horizon in the United 

States in 2019. Date Range Delayed (11/02/2018) - Insulet 

announced that it expects the Omnipod Horizon System to 

be on the market in the second half of 2020.Date Range 

Refined (01/14/2020) - Insulet plans to launch the Omnipod 

Horizon System in the second half of 2020.Date Range 

Delayed (03/02/2020) - Insulet announced that it plans to 

pause the pivotal study of the Omnipod Horizon Automated 

Glucose Control System to correct a software anomaly. The 

Company expects the updated software will be available by 

the end of April 2020. The study pause will impact the 

timing of bringing Horizon to market which is now 

anticipated to happen in early 2021.Date Range Delayed 

(06/05/2020) - Insulet Corporation announced it has 

resumed its pivotal study of Omnipod Powered by Horizon. 

The Company paused the study in March 2020. Insulet 

expects to commercialize Omnipod Powered by Horizon in 

the U.S. in the first half of 2021 pending clearance by the 

FDA.Date Range Delayed (01/11/2021) - Dexcom 

announced that it anticipates integrating with the Horizon 

system in 2021. Date Range Refined (01/12/2021) - Insulet 

expects to bring Omnipod 5 to market in the first half of 

2021.

07/01/2022-12/31/2022
Intra-Cellular Therapies, 

Inc.
ITCI Caplyta Bipolar Disorder III

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase III Study 403 - Top-Line 

Results

Intra-Cellular Therapies commenced patient enrollment of 

the Phase III Study 403 that's evaluating lumateperone as 

monotherapy in the treatment of depression in patients 

with Bipolar 1 or Bipolar 2 disorder. While patient 

enrollment in the U.S. has been impacted by COVID-19 ex-

U. S. country regulatory review processes and other 

preparatory activities continue to progress. Assuming 

patient enrollment rates return to the projected levels 

within the expected timelines the company continues to 

anticipate reporting top-line results by the second half of 

2021.

Date Range Delayed (01/12/2021) - Intra-Cellular Therapies 

announced study 403 in BPD is ongoing with results 

anticipated in the second half of 2022.

Now-06/30/2021
Ionis Pharmaceuticals, 

Inc.
IONS ION363

Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis 

(ALS)
Preclinical

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation

Phase III Pivotal Study - Trial 

Initiation

Ionis anticipates to initiate ION363 Pivotal study for 

amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) in 2021.

Date Range Refined (01/12/2021) - Ionis Pharmaceuticals 

anticipates to initiate a Phase IIl study for ION363 in 

amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) in the first half of 2021.

01/01/2022-12/31/2022 Ipsen SA IPSEY Onivyde Small Cell Lung Cancer (SCLC) II/III
Regulatory - NDA/BLA 

Filing
NDA Filing

Assuming the interim analysis of the Phase III RESILIENT 

trial is positive Ipsen could file for accelerated regulatory 

approval in the US in the second half of 2021.

Date Range Delayed (01/14/2021) - Ipsen aniticipates filing 

in 2022 for the SCLC indication. 

04/01/2021-06/30/2021 iTeos Therapeutics Inc. ITOS Inupadenant Solid Tumors I/II
Trial Data - Updated 

Results
Phase I/II - Updated Results

This cohort will test EOS-850 as a single agent and in 

combination with KEYTRUDA (pembrolizumab) and in 

combination with chemotherapy. Preliminary results of 

these expansions are expected in the first half of 2021.

Date Range Refined (01/12/2021) - iTeos expects results 

from the expansion cohorts in the Phase I/II study of 

inupadenant in the second quarter of 2021.

01/01/2022-06/30/2022 Johnson & Johnson JNJ Aprocitentan Hypertension (Systemic) III
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase III PRECISION - Top-Line 

Results

Idorsia announced the PRECISION study is targeting the 

randomization of 600 patients in approximately 180 sites in 

around 20 countries and results are targeted for the second 

half of 2022.

Date Range Expedited (01/12/2021) - Idorsia 

Pharmaceuticals announced that the company anticipates a 

data readout of the Phase III PRECISION clinical trial of 

aprocitentan in the first half of 2022.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021 Johnson & Johnson JNJ JNJ-4528 Multiple Myeloma (MM) BLA

Regulatory - Filing for 

Approval (Emerging 

Markets)

Chinese Regulatory 

Submission

Legend Biotech intends to use the data from CARTIFAN-1 in 

support of a regulatory submission for approval in China in 

2021.

Date Range Refined (01/13/2021) - Legend Biotech intends 

to submit BLA application for approval of JNJ-4528 in China 

in the second half of 2021.

09/01/2021-12/31/2021 Jounce Therapeutics, Inc. JNCE Vopratelimab
Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer 

(NSCLC)
II

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase II SELECT - Top-Line 

Results

Jounce expects to have interim clinical data from its Phase II 

SELECT study of Vopratelimab + JTX-4014 in patients with 

second line PD-1 inhibitor naive NSCLC in 2021.

Date Range Delayed (09/22/2020) - Jounce expects to have 

interim clinical data from its Phase II SELECT study of 

Vopratelimab + JTX-4014 in patients with second line PD-1 

inhibitor naive NSCLC in 2021.Date Range Refined 

(01/14/2021) - Jounce expects to have clinical results from 

its Phase II SELECT study of Vopratelimab + JTX-4014 in 

patients with second-line PD-1 inhibitor naive NSCLC in late 

2021.
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Now-12/31/2021 Jounce Therapeutics, Inc. JNCE JTX-4014
Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer 

(NSCLC)
II

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase II SELECT - Top-Line 

Results

Jounce expects to have interim clinical data from its Phase II 

SELECT study of Vopratelimab + JTX-4014 in patients with 

second line PD-1 inhibitor naive NSCLC in 2021.

Date Range Refined (01/14/2021) - Jounce expects to have 

clinical results from its Phase II SELECT study of 

Vopratelimab + JTX-4014 in patients with second-line PD-1 

inhibitor naive NSCLC in late 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 Karuna Therapeutics, Inc. KRTX KarXT Schizophrenia III
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation

Phase II Adjunctive Therapy - 

Trial Initiation

Karuna plans to initiate a Phase II trial evaluating KarXT as 

an adjunctive therapy with standard of care for the 

treatment of psychosis in patients with schizophrenia who 

remain symptomatic on existing therapies following the 

initiation of the Phase III trials within the EMERGENT 

program. We await an update on this trial in 2021.

New Information (01/14/2021) - Karuna Therapeutics plans 

to initiate a Phase II trial evaluating KarXT in adults with an 

inadequate response to standard of care in 2021. 

07/01/2021-09/30/2021 Karyopharm Therapeutics KPTI Xpovio
Diffuse Large B-Cell Lymphoma 

(DLBCL) - NHL
Approved

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation

Phase II/III XPORT-DLBCL-030 - 

Study to Start

Karyopharm is expecting to launch a Phase III study of 

Selinexor with Rituximab and chemotherapy versus 

chemotherapy alone. This study is planned for 2016.

Date Range Delayed (10/29/2018) - We continue to await 

an update in the time frame above.Date Range Delayed 

(12/11/2018) - Karyopharm announced that Phase III 

studies for Selinexor for diffuse aggressive lymphoma 

including a study of Selinexor and Rituximab and 

Chemotherapy versus Chemotherapy and Rituximab alone 

are planned for 2020 or further.Date Range Expedited 

(01/14/2020) - Karyopharm announced the company plans 

to start a Phase II/III trial of a combination treatment of 

selinexor with rituximab gemcitabine dexamethasone and 

platinum (R-GDP) for the treatment of diffuse large B-cell 

lymphoma in 2020.Date Range Delayed (12/08/2020) - 

Antengene announced that the National Medical Products 

Administration (NMPA) has accepted the Investigational 

New Drug (IND) application for ATG-010 (selinexor) 

combined with R-GDP (SR-GDP) for the treatment of 

relapsed/refractory diffuse large B-cell lymphoma 

(rrDLBCL). The company has not provided an initiation 

update. As such we await more IND acceptances and an 

initiation in the time frame above.Date Range Delayed 

(01/12/2021) - Antengene expects the 030 Phase II/III study 

of ATG-010 in DLBCL to begin in the third quarter of 2021.

03/01/2021-04/30/2021 Karyopharm Therapeutics KPTI Xpovio Multiple Myeloma (MM) Approved
Regulatory - Approval 

Decision (Europe)
European Approval Decision

Karyopharm Therapeutics announced that it has submitted 

a Marketing Authorization Application (MAA) to the 

European Medicines Agency (EMA) for selinexor the 

Company’s first-in-class oral Selective Inhibitor of Nuclear 

Export (SINE) compound requesting conditional approval for 

the treatment of patients with relapsed or refractory 

multiple myeloma (MM) who have received at least three 

prior lines of therapy and whose disease is refractory to at 

least one proteasome inhibitor (PI) one immunomodulatory 

agent (IMiD) and one anti-CD38 monoclonal antibody 

(mAb) and to their most recent treatment regimen (penta-

refractory MM). Karyopharm also announced that the 

selinexor MAA has been granted accelerated assessment by 

the EMA’s Committee for Medicinal Products for Human 

Use (CHMP). Based on an internal analysis of the 

centralized European accelerated approval procedure we 

estimate the European marketing authorization for this 

drug for this indication will be granted in approximately 8-

10 months.

Date Range Delayed (06/23/2020) - Karyopharm now 

expects to be able to respond to CHMP in mid-2020 and to 

receive a decision on the selinexor MAA by late-2020.Date 

Range Delayed (08/04/2020) - Due to the COVID-19 

pandemic and the resulting disruption at many clinical sites 

re-monitoring activities requested by CHMP have delayed 

the review timelines in Europe. Karyopharm expects to 

submit the requested re-monitoring data in the third 

quarter of 2020 and the company expects to receive an 

opinion from CHMP with respect to the Xpovio MAA before 

the end of 2020. We expect an update on European 

approval in late 2020 or the first quarter of 2021.Date 

Range Refined (11/09/2020) - Karyopharm announced the 

company expects approval in Europe for Xpovio in 2021 - 

2022.Date Range Refined (01/11/2021) - Based on ongoing 

discussions with CHMP Karyopharm expects a final opinion 

on the MAA requesting conditional approval for patients 

with heavily treated multiple myeloma by February 2021. 

As the approval decision is normally issued 67 days from 

adoption of a positive Committee for Medicinal Products 

for Human Use (CHMP) opinion we await an EU approval 

decision through April 2021.

05/01/2021-09/30/2021 Karyopharm Therapeutics KPTI Xpovio Multiple Myeloma (MM) Approved

Regulatory - 

Supplemental Filing 

(Europe)

Supplemental European Filing

Karyopharm announced they plan to submit a Marketing 

Authorization Application to the European Medicines 

Agency requesting approval for XPOVIO in combination with 

Velcade and low dose dexamethasone as a new treatment 

for patients with previously treated multiple myeloma later 

in 2020.

Date Range Delayed (12/24/2020) - Karyopharm has not 

provided information regarding submission of Marketing 

Authorization Application to the European Medicines 

Agency requesting approval for XPOVIO in combination with 

Velcade and low dose dexamethasone as a new treatment 

for patients with previously treated multiple myeloma. As 

such we continue to await an update in the date range 

above.Date Range Delayed (01/11/2021) - Based on 

ongoing discussions with CHMP Karyopharm expects a final 

opinion on the MAA requesting conditional approval for 

patients with heavily treated multiple myeloma by February 

2021. As the approval decision is normally issued 67 days 

from adoption of a positive Committee for Medicinal 

Products for Human Use (CHMP) opinion we expect an EU 

approval decision through April 2021. Following receipt of 

CHMP's opinion Karyopharm now expects to submit a 

second MAA based on data from the BOSTON study shortly 

thereafter. We await the filing through mid-2021.

07/01/2021-09/30/2021 Karyopharm Therapeutics KPTI Xpovio Multiple Myeloma (MM) Approved

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation (Emerging 

Markets)

Phase III - w/Bortezomib and 

Dexamethasone (China) - Trial 

to Start

Antengene announced that the National Medical Products 

Administration (NMPA) has accepted the Investigational 

New Drug (IND) application for ATG-010 (selinexor) an oral 

Selective Inhibitor of Nuclear Export (SINE) compound in 

combination with bortezomib and dexamethasone for the 

treatment of patients with relapsed/refractory multiple 

myeloma (rrMM) in China. We await the initiation of Phase 

III trial in the timeframe listed above.

New Information (12/18/2020) - Antengene announced 

that the National Medical Products Administration (NMPA) 

has accepted the Investigational New Drug (IND) 

application for ATG-010 (selinexor) an oral Selective 

Inhibitor of Nuclear Export (SINE) compound in combination 

with bortezomib and dexamethasone for the treatment of 

patients with relapsed/refractory multiple myeloma (rrMM) 

in China. As such we await trial initiation in the same time 

frame above.Date Range Delayed (01/12/2021) - 

Antengene expects to begin the Phase III BENCH study of 

ATG-010 for MM in the third quarter of 2021.

Now-02/28/2021 Karyopharm Therapeutics KPTI Xpovio Multiple Myeloma (MM) Approved
Regulatory - CHMP 

(European Panel) Results
CHMP Opinion

Karyopharm Therapeutics announced that it has submitted 

a Marketing Authorization Application (MAA) to the 

European Medicines Agency (EMA) for selinexor the 

Company’s first-in-class oral Selective Inhibitor of Nuclear 

Export (SINE) compound requesting conditional approval for 

the treatment of patients with relapsed or refractory 

multiple myeloma (MM) who have received at least three 

prior lines of therapy and whose disease is refractory to at 

least one proteasome inhibitor (PI) one immunomodulatory 

agent (IMiD) and one anti-CD38 monoclonal antibody 

(mAb) and to their most recent treatment regimen (penta-

refractory MM). Karyopharm also announced that the 

selinexor MAA has been granted accelerated assessment by 

the EMA’s Committee for Medicinal Products for Human 

Use (CHMP). Based on an internal analysis of the 

centralized European accelerated approval procedure we 

estimate the European marketing authorization for this 

drug for this indication will be granted in approximately 8-

10 months. As the approval decision is normally issued 67 

days from adoption of a positive Committee for Medicinal 

Products for Human Use (CHMP) opinion we then estimate 

the CHMP opinion to occur between July and September 

2019.

Date Range Delayed (06/23/2020) -  In January 2020 

Karyopharm was granted a three-month extension from the 

EMA’s Committee for Medicinal Products for Human Use 

(CHMP) to provide additional time to respond to the 

outstanding questions from the MAA primarily re-

monitoring certain clinical data. Due to the COVID-19 

pandemic and the resulting disruption at many clinical sites 

re-monitoring activities requested by CHMP remain 

ongoing. The company now expects to be able to respond to 

CHMP in mid-2020 and to receive a decision on the 

selinexor MAA by late-2020.Date Range Delayed 

(08/04/2020) - Due to the COVID-19 pandemic and the 

resulting disruption at many clinical sites re-monitoring 

activities requested by CHMP have delayed the review 

timelines in Europe. Karyopharm expects to submit the 

requested re-monitoring data in the third quarter of 2020 

and the company expects to receive an opinion from CHMP 

with respect to the Xpovio MAA before the end of 

2020.Date Range Delayed (12/24/2020) - we continue to 

await an update in the date range above.Date Range 

Refined (01/11/2021) - Based on ongoing discussions with 

CHMP Karyopharm expects a final opinion on the MAA 

requesting conditional approval for patients with heavily 

treated multiple myeloma by February 2021.
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Now-03/31/2021 Karyopharm Therapeutics KPTI Xpovio Multiple Myeloma (MM) Approved

Trial Announcement - 

Patient Enrollment 

Completed

Phase II - MARCH (China) - 

Trial Enrollment to Complete

Antengene announced that in China it is conducting a 

registrational Phase II clinical trial of ATG-010 for rrMM 

(MARCH). The trial is expected to complete enrollment by 

the end of 2020. We await an update through January 

2021.

Date Range Delayed (01/12/2021) - Antengene expects to 

complete enrollment of the MARCH study of ATG-010 in 

MM during the first quarter of 2021.

Now-03/31/2021 Karyopharm Therapeutics KPTI Xpovio Multiple Myeloma (MM) Approved

Regulatory - Filing for 

Approval (Emerging 

Markets)

Filing for Approval (China)

Antengene announced the company expects to submit a 

New Drug Marketing Application (NDA) for Xpovio for the 

treatment of multiple myeloma in China in 2020.

Date Range Delayed (12/24/2020) - Antengene announced 

that company plans to submit new drug applications for 

ATG-010 (selinexor) for the treatment of multiple myeloma 

in the Chinese mainland Hong Kong China Taiwan China 

Australia Singapore South Korea by 2021.Date Range 

Delayed (01/12/2021) - Antengene announced that 

company plans to submit new drug applications for ATG-

010 (selinexor) for the treatment of multiple myeloma in 

the Chinese mainland in the first quarter of 2021.

04/01/2021-06/30/2021 Karyopharm Therapeutics KPTI Eltanexor
Myelodysplastic Syndrome 

(MDS)
I/II

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation (Emerging 

Markets)

Phase I/II HATCH (China) - 

Trial to Start

Karyopharm anticipates to initiate Phase II study of 

Eltanexor  (single agent or in combination with 

hypomethylating agents) for the treatment of 

myelodysplastic syndromes (MDS) in 2020 - 2021.

Date Range Refined (12/01/2020) - Antengene Corporation 

announced that the National Medical Products 

Administration (NMPA) has approved the clinical trial of 

ATG-016 (eltanexor) in patients with intermediate and 

higher risk myelodysplastic syndrome (MDS) according to 

the Revised International Prognostic Scoring System (IPSS-

R) after the failure of hypomethylating agents (HMA) based 

therapy. We await the initiation of the study in the time 

frame above.Exact Date (01/08/2021) - A study to 

evaluating the pharmacokinetics safety and efficacy of ATG 

016 monotherapy in IPSS-R intermediate risk and above 

myelodysplastic syndrome (MDS) (HATCH) has been 

announced but is not yet recruiting participants. The trial is 

expected to start in March 26 2021.Date Range Delayed 

(01/12/2021) - Antenege expects to begin the Phase I/II 

HATCH study in the second quarter of 2021.

01/01/2022-12/31/2022 Kodiak Sciences Inc. KOD KSI-301
Diabetic Macular Edema 

(Ophthalmology)
III

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase III GLIMMER - Top-Line 

Results

Kodiak expects updated interim data of its DME Phase III 

clinical trial of KSI-301 in 2021.

Date Range Delayed (01/11/2021) - Kodiak announced that 

data readouts from the Phase III GLEAM and GLIMMER 

studies of KSI-301 for the treatment of DME are expected in 

2022.

Now-12/31/2021 Kodiak Sciences Inc. KOD KSI-301
Diabetic Retinopathy 

(Ophthalmology)
I

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase III GLOW - Trial to Start

Kodiak Sciences announced that the company expects 

pivotal studies of KSI-301 in RVO DME and NPDR to begin 

recruitment in 2020.

Date Range Delayed (12/20/2020) - Kodiak has not 

provided any new update on the trial initiation of a Phase III 

trial of KSI-301. As such we continue to await an update in 

the time frame above.Date Range Delayed (01/11/2021) - 

Kodiak Sciences anticipates to initiate the Phase III GLOW 

study of KSI-301 for the treatment of non-proliferative 

diabetic retinopathy (NPDR) in 2021. 

01/01/2022-12/31/2022 Kodiak Sciences Inc. KOD KSI-301

Macular Edema from Retinal 

Vein Occlusion (RVO) 

(Ophthalmology)

III
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase III BEACON - Top-Line 

Results

Kodiak announced that data readouts from the Phase III 

CRVO and BRVO clinical trials of KSI-301 are expected in 

2021.

Date Range Delayed (01/11/2021) - Kodiak announced that 

data readout from the Phase III BEACON study of KSI-301 

for the treatment of RVO are expected in 2022.

Now-03/31/2021 Kymera Therapeutics, Inc. KYMR KT-474 Autoimmune Disorders Preclinical
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase I - Trial Initiation

Kymera expects to file its IND for KT-474 in the first half of 

2021 and initiate a Phase I trial shortly thereafter.

Date Range Refined (01/14/2021) - Kymera announced that 

in December 2020 the company submitted an 

Investigational New Drug (IND) application for KT-474 and 

was recently informed on a call with the U.S. Food and Drug 

Administration (FDA) Division of Dermatology and Dentistry 

that following receipt of official written communication 

expected in the next weeks the Company may initiate 

dosing of healthy volunteers in the single ascending dose 

(SAD) portion of its first-in-human Phase I randomized 

double-blind placebo-controlled clinical trial in healthy 

volunteers and patients with HS or AD by the end of Q1 

2021.

10/01/2021-12/31/2021 Kymera Therapeutics, Inc. KYMR KTX-201 Hematologic Cancer Preclinical Regulatory - IND Filing IND Filing

Kymera expects to file an IND with the FDA for its STAT3 

program and initiate a Phase I trial in the second half of 

2021.

Date Range Refined (01/14/2021) - Kymera expects to file 

an IND with the FDA for its STAT3 program in the fourth 

quarter of 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 Legend Biotech Corp. LEGN LB1901
Peripheral T-Cell Lymphoma 

(PTCL) - NHL
IND

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase I - Trial to Start

Legend bio announced the clearance of an IND and will 

initiate a Phase I clinical study for LB1901 in the United 

States. As such we await the initiation in the date range 

above.

Date Range Refined (01/13/2021) - Legend Biotech 

announced that the company anticipates initiated the 

Phase I clinical trial evaluating LB1901 in patients with t-cell 

lymphoma during 2021. 

Now-06/30/2021 MacroGenics, Inc. MGNX Margenza Gastric Cancer II/III
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase II/III MAHOGANY - Top-

Line Results

MacroGenics announced that initial safety and efficacy data 

from the Phase II/III MAHOGANY study are expected in the 

second half of 2020.

Date Range Delayed (12/30/2020) - MacroGenics has not 

announced additional timing expectations on the initial 

safety and efficacy data from the Phase II/III MAHOGANY 

study. As such we await an update in the time frame listed 

above.Date Range Delayed (01/12/2021) - Zai Labs expects 

initial data from the MAHOGANY study in the first half of 

2021.

04/01/2021-09/30/2021
Magenta Therapeutics, 

Inc.
MGTA MGTA-117

Bone Marrow Transplant and 

Stem Cell Transplant
Preclinical

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Clinical Trial to Start

Magenta is scaling up manufacturing of MGTA-117 and 

completing IND-enabling studies in 2020. The Company 

intends to move this new product candidate into the clinic 

in 2020 with initial clinical data expected in 2021.

Date Range Delayed (01/06/2021) - Magenta has not 

provided additional timing expectations for the IND filing of 

MGTA-117. As such we await an update in the time frame 

above.Date Range Delayed (01/14/2021) - Magenta 

anticipates submitting an IND for and initiating a Phase I 

study of MGTA-117 in mid-2021.

10/01/2021-12/31/2021
Magenta Therapeutics, 

Inc.
MGTA MGTA-117

Bone Marrow Transplant and 

Stem Cell Transplant
Preclinical

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results
Phase I - Top-Line Results

Magenta is scaling up manufacturing of MGTA-117 and 

completing IND-enabling studies in 2020. The Company 

intends to move this new product candidate into the clinic 

in 2020 with initial clinical data expected in 2021.

Date Range Delayed (01/14/2021) - Magenta plans to 

assess the safety and PK in the first cohort of patients in the 

planned Phase I clinical trial of MGTA-117 fourth quarter of 

2021.

Now-02/28/2021
Magenta Therapeutics, 

Inc.
MGTA MGTA-145

Bone Marrow Transplant and 

Stem Cell Transplant
I

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase II - Trial to Start

Magenta intends to complete the Phase I study and move 

the MGTA-145 program into multiple Phase II studies in 

patients in 2020. The Phase II studies will include both 

allogeneic and autologous transplant settings and will 

evaluate mobilization and collection of high-quality cells 

and engraftment of the cells after transplant.

Date Range Delayed (12/07/2020) - Magenta plans to 

initiate a Phase II clinical trial in early 2021 using MGTA-145 

to mobilize and collect stem cells from allogeneic donors for 

transplant in patients with AML ALL and MDS. This clinical 

trial will evaluate stem cell mobilization collection cell 

quality engraftment and the potential for reduced Graft-

versus-Host Disease (GvHD).Date Range Expedited 

(01/14/2021) - Magenta plans to initiate within the next 

several weeks a Phase II clinical trial using MGTA-145 to 

mobilize and collect stem cells from allogeneic donors for 

transplant in patients with AML ALL and MDS. We await an 

update in the time frame above.

Now-02/28/2021
Magenta Therapeutics, 

Inc.
MGTA MGTA-145

Graft vs. Host Disease (GVHD) - 

Treatment
Preclinical

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase II - Trial to Start

Magenta Therapeutics announced through a collaboration 

with the National Marrow Donor Program/Be The Match 

Magenta plans to initiate a Phase II clinical trial in early 

2021 using MGTA-145 to mobilize and collect stem cells 

from allogeneic donors for transplant in patients with AML 

ALL and MDS. This clinical trial will evaluate stem cell 

mobilization collection cell quality engraftment and the 

potential for reduced Graft-versus-Host Disease (GvHD).

Date Range Expedited (01/14/2021) - Magenta plans to 

initiate within the next several weeks a Phase II clinical trial 

using MGTA-145 to mobilize and collect stem cells from 

allogeneic donors for transplant in patients with AML ALL 

and MDS. We await an update in the time frame above.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021
Magenta Therapeutics, 

Inc.
MGTA MGTA-145 Sickle Cell Anemia I

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase II - Trial to Start

Magenta Therapeutics and bluebird bio announced an 

exclusive Phase II clinical trial collaboration to evaluate the 

utility of MGTA-145 in combination with plerixafor for 

mobilization and collection of stem cells in adults and 

adolescents with sickle cell disease (SCD). We await an 

update on trial initiation in the time frame above.

Date Range Delayed (01/14/2021) - Magenta plans to 

initiate the Phase II clinical trial collaboration to evaluate 

the utility of MGTA-145 in combination with plerixafor for 

mobilization and collection of stem cells in adults and 

adolescents with sickle cell disease (SCD) in the second half 

of 2021.

04/01/2021-09/30/2021
Marinus 

Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
MRNS Ganaxolone

Tuberous Sclerosis Complex 

(TSC)
II

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase II Adjunctive Treatment - 

Top-Line Results

Marinus announced that the company expects to report top-

line data from the Phase II Tuberous Sclerosis Complex trial 

by the late second quarter of 2021.

Date Range Delayed (01/14/2021) - Marinus announced 

that the company expects to report top-line data from the 

Phase II tuberous sclerosis complex trial in mid 2021.
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Now-06/30/2021 Medtronic plc MDT DiamondTemp System Atrial Fibrillation/Flutter IDE
Regulatory - PMA 

Approval Decision
U.S. Approval

Medtronic expects to have U.S. FDA approval for 

DiamondTemp Ablation system in the second half of fiscal 

year 2021. We await an update in the time frame above.

Date Range Delayed (01/11/2021) - Medtronic announced 

it anticipates receiving FDA approval in the first half of 

2021. 

Now-01/31/2021 Medtronic plc MDT MiniMed 780G Diabetes Mellitus, Type I
Approved in 

Europe
Regulatory - PMA Filing PMA Filing

Medtronic announced that a FDA submission for MiniMed 

780G is forthcoming. We await an update in early 2020.

Date Range Delayed (04/30/2020) - We await an 

update.Date Range Delayed (07/02/2020) - Data from the 

pivotal study will be submitted as part of a future 

Premarket Approval (PMA) application to the U. S. Food and 

Drug Administration (FDA) for commercial approval of the 

MiniMed 780G system in the U.S. In the United States the 

MiniMed 780G system is investigational use only and not 

approved for sale or distribution. As such we await an 

update in date range above.Date Range Delayed 

(09/29/2020) - The company has not provided an update on 

the PMA filing for their MiniMed 780G for the treatment of 

type I diabetes. As such we continue to await an update in 

the date range above.Date Range Delayed (12/28/2020) - 

The company has not provided an update on the PMA filing 

for their MiniMed 780G for the treatment of type I 

diabetes. As such we continue to await an update in the 

date range above.Date Range Expedited (01/11/2021) - 

Medtronic announced that it expects to submit 780G to US 

FDA in January 2021.

7/16/2021 Merck & Co., Inc. MRK V114

Pneumococcal (Streptococcus 

pneumoniae) Vaccines 

(Antibacterial)

BLA

Regulatory - 

PDUFA/Approval Decision 

(US)

PDUFA for BLA - First Review

Merck announced the company has submitted applications 

to the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and 

European Medicines Agency (EMA) for licensure of V114 

Merck’s investigational 15-valent pneumococcal conjugate 

vaccine for use in adults 18 years of age and older. Based on 

a standard 12-month original BLA filing under PDUFA VI 

guidelines the PDUFA decision should occur on November 

23 2021.

Exact Date (01/11/2021) - Merck & Co. announced that the 

U.S. FDA accepted and granted priority review to the 

company's BLA for V114 for use in adults 18 years of age 

and older. The PDUFA date is set to July 18 2021. As this 

date falls on a weekend we expect the PDUFA decision on 

the Friday before.

04/01/2021-06/30/2021 Merck KGaA MKKGY Bavencio
Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer 

(NSCLC)
III

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase III JAVELIN Lung 100 - 

Top-Line Results

Pfizer expects the first-line lung cancer study with avelumab 

to report data in 2017.

Date Range Delayed (03/14/2017) - The Phase III JAVELIN 

Lung 100 study of Avelumab for the treatment of first-line 

non-small cell lung cancer is expected to read out data for 

the primary outcome measure in April 2019.Date Range 

Delayed (01/07/2019) - Merck noted at the 2019 J.P. 

Morgan Health Care Conference that the Phase III read-out 

for Bavencio in 1L NSCLC is now expected in late 2019.Date 

Range Delayed (12/31/2019) - We continue to await an 

update on top-line Phase III read-out for Bavencio in 1L 

NSCLC in the time frame above.Date Range Delayed 

(01/13/2020) - Merck KGaA announced that the top-line 

Phase III read-out for Bavencio in 1L NSCLC is expected in 

the second half of 2020.Date Range Delayed (08/07/2020) - 

Merck reported that in-house availability of Phase III data 

for Bavencio in first line NSCLC is expected in the first half 

of 2021.Date Range Refined (01/11/2021) - Merck reported 

that in-house availability of Phase III data is expected in the 

second quarter of 2021

01/01/2022-06/30/2022 MiMedx Group, Inc. MDXG AmnioFix Orthopedic Disorder III
Regulatory - NDA/BLA 

Filing
BLA Filing - Plantar Fasciitis

MiMedx announced that it expects to file a BLA for 

AmnioFix for the treatment of Plantar Fasciitis from the 

middle of 2019 to early 2020.

Date Range Delayed (01/16/2018) - Following the 

conclusion of the Phase III trial MiMedx intends to file a 

Biologic License Application (BLA) with the U.S. Food and 

Drug Administration for AmnioFix Injectable to treat 

moderate to severe plantar fasciitis pain that has failed 

conservative treatment for at least 30 days. The Company 

projects the filing of the BLA related to plantar fasciitis will 

be in 2020.  Date Range Refined (03/26/2018) - MiMedx 

expects its Phase III study initiated in January 2018 to 

confirm the Phase IIb results as the company moves toward 

filing a Biologics License Application (BLA) in the second half 

of 2020 based on current projections.Date Range Delayed 

(12/28/2020) - We continue to await an update.Date Range 

Delayed (01/13/2021) - MiMedx expects to file a BLA for 

AmnioFix for the treatment of plantar fasciitis in the first 

half of 2022.

07/01/2022-12/31/2022 MiMedx Group, Inc. MDXG AmnioFix Orthopedic Disorder III
Regulatory - sNDA/sBLA 

Filing
sBLA Filing - Tendonitis

MiMedx expects to file a BLA for AmnioFix for plantar 

fasciitis in the beginning of 2019.

Date Range Delayed (08/07/2017) - MiMedx announced 

that it expects to file a BLA for AmnioFix for the treatment 

of Achilles Tendonitis from the middle of 2019 to early 

2020.Date Range Delayed (04/20/2020) - MiMedx 

announced the company has analyzed data received from a 

sample size analysis that was conducted on patients 

representing 50% of total enrollment that had reached the 

primary efficacy endpoint. The company has concluded that 

the most reasonable approach is to continue the current 

study to completion and analyze the results to determine 

the adequacy of the measures employed and time points of 

observation to show meaningful clinical and statistical 

analyses. Given current enrollment rates MiMedx 

anticipates that this study will end in late 2020. If any of the 

study results support potential product approval MiMedx 

intends to file BLAs as described above. We await an update 

in the time frame above.Date Range Delayed (01/13/2021) - 

MiMedx expects to file a BLA for AmnioFix for the 

treatment of achilles tendonitis in the second half of 2022.

07/01/2024-06/30/2025 MiMedx Group, Inc. MDXG AmnioFix
Osteoarthritis and 

Osteoarthritis Pain
IIb

Regulatory - sNDA/sBLA 

Filing

sBLA Filing - Osteoarthritis 

Knee Pain

MiMedx announced that it expects to file a BLA for 

AmnioFix for the treatment of knee OA pain from late 2020 

through the middle of 2021.

Date Range Delayed (01/13/2021) - MiMedx expects to file 

a BLA for AmnioFix for the treatment of knee osteoarthritis 

in the second half of 2024 or first half of 2025.

10/01/2021-12/31/2021
Mirum Pharmaceuticals, 

Inc.
MIRM Maralixibat

Progressive Familial 

Intrahepatic Cholestasis (PFIC)
III

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase III MARCH-PFIC - Top-

Line Results

Mirum Pharmaceuticals announced the dosing of the first 

patient in the Phase III MARCH-PFIC clinical trial of its lead 

drug candidate maralixibat in pediatric patients with 

progressive familial intrahepatic cholestasis (PFIC). Topline 

results are expected in fourth quarter of 2020.

Date Range Delayed (12/09/2020) - Mirum expects to 

complete enrollment for the Phase III MARCH-PFIC in the 

second quarter of 2021. We await an update on the 

disclosure of top-line data in the same time frame.Date 

Range Delayed (01/12/2021) - Mirum expects to announce 

top line results around year-end 2021. 

Now-12/31/2021 MorphoSys AG MOR Monjuvi

Chronic Lymphocytic Leukemia 

(CLL)/Small Cell Lymphocytic 

Lymphoma (SLL) - NHL

II
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation

Combination w/Parsaclisib - 

Study to Start

Incyte Corporation announced that they expect a dose 

escalation and expansion study evaluating tafasitamab in 

combiantion with parsaclisib for the treatment of 

relapsed/refractory non-Hodgin's lymphoma and chronic 

lymphocytic leukemia including prior anti-CD20 therapy to 

start in 2020.

Date Range Delayed (12/18/2020) - We continue to await 

an update in the above time frame.Date Range Delayed 

(01/11/2021) - Incyte Corporation announced that they 

expect to initiate a study of tafasitamab in combination 

with parsaclisib for the treatment of relapsed/refractory 

non-Hodgin's lymphoma and chronic lymphocytic leukemia 

on 2021.

Now-06/30/2021 MorphoSys AG MOR Monjuvi
Diffuse Large B-Cell Lymphoma 

(DLBCL) - NHL
Approved

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation

Phase III Front-MIND (1L) - 

Trial Initiation

MorphoSys announced that they plan to initiate a pivotal 

Phase II/III trial in frontline diffuse large B-cell lymphoma in 

mid-2020.

Date Range Delayed (01/15/2020) - MorphoSys expects to 

begin a Phase III study of tafasitamab for frontline DLBCL in 

2021.Date Range Refined (08/14/2020) - MorphoSys 

expects to begin a Phase III study of tafasitamab for 

frontline DLBCL in early 2021.Date Range Delayed 

(11/25/2020) - MorphoSys expects to initiate a Phase III 

study of tafasitamab for frontline DLBCL in 2021.Date 

Range Refined (01/13/2021) - MorphoSys expects to 

initiate a pivotal Phase III FrontMIND study of Monjuvi for 

1L DLBCL in the first half of 2021.
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Now-06/30/2021 Myovant Sciences Ltd. MYOV Orgovyx Endometriosis III
Regulatory - sNDA/sBLA 

Filing
sNDA Filing

Myovant reported that if the Phase III results of Relugolix 

for endometriosis are favorable it intends to submit an NDA 

to the FDA in 2019.

Date Range Delayed (10/21/2019) - Myovant Sciences 

announced that the company expects to share the top-line 

results for SPIRIT 2 and SPIRIT 1 in the first and second 

quarters of 2020 respectively. The studies support potential 

regulatory submission for a single tablet once-daily 

treatment of moderate-to-severe endometriosis-associated 

pain. We await an update on NDA submission through the 

third quarter of 2020.Date Range Delayed (08/03/2020) - 

Sumitomo announced that it plans to submit an NDA with 

safety and efficacy results from the SPIRIT 1 & 2 and the 

one-year extension study results. Given the one-year 

extension study results are expected in Sumitomo's fiscal 

fourth quarter we expect the submission of the NDA to 

happen in the first half of calendar 2021.New Information 

(01/12/2021) - Myovant plans to file a U.S. regulatory 

submission for Orgovyx for endometriosis in the first half of 

2021.

01/01/2024-03/31/2024 Nektar Therapeutics NKTR Bempegaldesleukin Bladder Cancer III
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase III w/Nivolumab (MIBC) - 

Top-Line Results

Nektar Therapeutics announced that top-line data from the 

Phase III study evaluating bempegaldesleukin in 

combination with nivolumab for the treatment of muscle-

invasive disease is expected in 2024.

Date Range Refined (01/11/2021) - Nektar Therapeutics 

announced that top-line data from the Phase III study 

evaluating bempegaldesleukin in combination with 

nivolumab for the treatment of cis-ineligible MIBC is 

expected in the first quarter of 2024.

04/01/2022-09/30/2022 Nektar Therapeutics NKTR Bempegaldesleukin Bladder Cancer III
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase II PIVOT-10 - Top-Line 

Results

Nektar Therapeutics announced that they expect the first 

potential data on the ORR endpoint from the Phase II PIVOT-

10 study evaluating NKTR-214 for the treatment of first-line 

cist-ineligible bladder cancer between the second and third 

quarter of 2020.

Date Range Delayed (08/10/2020) - Nektar expects to 

achieve top line results from its first-line bladder cancer 

study of Bempegaldesleukin in the second half of 2021.Date 

Range Delayed (01/11/2021) - Nektar Therapeutics 

announced that the company expects to release data from 

the Phase II PIVOT-10 study evaluating NKTR-214 for the 

treatment of first-line cist-ineligible bladder cancer in mid 

2022.

01/01/2024-03/31/2024 Nektar Therapeutics NKTR Bempegaldesleukin Melanoma III
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase III PIVOT-12 - Top-Line 

Results

Nektar Therapeutics announced that they expect a 

potential first readout from the adjuvant study evaluating 

bempegaldesleukin in combination with nivolumab for the 

treatment of melanoma in 2024.

Date Range Refined (01/11/2021) - Nektar Therapeutics 

announced the company expects a potential first readout 

from the adjuvant study evaluating bempegaldesleukin in 

combination with nivolumab for the treatment of adjuvant 

melanoma in the first quarter of 2024.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021 Nektar Therapeutics NKTR Bempegaldesleukin
Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer 

(NSCLC)
I/II

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase I/II PROPEL - Top-Line 

Results

Nektar announced that it anticipates to present entire 

patient dataset from PROPEL clinical trial of NKTR-214 with 

atezolizumab or pembrolizumab in patientswith bladder 

and non-small cell lung cancer during the second half of 

2018.

Date Range Delayed (06/25/2019) - We continue to await 

an update through time above. Date Range Delayed 

(08/08/2019) - Nektar announced data from the Phase I/II 

PROPEL study are expected in the second half of 2019.Date 

Range Delayed (12/31/2019) - Nektar wants the data from 

the PROPEL and PIVOT study to mature more fully and then 

the company will make a decision on when and where to 

present this data in the future.  We continue to await an 

update in the time frame above.Date Range Delayed 

(07/01/2020) - Nektar announced it could experience 

delays of approximately three months with respect to 

previously-provided timelines for earlier stage Nektar-run 

studies such as the PROPEL study where the initiation of 

planned new investigator sites in Europe was delayed due 

to the COVID-19 pandemic. We await possible results in the 

time frame above.Date Range Delayed (08/10/2020) - 

Nektar announced that it is on tractk to generate initial 

safety as well as preliminary ORR data from the Propel 

study by the end of 2020 or first quarter of 2021.Date 

Range Delayed (01/11/2021) - Nektar plans to release 

patient dataset on BEMPEG from the Phase I/II PROPEL 

study in NSCLC in the second half of 2021.

01/01/2022-06/30/2022 Nektar Therapeutics NKTR Bempegaldesleukin Renal Cell Cancer (RCC) III
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase III w/Nivolumab - Top-

Line Results

Nektar Therapeutics announced that the Phase III 

registrational study evaluating bempegaldesleukin and 

nivolumab versus a TKI in first-line RCC is enrolling and they 

are on track to potentially have the first interim OS readout 

in the first quarter of 2022.

Date Range Delayed (01/11/2021) - Nektar Therapeutics 

announced data from the Phase III registrational study 

evaluating bempegaldesleukin and nivolumab versus a TKI 

in first-line RCC is expected in the first half of 2022.

04/01/2021-06/30/2021 Novavax, Inc. NVAX NVX-CoV2373 COVID-19 Prevention III
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase III - PREVENT-19 - 

Topline Data

The interim data of Phase III PREVENT-19 event-driven trial 

evaluating NVX-CoV2373 for COVID-19 prevention are 

expected as soon as the early first quarter of 2021 although 

the timing depends on the overall COVID-19 rate in the 

region.

Date Range Delayed (01/11/2021) - Novavax announced 

that the company anticipates interim data of the Phase III 

PREVENT-19 clinical trial of NVX-CoV2373 in the second 

quarter of 2021.

Now-02/28/2021 Novo Nordisk A/S NVO Rybelsus Diabetes Mellitus, Type II Approved
Progress Update - 

Product Launch (Japan)
Product Launch (Japan)

Novo Nordisk announced that the Japanese Ministry of 

Health Labour and Welfare has approved Rybelsus (oral 

semaglutide) the first and only oral glucagon-like peptide-1 

receptor agonist (GLP-1 RA) in a tablet for the treatment of 

adults with type 2 diabetes. Novo Nordisk will initiate 

reimbursement negotiations and expects to launch Rybelsus 

in Japan thereafter.

Date Range Delayed (10/01/2020) - Novo Nordisk has not 

provided an update on the commercial progress of 

Rybelsus. We await an update.Date Range Delayed 

(01/12/2021) - Novo Nordisk announced that the Rybelsus 

has obtained pricing approval in Japan and the Company is 

now preparing for launch. We await an update in the time 

frame above.

Now-06/30/2021 NovoCure Limited NVCR Optune Mesothelioma HDE Approved

Regulatory - Filing for 

Approval (Emerging 

Markets)

MAA Filing to MPM
Zai Lab expects to file a MAA for NovoTTF/Optune in 

mesothelioma in China the second half of 2020.

Date Range Delayed (12/29/2020) - We continue to await 

an update.New Information (01/12/2021) - Zai Lab expects 

to file a MAA for Optune for MPM is the first half of 2021.

Now-04/30/2021 OBI Pharma, Inc. 4174 OBI-999 Gastric Cancer I/II
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results
Phase I/II - Top-Line Results

Obi Pharma anticipates data from its Phase I/II trial of OBI-

999 in advanced solid tumors in 2021.

Date Range Refined (01/11/2021) - OBI Pharma expects to 

have the end of Phase I recommended Phase II dose data in 

the next few months in 2021. As such we continue to await 

an update in the time frame above.

Now-04/30/2021 OBI Pharma, Inc. 4174 OBI-3424

Hepatocellular (Liver) Cancer 

(HCC) (Including Secondary 

Metastases)

I/II
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results
Phase I - Top-Line Results

Obi Pharma anticipates data from its Phase I trial of OBI-

3424 in various cancers in 2020.

Date Range Delayed (01/04/2021) - We continue to await 

an update.Date Range Delayed (01/11/2021) - OBI Pharma 

expects to have the end of Phase I recommended Phase II 

dose data in the next few months in 2021. As such we 

continue to await an update in the time frame above.

Now-04/30/2021 OBI Pharma, Inc. 4174 OBI-3424 Solid Tumors I/II
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results
Phase I - Top-Line Results

Obi Pharma anticipates data from its Phase I trial of OBI-

3424 in various cancers in 2020.

Date Range Delayed (01/04/2021) - We continue to await 

an update.Date Range Delayed (01/11/2021) - OBI Pharma 

expects to have the end of Phase I recommended Phase II 

dose data in the next few months in 2021. As such we 

continue to await an update in the time frame above.

04/01/2021-06/30/2021 ObsEva SA OBSV Yselty Uterine Fibroids III
Regulatory - NDA/BLA 

Filing
NDA Filing

ObsEva reported Phase III trial results from the PRIMROSE 2 

trial of linzagolix for the treatment of heavy menstrual 

bleeding (HMB) due to uterine fibroids. Assuming positive 

results ObsEva expect that it would lead to a Marketing 

Authorization Application submission with the European 

Medicines Agency by year-end 2020 and a New Drug 

Application submission with the U.S. Food and Drug 

Administration by Q1 2021.

Date Range Refined (07/06/2020) - ObsEva is now 

preparing its regulatory submissions to the European 

Medicines Agency (EMA) and the U.S. Food and Drug 

Administration (FDA) which it anticipates submitting in the 

fourth quarter of 2020 and first half of 2021 

respectively.Date Range Refined (01/14/2021) - ObsEva is 

anticipating an NDA submission for Linzagolix to the FDA in 

the second quarter of 2021.

09/01/2021-12/31/2021 Omeros Corporation OMER OMS906
Paroxysmal Nocturnal 

Hemoglobinuria (PNH)
I

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results
Phase I - Top-Line Results

Omeros announced that it has completed on schedule 

dosing in the first cohort in a Phase I placebo-controlled 

double-blind single-ascending-dose and multiple-ascending-

dose study for OMS906 the company’s MASP-3 inhibitor. 

The second cohort in the Phase I study has begun dosing. 

Omeros expects to achieve a once-monthly subcutaneous 

dosing regimen. Data readout from the Phase I study is 

planned for 2021.

Date Range Refined (01/13/2021) - Omeros announced that 

data from the Phase I study of OMS906 is expected later in 

2021.
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Now-06/30/2021 Opko Health OPK Lagova
Short Stature / Growth 

Hormone Deficiency
BLA

Regulatory - MAA 

Submission (Europe)
MAA Submission

Opko announced that based on the results of the Phase III 

study evaluating once weekly somatrogon to once a day 

Genotropin for pediatric growth hormone deficiency they 

anticipate that Pfizer will submit the biologics license 

application to the FDA and a marketing authorization 

application in Europe for somatrogon in the second half of 

2020.

Date Range Delayed (08/06/2020) - Opko announced in 

Europe the Company’s open-label study demonstrating 

benefit and compliance with reduced treatment burden will 

be completed in the third quarter of 2020 enabling Pfizer to 

submit for regulatory approval in Europe early 2021.Date 

Range Delayed (01/13/2021) - Opko Health announced the 

MAA submission in Europe is anticipated in the first half of 

2021.

04/01/2021-09/30/2021
Orchard Therapeutics 

Limited
ORTX OTL-200

Metachromatic 

Leukodystrophy
III

Regulatory - NDA/BLA 

Filing
BLA Filing

GlaxoSmithKline announced that they plan to file for 

regulatory approval for their metachromatic 

leukodystrophy (MLD) drug candidate before the end of 

2018.

Date Range Refined (01/09/2019) - Orchard expects to 

submit a MAA for OTL-200 for MLD in 2020 followed by a 

BLA.Date Range Delayed (05/28/2019) - Orchard brought 

forward the timeline for the planned submission of an MAA 

to the EMA for OTL-200 to the first half of 2020 and also 

expects to file a Biologics License Application (BLA) in the 

U.S. approximately one year after the MAA submission.Date 

Range Expedited (01/14/2020) - Orchard announced that a 

Biologics License Application (BLA) filing for OTL-200 in the 

U.S. is planned between late 2020 and early 2021.   Date 

Range Delayed (04/03/2020) - Orchard announced they 

now anticipate submitting the biologics license application 

(BLA) for MLD with the U.S. Food and Drug Administration 

(FDA) in the first half of 2021 due to COVID-19 related 

impacts.Date Range Delayed (01/13/2021) - Orchard 

Therapeutics announced that it plans to complete 

interactions with the U.S. Food and Drug Administration 

(FDA) to determine the path to a BLA filing for OTL-200 by 

mid-2021. As such we await an update on the BLA filing in 

the time frame above.

02/08/2021-02/12/2021
Orchard Therapeutics 

Limited
ORTX OTL-203

Mucopolysaccharidosis I (MPS 

I; Hurler Syndrome)
I/II

Trial Data - Updated 

Results

Phase I/II - Updated Results at 

WORLDSymposium

Orchard Therapeutics announced that one-year follow-up 

results for the first eight patients including the primary 

endpoints of the OTL-203 proof-of-concept clinical trial in 

MPS-I are anticipated in 2021.

Date Range Refined (01/13/2021) - Orchard Therapeutics 

announced that an oral presentation for the proof-of-

concept clinical trial of OTL-203 in MPS-I is anticipated at 

the WORLDSymposium between February 8-12 2021.

02/08/2021-02/12/2021
Orchard Therapeutics 

Limited
ORTX OTL-201

Mucopolysaccharidosis IIIA 

(MPS IIIA; Sanfilippo A 

Syndrome)

I/II
Trial Data - Updated 

Results

Phase I/II - Updated Results at 

WORLD Symposium

Orchard Therapeutics reported initial data from an ongoing 

proof-of-concept clinical trial evaluating the safety and 

efficacy of OTL-201 an investigational ex vivo autologous 

hematopoietic stem cell (HSC) gene therapy being studied 

for the treatment of mucopolysaccharidosis type IIIA (MPS-

IIIA also known as Sanfilippo syndrome type A). Completion 

of enrollment and the release of additional interim results 

are expected in 2021.

Date Range Refined (01/13/2021) - Orchard Therapeutics 

announced that an oral presentation for the proof-of-

concept clinical trial of OTL-201 in MPS-IIIA is anticipated at 

the WORLDSymposium between February 8-12 2021.

01/01/2022-12/31/2022
Orchard Therapeutics 

Limited
ORTX OTL-103 Wiskott-Aldrich Syndrome III

Regulatory - NDA/BLA 

Filing
BLA Filing

Orchard Therapeutics expects to submit a BLA and MAA for 

OTL-103 for WAS in 2021.

Date Range Delayed (01/13/2021) - Orchard Therapeutics 

expects to submit a BLA for OTL-103 for WAS in 2022.

10/01/2021-12/31/2021
Orchard Therapeutics 

Limited
ORTX OTL-103 Wiskott-Aldrich Syndrome III

Regulatory - MAA 

Submission (Europe)
MAA Filing

Orchard anticipates submitting regulatory applications for 

the MLD program next year and the WAS program in 2020 

or 2021.

Date Range Refined (01/09/2019) - Orchard Therapeutics 

expects to submit a BLA and MAA for OTL-103 for WAS in 

2021.Date Range Refined (01/13/2021) - Orchard 

Therapeutics plans to submit MAA filing for OTL-103 for 

WAS by year-end 2021.

01/01/2022-06/30/2022 Otsuka Holdings Co., Ltd. 4578 Rexulti Alzheimer's Disease (AD) III
Trial Announcement - 

Trial Completion

Phase III - Agitation/Dementia 

- Trial Completion

Otsuka announced that the Phase - III study of rexulti for 

agitation in AD is expected to be completed in December 

2020.

Date Range Delayed (02/19/2020) - H. Lundbeck 

announced that the company expects to complete its Phase 

III study of brexpiprazole for the treatment of agitation in 

Alzheimer's Disease in the first half of 2021.Date Range 

Delayed (11/18/2020) - Otsuka announced that the Phase 

III study of Rexulti for agitation in AD is expected to be 

completed in the first half of 2022.Date Range Refined 

(01/11/2021) - Lundbeck announced that they anticipate 

the completion of the Phase III trial of Rexulti for the 

treatment of AD in the first half of 2022.

04/01/2021-09/30/2021 Pacira BioSciences, Inc. PCRX Exparel Postsurgical Pain Approved
Progress Update - 

Product Launch (Europe)
Product Launch (Europe)

Pacira BioSciences announced that the European 

Commission has granted marketing authorization for 

EXPAREL as a brachial plexus block or femoral nerve block 

for treatment of post-operative pain in adults and as a field 

block for treatment of somatic post-operative pain from 

small- to medium-sized surgical wounds in adults. 

Commercial planning is underway with an anticipated 

launch in the second half of 2021.

Date Range Expedited (01/13/2021) - Pacira announced 

that it expects to launch both EXPAREL and iovera in mid-

2021 in Europe.

10/01/2022-12/31/2022
Paradigm 

Biopharmaceuticals Ltd.
ASX:PAR Zilosul

Osteoarthritis and 

Osteoarthritis Pain
IND

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation

Phase III PARA003 Adaptive 

Trial to Start

Paradigm is preparing to submit an IND to the U.S. FDA in 

the fourth quarter of 2020 to evaluate Zilosul for the 

treatment of osteoarthritis with the expectation of opening 

its IND with the FDA in the first quarter of 2021.

Date Range Delayed (01/12/2021) - Paradigm expects to 

start its Phase III 003 study of PPS in OA in the fourth 

quarter of 2022.

Now-12/31/2021
Paratek Pharmaceuticals, 

Inc.
PRTK Nuzyra

Community Acquired 

Pneumonia (CAP) 

(Antibacterial)

Approved

Regulatory - Approval 

Decision (Emerging 

Markets)

Chinese Approval Decision

Zai Lab announced that the China National Medical 

Products Administration (NMPA) has accepted its New Drug 

Application (NDA) for omadacycline for the treatment of 

community-acquired bacterial pneumonia (CABP) and acute 

bacterial skin and skin structure infections (ABSSSI). Based 

on an internal analysis of the Chinese approval procedure 

we estimate an approval decision for this drug for this 

indication will be granted in approximately 1 to 2 years.

New Information (05/06/2020) - Zai Lab announced that 

the Center for Drug Evaluation of China’s National Medical 

Products Administration (NMPA) has granted priority 

review status to the New Drug Application (NDA) for 

omadacycline for the treatment of community-acquired 

bacterial pneumonia (CABP) and acute bacterial skin and 

skin structure infections (ABSSSI).Date Range Refined 

(01/04/2021) - Zai Lab announced its New Drug Application 

(NDA) for omadacycline for the treatment of community-

acquired bacterial pneumonia (CABP) and acute bacterial 

skin and skin structure infections (ABSSSI) had been 

accepted with priority review in China in May 2020. Upon 

Zai Lab’s regulatory approval anticipated in the first half of 

2021Date Range Delayed (01/12/2021) - Zai Labs 

anticipates NMPA approval for CABP in 2021.

10/01/2021-03/31/2022 Passage Bio PASG PBFT02 Dementia IND
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results
Phase I/II - Top-Line Results

Passage Bio plans to initiate a Phase I/II trial for PBFT02 for 

the treatment of FTD-GRN in the first half of 2021 and 

anticipate clinical data to be available in the second half of 

2021.

Date Range Refined (01/11/2021) - Passage Bio anticipates 

initial data from the Phase I/II clinical studies of PBFT02 for 

the treatment of the treatment of FTD-GRN to potentially 

readout in late 2021 or early 2022 depending on the timing 

of first patient treated in the study.

10/01/2021-03/31/2022 Passage Bio PASG PBKR03
Krabbe Disease (Globoid Cell 

Leukodystrophy)
IND

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results
Phase I/II - Top-Line Results

Passage Bio expects to submit an IND for PBKR03 in the 

second half of 2020 and initiates a Phase I/II trial in the first 

half of 2021 and anticipate clinical data to be available in 

the second half of 2021.

Date Range Refined (01/11/2021) - Passage Bio anticipates 

initial data from the Phase I/II clinical studies of PBKR03 for 

the treatment of the treatment of Krabbe disease to 

potentially readout in late 2021 or early 2022 depending on 

the timing of first patient treated in the study.

Now-03/31/2021 Passage Bio PASG PBKR03
Krabbe Disease (Globoid Cell 

Leukodystrophy)
IND

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase I/II Trial to Start

Passage Bio expects to submit an IND for PBKR03  in the 

second half of 2020 and initiates a Phase I/II trial in the first 

half of 2021 and anticipate clinical data to be available in 

the second half of 2021.

Date Range Refined (01/11/2021) - Passage Bio plans to 

initiate a Phase I/II trial for PBKRO3 for the treatment of 

Krabbe disease in the first half of 2021 and anticipate 

clinical data to be available in the second half of 2021.

01/01/2022-12/31/2022
PharmaEssentia 

Corporation
6446 Ropeginterferon alfa-2b Polycythemia Vera (PV) BLA

Regulatory - Filing for 

Approval (Emerging 

Markets)

Filing for Approval (China)

PharmaEssentia expect Chinese approval of ropeginterferon 

alfa-2b for the treatment of polycythemia vera in early 

2022. Based on an internal analysis of the Chinese approval 

procedure we estimate a regulatory submission for this 

drug for this indication will be filed approximately 1-2 years 

prior to approval. As such we await an update for the filing 

in the time frame listed above.

Date Range Delayed (01/11/2021) - PharmaEssentia 

announced that the company anticipates a regulatory 

submission of ropeginterferon alfa-2b in China in 2022.
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04/01/2021-06/30/2021
PharmaEssentia 

Corporation
6446 Ropeginterferon alfa-2b Polycythemia Vera (PV) BLA

Regulatory - Filing for 

Approval (Emerging 

Markets)

Filing for Approval (Korea)

PharmaEssentia expect Korean approval of ropeginterferon 

alfa-2b for the treatment of polycythemia vera in early 

2021. Based on an internal analysis of the Korean approval 

procedure we estimate a regulatory submission for this 

drug for this indication will be filed approximately 1-2 years 

prior to approval. As such we await an update for the filing 

in the time frame listed above.

Date Range Delayed (03/26/2020) - We await an 

update.Date Range Delayed (06/24/2020) - PharmaEssentia 

and AOP Orphan have not provided an update on a 

regulatory filing in Korea for ropeginterferon alfa-2b for the 

treatment of polycythemia vera. As such we await an 

update in the time frame above.Date Range Delayed 

(09/25/2020) - PharmaEssentia and AOP Orphan have not 

provided an update on a regulatory filing in Korea for 

ropeginterferon alfa-2b for the treatment of polycythemia 

vera. As such we await an update in the time frame 

above.Date Range Delayed (11/23/2020) - PharmaEssentia 

and AOP Orphan have not provided an update on a 

regulatory filing in Korea for ropeginterferon alfa-2b for the 

treatment of polycythemia vera. As such we await an 

update in the time frame above.Date Range Delayed 

(12/29/2020) - We continue to await an update in the time 

frame above. Date Range Delayed (01/11/2021) - 

PharmaEssentia announced that the company anticipates 

marketing approval of ropeginterferon alfa-2b in South 

Korea in the second quarter of 2021.

10/01/2021-12/31/2021
PharmaEssentia 

Corporation
6446 Ropeginterferon alfa-2b Polycythemia Vera (PV) BLA

Regulatory - J-NDA Filing 

(Japan)
J-NDA Filing

PharmaEssentia expect Japanese approval of 

ropeginterferon alfa-2b for the treatment of polycythemia 

vera in early 2022. Based on an internal analysis of the 

Japanese approval procedure we estimate a regulatory 

submission for this drug for this indication will be filed 

approximately 9-15 months prior to approval. As such we 

await an update for the filing in the time frame listed 

above.

Date Range Delayed (01/11/2021) - PharmaEssentia 

announced that the company anticipates a regulatory 

submission of ropeginterferon alfa-2b in Japan in the fourth 

quarter of 2021. 

07/01/2021-12/31/2021 Precigen, Inc. PGEN

Non-Viral TCR Program 

(ZIOPHARM/Intrexon/NCI

)

Solid Tumors II
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation

Clinical Trial to Start (TCR-T 

Library Trial)

Ziopharm announced the company plans to file an IND in 

early 2021 for Ziopharm's TCR-T library trial to be taken at 

MD Anderson. Patients are expected to be treated in mid-

2021.

Date Range Delayed (01/14/2021) - Ziopharm expects to 

initiate its Phase I/II Library TCR-T Program Trial in the 

second half of 2021.

Now-12/31/2021
Precision BioSciences, 

Inc.
DTIL PBCAR20A

Chronic Lymphocytic Leukemia 

(CLL)/Small Cell Lymphocytic 

Lymphoma (SLL) - NHL

I/II
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase I/IIa - R/R Dose-

Escalation - Topline Results

Precision Biosciences expects to initiate a Phase I/IIa clinical 

trial for PBCAR20A in the fourth quarter of 2019 with initial 

data expected in 2020.

Date Range Delayed (12/18/2020) - Precision Biosciences 

plans to announce an update on PBCAR20A in 2021. As such 

we await the top-line results for this study through 

2021.New Information (01/13/2021) - Precision announced 

interim Phase I data for PBCAR20A is expected in 2021.

Now-12/31/2021
Precision BioSciences, 

Inc.
DTIL PBCAR20A Mantle Cell Lymphoma - NHL I/II

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase I/IIa - R/R Dose-

Escalation - Topline Results

Precision Biosciences expects to initiate a Phase I/IIa clinical 

trial for PBCAR20A in the fourth quarter of 2019 with initial 

data expected in 2020.

Date Range Delayed (12/18/2020) - Precision Biosciences 

plans to announce an update on PBCAR20A in 2021. As such 

we await the top-line results for this study through 

2021.New Information (01/13/2021) - Precision announced 

interim Phase I data for PBCAR20A is expected in 2021.

Now-06/30/2021
Precision BioSciences, 

Inc.
DTIL PBCAR19B

Non-Hodgkin's Lymphoma 

(NHL)
IND

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Clinical Trial to Start

Precision announced the company completed preclinical 

work for PBCAR19B the company's next generation CD19 

stealth cell candidate. The therapy is expected to enter 

clinical trials in 2021.

Date Range Expedited (01/13/2021) - Precision announced 

the company expects to dose first patients wth next 

generation PBCAR19B stealth cell in the first half of 2021.

Now-12/31/2021
Precision BioSciences, 

Inc.
DTIL PBCAR20A

Non-Hodgkin's Lymphoma 

(NHL)
I/II

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase I/IIa - R/R Dose-

Escalation - Topline Results

Precision Biosciences expects to initiate a Phase I/IIa clinical 

trial for PBCAR20A in the fourth quarter of 2019 with initial 

data expected in 2020.

Date Range Delayed (12/18/2020) - Precision Biosciences 

plans to announce an update on PBCAR20A in 2021. As such 

we await the top-line results for this study through 

2021.New Information (01/13/2021) - Precision announced 

interim Phase I data for PBCAR20A is expected in 2021.

Now-03/31/2021 PTC Therapeutics, Inc. PTCT Translarna
Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy 

(DMD)
III

Regulatory - NDA/BLA 

Filing
NDA Resubmission

PTC announced Translarna's dystrophin study was initiated 

in the fourth quarter of 2018 for a potential U.S. regulatory 

submission in early 2020.

Date Range Delayed (09/29/2020) - PTC Therapeutics 

intends to follow the FDA’s recommendation and will 

collect dystrophin data in Study 045. As a result of the 

COVID-19 pandemic the expected completion of Study 45 

has been delayed as certain patients still require final study 

muscle biopsies. Once the clinical trial site is open the 

company expect to be able to complete the final biopsies 

and the data from Study 045 would be available thereafter 

followed by a potential re-submission of an NDA. As such 

we await an update in the time frame above.Date Range 

Delayed (12/21/2020) - We await an update in the time 

frame above.New Information (01/11/2021) - PTC 

announced that they expect dystrophin data in the first 

quarter of 2021 for potential US NDA submission.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021 PTC Therapeutics, Inc. PTCT PTC-FA Friedreich's Ataxia Preclinical
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Clinical Trials to Start

PTC announced its Friedreich's ataxia program is 

progressing with an expected IND filing and entry into the 

clinic in 2019.

Date Range Delayed (12/19/2019) - PTC Therapeutics 

expects to submit an investigational new drug application 

or IND to the FDA for the Friedreich ataxia program mid-

year 2020. As such we await an update on entry into the 

clinic in the time frame above.Date Range Refined 

(01/15/2020) - PTC Therapeutics announced that PTC-FA 

gene therapy for Friedreich ataxia is progressing and is 

anticipated to enter the clinic in the third quarter of 

2020.Date Range Delayed (10/01/2020) - We continue to 

await an update in the time frame above.Date Range 

Delayed (12/09/2020) - We continue to await an update in 

the time frame above.Date Range Delayed (01/11/2021) - 

PTC announced that they anticipate dosing their first 

participant in their trial in the second half of 2021.

Now-06/30/2021 PTC Therapeutics, Inc. PTCT PTC857 Parkinson's Disease (PD) I
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase I - Trial Data (SAD & 

MAD)

PTC Therapeutics announced that the data from the single 

ascending dose and multiple ascending dose studies of 

PTC857 is expected by the end of 2020.

Date Range Delayed (12/28/2020) - PTC Therapeutics has 

not provided a recent update regarding the data from the 

single ascending dose and multiple ascending dose studies 

of PTC857 for the treatment of parkinson's disease (PD). As 

such we await an update in the time range above.Date 

Range Delayed (01/11/2021) - PTC announced they 

anticipate results from their Phase I study of PTC857 for the 

treatment of Parkinson's disease in the first half of 2021. 

10/01/2021-12/31/2021 Radius Health, Inc. RDUS Tymlos Osteoporosis / Osteopenia Approved
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase III ATOM - Top-Line 

Results

Radius expects results from the Phase III trial of 

abaloparatide-SC in men with osteoporosis in 2020.

Date Range Delayed (01/14/2020) - Radius Health expects 

data of a Phase III ATOM study of Tymlos in male patients 

with osteoporosis in the second half of 2021.Date Range 

Refined (01/13/2021) - Radius Health announced that the 

company is on track for a data readout of the Phase III 

ATOM clinical trial of abaloparatide-sc for male 

osteoporosis for the fourth quarter of 2021.

04/01/2021-06/30/2021
Rafael Pharmaceuticals, 

Inc.
CPI-613

Acute Myelogenous Leukemia 

(AML)
III

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase III ARMADA 2000 - Top-

Line Results

Rafael announced the interim analysis of the Phase III 

ARMADA 2000 study is expected to be completed as early 

as Q1 2020.

Date Range Delayed (03/28/2020) - Rafael has not provided 

any new update on the interim analysis of the Phase III 

ARMADA 2000 study. As such we continue to await an 

update in the time frame above.Date Range Delayed 

(06/29/2020) - Rafael has not provided any new update on 

the interim analysis of the Phase III ARMADA 2000 study. 

As such we continue to await an update in the time frame 

above.Date Range Delayed (12/28/2020) - Rafael has not 

provided any new update on the interim analysis of the 

Phase III ARMADA 2000 study. As such we continue to 

await an update in the time frame above.Date Range 

Delayed (01/14/2021) - Rafael Pharmaceuticals announced 

the first interim analysis from the Phase III study is 

expected in the second quarter of 2021.
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07/01/2021-09/30/2021
Rafael Pharmaceuticals, 

Inc.
CPI-613 Pancreatic Cancer III

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase III AVENGER 500 - Top-

Line Results

Rafael Pharmaceuticals announced the initiation of a Phase 

III multicenter open-label randomized pivotal trial 

(AVENGER 500) to evaluate the efficacy and safety of its 

lead compound CPI-613 (devimistat) in combination with 

modified FOLFIRINOX (mFFX) as first-line therapy in 

patients with metastatic adenocarcinoma of the pancreas. 

The interim analysis of the study is expected to be 

completed as early as the second quarter of 2020.

Date Range Delayed (06/29/2020) - Rafael Pharmaceuticals 

has not announced additional timing expectations on the 

top-line results of a Phase III AVENGER 500 trial of CPI-613 

(devimistat) in combination with modified FOLFIRINOX 

(mFFX) as first-line therapy in patients with metastatic 

adenocarcinoma of the pancreas. As such we await an 

update in the time frame listed above.Date Range Delayed 

(12/28/2020) - Rafael Pharmaceuticals has not announced 

additional timing expectations on the top-line results of a 

Phase III AVENGER 500 trial of CPI-613 (devimistat) in 

combination with modified FOLFIRINOX (mFFX) as first-line 

therapy in patients with metastatic adenocarcinoma of the 

pancreas. As such we await an update in the time frame 

listed above.Date Range Delayed (01/14/2021) - Rafael 

Pharmaceuticals announced the interim analysis of the 

AVENGER 500 study is expected to be announced in the 

third quarter of 2021.

Now-03/31/2021
Rafael Pharmaceuticals, 

Inc.
CPI-613 Sarcoma Preclinical

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase II - Trial to Start

Rafael Pharmaceuticals announced it will initiate a Phase II 

clinical trial of CPI-613 (devimistat) in combination with 

hydroxychloroquine in patients with clear cell sarcoma of 

soft tissue. In partnership with Sara’s Cure and Sarcoma 

Alliance for Research through Collaboration (SARC) Rafael 

will begin enrolling patients into the Simon two-stage 

design trial at sites across the United States. In the United 

States sites to open include Seattle Children’s Hospital 

Indiana University Melvin and Bren Simon Cancer Center 

Cleveland Clinic Taussig Cancer Center and the University of 

Michigan. Additional sites are also planned to be opened in 

the United Kingdom and Scotland. As such we await an 

update on initiation in the time frame above.

Date Range Delayed (01/14/2021) - Rafael Pharmaceuticals 

announced the trial is expected to initiate in the first 

quarter of 2021.

Now-06/30/2021 Regenxbio Inc. RGNX RGX-381
Neuronal Ceroid Lipofuscinosis 

(NCL)
Preclinical Regulatory - IND Filing IND Filing

REGENXBIO announced that the Company expects to 

submit an IND for a Phase I/II study of RGX-381 in patients 

with CLN2 disease in the second half of 2020 and plans to 

initiate enrollment in the first half of 2021.

Date Range Delayed (12/23/2020) - Regenxbio has not 

provided additional information on the IND filing for a 

Phase I/II study of RGX-381 in patients with CLN2 disease. 

As such we await an update in the time frame above.Date 

Range Delayed (01/14/2021) - Regenxbio announced they 

expect to file an IND for RGX-381 in the first half of 2021.

01/01/2022-12/31/2022 Replimune Group Inc. REPL RP1
Skin Cancer - Squamous Cell 

Carcinoma (SCC) 
II

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase II CERPASS - Top-Line 

Results

Replimune expects to have Phase II data of RP1 in CSCC in 

the second half of 2021.

Date Range Delayed (01/12/2021) - Replimune expects a 

primary read out of data from the CERPASS CSCC 

registration directed study of RP1 in 2022. 

Now-12/31/2021 Replimune Group Inc. REPL RP1
Skin Cancer - Squamous Cell 

Carcinoma (SCC) 
II

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase Ib ARTACUS - Top-Line 

Results

Replimune announced that the company is on track to 

initiate a clinical trial of RP1 as monotherapy in solid organ 

transplant recipients with CSCC in the first half of 2020. The 

U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has accepted the 

protocol for this clinical trial under its previously-accepted 

Investigational New Drug application for RP1. The clinical 

trial is intended to enroll approximately 30 patients and 

assess the safety and efficacy of RP1 in liver and kidney 

transplant recipients with recurrent CSCC and is expected to 

provide initial data by second half of 2020.

Date Range Delayed (12/28/2020) - Replimune has not 

provided any new update on the data from the Phase Ib 

organ transplant recipients study. As such we continue to 

await an update in the time frame above.Date Range 

Refined (01/12/2021) - Replimune expects initial data from 

the Phase Ib ARTACUS single agent study of RP1 in CSCC 

transplant patients in 2021. 

Now-03/31/2021 Replimune Group Inc. REPL RP1 Solid Tumors I/II
Trial Announcement - 

Other

Phase II - NSCLC Cohort to 

Start

Based on the emerging data indicating that RP1 can be 

safely administered to tumors in the lung and that evidence 

of activity including in anti-PD1 refractory disease has been 

observed in patients with lung metastases of other tumor 

types the Company announced its intention to enroll a 

thirty patient cohort of patients with anti-PD1 refractory 

NSCLC in the Phase II clinical trial of RP1 in combination 

with Opdivo subject to approval of a protocol amendment 

by the regulatory authorities. The Company also announced 

that it plans to terminate the enrollment of the cohort of 

patients with metastatic bladder cancer in light of changes 

to the competitive landscape. We await an update on the 

initiation of the NSCLC cohort of the trial through 2020.

Date Range Refined (10/21/2020) - Replimune announced 

that the cohort of patients with anti-PD1 refractory NSCLC 

in the Phase II clinical trial of RP1 in combination with 

Opdivo is expected to open by year-end 2020.Date Range 

Delayed (12/22/2020) - Replimune announced that the 

cohort of patients with anti-PD1 refractory NSCLC in the 

Phase II clinical trial of RP1 in combination with Opdivo is 

expected to open by year-end 2020. As such we await an 

update in the timeframe listed above.New Information 

(01/12/2021) - Replimune lists that a 30 patient anti-PD1 

failed non-small cell lung cancer cohort is expected to 

initiate this quarter for RP1. 

04/01/2021-06/30/2021 RIBOMIC, Inc. 4591 RBM-007 Achondroplasia
Development 

Outside U.S.

Trial Announcement - 

Trial Completion
Phase I - Trial Completed

RIBOMIC announced that the first subject in cohort 1 was 

administered with RBM-007 subcutaneously in Phase I 

clinical trial in Japan. The trial is expected to complete in 

March 2021.

Date Range Delayed (01/12/2021) - RIBOMIC anounced the 

Company expects to complete the Phase I trial of RBM-007 

for achondroplasia during the second quarter of 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 Roche Holding AG RHHBY Tecentriq Breast Cancer Approved
Regulatory - sNDA/sBLA 

Filing

sBLA Filing - HER2+, 

Neoadjuvant

Roche plans to file for US/EU approval of Tecentriq for the 

neoadjuvant treatment of HER2+ breast cancer in 2022 and 

beyond.

Date Range Delayed (08/04/2020) - Roche plans to file for 

approval for Tecentriq for the neoadjuvant treatment of 

HER2+ breast cancer in 2023 and beyond.Date Range 

Expedited (01/11/2021) - Roche plans to file for approval 

for Tecentriq for the neoadjuvant treatment of HER2+ 

breast cancer in 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 Roche Holding AG RHHBY Tecentriq Head and Neck Cancer III

Regulatory - 

Supplemental Filing 

(Japan)

Supplemental J-NDA Filing - 

Adjuvant

Chugai plans to file for approval of Tecentriq for the 

adjuvant treatment of head and neck cancer in 2021.

Date Range Delayed (02/06/2020) - Chugai expects to file 

for approval of Tecentriq for the adjuvant treatment of 

head and neck cancer in Japan in 2022 or beyond.Date 

Range Refined (04/23/2020) - Chugai Pharmaceuticals 

plans to file for approval of Tecentriq for the adjuvant 

treatment of head and neck cancer in 2022.Date Range 

Expedited (01/11/2021) - Roche plans to file for approval of 

Tecentriq for the adjuvant treatment of squamous cell 

carcinoma of the head and neck (SCCHN) in 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 Roche Holding AG RHHBY Tecentriq Head and Neck Cancer III
Regulatory - sNDA/sBLA 

Filing

sBLA Filing - w/Chemotherapy, 

Adjuvant

Roche plans to file for US/EU approval of Tecentriq with 

chemotherapy for the adjuvant treatment of squamous cell 

carcinoma of the head and neck (SCCHN) in 2022 and 

beyond.

Date Range Delayed (08/04/2020) - Roche plans to file for 

approval of Tecentriq + chemotherapy for the adjuvant 

treatment of head and neck cancer in 2023 and 

beyond.Date Range Expedited (01/11/2021) - Roche plans 

to file for approval of Tecentriq for the adjuvant treatment 

of squamous cell carcinoma of the head and neck (SCCHN) 

in 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 Roche Holding AG RHHBY Tecentriq Head and Neck Cancer III

Regulatory - 

Supplemental Filing 

(Europe)

Supplemental EU Filing - 

w/Chemotherapy, Adjuvant

Roche plans to file for US/EU approval of Tecentriq with 

chemotherapy for the adjuvant treatment of squamous cell 

carcinoma of the head and neck (SCCHN) in 2022 and 

beyond.

Date Range Delayed (08/04/2020) - Roche plans to file for 

approval of Tecentriq + chemotherapy for the adjuvant 

treatment of head and neck cancer in 2023 and 

beyond.Date Range Expedited (01/11/2021) - Roche plans 

to file for approval of Tecentriq for the adjuvant treatment 

of squamous cell carcinoma of the head and neck (SCCHN) 

in 2021.

01/01/2022-12/31/2022 Roche Holding AG RHHBY Tecentriq

Hepatocellular (Liver) Cancer 

(HCC) (Including Secondary 

Metastases)

Approved
Regulatory - sNDA/sBLA 

Filing
sBLA Filing - Adjuvant

Roche expects to file for US/EU approval of Tecentriq and 

Avastin for the adjuvant treatment of HCC in 2022 and 

beyond.

Date Range Refined (04/23/2020) - Chugai 

Pharmaceuticalsplans to file for approval of Tecentriq for 

the treatment for the adjuvant treatment of HCC in 

2022.Date Range Delayed (08/04/2020) - Roche plans to 

file for approval of Tecentriq + Avastin for the adjuvant 

treatment of hepatocellular cancer in 2023 and 

beyond.Date Range Expedited (01/11/2021) - Roche plans 

to file for approval of Tecentriq + Avastin for the adjuvant 

treatment of hepatocellular cancer in 2022.



Expected Date Range Company Symbol Drug Indication Phase Expected Catalyst Catalyst Title Analysis Updated Analysis

Biomedtracker/Meddevicetracker JPM Updated Catalysts

01/01/2022-12/31/2022 Roche Holding AG RHHBY Tecentriq

Hepatocellular (Liver) Cancer 

(HCC) (Including Secondary 

Metastases)

Approved

Regulatory - 

Supplemental Filing 

(Europe)

Supplemental EU Filing - 

Adjuvant

Roche expects to file for US/EU approval of Tecentriq and 

Avastin for the adjuvant treatment of HCC in 2022 and 

beyond.

Date Range Refined (04/23/2020) - Chugai Pharmaceuticals 

plans to file for approval of Tecentriq for the treatment for 

the adjuvant treatment of HCC in 2022.Date Range Delayed 

(08/04/2020) - Roche plans to file for approval of Tecentriq 

+ Avastin for the adjuvant treatment of hepatocellular 

cancer in 2023 and beyond.Date Range Expedited 

(01/11/2021) - Roche plans to file for approval of Tecentriq 

+ Avastin for the adjuvant treatment of hepatocellular 

cancer in 2022.

Now-12/31/2022 Roche Holding AG RHHBY Tecentriq
Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer 

(NSCLC)
Approved

Regulatory - 

Supplemental Filing 

(Japan)

Supplemental J-NDA Filing - 

Adjuvant Therapy

Roche plans to file for approval of Tecentriq for the 

adjuvant treatment of NSCLC in 2022 in Japan.

Date Range Expedited (01/11/2021) - Roche plans to file for 

approval of Tecentriq for the neoadjuvant treatment of 

NSCLC between 2021 and 2022.

Now-12/31/2022 Roche Holding AG RHHBY Tecentriq
Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer 

(NSCLC)
Approved

Regulatory - 

Supplemental Filing 

(Europe)

Supplemental EU Filing - 

Adjuvant Therapy

Roche plans to file for US/EU approval of Atezolizumab for 

the adjuvant treatment of NSCLC in 2018 and beyond.

Date Range Delayed (05/05/2016) - Roche plans to file for 

US/EU approval of Atezolizumab for the adjuvant treatment 

of NSCLC in 2019 and beyond.Date Range Delayed 

(05/11/2017) - Roche plans to file for US/EU approval of 

Atezolizumab for the adjuvant treatment of NSCLC in 2020 

and beyond.Date Range Delayed (05/02/2019) - Roche 

plans to file for US/EU approval of Atezolizumab for the 

adjuvant treatment of NSCLC in 2022 and beyond.Date 

Range Refined (08/04/2020) - Roche plans to file for 

approval of Tecentriq for the adjuvant treatment of NSCLC 

in 2022.Date Range Expedited (01/11/2021) - Roche plans 

to file for approval of Tecentriq for the neoadjuvant 

treatment of NSCLC between 2021 and 2022.

Now-12/31/2022 Roche Holding AG RHHBY Tecentriq
Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer 

(NSCLC)
Approved

Regulatory - sNDA/sBLA 

Filing
sBLA Filing - Adjuvant Therapy

Roche plans to file for US/EU approval of Atezolizumab for 

the adjuvant treatment of NSCLC in 2018 and beyond.

Date Range Delayed (05/05/2016) - Roche plans to file for 

US/EU approval of Atezolizumab for the adjuvant treatment 

of NSCLC in 2019 and beyond.Date Range Delayed 

(05/11/2017) - Roche plans to file for US/EU approval of 

Atezolizumab for the adjuvant treatment of NSCLC in 2020 

and beyond.Date Range Delayed (05/02/2019) - Roche 

plans to file for US/EU approval of Atezolizumab for the 

adjuvant treatment of NSCLC in 2022 and beyond.Date 

Range Refined (08/04/2020) - Roche plans to file for 

approval of Tecentriq for the adjuvant treatment of NSCLC 

in 2022.Date Range Expedited (01/11/2021) - Roche plans 

to file for approval of Tecentriq for the neoadjuvant 

treatment of NSCLC between 2021 and 2022.

Now-12/31/2021 Roche Holding AG RHHBY Ipatasertib Prostate Cancer III
Regulatory - NDA/BLA 

Filing
NDA Filing

Roche plans to file for US/EU approval of ipatasertib for 

CRPC in 2019 and beyond.

Date Range Delayed (05/11/2017) - Roche plans to file for 

US/EU approval of ipatasertib for CRPC in 2020 and 

beyond.Date Range Refined (05/01/2019) - Roche plans to 

file for US/EU approval of Ipatasertib in combination of 

abiraterone for the first-line treatment of CRPC in 

2020.Date Range Delayed (12/03/2020) - We await an 

update through January 2021.Date Range Delayed 

(01/11/2021) - Roche plans to file for approval of 

Ipatasertib in combination of abiraterone for the first-line 

treatment of mCRPC in 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 Roche Holding AG RHHBY Ipatasertib Prostate Cancer III
Regulatory - MAA 

Submission (Europe)
MAA Submission

Roche plans to file for US/EU approval of ipatasertib for 

CRPC in 2019 and beyond.

Date Range Delayed (05/11/2017) - Roche plans to file for 

US/EU approval of ipatasertib for CRPC in 2020 and 

beyond.Date Range Refined (05/01/2019) - Roche plans to 

file for US/EU approval of Ipatasertib in combination of 

abiraterone for the first-line treatment of CRPC in 

2020.Date Range Delayed (12/03/2020) - We await an 

update through January 2021.Date Range Delayed 

(01/11/2021) - Roche plans to file for approval of 

Ipatasertib in combination of abiraterone for the first-line 

treatment of mCRPC in 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 Roche Holding AG RHHBY Ipatasertib Prostate Cancer III
Regulatory - J-NDA Filing 

(Japan)
J-NDA Filing

Chugai plans to file for regulatory approval of ipatasertib 

(RG7440) for prostate cancer in Japan in 2020 and beyond.

Date Range Refined (08/22/2019) - Chugai plans to file for 

approval of Ipatasertib for the treatment of prostate cancer 

in Japan in 2021.Date Range Refined (01/11/2021) - Roche 

plans to file for approval of Ipatasertib in combination of 

abiraterone for the first-line treatment of mCRPC in 2021.

Now-12/31/2022 Roche Holding AG RHHBY Tecentriq Renal Cell Cancer (RCC) III

Regulatory - 

Supplemental Filing 

(Japan)

Supplemental Japan Filing - 

Adjuvant

Chugai Pharmaceuticals plans to file for approval of 

Tecentriq for the adjuvant treatment of renal cell cancer in 

2022.

Date Range Expedited (01/11/2021) - Roche plans to file for 

approval of Tecentriq for the adjuvant treatment of renal 

cell cancer between 2021 and 2022.

Now-12/31/2022 Roche Holding AG RHHBY Tecentriq Renal Cell Cancer (RCC) III
Regulatory - sNDA/sBLA 

Filing
sBLA Filing - Adjuvant

Roche plans to file for US and EU approval of Tecentriq for 

the adjuvant treatment of renal cell cancer in 2019 and 

beyond.

Date Range Delayed (05/11/2017) - Roche plans to file for 

US and EU approval of Tecentriq for the adjuvant treatment 

of renal cell cancer in 2020 and beyond.Date Range Delayed 

(05/02/2019) - Roche plans to file for US and EU approval 

of Tecentriq for the adjuvant treatment of renal cell cancer 

in 2022 and beyond.Date Range Refined (04/23/2020) - 

Chugai Pharmaceuticals plans to file for approval of 

Tecentriq for the adjuvant treatment of renal cell cancer in 

2022.Date Range Expedited (01/11/2021) - Roche plans to 

file for approval of Tecentriq for the adjuvant treatment of 

renal cell cancer between 2021 and 2022.

Now-12/31/2022 Roche Holding AG RHHBY Tecentriq Renal Cell Cancer (RCC) III

Regulatory - 

Supplemental Filing 

(Europe)

Supplemental EU Filing - 

Adjuvant

Roche plans to file for US and EU approval of Tecentriq for 

the adjuvant treatment of renal cell cancer in 2019 and 

beyond.

Date Range Delayed (05/11/2017) - Roche plans to file for 

US and EU approval of Tecentriq for the adjuvant treatment 

of renal cell cancer in 2020 and beyond.Date Range Delayed 

(05/02/2019) - Roche plans to file for US and EU approval 

of Tecentriq for the adjuvant treatment of renal cell cancer 

in 2022 and beyond.Date Range Refined (04/23/2020) - 

Chugai Pharmaceuticals plans to file for approval of 

Tecentriq for the adjuvant treatment of renal cell cancer in 

2022.Date Range Expedited (01/11/2021) - Roche plans to 

file for approval of Tecentriq for the adjuvant treatment of 

renal cell cancer between 2021 and 2022.

Now-12/31/2022 Roche Holding AG RHHBY PDS-1.0

Wet Age-Related Macular 

Degeneration (Wet AMD) 

(Ophthalmology)

III
Regulatory - sNDA/sBLA 

Filing
sBLA Filing - PDS

Roche plans to file for US/EU approval of ranibizumab PDS 

for wAMD in 2019 and beyond.

Date Range Delayed (05/11/2017) - Roche plans to file for 

US/EU approval of ranibizumab PDS for wAMD in 2020 and 

beyond.Date Range Delayed (08/06/2018) - Roche plans to 

file for US/EU approval of ranibizumab PDS for wAMD in 

2021 and beyond.Date Range Refined (05/02/2019) - Roche 

plans to file for US/EU approval of the Port Delivery System 

with ranibizumab for wet AMD in 2021.Date Range 

Expedited (10/16/2019) - Roche plans to file for US/EU 

approval of the Port Delivery System with ranibizumab for 

wet AMD in 2020.Date Range Refined (10/15/2020) - Roche 

expects to file for approval of PDS in nAMD in the fourth 

quarter of 2020.Date Range Delayed (12/04/2020) - Roche 

has not provided an update on the filing of PDS-1.0 for Wet 

AMD in the US/EU markets. We await an update on the 

filings through the first quarter of 2021.Date Range Delayed 

(01/11/2021) - Roche expects to file for approval of PDS in 

nAMD between 2020 through 2022.
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Now-12/31/2022 Roche Holding AG RHHBY PDS-1.0

Wet Age-Related Macular 

Degeneration (Wet AMD) 

(Ophthalmology)

III

Regulatory - 

Supplemental Filing 

(Europe)

Suppl EU Filing - PDS
Roche plans to file for US/EU approval of ranibizumab PDS 

for wAMD in 2019 and beyond.

Date Range Delayed (05/11/2017) - Roche plans to file for 

US/EU approval of ranibizumab PDS for wAMD in 2020 and 

beyond.Date Range Delayed (08/06/2018) - Roche plans to 

file for US/EU approval of ranibizumab PDS for wAMD in 

2021 and beyond.Date Range Refined (05/02/2019) - Roche 

plans to file for US/EU approval of the Port Delivery System 

with ranibizumab for wet AMD in 2021.Date Range 

Expedited (10/16/2019) - Roche plans to file for US/EU 

approval of the Port Delivery System with ranibizumab for 

wet AMD in 2020.Date Range Refined (10/15/2020) - Roche 

expects to file for approval of PDS in nAMD in the fourth 

quarter of 2020.Date Range Delayed (12/04/2020) - Roche 

has not provided an update on the filing of PDS-1.0 for Wet 

AMD in the US/EU markets. We await an update on the 

filings through the first quarter of 2021.Date Range Delayed 

(01/11/2021) - Roche expects to file for approval of PDS in 

nAMD between 2020 through 2022.

Now-06/30/2021
Rocket Pharmaceuticals 

Inc.
RCKT RP-L102 Fanconi Anemia II

Trial Data - Updated 

Results

Phase I - Fanconi Anemia 

Subtype A (Pediatric, US) - 

Updated Results

Rocket Pharmaceuticals announced that the company is 

expecting to present additional long-term follow-up data 

from these patients in the first half of 2020.

Date Range Refined (01/13/2020) - Rocket Pharma 

reported that additional Process B data for the Phase I 

study of RP-L102 in Fanconi anemia is expected in the 

second quarter of 2020.Date Range Delayed (06/25/2020) - 

Rocket Pharmaceuticals announced that they expect to 

announce preliminary “Process B” data from the Phase I 

study evaluating RP-L102 for the treatment of Fanconi 

anemia in the fourth quarter of 2020.Date Range Delayed 

(12/22/2020) - We await an update.Date Range Delayed 

(01/11/2021) - Rocket Pharmaceuticals announced that 

they expect to announce preliminary “Process B” data from 

the Phase I study evaluating RP-L102 for the treatment of 

Fanconi anemia in the first half of 2021.

Now-06/30/2021 Sage Therapeutics, Inc. SAGE SAGE-324 Essential Tremor II
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase II KINETIC - Top-Line 

Results

Sage announced that top-line data from the Phase II 

KINETIC study (324-ETD-201) a placebo-controlled study 

evaluating the safety and efficacy of SAGE-324 in patients 

with essential tremor (ET) is anticipated between the fourth 

quarter of 2020 and first quarter of 2021.

Date Range Refined (11/19/2020) - Sage announced that 

top-line data from the Phase II KINETIC study (324-ETD-

201) a placebo-controlled study evaluating the safety and 

efficacy of SAGE-324 in patients with essential tremor (ET) 

is anticipated in the first quarter of 2021.Date Range 

Delayed (01/07/2021) - Sage Therapeutics expects to have 

top-line data from the Phase II KINETIC study of SAGE-324 

in early 2021.Date Range Delayed (01/11/2021) - Biogen 

announced they anticipate results from their Phase II SAGE-

324 study for the treatment of tremors in the first half of 

2021.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021 Sage Therapeutics, Inc. SAGE SAGE-217
Major Depressive Disorder 

(MDD)
III

Trial Data - Updated 

Results

Phase III SHORELINE - 

Updated Results

Sage Therapeutics announced that they expect to report 

topline data from the Phase III SHORELINE study evaluating 

SAGE-217 50mg for the treatment of major depressive 

disorder (MDD) in 2021.

Date Range Refined (11/19/2020) - Sage Therapeutics 

announced that they expect to report data from the 30 mg 

dose of the SHORELINE Study in the first half of 2021 and 

will include additional analyses of the data set.Date Range 

Delayed (01/07/2021) - Sage Therapeutics expects to 

provide full results from the 30 mg cohort from the Phase III 

SHORELINE trial of zuranolone in mid-2021.Date Range 

Delayed (01/11/2021) - Biogen announced they anticipate 

results from their Phase III SAGE-217 trial for the treatment 

of MDD in the second half of 2021.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021
Sangamo Therapeutics, 

Inc.
SGMO TX-200 Kidney Transplant Rejection

Development 

Outside U.S.

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation

Phase I/II - STEADFAST - Trial 

to Start

TxCell announced the signature of a strategic R&D 

collaboration agreement with the University of British 

Columbia (UBC) in Vancouver Canada. This collaboration 

agreement covers the development of a CAR-Treg-based 

cellular immunotherapy for the prevention of graft rejection 

in the context of Solid Organ Transplantation (SOT). UBC 

will conduct non-clinical pharmacology studies with CAR-

Treg cells with the aim of initiating a first-in-man study in 

transplantation patients as soon as possible. The Company 

aims to launch a first-in-man clinical study with a first CAR-

Treg in 2018.

Date Range Delayed (07/23/2018) - Sangamo expects to 

submit a clinical trial authorization application in Europe for 

TxCell's first CAR-Treg investigational product candidate for 

solid organ transplant in 2019 and to initiate a Phase I/II 

clinical trial later in the year.Date Range Delayed 

(11/19/2019) - Sangamo Therapeutics announced that the 

United Kingdom’s (UK) Medicines Healthcare Products 

Regulatory Agency (MHRA) has granted authorization of the 

first-in-human clinical trial to evaluate a Chimeric Antigen 

Receptor Regulatory T Cell (CAR-Treg) therapy. Sangamo 

expects to open the first clinical sites for the STEADFAST 

study in 2020.Date Range Delayed (08/06/2020) - Sangamo 

is monitoring the impact of COVID-19 pandemic on clinical 

operations of this Phase I/II study. The first subject is 

currently expected to be dosed in 2021.Date Range Refined 

(01/14/2021) - Sangamo Therapeutics anticipates initiating 

the Phase I/II study of TX200 in the second half of 2021.

01/01/2023-12/31/2024 Sanofi SNY Dupixent
Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary 

Disease (COPD)
III

Regulatory - sNDA/sBLA 

Filing
sBLA Filing

Sanofi expects to file a sBLA with Dupixent for COPD in the 

U.S during 2024.

Date Range Refined (04/24/2020) - Sanofi expects to file a 

sBLA regarding Dupixent for COPD in the U.S during 2023 

and beyond. As such we await an update in the time frame 

listed above. Date Range Refined (06/11/2020) - Regeneron 

announced that regulatory submissions for Dupixent for the 

treatment of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) 

are expected to be submitted in the 2024 timeframe.Date 

Range Expedited (01/12/2021) - Sanofi plans to submit for 

US approval of Dupixent for type 2 COPD in 2023 and 

beyond.

04/01/2021-09/30/2021
Sarepta Therapeutics, 

Inc.
SRPT RG6356

Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy 

(DMD)
II

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Pivotal Study to Start

Sarepta anticipates dosing patients in the pivotal trial for 

the micro dystrophin program by year-end 2018.

Date Range Delayed (12/28/2018) - We await an 

update.Date Range Delayed (01/07/2019) - Sarepta plans 

to conduct a confirmatory trial of its micro-dystrophin 

program with commercial material in 2019.Date Range 

Delayed (11/08/2019) - Sarepta announced that they 

expect to commence their next trial for SRP-9001 with 

commercial development supply by mid-2020. The main 

study to be called Study 301 will include DMD patients ages 

four to seven. They are also planning a separate study for 

older and non-ambulatory patients as well.Date Range 

Delayed (05/13/2020) - Sarepta Therapeutics announced 

that they expect to begin enrolling participants in multi-

center multi-country Study 301 evaluating RG6356 for the 

treatment of Duchenne muscular dystrophy in the second 

half of 2020. Date Range Delayed (12/22/2020) - Sarepta 

plan to start Study 301 of SRP-9001 in early 2021.Date 

Range Delayed (01/11/2021) - Sarepta will evaluate the 

results from the part 1 portion of the Phase I/II study 102 of 

SRP 9001 and use them to finalize the design of study 301 

and initiate it by mid 2021.

04/01/2021-06/30/2021 Scholar Rock, LLC SRRK SRK-181 Solid Tumors I
Trial Announcement - 

Other

Phase I DRAGON - Part B 

Initiation

Scholar Rock announced that the first patient has been 

dosed with SRK-181 in combination with anti-PD-(L)1 

therapy in Part A2 of the DRAGON Phase I proof-of-concept 

trial. The Part B dose expansion portion of the trial is 

expected to initiate in the first quarter of 2021 and will 

evaluate SRK-181 in combination with approved anti-PD-

(L)1 therapy in multiple tumor-specific cohorts including 

urothelial carcinoma cutaneous melanoma non-small cell 

lung cancer and other solid tumors.

Date Range Delayed (01/11/2021) - Scholar Rock expects to 

begin Part B of the DRAGON study of SRK-181 in the second 

quarter of 2021.
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07/01/2021-12/31/2021 Scholar Rock, LLC SRRK SRK-181 Solid Tumors I
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase I DRAGON - Top-Line 

Results

Scholar Rock expects initial clinical data from the Phase I 

trial of SRK-181 in patients with locally advanced or 

metastatic solid tumors is expected in the second half of 

2020 with clinical response and safety data anticipated in 

2021.

Date Range Delayed (05/06/2020) - Scholar Rock 

announced that due to the COVID-19 pandemic and the 

anticipated pace of enrollment they plan to provide an 

update on dose escalation of SRK-181 as a single agent as 

well as in combination with anti-PD-(L)1 therapy in the 

fourth quarter of 2020. Clinical response and safety data 

are anticipated in 2021. Date Range Refined (01/11/2021) - 

Scholar Rock expects to have initial clinical response and 

safety data from the DRAGON study of SRK-181 in the 

second half of 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 Seagen Inc. SGEN Tukysa Colorectal Cancer (CRC) II

Trial Announcement - 

Patient Enrollment 

Completed

Phase II MOUNTAINEER - 

Patient Enrollment Completed

Cascadian announced that according to the lead 

investigator of the Phase II MOUNTAINEER study the study 

is enrolling very well. If enrollment continues at this rate 

Cascadian hopes enrollment in this study can be completed 

in 2018 with potential interim data readout at some point 

late in second half of 2018 or early 2019.

Date Range Delayed (12/28/2018) - This study is currently 

recruiting participants. We continue to await an 

update.Date Range Delayed (05/01/2019) - We await an 

update.Date Range Delayed (06/25/2019) - This study is 

currently recruiting participants. We continue to await an 

update.Date Range Delayed (12/23/2019) - Seattle 

Genetics has not provided any new update on the patient 

enrollment completion status of the Phase II 

MOUNTAINEER trial. As such we continue to await an 

update in the time frame above.Date Range Delayed 

(01/13/2020) - Seattle Genetics announced that the 

MOUNTAINEER Phase II trial of tucatinib in colorectal 

cancer expanded to a total of approximately 110 patients to 

enable potential accelerated approval. We await 

completion of this higher enrollment level in 2020.Date 

Range Delayed (11/12/2020) - Seagen reported that the 

company is still actively enrolling patients in the Phase II 

MOUNTAINEER study of Tukysa in CRC. We continue to 

await further guidance from Seagen for the completion of 

enrollment in the time frame above.Date Range Delayed 

(01/11/2021) - Seagen expects to complete enrollment in 

the Phase II MOUNTAINEER study of Tukysa in CRC by the 

end of 2021.

Now-06/30/2021 Seres Therapeutics, Inc. MCRB SER-155 Antibacterial - General Preclinical
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase Ib - Trial to Start

Seres intends to move SER-155 into a Phase Ib study later in 

2020 in collaboration with Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer 

Center.

Date Range Delayed (12/17/2020) - Seres reported that it 

continues to advance SER-155 toward a Phase Ib clinical 

study. The SER-155 program is supported by a CARB-X grant 

that provides financial and operational support through 

Phase Ib clinical development. The Company intends to 

advance SER-155 into a Phase Ib study early 2021 in 

collaboration with Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer 

Center.Date Range Delayed (01/14/2021) - Seres plans to 

initiate the study of SER-155 in the first half of 2021. 

Now-03/31/2021
SpringWorks 

Therapeutics Inc.
SWTX Mirdametinib Neurofibromatosis (NF) IIb

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results
Phase IIb - Top-Line Results

Springworks announced they anticipate a top-line data 

readout from their Phase III trial of PD-0325901 for the 

treatment of NF1 in 2021.

New Information (09/06/2018) - SpringWorks Therapeutics 

plans to initiate a Phase IIb study of PD-0325901 as 

monotherapy for neurofibromatosis type 1 patients with 

plexiform neurofibromas in 2019.Date Range Expedited 

(08/16/2019) - SpringWorks expects to provide an update 

on the ReNeu trial between the fourth quarter of 2020 and 

the first quarter of 2021.Date Range Refined (01/12/2021) - 

SpringWorks expects to provide an update on the ReNeu 

trial in the first quarter of 2021.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021 Sutro Biopharma, Inc. STRO STRO-002 Ovarian Cancer I
Regulatory - Meeting 

with FDA
Meeting with FDA

Sutro Biopharma announced that it anticipates an End-of-

Phase I/II FDA meeting in 2021.

Date Range Refined (01/14/2021) - Sutro Biopharma 

anticipates an End-of-Phase I/II FDA meeting regarding 

STRO-002 for ovarian cancer in the second half of 2021.

07/01/2021-09/30/2021
Syros Pharmaceuticals, 

Inc.
SYRS SY-5609 Solid Tumors I

Trial Data - Updated 

Results
Phase I - Updated Results 

Syros announced the Company plans to report additional 

dose escalation data including clinical activity data from the 

Phase I trial of SY-5609 in patients with breast colorectal 

lung and ovarian cancers as well as in patients with solid 

tumors in mid-2021.

Date Range Refined (01/13/2021) - Syros announced that 

the company plans to report additional dose-escalation 

data including clinical activity data in the third quarter of 

2021 from the ongoing Phase 1 trial of SY-5609 in patients 

with breast colorectal lung ovarian and pancreatic cancers 

as well as in patients with solid tumors of any histology 

harboring Rb pathway alterations.

Now-03/31/2021
Takeda Pharmaceutical 

Co. Ltd.
TAK Pevonedistat

Myelodysplastic Syndrome 

(MDS)
III

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase III PANTHER - Top-Line 

Results

Ligand lists that data from the Phase III PANTHER study of 

Pevonedistat are expected in H1 2020.

Date Range Delayed (05/21/2020) - Takeda announced that 

they expect to have the first data readout from the pivotal 

Phase III PANTHER study evaluating pevonedistat for the 

treatment of high-risk myelodysplastic syndrome in late 

2020.Date Range Expedited (08/06/2020) - Ligand reported 

that data from the Phase III PANTHER study evaluating 

pevonedistat for the treatment of high-risk myelodysplastic 

syndrome is expected in the second half of 2020.Date 

Range Delayed (12/31/2020) - We await an update through 

the time frame above.Date Range Refined (01/11/2021) - 

Takeda expects Phase III data readout from the 

pevonedistat study treating higher-risk myelodysplastic 

syndromes during Q4FY2020. 

07/01/2021-12/31/2021 Talaris Therapeutics, Inc. FCR001 Scleroderma IND
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation

Phase II FREEDOM-3 - Trial 

Initiation

Talaris Therapeutics announced that the U.S. Food and Drug 

Administration (FDA) has approved the company’s 

Investigational New Drug (IND) application for the 

evaluation of Talaris’ novel cell therapy FCR001 in the 

treatment of diffuse systemic sclerosis (SSc) a severe form 

of the rare autoimmune disease scleroderma. Approval of 

this IND allows Talaris to initiate a Phase I/IIa trial at sites 

across the U.S. including Duke University and the University 

of Michigan. As such we await an update on initiation of the 

trial in the time frame above.

Date Range Delayed (09/28/2020) - Talaris has not 

provided any new update on the trial initiation of FCR001 in 

the treatment of diffuse systemic sclerosis (SSc).As such we 

continue to await an update in the time frame above.Date 

Range Delayed (10/27/2020) - Talaris has not provided any 

new update on the trial initiation of FCR001 in the 

treatment of diffuse systemic sclerosis (SSc). As such we 

continue to await an update in the time frame above.Date 

Range Delayed (12/07/2020) - We continue to await an 

update in the time frame above.Date Range Delayed 

(01/11/2021) - Talaris expects to initiate the Phase II 

FREEDOM-3 trial of FCR001 in the second half of 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 TerSera Therapeutics LLC Xermelo Biliary Tract Cancer II
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase IIa TELE-ABC - Top-Line 

Results

Lexicon Pharmaceuticals announced dosing of the first 

patient in the Telotristat Ethyl for Advanced Biliary Tract 

Cancer or TELE-ABC study which is a Phase IIa clinical study 

of telotristat ethyl in patients with biliary tract cancer. 

Subject to completion of patient enrollment Lexicon expects 

to report topline initial cohort data from the TELE-ABC 

study in 2020.

Date Range Refined (03/12/2020) - Lexicon 

Pharmaceuticals announced that data from the first 

efficacy cohort of the Phase II study of telotristat ethyl in 

biliary tract cancer is expected in the fourth quarter of 

2020.Date Range Delayed (12/31/2020) - We await an 

update through the time frame above.Date Range Delayed 

(01/14/2021) - Lexicon expects Tersera to announce biliary 

tract results for telotristat ethyl in 2021.

04/30/2021-09/30/2021 TG Therapeutics, Inc. TGTX TG-1303

Chronic Lymphocytic Leukemia 

(CLL)/Small Cell Lymphocytic 

Lymphoma (SLL) - NHL

BLA
Regulatory - Rolling 

NDA/BLA Completion
Rolling BLA Completed

TG Therapeutics announced that the Company has initiated 

a rolling submission of a Biologics License Application (BLA) 

to the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) requesting 

approval of ublituximab the Company’s investigational 

glycoengineered anti-CD20 monoclonal antibody in 

combination with umbralisib the Company’s investigational 

once-daily oral dual inhibitor of PI3K-delta and CK1-epsilon 

as a treatment for patients with chronic lymphocytic 

leukemia (CLL). The Company expects to complete the BLA 

rolling submission in the first half of 2021.

Date Range Delayed (01/12/2021) - TG Therapeutics 

announeced that the BLA rolling submission of 

Umbralisib+Ublituximab (U2) for R/R CLL is targeted for mid-

2021.

Now-03/31/2021 TG Therapeutics, Inc. TGTX TG-1303

Chronic Lymphocytic Leukemia 

(CLL)/Small Cell Lymphocytic 

Lymphoma (SLL) - NHL

BLA

Trial Announcement - 

Patient Enrollment 

Completed

Phase IIb ULTRA-V - Patient 

Enrollment Completed

TG Therapeutics anticipates to complete enrollment in the 

ULTRA-V Phase IIb trial evaluating TG-1303 for the 

treatment of chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL) through 

the end of 2020 or early 2021.

Date Range Refined (01/12/2021) - TG Therapeutics 

anticipates to complete enrollment in the ULTRA-V Phase 

IIb trial evaluating TG-1303 for the treatment of chronic 

lymphocytic leukemia (CLL) in the first quarter of 2021.
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10/01/2021-12/31/2021 The Menarini Group Elacestrant Breast Cancer III
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase III EMERALD - Top-Line 

Results

Radius expects data readout from the Phase III EMERALD 

study of Elacestrant in 2021.

Date Range Refined (01/14/2020) - Radius Health expects 

data readout for a Phase III EMERALD study of Elacestrant 

in patients with ER+/HER2-advanced/metastatic breast 

cancer in the second half of 2021.Date Range Refined 

(01/13/2021) - Radius Health announced that the company 

is on track for a data readout of the Phase III EMERALD 

clinical study of elacestrant for breast cancer for the fourth 

quarter of 2021.

10/01/2021-12/31/2021 Tmunity Therapeutics Inc.
PSMA CAR-T Program 

(Tmunity)
Prostate Cancer I

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase II - Trial to Start

Tmunity reported that the Phase II trial of PSMA CAR-T in 

metastatic castrate resistant prostate cancer is expected in 

2020.

Date Range Delayed (01/15/2020) - Tmunity plans to 

commence a Phase II study of its PSMA program for 

prostate cancer in 2021.Date Range Refined (01/12/2021) - 

Tmunity plans to initiate a Phase II trial for PSMA in the 

fourth quarter of 2021.

Now-06/30/2021 Tmunity Therapeutics Inc.
PSMA CAR-T Program 

(Tmunity)
Prostate Cancer I

Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results
Phase I - Top-Line Results

Tmunity reported that data readout for PSMA CAR-T in 

metastatic castrate resistant prostate cancer is expected in 

the first half of 2019.

Date Range Delayed (06/30/2019) - We await an update in 

the time frame above.Date Range Delayed (07/12/2019) - 

We continue to await an update. Date Range Delayed 

(09/18/2019) - We continue to await an update.Date Range 

Delayed (12/30/2019) - We continue to await an 

update.Date Range Delayed (01/15/2020) - Tmunity 

expects to identify a Phase II dose from its PSMA program 

in the fourth quarter of 2020.Date Range Delayed 

(01/02/2021) - We await an update through the time frame 

above.Date Range Delayed (01/12/2021) - Tmunity expects 

to identify a Phase II dose in the first half of 2021 for its 

PSMA program.

Now-03/31/2021
Turning Point 

Therapeutics Inc.
TPTX TPX-0131 Solid Tumors Preclinical Regulatory - IND Filing IND Filing

Turning Point Therapeutics announced the advancement of 

TPX-0131 its next-generation ALK inhibitor candidate into 

IND-enabling studies. The Company expects to submit an 

IND for TPX-0131 by early 2021.

Date Range Expedited (01/12/2021) - Turning Point 

Therapeutics expects to submit the IND for TPX-0131 in the 

first quarter of 2021.

Now-06/30/2021
Ultragenyx 

Pharmaceutical Inc.
RARE UX053

Glycogen Storage Disease 

(GSD)
Preclinical Regulatory - IND Filing IND Filing Ultragenyx anticipates on filing an IND for UX053 in 2020.

Date Range Delayed (05/21/2020) - Ultragenyx and 

Arcturus announced that they expect to file an 

Investigational New Drug (IND) application for the mRNA 

therapeutic program UX053 for the treatment of Glycogen 

Storage Disease Type III in 2021.Date Range Refined 

(01/12/2021) - Ultragenyx plans to submit an IND filing for 

UX053 for the treatment of GSDIII (Debrancher deficiency) 

in the first half of 2021. 

09/01/2021-12/31/2021
Ultragenyx 

Pharmaceutical Inc.
RARE UX143 Osteogenesis Imperfecta (OI) IIb

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation

Phase II/III Pediatric - Study to 

Start

Mereo intends to begin a further study of BPS804 in 

paediatric OI patients in the second half of 2017.

New Information (06/04/2020) - Mereo announced that 

they intend to complete a strategic partnership for 

setrusumab for the treatment of osteogenesis imperfecta 

(OI) prior to initiation of the pivotal Phase III study. As such 

we continue to await an update on the trial initiation in the 

time frame above.Date Range Delayed (12/18/2020) - 

Ultragenyx and Mereo announced that the companies will 

expand and initially prioritize the development of 

setrusumab for pediatric patients with OI. Development 

plans are being finalized which may include changes to 

current study designs and will require discussions with 

regulatory agencies for a pediatric Phase II/III study that 

first focuses on determining the optimal dose based on 

increases in collagen production using serum P1NP levels 

and an acceptable safety profile. The pediatric Phase II/III 

study is expected to start in 2021. Date Range Refined 

(01/12/2021) - Ultragenyx plans to initiate a Phase II/III 

pediatric study of setrusumab (UX143) for the treatment of 

osteogenesis imperfecta in late 2021 pending regulatory 

feedback. 

4/17/2021
United Therapeutics 

Corporation
UTHR Tyvaso

Pulmonary Arterial 

Hypertension (PAH) and 

Pulmonary Hypertension (PH)

Approved
Regulatory - PDUFA for 

sNDA/sBLA

PDUFA for sNDA - First Review 

(INCREASE Data)

United Therapeutics announced the company recently 

submitted a supplemental New Drug Application (sNDA) to 

the U.S. Food and Drug Administration seeking to revise the 

Tyvaso label to reflect the outcome of the INCREASE study. 

Based on a standard 10-month supplemental NDA filing 

under PDUFA VI guidelines the PDUFA decision should occur 

on April 17 2020. As this date falls on a weekend we expect 

the PDUFA decision on the Friday before.

Date Range Delayed (01/04/2021) - United Therapeutics 

announced an agreement to acquire a Rare Pediatric 

Disease Priority Review Voucher (PRV) which it plans to use 

with a forthcoming New Drug Application (NDA) with the 

U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA). The PRV entitles 

the holder to designate an NDA for priority review and 

provides for an expedited eight-month review instead of the 

standard twelve-month review period. Given the PRV  the 

PDUFA decision should occur on February 17 2021. Date 

Range Refined (01/11/2021) - United Therapeutics 

announced it is on track for a sNDA PDUFA date for Tyvaso 

for pulmonary hypertension associated with interstitial lung 

disease (PH-ILD) in April 2021.

Now-12/31/2021
United Therapeutics 

Corporation
UTHR RemUnity System

Pulmonary Arterial 

Hypertension (PAH) and 

Pulmonary Hypertension (PH)

Approved
Progress Update - 

Product Launch
Commercial launch

United Therapeutics announced it anticipates the 

commercial launch of of its FDA-cleared Remunity for PAH.

Date Range Refined (01/11/2021) - United Therapeutics 

announced it anticipates the commercial launch of 

Remunity for PAH in 2021.

04/01/2021-09/30/2021 Vir Biotechnology, Inc. VIR VIR-7831 COVID-19 Treatment II/III
Trial Data - Updated 

Results

Phase II/III COMET-ICE - 

Updated Results (Primary 

Endpoint)

Vir Biotechnology and GlaxoSmithKline announced that the 

first patient was dosed last week in a Phase II/III study with 

VIR-7831 (also known as GSK4182136) a fully human anti-

SARS-CoV-2 (Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome 

coronavirus-2) monoclonal antibody for the early treatment 

of COVID-19 in patients who are at high risk of 

hospitalisation.  Initial results may be available before the 

end of this year with complete results expected in the first 

quarter of 2021.

Date Range Delayed (01/12/2021) - Vir Biotechnology 

expects to have Phase III data from its COMET-ICE study of 

VIR-7831 in the first quarter of 2021. We await updated 

results from the trial in mid-2021.

Now-03/31/2021 Vir Biotechnology, Inc. VIR VIR-7831 COVID-19 Treatment II/III
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results

Phase II/III COMET-ICE - Top-

Line Results

VIR-7831 a SARS-CoV-2-neutralizing monoclonal antibody 

or mAb is planned to start a Phase II/III clinical trial program 

in August 2020 and initial clinical data is anticipated to be 

available before the end of 2020.

Date Range Delayed (12/20/2020) - Vir Biotechnology 

anticipates that interim data for the Phase III COMET-ICE 

trial of VIR-7831 may be available as early as January 2021. 

Date Range Delayed (01/12/2021) - Vir Biotechnology 

expects to have Phase III data from its COMET-ICE study of 

VIR-7831 in the first quarter of 2021.

07/01/2021-12/31/2021 Vir Biotechnology, Inc. VIR VIR-3434
Hepatitis B (HBV) Treatment 

(Antiviral)

Development 

Outside U.S.

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase II w/VIR-2218 to Start

Vir announced that a Phase II clinical trial of VIR-2218 in 

combination with VIR-3434 is expected in 2021.

Date Range Refined (01/12/2021) - Vir plans to initiate its 

Phase II study of VIR-3434 in combination with VIR-2218 for 

the treatment of HBV in the second half of 2021.

01/01/2022-06/30/2022 Vir Biotechnology, Inc. VIR VIR-2482 Influenza (excluding vaccines) I/II
Trial Data - Updated 

Results
Phase I/II - Updated Results	

Vir anticipates clinical data from the first flu season of the 

Phase I/II clinical trial to be available in the second half of 

2020 and from the second flu season of this trial to be 

available in the first half of 2021.

Date Range Delayed (01/12/2021) - Vir expects to have 

proof of concept data for VIR-2482 for influenza A in the 

first half of 2022.
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10/01/2021-12/31/2021
Xenon Pharmaceuticals, 

Inc.
XENE NBI-921352 Dravet Syndrome (Epilepsy) I

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation

Phase II/III SCN8A-DEE 

Patients - Trial to Start

Xenon intends to run a Phase I pharmacokinetic (PK) study 

in adults with the new pediatric formulation beginning late 

in the third quarter of this year and then initiate a Phase 

II/III clinical trial in SCN8A-EE patients. As such we await an 

update on trial initiation in the time frame above.

 Date Range Delayed (01/13/2020) - Neurocrine announced 

the Company plans to start the Phase II trial in SCN8A 

developmental and epileptic encephalopathy patients in 2H 

2020.Date Range Delayed (11/24/2020) - Neurocrine 

announced they anticipate the initiation of their Phase II 

study in SCN8A-DEEin 2021.Date Range Refined 

(01/15/2021) - Xenon Pharmaceuticals announced the FDA 

has provided feedback on an Investigational New Drug 

(IND) application submitted by Neurocrine Biosciences in 

support of a Phase II clinical trial in SCN8A-DEE patients. 

Based on this feedback Neurocrine Biosciences anticipates 

initiating a Phase II clinical trial in adolescent patients (aged 

12 years and older) with SCN8A-DEE in the third quarter of 

2021 and the trial protocol will be amended to include 

younger pediatric patients (aged 2-11 years) with SCN8A-

DEE as soon as the FDA has reviewed and approved 

additional non-clinical information.

Now-12/31/2022
Xynomic Pharmaceuticals 

Holdings, Inc.
XYNO XP-105 Solid Tumors

Development 

Outside U.S.

Trial Announcement - 

Initiation
Phase II - Study to Start

Xynomic plans to initiate 2 clinical trials in the next 6-9 

months among which one is a potentially pivotal Phase II 

trial combining BI 860585 with a standard-of-care 

treatment against breast cancer and the other is a Phase Ib 

trial combining BI 860585 with Xynomic's XP-102 (formerly 

known as BI 882370) against colorectal cancer.

Date Range Delayed (09/20/2019) - We await an 

update.Date Range Delayed (02/07/2020) - Xynomic plans 

to initiate one clinical trial of XP-105 against breast cancer 

in early 2020.Date Range Delayed (04/30/2020) - We await 

an update.Date Range Delayed (06/16/2020) - Xynomic 

Pharma plans to initiate one Phase II clinical trial of XP-105 

against breast cancer in 2020. We await an update.Date 

Range Delayed (12/07/2020) - We await an update in the 

time frame above. Date Range Delayed (01/12/2021) - 

Evotec announced that the Phase II trial with Boehringer 

Ingelheim in oncology and pain indications are expected to 

initiate in the next 12-24 months. 

Now-12/31/2021 Y-mAbs Therapeutics Inc. YMAB Omburtamab

Brain Cancer (Malignant 

Glioma; AA and glioblastoma 

(GBM))

II
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation

Phase II - Multi-center DIPG 

Study to Start

Y-mAbs Therapeutics lists that a Phase II DIPG multi-center 

study of omburtamab (Study 102) is anticipated to start in 

2020.

Date Range Delayed (12/07/2020) - Y-mAbs Therapeutics 

lists that a Phase II DIPG multi-center study of omburtamab 

(Study 102) is anticipated to start in 2020. As such await an 

update in the time frame above.Date Range Delayed 

(01/12/2021) - Y-mAbs Therapeutics announced that the 

Phase II DIPG multi-center study of omburtamab (Study 

102) is anticipated to start in 2021.

Now-12/31/2021 Y-mAbs Therapeutics Inc. YMAB Danyelza Neuroendocrine Tumors (NET) Approved
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation

Phase II - Frontline Study to 

Start

Y-mAbs is also planning a multicenter frontline study which 

they expect to initiate in 2020.

Date Range Delayed (12/07/2020) - Y-mAbs is planning a 

multicenter frontline Phase II study which they expect to 

initiate in 2020. As such we await an update in the time 

frame above.Date Range Delayed (01/12/2021) - Y-mAbs is 

planning a frontline Phase II study of Danyelza in 2021. 

Now-12/31/2021 Y-mAbs Therapeutics Inc. YMAB Danyelza Neuroendocrine Tumors (NET) Approved
Trial Announcement - 

Initiation

Phase II - Combo Study to 

Start

Y-mAbs Therapeutics lists that a Phase II combination study 

of naxitamab plus chemotherapy (Study 203) is planned to 

start in 2020.

Date Range Delayed (12/07/2020) - Y-mAbs Therapeutics 

lists that a Phase II combination study of naxitamab plus 

chemotherapy (Study 203) is planned to start in 2020. As 

such we await an update in the time frame above.Date 

Range Delayed (01/12/2021) - Y-mAbs is planning a Phase II 

203 study of Danyelza plus chemo in 2021. 

Now-06/30/2021 Zydus Cadila CDH PegiHep COVID-19 Treatment
Development 

Outside U.S.
Regulatory - IND Filing IND Filing

Zydus expects to file an IND with the U.S. FDA for 

PEGInterferon a-2b for COVID-19 in August 2020.

Date Range Delayed (08/28/2020) - Zydus has not provided 

any update on filing IND in U.S. FDA for PEGInterferon a-2b 

for COVID-19. As such we await an update the time frame 

above.Date Range Delayed (12/23/2020) - We continue to 

await an update.Date Range Delayed (01/12/2021) - Zydus 

still plans to submit an IND for PegiHep in the US in the near 

future. We continue to await an update in the time frame 

above.

Now-12/31/2021 Zymeworks, Inc. ZYME Zanidatamab Gastric Cancer II
Trial Data - Top-Line 

Results
Phase II - Top-Line Results

Zymeworks announced that one of its priorities for the year 

is to report ZW25 Phase II chemotherapy combination data 

from 1st Line HER2+ GEA. We await an update through this 

time frame above.

Date Range Delayed (12/03/2020) - Zymeworks has not 

announced an update on the timeline for ZW25 Phase II 

chemotherapy combination data from 1st Line HER2+ GEA. 

We await an update in the date range above.Date Range 

Delayed (12/18/2020) - Zymeworks has not provided an 

update on the results for the Phase II Zanidatamab study in 

gastric cancer. As such we await an update in the date 

range above.Date Range Delayed (01/11/2021) - Zymworks 

plans to launch a pivotal trial in 1st line HER2+ GEA and 

present supporting Phase II clinical data in 2021.


